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I. INTRODUCTION

A.

PURPOSE OF THE RESPONSE TO COMMENTS DOCUMENT

This document has been prepared to respond to comments received on the Draft Environmental
Impact Report (Draft EIR) prepared for the Sherwin-Williams Development Project (project)
proposed for an approximately 10.05-acre site located in the City of Emeryville. The Draft EIR
identifies the likely environmental consequences associated with development of the proposed
project, and recommends mitigation measures to reduce potentially significant impacts. This
Response to Comments (RTC) Document provides responses to comments on the Draft EIR and
makes revisions to the Draft EIR, as necessary, in response to those comments or to make
clarifications in the Draft EIR. This document, together with the Draft EIR, constitutes the Final EIR
for the proposed project.

B.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS

According to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), lead agencies are required to consult
with public agencies having jurisdiction over a proposed project and to provide the general public
with an opportunity to comment on the Draft EIR.
The City circulated a Notice of Preparation (NOP) to help identify the types of impacts that could
result from the proposed project, as well as potential areas of controversy. The NOP was originally
published on December 15, 2014, and was distributed to local, regional, and State agencies. A
scoping session for the preparation of the EIR was held at 6:30 p. m. on January 27, 2015, at
Emeryville City Council Chambers. The original scoping period ended on January 30, 2015, but an
extension of the scoping period was provided by the City and the extended scoping period ended on
February 27, 2015. Comments received by the City on the NOP were taken into account during the
preparation of the Draft EIR.
The Draft EIR was made available for public review on January 8, 2016 and was distributed to local
and State responsible and trustee agencies. The Draft EIR and an announcement of its availability
were posted electronically on the City’s website, and hard copies were available for public review at
the Emeryville City Hall.
The 60-day public comment period ended on March 8, 2016. The City held a hearing on the Draft
EIR on January 27, 2015 at City Council Chambers. Copies of all written comments received during
the comment period and notes of the oral comments received at the public hearing are included in
Chapter III of this document.
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DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION

This RTC Document consists of the following chapters:


Chapter I: Introduction. This chapter discusses the purpose and organization of this RTC
Document, and the Final EIR, and summarizes the environmental review process for the
project.



Chapter II: List of Commenters. This chapter contains a list of agencies, individuals and
organizations who submitted written comments during the public review period and
comments made at the public hearing on the Draft EIR.



Chapter III: Comments and Responses. This chapter contains reproductions of all comment
letters received on the Draft EIR, as well as a summary of verbal comments on the Draft
EIR provided at the public hearing. A written response for each CEQA-related comment
received during the public review period is provided. Each response is keyed to the
corresponding comment.



Chapter IV: Draft EIR Text Revisions. Corrections to the Draft EIR that are necessary in
light of the comments received and responses provided, or necessary to amplify or clarify
material in the Draft EIR, are contained in this chapter. Double underlined text represents
language that has been added to the Draft EIR; text with strikeout has been deleted from the
Draft EIR.
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II. LIST OF COMMENTERS

This chapter presents a list of comment letters received during the public review period and describes
the organization of the letters and comments that are provided in Chapter III, Comments and
Responses, of this document.

A.

ORGANIZATION OF COMMENT LETTERS AND RESPONSES

Chapter III includes a reproduction of each comment letter received on the Draft EIR. The written
comments are grouped by the affiliation of the commenter, as follows: Federal, State, regional and
local agencies (A), organizations (B), individuals (C), and commenters (D) at the January 27, 2016
Planning Commission hearing.
The comment letters are numbered consecutively following the A, B, C and D designations defined
below:
Federal, State, Regional, and Local Agencies ........ A#-#
Organizations .......................................................... B#-#
Individuals .............................................................. C#-#
Public Hearing ........................................................ D#
Comment letters are numbered and comments within each letter are numbered consecutively after the
hyphen. Each speaker at the public hearing has been designated with a number as well.

B.

LIST OF AGENCIES COMMENTING ON THE DRAFT EIR

The following comment letters were submitted to the City during the public review period.
Federal, State, Regional, and Local Agencies
A1

Department of Transportation, Patricia Maurice (February 23, 2016)

A2

East Bay Municipal Utility District, David Rehnstrom (February 29, 2016)

A3

Alameda County Transportation Commission, Tess Lengyel (March 4, 2016)

A4

Department of Toxic Substances Control, Karen Toth (March 7, 2016)

Organizations
B1

Residents United for a Livable Emeryville, Ruth Major (March 6, 2016)

B2

45th Street Artist’s Cooperative, Richard Grassetti (March 7, 2016)
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B3

Park Avenue Residents Committee (March 8, 2016)

B4

Emeryville Residents for Responsible Development, Ellen L. Wehr (March 8, 2016)

B5

45th Street Artist’s Cooperative, John DeMerritt (March 8, 2016)

Individuals
C1

Will Leben (January 25, 2016)

C2

Richard D. Ambro, Phd (January 27, 2016)

C3

Greg Harper (March 6, 2016)

C4

Laura McCamy (March 7, 2016)

C5

Ann Holsberry and Gary Grimm (March 7, 2016)

C6

Brian Donahue (March 7, 2016)

C7

Alicia Gallo (March 7, 2016)

C8

Nora Pauwels (March 7, 2016)

C9

John Scheuerman (March 7, 2015)

C10

Mike McConnel (March 7, 2016)

C11

Kristin Peterson (March 8, 2016)

C12

Jack Ghizzoni (March 8, 2016)

C13

Erin Fong (March 8, 2016)

C14

Anna C. Shimko (March 8, 2016)

C15

Kevin Ma (March 8, 2016)

C16

Canan Tolon (March 8, 2016)

C17

Sharon Wilchar (March 8, 2016)

C18

Louise Stanely (March 8, 2016)

C19

Richard Heng (March 8, 2016)

C20

Tim Curran (March 8, 2016)
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Commenters on the Draft EIR, Public Hearing February 25, 2016
D1

Rudolph Brooks

D2

Francis Rodriquez

D3

Jason Gumataotao

D4

Angela Martin

D5

Richard Grassetti

D6

Sharon Wilchar

D7

Kristin Peterson

D8

Gary Grimm

D9

John Demerrit

D10

Nora Pauwels

D11

Paul Germain

D12

Kevin Kellogg

D13

Judy Timmel

D14

Bryan Hord

D15

Kate Rutter

D16

Archana Horsing

D17

Louise Stanley

D18

Mike McConnell

D19

Edythe Bresnahan

D20

Tim Curran
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III. COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

Written responses to each comment letter received on the Draft EIR are provided in this chapter. All
letters received during the public review period on the Draft EIR are provided in their entirety. Each
letter is immediately followed by responses keyed to the specific comments. The letters are grouped
by the affiliation of the commenting entity as follows: federal, State, regional, and local agencies (A),
organizations (B); and individuals (C). A summary of the oral comments provided during the January
25, 2016 public hearing and responses to comments related to CEQA are also provided (D).
Please note that text within individual letters that has not been numbered does not raise environmental
issues or relate to the adequacy of the information or analysis within the Draft EIR, and therefore no
comment is enumerated or response required.
Many of the comments received on the Draft EIR involve variations of the same key issues. In order
to consolidate responses to questions and comments related to these topics, and to address concerns
comprehensively, master responses have been prepared. Master responses are provided below and
referenced in certain responses, as appropriate.
Where revisions to Draft EIR text are called for, the page is set forth, followed by the appropriate
revision. Added text is indicated with double underlined text. Deleted text is shown in strikeout. Text
revisions are summarized in Chapter IV of this Response to Comments Document.
Several commenters raised questions about the Project Description (Chapter III of the Draft EIR) and
made suggestions that the EIR is inadequate because the document does not detail how the applicant
would obtain the development bonus points required to build the proposed project.
In response to these concerns Master Response 1 details the City’s submission requirements and
approval process, and Master Response 2 focuses on the City’s Development Bonus System.
Master Response 1: Planned Unit Development/Preliminary Development Plan (PUD/PDP)
Submittal and Approval Process
The City of Emeryville’s Planning Regulations Sections 9-7.1001 through 9-7.1014 outline the
submittal requirement and approval process for Planned Unit Developments (PUDs). A PUD is a twostage process that includes a Preliminary Development Plan (PDP), followed by one or more Final
Development Plans (FDPs). The PDP is the “master plan” for the site that details the physical layout
of the streets, open space and building sites. A PDP must be approved by the City Council and sets
the “zoning” for the site. Approval of the PDP is then followed by one or more FDPs that provide
greater detail about the individual buildings. FDPs are approved by the Planning Commission and
only go to the City Council if appealed. The applicant has applied for a PDP, and that is the “project”
that is analyzed in this EIR. If this EIR is certified and the PDP approved, the applicant would then
submit individual FDPs for review and approval.
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Section 9-7.1005(d) states that a PUD may modify any of the standards in Chapter 4, Site
Development Regulations, except those that are set by the General Plan, including building intensity
(floor area ratio), height, and residential density. A PUD must provide public benefits and affordable
housing units pursuant to Section 9-4.204, “Development Bonuses,” to qualify for bonus floor area
ratio, height, and/or residential density. The Sherwin-Williams PDP application proposes bonus
building intensity (floor area ratio), height and residential density. In order for the decision-makers to
approve the PDP, the proposal must be in compliance with Section 9-4.204.
Section 9-7.1006 (a) outlines submittal requirements for a PDP application. Specifically, it states that
plans should include details necessary to establish the physical scale and character of the development
and demonstrate the relationship among its constituent land uses, buildings and structures, public
facilities, and open space. These plans should, at a minimum, indicate perimeter boundaries of the
site; approximate location and dimension of streets, driveways, sidewalks, pedestrian ways, off-street
parking and loading areas, buildings and structures; a conceptual lighting plan for the buildings and
adjacent parking and pedestrian travel areas, utilization of buildings and structures, including
activities and the number of living units; reservations for public uses, including schools, parks,
playgrounds, and other open spaces; location, sizing and preliminary design of stormwater treatment
measures; and major landscaping proposals.
A PDP application does not require submission of plans that provide detailed building and
landscaping plans and elevations; plans for street improvements; grading; site improvement; traffic
control; drainage; sewer; and lighting plans. Such detailed plans are part of the Final Development
Plan (FDP) process and not part of the PDP submittal (Section 9-7.1009).
Once the PDP application is approved by the City Council upon recommendation of the Planning
Commission, the applicant needs to submit FDPs for the individual buildings, which must be
approved by the Planning Commission before any grading or building permit may be issued. The
FDP plans provide design details for each of the buildings, streets and open spaces. The plans may be
submitted as one FDP or as multiple FDPs. FDPs are considered by the Planning Commission and
they go to the City Council only if the Planning Commission decision is appealed.
The City has confirmed that the applicant has provided the level of information required by the City’s
PDP requirements. This Master Response addresses a number of comments that assert that not
enough information has been submitted. It should be further noted that information required by the
CEQA Guidelines for a “Project Description” has also been submitted, and are appropriately
incorporated in Chapter III, Project Description of the Draft EIR. Specifically, the CEQA Guidelines
identify the following information that is required in an EIR (Section 15124):
The description of the project shall contain the following information but should not supply
extensive detail beyond that needed for evaluation and review of the environmental impact.
(a) The precise location and boundaries of the proposed project shall be shown on a
detailed map, preferably topographic. The location of the project shall also appear on a
regional map.
(b) A statement of objectives sought by the proposed project. A clearly written statement
of objectives will help the lead agency develop a reasonable range of alternatives to
evaluate in the EIR and will aid the decision makers in preparing findings or a statement of
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overriding considerations, if necessary. The statement of objectives should include the
underlying purpose of the project.
(c) A general description of the project's technical, economic, and environmental
characteristics, considering the principal engineering proposals if any and supporting public
service facilities.
(d) A statement briefly describing the intended uses of the EIR.
(1)

(2)

This statement shall include, to the extent that the information is known to the
lead agency,
(A)

A list of the agencies that are expected to use the EIR in their decisionmaking, and

(B)

A list of permits and other approvals required to implement the project.

(C)

A list of related environmental review and consultation requirements
required by federal, state, or local laws, regulations, or policies. To the
fullest extent possible, the lead agency should integrate CEQA review with
these related environmental review and consultation requirements.

If a public agency must make more than one decision on a project, all its
decisions subject to CEQA should be listed, preferably in the order in which they
will occur. On request, the Office of Planning and Research will provide
assistance in identifying state permits for a project.

Therefore, the project before the Planning Commission and City Council (approval of a PDP
application for the Sherwin-Williams development project) has been adequately described in the
Draft EIR for consideration by the decision-makers and evaluation in the Draft EIR.
Master Response 2: Development Bonus
Several commenters raised questions about the Project Description (Chapter III of the Draft EIR) and
made suggestions that the EIR is inadequate because the document does not detail how the applicant
would obtain the Development Bonus points required to build the proposed project.
As required by CEQA, the Draft EIR evaluates the project as proposed, and identifies and mitigates to
the extent feasible the potential environmental impacts associated with the proposed project. The
Draft EIR is not required to determine whether the applicant can or evaluate how the project would
meet the requirements to be awarded Development Bonus points. The EIR does not define or design
the project, but simply evaluates the project identified by the City as Lead Agency and proposed by
the applicant. Additionally, the EIR does not mandate how the project should meet the City’s design
and development regulations, as that is the purview of the Planning Commission and, ultimately, the
City Council, per the process identified in Master Response 1. Through the approval and review
process, the City Council will determine whether the applicant has met the City’s PUD and PDP
requirements. The Development Bonus system is described below for informational purposes.
The project is described in Chapter III, Project Description of the Draft EIR. As noted on page 51 of
the Draft EIR, the height limits, number of residential units, and floor area proposed as part of the
project evaluated within the Draft EIR are based on the Development Bonus provisions of the
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Emeryville Planning Regulations, as amended, that allow for additional development intensity to be
approved with the provision of affordable housing units and certain community benefits.1 Per the
Planning Regulations, at least 50 percent of the required bonus points must be from provision of
affordable housing units and no more than 50 percent may be from community benefits such as public
open space, utility undergrounding, additional affordable housing units and contribution to a Citywide
Fund to Support Small Local Serving Businesses.
To provide clarification that the project would need to provide affordable housing to achieve bonus
points under Section 9.4.204, page 449 of the Draft EIR is revised as follows:
h. Housing Element. Programs applicable to the proposed project from the November 2014
Housing Element include H-2-1-1, H-2-1-2, H-7-2-1, H-7-2-5 and H-7-3-1. The proposed
project would not include affordable housing on the project site. However, the The proposed
project would seek a development bonus for both project development options in exchange for
public benefits. The procedure for obtaining bonus points is outlined in Section 9.4.204 of the
Emeryville Planning Regulations. The Planning Regulations allow developers to choose
between the bonus system under Section 9.4.204 or that allowed under the State Density Bonus
System, provided that the project requires no more than a 35 percent density bonus. Under the
Planning Regulations the project requires a 100 percent density bonus, and therefore must use
the bonus system under Section 9.4.204. The City encourages new housing development within
the City’s Priority Development Area (PDA) in keeping with regional greenhouse reduction
strategies. The proposed project is envisioned by the City as a potential infill redevelopment
site within the City’s PDA. The proposed project would also comply with the City’s
Stormwater Ordinance and include features that would help prevent stormwater intrusion.
To provide clarification that the project would need to provide affordable housing to achieve bonus
points under Section 9.4.204, Table V-2 on page 469 of the Draft EIR would also be revised and is
shown in Chapter IV of this Response to Comments Document. Whether affordable housing is
specifically included in the Project Description, and how the applicant would provide affordable
housing to achieve the necessary bonus points does not affect or impact the CEQA analysis of the
project contained in the EIR in any respect as a change in the affordability of the units to be provided
would not have a measurable effect regarding the potential impacts of the project on the environment.
The procedure for obtaining bonus points is outlined in Section 9.4.204 of the Emeryville Planning
Regulations. The Planning Regulations allow developers to choose between the bonus system under
Section 9.4.204 or that allowed under the State Density Bonus System, provided that the project
requires no more than a 35 percent density bonus. Under the Planning Regulations the project
requires a 100 percent density bonus, and therefore must use the bonus system under Section 9.4.204.
As stated in the Draft EIR, the applicant has not yet determined how the project would obtain the
required bonus points. However, the CEQA analysis of the proposed project as outlined in Chapter III
of the Draft EIR adequately evaluates the potential physical impacts associated with the project.
As noted above, the City Council will ultimately determine whether the applicant has met the
requirements to receive the required number of development bonus points to construct the project as
1
The City Council amended Section 9.4.204 of the Emeryville Planning Regulations on October 20, 2015.
Resolution 15-129.
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currently proposed. If the applicant has not received the required number of Development Bonus
points, the project could not be constructed as proposed and the applicant would either need to redesign the project to obtain additional bonus points or re-design the project so that it could be built
using whatever bonus points were awarded. The reader should note that as the applicant moves
through the PDP and FDP review process, if there are changes to the proposed project as described
and evaluated within the Draft EIR, those changes would be reviewed by the City as Lead Agency
against the findings of the Final EIR and additional CEQA evaluation may be required if the revised
project were to result in additional impacts not identified in the Final EIR.
The consistency of the project with the City’s policies and programs was evaluated in both Section
IV.A, Land Use and Chapter V. Planning Policy. As stated on page 439 of the Draft EIR, “Policy
conflicts are not in and of themselves considered significant environmental impacts under CEQA
unless they would result in physical environmental impacts. Where policy conflicts could result in
physical environmental impacts, such as regional air quality and transportation, applicable policies
are discussed in those individual sections. Potential conflicts between proposed and existing land uses
in the vicinity of the project site are described in Section IV.A, Land Use.” Section IV.A, Land Use
found that the proposed project would be generally consistent with the City’s General Plan and Park
Avenue District Plan policies, and that the proposed project would be consistent with surrounding
land uses.
It is also important to note that the determination of whether a project is consistent with a specific
policy can be subjective, and that consistency determinations are best made with a broad
understanding of the often-competing policy objectives in a planning document. As a result, policy
consistency determinations are ultimately made by the local decision-making body. As previously
discussed, the City of Emeryville is the Lead Agency for environmental review of the project.
Therefore, the City’s Planning Commission and City Council will ultimately determine the project’s
consistency with the City’s applicable plans and policies. The Draft EIR in each topical section and in
Chapter V. Planning Policy provides the decision-makers with a list of the goals, policies and
guidelines that are pertinent to the project and project area, and makes a recommendation regarding
whether or not the proposed project would directly conflict with relevant planning directives. These
recommendations are intended to supplement the decision-makers’ own understanding of the various
policy considerations. As stated above, a conflict with an applicable policy is not itself a significant
impact unless it results in a significant environmental impact, and the City Council is the ultimate
authority on whether, as a whole, the project is in conflict with City policies and programs.
Master Response 3: Hazardous Materials and Remediation
This Master Response provides a discussion of the environmental investigation and remediation
activities performed and continuing to be required at the project site on both the Sherwin-Williams
parcel and the Successor Agency parcel in response to commenters concerns regarding residual levels
of contamination still at the site, potential effects of removing contaminated materials, vapor
intrusion, and measures to protect workers, future residents and visitors to the site. As stated in the
Draft EIR on page 37:
“The Sherwin-Williams Company owned and operated a paint and coating manufacturing plant
on the Sherwin-Williams parcel beginning in the early 1900s. Pesticides were also
manufactured at the plant from the 1920s until the mid-1940s. The plant was converted from
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oil-based to water-based paint production in 1987 and stopped all production in 2006. In
December 2006, the Sherwin-Williams Company discontinued its operations and decommissioned the manufacturing plant. The Successor Agency parcel is currently undeveloped and was
historically used for railroad spurs and a small rail yard from the early 1900s into the late
1980s. It was acquired by the Emeryville Redevelopment Agency in 2006 for park purposes.
Both parcels have been subject to remedial actions to address contamination due to prior land
uses… all of the buildings on the Sherwin-Williams parcel, with the exception of one building,
have been demolished. The building (Building 1-31, technically two buildings but functioning
as a single building) is classified as a “Tier 1 Architecturally Significant Building” by the City
of Emeryville. Remediation of soil contamination has been completed and the site has been
backfilled with clean soil and graded smooth at approximately the elevation of the former truck
docks fronting on Sherwin Avenue. Groundwater monitoring continues under the direction of
the State Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC).”
The Draft EIR Section I, Hazards and Hazardous Materials describes the many phases of environmental investigation and remediation activities that have been performed at the project site (described on
Draft EIR pages 296 to 302), and discloses that residual levels of contamination in the subsurface of
the project site remain (Draft EIR pages 299 to 302). A human health risk assessment (HHRA) was
prepared under the oversight of DTSC in 2005 for the Sherwin-Williams parcel, and the results of the
HHRA were used in the development of cleanup goals for the Remedial Action Plan (RAP) based on
an unrestricted residential exposure scenario (Draft EIR page 297).
An Operations & Maintenance (O&M) Plan and Land Use Covenant (LUC) for the Sherwin-Williams
parcel have been approved by DTSC (Draft EIR page 299). The LUC imposes environmental
restrictions on the parcel because volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and arsenic remain in
groundwater and/or soil gas above the unrestricted cleanup goals as defined in the RAP. The O&M
Plan describes long-term monitoring and O&M activities to be performed for remedial features
installed at the Sherwin-Williams parcel to ensure that remedial measures and engineering controls
continue to be effective in preventing potential exposure of the public to hazardous materials which
are present in the subsurface of the Sherwin-Williams parcel. A similar O&M Plan may be developed
for the Successor Agency parcel if required by DTSC, as discussed on page 318 of the Draft EIR.
The restrictions and requirements of the LUC for the Sherwin-Williams parcel are intended to prevent
potential exposure of construction workers, the public, and the environment to hazardous materials
which are present in the subsurface of the Sherwin-Williams parcel (Draft EIR page 302). These
restrictions and requirements include prohibiting construction or development activities which are
inconsistent with the remediation features or which may disturb or adversely affect the integrity or
effectiveness of remediation features without written approval from DTSC. The LUC also indicates
that annual inspection reports must be prepared and submitted to DTSC to document that the
restriction and requirements of the LUC are being complied with, which includes not interfering with
the remediation measures unless approved by DTSC (Draft EIR page 303).
The Draft EIR (page 317) acknowledges that soil and groundwater affected by hazardous materials
may be disturbed and/or removed as a result of construction activities, which could pose a potential
health risk to construction workers, who would potentially come into direct contact with or inhale
dust or vapors from contaminated soil and groundwater, as well as the nearby public, who could be
affected by contaminants in fugitive dust or vapors from the project site. Additionally, if impacted
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soil and groundwater were improperly managed and disposed of during construction, these materials
could be released into the environment and pose a potential risk to future site occupants, other
members of the public, and the environment (Draft EIR page 317).
Disturbance and management of soil and groundwater at the Sherwin-Williams parcel would be
performed in accordance with the restrictions and requirements of the LUC, which includes DTSC
review and approval of proposed activities that would disturb soil or potentially affect installed
remediation features on the Sherwin-Williams parcel (Draft EIR page 317). Therefore proposed
construction plans must be submitted to DTSC for review and approval, as indicated in Table III-4 of
the Draft EIR, as revised. This process would include DTSC review and approval of the proposed
foundation design and construction method to ensure that the proposed construction design and
activities would not adversely affect the integrity or effectiveness of remediation features.
Mitigation Measure HAZ-2c (Draft EIR page 317) requires a LUC to be prepared for the Successor
Agency parcel. The restrictions and requirements of this LUC would prevent potential exposure of
construction workers, the public, and the environment to known and potential unidentified hazardous
materials in the subsurface of the Successor Agency parcel, and are described in detail on page 317 of
the Draft EIR.
Mitigation Measure HAZ-2d (Draft EIR page 318) requires preparation of a Soil Management Plan
(SMP) for the Successor Agency parcel and the Sherwin-Williams parcel for DTSC review and
approval. The mitigation measure requires that the SMP include notification and response procedures
if previously unidentified areas of potential soil or groundwater contamination are discovered, and
guidelines for importing clean fill materials. The SMP would also be required to include guidelines
for groundwater dewatering, treatment, and/or discharge, and groundwater transportation and
disposal. Potential emissions of vapors (including petroleum hydrocarbons) during excavation
activities would be addressed by the vapor control procedures required to be included in the SMP
(Draft EIR page 318). As required by Mitigation Measure HAZ-2d (starting on page 318), the SMP
must be revised if previously unidentified environmental hazards are discovered which require
additional measures to be incorporated into the SMP to ensure protection of construction workers, the
surrounding public, and the environment, such as changes in health and safety requirements (e.g.,
worker training or personal protective equipment requirements), material handling/sampling protocol,
or air monitoring requirements. As specified in Mitigation Measure Haz-2d (Draft EIR page 319), any
revisions to the SMP must be reviewed and approved by DSTC prior to conducting soil or
groundwater disturbing activities that would be affected by the revisions to the SMP.
Compliance with the restrictions and requirements of the LUC for the Sherwin-Williams parcel and
implementation of the SMP that would be developed for both parcels and the proposed project would
effectively prevent potential exposure of construction workers, the public, and the environment to
known and potential unidentified hazardous materials in the subsurface of the Sherwin-Williams
parcel, including potential unidentified areas of hazardous materials impacts beneath the Building 35
concrete pad. Investigation of the Building 35 area has been performed as indicated by the locations
of previous borings presented on Figure 2-3 of the RAP prepared by CDM Smith (available for
review at the City’s Planning Department). DTSC provided oversight of the development and
implementation of the RAP, and did not require remedial activities beneath the Building 35 concrete
pad.
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Post remediation soil gas monitoring has been performed at the Sherwin-Williams parcel (Draft EIR
pages 300 to 302). Further evaluation of soil gas conditions and potential vapor intrusion to indoor air
would be performed for the Sherwin-Williams property at DTSC’s discretion. Based on a discussion
with DTSC, additional evaluations of soil gas conditions and indoor air quality would be required
prior to construction of proposed buildings on the Sherwin-Williams parcel, in accordance with the
LUC for the Sherwin-Williams parcel, however, an evaluation of soil gas conditions and indoor air
quality throughout the entire Sherwin-Williams parcel would not be required, as the results of the soil
gas sampling reported during 2006-2007 and 2012-2013 have been deemed to be sufficient to
determine where additional soil gas sampling may be required.2
To provide clarification regarding the evaluation of vapor intrusion, performance standards, and
feasible measures to achieve performance standards that could be required by DTSC for the SherwinWilliams parcel, Mitigation Measure HAZ-2a on page 316 of the Draft EIR is revised as follows:
Mitigation Measure HAZ-2a: As a condition of approval for construction permits for the
Sherwin-Williams parcel, an evaluation of soil gas conditions and indoor air quality shall be
performed on the Sherwin-Williams parcel and Department of Toxic Substances Control
(DTSC) review and approval for construction shall be obtained. If the evaluation of soil gas
conditions indicates that vapor intrusion to indoor air could pose a significant health risk for
future occupants (e.g., if vapor intrusion could result in an excess cancer risk of greater than
one in a million or an appropriate health risk threshold determined by DTSC), DTSC may
require further investigation and/or implementation of engineering controls (e.g., installation of
sub-slab vapor barriers and ventilation systems) to address the potential for vapor intrusion to
indoor air. If engineering controls are required by DTSC to mitigate vapor intrusion risks,
operations, maintenance, and monitoring of the engineering controls would be required by
DTSC to ensure their effectiveness and demonstrate that performance standards are being
achieved (e.g., monitoring of sub-slab concentrations of VOCs to demonstrate that the sub-slab
ventilation system is functioning properly and that concentrations of VOCs are not
accumulating beneath buildings that could exceed the level of protection offered by sub-slab
vapor barriers). If the performance standards for the engineering controls are not achieved,
additional engineering controls would be required by DTSC (e.g., converting a passive sub-slab
ventilation system to an active sub-slab ventilation system, or maintaining positive pressure
within buildings using the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning [HVAC] systems). The
City shall ensure that the requirements specified by DTSC, such recommendations shall be are
implemented prior to occupancy of the proposed structures.
An evaluation of soil gas conditions and potential effects on indoor air quality has not been performed
for the Successor Agency parcel where a building is proposed on Parcel C-1 under development
Option A. Residual impacts from petroleum hydrocarbons remain in soil and groundwater beneath the
Successor Agency parcel, and based on its proximity to the southern portion of the Sherwin-Williams
parcel, it is possible that historic activities at the Sherwin-Williams parcel have resulted in the
presence of VOCs in groundwater that may have migrated beneath the Successor Agency parcel. An
evaluation of soil gas conditions and indoor air quality would be required to be performed at the
2
Toth, Karen, DTSC Supervisor. 2016. Personal communication between Cem Atabek of BASELINE and Karen
Toth of DTSC. April 14.
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Successor Agency parcel prior to construction of a new building on Parcel C-1 under development
Option A, as required by Mitigation Measure HAZ-2b. For DTSC to provide oversight of the
evaluation of soil gas conditions and indoor air quality on the Successor Agency parcel, as required
by Mitigation Measure HAZ-2b, the City needs to sign a reimbursement agreement to fund DTSC’s
oversight prior to requesting their review of documentation relating to the Successor Agency parcel.
To provide clarification regarding the evaluation of vapor intrusion, performance standards, and
feasible measures to achieve performance standards that could be required by DTSC for the
Successor Agency parcel, Mitigation Measure HAZ-2b on page 316 of the Draft EIR is revised as
follows:
Mitigation Measure HAZ-2b: As a condition of approval for construction permits for
residential housing on the Successor Agency parcel (under development Option A), an
evaluation of soil gas conditions and indoor air quality shall be performed on the Successor
Agency parcel and DTSC review and approval for construction shall be obtained. If the
evaluation of soil gas conditions indicates that vapor intrusion to indoor air could pose a
significant health risk for future occupants (e.g., if vapor intrusion could result in an excess
cancer risk of greater than one in a million or an appropriate health risk threshold determined
by DTSC), DTSC may require further investigation and/or implementation of engineering
controls (e.g., installation of sub-slab vapor barriers and ventilation systems) to address the
potential for vapor intrusion to indoor air. If engineering controls are required by DTSC to
mitigate vapor intrusion risks, operations and maintenance and monitoring of the engineering
controls would be required by DTSC to ensure their effectiveness and demonstrate that
performance standards are being achieved (e.g., monitoring of sub-slab concentrations of VOCs
to demonstrate that the sub-slab ventilation system is functioning properly and that
concentrations of VOCs are not accumulating beneath buildings at concentrations that could
exceed the level of protection offered by sub-slab vapor barriers). If the performance standards
for the engineering controls are not achieved, additional engineering controls would be required
by DTSC (e.g., converting a passive sub-slab ventilation system to an active sub-slab
ventilation system, or maintaining positive pressure within buildings using the HVAC systems).
The City shall ensure that the requirements specified by DTSC, such recommendations shall be
are implemented prior to occupancy of the proposed structures.
Detailed mitigation measures with performance standards have been developed to address potentially
significant impacts related to hazardous materials which were not addressed by previously conducted
environmental evaluations performed under DTSC or the restrictions and requirements established by
DTSC in the LUC for the Sherwin-Williams parcel. Future environmental evaluations performed as
part of these mitigation measures and compliance with the restrictions and requirements of LUCs
(including review of plans [e.g., the SMP] and foundation designs) would also be performed under
DTSC oversight to ensure that the proposed project would not result in significant impacts related to
hazardous materials.
DTSC oversight is required for the implementation of mitigation measures related to hazardous
materials as well as the construction and operation of the proposed project, which would ensure
suitability of the Project site for the proposed land uses.
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In conclusion, further remediation of the project site is not planned, as the presence of residual
contamination is being addressed by: 1) the LUC and O&M Plan for the Sherwin-Williams parcel, 2)
the SMP that would be prepared for the project site as required by Mitigation Measure HAZ-2d; 3)
the LUC that would be developed for the Successor Agency parcel, as required by Mitigation
Measure HAZ-2c; and 4) further evaluations of soil gas conditions and indoor air quality and
implementation of engineering controls, if necessary, to address the potential for vapor intrusion to
indoor air, as required by DTSC and Mitigation Measures HAZ-2a and HAZ-2b as revised.
Therefore, the Draft EIR does not defer future study of potential adverse impacts related to project
implementation, nor does it defer analysis of existing conditions at the site or mitigation of potential
impacts.
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COMMENTER A1
Department of Transportation
Patricia Maurice
February 23, 2016

Response A1-1:

This comment is introductory in nature, and does not raise concerns
regarding the environmental analysis or information contained within the
Draft EIR. Please see Responses A1-3 through A1-6 which respond to
concerns the commenter raised within this letter.

Response A1-2:

The comment regarding City of Emeryville responsibilities is noted. This
comment does not raise concerns regarding the environmental analysis or
information contained within the Draft EIR.

Response A1-3:

Mitigation Measure TRANS-8 acknowledges that physical modifications to
San Pablo Avenue at 40th Street to increase vehicle queue storage would
potentially have adverse secondary impacts to the existing mid-block
pedestrian crossing of San Pablo Avenue between Park Avenue and 40th
Street, and no physical improvements were identified. The Mitigation
Measure requires payment of the transportation impact fee and retiming of
the traffic signal in response to changing travel patterns in the cumulative
condition to minimize vehicle queues for all movements. Reduction of
queues in the southbound direction would minimize the opportunity of queue
backups into the pedestrian crossing. No changes to the existing pedestrian
crossing are recommended as part of this mitigation. As the effectiveness of
this measure is unknown, the impact was classified as significant and
unavoidable.

Response A1-4:

The project will be conditioned to develop and implement a transportation
demand management (TDM) program that includes provisions for
monitoring.
It should be noted that the trip generation estimates used in the Draft EIR
already considered the non-motorized infrastructure that would be
constructed with the project, and also considered the applicable City
requirements that would apply to this project, including the preparation of a
TDM plan, maximum parking supply, unbundling of parking prices and
establishment of a bike share pod within the project vicinity. The Draft EIR
analysis also included a trip reduction factor that took these TDM
improvements into account.
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Additionally, a VMT assessment was also conducted for the project. Results
of this assessment indicate that the proposed project would generate VMT
per capita at rates approximately 25 percent lower than the existing city-wide
average VMT per capita based on the Alameda CTC model, exceeding the
regional goal.
Response A1-5:

The comment regarding the potential need for a Transportation Management
Plan (TMP) or construction traffic impact study for improvements effecting
State highway facilities is noted. This comment does not raise concerns
regarding the environmental analysis or information contained within the
Draft EIR.

Response A1-6:

The comment regarding the potential need for a State Right-of-Way
encroachment permit is noted. This comment does not raise concerns
regarding the environmental analysis or information contained within the
Draft EIR.
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COMMENTER A2
East Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD)
David Rehnstrom
February 29, 2016

Response A2-1:

This comment is introductory in nature, and does not raise concerns
regarding the environmental analysis or information contained within the
Draft EIR. Please see Responses A2-4 through A2-15, which respond to
concerns the commenter raised within this letter.

Response A2-2:

EBMUD’s comments on the Revised Notice of Preparation are included in
Appendix A of the Draft EIR and were considered and taken into account
during preparation of the Draft EIR. The EIR authors noted in particular that
EBMUD considered the Water Service Assessment (WSA) prepared on
January 5, 2005 still valid for the revised project.

Response A2-3:

This comment is introductory in nature for the January 13, 2015 letter, and
does not raise concerns regarding the environmental analysis or information
contained within the Draft EIR. Please see Responses A2-4 through A2-15
which respond to concerns the commenter raised within this letter.

Response A2-4:

The provision of water services and demand associated with the proposed
project was evaluated in the Draft EIR Section IV.L, Utilities and
Infrastructure. As described on page 371 of the Draft EIR, the City submitted
a written request to EBMUD in March 2015 for an updated Water Supply
Assessment for the proposed project. EBMUD responded in a letter dated
May 13, 2015 (Enclosure B to the comment letter) which stated the
following:
“The estimated demand for the Sherwin-Williams Emeryville Site
Redevelopment Project consisting of 577 dwelling units and 35,000 square
feet of commercial space in the approved WSA was about 110,000 gallons
per day (gdp). Since the overall project demand decreased, EBMUD
concludes that the WSA approved on March 10, 2005 is still valid, and a
second WSA is not required for the Sherwin-Williams Development
Project.”

Response A2-5:

The provision of water services and demand associated with the proposed
project was evaluated in the Draft EIR Section IV.L, Utilities and
Infrastructure, and no significant unavoidable impacts were identified. The
anticipated growth that would result from the proposed project is consistent
with EBMUD’s Urban Water Management Plan.
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As described on page 372, the capacity of existing water mains to
accommodate increased demand generated by the proposed project would be
evaluated prior to approval of final construction plans. If line improvements
are required, upgrades would be made by the project applicant in
coordination with the City and EBMUD prior to project construction.
Increased water deliveries to the project site would not require additional
storage or pumping capacity or require substantial modifications to the
existing water lines located within the project site. As such the proposed
project would have a less-than-significant impact on water distribution
infrastructure.
Response A2-6:

The topic of hazardous materials and water quality was evaluated in the Draft
EIR Section IV. H, Hydrology and Water Quality and Section IV.I, Hazards
and Hazardous Materials. As discussed on pages 315 through 319 of the
Draft EIR, soil and groundwater beneath the project site have been impacted
with hazardous materials due to historic industrial uses of the project site,
and additional impacts in groundwater may be present beneath the project
site due to migration of impacted groundwater from up-gradient and off-site
sources. Although remediation activities at the project site resulted in
removal of soil impacted with hazardous materials to an extent that remedial
cleanup goals were achieved at the Sherwin-Williams parcel, soil impacted
with concentrations of hazardous materials exceeding cleanup goals remains
at the Successor Agency parcel. In addition, residual impacts from hazardous
materials remain in groundwater and soil gas beneath the Sherwin-Williams
parcel and possibly beneath the Successor Agency parcel, and previously
unidentified areas of hazardous materials impacted soil and groundwater
could be discovered during site redevelopment. Compliance with DTSC
requirements and the implementation of Mitigation Measures HAZ-2a, HAZ2b, HAZ-2c, and HAZ-2 would ensure that potential significant hazards
associated with the disturbance of soil and groundwater at the project site
would be less than significant. See also <aster Response 3 and responses to
comment letter A4 from the Department of Toxic Substances Control
(DTSC).

Response A2-7:

As described in Chapter III, Project Description, the project site has been
subject to remedial actions to address contamination due to prior land uses.
The Water Board provided oversight for the Sherwin-Williams parcel
investigation and remediation activities until early 2006, when the DTSC
assumed responsibility for oversight.
The Sherwin-Williams parcel has been remediated pursuant to the June 2010
RAP developed in accordance with Health and Safety Code, Division 20,
Chapter 6.8 under oversight of DTSC. The RAP was based on the Remedial
Investigation, the Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) (approved by the
Water Board in December 2005) and the Feasibility Study conducted for the
Sherwin-Williams parcel. Following the DTSC’s approval of the RAP, and a
Mitigated Negative Declaration prepared for the RAP, a Remedial Design
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Implementation Plan (RDIP) was prepared and approved by DTSC on June
30, 2011. The remedy completion and RDIP modifications were documented
in the Remedy Implementation Completion Report (RICR) approved by
DTSC on August 7, 2012.
Remedial activities included excavation and offsite disposal of unsaturated
and saturated soil containing arsenic, lead, and volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) including benzene, toluene, and xylenes at concentrations above
unrestricted cleanup goals, and installation of remedial features including:
retention of the existing slurry wall that was installed in 1994; extension of
the slurry wall; breaches in three locations in the slurry wall to provide for
specific groundwater flow channels; installation of a low permeability
vertical barrier and high permeability channel to direct groundwater flow;
placement of low permeability soil backfill to minimize water infiltration,
and installation of groundwater monitoring wells. The GWET system,
originally installed as part of the IRMs, was shut down and removed in 2011
as part of the final remedy implementation. Remediation activities included
in the RAP are shown in Figure III-3.
A “no further action” letter was issued by the DTSC on January 23, 2013.
Groundwater monitoring continues under the direction of the DTSC.
A variety of materials such as petroleum products and metals related to the
industrial operations at the Successor Agency parcel and at nearby properties
were found in the soil and groundwater in concentrations that required
cleanup before the property could be redeveloped. A non-time critical
cleanup was funded partially under a United States Environmental Protection
Agency (U.S. EPA) Brownfields cleanup grant, the former Emeryville
Redevelopment Agency (Redevelopment Agency), and the UPRR. The
Redevelopment Agency served as the Lead Agency under a Memorandum of
Understanding with the DTSC and the Water Board.
A soil and groundwater investigation at the Successor Agency parcel was
conducted in October 2006, and the results are presented in the Analysis of
Brownfields Cleanup Alternatives (ABCA) dated November 27, 2007.
The most significant contaminants at the Successor Agency parcel included
metals (arsenic, cadmium, lead, and zinc) and petroleum hydrocarbons in the
soil and arsenic in groundwater. Metals contaminated soil was found across
much of the Successor Agency parcel, except for the eastern portion of what
is now known as Sherwin Avenue, in primarily fill soils near the surface.
Petroleum hydrocarbons are found primarily in the southwest corner of the
Successor Agency parcel. Arsenic in groundwater is likely the result of
releases from the up gradient and adjacent Sherwin-Williams parcel.
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The cleanup objective for the Successor Agency parcel was to reduce the
volume, toxicity, and mobility of contaminants of concern to acceptable,
risk-based levels for relatively unrestricted land use for any development that
may be contemplated.
The Redevelopment Agency evaluated a range of methods for addressing the
contaminants of concern at the Successor Agency parcel, and the results of
that analysis are presented in the ABCA. The cleanup alternative
recommended in the ABCA and selected in the Site Cleanup Plan (SCP)
dated January 2008 (see information below for document availability)
included excavation of soils where contamination levels exceeded the
cleanup goals and transportation and disposal of excavated soil to off-site
permitted disposal facilities.
The Successor Agency parcel was remediated in 2008 under oversight of the
DTSC and Water Board and the property has not been restricted for
development of any land use. See also responses to comment letter A4 from
the Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC).
Response A2-8:

Wastewater service and storm drainage system capacity associated with the
proposed project was evaluated in the Draft EIR Section IV.L, Utilities and
Infrastructure and Section IV.H, Hydrology and Water Quality. As discussed
on page 292 of the Draft EIR, a significant impact would result from
implementation of the proposed project as it could create or contribute runoff
water which could exceed the capacity of existing or planned stormwater
drainage system. With implementation of Mitigation Measure HYD-2,
potential impacts associated with peak runoff volumes would be reduced to a
less-than-significant level. In addition, as discussed on page 373, the
applicant is required to incorporate Low Impact Development (LID)
measures for storm drainage facilities on the project site to comply with the
City’s stormwater ordinance and the Municipal Regional Permit
requirements issued by the San Francisco Regional Water Quality Control
Board.

Response A2-9:

Please see Response A2-8. With implementation of HYD-2, potential
impacts associated with peak runoff volumes would be reduced to a lessthan-significant level. The City will also require the project applicant to
comply with EBMUD’s Regional Private Sewer Lateral Ordinance and all
other requirements to ensure that new wastewater collection systems are
constructed to prevent excessive infiltration and inflow (I/I) on the project
site.

Response A2-10:

The City will require the project applicant to comply with EBMUD’s
Regional Private Sewer Lateral Ordinance and all other requirements to
ensure that new wastewater collection systems are constructed to prevent
excessive infiltration and inflow (I/I) on the project site.
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In response to this comment, page 373 of the Draft EIR would be revised as
follows:
The project applicant must comply with EBMUD’s Regional Private
Sewer Lateral Ordinance. In addition, the project applicant must
replace or rehabilitate any existing sanitary sewer collection systems,
including sewer lateral lines to ensure that such systems are lines are
free from defects or, alternatively, disconnected from sanitary sewer
system. The project applicant must ensure that any new wastewater
collection systems including sewer lateral lines, for the project are
constructed to prevent infiltration and inflow (I/I) to the maximum
extent feasible while meeting all requirements contained in the
Regional Private Sewer Lateral Ordinance and applicable municipal
codes or Satellite Agency ordinances.
Response A2-11:

The topic of recycled water is discussed on page 364 of the Draft EIR. In
addition, as described in the Draft EIR Chapter III, Project Description, all
landscaping would be irrigated and plumbed with purple pipes for the use of
recycled water. The project proposed to extend a new four-inch recycled
through the new 46th Street from the existing 8-inch recycled water main on
Horton Street.
Page 364 of the Draft EIR would be revised to include the following revision
as the third paragraph:
The project applicant shall continue to coordinate with the City and
EBMUD as they implement the various components of the proposed
project regarding providing recycled water for appropriate nonpotable uses. In addition, the project applicant will be responsible for
the extension of recycled water pipelines to the proposed
development and within the development.

Response A2-12:

Water conservation practices are identified in Draft EIR Section IV. L,
Utilities and Infrastructure, and no significant unavoidable impacts
associated with the provision of water were identified. As described in the
Draft EIR on page 372, the proposed project would be outfitted with waterconserving fixtures, as required by the Uniform Building Code. All
landscaping would be irrigated and plumbed with purple pies for the use of
recycled water. In addition, landscaping will comply with the Bay-Friendly
Landscape practices outlined in Emeryville Municipal Code Section 9-4.6.

Response A2-13:

This comment is a letter sent by EBMUD to the City of Emeryville dated
May 13, 2015 regarding reconfirmation that the Water Supply Assessment
for the revised Sherwin-Williams Development Project is still valid. This
letter does not raise concerns regarding the environmental analysis or
information contained within the Draft EIR.
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Response A2-14:

This comment is a letter sent by EBMUD to the City of Emeryville dated
March 10, 2005 regarding the Water Supply Assessment for the SherwinWilliams Site Redevelopment Project. This letter does not raise concerns
regarding the environmental analysis or information contained within the
Draft EIR.

Response A2-15:

This comment is a letter sent by EBMUD to the City of Emeryville dated
January 3, 2005 regarding the Water Supply Assessment Request for the
Sherwin-Williams Site Redevelopment Project. This letter does not raise
concerns regarding the environmental analysis or information contained
within the Draft EIR.
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COMMENTER A3
Alameda County Transportation Commission
Tess Lengyel
March 4, 2016

Response A3-1:

This comment is introductory in nature, and does not raise concerns
regarding the environmental analysis or information contained within the
Draft EIR. Please see Responses A3-2 through A3-9 which respond to
concerns the commenter raised within this letter.

Response A3-2:

Significance criteria for transit operations, bicycle, and pedestrians are
discussed starting on page 115 of the Draft EIR. Project impacts to these
modes of travel were identified based on the significance criteria, and as
noted in the comment, impacts and mitigation measures were developed. The
commenter is correct in noting that the Countywide Bicycle Network and
Pedestrian Areas of Countywide Significance were not specifically
mentioned in the Draft EIR. However, the potential impact to these modes
were discussed and analyzed as part of the Draft EIR as well as throughout
the Transportation Impact Analysis in Appendix B of the Draft EIR (see,
e.g., the TIA at pages ii-iii, 17-27, 70-73, 104-106, 118-122). Mitigation
measures that incorporate the intent of the multimodal nature of the CMP
requirements were identified.
The level of transit trip generation was also estimated for the project as
presented in the Transportation Assessment. The project is expected to
generate approximately 70 morning peak hour and 80 evening peak hour
transit trips. Of these trips, most would include a bus component, with some
including a bus and BART component. Between AC Transit and Emery-goRound service, there are approximately 29 buses that serve the project area
during the morning and evening peak hours, resulting in less than 5
additional riders per any bus in the area. Of the total transit trips, a
percentage may use the BART system. Even if all estimated transit trips used
the BART system, the MacArthur BART station is served by three lines,
each running 10 car trains on less than 10 minute to 15-minute headways
during peak periods; as the project would add fewer than 1 passenger per car
during peak hours, a less-than-substantial increase to BART ridership is
expected.

Response A3-3:

Please see Response A3-2 regarding transit impacts.

Response A3-4:

Please see Response A3-2 regarding bicycle impacts.

Response A3-5:

Please see Response A3-2 regarding pedestrian impacts.
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Response A3-6:

Existing traffic volumes are shown on Figure 9 of the TIA. Aerial maps and
the City’s General Plan Land Use Diagram were also consulted. A select
zone analysis using the Alameda CTC model was also conducted. In this
instance, the proposed project uses were added to the travel analysis zone
that includes the project and the origin/destination of those trips within the
model was tracked.

Response A3-7:

The transportation model that was used to estimate vehicle miles of travel for
the proposed project uses dwelling units and number of employees by
employment type as land use inputs. General conversion factors are often
used to convert a development by square foot to an associated number of
employees. These factors are often developed for use in fiscal assessments to
estimate the level of employment within a project, and can also be correlated
by reviewing the Institute of Transportation Engineer Trip Generation
Manual rates when data is presented based on both square feet and
employees.
For this project, a conversion factor of approximately 1 employee per 250
square feet was used for the office and restaurant components of the project
site, and 1 employee per 500 square feet was used for the retail use
component. These factors were developed in consultation with the City of
Emeryville and are similar to employee factors used in the City for other
purposes.

Response A3-8:

The basis of the per-hour per-lane capacities noted above is the Highway
Capacity Manual. This methodology is consistent with the approach used for
other projects in Emeryville and other communities within Alameda County.
These capacities do not reflect additional capacity provided at intersections
through turn pockets.

Response A3-9:

The commenter is correct in stating that the Alameda CTC model simulates
travel demand for the forecast years of 2020 and 2040. The year 2025 was
incorrectly cited as a model forecast year in the Draft EIR. The error was
typographical; no changes to the impact analysis are necessary.
In response to this comment, page 174 of the Draft EIR would be revised as
follows:
Traffic Forecasts. Fehr & Peers used the Alameda Countywide
Travel Demand Model to forecast 2020 2025 and 2040 traffic
volumes on the MTS roadway system. The forecasts for the MTS
system differ from the intersection forecasts previously discussed in
the following aspects:


The regional model does not include some minor streets in
Emeryville, potentially overstating traffic volumes on the
roadways included in the model.
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The MTS roadway analysis reports the outputs of the Alameda
CTC model directly on a roadway segment level.

The results of the Alameda CTC model were used to forecast the No
Project Conditions for 2020 2025 and 2040. To identify potential
impacts associated with the project, project trips were distributed to
the MTS roadway segments (including freeways and surface streets)
identified above using the project trip distribution described above.
The distribution of project trips onto the MTS segments results in the
project volumes for 2020 2025 and 2040 shown in Tables IV.C-22
and IV.C-23.
Analysis Method. Operations of the MTS freeway and surface
street segments were assessed based on volume-to-capacity (V/C)
ratios. For freeway segments, a per-lane capacity of 2,000 vehicles
per hour was used. For surface streets, a per-lane capacity of 800
vehicles per hour was used. These capacities do not reflect additional
capacity provided at intersections through turn pockets. Roadway
segments with a V/C ratio greater than 1.0 are assigned LOS F.
Analysis Results. The MTS PM peak hour roadway segment
analyses are provided in Table IV.C-22 for the 2020 2025 condition
and Table IV.C-23 for the 2040 condition. Results of the analysis
indicate that the proposed project would not result in or worsen
deficient operations on the MTS roadway segments included in this
assessment. Therefore, the impact to the MTS roadway system is
less-than-significant.
On page 175 the title of Table IV.C-25 in the Draft EIR would be revised as
follows:
Table IV.C-25: 2020 2025 PM Peak Hour CMP Roadway
Segment Analysis
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COMMENTER A4
Department of Toxic Substances Control
Karen Toth
March 7, 2016

Response A4-1:

This comment provides an introduction to DTSC’s comment letter,
indicating that DTSC oversees the cleanup of sites where hazardous
substances have been released pursuant to California Health and Safety
Code, Division 20, Chapter 6.8, and that DTSC is providing questions and
comments as a responsible agency. This comment does not require a
response.

Response A4-2:

The commenter indicates that geology and soils mitigation measures should
explicitly state that that these mitigations take into account the existing
remedial system and that any measures that could affect the direction and
velocity of groundwater flow must be approved by the DTSC.
In response to the comment, page 278 of the Draft EIR and Mitigation
Measure GEO-1 is revised as follows:
(e) All foundation designs and geotechnical remedies shall consider
existing hazardous materials remediation systems and ensure that
these remediation systems are not adversely affected. Any
geotechnical remedies that could result in alteration of the
direction or flow velocity of groundwater shall be approved by
the DTSC prior to implementation.

Response A4-3:

The commenter indicates that hydrology and water quality mitigation
measures should explicitly state that that these mitigations take into account
the existing remedial system and that any measures that could affect the
direction and velocity of groundwater flow must be approved by the DTSC.
In response to the comment, the following text is added to the end of
Mitigation Measure HYD-1b in the Draft EIR on page 291 as follows:
6. All stormwater treatment measures shall consider existing
hazardous materials remediation systems and ensure that these
remediation systems are not adversely affected.
7. Any stormwater treatment measures that could result in
alteration of the direction or flow velocity of groundwater shall
be approved by the DTSC prior to implementation.
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Response A4-4:

The commenter indicates that HAZ-2 mitigation measures should include
provision for actions if contaminated soil is found during earthwork
activities, according to a DTSC-approved Soil Management Plan (SMP), and
that documentation must be provided to DTSC to confirm that imported fill
materials are not contaminated. Regarding Mitigation Measures HAZ-2a and
HAZ-2b, the commenter indicates that future evaluations of soil gas
conditions and indoor air quality will be based on previous soil gas
investigations conducted and reported during 2006-2007 and 2012-2013, and
that DTSC will not require a complete reassessment of soil vapor throughout
the site. Regarding Mitigation Measures HAZ-2b and HAZ-2c, the
commenter indicates that prior to any review of documentation relating to the
parcel owned by the Successor Agency, DTSC will require that a
reimbursement agreement be signed to fund DTSC’s oversight. The
commenter also asks for an explanation of the basis for the requirement of a
Land Use Covenant (LUC), and indicates that generally soil management
plans do not address import of soils from offsite. Regarding revisions to
Mitigation Measures HAZ-2a and HAZ-2b see Master Response 3.
As presented on page 304 of the Draft EIR, DTSC stated that they could not
concur with the No Further Action letter for the Successor Agency parcel if
concentrations remain above residential levels without a deed restriction, and
a preliminary draft deed restriction was prepared by the City in 2010. In
November 2015, the City initiated preparation of an exhibit showing those
areas of the Successor Agency parcel that were not remediated in order to
finalize a LUC for the Successor Agency parcel. The exhibit and draft deed
restriction would be submitted to DTSC for review and incorporation into a
LUC after the City signs a reimbursement agreement to fund DTSC’s
oversight. It is understood that in order for DTSC to provide oversight of the
preparation of a LUC and SMP, as required by Mitigation Measure HAZ-2c,
the City needs to sign a reimbursement agreement to fund DTSC’s oversight
prior to requesting their review of documentation relating to the Successor
Agency parcel.

Response A4-5:

The commenter requests that the reference to the “no further action” letter be
replaced with reference to a “Certificate of Completion” issued by DTSC on
January 23, 2013. This change does not require a change in the analyses or
mitigation measures identified for the project in regards to project impacts
associated with hazardous materials. In response to the comment, the second
full paragraph on Draft EIR page 39 has been modified as follows:
A “no further action” “Certificate of Completion” letter was issued
by the DTSC on January 23, 2013.8 Groundwater monitoring
continues under the direction of the DTSC.
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Response A4-6:

The commenter indicates that the Successor Agency Parcel was not
remediated under the oversight of DTSC and RWQCB, but that the DTSC
and RWQCB were consulted by the City when the cleanup plan was
developed and did not provide field oversight and have not reviewed any
documents related to the actual remediation of the site.
In response to the comment, the last paragraph of Section 2.d of the Draft
EIR (page 40) has been revised to read as follows:
The Successor Agency parcel was remediated in 2008 under
oversight of in accordance with the DTSC and Water Board
approved SCP and the property has not been restricted for
development of any land use. Following the completion of remedial
excavation activities, soil impacted with contaminants concentrations
exceeding cleanup goals remained on the Successor Agency parcel
due to the physical constraints preventing further excavation.

Response A4-7:

The commenter suggests that the figure from the LUC which shows the
remedial features currently at the site would be more appropriate than Figure
III-3 that is included in the Draft EIR. Figure III-3 of the Draft EIR shows
both the remedial features at the Sherwin-Williams parcel and the locations
where contaminated soil was removed. No change to the figure is required in
response to this comment.

Response A4-8:

The commenter indicates that any dewatering conducted during project
construction should be completed under a DTSC-approved Groundwater
Management Plan. Regarding concerns associated with dewatering, refer to
Master Response 3.

Response A4- 9:

The commenter indicates that the DTSC must review and approve the SMP,
Groundwater Management Plan, any future soil vapor investigations, and
plans for removal of the transformer and the former underground storage
tank which was abandoned in place.
In response to the comment, Table III-4 of the Draft EIR on page 64 has been
revised to include additional DTSC approvals, as follows:
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Table III-1:

Required Permits and Approvals

Lead Agency
City of Emeryville

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Other Agencies
Department of Toxic
Substances Control

•
•
•
•
•

East Bay Municipal Utilities
District (EBMUD)

•
•

Alameda County Flood Control
District

•

Permit/Approval
General Plan Amendment
Planned Unit Development and Preliminary
Development Plan
Final Development Plan(s)
Encroachment Permits
Tentative Map and Final Map
Acceptance of Public
Easements/Dedications
Grading Permit
Building Permit
Stormwater Permit for C.3. LID Measures
Private Sewer Lateral Permit
Any ancillary contracts or agreements
between the City (or its agencies) and the
developer, including for a land swap,
development agreement, etc.
Approval of Construction Plans
Soil Management Plan
Groundwater Management Plan
Any future soil vapor investigations
Plans for removal of the transformer and
the former underground storage tank which
was abandoned in place at the SherwinWilliams Parcel.
Water Supply Assessment
Approval of reclaimed and potable water
services
Approval of new storm drain connection to
Temescal Creek

Source: LSA Associates, 2015.

Response A4-10:

The commenter requests information about the soil stockpiles on the City
Parcel, including origin and available chemical quality data. As presented on
page 305 of the Draft EIR, the City indicated that the stockpiles of soil are
from City Public Works projects and are clean top soil. Per the analysis is the
Draft EIR, there is no evidence of staining or odors, and no hazards have
been identified. Available characterization data and proposed management of
these soils would be described in detail in the SMP. The SMP would be
subject to DTSC review and approval.

Response A4-11:

The commenter indicates that it if pile foundations are used, they must be
designed so that they do not impede, redirect or increase flow of groundwater
at the site. Please refer to Master Response 3 and Response A4-2.
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Response A4-12:

The commenter indicates that the Draft EIR does not accurately characterize
groundwater flow directions under the site.
In response to the comment, the fourth paragraph on page 287 of the Draft
EIR has been revised as follows:
On-going groundwater monitoring has been performed at the
Sherwin-Williams parcel since 2012 as part of post-remediation
activities.29 The purpose of groundwater monitoring is to gather
groundwater data to evaluate the effectiveness of remediation and to
determine whether contingency actions are needed to achieve
cleanup goals.30 Groundwater monitoring is performed in accordance
with an Operations and Maintenance Plan approved by Department
of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC).31 Groundwater monitoring
involves collection of groundwater samples for chemical analysis
and water level measurements of monitoring wells and piezometers
located on- and off-site. During the October 2014 groundwater
monitoring event, depth to groundwater measurements were
collected from 14 monitoring wells and two piezometers located on
the project site. Groundwater elevations at the project site during the
October 2014 groundwater monitoring event ranged from 5.68 feet at
the north parcel boundary near Temescal Creek and 10.06 feet North
American Vertical Datum of 198832 near the southeast corner of the
parcel near Building 1-31. Based on groundwater elevations, the
groundwater flow direction in the northern portion of the site at the
time of monitoring was toward the northwest toward Temescal
Creek. This groundwater flow direction is consistent with the
topography of the project site. In the southern portion of the property
the groundwater flows to the southwest.

Response A4-13:

The commenter requests information about the on-site soil stockpiles,
including origin and available chemical quality data. Please refer to Response
A4-10.

Response A4-14:

The commenter request information regarding the completed remedial
activities, including sample results documenting the contamination that was
left in place. As indicated by footnote 26 on page 300 of the Draft EIR,
documentation of underground storage tank removal and remedial activities
performed at the Successor Agency parcel in 1994 and 1995 are presented in
the 2006 Case Closure letter issued by Alameda County Department of
Environmental Health (ACDEH). As indicated by footnote 29 on Page 301
of the Draft EIR, documentation of the 2008 remedial activities performed at
the Successor Agency parcel is presented in the 2009 Remedial Action
Completion Report prepared by Erler & Kalinowski, Inc. These documents
are available on the City Planning Division website: www.emeryville.org/
1019/Sherwin-Williams. Sample results documenting the contamination that
was left in place are included in these documents.
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Response A4-15:

The commenter indicates that the DTSC will consider existing documentation of soil gas conditions and indoor air quality from previous soil gas
investigations when determining the requirements for additional soil gas
characterization, if any, related to future redevelopment. Regarding concerns
associated with soil gas characterization, refer to Master Response 3.

Response A4-16:

The commenter indicates that Mitigation Measure HAZ-2d should be
included in Table II-1. Not including Mitigation Measure HAZ-2d in Table
II-1 was a compilation typographical error.
In response to the comment, Table II-1 has been revised to include
Mitigation Measure Haz-2d. See Chapter IV, Draft EIR Text Revisions, of
this document that includes Table II-1 showing this revision.

Response A4-17:

The commenter identifies a typographical error on page 319; as “DTSC” was
cited as “DSTC”.
In response to the comment, the first sentence on page 319 has been revised
to fix the typographical error, as follows.
The SMP must be reviewed and approved by DSTC DTSC prior to
disturbing soil or groundwater at the project site.” as the SMP would
be implemented for both the Sherwin-Williams parcel and the
Successor Agency parcel.

Response A4-18:

The commenter indicates that proposed project development footprints
appear to overlap portions of the high-permeability backfill area, an integral
part of the remedial features and stresses that structural slabs, foundations, or
footings must not impede groundwater flow through remedial features.
Regarding concerns associated with impacting groundwater flow through
remedial features, refer to Master Response 3.

Response A4-19:

The commenter indicates that development footprints in the Reduced Density
alternative appear to overlap portions of the high-permeability backfill area,
an integral part of the remedial features and stresses that structural slabs,
foundations, or footings must not impede groundwater flow through remedial
features. Regarding concerns associated with impacting groundwater flow
through remedial features, refer to Master Response 3.

Response A4-20:

The commenter indicates that development footprints in the Lennar
alternatives appear to overlap portions of the high-permeability backfill area,
an integral part of the remedial features and stresses that structural slabs,
foundations, or footings must not impede groundwater flow through remedial
features. Regarding concerns associated with impacting groundwater flow
through remedial features, refer to Master Response 3.
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TotheEmeryvillePlanningCommission:QuestionsandCommentaryontheSherwinͲWilliams
SiteDEIRfromResidentsUnitedforaLivableEmeryville,6thMarch2016.
ResidentsUnitedisanorganizationpromotingprogressiveactionandproͲresidentinitiativesin
theCityofEmeryville.Itwasfoundedin2008togiveresidentsastrongervoiceinshapingthe
city.

1

ThereportstatesthattheCity’sGeneralPlanisa“generalframework”nota“blueprint.”The
citizenswhohelpeddeveloptheGeneralPlanwouldliketoknowifthisisaninvitationtotryto
ignoreitwhenitsuitsthedevelopertoplayfastandloosewithit?
Thesamequestionshouldbeaskedaboutthecity’szoningregulationsandtheParkAvenue
DistrictPlan.WilltheybetakenseriouslywhenthefinalversionoftheEIRisformulated?

2

Thepointofthesequestionsisobvious:wewanttoseedeveloper,citystaff,Planning
Commission,andCityCounciltopaycloseattentiontotheGeneralPlan,Zoningregulations,
andtheParkAvenueDistrictPlanindevelopingtheSherwinͲWilliamssite.
OpenSpacePerResident
Withtherequestednumberofresidentialunitsat540;withtheopenspaceavailableonsiteat
3.54acres;andwiththeaverageresidentsͲperunitinAlamedaCountyat2.71(asof2010),the
amountofopenspaceper1000residentsdoesnotmeetthecity’sGeneralPlanobjectiveof3
acresper1000residents.Theonlywaytheamountofopenspacecanmeettheobjectiveisto
concentrateonbuildingoneͲbedroomandstudioapartments,andthuskeepthetotalnumber
ofresidentsperunitbelowtheAlamedaCountyaverageandfurtherreducediversityand
familysizeinEmeryvillehousing.

3

TrafficandTransportation
TheSWDEIR(DraftEIR)isinadequatebecauseofthefollowing:
1)LOSshouldnothavebeenusedpertheEmeryvilleGeneralPlanPolicyTͲPͲ3,whichsaysthat
LOS"shallnotbeusedtomeasuretransportationperformanceinEmeryvilledocuments..."TͲPͲ
3goesontonameQualityofServiceasamoreinclusiveandaccuratemeasureofhowallusers
ofthestreetsareimpacted.PleaserefertotheNACTOUrbanStreetDesignGuideforavariety
ofthingstomeasuretobemoreaccurate.[SWDEIR,p.88]

2)TheSWDEIRdoesnotrequireSWemployerstousereducedparkingrequirementsinline
withtheGeneralPlanPolicyTͲPͲ36.SWneedstobeinlinewithEmeryville'snewparking
regulationsofreducingtheparkingspots/personratioͲnolongerisitto1parkingspotperjust
1person.[SWDEIR,p.114]
1
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3)TheSWDEIRdoesnotrequiretheSWprojecttohaveTDM(TrafficDemandManagement)
Programsfortheiremployersandcustomers.TheSWDEIRshouldmandateTDMPrograms
suchasincentives,carpooling,bikeshares,carshare,secureindoorbikeparking,central
showers&lockersforcyclists,etc.[SWDEIR,p.115]

4)TheSWDEIRmustdomorethanjustgivelipͲservicetoremedyingthelongͲlastingimpact
thisdevelopmentwillhaveonourcommunity.TheSWDIERmustREQUIREandactuallyDOthe
suggestedmitigationsmeasuresandrecommendations.AndtheSWProjectmustdomorethan
justpaytheTrafficImpactFee.Theprocessbywhichthedetailsgetironedoutmustbeclearly
andtransparentlyspelledout.Finally,thedecisionsmustgothroughthePlanningCommission
andCityCouncilandnotjusttheCityStaff.[SWDEIR,p.115]

5)TheVMT(VehicleMilesTravelled)isunderestimatedthroughouttheSWDEIR.TheSWDEIR
admitsthattheTotalVMTwillincreasewiththeSWprojectbutthengoesontosaythatthe
VMT/Householdwilldecrease.Thisisonlytrueiftheassumptionthatthenewresidents
createdworkatthenewjobscreated.Thisisafalseassumptionifthehistoricpattern
continues(ofmostoftheresidentsworkingoutsideofEmeryvilleandmostofthe
EmeryvilleemployeescominginfromoutsideofEmeryville).[SWDEIR,p.133]

6)MXD+isnotthebestmethodologytousetoprovidedataanalysis.MXD+isbestusedin
areaswhicharetransitͲrich,whichunfortunatelyEmeryvilleisnotyet.MXD+tendsto
underestimatetheimpactsofincreasedvehiculartrafficwillhaveonpedestriansand
cyclists.[SWDEIR,p.118]

7)TheSWDEIRdoesnotrequireSWtouselocalhireforconstructiontoreducevehiculartraffic
asaMitigationMeasure.[SWDEIR,p.171]

TrafficAnalysisinAppendixBoftheSherwinWilliamsProject(SWP)DEIR
ThefindingsregardingtrafficanalysisinAppendixBoftheSherwinWilliamsproject(SWP)DEIR
arebasedonanerroneousassumptionthatnegatestheGeneralPlanandthereforeare
revealedtohavenovalue.Specifically,theGeneralPlanprovidesforbikeboulevardson
HortonStreet,45thStreetand53rdStreetthatthefindingsintheDEIRassumeswillbe
overturnedbytheCityCouncil.
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ThePedestrianBicyclePlan(PBP),asubordinateplantotheGeneralPlandefinesabike
boulevardashavinglessthan3000vehicletripsperday(VTD)forthosecorridorswestofHollis
Street.ThisincludesthebikeboulevardsonHortonStreet,45thand53rdstreets.TheDEIR
waspreparedwithanassumptionoftwohalfdivertersonHortonStreet(oneat40thStreet
andoneat53rdStreet).Thetwohalfdiverterswouldallowtrafficinonedirectiononly.Asthe
DEIRtrafficstudyreveals,theresultantprojectpluscumulativetrafficwillbeinexcessof3000
VTDonallthreebikeboulevards.FortheAppendixBtrafficstudytohaveanyvalueforthe
decisionmakers,thePBPwouldhavetobeamendedtoallowmorethan3000VTD,decidedly
notsomethingwithinthebailiwickoftheDEIR.Therearenofindingsoffactthatcouldbe
madethatwouldallowsuchanassumptiontobemade.ItmustbeassumedbytheDEIRthe
GeneralPlanwillnotbesoamendedbytheCityCouncil.

Submittedby
RuthMajor
ForandonbehalfofResidentsUnited.
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COMMENTER B1
Residents United for a Livable Emeryville
Ruth Major
March 6, 2016

Response B1-1:

This comment is introductory in nature, and does not raise concerns
regarding the environmental analysis or information contained within the
Draft EIR. Please see Responses B1-2 through B1-12, which respond to
concerns the commenter raised within this letter.

Response B1-2:

The questions asked in this comment are rhetorical in nature and do not relate
specifically to the information and analyses contained in the Draft EIR. The
policies and programs contained in the General Plan, Zoning Ordinance, and
Park Avenue District Plan related to the project were discussed and described
throughout the Draft EIR, and the project’s consistency with these policies
and programs was identified as well. Please see also Master Responses 1 and
2 regarding the City’s review process and the project description.

Response B1-3:

The text of the General Plan policy related to park acreage standards is
provided below. It should be noted that this policy relates to maintaining the
City-wide average of park and open space, and is not a site specific
requirement.
Policy PP-P-1. Increase park acreage to serve the needs of the
growing population and address current deficiencies in park and
open space standards. Maintain a standard of three new acres of
parkland per 1,000 new residents, and 0.25 acres per 1,000 new
employees.
As discussed on page 467 of the Draft EIR, the City currently has a total of
15.9 acres of public park space, which represents a ratio of 1.56 acres per
1,000 residents.3 The City proposes 22 to 25 acres of new neighborhoods
parks, as well as approximately 5 acres of other open space. The combination
of existing, planned and proposed parks would result in 41 to 46 acres of
City-owned parkland, plus the Greenways, green streets, and other trails.
This total represents a ratio of 2.5 to 2.8 acres per 1,000 residents.
The proposed project is expected to generate 923 residents and would
provide over 3 acres of combined park and open space (1.46 acres of public
park or open space areas, depending on which development option is
constructed; and 2.08 acres of publicly accessible open space on the Sherwin

3

Dyett & Bhatia. 2009 (Amended 2013). City of Emeryville General Plan. Chapter 4.
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Williams parcel). The 1.46-acre Successor Agency parcel was identified by
the City as a future park location (refer to Figure 4-1 of the General Plan).
In development Option A, there would be no City Park on the Successor
Agency owned portion of the project site. Instead, Option A would have a
significant portion of the publically-available open space (approximately
0.75 acres) within the center of the project site, with 0.71 acres remaining for
open space uses in its original location on the Successor Agency parcel.
However, in Option B, there would be a 1.46 City Park on the Successor
Agency portion of the project site. Although the configuration of the park
and open spaces are different under both development options (Option A and
Option B), the proposed project is expected to generate approximately 923
residents and would provide over 3 acres of combined park and open space.
The additional open space that would be provided by the proposed project
would therefore meet the General Plan Policy PP-P-1 of maintaining a
standard of 3 new acres of parkland per 1,000 new residents.
In this comment the commenter notes that the Alameda County average
household size of 2.71; the average household size for the City of Emeryville
per the US Census, which is used in the Draft EIR, is 1.71 residents. As
noted in the Draft EIR (page 80) and stated in the City of Emeryville
Housing Element4 the 2010 average citywide household size was 1.71
residents. The average in Emeryville was low in comparison to the Alameda
County and statewide averages of 2.71 and 2.87, respectively. Similarly, the
average family size of 2.61 persons in Emeryville was low in comparison to
Alameda County and the State of California, which had averages of 3.30 and
3.45, respectively.
Response B1-4:

As discussed in the TIA for the Draft EIR, The City of Emeryville does not
have a level of service policy for vehicles, but strives to achieve a quality of
service. Quality of service recognizes that people travel by a variety of
modes, not just in vehicles, and that the use of an auto-focused level of
service standard does not address the mobility needs for non-auto roadway
users.
For this assessment, level of service results are provided as a proxy for
evaluating the transportation experience for vehicles, transit, and bicyclists
and to guide the development of the transportation system in the project
vicinity while balancing the variety of travel modes in the area.
Significance criteria for all travel modes were identified in the Draft EIR.

4

City of Emeryville, 2014. Emeryville House Element 2015-2023.Adopted November 18, 2014.
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Response B1-5:

The project does not propose one parking spot per one person for commercial
uses. The parking ratios proposed for commercial uses in both Options A and
B are 8 spaces per 1,000 square feet for food and beverage uses; 3 spaces per
1,000 square feet for retail uses and 2.4 spaces per 1000 square feet (see
Figures III-6 and III-7 of the Draft EIR). These numbers are in conformance
with the City’s Planning Regulation Section 9.4.403.

Response B1-6:

The City will require the project applicant to implement a transportation
demand management (TDM) plan (see also Letter C15 in which the applicant
provides a draft plan), and will be required to monitor the effectiveness of
that TDM Plan. As the project approvals progress through the public hearing
process, the Planning Commission and City Council will have the
opportunity to review and refine the project mitigation measures.
It should be noted that the trip generation estimates used in the Draft EIR
already considered the non-motorized infrastructure that would be
constructed with the project, and also considered the applicable City
requirements that would apply to this project, including the preparation of a
TDM plan, maximum parking supply, unbundling of parking prices and
establishment of a bike share pod within the project vicinity. The Draft EIR
analysis also included a trip reduction factor that took these TDM
improvements into account.

Response B1-7:

As noted on page 1 of the Draft EIR, in the section titled “Purpose of this
EIR”, the Draft EIR is designed to inform City decision-makers, responsible
agencies, and the general public of the proposed project and the potential
environmental impacts of project approval and implementation. This Draft
EIR will be used by the City and the public in their review of the proposed
project and associated approvals, including those described in Chapter III,
Project Description.
CEQA requires that prior to approving a project, the City Council, as Lead
Agency, adopt a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP)
when the project requires mitigation measures as the result of a CEQA
analysis (Public Resources Code Section 21081.6(a)(1)). The City Council is
required to ensure that the measures are fully enforceable, through permit
conditions, agreements, or other means (Public Resources Code Section
21081.6(b)). The MMRP will be prepared and designed to ensure project
compliance with mitigation measures during project implementation.
The project will be required to implement a variety of mitigation measures,
including payment of fees, constructing physical improvements, such as
pedestrian and bicycle facilities, implement a transportation demand
management (TDM) plan, and will be required to monitor the effectiveness
of that TDM Plan. As the project approvals progress through the public
hearing process, the Planning Commission and City Council will have the
opportunity to review and refine the project mitigation measures.
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Response B1-8:

The VMT assessment was conducted using the Alameda CTC regional travel
demand model. While the work location of future residents and the
residential location of future site employees is not known, locating additional
housing in a job-rich area provides increase opportunities for people to live
closer to their places of employment. Although many Emeryville residents do
travel outside of the City of Emeryville for employment purposes, which is to
be expected given the relatively small population and geographic size of the
City compared to its closest neighbors, Oakland and Berkeley, there are a
number of employment opportunities within a ten mile radius of the project
site.

Response B1-9:

As detailed in the EIR, the project site is within walking distance of
numerous AC Transit and Emery-go-Round stops, with over 25 buses
serving the area during peak hours connecting the project site by transit to
numerous destinations within the Bay Area. Details of the MXD+ model and
validation process are provided in the TIA.

Response B1-10:

A significant but temporary transportation impact related to the construction
of the project was identified. Mitigation measures to reduce the construction
impact to the transportation system to a less-than-significant level were
identified; this measure does not specify local hiring as part of the measure.

Response B1-11:

It is unclear from the comment what erroneous assumption was made for the
bicycle boulevard analysis. The TIA identifies significant impacts on several
bicycle boulevards where the existing volume exceeds the desired level and
the addition of project traffic would further increase vehicle traffic. Some
impacts can be mitigated to a less-than-significant level through the
incorporation of additional bicycle boulevard treatments, while other impacts
would remain significant and unavoidable.

Response B1-12:

Please see Response B1-11 regarding bicycle impacts.
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/# $/4I.*)$)"-$)) 84 /)*2# - $)/#  - /#*. .+ $'( )$/$ .$ )/$!$ ;# 
 E+;QMF.// .8?# ++'$)/#.)*/4 / / -($) #*2/# +-*% /2*0'*/$)/# 
- ,0$- *)0.+*$)/.B;#  ' -'4.// ./#/)*!!*-' 2 ''$)"0)$/.2$'' +-*1$ 
*)=.$/ 82#$#$.()/*-4!*-)4*)0.*!*1 -NQVE/# +-*% /$.'$($)"(*- =/#)=QLV
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*)0.- $/F;' =N*)+;PRU*!/#  $ )/$!$ .*)0./ "*-$ ./#/- )*'*)" -
++'$' ;)+;PPU/#  .// .8A..0($)"/# ++-*1'*!/#  ) -'')( )( )/)
 ).$/4*)0.+-*1$.$*).8/# +-*+*. +-*% /2*0'" ) -''4 *).$./ )/2$/#++'$' 
 ) -'')+*'$$ .;B$($'-'48' =NE+;PQS8PQT8PQU8PRNF- + / '4.// .8A# +-*+*. 
 1 '*+( )/..0( ./#//# +-*% /2*0'( //# -$/ -$!*- ).$/4*)0.;B *2 1 -8*)+;
PRU8/#  .// .:

The project applicant would seek a development bonus for the proposed project in exchange for providing
public benefits. The public benefits offered include:
• Retention and Adaptive Reuse of Building 1-31
• Pursuit of LEED ND Certification (Silver)
• Transportation Demand Management:
= Bicycle sharing:
= Bike lockers:
= Electronic transit information signs
• Electric vehicle charging stations (5 percent of nonresidential parking)
• Family Friendly Housing (5 percent of units to be 3 bedroom units):
However, the proposed project would not include affordable housing. [emphasis added]

0-/# -8/#  !$'./*&)*2' " )- ../#//# +-*+*.' 3 ./# ''*2'  ).$/4
)$)/ ).$/4./)-.*!/# $/4I. ) -''))*)$)"-$)) ;*-* .$/$ )/$!4
- '$5' +/#/*#$ 1 /# +-*+*.  ).$/$ .)$)/ ).$/$ .;

# !//#//# +-*% /2*0')*/$)'0 !!*-' #*0.$)" '$($)/ .)4+*..$$'$/4/#/$/
*0'*(+'42$/# ).$/4*)0.- ,0$- ( )/.;0-/# -8/# *)0.$/ (.'$./ *1 - /# $/4@.
*'- ,0$- ( )/.)-  )/$- '4$)*).$./ )/2$/#/# 0-- )/*)0.- "0'/$*).;# - !*- 8/# 
-*% /))*/#$ 1 *)0.' 1 '/#/2*0'''*2!*- 1 '*+( )/*!/# .$5 ).' 
+-*+*. ;# -*% /$.)*/*)'4)*)=*)!*-($)"$)/#$.- "-80/'.*$)! .$' ;.$.0.. 
 '*20) -/# '/ -)/$1 .. /$*)8 0. /# +-*% /$.$)! .$' 8/# '/ -)/$1 ./*/# 
+-*% /'.*- ($.*)./-0 )8!*-/# (*./+-/8$)! .$' 8- .0'/$)"$)/#  !$'$)"/*( /
@.- ,0$- ( )/.!*-- .*)' -)" *!! .$' '/ -)/$1 .;

+)&% %3%)##%3%)#%&$'# % **,*

)+;PPN*!/# '))$)"*'$4. /$*)*!/#  8/# -*% /$. '- /* $)*(+'$) 2$/#
*)$)"./)-.8/#  ) -''))''*!$/.' ( )/.8.2 ''.2$/#/# - '))*/# -
')0. )+*'$4- "0'/$*).; / '. 2# - /#-*0"#*0//#/. /$*)8.+ $!$- ! - ) .- 
( /*)*)=*)!*-($/$ ./#/2$''- ,0$- 2#*' .' +*'$4'/ -/$*).82$1 -.)C*-0) -/$)
$.- /$*)-4++-*1'.;*- *1 -8/# .*+ ) "- *!+*/ )/$')*)=*)!*-($/$ .- 
*).$./ )/'40) -.// ;#  @.$.0..$*)*!/# -*% /I.*)!*-() 2$/#$/4+')I.)
+*'$$ .!$'./* ,0/ '4- ../# +-*% /@.# - ) /*0$'$)"0'&8/*2 -.+$)"8.&4
3+*.0- )0)$)/ --0+/ .0)'$"#/+*'$$ .*!/# -) .$")' ( )/)*)$)"-$)) ;
#$.$.- .. !0-/# -$)*(( )/.*)/# $.0' .*0- .) ). . /$*).;-*% /
*(+'$) 2$/#$)$1$0'$/4"*'.8+*'$$ .)+-*"-(.$.$.0..  '*2:

•
=M#%&,**) =N /,* +04.)*/ *1 8/# ($3 0. #-/ -
*!/# +-*% /$.,0 ./$*)' 
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•

==M %,**. ##&%* *+%+. ++ %*#**  + &%*% ==ML8MM8MN6MR
 +2 %+%* +04..0($// 8/# -*% /* .)*/( /)4*!/# . - ,0$- ( )/.;
*(+'$) 2*0'*)'4 +*..$' $!/# $/42 - /*"-)/!0'' 1 '*+( )/*)0. .
2#$#8.)*/ *1 8$.)*/+*..$' "$1 )/#  @..// ( )//#//# ++'$)/2$'')*/
+-*1$ !!*-' 0)$/.; &*!.0-1 4 8.'' +')..#*2$)"/# (*0)/.)
$./-$0/$*).*! 1 '*+' - .)*+ ).+ /4+ .'.*+0/*(+'$) $)/*,0 ./$*);
# )'4. .!*-/# . $/ (.$(+-*+ -'4+- .0( )$'$/4/**/$)!0'' 1 '*+( )/
*)0.;
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•

==NR&%&$ -#&'$%+4$ /&)+ #4# )'4.$.($..// ./# (*0)/*!- /$'
.+ +-*1$ .ML8LLL8$/.#*0'- .T8LLL;

•

==N; -)* +0&, # %+0'*%*#*4# $.0..)/- ! -.*)'4/*.' .82# - .
''*!/# ) 20$'$)".2$'' .$($'-/4+ .).' .9'-" -*- .$ )/$'./-0/0- .
.0-(*0)/$)")C*-1*'0($)*0.+-&$)""-" .; )/ -(.*!.' $/. '!8''*!/# 
0$'$)".2$'' 0'&4)/'';$(+' #)" .$)0$'$)".$5 .E'-" -*-.('' -F*)*/
 .-$  .$")1-$/$*)E.'' !*-$)/# -$/ -$F8%0./.$5 ; )/#*0. .)-**!=/*+
,0$+( )/.#*0''.* *0)/ !*-$))4 .$")- 1$ 2*-1$.0')'4.$.;

•

==P;+)+ ##0#&+%.')"*%&,+&&)&'%*'*+&%%# - # +0%
'*+) %&) %++ &%3==N.,# '*:',# )#$%%.',# ')"*%
'#1*++*)-*&#'& %+*&+&$$,% +0%==O3 %+)+ &%&,# '*;
# . *-$ )//$*))!*0.-$/ -$*0'  // -. -1 $!+0'$*+ ).+ - .2 - 
+-*1$ $)!-*)/*!0$'$)"=N'*)" *-/*)/- /!*-/# +0-+*. *!!-*)/" - '$ !)
*)) /$1$/42$/#$)0./-$')- .$ )/$'0. ./*/# )*-/#) ./;

•

==MU;* %%&%*+),+ &%++)*'+*/ *+ %) ++,)3,+)+*%.
* %+,)'#*4# $.0..)/*)'4( )/$*).- *0+/$*)*!/#  3$./$)"0$'$)".
( )./*./$.!4/#$.-$/ -$*);*)'4.$.$.( *!+-*+*. *)./-0/$*)I.$)# - )/
( -$/.*-- '/$*).#$+/*I 3$./$)"-#$/ /0- I;
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==OQ;&.)*')+ &%4#$' /#$.-$/ -$*)2#$#()/ .. +-/$*)./)-.!*-
/*2 -.*1 -MLLI$)# $"#/$.)*/$/ )*-- .. $)/#  8$/(4 - ' 1)//*/# 
+-*% /./*2 -.*1 -/#/# $"#/EMQLI)NLLIF#1 +- 1$*0.'4 )++-*1 8)- 
 .$")/ .+-/*!/#  ) -'')8*)/# %*$)$)"I$!&$) */I2#$#(4 '*. -/*
+-*+*. 0$'$)"./# )/#$.-$/ -$*)''*2.;

22

==PL; &)&&*+),+,)%'*+) %*#-#&'$%+*&,#') &) + 1;
# .' )#-/ -*! 3$./$)") $"#*-#**..#*0' ($)/$) /* ).0- 
*)) /$1$/4)*)/$)0$/4*!./- / .$")2$/#$) #$./-$/;# $.0..)/.$(+'4
.// ./# # $"#/*!0$'$)".)/4+ .*!./- /'$"#/$)")./- //- .2$/#$)/# +-*% /8
0/(& .)*- ! - ) /*- '/$*).#$+*!+-*% /0$'$)".)+' ( )//*/#  3$./$)"
) $"#*-#**)*-+  ./-$) 3+ -$ ) ;#$.0)- .. $..0 *!.' )
) $"#*-#**./-0/0- $.'.*- ' 1)//*/# "*'.)+*'$$ .*!/# -&1 )0 - 
');
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,))%+  % * %')"%&'%*'*+%)*4 %+ %*+%)&+)%.)*
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&')"#%')>3===%.)* %+*3%=4?B)*')>3===%.$'#&0*4# -$/ -$*)
$/ $.!*--&.84 //# $.0..)/!- '4$)/ -($)"' .+-*% /*+ ).+ E)/#/
2$/#*0/' -$./$)/$*)(  /2 )+0'$'4 ..$' 8*((*)*-+-$1/ *+ ).+ 
)*-').+$)"- ,0$- ( )/.F$)/*/# -$/ -$*))'4.$.;1 )2$/#/# $)'0.$*)*!*+ )
.+ $)/*/#$.+-&( /-$8/# O=- .CMLLL- .$ )/."*'$.)*/!*- .//* ( ///# 
)/$$+/ UNOEM;S+ -.*).C0)$/F$)#$/)/-*% / ).$/4;*- *1 -8/# $.- +)4
2$''+-*'4 "- / -/#).// 8./# +-*% /$*)*!UNO$)#$/)/.$)QPL0)$/.$.
+-*'4/**'*2"$1 )/# ) 2'4 .$")/ !($'4=!-$ )'4- ,0$- ( )/.8/# ($)$('
''*2' )0( -*!./0$*0)$/.8)/#  ' 1/ #*0.$)"+-$ .$)/# $/4)- "$*)8
2#$#- $)- .$)"- '$) *)-**((/ .).#- *((*/$*).;
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•

==MM;###)%.)* %+ #-#&'$%+**## %#,&$ %+ &%&') -+%
&$$&%&'%*'4# ) !*-"-+#$.0($//'.#*2$)"++*-/$*)( )/*!*+ )
.+ .#. ))*/ *1 ;# )'4.$.'.*.// ./#/''+-$1/ *+ ).+ 2$'' 
+-*1$ 4'*)$ .84 //# .# (/$+').*)*/.#*2/#$.! /0- )$/$.)*//''
' -/#/$/2*0' ! .$' /**.*!*-''0)$/.*-2#/$(+/..0#+-*'$! -/$*)*!
'*)$ .2*0'#1 $)/ -(.*!-) .$")+*'$$ .)C*-*/# - )1$-*)( )/'$..0 .
E ;";)*$. 8$-,0'$/4;;;F;
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$/$*)''48$/$.)*/' -!-*(/#  #*2*+ ).+ $)/# +-*% /$.( .0- )
++*-/$*)  /2 )0'$-&8+0'$'4 ..$' +-$1/ *+ ).+ )()/*-4
+-*% /*((*))+-$1/ *+ ).+ .8)*- 1 )2#//# /0' 1 '*+' - *!/# 
+- '$.;#  .// ./#/NLC0)$/+-$1/ *+ ).+ 2$'' +-*1$ *)'*)$ .8
0//#/$.)*/.#*2)8)*- -/$)'4! .$' 8*)/# .# (/$+').; ))4. 8/# +*-/$*)
*!/# *1'-*24/#/#. )- )( -$1 24)C*- ( -" )4 ..C+  ./-$)
+/#.#*0')*/ *0)/' .*+ ).+ )*-.#*0'/# )--*2- ($) -').+ 
./-$+./#/+- *($)/ '4!0)/$*)/*( /. +-/ ').+ - ,0$- ( )/.!-*(*+ )
.+ *) .;
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=N=M=N;&%+ %,+&&)%* +0&%,*&)-#&'$%+*++ %#,&)#,% +*3%
&%* )&) % + &%#),#+&)0 %%+ -**,*)&)),5&*+')5''# + &%
$+ %*3*+,0*** &%*3%9&)/' +''# + &%)- .%')$ +')&** %4
# - ) /*/#$.-$/ -$*)$.-$/$'./# -*% /.+-*+*. 2*0')*/ ! .$' 
2$/#*0/!0''*(+'$) 84 /)*) *!/# .+ $!$/$*).$/ $)/# )'4.$.( /$/.
- ,0$- ( )/.; )!/8.$.0.. *1 8/#  E+;PRUF!'/'4.// .8A/# +-*+*. 
+-*% /2*0')*/$)'0 !!*-' #*0.$)"B82$/#*0/2#$#/# *)0. .))*/ 
"-)/ ;
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=N=M=N;&%+ %,+& $'#$%++&)# &,* %)&)$;&)$)#0"%&.%*+
&)# &,* %+5* ) %%<+&)(, )+ %#,* &%&#&.5$)"+5)+,% +* %
)* %+ #')&!+*4# )'4.$.' -'4.// .!$'0- /*( //#$.-$/ -$*);

•

==Q;*3&$')%* -3% %+)+ 0#*0*+$)==MR*+) %
**4. .$") 8/# $)/ -. /$*)*!/# $4' C+  ./-$)+/#)./- /.4./ (
$- /'4$)!-*)/*!/# "-"  3$/C )/-4$)!-*)/*!0$'$)"=N*0'- / )0).! 
(*'*)!'$/;#$.. /$*)*!+/#2.*-$"$)''4.#*2).+-/*!/# ./- /.4./ (
.0++*-/$)"/# I*0/#-&I*1'+-&/# ( 2#$#/# +-*% /2. .$") )(-& / 
-*0))8/# - !*- 8E)./$''F0)*0)/' .I*+ ).+ ;I
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•

==T;#%')" %*,''#0*0*+$:)" %*,''#0++#%*&%&$ 
-#&'$%+3# -#% &)&&*3%- )&%$%+#%%)0*,*+ % # +03%',# 
*+03. #), %'%%&%+,+&$& #4$) +- '.(4 .*'$)/*
. +-/ *2) -.#$+.8.! "0-.!*-+ -() )/..$")( )/*!+-&$)")'*$)".+ .
!*-$)$1$0'0$'$)".*). +-/ '*/..2 ''.-$"#/*! ..) /*  ./'$.# ;


'.*8"$1 )/#  3+ / #)" .$)0)$//4+ .!-*(/# .0($// +-*% /8$/$.0)' -$!/# 
+-*+*. (*0)/*!+-&$)"./''.2$''( /($)$(0(- ,0$.$/ -/$*.;# +-*+*. 
''*/$*))+' ( )/*!'*$)".+ .'.**)*/++ -/*( //# -$/ -$*!
 /$*)U;P;PLU *$)"8)*-/-0'4. -1 /# !0)/$*)') .*!/# -*% /;'.*8$/++ -.
/#/+-*+*. -*= ).$ 2'&2$/#.-  '*2$/4./)-.;
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•



&# 055@&+)%*'&)++ &%#$%/*++*++,# +0&)- +%)*##
-#&'%,*0+ +0+&$*,)+)%*'&)++ &%')&)$%&')&!+*4# 
 1 '*+( )/*!.$./)-$.$ )/$!$ $)/#  ) -'')2*-&+').LDQ=4 -
/$*)$/ (; )/# . ) *!/# ./)-8/# $/4'&.)++-*+-$/ ./)-!*-
( .0-$)"/-).+*-//$*)+ -!*-() .()/ $)$/. ) -'');#  !$'./*
3+'$)#*2)2#4/# -*% /++-*1'+-* ...#*0'"*!*-2-0)/$'.0#/$( .$/4
./)-.-  )/ 42#$#$/./-).+*-//$*)$(+/.*0' )'45 )
( .0- ;*( /-$.!*-)'45$)"/-).+*-//$*)$(+/.#1  )$ )/$!$ $)/# 
 ;

'/#*0"#+*'$4*)!*-() $.'$( !*-''*!/# *1 $/ "*'.8+*'$$ .)+-*"-(.)
/# -*% /.2#*' 8/# +*$)/=4=+*$)/)'4. .*!/# .  $/# -!$'/*$- /'4- ../# $..0 .
*-.0++*-//# *)'0.$*).*!*(+'$) ; )$/$*)8/#  8++;SR=SS!$'./*/0''4 1'0/ 
)4')0. *)!'$/.E$/%0./'$./.) -4')0. .!*''*2 4*)'0./*-4. )/ ) F8

0(0'/$1  (+/.

#  @./-!!$8)*$. 8$-,0'$/48 ./# /$.82$)8.#$)"8)# '/#-$.&)'4. ..#*0' 
1'0/ $)/# *)/ 3/*!0(0'/$1 $(+/.*!/# ()4- .*)'4!*- . ' 8+')) 8
)/$/' 8*-0) -*)./-0/$*)0$'$)".$)/# - ;0(0'/$1 $(+/..#*0'*).$ -*/#
*)./-0/$*))*+ -/$*)' !! /.*)/# . - .*0- .; /$*)MQMOL*!/# 0$ '$) .
+-*1$ /#//# 0(0'/$1 $(+/.. ..( )/(4 $/# -0. /# '$./$)"++-*#8*-+-*% /$*).
!-*('*'*-- "$*)'+'))$)"*0( )/.; 0. *!/# )0( -*!.+ $!$+-*% /./#/- 
+')) 8++-*1 8*-0) -*)./-0/$*)8/# !*-( -( /#*2*0' (*./++-*+-$/ ;. *!
/# +')( /#*2*0'' /*)$)0-/ .. ..( )/*!.#*-/=)($=/ -(0(0'/$1 
$(+/.8.$/2*0')*/- !' //0'+-*+*.'.;*-/# '*)"=/ -(0(0'/$1 $(+/.82 
- *(( )/#/*($)/$*)*!/# '$./)+')++-*# . 0. 82# - &)*2)+-*% /.$)
/# +$+ '$) - - .. .'$./)'*)"=/ -(+')) 0$'*0/'.*$.*).$ - ;

)$/$*)/*/# +-*% /.$ )/$!$ *)++;SO)SP*!/#  8/# *0( )/.#*0''.*
*).$ -/# 0(0'/$1 $(+/.*!/# +-*% /)!*''*2$)" 3$./$)"E0/)*/!0''4*0+$ F)
+*/ )/$' 1 '*+( )/.:
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•

( -41$'' -).$/ )/ -)( -4//$*) ./=#$.$.$3 =0. /-).$/=*-$ )/ 
 1 '*+( )/)+0'$+-&$)"./-0/0- 2$/#*0/NQL8LLL.,;!/;*!*!!$ C'C- /$'
.+ 8P(/-&0.4.)MPT+-&$)".+ .$)MRQ=!**//''/*2 -*)/# J*0)J
.$/ E%0./)*-/#*!/# (/-&.//$*)*)2 ./.$  *-/*) /2 )QU/#)RN)./- /.F9
)RSQ=.+ 8S' 1 '+-&$)""-" 2$/#O8RNL.,;!/;*!"-*0)' 1 '*(( -$'.+ 
*) -$/" ,0- .$/ E*) ./.$ *! *-/*)/- / /2 )QU/#)RN)./- /.F;

•

-*)*2 ''D# - .$ )/$'+*-/$*)*!/#$.+-*% /2.+-/$''4' . 0-$)"/-!!$
./04)(*./*!$/.*(( -$'.+ - ($).0)' . ;

•

( -4//$*)- )24D#$.-)) 2TN8ULL.,;!/;0$'$)"/ *''$.C*2 ''
$)/ -. /$*)- ($) 0)' . !*-. 1 -'4 -.;#$. 1 '*+( )/#.)*2 )' . /*
/)!*- '/# )/ -2$/#/ ))/$(+-*1 ( )/../-/$)"$)'/ NLMQ;

•

$3-- #*0. = *''$./QO-;#.  0$'$)"+ -($/2.$..0 $)'/ NLMQ!*-/#$.
NT8ROS.,;!/;0$'$)"$)/ ) !*-./*-" *!-#$1 .)- ! - ) (/ -$'.

•

( -41$''  )/ -*!*((0)$/4 $! E F=# 0' /**+ )!''*!NLMR8/# $/4I.
(0'/$+0-+*. *((0)$/4!$'$/48( -4 *)-4#**'8)))/ .' ( )/-4
#**'*0+41$-/0''4$/4'*&*))'*1 ; /2 )PS/#)QO-/;*)/# 
2 ./.$ *!./- /;
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 '*0$'$)"=#$.0$'$)"8/MQQL-&1 ;8E/ '' &)-&1 ;$- /'4-*..
!-*('0 /-*-) -F2..*'$)NLMQ)/# ) 2*2) -$)/ )./* 3+)/#  3$./$)"
$)0./-$'0$'$)"/*$)'0 ($3 0. 2$/#NO) 2- .$ )/$')N*(( -$'0)$/.;
#$.+-*% /(4"*/*+'))$)"*(($..$*)./04. ..$*)$)+-$'NLMR;

•

*/ )/$'- +' ( )/*!/# )& --&.0$'$)";2) -.I +- . )//$1 .( /*/# 
-&1 )0 $./-$/1$.*-4*(($// *1 -4 -"* !*- /# *(($// 2.
$.) 4/# $/4)( &)*2)/# $-$)/ )/$*)/* 1 '*+/#$.+-*+ -/4$)*($3 
0. 2$/#- .$ )/$'; /$.0-- )/'4 3'0.$1 '4*(( -$''4' . ;

•

)*/# -!0'''*&0$'$)"/PL/#) *-/*)*-) -#.PL8LLL.,!/!*-' . ; /$.
0)' -$!/#$.2.$)*+ -/$*)//# /$( *!/# /-!!$./04; ./*-/$*) -2- 
.0($// +-*+*.'!*-/# PL8LLL*1 -4 -"*!*-.*( !.#$*)*!- /$'0. 0//# )
2$/#- 2/# $-++'$/$*); ./*-/$*) -2- #.#*-/=/ -(' . /# 0$'$)"!*-
! 2(*)/#.!*-) )*-(*0.*)="*$)". *)..' )/# - 2.'*/*!+0.#&!-*(
/# ) $"#*-#**./*/# /-!!$$..0 ./#$.- / ;$) /#$./$( /# 0$'$)"#.
- ($) !*-' . ;

•

-$!*'.( /2$/#/# '))$)" +-/( )/$)NLMQ/*+-*+*. ) 2./-0/0- *)/# 
.0-! +-&$)"'*/$(( $/ '4.*0/#*!/# $-+-&$)"./-0/0- / *-/*))/)!*-*)
/# 2 ./.$ *! *-/*);# '))$)" +-/( )/- % /  0. $/2.)*/+-/*!/# 
0/-$!*'.$.+*..$'4"*$)"&/*/# -2$)"*-2$/#/#$.*) ;# .//0.*!/#$.
+-*% /.#*0' - 1$ 2 )0+/ .++-*+-$/ ;
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# #$-*)''*2./# +*/ )/$' 1 '*+( )/*!/*2 -; ./#$./# .( +-*% /.
'$./ .*)+" SP!*-/# NLLQ*1-/$.++-*1'># $.(0#*' -/#)/#/;
' . '-$!4;
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)$/$*)/#  !$$ )$ .$)/# 0(0'/$1 +-*% /.'$./8/#  @.0(0'/$1 $(+/)'4. .
-  !$$ )/$)/# !*''*2$)"24.:
• /$)'0 .)*)'4.$.*!0(0'/$1 ')0. $(+/.;
• /#.)*/0')'4.$.*!+*+0'/$*)C"-*2/#$)0 ( )/$(+/.8%0./
*)'0.$*).C ! --'/*+')*)!*-() ;
• /0. .)$)*-- /)'4.$.*!0(0'/$1 +*+0'/$*)C#*0.$)"$(+/.E- '4$)"*)/# $/4@.
1 -" + -=0)$/+*+0'/$*)-/# -/#)+-*% /=.+ $!$+*+0'/$*)'0'/$*)8. *)
/# +-*+*. 0)$/($3F;
• 0(0'/$1 2/ -.0++'4)+0'$. -1$ .$(+/.- )*/- .. ;

*)./-0/$*) (+/.

)*0-*(( )/' // -2 .+ $!$''4- ,0 ./ /#/  1'0/ /# !0''.0$/ *!+*/ )/$'
*)./-0/$*)$(+/.8$)'0$)")*$. 8$-,0'$/48/-!!$8+-&$)"8)# '/#-$.&.; 0. 
*)./-0/$*)2$''*0-*1 -O4 -.*-'*)" -8/ (+*--4$(+/..#*0')*/ *).$ - ' ..
/#).$")$!$)/. *)/# $-$(+ -() )/)/0- 8).#*0' !0''4 1'0/ )($/$"/ ;

#  !$'./*- ../# !*''*2$)"$/ (.*!*) -)/*/# **+ -/$1 /#/2 - $ )/$!$ $)
*0-' // -:

• *)./-0/$*) ..)/-0&'*$)"C0)'*$)";.($/$"/$*)8 '$1 -4*!*)./-0/$*)
(/ -$'.4-$'.#*0' - ,0$- ;
• *)./-0/$*)/-!!$'*&" .*) *-/*))# -2$)8)// ))/$(+/./* ( -" )4
- .+*). ;
• *)./-0/$*)0./ ($..$*)$(+/./*# '/#)/*/# $'$/4!*--/$././**)0//# $-
2*-&E(0#*!2#$#- ,0$- .0./=!-  )1$-*)( )/F8 .+ $''4$)'$"#/*!/# !0''=/$( 
'$1 =2*-&*0+)4*!/# PQ/#/- /-/$./.@**+ -/$1 .8)/# !//#//#/0$'$)"?.
*)'41 )/$'/$*)$.!-*(*+ )$)"2$)*2.).&4'$"#/.;
• *)./-0/$*))*$. $(+/./*/# !0''=/$( *0+)/.*!/# PQ/#/- /-/$./.@**+ -/$1 ;
# )'4.$..#*0'*).$ -.+ $!$+#4.$'*)$/$*)..0#.)*$. + -( $'$/4*!PQ/#
/- /0$'$)"2$)*2.$)$ )/$!4$)"$(+/.)($/$"/$*)( .0- .; /(4 
)  ..-4/*- /-*!$//# PQ/#/- /0$'$)"2$/#*0' +) 2$)*2.)$-
*)$/$*)$)" !*- /# ./-/*!*)./-0/$*)*!/# -*% /;*/ /#//# $/4@.)*$. 
*-$)) ..0( ./#/- .$ )/.- )*/#*( 0-$)"/# 2*-&=4D$)/#$.. 8/# 4
2*0' 8- .0'/$)"$)+*/ )/$''4.$")$!$)/$(+/./*#*( )2*-&'$1 .*!- .$ )/.;
' . )*/ /#/- .$ )/.#1 +- 1$*0.'4 3+ -$ ) .*( .$($'-)*$. )$-,0'$/4
$(+/.0-$)"/# - ( $/$*)*!/# .$/ 8)2*0' *).$ -  3+ -/.0) -
E+ -)& %&-4#&)&&,%+0))"#0 -4&)&&)+&$$ ** &%)*
 $.$*).F;
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" MM*!MM

Cont.



. '$)  ..0 .

 1 -'*!/# 0$'$)".//# *1-/$.C-$!*'.!$'$/4*) *-/*)/- /#1  )/ (+*--$'4
(+/40-$)"- (* '$)"; /++ -./#//# . '$) /-!!$*0)/./#/'.*!*-(/# .$.*!/# 
$-,0'$/4)"- )#*0. ".)'4. .82 - /& )0-$)"/# + -$*2# )/# . 0$'$)".2 - 
(+/4*-*)'4+-/$''4*0+$ ; 0. /#$.2.))*('*0..$/0/$*)/#/!$'./* .-$ /# 
/4+$'/-!!$. '$) 8$..#*0')*/ 0. ./# . '$) !*-/# . /*+$.$)/#  ;#  
/-!!$8$-,0'$/48)"- )#*0. ".)'4. .- 0)$)!*-(/$1 )($.' $)". )/
*).$ -/$*)*!!0''0. *!/# .  3$./$)"80// (+*--$'40)0. 80$'$)".;#$.*)!'$/.2$/#/# 
- ,0$- ( )/.. /!*-/#$)/#  &)*&)$)+ #-4/'&* + &%+)& %&%*+),+ &%
,+&) +0ENLMOF $.$*)82#$#+ -($/.0. *!!0/0- . '$) 2# )0. *!/#  3$./$)". '$) 
2*0' 0)$)!*-(/$1 )($.' $)"8)/# &)+&,%+0-&+*-4 +0&)#*
E +/ ( -ML8NLMQF $.$*);#$.'// - $.$*)- .. ./#  3/.( .$/0/$*)- "-$)"
$)'0$)"/-!!$!-*(/ (+*--$'4 (+/40$'$)".$)/# . '$) 8)*)'0 ./#/.0#
$)'0.$*)$.- ,0$- ;*/ /#/*-$)"/*/# &)+&,%+0 $.$*)8/#  3$./$)"0$'$)"(4
'.*) /* *).$ - *+ -/$*)'8!*-/-!!$)*/# -- '/ $(+/.;

*+0'/$*)C *0.$)"C-*2/# )0 ( )/

#  $)'0 .)*)'4.$.*!+*+0'/$*)C"-*2/#$)0 ( )/$(+/.8%0./ ! --'/*!0/0- 
 ) -'')*)!*-() !*''*2 4*)'0.$*).// ( )/;.)*/ $)*0-*(( )/
' // -8/# MLL=0)$/+ --  ).$/4+-*+*. !*-/# +-*% /$."- / -/#))4*/# -( -41$'' 
+-*% /;#  .#*0' 1'0/ /# +*/ )/$'"-*2/#$)0$)"$(+/.*!/# +-   )//#/
2*0' - / 4+ -($//$)"/#$.$/$*)' ).$/4//#$..$/ ;#  @.-*2/# )0 ( )/
$.0..$*)) ./* 0"( )/ /*- ..2# /# -"-)/$)"*!*)0. ./*/#$.+-*% /2*0'
$)0 "-*2/#$)/# $/4;

')*(+'$) $.)*/ ,0'/*)*) 2+*+0'/$*)"-*2/#;#  @.- '$) *)A.0./)/$'
0))/$$+/ "-*2/#B.$/..$")$!$) -$/ -$!*-"-*2/#$)0 ( )/$.0).0++*-/ ;' . 
 .-$ #*2/# +-*% /)0(0'/$1 +-*% /.2*0'!! /( -41$'' @.%*.C#*0.$)"') 8
2#$#$.*) *!/# & 4!/*-.!! /$)""-*2/#;

0-/# -8"$1 )/#  3/- ( *)./-0/$*) !! /.E)*$. )0./F*)/# PQ/#/- /-/$./.
**+ -/$1 E2#$#- '$ .0+*)*+ )2$)*2..$/.*)'41 )/$'/$*)F82#$#(4- .0'/$)/# $-
$)$'$/4/*'$1 *-2*-&/# - 8/# +-*% /(4- .0'/$)$.+' ( )/*!- .$ )/.;#  
+- +- -..#*0'$.0../#$.$..0 2$/#/# **+ -/$1 @.- .$ )/.). -$*0.'4 1'0/ /#$.
+*/ )/$'$(+/;

-!!$

) +) & %  %

.$.0.. $)*0-- .+*). ' // -8. )/*+/$*)*!0'$/4*! -1$ EF./)-4
/# $/48$/$.)*/' -#*2/#$.$(+/)  ,0/ '4- .. $)/#  ;#  !$'./*
0.  1 '*! -1$ ..$")$!$) -$/ -$*)80/'.*!$'./*0. 0'$/4*! -1$ 8 0. )*
 1'0/$*)( /-$*--$/ -$#. )*+/ 4/# $/4E)8$)!/8/# - $.)* !$)$/$*)*!
$)/# /-).+*-//$*) )"$) -$)"+-*! ..$*)F; )./ 8/#  @.-!!$.$")$!$) -$/ -$
0. ')"0" .*1"0 /#/$/- ) -./# -$/ -$( )$)"' ..;#  $(+/A- *(( )/$*).B
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" MN*!MN



.#*0' ($/$"/$*)( .0- .0)/$'.0#/$( .-$/ -$$.*+/ 4/# $/4; $(+/.
.#*0''.* *).$ - !*-.$")$!$) ;

# $.0..$*)*!#*2 $.*).$ - $) 1'0/$*)*!.$")$!$) $.8/ #)$''4.+ &$)"8(0.#;
)/ -. /$*)$(+-*1 ( )/./#/A(4 *).$ - B/*A )#) (*$'$/4<B.#*0' - ,0$- .
+-/*!/# +-*% /*-)*/; 0. *!/# 1"0 8)*)=*(($//'24/#//#$.$.0..$*)$.
./-0/0- 8/# -  -))*// ''2#/$(+-*1 ( )/./# $/4$.+-*+*.$)"/*- 0 /-!!$
$(+/.*!/# +-*% /)0(0'/$1  1 '*+( )/;

0-/# -8/#  @..$")$!$) -$/ -$*!)*$)- . $)+ -+$/E+;MMQL$.0).0++*-/ 
)!$'./**(+'42$/#-  )/. '2E )/ -!*-$*'*"$'$1 -.$/41;'$!*-)$ +-/( )/*!
$.#)$''$! 8  ( -NLMQF)/# // !!$ *!'))$)") . -#@.-!/"0$ '$) .
!*- 1'0/$)"82#$#+-*+*. /#- .#*'*!MQV 3$./$)"1 -" + -=+$/./# 
-$/ -$*!.$")$!$) M;' . - 1$. /#  )'4.$./*.. ..*(+'$) 2$/#/#$.
/#- .#*';

# .$.C%0./$!$/$*)!*-/#  @.UQ/#+ - )/$' ,0 0$)".$")$!$) -$/ -$E+;MMQF'.*
.#*0' $ )/$!$ $)/#  ;

'/-).@.$")$!$) -$/ -$*)!*-!- 24*)C*!!-(+.E+;MMSF$.($..// :/#  .// ./#/
) 3  ) *!'/-).@.$")$!$) -$/ -$A(4 *).$ - .$")$!$)/B;A4 
*).$ - B$.)*/-$/ -$*)*!.$")$!$) ;' . - 1$. /*A2*0' *).$ - .$")$!$)/B;

% #  % * %+) %#0* *

 -).+*-//$*)*).0'/)/.*)0/  /$' + -- 1$ 2*!/# /-!!$./040) -'4$)"
/#  @./-!!$. /$*);# - .0'/.*!/#/)'4.$.- //# /*/#$.' // -).0((-$5 
 '*2;. .-$ $)/# $-- +*-/8 !*0))0( -*!.0./)/$' !$$ )$ .$)/# /-!!$
./048$)'0$)":

• # & 4$)/ -. /$*)*!)'*1 )0 )/)!*-1 )0 2.)*/)'45 ;
•
4-*24.2 - )'45 .$)/ -. /$*).-/# -/#)*--$*-.8- .0'/$)"$)
0) -.// ( )/*!/-!!$$(+/.;
• # - $.)*)'4.$.*!/#  3$./$)"E0-- )/*)$/$*).F-*24. "( )/+ -!*-() ;
• # /-!!$./040. .0.$)"!$3 +$/4/#/$.$)++-*+-$/ )- .0'/.$))
0) - ./$(/$*)*!/# $(+/;
• 0 0$)")'4.$.!*-./04$)/ -. /$*).'*)"/# *2 ''/- /8)'*1 )0 8)
PL/#/- /*--$*-.- ($..$)";
•  -/$)/-$+- 0/$*)..0(+/$*).- $)++-*+-$/ 8- .0'/$)"$)0) -.// +-*% /
$(+/.;
• */ )/$'$(+/)*)!'$/2$/# 3$./$)"-$1 24.*) *-/*)/- /)# -2$)1 ;
#1 )*/ ))'45 ;


M
8 1$. -*+*.'*)+/ ./*/# 0$ '$) .*)1'0/$)"-).+*-//$*)




(+/.$)8 )0-4NL8NLMR;
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" MO*!MO



•
•
•

•


•

-!!$*0)/.++ -/*#1  )*($// /-!!$!-*(/ (+*--$'4 (+/4-$!*'.C*1-/$.
0$'$)".8- .0'/$)"$)) --*) *0./-!!$. '$) ;
$/$"/$*)!*-/#  *-/*)/;$4' '1$(+/.- 0)- '$./$)0)'$& '4/*2*-&;
# - +*-/$ )/$!$ )0( -*!$)/ -. /$*)./#/-  3+ / /**+ -/ / *-
'*2 -/) -=/ -()0(0'/$1 . )-$*.8#*2 1 -($/$"/$*).$ )/$!$ /()4*!/# 
$)/ -. /$*).- $)! .$' ;
# /-!!$./04#.)0( -*!$)/ -)' --*-.$)'0$)"') *$)" --*-.8$)*).$./ )/
/-$+..$")( )/.)" ) -/$*)/' .8)($..$)"-$1 24 ..;
*)./-0/$*)$(+/.- $).0!!$$ )/'4.. .. ;

"&+ ##%

.$.0.. $) -).+*-//$*)*).0'/)/.*(( )/.8//# ).0((-$5 *1 8/# 
 @.!$'0- /*0. /# *-- /( /#**'*"4#.- .0'/ $))0) -.// ( )/*!/# +-*% /@.
/-!!$$(+/./*/# $4' *0' 1-..2 ''.*/# -+ -$+# -'./- /.8 1 )2$/#/# ..0( 
OQV- 0/$*)!-*(/-).$/8+  ./-$)8)$4' /-$+.;$/$"/$)"/#$.$(+/- ,0$- ../-*)"
-).+*-//$*) ())" ( )/EF+')/* !! /(%*-- 0/$*)$)/-$+" ) -/$*)84 /
/#/+')#.)*/4 / )- / 8)*-$.$/ 1 )*0/'$) $)/#  ;#  $.(0/ *)/# +')
2$/#/#  3 +/$*)*!.$)"' . )/ ) $)' =N*)+;PSL*!/#  82#$#.// .:# 
+-*+*. +-*% /2*0'$(+' ( )/+')/#/$)'0 .$4' +-&$)"8$4' ./*-" 8)
' /-$1 #$' #-"$)".//$*).;B8) *(( )/$*)MN*)+;MTPE)*/ 1 )- ,0$- ( )/F8
2#$#.// ./#//# +')(4+*/ )/$''4$)'0 /$( '$($/.*)+-&$)"8+-*1$$)"
$)!*-(/$*)/*- .$ )/.*0/$& )/-).$/!$'$/$ .8(*)$/*-$)"+-&$)" ()8 .$")/$)"
-.#- +*.8) .$")/$)"/-).+*-//$*)**-$)/*-;#/A- *(( ) B($)$('
 .-$+/$*)$./# .0(/*/'*!/# +');# +')#. )$(+-*+ -'4 ! -- $)/#$.
 ;#$.$..0 2.'$/$"/ $)$/4*! 42-1; 42-'))$)"..*$/$*)ENLMQF82#$#
!*0)+') +/' 2# )MF$/2.- ,0$- ($/$"/$*)( .0- 8$)'0$)"( #)$.(
!*-!0)$)")$(+' ( )//$*))NF$/$)'0 ..+ $!$/-).$/. -1$ $(+-*1 ( )/.8.+ $!$
'/ -)/$1 (* 0. $) )/$1 .8).+ $!$+-&$)"()" ( )/- ,0$- ( )/.;!$-(
*(($/( )//* /$' ./0$ ../*#*2/*!$) /0) /# +')'.*2.- ,0$- ;#$. 
$)'0 .)*) *!/# . ; )/#/ $.$*)8/# *0-/-0' /#/:

A#$' /# /-0./ .#1 )*/*(($// /*)4+-/$0'-( .0- /#/$..+ $!$ $)/# 
+')8/# $.)*/$''0.*-4;# +') )0( -/ ..+ $!$( .0- ./*  1'0/ 8
$)*-+*-/ .,0)/$//$1 -$/ -$)$/. /.!*-/#.+ $!$ '$) .!*-*(+' /$*)*!/# 
+-&$)")/-!!$./04)/$( '$) .!*-- +*-/$)"/*/# $/4*)/# $(+' ( )//$*))
!! /$1 ) ..*!/# ( .0- ./#/2$'' ./0$ ;# (*)$/*-$)"+')82#$#$.)$)/ "-'
+-/*!/# +')8 ).0- ./#//# +0'$2$''#1  ../*/# $)!*-(/$*))  ..-4/*
1'0/ *(+'$) 2$/#/# -0./ .@*'$"/$*).;B

)/#$. 8/# +')$.)*/ 1 )- ,0$- )$)'0 .)*) *!/#  /$')  ..-4/*..0- 
$(+' ( )//$*)*- !! /$1 ) ..; )/#  0.)*0-/@.+-') 8/#$.+-*% /@.+')$.
$''0.*-4;

+)) ****$%+ **,*

0-*(( )/' // -)*/ /#/8$)$/$*)/*'*'/-!!$+-*' (.8&=0+!-*(/#  =TL
( -41$'' *!!=-(+*) =TL- 2*-. )$)")- !! /$)"/-!!$!'*2.*)/# !- 24$)" ) -';
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" MP*!MP



# - !*- 2 - ,0 ./ /#//#  /-!!$./04(0./$)'0 +-*% /)0(0'/$1 $(+/./*
/#  =TL*!!=-(+.)*)=-(+.8.2 ''./*($)=./ ( =TL/-!!$/+ &#*0-.; (+/./*/# 
($)'$)  =TL!-*(*/#/# +-*% /)0(0'/$1 /-!!$- ($..$)"!-*(/#  )'4.$.)
.#*0'  1'0/ ;

# /-$+" ) -/$*) ./$(/ .D'  8=S- ,0 ./$*)' ;#  /-!!$)'4.$.0. .
A($3 0. B/-!!$(* '80/8. .-$ 0) --*% / .-$+/$*) ..0 .8*1 8/# +-*% /$.
.. )/$''4- .$ )/$' 1 '*+( )/;' . - 1'0/ /# 0. *!/# W(* '!*-
- .$ )/$' 1 '*+( )/;# (* ''.*..0( ./-).$/=*-$ )/ +-*% /;# )'4.$...0( 
PLV- 0/$*)$)1 #$' /-$+.8..0($)"+ *+' 2$''2'&8$& )/& /-).$//*)!-*(/# 
.$/ ;' . +-*1$  1$ ) .0++*-/$)"/# 0. *!/# (* ')/# PLV/-$+=" ) -/$*)
- 0/$*)8. *)( -41$'' =.+ $!$./0$ .;

0-- .+*). ' // -- ,0 ./ /#/8"$1 )/# *)!'0 ) *!)0( -*0.-$1 24.!*-''*!/# 
-*% /"-" .$)'*. +-*3$($/4/*/# $)/ -. /$*)*!/# *1'-*24)/# ) 2PR/#/- /
3/ ).$*)8/# /-!!$)'4.$..#*0')'45 /# - '/$1 !0)/$*)'$/4*!/# -*24.4./ (.
 .$") $)/ -(.*!$-0'/$*)!'*28+// -)8)/0-)*--*..$)"*)!'$/.E$4' )+  ./-$)
$)'0 F.2 ''.$/. ,04$)- "-./*./&$)"),0 0$)"/"-" .8-$1 24.8)/
#/0-))./*++$)"+*$)/$)/# -*24;# )'4.$..#*0'$ )/$!4++-*+-$/ !*-(.*!
.$")'$5/$*)8 .+ $''4//# PQ/#)PR/#) *-/*)$)/ -. /$*).; '.*- ,0 ./ /#/
+-*% /)0(0'/$1 $(+/.*)''$)/ -. /$*).' $)"/* =TL)( -41$'' .#*++$)"- .
'.*(0./  1'0/ ;#  !$'./* ,0/ '4- ..)4*!/# . $..0 .;

)0( -*!/# /-!!$($/$"/$*)( .0- .$)'0 $)/#  - .*1"0 ./*)*/..0- 
($/$"/$*);*- 3(+' 8$/$"/$*) .0- .=M8=N8)=O$)'0 +4( )/*!
)$(+/! 80/* .)*/ 3+'$)#*2+4( )/*!/#/! 2*0'- 0 *- '$($)/ /# $(+/.
/#//# ( .0- +0-+*-/./*($/$"/ ;#/( .0- '.*- ,0$- ./# ++'$)//*A2*-&2$/#/# 
$/4<B/*($/$"/ $(+/.;*-&$)"2$/#/# $/4* .)*/ .-$ *-- ,0$- )4($/$"/$*);
# - $.)*24/* 1'0/ #*2*- 1 )$!/#$.( .0- 2*0'  !! /$1 *-$(+' ( )/ 8
- .+ /$1 '4;

$-0'$/4

#  .#*0' 0"( )/ /*' -'4- ../# !*''*2$)"+*/ )/$'$-,0'$/4$(+/.:

• # +-*% /* .)@/++ -/* *).$./ )/2$/#NQV - 0/$*)"*'$)$/4@.;
#4$.)@//#$.-$/ -$*!.$")$!$) E$; ;NQV- 0/$*)$)+ -+$/  ($..$*).F> )
$/$*)8/# // !!$ *!'))$)") . -#-  )/'4+0'$.# +-*+*. "0$ '$) .
+-*+*.$)"/#//# /#- .#*'*!.$")$!$) !*- ..#*0' MQV- 0/$*)$)
1 -" + -=+$/;' . - 1$. /# $.0..$*)/*- ../#$./#- .#*'*!
.$")$!$) *-/# NQV$/4*) 8*1 ;
• #  $)'0 .)*)'4. .*!0(0'/$1  ($..$*).$(+/.8%0./)..0(+/$*)/#/''
2*0'*(+'42$/#./)-.; 0. *!/# '*)"'$./*!0(0'/$1 +-*% /.
+-*+*. $)/# $/480(0'/$1 =+'0.=+-*% /$-0'$/4$(+/.(0./ '0'/ ;
• #  @.0./.$")$!$) -$/ -$.#*0'  3+) /*- ..#*20./(4!! /
'$1$'$/4C2*-&=$'$/4*!-/$./.@.+ .;
• '  ;=P0. .)$)*-- /!**/" !*-+-*% /@.*(( -$'C*!!$ .+ ;' . - 1$. ;
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" MQ*!MQ

Cont.



'$(/ #)" 

• # +-*% /* .)@/++ -/* *).$./ )/2$/#NQV - 0/$*)"*'$)$/4@.;
#4$.)@//#$.-$/ -$*!.$")$!$) E$; ;NQV- 0/$*)$)+ -+$/  ($..$*).F> )
$/$*)8/# // !!$ *!'))$)") . -#-  )/'4+0'$.# +-*+*. "0$ '$) .
+-*+*.$)"/#//# /#- .#*'*!.$")$!$) !*- ..#*0' MQV- 0/$*)$)
1 -" + -=+$/;' . - 1$. /# $.0..$*)/*- ../#$./#- .#*'*!
.$")$!$) *-/# NQV$/4*) 8*1 ;
• # . =' 1 '-$. $.0..$*)*)+;NNR$./' ./  *0/*!/ =/# #4-*'*"4. /$*)
#./# (*- -  )/' 1 '.;' . *-- /;
• # . =' 1 '-$. $(+/.$.0..$*)*)+;NNS'.*$.*0/*!/ C'*2 -/#)/# 0-- )/
-)" 82#$#$.O=Q! /*-(*- ;

*$. 

#  .#*0' 0"( )/ /*' -'4- ../# !*''*2$)"+*/ )/$')*$. $(+/.:

• ' . +-*1$  1$ ) /#/# QQCRQ.$")$!$) -$/ -$2$'' !! /$1 '4($/$"/ 
*+ -/$*)'$(+/.//# PQ/#/- /**+ -/$1 8"$1 )/#//# 0$'$)"- ,0$- .*+ )
2$)*2.!*-1 )/$'/$*)8)- .$ )/.*/#'$1 )2*-&/# - ;
• *)./-0/$*))*$. $(+/.*!0+/*TU//# PQ/#/- /**+ -/$1 0$'$)"2*0'
(& $/$(+*..$' !*-/# *0+)/./*2*-&;# /4+$'*)./-0/$*)#*0-.- '$ 0+*)
4/#  .($/$"/$*)- )*/$)/ ) /*++'4/*'$1 =2*-&.$/0/$*).;.' -'4
 .-$ 4/# *0-/$)/#  -& ' 4 1;*-*!*-/*(($..$*) -.. 8$!)*$. 
2*0'.$")$!$)/'4!! /+ *+' 8- '4$)"0+*)" ) -$./)-))*/ *).$ - /*
 ) ,0/ -$/ -$*!.$")$!$) ;' . .. ../# +*/ )/$'$(+/.*!OL=PL(*)/#.
*!'*0*)./-0/$*))*$. /*'$1 =2*-&*0+)/.//# PQ/#./- /**+) 1'0/ /# 
!! /$1 ) ..*!($/$"/$*)( .0- .;' . )*/ $)/# )'4.$./#//# 0$'$)"- '$ .
)/$- '4*)*+ )2$)*2.!*-1 )/$'/$*);
• $' -$1$)"$(+/./*/# PQ/#/- /**+@.- .$ )/.C2*-& -.) ./* .+ $!$''4
- .. $!/# - @.+*/ )/$'/#//# 42$'' 0. ;
• # - @.)*)'4.$.*!/#  !! /$1 ) ..*!/# )*$. ($/$"/$*)8%0./)..0(+/$*)/#//# 4
2$''  !! /$1 ;# - $.5 -* 1$ ) $)/#  /#//# +-*+*. *)./-0/$*)
($/$"/$*)( .0- .2*0'- 0 $(+/./*' ..=/#)=.$")$!$)/' 1 ';' . +-*1$ 
) 1'0/$*)*!/#  !! /$1 ) ..*!/# $ )/$!$ ( .0- ."$1 )/# NP=#*0-*0+)/.
))  ..$/4/*#1 2$)*2.*+ )!*-1 )/$'/$*);
• # - @.)*.. ..( )/*!)*$. 0(0'/$1 $(+/.!-*(*)./-0/$*))0(0'/$1 /-!!$
*!''*!/# +-*+*. +-*% /.;

 *'*"4

)*0-*(( )/' // -82 - ,0 ./ /#//# -*% / .-$+/$*) .-$ 8) *'*"4. /$*)
!0''4 1'0/ 8/# +-*% /@."-$)"+').8$)'0$)"/# ,0)/$/$ .*!.*$'.+-*+*. /* 
$(+*-/ C 3+*-/ E)+*/ )/$'$(+/./*0./8$-/*3$.8$-,0'$/48/-!!$8))*$. 8!-*(
31/$)")*!!=#0'$)"(/ -$'.F;#$.$)!*-(/$*)$../$''($..$)"!-*(/#  ;

)$/$*)8/# !*''*2$)"+*/ )/$''4.$")$!$)/$(+/.- ($)0)- .. )) /*  
/*/#  :
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•
•

•
•
•

# .$/ =.+ $!$+*/ )/$'!*-'$,0 !/$*)).0.$ ) ;
# .$/ =.+ $!$" */ #)$'$)1 ./$"/$*)*!/# .$/ $.$(+ -($..$'4 ! -- /*
($/$"/$*); /$. .. )/$'/*$ )/$!4$)"+-*% /$(+/.)($/$"/$*)( .0- .8)
/# - !*- (0./ $)'0 $)/#  ;
# +-*% /!*0)/$*) .$")) ./*  .-$ ) 1'0/ !*-" *'*"$$(+/.;
#  31/$*)(0./  .-$ )*!!=)*)=#0'$(+/.- .. E$)/-!!$8)*$. 8
"- )#*0. ".8)$-,0'$/4. /$*).=0-- )/'4($..$)"F;
# =O+')) ./* *) )- 1$ 2 $)/#  =. )//#$.$)!*-(/$*)/# 
! .$$'$/4) !! /$1 ) ..*!/# +')$)*)/-*''$)" -*.$*)))*/  / -($) ;
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4-*'*"4C/ -0'$/4

)*0-*+$)"*(( )/.82 - ,0 ./ /#//# +-*% / .-$+/$*)$)'0 *) +/0'
./*-(2/ --$)" )*)=.$/ /- /( )/+')$)!0''*(+'$) 2$/#$/4@.-*1$.$*)=O 
./*-(2/ -- ,0$- ( )/.8.$..0 4/# '$!*-)$ "$*)'/ -0'$/4*)/-*'*-; /$.
)*/' -/#/80) -/# +-*+*. +')@.#$"# 1 '*+( )/ ).$/4)$(+ -1$*0.!**/+-$)/8/# 
-0)*!!" ) -/ )  !! /$1 '4/- / *)=.$/ 2$/#*0/1 -. '4!! /$)"/# 0. *!/# *+ )
.+ C+-&- .; .+$/ *0-- ,0 ./8/#$.$..0 #.)*/ ) 1'0/ $)/#  8)$.
$(+ -($..$'4 ! -- /*!0/0-  1 '*+( )/;

#  +/#*! 31/$*))!**/$)".E$; ;+$' .*- + - 31/$*).F.#*0'  1'0/ 2$/#
- .+ //*($"-/$*)+/#.!*-*)/($)/ "-*0)2/ -;

(+/.*!. =' 1 '-$. /*/# +$/4*!./*-(-$)./*$.#-" /*/# 4'.*.#*0' 
1'0/ !*-/# )/$$+/ '$! /$( *!/# +-*% /E$/$"/$*). =M) MF;#  
.#*0'.0((-$5 ) 1'0/ /# +-*+*. ./*-(2/ -+').8)*/ ! -/# (;

5-*0.($..$*).C '/#$.&

.)*/ $)*0-*+$)"*(( )/.8)$.0.. *)+;OLN*!/#  8/# #.- ,0$- 
E)/# # -2$)=$''$(.*(+)4#.!$'  - ./-$/$*)/*/# +-*+ -/42$/#- .+ //*
- .$ )/$'0. ./#/- ,0$- .F8(*)"*/# -/#$)".8 /$' .. ..( )/*!.*$'@.)
+ /-*' 0(#4-*-*)1+*-.+-$*-/*+ -($//$)")4- .$ )/$'./-0/0- .*)/# .$/ ; 
-/$'   ./-$/$*).) ,0$- ( )/.$)/#  - ./-$/$*);# - !*- 2 - ,0 ./ /#//# 
 $)'0  /$'  1'0/$*)*!/# - ,0$- .*$'()" ( )/+')8+-*% /*(+'$) 2$/#
+-*#$$/ /$1$/$ .8)*)=$)/ -! - ) 2$/#$)./'' - ( $/$*)( .0- .8+*/ )/$'.*$'1+*-
)+ /-*' 0(#4-*-*) ($..$*)#5-.8.2 ''.($/$"/$*)( .0- .!*-)4.0##5-.;
# $(+*-/) *!/#$.)'4.$.$.# $"#/ ) 4 @.*(( )//#//# (*)$/*-$)"2 ''.*)
/# +-*+ -/4(4)*/ *2)="-$ )/*!/# !*-( -.*!/# #-*( 3+-*+ -/4E 8+;OLSF
)"-*0)2/ -+'0( .!-*(/#  +-*+ -/4E +;OLTF;0-/# -8)*+*/ )/$'1+*-
$)/-0.$*))'4.$.#. )*) .+-/*!/#  8 .+$/ /#/+*/ )/$'$(+/E+;OMQF;# . 
)'4. .#1 )*/ )*) $)/#  ;

)$/$*)/#  #5-*0.(/ -$'.)'4.$.$)'0 ./# !*''*2$)" !$$ )$ .:

•
5(/- ./-$/$*).*)/# .$/ ) /* *(+- /*+-*+*. !*0)/$*) .$")./*
 / -($) $(+/.*!/# +-*% /8.2 ''.! .$$'$/4;#  $)'0 .)*$)!*-(/$*)
*)/#$.$..0 ; /$.$(+ -($..$'4 ! -- /*!0/0- ./044;
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•
•

•

•

+*-$)/-0.$*)$(+/.)'4.$.$(+ -($..$'4 ! -- /*($/$"/$*);
# - 1$ 2*!!*0)/$*) .$").#. )$(+ -($..$'4 ! -- =/#$.- 1$ 2
.#*0' *) /#-*0"#/# +-* ...*/#//# $(+/.)($/$"/$*)...*$/ 
2$/#'/ -$)"/# +*)/# .$/ @.- .$0'*)/($)/ .*$'.)  1'0/ ;
)0. *1 ))/.- - ,0$- 4$/$"/$*) =N80/$/$.0)' -2#//# +0-+*. *!
')0. *1 ))/$.)#*2$/)($/$"/ $(+/.!/ -/# (*./'4- .$ )/$'+-*% /
#. )++-*1 ;
- +-/$*)*!/# )*$')" ( )/')EF#1  )$(+ -($..$'4
 ! -- /*!0/0- ($/$"/$*)D/# ).#*0'  /$' )- 1$ 2 !*-
!! /$1 ) ...+-/*!/#$. ;


$1 )/# )0( -*0. ! -- )C*-*($// )'4. .$)/#$.. /$*)8/# - @.)* 1$ ) $)/# 
 .0++*-/$)"/# . /$*)@.' ..=/#)=.$")$!$)/$(+/*)'0.$*).!*-/# #5(/$(+/.;
' . *)0//# - ,0$- )'4. .. *)*(+' /$*))- 1$ 2*!/# $(+-*+ -'4 ! -- 
+').)!*0)/$*) .$")8)- *).$ -/# .$")$!$) *!/# $(+/.;

0'$ -1$ .) - /$*)

''*!/#  @.. -1$ .C- - /$*)'0'/$*).- . *)( -41$'' @. 3$./$)"1 -" *!M;S
- .$ )/.C0)$/; *2 1 -/# +-*% /2$'' - ,0$- /*$)'0 "- / -)0( -*!A!($'4
!-$ )'4B0)$/./#)/# $/4@.1 -" ;' . - '0'/ ''. -1$ .$(+/.. *))
.. ..( )/*!)0( -.*!+-*% /- .$ )/./#/2*0'*0-!-*(/# 0)$/=.$5 - &*2)
+-*+*. .+-/*!/# +-*% /;#$.$. .+ $''4- ' 1)//*.#**'.8.$) /# +-*% /(4#1 
!-#$"# -+ - )/" *!#$'- )+ -0)$//#) 3$./$)" 1 '*+( )/;# A.. ..( )/B*!
0(0'/$1 .#**'.$(+/.$.)*)= 3$./ )/=/# $.0..$*)*)+;OQU$.*)'0.$*). )/)4
/0')'4.$.;' . +-*1$ ))'4.$.*!/# /*/')0( -*!) 2./0 )/.+-*+*. /* 
" ) -/ 4/# 0(0'/$1 - .$ )/$'+-*% /.)/# /*/'+')) ) 2.#**'+$/4;. )/
/#$.$)!*-(/$*)$/$.$(+*..$' /* / -($) /# .$")$!$) *!/#$.$(+/;

# - $.)* 1$ ) $)/#  /#//# $/4@.$-  +-/( )/#.- 1$ 2 /# +-*% /+'))
*(( )/ *)$/. ,042$/#- .+ //*!$- +-*/ /$*);# - $.%0./)*)'4.$.*!/# /0'
+-*% /@.$(+/.*)!$- +-*/ /$*)8%0./*)'0.$*)/#/ 0. $/2*0' - ,0$- /*( /
* .8/# - 2*0' )*$(+/;' . - 1$. /#  2$/#/# $-  +-/( )/@.- 1$ 2*!/# 
+').;' . '.*$)'0 ).. ..( )/*!/# 0(0'/$1 $(+/.*!/# )0( -*0.+-*+*. 
+-*% /.*)$-  +-/( )/. -1$ ) ,0$+( )/) .;

. .-$ $)/# *'$4*(+'$) $.0..$*) -'$ -$)/#$.' // -8*-$)"/*/# '0'/$*).
$)/#$.. /$*)8/# +-*% /* .)@/( /$/4+-&')./)-84 / $) 3+'$'4)-$/--$'4
!$)./#$.$(+//* ' ../#).$")$!$)/;# $/4@.+-&./)-$.O- .CMLLL- .$ )/.8/# 
$/4$.'- 4 !$$ )/$)( /$)"/#$../)-8)/# +-*% /2*0'+-*1$ N;LT- .!*-$/.
E+-*'4'*2=. *1 FUNO- .$ )/.)ONL (+'*4 .;#$.2*0' 3 -/ /#  3$./$)"
 !$$ )48)2*0' .$")$!$)/$(+/;

/$'$/$ .

#  $.($..$)"0(0'/$1 2/ -.0++'4)'4.$.;' . +-*1$ '0'/$*)*!+-*+*. 
0(0'/$1 2/ - ())$.0..$*)*!#*2/#/ ()2*0' ( /8 .+ $''4$)
-*0"#/4 -.;
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$.0' .*0- .)$)

# 1$.0'- .*0- .. /$*)#./# !*''*2$)" !$$ )$ .:

• #  $.($..$)"1$ 2+*$)/!-*(PQ/#/- // *-/*);#$.1$ 2+*$)/$.-$/$'/*
1'0/$)"1$ 2.!-*(/# PQ/#/- /**+ -/$1 0$'$)".)$.'$& '4/# 1$ 2+*$)/!-*(
2#$#$(+/./*- .$ )/.2*0' "- / ./;' . .$(0'/$*)!-*(/#$.1$ 2+*$)/
)- =.. ../# +-*% /@.$(+/.;
•

•

•

•
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*(+'$) *!/# +-*% /2$/#()4*!/# $/4@. ) -'')0-) .$") ' ( )/.'$./ 
0) - "0'/*-4 //$)"E+;OTLF$.)*/- .. $)/#  ;*'$4*(+'$) $.)
.. )/$' ' ( )//* / -($)$)"1$.0'$(+/.$")$!$) ;' . $.0..$*)*!/# 
+-*% /@.*(+'$) 2$/#*'$$ . ==T8==MN8==O8==MO8==OO8==OS8
)==OU8''*!2#$#/# +-*% /++ -./**)!'$/2$/#;
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$"#/)"'- $(+/.)*/ ,0/ '4 1'0/ ;# $.0..$*)*!/#$./*+$*)+;OUQ
$)'0 .)*/0'$(+/)'4.$.; )./ $/%0./*)'0 ./#/*(+'$) 2$/#0)$$+'
* - ,0$- ( )/.2*0'- 0 /# '$"#/$(+//*' ../#).$")$!$)/;- ,0$- .
1$ ) .0++*-/$)"*)'0.$*).9/#$.A)'4.$.B$)'0 .)* 1$ ) )$./# - !*- 
0).0++*-/ )-$/--4;' . +- +- '$"#/)"'- ./04*!/# 0$'$)".8
$)$/$)"/# )$"#//$( ++ -) *!/# !$'$/4$)1-$*0.+0'$1$ 2.;
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#*2$(+/./*+-*% /@.*+ ).+ )+-&)*/*).$ - .$")$!$)/80/.#*0' ;
#  @..#*2)'4.$.E+;PMRF$) 3+'$'4!$'./**).$ -.#$)"$(+/./*/# 
+0'$+-&/*  1 '*+ '*)"2$/#/# +-*% /;..$")$!$)/8 .+$/ /# .#$)"
*)!'$/$)"2$/#$/4+*'$$ .E$; ; ==TF;' . - 1$. /**).$ -/#$.$(+/.
.$")$!$)/*- 3+'$)2#4$/$.)*/.$")$!$)/;

88

$.0'$(+/.++ -/* .$")$!$)/*)/# $-! =0)' -2#4 .4.''1$.0'$(+/.
2*0' ' ../#).$")$!$)/;*- 3(+' 8*)+;PMT8/#  .// ./#/ 0. 1$ 2.*!
/# #$''.- )*/ )/$- '4'*& 80(0'/$1 $(+/.2*0' ' ../#).$")$!$)/;#$.
)/$- '4$")*- ./#  !! /.*)'*'1$ 2.;*(+-$)"1$ 2.*)$"0-  ;=NU8/# 1 -" 
+ -.*). .(..$1 #)" 82# - *+ )1$ 2.- - +' 2$/#-&8*3 =$))4*)
+ -.+ /$1 ;$($'-'48..#*2)*)$"0-  ;=OM8(..$1 ./-0/0- .'*/*0/(0#*!/# 
.&4)''*!/# #$''.$)1$ 2.!-*(/# 4/- /(''- ;*./#$''1$ 2.'.*- 
'$($)/ !-*(1$ 2.!-*(/# PL/#/- /-$" 8..#*2)*)$"0-  ;=ON;''*!/# . 
#)" .) *)./-0 ..$")$!$)/1 -. $(+/.;
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-*% /% /$1 .)'/ -)/$1 .

)&!+!+ -*

0$ '$) . /$*)MQMNP80. /$*)EF (+#.$5 ./# $(+*-/) *!' -'42-$// )
.// ( )/*!*% /$1 .;*(+/$$'$/42$/#+-*% /*% /$1 .$.*) *!/# -$/ -$!*-. ' /$)"
- .*)' -)" *!+-*% /'/ -)/$1 .; *2 1 -8*% /$1 .))*/ .*)--*2'4*)./-0 .
/*- % /! .$' '/ -)/$1 ./#/- 0 +-*% /$(+/.;#$. $ )/$!$ .*% /$1 .*)++PO=
PP;

• # ++'$)/@.*% /$1 *!A*-")$5 -*0) )/-'+'5B$.$)++-*+-$/ ).#*0'
  ' / ;#$.*% /$1 @..*' +0-+*. ++ -./* /*- % /*/# -'/ -)/$1 '4*0/.8
)$/ 1 )*)!'$/.2$/#/# ++'$)/@.*2)A ))-'/ -)/$1 ;B
• #$' /# ++'$)/@.*% /$1 *!#$ 1$)"- /0-)*)/# $-$)1 ./( )/$.+ -($..$' 8/# 
 @.*)'0.$*).*)(-& /- /0-)*)$)1 ./( )/!*- #'/ -)/$1 -  )/$- '4
0).0++*-/ 4)4 1$ ) *-!/;#$.*)!'$/.2$/#"0$) $)/#  ))#,-4
&%+)&*+&,%+0E>=#4''4A+>?>?F $.$*);

%&#+)%+ -*

0$ '$) .E /$*)MQMNR;RF- ,0$- ./#/ .*).$ --)" *!- .*)' '/ -)/$1 .
/#/#$ 1 (*./*!/# +-*% /*% /$1 .8 1 )$!/# 4*./(*- /#)/# +-*% /E0$ '$) .
 /$*)MQMNR;R=F;# +-*% /'/ -)/$1 .- .. $)/#  - +- . )/)$) ,0/ -)" 
*!'/ -)/$1 . 0. /# 4*)*/($/$"/ ()4*!/# +-*% /@..$")$!$)/$(+/.8.- ,0$- 
4;#$.+-*' ($. 3 -/ 4/# !//#//#  !$'./*$ )/$!4()4*!/# 
.$")$!$)/$(+/.8.$.0.. $)/# *1 *(( )/.;

)$/$*)8/# .*' '/ -)/$1 /#/2*0'.$")$!$)/'4- 0 $(+/.E/# . *)$)"
'/ -)/$1 F$..*1"0 '4 .-$ /#/$/$/.$(+/./*-$/$'$..0 ..0#.1$.0',0'$/48
.#*2.C'$"#/1$'$'$/48')0. 8)*)./-0/$*) !! /.E ;";8* .$/#1 .#*-/ -
*)./-0/$*)+ -$*8' .. 31/$*)8 /;>F))*/  1'0/ ;

$($'-'48.$) /# *(($..$*)$)"*!/#  8 ))-#..0($// /2*'/ -)/$1 +').E/# 
))-'/ -)/$1 .F; $/# -*!/# . $)$/  /$' /-!!$!'*2*-"-" '*/$*).;# . 
! /0- .) /* $ )/$!$ ) /$' )'4.$.*!/# /-!!$8)*$. 8)$-,0'$/4$(+/.*)
#*!/# .+ $!$./- /.%*$)$)"/# +-*% /;

#  $ )/$!$ ./#  0  ).$/4'/ -)/$1 ./# )1$-*)( )/''40+ -$*-'/ -)/$1 8
#*2 1 -8"$1 )/#//#/'/ -)/$1 #.OST0)$/.1.NSL0)$/.!*-/# 3$./$)". *)$)"
'/ -)/$1 8$/$.0)' -2#4/# 3$./$)". *)$)"'/ -)/$1 $.)*//# )1$-*)( )/''4
0+ -$*-'/ -)/$1 ;$1 )/# +0$/4*! .-$+/$*)*!/# . *)$)"'/ -)/$1 8/# *1 -''
'&*!$(+/)'4. .$)/# '/ -)/$1 .#+/ -8)/# .$)"' +-"-+#A$.0..$*)@*!/# 
)1$-*)( )/''40+ -$*-'/ -)/$1 8$/$.$(+*..$' !*-/# -  -/*0) -./)#*2/#$.
*)'0.$*)2.--$1 /;

$/$*)''48. .-$  -'$ -$)/#$.*(( )/' // -8/# +-*% /$/. '!8.2 ''.''*!/# 
'/ -)/$1 .*/# -/#)/# . *)$)"'/ -)/$1 8++ -/* $)! .$' *)/# $-! 80 /*$/.
!$'0- /**(+'42$/#- ,0$- ( )/.!*-/' ./#'!*!$/...0( *)0.+*$)/.; )/#$..$/0/$*)8
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.$) - ,0$- .'/ -)/$1 .E)/# +-*% /F/* ! .$' 8/# . *)$)"'/ -)/$1 E*-
.$($'-'4- 0  ).$/4+-*% /F.#*0' *).$ - ./# +-*% /8)- 0 '/ -)/$1 .
 1 '*+ /*/#/+-*% /;

#+)%+ -*6 $'+****$%+

# '/ -)/$1 .. /$*)*!/#  '.*$.$) ,0/  0. $/!$'./*$)'0 ) ,0/ 
 .-$+/$*)*- 1'0/$*)*!/# +*/ )/$'$(+/.*!/# '/ -)/$1 .;..0((-$5  '*28(*./
*!/# '/ -)/$1 .@$(+/.. ..( )/.- .*1"0 )" ) -$/#/$/$.$(+*..$' /*$. -)/# 
- '/$1 ( -$/.*!/# '/ -)/$1 .;#$.!$'./*( / 1 )/# (*./($)$('- ,0$- ( )/.!*-
'/ -)/$1 .+- . )/ $)0$ '$) . /$*)MQMNR;REF7 *## %#,*,  %+
%&)$+ &%&,+#+)%+ -+&##&.$% %,#-#,+ &%3%#0* *3%&$') *&%. ++
')&'&*')&!+84

#  #.)*)'4. .*!/-!!$*-..*$/ )*$. *-$-,0'$/4$(+/.*!/# +-*% /*/# -
/#).$(+' /-$+=" ) -/$*)$.0..$*).;# - !*- $/$.$(+*..$' /*$ )/$!4- 0/$*).$)$(+/.
*!/# '/ -)/$1 .*)/# ./- /.8$)'0$)"/# $4' *0' 1-.;A$($'-/*80/' ... 1 - /#)
+-*+*. +-*% //-$+.BE. 8!*- 3(+' 8+;PTNF* .)*/*)./$/0/ )$(+/)'4.$.2$/#)4
0. !0'$)!*-(/$*)!*- $/# -/# +0'$*- $.$*)=(& -.;)*/# - 3(+' $. #*!/# 
'/ -)/$1 .@$-0'$/4)- )#*0. .($..$*).A)'4. .B82#$#*).$./.*!.$(+' 
.// ( )//#//# '/ -)/$1 2*0'A" ) -/ $-+*''0/)/./#/*0'1$*'/ $-,0'$/4
./)-.8.2*0'/# +-*+*. +-*% /;BE. !*- 3(+' 8+;PTSF*-8!*- .8A2*0' 0) -
/# /#- .#*'.B;"$)8/#$.$.$).0!!$$ )/$)!*-(/$*)/*( /@.- ,0$- ( )/.!*-/# 
'/ -)/$1 .)'4.$.8.$/* .)*/''*2/# -  -/*$. -)/*2#/ "- $(+/.2*0' 
- 0 ;

# " */ #)$'A)'4. .B!*-/# '/ -)/$1 .%0./.4$(+/.2*0' .$($'-82$/#)*++- )/
!!*-/( /*$. -))4$!! - ) .;

# +0'$. -1$ .)0/$'$/$ .$.0..$*).(& )* !!*-//*$ )/$!4/#  "- *!- 0/$*)$)
 ()!*-/#*. . -1$ .)0/$'$/$ .;

# 1$.0'$(+/)'4. .!*-/# '/ -)/$1 .$)'0 )*/0')'4. .*!/# $!! - ) .$)1$.0'
,0'$/4- +- . )/ 4/#  #*!/# '/ -)/$1 .;

*)'0.$*).
. /$' *1 8/#  !$'./*( / 1 )/# (*./.$- ,0$- ( )/.!*-"**!$/#
)'4.$.)$.'*.0- ;# )0( -*0. !$$ )$ .8$)'0$)" ! /$1 +-*% / .-$+/$*)8
$) ,0$ .$)/# . '$) )$(+/.)'4. .8)$(+-*+ -'4.. .. )- % / 
'/ -)/$1 .8))*/ 0- 4.$(+' - .+*). ./**(( )/.;*)/--4/*/#  --*) *0.
$)!*-(/$*)+-*1$ /*4*044*0-'))$)"$- /*-//#  -0-4NQ8NLMR # -$)"8
''*2.!*-8)8$)!/8- ,0$- .8- $-0'/$*)*!- 1$. -!/ $). ..0#./#$.8
2# - 2#*' .' - 1$.$*).*!/#  - - ,0$- /**-- / !$$ )$ .$ )/$!$ $)/# +0'$
*(( )/+ -$*E+ -0$ '$) . /$*)MQLTT;QF; '**&!*-2-/*/# *++*-/0)$/4/*
- 1$ 2- 1$. - $-0'/  /#/*-- /./#  !$$ )$ .$ )/$!$ $)/#$.' // -)4
*/# -*(( )/ -.;
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' . ! '!- /**)//0.$!4*0#1 )4,0 ./$*).- "-$)"/# . *(( )/.;# PQ/#/- /
-/$./.@**+ -/$1 '**&.!*-2-/*2*-&$)"2$/#/# $/4/*..0- /#//# +0'$) $.$*)=
(& -.- +-*1$ 2$/#*(+- # ).$1  )1$-*)( )/'$(+/- +*-/;

 

$) - '4



 
$#--.. //$
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-.. //$)1$-*)( )/'*).0'/$)"
 


//#( )/.:
 -!!$ - 1$ 2 +*-/ 
- .+*). ' // -E$)'0$)" )0-4NL/04 ..$*)

// -F
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PHA Transportation Consultants
NSMM/0-//- / -& ' 4UPSLQ
#*) EQMLFTPT=UNOO
 222;+)"#*;*(


 -0-4NU8NLMR


$#--.. //$
-.. //$)1$-*)( )/'*).0'/$)"
$ ($':


 : - 1$ 2D# -2$)$''$(.$/ -!!$./04


 --;-.. //$:

)- .+*). /*4*0-- ,0 ./8)*) #'!*!/# ;;;;) $"#*-#**"-*0+; 
-).+*-//$*)*).0'/)/.#.*)0/ + -- 1$ 2*!/# /-!!$./04+- +- 4
 #-) -.-).+*-//$*)*).0'/)/.!*-/# *1 - ! - ) ($3 =0. 
 1 '*+( )/$)( -41$'' ;#$../04!*-(./# .$.*!/#  /-).+*-//$*))'4.$.8
)*(( )/. '*2'.*++'4/*/#  ;# +0-+*. *!/#$.- 1$ 2$./* 1'0/ 
2# /# -*-)*//# /-!!$./04#. ,0/ '4$ )/$!$ /# +*/ )/$'/-!!$$(+/*!/# 
+-*+*. +-*% /8)+-*1$ - .*)' )! .$' ($/$"/$*)/*($)$($5 +-*% /
$(+/;

0-- 1$ 2$)$/ /#//# ./040) - ./$(/ /# *1 -''/-!!$$(+/*!/# +-*% /
0 /# 0. *!$)++-*+-$/  )'4.$.( /#*.9) "' / /*)'45 -0$'./- /
$)/ -. /$*)). 1 -'./- /. "( )/./#/-  3+ / /*-  $1 /# 0'&*!/# +-*% /
- '/ /-!!$9)!$' /*+-*1$ ( )$)"!0'($/$"/$*);

0-*(( )/.- *-")$5 $)/#- +-/.;-/ !*0. .*)/# ./04@..*+ 8
( /#**'*"48)..0(+/$*).;-/ - 1$ 2./#  ,04/# +-*+*. ($/$"/$*);-/
$.0.. ./# / #)$'.+ /.*!/# - +*-//# - +*-//#/8$)*0-+-*! ..$*)'*+$)$*)8
) '-$!$/$*))C*-!0-/# -)'4.$.;0-*(( )/.)- *(( )/$*).- .
!*''*2.:
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#% *!")$$&"%! $)  %!!!( $$&$


M;

M

4$)/ -. /$*)$.($..$)":
#$' /# /-!!$./04 1'0/ OL./- /$)/ -. /$*).8$/!$' /*$)'0 /# )
'*1 )0 C/)!*-1 )0 $)/ -. /$*);#$.$.-0$'$)/ -. /$*).$/
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*)/-*'. ./=2 ./))*-/#=.*0/#/-!!$!'*2.*))'*1 )0 )*2 ''
/- /;# . /2*./- /.-  3+ / /*+-*1$ - "$*)' ../*)!-*(/# 
+-*% /.$/ ;# ./04$)$/ /' ./MLV*!/# *(( -$'))*/# -MLV
*!/# - .$ )/$'/-!!$$. 3+ / /*/-1 '/*/# !-*(/# +-*% /.$/ 1$/#$.
$)/ -. /$*);..0#8/#$.$)/ -. /$*).#*0' )'45 $)/# ./04;

 *(( )/$*):
)'0 /#$.$)/ -. /$*)$)/# ./04) 1'0/ /-!!$ !*-''./04. )-$*.8
3$./$)"8) -=/ -(8)0(0'/$1 *)$/$*).;

N; )++-*+-$/ $)/ -. /$*) )'4.$.( /#*:
*2 ''/- /8)'*1 )0 )PL/#/- /- (%*-/-!!$*--$*-.$)/# 
- 8)..0#8$)/ -. /$*).'*)"/# . /#- *--$*-..#*0' )'45 .
*--$*-.; )/ -. /$*).'*)"/# . *--$*-..#*0'  1'0/ . *)/-1 '
.+ $)./ *!*'0( =/*=+$/4C) '4.;)'45$)"/# . $)/ -. /$*).
.$) + ) )/$)/ -. /$*).. *)C) '4+-*0 . // -/#)/0'
*+ -/$*)E F$)/# !$ ' 0. $/..0( .)1 -" *!OL(+#/-1 '.+ $)
/# '0'/$*); )- '$/48/-1 '.+ ./#-*0"#/# . $)/ -. /$*).- (0#'*2 -
0-$)"+ &#*0-*)$/$*).; )/ -. /$*).'*)"/# . /#- *--$*-.- '( 
*0)/4*)" ./$*))" ( )/" )4EF .$")/ $ -=/2*-*24.
)#1 /# $-*2) ./)-.)-$/ -$*!.$")$!$)/$(+/.;0. .
.+ /* / -($) $)/ -. /$*).)*--$*- ;

 *(( )/$*):
 = 1'0/ ./04$)/ -. /$*).'*)"/# . /#- *--$*-..*--$*-.))*/.
$) + ) )/$)/ -. /$*).; / -($) $)/ -. /$*))*--$*-+ -!*-() E F
. *)/-1 '.+ ))*/C) '4.;

O; )++-*+-$/ ./- /. "( )/ )'4.$.( /#*:
; #+/ -S8' .NO)NP*!/# /-!!$- +*-/.0((-$5 .-*24. "( )/
+ &=#*0-+ -!*-() .!*-NLNQ)NLPL; *2 1 -8/# - $.)*)'4.$.*!/# 
3$./$)"E0-- )/*)$/$*).F-*24. "( )/+ -!*-() ;

; # - +*-/0. !$3 -*24. "( )/+$/4$)/# )'4.$.;#$.( /#*$.
$)++-*+-$/ )- .0'/.$))0) - ./$(/$*)*!/# $(+/; ) )
-*24+$/$ .- *)/-*'' 4.+ ; $"# -.+ - .0'/.$)#$"#
+$/$ .8.0#.!- 24') .82#$##1 +$/$ .*!N8NLL1 #$' .+ -
#*0-C') /RL(+#+ -#*0-.+ ;*-0-)-/ -$'./- /.8') +$/$ .
- *0/M8QLL1 #$' .+ -#*0-./OL(+#+ -#*0-*-.*.+ ; )/# . 
*!/# ./04./- /. "( )/.'*)"/# *2 ''/- /8)'*1 )0 )PL/#
/- /*--$*-.;+ .- '*2 -/#)OL(+#0-$)"+ &=#*0-*)$/$*).;
# - !*- 80.$)"!$3 +$/42*0'' /* // -/#)/0'-*24
+ -!*-() E F;
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 *(( )/$*).:
; -*24. "( )/ )'4.$.!*- 3$./$)"*)$/$*).2$/#)2$/#*0//# 
+-*% /- '/ /-!!$;
;  = 1'0/ -*24. "( )/ )'4.$.!*-''./04. )-$*.2$/#
+$/$ .. *).+ -/# -/#)!$3 +$/$ .8$)'0$)". "( )/.*!M=
TL!- 24 /2 ).#4*)=*!!-(+.))$1 -.$/41 )0 *)=*!!-(+.;

P; $..$)",0 0$)")'4.$.:
# - +*-/( )/$*)./#//# - 2.,0 0$)"+-*' (/*) *!/# ./04
$)/ -. /$*).0//# - 2 - )*,0 0$)")'4.$.!*-*/# -./04$)/ -. /$*).'*)"
/# *2 ''/- /8)'*1 )0 8)PL/#/- /*--$*-.;. *)*0-
*. -1/$*)$)/# !$ '8/-!!$'*)"/# . /#- *--$*-.(*1 .'*2'42$/#'*)"
1 #$' ,0 0 .0-$)"/# *((0/ #*0-.8!! /$)"% )/$)/ -. /$*)*+ -/$*)
'*)"/# *--$*-;#$.*)$/$*)$.+-/$0'-'4 1$ )///# /2**2 ''/- /
$)/ -. /$*).) - =TL!- 24-(+.)#-$./$1 )0 0 /*.#*-/.+$)")
#$"#1 #$' 1*'0( .;$/#*0/,0 0$)")'4.$.!*- #*!/# !! / 
$)/ -. /$*).8/-!!$*+ -/$*))+-*% /$(+/.))*/  ,0/ '4.. .. ;

 *(( )/$*):
1 #$' ,0 0$)")'4.$.!*-''/-!!$./04$)/ -. /$*).8$ )/$!4$)/ -. /$*).
2$/#1 #$' ,0 0$)").+$''*1 -+-*' (.) 1 '*+($/$"/$*).;

Q; -*% //-$+" ) -/$*))'4.$.:
; ' S-$+" ) -/$*))'4.$...0( .)*1 -''OQV/-$+- 0/$*) 0. 
*!/# ($3 =0. )/0- *!/# +-*% /;# - 0/$*)$)'0 .MLV$)/ -)'
/-$+.8MQV 3/ -)'2'&)$& /-$+.8)NLV+0'$/-).$//-$+.;#$.$.
.'$"#/'4#$"# -/#)/# NLML4-  ).0.//$./$.!*-( -41$'' 0/$.
2$/#$)- .*)' -)" ; *2 1 -82 *).$ -NLV+0'$/-).+*-//$*)
/-$+- 0/$*)!*-/0-4$.#$"#.$) (*./+ *+' *)*/2*-&*)/0-4.
)2*0')*/0. +0'$/-).+*-//$*)0/-/# --$1 /# $-*2)1 #$' ./*
"*+' .;0-/# -82#$' /# +-*+*. +-*% /2*0'#1 .(''- /$')
- ./0-)/*(+*) )/.8/# 42*0')*/)  ..-$'4" ) -/ (0#+ &=#*0-
/-!!$;# - !*- MLV$)/ -)'+/0- /-$+(4)*/ )++-*+-$/ + &=
#*0-/-!!$ 0/$*);

; # - +*-/$)$/ ./#//# +-*% //-$+" ) -/$*)$.'0'/ 0.$)"W
(* '8#*2 1 -8/# /-$+" ) -/$*)!-*(' S++ -./* $- /'4!-*(/# 
-/ .2$/# 0/$*).!*-+0'$/-).$/82'&)$& /-$+.)$)/ -)'
+/0-  /;

 *(( )/$*):
; %0.//0-4/-$+- 0/$*)!*-+0'$/-).+*-//$*))- 1$. /# /-$+
" ) -/$*)!*-/0-4.8)$)/ -)'+/0- -/ !*-/# + &=#*0-/-!!$; !
/# $!! - ) $)/-$+.$..$")$!$)/8)/#//0-4$)/ -. /$*)/-!!$
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*+ -/$*).- *)/# *- -'$) *!.$")$!$)/$(+/8- 1$. $)/ -. /$*) 
)'4. ..2 '';
; '-$!42# /# -*-)*/W(* '2.0. !*-/# +-*% //-$+") - /$*)
)'4.$.;' . .0++*-//# 0. *!/#/)'4.$.!*-/#$.+-*% /')0. ($3;

R; */ )/$'$(+/)*)!'$/2$/# 3$./$)"-$1 24.:
# - - )0( -*! 3$./$)"-$1 24.*) *-/*)/- /8# -2$)1 )0 8
0-) '' &/- /) -/# +-*+*. +-*% /.$/ ;#$' /# ./04
1'0/ /# +-*% / ..-$1 24.8/# - $.)*)'4.$.*-$.0..$*)*)
2# /# -*-)*//# . -$1 24.2$''#1 /0-)$)"(*1 ( )/*)!'$/.2$/# 3$./$)"
-$1 24.;# - - '.*. 1 -'-$1 24.$)/# $(( $/ - *)# -2$)
1 )0 ) *-/*)/- /-*..!-*(/# +-*% /.$/ 8$)'0$)"/# PQ/#/;-/$./.@
**+ -/$1 +-&$)"'*/-$1 24;# - .0--*0)$)"/# +-*% /.$/ #.
)0( -*!2- #*0. .)'*$)"- .8#*2 1 -8/# - +*/) "' / /*)'45 
/# +*/ )/$'*)!'$/.(*)"'*$)"C0)'*$)"/-0&.8+.. )" -1 #$' .8'*& 
./- /.)-$1 24.;

 *(( )/$*):
 )/$!4 3$./$)"-$1 24.)0$'$)"'$) .*) *-/*))# -2$)1 )0 -*..
./- /!-*(/# +-*% /.$/ /* 1'0/ 2# /# -*-)*//# +-*+*. +-*% /
-$1 242$''#1 *)!'$/*-!! / 3$/$)"-$1 24*+ -/$*).;# . $)'0 
-$1 24./*MQLL-&- #*0. 8PQ/#/- /-/$./**+8 *-/*) *!/.8)/# 
'0 /-*-) -;1'0/ /-0&/$1$/$ .$)/# - )/# +*/ )/$'$(+/*)
/-!!$!'*2$)/# - ;

S; -!!$*0)/.:
)0( -*!0$'$)".$)/#  *-/*)/- /8QO-/- /8)/)!*-1 )0 - 
0-- )/'41)/)C*-0) -- )*1/$*))0)*0+$ 8)/-!!$/*)!-*(
/# . 0$'$)"(4)*/#1  )+/0- $)/# /-!!$*0)/.*)0/ $)
)0-4NLMQE#$.$)'0 .. 1 -'*!/# *1-/$.C-$!*'.0$'$)".8(*)"
*/# -.F; !/#/$./# . 8/# ./04(4#1 0) -.// /#  3$./$)"/-!!$
*)$/$*).;

 *(( )/$*):
 )/$!4/# '*/$*).8.$5 )0. *!/# . 1)/80)*0+$ 0$'$)".8$.0..
#*2/-!!$/*)!-*(/# . 0$'$)".- /- / ) 1'0/ $)/# ./04;

T; -&$)":
*-$)"/*/# +-*% /-$+" ) -/$*))'4.$.8/# .$/ 2$''" ) -/ ' ../#)OLL
/-$+.0-$)"+ &=#*0-)*0/O8RLL/-$+.*)$'4.$.;# $/4@.+-&$)"
- ,0$- ( )/-)" . /2 )POP.+ .E. *)OOV' ../#) ()F)SMO
.+ .E. *)MLV(*- /#) ()F; *2 1 -8/# .$/ .#*2.(*- /#)ULL
+-&$)".+ .82#$#$.2 '' 3 $)"/# $/4+-&$)"- ,0$- ( )/;#$.(4
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)*0-" (*- -$1$)")' ..0. *!+0'$/-).$/)*/# -'/ -)/$1 (* *!
/-).+*-//$*);

 *(( )/$*):
$.0..2#4/#/()4+-&$)".+ .- )  ;

U; &*!)'4.$.*!+*/ )/$'$(+/.*) #/- /:
 #/- / 3/ ).!-*( '' &/- /8+-*1$ .$- /*)) /$*)!-*(/# 
+-*% /.$/ /*!- 24 =TTL1$**/- /)S/#/- /;-*% //-!!$(40. 
/#$.*)) /$*)/*/-1 ''$)"/*)!-*(/# .*0/#;# +*/ )/$'$(+/*)/#$.
*)) /$*).#*0'  1'0/ ;

 *(( )/$*):
1'0/ )$.0../# +*/ )/$'+-*% //-!!$*)/# *)) /$*);
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#% * %%!  $$&$

M; )- '$./$($/$"/$*)!*- *-/*)/- /:
; # - +*-/E' MSF$ )/$!$ .$")$!$)//-!!$$(+/.*))0( -*!
./- /.$)'0$)" *-/*)8PQ/#8)QO-;;# . - $4' *0' 1-.*)2#$#
/# +-*% /$. 3+ / /*$)- . /-!!$1*'0( .4(*- /#)NV82#$#$.
/# /#- .#*'!*-.$")$!$)/$(+/;# /-!!$- +*-/- *(( ) . -$ .*!
($/$"/$*).0#..+ #0(+.8/-!!$$1 -/ -.8)--*2$)"+-/*!/# /-!!$
') . /;# . ($/$"/$*)." ) -''42*0'2*-&$)(*./.$/0/$*).0/)*/
'$& '4$)/#$.. ;. *)- 1$ 2.*!/# /-!!$1*'0( .*)/# . ./- /.8
*0/O8QLL*-' ..1 #$' .+ -4EF8.0"" ././#/(*./*!/# . /-!!$
2*0'#1  $/# -*-$"$).*- ./$)/$*)./*/# . ./- /.)2*0'#1 /*0. 
/# . ./- /.- "-' ..;# /-!!$./04C @.- *(( ) ($/$"/$*)
2*0''$& '4.'*2*2)/-!!$!0-/# -8- /$)"&0+.8)C*-!*- /# (/*
0. % )/./- /.) *( +-*' (.!*-*/# -./- /.;




; # +-*% /$ )/$!$ .$")$!$)//-!!$$(+/*) *''$./- /CPQ/#/- /
$)/ -. /$*)0) -/#  3$./$)"2$/#+-*% /. )-$*./# $)/ -. /$*)
+ -!*-() 2*0'-*+/*  .$")/$*))- *(( ) $)./''$)"
/-!!$.$")'.; *2 1 -8.$) /# $/4*!( -41$'' * .)*/#1  
./)-.*-.$")$!$)/-$/ -$82$''/# /-!!$.$")' $)./'' //# 
'*/$*)>

 *(( )/$*).:
;  =*).$ -*/# -($/$"/$*)*-$) )/$!4( .0- ./#/2*0' // -+-*/ /
$4'$./*)/# . ./- /.;
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;

 )/$!4!0)$)"!*-$)./''$)"/-!!$.$")'.)C*-*/# -/4+ .*!($/$"/$*)
.#*0'/# $/4)C*-/# +-*% /+-*+*) )/ $ )*//*+4!*-$)./''$)"/# 
/-!!$.$")';
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N;

&*!- '($/$"/$*)!*-$)/ -. /$*)  !$$ )$ .!*-!0/0- /-!!$. )-$*.;
# - +*-/$ )/$!$ )0( -*!$)/ -. /$*)./#/-  3+ / /**+ -/ / *-
'*2 -/) -=/ -()0(0'/$1 . )-$*.;

$/#/# ) -=/ -(. )-$*.8!*0-*!/# ./04$)/ -. /$*).-  3+ / /**+ -/ /
*-2*-. :

 KM*2 ''/;C =TL-*)/" ;
 KQ*2 ''/- /C#-$./$ 1 ;
 KMR *''$./;CPQ/#/;
 KNP *-/*)CPL/#1 ;

$/#/# 0(0'/$1 . )-$*.8.$3*!/# ./04$)/ -. /$*).-  3+ / /**+ -/ /
*-2*-. :

 KM*2 ''/;C =TL-*)/" ;
 KQ*2 ''/;C#-$./$ 1 ;
 KT*2 ''/;C *''$./;
 KMR *''$./;CPQ/#/;
 KNP *-/*)/;CPL/#1 ;
 KNS)'*1 CPL/#/;

!''/# *1 $)/ -. /$*).2$/#+**- -/$)".8*)'4/#  *''$./;CPQ/#/;$)/ -. /$*)
$(+/.*0' ($/$"/ 4$)./''$)"/-!!$.$")'.;''*/# -$)/ -. /$*).- 0$'/=*0/8
*-'- 4.$")'$5 )/# - !*- /# +-*% /@.$(+/.*)/# ())*/ ($/$"/ ;
+/$)".$")'/$($)"$.)*/'$& '4/*2*-&.$) /-!!$.$")'.!*-/# . $)/ -. /$*).- 
'$& '4!0''4/0/ )- *+ -/$)"/*+/$('/$($)"+').;4$)"/-).+*-//$*)
$(+/! .2*0')*/)  ..-$'4$(+-*1 +$/$ .//# . $)/ -. /$*).;*/*-$./.
2*0'./$''#1 /*.0!! -'*)" - '4.; !/# ./04$)/ -. /$*).8+-/$0'-'4/#*. '*)"
PL/#/;)'*1 )0 8)*2 ''/- /2 -  1'0/ .*--$*-..$.0.. 
+- 1$*0.'48(*- ./04$)/ -. /$*).2*0''$& '4*+ -/ / !$$ )/*)$/$*).;
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* $ !&$$$&$%% #%! +#'$! 


M; -&$)"!*-- ':
- 'E 3$./$)"0$'$)"F.#*2)$)$"0- .N)O!*- 1 '*+( )/*+/$*).)8
* .)*/. (/*#1 +-&$)""-" ;*0'+ *+' $)/#$.0$'$)"+-&/# $-
1 #$' .*)/# ./- /*-2$''/# 4 *((*/ $)/# "-" /*/# -+- '2# )
/# +-*% /$.*(+' / >$''/#$.#)" $!/# .$/ $.+- '$5 > $/# -$"0- N)*-
O.#*2.1 #$' $-0'/$*)*--$1 24 ..!*-/#$.0$'$)";

 *(( )/$*):
'-$!4/# +-&$)".$/0/$*)!*-+- '82#$#*-$)"/*' M8 1 '*+( )/
0((-4$.SP&.!*!!$ 0$'$)";'.*8'-$!42# /# -*-)*//# /-!!$!-*(/#$.
3$./$)"#. )$)'0 .+-/*!/# +-*% //-$+" ) -/$*);

N; - 'M-$1 24 ..:
- 'M8*-$)"/*/# ' M8 1 '*+( )/0((-482*0'  1 '*+ 2$/#
- .$ )/$'0)$/.2$/#+-&$)""-" !*-*/# 1 '*+( )/*+/$*).)80/)*
1 #$' $-0'/$*)*- ..-$1 24.!*-/#$.+- '- .#*2)!*- 1 '*+( )/
*+/$*)8*)$"0- O; *2*- .$ )/.!-*(/#$.+- ' ../# $-0$'$)">

 *(( )/$*):
'-$!41 #$0'-$-0'/$*))-$1 24 ..!*-/#$.+- '0) - 1 '*+( )/
*+/$*))- 1$ 2$!$/2*0'#)" /# .$/ /-!!$$./-$0/$*))..$")( )/

O; ) *$)" --*-.$) )'4. .:
) *)!$"0-/$*)!*-/# )*-/#*0)++-*#//# *2 ''/;C#-$./$ 71 ;
$)/ -. /$*).#*0' *) ' !/=/0-))*) .#- ' !/=/#-0=-$"#//0-)') ;# 
./*0)++-*#//# *2 ''/;C *''$./;$)/ -. /$*).#*0' *) ' !/=/0-)8/2*
/#-08)*) #)) '$5 -$"#/=/0-)') ;

 *(( )/$*):
 1$. ') *)!$"0-/$*)!*-/# /2*$)/ -. /$*).;*0' =# &*/# -$)/ -. /$*).
') *)!$"0-/$*)!*-+*/ )/$'*$)" --*-.; 1$.  '0'/$*)..++-*+-$/ ;

P; )*).$./ )/+-*% //-$+.$)/-$+..$")( )/)/-$+" ) -/$*).0((-4/' :
# +-*% //-$+" ) -/$*))'4.$.$)' S$)$/ .MNL;(;$)*0)/-$+.)MQU
*0/*0)/-$+.; *2 1 -8/# -$1 241*'0( .!*-/-$+..$")( )/*)$"0- MM- 
.('' -8MLM)MON- .+ /$1 '4!*-*+/$*))MLR)MOO!*-*+/$*)$)$"0- 
MN;

 *(( )/$*):
*0' =# &-$1 241*'0( .$)/-$+..$")( )/."$).//-$+.$)' S-$+
 ) -/$*)0((-4;'.**0' =# &-$1 241*'0( .!*-)/0-4!*-
*).$./ )4)- 1$. .++-*+-$/ ;
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Q;

).0!!$$ )/$.0..$*)*!*)./-0/$*)/-!!$ (+/.:
#$' /# ./04$)$/ /# *)./-0/$*)$(+/2$'' .('' -/#)/# $(+/*!/# 
+-*% /$/. '!)*)./-0/$*)2*-& -+-&$)"2*0' *((*/ *)/# .$/ ;
# - $.)*$.0..$*)*)/# )0( -*!/-0&./-1 ''$)"/*)!-*(/# .$/ 8/# 
$- /$*).)-*0/ .*!/# . /-0&.2*0'0. 8/# +*/ )/$' -$.' !/*)/# ./- /.8
/# )0( -*!*)./-0/$*)2*-& -.2*-&$)"*)/# .$/ *)$'4.$.8)/# 
+*/ )/$'+1 ( )/$(+/.;

 *(( )/$*):
-*1$  /$' $.0..$*)))'4.$.*)*)./-0/$*)$(+//#/$)'0 /# 
)0( -*!*)./-0/$*)2*-& -.8/-0&.8+1 ( )/$(+/8)#*2' )0+*!/# 
 -$.!-*(/-0&.2*0' #)' ;


             )
++-*1 +-*% /.. )-$*8   )'4. . 
        
            
           
 

' . ! '!- /**)//( $!4*0#1 )4,0 ./$*).*0/*0-- 1$ 2;

#)&4*0

$) - '4


)" * 
-$)$+'
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"+((,"5 
'"(+%''+
"-2(&+2/"%%
GIII+$/'.
&+2/"%%5OJLFN


+.+2GM5HFGK


 #
       
 
      
   


+,8,"6

+,,--"'/"+('&'-%(',.%-"' @(A' " !-%''"' !/'+-"'2-!JK-!
-+-+-",-,;(()+-"/@(()+-"/A-(,,",-"'-!"+)+-"")-"('"'-!"-2;,)+(,,
(+-!!+0"'"%%"&,/%()&'-+(#-8'!%(-!(()+-"/50+,.&"--"' 
-!,(&&'-,('-!(-"(+)+-"('@A(+-!)+(#- 8!)+/"(.,%2
,.&"---"%%--+(')+(#-;,," '",,.,'(&)%"'0"-!-!"-2;,)%','
)(%"",(+-!(.'"%;,(',"+-"('"'-! '.+2HF,-.2,,,"('50!"!0!/--!-(
-!",%--+8 ,,.,+","'-!-%--+%,(+(&&'-,('-!8.+(&&'-,('-! 
,()+)+,'-%(08

',-%> '(&)%-+(#-,+")-"('

,-"%"'(.+-.2,,"('%--+@--!A',.&&+"3.'+<%'(&)%"' ,,.,=
%(05-!)+()(,)+(#-))+,-(('%"-0"-!'.&+("-2)(%"",5"'%."' ',"-2
)+(/","(',8 '"-"('5"-2,-!,'(-&-!)+(#-))%"-"('-((&)%-8.+-!+5
-!))%"'-('-"'.,-(+/",-!)+(#-5,.,-'-"%%2!' "' -!()',)'"+.%-"('
2,(+-!&(,-+'-"-2(.'"%-.2,,"('8(+-!,+,('5-!)+(#-,+")-"('
))+,-(.',-%'"'(&)%-8 -",!" !%2%"$%2-!--!)+(#-0"%%'-(
,.,-'-"%%2+/",50"-!)(,,"%!' ,-(%2(.-5()',)5'',"-28 -0(.%
"'))+()+"-(+-!"-2-(%(,-!(&&'-)+"(('-!)+"(+-(-!))%"-"('"' 
(&)%-.,-!).%"'+,)(',"% '",(.%'",,'-"%"'(+&-"('
+%/'--((&&'-"' ('-!)+(#-8 '"-"('-(-!"-&,'(-"',-D,"'(&)%-%--+(
-(+HJ&"%-(-!))%"'-@"'(&)%-,."/","('')!,"' "'(+&-"('A5-!.++'-
+%"&"'+2/%()&'-%'@A",%$"' -!(%%(0"' "-&,7

• !,!&-",.&"--%,+("',.""'--"%'(-((,&%%()+,'--"(',%
(+","('&$+,-(&$"'(+&","(',+ +"' -!/%()&'-)+()(,%8
.%%9,"3,%%+0"' ,5"'-"2"' .,,'(.)'2-2),5"'%."' %((+)%',
'.%%."%"' ,-"(',0"-!+((9-()*.")&'-')'-!(.,,5,0%%,,!&-"
%/-"(',%,(+'-("'-"2"&)-,8
MFFN+",-(%+"/5+$%25OJMFK
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• +)!"",)%2,(,"-+,/(--()+"/-'(&&('()',)%%(-&'-,5'
&'-(+2GFP,"-%',)"' +,(+!+-)+%,0%%,%.%-"(',('-
)+(#-,"-+8
• ",.%,"&.%-"(',(."%"' '/%(),'&,,"' ,"'('-1-0"-!1",-"' '
)+()(,('"-"(',8
• .'',!"' ,-.",
• ,,,,&'-(/",.%',!"' -,(+((9-()*.")&'-')'-!(.,,,!(.%%,(
"'%.
• %.%-"(',(%((++()+$"'  + ',,+"/,8
• +',)(+--"('' &'-%',)""%%2 +-(+."' '&' "' 
.-(&("%-+"),-('+(&-!,"-,)+-(-!))%"-"('8"/'-!!" !-(-%
)+$"' %%(0','," '""'-)(-'-"%-+") '+-"('"&)-,(-!)+(#-5
))+()+"-,"-%2(.-'"+.%-"(',2,-&," '&2)''-.)(',.!%'8
• +(#-)!,"' ",'(-+,,8


(+(/+5.,-!)+(#-",-(,."/""'-("'"/".%)+%,-!-&2,)+-'
,(%-!)+(#-))%"-"(',!(.%"'%.'--"/)@A,!(0"' %(-(.'+",,",
+*."+,)+-(,.&"--%@-"('7OM8GFFK8A8!&),!(.%"'%.%%))+()+"-
+"' 5.-"%"-25+(,,,,'&"'-'' +&'-,',,+2-(&"'-"'(&)+!',"/
.'-"('%"-2(-!)+(#-,&,-+/%()&'-(%%(0"' )(-'-"%)+%,)+-"('8!
,!(.%%,(&(',-+-!(0!"'"/".%%(-0(.%(&)%20"-!+*.","-,-$5!" !-5
%',)'',"-2'"'-',"-2,-'+,5&(' (-!+,5(-!'+%%'5('"' 
+"'''(-!+ (/+'"' + .%-"(',,,-'%('/%()&'-,-+)(-'-"%,%(+
('/2'',)+-"('8")+(%++' &'-,(+,,-(D+,"'-"%&'"-",D,!(.%
%,(&(',-+-5')+&''-)+$"' %%(-&'-,'((+!"'"/".%)+%D,
., 8!),!(.%%,("'"-0!-!+,.""'-,'"-+2,0+'0,-90-+-+-&'-
)"-2'(-!+).%".-"%"-",1",--(,+/-!,"-8

!+(+0++*.,-"' -!--!"-2,.,)'+/"0(-!)+()(,)+(#-.'-"%-!,,
",,.,!/'0(+$(.-'-!/%()&'-))%"-"('",(&)%-8(/"' (+0+0"-!
)(-'-"%%2"',"%)+(#-+'+,-!)+(,,&'"' %,,5',$0,%-+'-"/,,.!
-!--!2+,)('-(%+ +)+(#--!'&2/')+&",,"%8,'(-"'(.+--!%--+5
.,(-!,""'",5"-",)+&-.+-(,-+--!)+(,,8,-!(.+-,--"'
(.'-2( '2(/8"-2( (,' %,@GOMMAMG%8))8IGNK5GOH9GOI5GIO%8)-+8IOL5EB(C'%2
-!+(. !'.+-/"0(-!)+(#-&2-(.-,"+,').%"","('9&$+,%'
-!)+()(,%D,'"- "',-"-,'/"+('&'-%(,-5(',"+&"-" -"('&,.+,5,,,,-!
/'- (-+&"'-"' -!)+()(,%888'0" !(-!+%-+'-"/,"'-!%'8'.+-5
,-%'"'"-)+(#-,+")-"('",-!,"'*.'('('"'(+&-"/'% %%2,.""'- 8E
!.,5EB-C!"')+(#-''(-,(&"+'-)+(#-&.,--! D,('",.#-8E@ 8
-)8GOO5GIO%8)-+8IOL8A"-!(.--!"'(+&-"(',+"(/5-!)+()(,%;,'"-,
,"&)%2''(-&'"' .%%2%' "',-"-,'/"+('&'-%(,-,8

%'(&)%"' ,,.,

!)+()(,%((+++-"(,5."%"' !" !-,5'%2(.-(,-+-,('(-('(+&-(+$
/'.",-+"-%' ."%"',',-'+,8! ,!(.%,+"''%23-!+(#-D,
('(+&'0"-!-!(,,)"" ."%"','%"&"--"(',,0%%,"-,('(+&'0"-!%%(-!+
)(%"",5 (%,',-'+,(-!-",-+"-%'8
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'",.,,"' -!+(#-D,('(+&'0"-!"-2)%'D,')(%"",,)"%--'-"(',!(.%
"/'-(-!)+(#-;,!+'-(."%"' .%$5-(0+,)"' 5,$21)(,.+'.'"'-++.)-
,.'%" !-)(%"",(-!+'," '%&'-'('"' +"''8

! ,!(.%+,,-!+(#-D,('(+&'0"-!,-$5()',)5%',)"' 5."%"' 
,)+-"('5',"-2'(-!++*."+&'-,(++,"'-"%., ,0%%,%.%-"(',('-%(-
+ 5(-!(+'-+)(-'-"%''-"")-%',."/","('8

! ,!(.%1&"'-!)+(#-;,('(+&'0"-!-!"2%%')+-".%+%2"'-+&,(
)%&'-'," '("2%)-!,0"-!+,)-)(-'-"%('%"-,0"-!)+(#-'.&.%-"/
-+"!3+,(' (+-('-+-'(-!+,.++(.'"' ,-+-,8

(%"299I(-!+',)(+--"('%&'-(-!'+%%',--,-!-.%"-2(+/"
-'+,!%%/%()'.,2-!"-2-(&,.+-+',)(+--"(')+(+&'(
)+(#-,8!/%()&'-(,",-'+","'-"""'-!'+%%'0(+$)%',F
?K92+-"('"-&8 '-!,'(-!,-'+5-!"-2%$,'))+()+"-,-'+(+
&,.+"' -+',)(+--"(')+(+&',&'-"'"-,'+%%'8! ,!(.%1)%"'
!(0'0!2-!+(#-))+(/%)+(,,,!(.% ((+0+.'-"%,.!-"&,"-2,-'+,+
'-20!"!"-,-+',)(+--"('"&)-,(.%'%23'&,.+8'2%-+'-
&-+",.-"%"3(+'%23"' -+',)(+--"('"&)-,,!(.%,)%%(.-'-!+-"('%(+
-!"+,.,-"-.-"(',!(.%)+,'-8!'%2,",%,(,!(.%/%.--!+(#-"'-+&,(
'+%%')(%"299K5&"'"&"3"' !"%"%,+/%59LH+ +"' +(#-%("' 
,)5'(-!++$"' '+"&')(%"",8

! ,!(.%1)%"'0!2-!+(#-,!(.%(',"+&"19.,+-!+-!',,'-"%%2
+,"'-"%@,",.,,"('"'--!-.2,,"('(&&'-%--+A8 -!)+(#-",-+&"'
-(+,"'-"%('5-!'"-,!(.%/%.-,,.!"'-! (+(&)%"'0"-!
)+(/","(',(-!"-2;,3('"' (+"''''+%%'8

! ,!(.%,,,,-!+(#-;,"&)-,('-!"-2;,"%"-2-(&--+ -,!+((+%
!(.,"' 5)+-!"-2;, (.,"' %&'-'"-,+ "('%%2," '-!(.,"' %%(-&'-8

"'%%25,",.,,(/5-! ,!(.%/%.--!)+()(,)%'"'%" !-(-!--!-
)+%,&2,(%(,)+-%25,.!-!-!)+%"'%.,*.-()',)5,+/"'
.-"%"-2)+(/","('5'('(+&'0"-!(-!+))%"%"-2%'.,'/%()&'-,-'+,8

.&.%-"/ &)-,

! ;,-+"5'(",5"+*.%"-25,-!-",50"'5,!"' 5'!%-!+",$'%2,,,!(.%
/%.-"'-!('-1-(.&.%-"/"&)-,(-!&'2+,('%2(+,%5)%''5
'-"-%5(+.'+(',-+.-"('."%"' ,"'-!+8.&.%-"/"&)-,,!(.%(',"+(-!
(',-+.-"(''()+-"('%-,('-!,+,(.+,8-"('GKGIF(-! ."%"',
)+(/"-!--!.&.%-"/"&)-,,,,&'-&2"-!+.,-!%",-"' ))+(!5(+)+(#-"(',
+(&%(%(++ "('%)%''"' (.&'-,8.,(-!'.&+(,)"")+(#-,-!-+
)%''5))+(/5(+.'+(',-+.-"('5-!(+&+&-!(0(.%&(,-))+()+"-8,(
-!)%'&-!(0(.%%-('"'.+-,,,,&'-(,!(+-9'&"9-+&.&.%-"/
"&)-,5,"-0(.%'(-+%--.%)+()(,%,8(+-!%(' 9-+&.&.%-"/"&)-,50
+(&&'-!-(&"'-"('(-!%",-')%'))+(!,.,50!+$'(0')+(#-,"'
-!)")%"'++,,,%",-'%(' 9-+&)%''."%(.-%,(",(',"+8
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+(#-,"'-!)")%"'"'%..-+'(-%"&"--(7

• !(/+-",,-+%'
• &+2--"(',-4&+2/"%%+',"-'-+@KO-!4 (+-('A
• +('(0%%@'(+>(0%%4 (%%",A
• &+2--"('+'02@KN-!4 (%%",A
• "1++!(.,@KFFF (%%",A
• &+2/"%%'-+((&&.'"-2 "@JM-!4'%(A
• (-'-"%+)%&'-(-!'$++$,."%"' (.'2+$5!+0"'5 (+-('4
.+-+-,
• ,-(+-"(' +0+JF-!> .+)+(#-

(',-+.-"(' &)-,

! ,!(.%/%.--!.%%,."-()(-'-"%(',-+.-"('"&)-,5"'%."' '(",5"+*.%"-25
-+"5)+$"' 5'!%-!+",$,8.,(',-+.-"('0"%%(.+(/+K2+,(+%(' +5-&)(++2
"&)-,,!(.%'(-(',"+%,,-!'," '""'-,('-!"+"&)+&''-'-.+5'
,!(.%.%%2/%.-'&"-" -8

)""%%25-&"'"&.&-! ,!(.%+,,7

• (',-+.-"(',,'-+.$%("' >.'%("' 8,&"-" -"('5%"/+2((',-+.-"('
&-+"%,2+"%,!(.%+*."+8
• (',-+.-"('-+"%($ ,(' (+-(''!+0"'5'--''-"&)-,-(&+ '2
+,)(',8
• (',-+.-"('.,-&",,"('"&)-,-(!%-!'-(-!"%"-2(++-",-,-(('.--!"+
0(+$@&.!(0!"!+*."+,.,-9+'/"+('&'-A5,)"%%2"'%" !-(-!.%%9-"&
%"/90(+$(.)'2(-!JK-!-+-+-",-,;(()+-"/,5'-!--!--!-."%"' :,
('%2/'-"%-"('",+(&()'"' 0"'(0,',$2%" !-,8
• (',-+.-"(''(","&)-,-(-!.%%9-"&(.)'-,(-!JK-!-+-+-",-,;(()+-"/8
!'%2,",,!(.%(',"+,)"")!2,"%('"-"(',,.!,'(",)+&"%"-2(JK-!
-+-."%"' 0"'(0,"'"'-"2"' "&)-,'&"-" -"('&,.+,8 -&2
',,+2-(+-+("--!JK-!-+-."%"' 0"-!(.%)'0"'(0,'"+
('"-"('"' (+-!,-+-((',-+.-"('(-!+(#-8(--!--!"-2;,'(",
(+"'',,.&,-!-+,"'-,+'(-!(&.+"' -!0(+$92?"'-!",,5-!2
0(.%5+,.%-"' "')(-'-"%%2," '""'-"&)-,-(!(&'0(+$%"/,(+,"'-,8
• %,'(--!-+,"'-,!/)+/"(.,%21)+"',(&,"&"%+'(",'"+*.%"-2
"&)-,.+"' -!+&"-"('(-!,"-5'0(.%(',"+1)+-,.'+
@)++("'(/8%(+((.'-2'+$%2 /8(+((+-(&&",,"('+,
","(',A8
•
-!+",$,,,("-0"-!)(-'-"%!3+(.,&-+"%,"'(',-+.-"('.,-'/)(+,
@+(&@!2+(+('A/)(+&",,"(',A

.%"+/",>-"%"-",

! ,!(.%/%.--!"&)-,(-!)+()(,)+(#-'.&.%-"//%()&'-(')(%"
'"+,+/",50-+,.))%25,0 -+-&'-5,-(+&+"' 5,!((%,5)+$,5''+ 2
"'+,-+.-.+8(--!-'+%%'(&)%"'",'(-)+(((%,,9-!'9," '""'-"&)--(
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-!,+,(.+,8

+(0-! '.&'-

!GFF9.'"-)++',"-2)+()(,(+-!)+(#-", +-+-!''2(-!+&+2/"%%)+(#-8
! ,!(.%/%.--!)(-'-"% +(0-!"'."' "&)-,(-!)+'--!-0(.%
+-2)+&"--"' -!","-"('%',"-2--!",,"-8

+"

,'(-(/5,'-()-"('(.%"-2(+/"-'+2-!"-25"-",'(-%+!(0-!",
"&)-'*.-%2+,,"'-! 8-&"'"&.&5!(0/+5-!(%%(0"' "-&,,!(.%
"'%."'-!,,,,&'-8

'"-"('-!*.'-""-+") '+-"(''-+"/(%.&)+(#-"(',5'%2,",(-+"'
"+.%-"(',!(.%+,,"&)-,,,("-0"-!+(02,2,-&," ''.'-"('%"-20"-!"'
-!+(#-,0%%,(',-+-,'+(02,1-+'%-("-8! %,(,!(.%,,,,-!
+(#-;,"&)-,('%(05",-+".-"(')--+','(/+%%.'-"('%"-2(-!)+()(,+(02
1-',"(',0"-!"'-!+(#-,0%%,(',-+-,'+(02,1-+'%-("-8

"/'-!('%.'('.&+(.,+"/02,(+%%(-!+(#- + ,"'%(,)+(1"&"-2-(-!
"'-+,-"('(-!(/%+(02'-!'0JL-!-+-1-',"('5-!-+"'%2,",,!(.%
'%23-!+%-"/.'-"('%"-2(-!+(02,2,-&,," '"'-+&,("+.%-"('%(05
)--+'5'-.+'(++(,,"' ('%"-,@"2%'),-+"'"'%.A,0%%,"-,*.2"'
+ +,-(,-$"' '*.."' - + ,5+"/02,5'-!-.+'',-())"' )("'-"'-!
+(028!'%2,",,!(.%"'-"2))+()+"-(+&,(," '%"3-"('5,)"%%2--!JK-!'
JL-!' (+-('"'-+,-"(',8+(#-'.&.%-"/"&)-,('%%"'-+,-"(',%"' -( 9NF
'&+2/"%%,!())"' +,%,(&.,-/%.-8

! ,!(.%(',"+-!"&)%"-"(',')(-'-"%"&)-,('-+""+.%-"('(-!
)+()(, (+-('/'.-+""/+-+,@'(-!+-+"%&"' &,.+,A5"'%."' )(-'-"%
-("/+--!+(. !-+"(' (+-('"'-(-!+(#-+"/02,8 -%,(,!(.%+,,+(#-'
.&.%-"/-+"/(%.&,(-!0"-!"'-!"'-+'%+(#-"+.%-"(',2,-&,0%%,-!
,.++(.'"' ,2,-&(,-+-,8(-'-"%"&)-,()+(#--+"0"-!'0"-!(.--!)%''
(+-('/'."/+-+,%,(,!(.%+,,8

'"-"('-(%(%-+")+(%&,5$9.)+(&-! 9NF&+2/"%%(9+&)(' 9NF+
0(+,'"' '+-"' -+"%(0,('-!+02"' '+%8!+(+-! -+",-.2
&.,-"'%.)+(#-'.&.%-"/"&)-,-(-! 9NF(9+&),'('9+&),5,0%%,-(
&"'9,-& 9NF-+"-)$!(.+,8

!,+'-%2'&'-("'%.)!,9"'+*."+&'--!- ,(',"+-!
)+(#-;,"&)-,('/!"%&"%,-+/%5,0%%,%/%,(,+/"'-!.%"-2(+/"
&-+"+*."+2-!"-2;,'+%%'8%,"'%.!(-!,&-+","'-! ,-+"
,-"('8

2+(%( 2>-+.%"-2

!)+(#-,+")-"(',!(.%"'%.(')-.%,-(+&0-++"' '('9,"--+-&'-
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)%'"'.%%(&)%"'0"-!"-2;,+(/","('9I ,-(+&0-++*."+&'-,5,",,.2-!
%"(+'" "('%-+.%"-2('-+(%(+8 -",'(-%+-!-5.'+-!)+()(,)%';,!" !
/%()&'-',"-2'"&)+/"(.,((-)+"'-5-!+.'( '+-'-"/%2-+-('9
,"-0"-!(.-/+,%2-"' -!.,(-!()',)>)+$+,8!",",,.,!(.%.%%2
/%.-"'-! 8

!)-!(1/-"(''((-"' ,@"88)"%,A,!(.%/%.-0"-!+,)--(&" +-"(')-!,
(+('-&"'- +(.'0-+8

&)-,(,9%/%+",-(-!)"-2(,-(+&+"',-(",!+ -(-!2%,(,!(.%
/%.-(+-!'-"")-%"-"&(-!)+(#-8

(%( 2

!+(#-,+")-"(',!(.%.%%2/%.--!)+(#-;, +"' )%',5"'%."' -!*.'-"-",(
,("%,)+()(,-("&)(+->1)(+-@')(-'-"%"&)-,-(.,-5"+-(1",5"+*.%"-25-+"5
''(",5+(&1/-"' '(9!.%"' &-+"%,A8

3+(.,&",,"(',> %-!",$

(-'-"%!%-!+",$,-('" !(+"' +,"'-,>0(+$+,-()(,,"%!3+(.,.,-'-(
&",,"(',+(&(',-+.-"('-+.$,')+(#--+",!(.%+.%%2/%.-8.%%!%-!
+",$,+'"' ,!(.%('.-(+(-!(',-+.-"(''()+-"('(-!)+(#-5(',"+"' 
-!HJ9!(.+>2(.)'2('+2."%"' ,5'+%"'('0"'(0,>,$2%" !-,(+/'-"%-"('8
+(#-(',-+.-"('*.")&'-'!.%-+.$,,!(.%+*."+-('-.+% ,)(0+-(
+.-!!%-!+",$,,,("-0"-!",%&",,"(',8 '"-"('5(''-+-"(',&.,-
('.--%%'+2"'-+,-"(',8

!!,+*."+'-!!+0"'9"%%"&,(&)'2!,"%+,-+"-"('-(-!
)+()+-20"-!+,)--(+,"'-"%.,,-!-+*."+,5&(' (-!+-!"' ,5-"%,,,,&'-
(,("%;,')-+(%.&!2+(+('/)(+,)+"(+-()+&"--"' '2+,"'-"%,-+.-.+,('
-!,"-8+-"% ,-+"-"(','*."+&'-,"'-!+,-+"-"('8!+(+-! 
&.,-"'%.-"%/%.-"('(-!+*."+,("%&' &'-)%'5)+(#-(&)%"'0"-!
)+(!""--"/"-",5'('9"'-++'0"-!"',-%%+&"-"('&,.+,5)(-'-"%,("%/)(+
')-+(%.&!2+(+('&",,"('!3+,5,0%%,&"-" -"('&,.+,(+'2,.!!3+,8

,-!-",

! &.,-)+(/".%%)!(-(9,"&.%-"(',(-!)+()(,."%"' ,,/"0+(& (+-(''
!+0"'-+-,8!(-(9,"&.%-"(',%,(,!(.%"'%.-!))+(/GKF9'HFF9((--(0+,('
-!(/-+",)+%5,0%%,(-!++%/'-.&.%-"/)+(#-,8!,+,,'-"%(+-!).%"
'","('9&$+,-(.%%2.'+,-')+(#-/",.%"&)-,"'('-1-8

!(0,5(%+,,5'"'

!JK-!-+-+-",-,(()+-"/+%",('2-"&'-.+%%" !-(+%"/"' '0(+$"' -"/"-",8
'"-"('5-!(()+-"/","'/,-" -"' -!,""%"-2()%'-("',-%%,(%+)'%,('-!
."%"' -(+.'+ 2(',.&)-"('8!+(+"-","&)+-"/-!--! .%%2/%.--!
)+()(,)+(#-;,"&)-,(',!"' '&"'-%" !-"' -(%%.'"-,"'-!JK-!-+-."%"' 5
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,0%%,-(+((-(),$2%" !-,')!(-(/(%-")(-'-"%8

,"'-,!/'(--!--!-%%+(/+-",>+"(%,."%"' ,(' (+-('-+-'(+-!(-!,"-
!/+-'2('-0"-!+,)--(0"'@',!A8!)+()(,)+(#-."%"' ,
&.,-.%%2/%.-(+-!)(-'-"%-(+-0"'-.''%,(' (+-('-+-,0%%,('()'
,)"'-+'%-(-!)+(#-,(&(0!"!",5"'-5"-2)+$%'8.&.%-"/0"''
,!"' "&)-,(-!)+()(,)+(#-)%.,-!)+&"---(0+,('-!#'-(/+-",,"-%,(
&.,-(',"+8

%-+'-"/,

!)+()(,!+0"'"%%"&,",'1,,"/%2%+ '',)+(#-8!+,"'-,(-!
JK-!-+-+-",-,;(()+-"/++*.,-"' -!-,.,-'-"%%2+.',"-2'+('" .+
,"-)%'%-+'-"/,"'%."'-! -(+.'/(""-,"&)-,('-!,.++(.'"' 
'" !(+!((5,0%%(+"-,(0'"'!+'-.'-"('%"-2'(+('(+&'0"-!"-2(
&+2/"%%%',5(%"",'/%()&'- (%,8

(0+,-!-'5-!JK-!-+-+-",-,;(()+-"/50(+$"' 0"-!(-!+'" !(+!((+,"'-,5
!//%()+%",-",-((')-.%%-+'-"/,-!-0++*.,-"' /%.-"'-!
 @,())(,-(-!))%"'-;,-!(+-"%,"-9,-."' 1+",A8!,+,!(0'"'-!
--!" .+,8!,%-+'-"/,0++/"02-!"-2;,+$/'.",-+"-/",(+2
(&&"--('+.+2GG5HFGK8!(&&"--!)(,"-"/+,)(',,-(-!(/+%%," '5
."%"' )%&'-5+.!" !-,5.-9-!+(. !(-!1",-"' ."%"' 5'+.',"-28

! ,!(.%,,,,-!(&)+-"/"&)-,(-!,%-+'-"/-(-!(,(-!)+()(,
)+(#-5'+"'-!&.+-!+-(+.'2," '""'-"&)-,5,",-!).+)(,(%-+'-"/,8
"-"('%%25-!,,!(.%%%(',"+,"%,'-"')''-%2+/"0"''"%
"'(+&-"(',!(0"' (-!+0",@)+"++%./8(.'-2","('A8 -!"-2)+%''(-
.,(+/%()&'-5-!'-! ,!(.%+/",-!,%-+'-"/,-(+%(--!/%()&'-
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City Council
City of Emeryville
1333 Park Ave.
Emeryville, CA 94608
January 20, 2015
SUBJECT: 45TH STREET ARTISTS’ COOPERATIVE COMMENTS ON SHERWIN WILLIAMS
PROJECT DESIGN AND GENERAL PLAN COMPLIANCE
Honorable Council Members
Grassetti Environmental Consulting (GECo) and Light Planning have been retained by the 45th
Street Artists’ Cooperative (Cooperative) to assist in their review of the proposed Sherwin
Williams Planned Unit Development (PUD) project. On behalf of the Cooperative, we are
submitting these comments on the project’s design issues and compliance with the City’s
plans and policies for the Council’s consideration in the January 20 study session.
In summary, the proposed Sherwin Williams PUD is an excessively large and dense project.
The residents of the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative are requesting that it be scaled
downward and that its layout and a number of its components be reoriented, to reduce its
impacts on the surrounding neighborhood, as well for its own inherent functionality and for
conformance with City of Emeryville Plans, Policies and Development goals. We also further
note that the schematic submittals are of insufficient detail and of too small of a
presentation scale for decision makers to make informed decisions regarding the
development proposal. The Council should ask for a more fully studied plan (as was
suggested by several Planning Commissioners) before rendering opinion on the study
concepts.
Further on that note, even though tonight's hearing is just a study-session based on very
partial information and no entitlements or guarantees will be issued, study concept plans
which face limited and only partially considered scrutiny can become cemented in form, and
become “the Project” for CEQA review, thereby possibly precluding better and more desired
approaches. Therefore, it is important that Council members have the time and information
to carefully study this project.
Scale, Layout and Density: It should be emphasized that this is a very large project. At 100
dwelling units/net acre it will be the densest project in the City, and far larger and more
intense then existing habitations in its immediate Park Avenue District surroundings. As
proposed, it would place 540 new dwelling units with close to 1,000 parking stalls,
generating thousands of daily motor vehicle trips funneled through a truncated, and
arguably conflict prone, internal circulation system and thence to already congested local
roadways. With buildings ranging from seven to ten stories and a seven story parking
garage directly on Horton Street, it is not perfectly clear how this project adheres to the
Park Avenue District vision of “fine grain and small block pattern..." Even with the
7008 Bristol Drive, Berkeley, CA 94705
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extension of Hubbard Street through the site, it is arguable that the project as proposed
has more the character of a super block then an urban-grain development participating in
the general system of local streets (though impacting upon them).
The apparent organizing feature of the project is an extension of Hubbard Street as a
central, north/south, oval linear park, modeled after 0.85 acre South Park in San Francisco,
with interlinked connections to forthcoming city parks and open spaces. While the concept of
a formal and sheltered interior plaza is compelling, the comparison with South Park breaks
down under closer analysis. South Park's setting and character is that of a secluded enclave
detached from the surrounding heavily trafficked general roadway system in a city of
relatively low household vehicular usage. It is engirded by 58 two- to three-story residences
lining an oval street which experiences quite low volumes of traffic. By contrast, the
proposed oval park, Hubbard/46th Street extension, which will provide 0.58 or 0.56 or 0.30
acres (depending on the Report) of open space, will serve ten times the number of dwelling
units with hundreds of dedicated parking stalls. As a result, rather than serving as a relief
from the grid of traffic streets as does South Park, the proposed oval road and 46th Street
dog-leg will tend to function more as an extension of the general roadway system itself.

Moreover, South Park's east/west orientation and low rise street wall allows direct
sunshine to fall onto the park throughout much of the day and year. Due to its north/south
orientation and taller wall surround, the proposed oval (particularly under the currently
more viable Option B) has a very high likelihood of being cast in shade. It also provides
measurably less open space then does South Park. Its much higher wall ground relationship,
could also result in a perceptively cramped and ill proportioned open space. These issues
were noted by some Planning Commissioners, who requested shade studies prior to making a
recommendation and a lowering of buildings and by the DCC which called for a wider park
presumably to serve as a functional open-space as well as to reach for sunlight.
In addition to the formal and functional questions of the extension of Hubbard Street as a
linear open space, its functionality as a circulation system also presents potential conflicts
and inefficiencies that should be further thought through. The original alignment of the
Hubbard extension as is shown in the General Plan, is a straight street with a dog-leg at the
north end of the property turning towards Horton along the edge of, and providing
secondary access to, the adjoining Rifkin Parcel which is entitled with a large development
of its own.
The revised street layout by contrast, presents a number of high-volume entry drives
converging at or near the oval's point of intersection with 46th Street (particularly in Option

B where Building C-2's traffic is funneled through Building C-1 via a street level driveway
crossing the pedestrian linkage between the oval and recreation park and through a second
story bridging structure – visually and functionally impacting interconnection between the
oval open space and the rail-side park—rather than exiting directly onto Sherwin Avenue).
In addition to the problematic potential of this convergence in and of itself (sufficient
queueing distances as just one problematic potential as an example), the oval arrangement
of the roadway entails a number of extra turnings, crossings and potentials for congestion
and conflict, particularly at the convergence point, then would a longer straight street say,
with more dispersed driveway connections and without a mid-block intersection with the
dog-leg. Shifting the 46th Street debouchment onto Hubbard is also of particular concern to
the residents of the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative, as its newly proposed location of
intersection is close, but off-set from their facing parking lot exit, thereby posing possibly
higher hazard cross-turning conflicts between the two. The relocation also deprives the
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adjoining Rifkin parcel access to Hubbard as had apparently been planned.
Other observations on the circulation: the revised plan shows bike and pedestrian path (as
designated for off-street Class 1 Bike Path on the General Plan) crossing directly in front of
the C buildings driveway. As shown, the pathway changes from a paved driveway type
directly onto the street in front of the garage. Drivers entering or exiting the garage are
thereby deprived of visual cues of a bike crossing as a result of the change in paving, possible
driveway like curbing and its convergence onto the roadway. A visually continuous bike lane
separate from the street (Class I) would be safer.
Also, the proposed traffic diverter shown on Horton Street, though not under the control of
the applicant, could cause drivers to circle within the project in order to access either north
or south access increasing traffic and turn conflicts within it. It might also result in usage of
the new Hubbard extension as a shortcut bypass by north/south drivers from outside the
project, exacerbating circulation short-falls and impediments of the oval as designed.
Revised Plans and Countable Lot Acreage. In the concept plan presented to the Planning
Commission in October, the oval was to be 550' long reaching to building D and providing
stub access to the Rifkin parcel. As noted by staff in their report, the proposed project
density of 540 units and SF of floor area (not including an unknown 100,000's of SF of
garage) was above the allowances of the District even assuming maximum bonus points. In
response, the applicant has revised the plans relabeling the northern oval park and roadway
segment as driveway and bike-path/emergency vehicle route. They also replaced the
connector to the adjoining parcel with dysfunctional grouped loading stalls for the entire
project. The applicant has, through this relabeling of roadways, claimed to increase the net
size of the parcel thereby increasing the allowable density and intensity of the project. This
design would allow traffic on an open space area, rendering the open space useless for
residents. We are requesting that the Council reject this slight of hand and send the
application back for an appropriately reduced density design.
Additionally, this change in the geometries (from oval to rectangle) and ground treatment
of the northern half of the oval, also has the effect of obviating the initial concept rationale
of formal oval plaza, and its truncated remnant undoes whatever urban design sense it may
have once had.
Alternative Concept: For the purposes of improving the project’s internal layout and
reducing its conflicts with the surrounding community, we present the following suggestions
regarding placement of the passive open space area as well as the street and building
layout. We also are requesting that the Council substantially reduce the project’s density.
First, The whole project needs to be scaled downward and redesigned. Building B-2, which is
little more than a seven-story parking garage festooned with a veneer of units on two sides.
In addition its size and character problem, Building B-2, as placed, faces directly across
Horton Street onto a raw industrial back-lot, fitted with an uninviting soils remediation
incinerator. It also adjoins a barren industrial parking lot slated for intense development
with high-rise towers. (Given their proximity, Building D's location may conflict with Zoning
policies regarding tower spacing, and Building D’s views, and light and air access may be
blocked by the planned towers.) The veneer of units applied to the front of the building will
do little to disguise and moderate its essential and overwhelming character as a seven-story
parking garage as prominently seeable from the street and other properties. Rather, the
parking garage massing will tend to render the draping units as visual incongruities.
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Reducing the bulk of that building and pushing it off the street, behind a park, which could
be made by relocating the interior open space, would allow residents of fronting units to
look onto the more protected parklet rather than the raw industrial setting of the street
frontage. Also, bringing a plaza to the street could provide a better and more functional
'activating' experience to the frontage then a would a continuous street wall, by providing a
strategic break from linear massing, as is encouraged by the City's design guidelines and
specifically cited in the Park Avenue District Plan, which calls for small grain developments
and sidewalks punctured by landscaping and street furniture.
Second, as described above, the oval open space in the middle of the residential site is
flawed design. It would perhaps be better to abandon the central oval concept, leave the
Hubbard extension a straight boulevard with the 46th Street dog-leg remaining along the

Rifkin Parcel (away from the 1420 45th Street residences driveway) as currently shown in the
General Plan, and relocating the passive open space in the oval to the Horton Avenue
frontage on the site periphery. Doing this would insure full morning sunlighting of the
passive open space while narrowing Hubbard Avenue would facilitate the goal of pushing
Building B-2 (which should also be pared down to a community scale and designed in a
manner that is functionally residential in program and appearance), to the west behind the
new plaza at the 46 th/Hubbard exit.

Use Category: Although the project is categorized as mixed-use, consistent with the
District’s designation, it is in fact, essentially a residential project. Of over 641,000 SF of
new construction (not counting several hundred-thousand more feet of uncounted and
undisclosed floor area within the multiple parking garages) only 20,600 (3.2%) of that
construction is designated as commercial. Moreover, much, if not most, of that footage, is
apparently allotted to 'live-work' or 'residential amenities' uses, which are part and parcel
of the residential project itself, and not commercial.
Over 70% of the total 96,600 SF of commercial space identified for the project is comprised
by the existing building on Parcel A on a designated lot of its own at the periphery of the
project area. Since that building is simply an existing commercial one that is being
reoccupied, and has little integral interface with the larger project, it should, for all
functional purposes, be considered a stand-alone reuse of an existing commercial building
(one that is very likely to be sold and separated from the larger essentially residential
project), rather than new commercial space in a mixed-use development. The remainder
'token' commercial spaces proposed are not sufficient to consider the project a mixed use
development appropriate to the zoning designation and District Plan.
If a functionally wholly residential project is acceptable to City at this location, requisite
residential development standards as they pertain to setbacks, private open space,
landscape and building separation design and zoning standards should be applied. At any
event, all 'live-work' units that are provided should be designed to have a fully functional
'work' arrangement. (Many purported 'live-work' developments are more akin to a simple
residential unit-style than functional art, work or craft spaces.)
Parcelization: Since the project is to be subdivided into individual parcels that may be
separated and sold the project application should include a Tentative Map showing lot
boundaries as is required as part of a PUD submittal (Section: 97.1005.E). The map should
include all appropriate drainage, utility, cross access and maintenance agreements
necessary to maintain comprehensive functionality of the project as a master development
following potential parcel separation. The TM should also demonstrate how each individual
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lot would comply with requisite setback, height, landscape and density and intensity
standards, among others, of the General Plan, Zoning Ordinance and other governing
regulations as stand alone developments after potential sale or conveyance and separation.
Reciprocal arrangements for access to 'residential amenities' should also be demonstrated,
and permanent parking allotments encoded for each individual parcel's usage. The Map
should also indicate that sufficient sanitary sewer and treatment capacity and other public
utilities exist to serve the site.
Completeness of Application: We are requesting that, in addition to the subdivision map
mentioned above, the PUD application submittals include:
• Full-sized scalable drawings, including floor plans and full building sections
• Graphic displays of site areas devoted to private and common open space allotments,
and 10% site landscaping areas
• Visual simulations of building envelopes and massings in context with existing and
proposed conditions
• Sun and shading studies
• Preliminary assessment of roof-top equipment and penthouses should also be
included
• Floor area of parking garage and access drives should also be enumerated.
• Given the high total parking allowances and significant potential trip generation
impacts of the project. It is also imperative that a Transportation Management Plan
specifically geared to reducing and managing automobile trips to and from the site
as well as guiding an appropriate site layout and circulation system design be
prepared as part of the application rather then as an after consideration condition.
Conclusion: The project design is flawed and requires reworking with respect to open space,
circulation, and density.
• The density is excessive. The concept plan for the study session, which is 80 units
higher than the Housing Element forecast, assumes maximum feasible build-out with
maximum attainable bonus points. The Council should not permit this conceptual
super-maximum or other less then optimal aspects of the project as described above.
Only three other developments in Emeryville have densities of as much as 85
units/acre. At 100 units an acre the study concept would create the most densely
inhabited project in City; instead, the applicant should be instructed to scale the
project downward and re-conceptualize the design and layout based upon these and
other relevant comments from others.
• The oval concept is flawed and has been compromised in concept by the latest
redesign.
• The internal open space is no longer functional and now a roadway is being
improperly considered open space to permit excessive density.
• The proposed circulation plan is flawed and needs to be re-worked.
• The project is essentially a residential project under the guise of a mixed-use
project. The Council should provide clarity as to whether it desires a residential
project on the site (which would be required to comply with residential standards),
or a true mixed use project, with greater commercial space.
• The application is incomplete and the scale of plans submitted is unsuitable to
appropriate analysis.
In addition, because of these deficiencies, it is premature to start the CEQA process. As
the court stated in County of Inyo v. City of Los Angeles (1977) 71 Cal.App.3d 185, 192193, 139 Cal.Rptr. 396, "[o]nly through an accurate view of the project may affected
outsiders and public decision-makers balance the proposal's benefit against its
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environmental cost, consider mitigation measures, assess the advantage of terminating
the proposal ... and weigh other alternatives in the balance. An accurate, stable and
finite project description is the sine qua non of an informative and legally sufficient EIR."
Thus, "[t]he defined project and not some different project must be the EIR's bona fide
subject." (Id. at p. 199, 139 Cal.Rptr. 396.)
Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions regarding these comments. The
45th Street Artists’ Cooperative looks forward to working with the City and project
applicant to create a development plan that enhances the neighborhood for all of the
neighboring residents.
Sincerely

Richard Grassetti
Principal
Grassetti Environmental Consulting
Joseph Light
Light Planning
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS DOCUMENT
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LSA ASSOCIATES, INC.
JUNE 2016

COMMENTER B2
45th Street Artists’ Cooperative
Richard Grassetti
March 7, 2016

Response B2-1:

This comment is introductory in nature. Please see Master Response 2 and
Response B2-2 for a discussion of information required to be included in an
EIR Project Description. Please see Master Response 2 and Responses B2-3
through B2-31 which discusses the policy concerns raised by the commenter.
The comment also includes the statement “… the Draft EIR also is deficient
in addressing a large number of potentially significant impacts…” The
commenter does not identify specific deficiencies in the Draft EIR, or
provide additional information or analysis to which a specific response can
be provided. However, the commenter does appear to believe that there is a
“slavish use of the Initial Study (IS) checklist items as its criteria and
thresholds of significance for most topics.” Under CEQA, a significant effect
is defined as a substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in the
environment. The CEQA Guidelines direct that this determination be based
on scientific and factual data. Each topical section of the Draft EIR included
criteria of significance, which are the thresholds for determining whether an
impact is significant. These criteria of significance have been developed in a
cooperative process with the City and LSA staff using the CEQA Guidelines
and applicable City policies and guidelines or the standards of other
regulatory agencies. The reader should note that the Draft EIR included a
discussion of effects found not to be significant in Chapter VII, Other CEQA
Consideration.

Response B2-2:

Please see Responses B2-3 through B2-31 which addresses compliance
issues raised by the commenter. This comment includes a list of information
that the commenter feels needs to be included in the project description.
Regarding the CEQA Guidelines requirements for an adequate Project
Description (per Section 15124) see Master Response 1.
Contrary to the commenter’s assertion, the project description is not
“unstable and incomplete” as it does include the information required by the
CEQA Guidelines and is sufficient to allow for an analyses of the potential
environmental impacts of the proposed project. It should be noted that the
guidelines specifically state that project descriptions “…should not supply
extensive detail beyond that needed for evaluation and review of the
environmental impact.”
Many of the items identified by the commenter are actually included in the
Chapter III, Project Description. Development scenarios showing uses and
square footage calculation are included in Table III-2, Figure III-4, Figure
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III-5, Figure III-6, and Figure III-7. As discussed in Master Response 1, the
City’s PUD process does not require submission of information to the level
of floor plans and interior wall design. Furthermore as noted above, the
CEQA Guidelines also does not require the level of detail requested in the
comment.
Response B2-3:

The Sherwin Williams project will be conditioned to prepare a TDM Plan
that will be reviewed and approved by the City. Preliminary TDM strategies
were identified as part of the TIA, and the Project Applicant has also
prepared a preliminary TDM plan (see Letter C15).

Response B2-4:

Please see Master Response 2 regarding the Development Bonus.

Response B2-5:

See Master Response 1 regarding the CEQA requirements for what needs to
be included in a Project Description. As discussed, CEQA does not require
the foundation type to be included in a project description, as noise, dust, and
other environmental impacts from construction can be analyzed without
reference to foundation type. Nevertheless, the applicant proposes to install
drilled displacement columns (DDC) in combination with shallow spread
footings. The DDC columns would be 24 inches in diameter and would
range in depth from 25 feet to 30 feet and will generate minimal spoils. The
overall foundation systems will not result in any additional exporting of soils

Response B2-6:

The information requested by the commenter is included on pages 171 and
172 of the Draft EIR. This information has been summarized into a table, as
requested by the commenter, and is shown below.
The following text revisions are made to page 63:
The project is currently contemplated to be built in one phase with
construction commencing in the third quarter of 2016 or as soon as
all applicable permits are issued. The first units would be delivered
in the second quarter of 2018. Table III-5 provides an approximate
summary of the anticipated construction schedule.

Table III-5:

Approximate Project Construction Schedule

Phase
Demolition

Duration
15 days

Grading

30 days

Services
Installation
Building

40 days
520 days

P:\CEM1404 Sherwin-Williams\PRODUCTS\RTC\Final\3-Responses.docx (06/24/16)

Equipment Anticipated
4 excavators; 2 loaders; 1 miscellaneous
vehicle
16 large machines; trucks associated
within fill import
4 pieces of heavy equipment

Workers
10 workers/day

16 pieces of heavy equipment; trucks
associated with materials delivery/
inspections/other activities

175 workers/day

15 workers/day
14 workers/day
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Response B2-7:

Please see Master Response 1 and Response B2-2 for a discussion of
information required to be included in a Draft EIR Project Description.
While the inclusion of a Tentative Map in not required under the CEQA
Guidelines, much of the information requested by the commenter has been
included in text, figures, and tables included in Chapter III, Project
Description, within the Draft EIR. For example, proposed lot boundaries are
shown in Figures III-4 and III-5; conceptual utility plans are shown in
Figures III-14 and III-15; proposed pedestrian/vehicular/bicycle circulation is
shown in Figures III-12 and III-13; proposed height is shown in Figures III-6
and III-7; and proposed landscaping is shown in Figures III-10 and III-11.
Please see pages 33 through 64 of the Draft EIR for information regarding
the proposed project description. Please see Section IV.L, Utilities and
Infrastructure, for a discussion of public utility services to the project site.

Response B2-8:

Please see Master Response 1 and Responses B2-2 and B2-7 for a discussion
of information required within the Project Description of the Draft EIR.
Please see Master Response 2 for a discussion of the Development Bonus
and project feasibility. The CEQA review need not be “suspended” as the
Draft EIR, with the minor corrections identified in this Response to
Comments Document, provides an adequate level of information to allow the
decision-makers to consider the proposed project, the potential significant
environmental impacts and to make a determination regarding project
approvals.

Response B2-9:

As described in the Draft EIR, since the project site is over 5 acres, a Planned
Unit Development (PUD) is required. A PUD is a rezoning, which must be
adopted by the City Council by ordinance, following recommendation from
the Planning Commission. The PUD would govern the zoning of the project
site. The PUD allows for flexibility in designing modern, large-scale, mixeduse developments on sites with complex development constraints, such as
environmental contamination. A PUD is established through the approval of
a Preliminary Development Plan (PDP), which sets forth the type and
intensity of uses on a site, as well as the basic development guidelines. After
the PDP is approved by City Council, the individual building designs would
be approved by the Planning Commission through one or more “Final
Development Plans” (FDPs). All of the buildings in the project can be
approved in a single FDP or they can be phased over time through multiple
FDPs. Please also see Master Response 1.
Setbacks are discussed on page 453 of the Draft EIR. As noted on that page,
the minimum setbacks of buildings from lot lines are prescribed in Table 94-301(a) of the City of Emeryville Zoning Ordinance. The MUR designation
allows structures to be constructed on any property line, except when it abuts
a residentially zoned district, either High Density Residential (RH), High to
Medium Density Residential (RMH) or Medium Density Residential (RM).
As shown in Figure V-5 of the Draft EIR (page 451), the project site is not
bounded by any of these residential zones.
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Open space requirements are discussed on pages 453-454 of the Draft EIR.
Open space requirements for mixed-use projects are the sum of the
requirements of individual uses as provided in Section 9-4.303 of the Zoning
Ordinance. The requirements for multi-unit residential and live-work units
are as follows:


A minimum of sixty (60) square feet of required open space shall
be provided per dwelling or Live/Work Unit, consisting of forty
(40) square feet of private open space and twenty (20) square
feet of common open space, except as stipulated below.
i.

To the maximum extent feasible, each unit shall be provided
with a private open space.

ii. Where infeasible to provide private open space, common
open space may be substituted for private open space at the
ratio of two to one (2:1) (i.e., eighty (80) square feet of
common open space may substitute for forty (40) square feet
of required private open space).


Commercial and Institutional Uses.
1. New buildings or additions that exceed ten thousand
(10,000) square feet but are less than one hundred thousand
(100,000) square feet shall provide a minimum area of
common open space and/or privately owned public open
space (POPOS) that totals at least five percent (5%) of the
gross floor area.
2. New buildings or additions that exceed one hundred
thousand (100,000) square feet shall provide a minimum
area of common open space and/or privately owned public
open space (POPOS) that totals at least five percent (5%) of
the gross floor area. Included in this requirement, the
developer shall provide a minimum area of POPOS that
totals at least one percent (1%) of the gross floor area.

Based on the open space requirements listed above, each unit would be
required to provide 40 square feet of private open space and 20 square feet of
public open space per unit. As there are 540 units, this would require 21,600
of private open space and 10,800 square feet of common open space
associated with the residential component of the project. Additionally, the
project includes 94,600 square feet of commercial square footage. The
applicant would be required to include 5 percent of the gross floor area
(4,730 square feet) as common open space. In total, the applicant would be
required to provide 15,530 square feet of common open space and 21,600
square feet of private open space. As noted in Mater Response 1, a PUD/PDP
submittal can set its own site standards including open space requirements.
The project has not set its own standards for common and private open
spaces and therefore the City’s Planning Regulations Section 9-4.303 apply.
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Section 9-4.504 of the Zoning Ordinance requires that 10 percent of the
project site be landscaped. Conceptual Landscape Plans are shown in Figures
III-10 and III-11 of the Draft EIR. The proposed project would provide
approximately 23,100 square feet of landscaped area which is about 10
percent of the project area that will be developed with buildings and excludes
publicly accessible open space area (2.08 acres), areas under streets (1.07
acres) and the City-owned open space parcel (1.46 acres).
Residential density is described on page 450-453 of the Draft EIR. The MUR
zoning designation provides specific development standards for building
intensity/floor area ratio, height and bulk, and residential density. Maximum
residential density allowed on the MUR designation is 50 dwelling units per
gross acre (base), which could be increased to 100 units per acre under a
bonus program by the City, as is shown in Figure V-3. The maximum
building heights for the project site are established on the General Plan
Building Height Map, shown in Figure V-4. The maximum building height
permitted for the majority of the project site is 40 feet (base) to 75 feet (with
a bonus) with the exception of one parcel which permits building heights of
50 (base) to 100 feet (with a bonus). The proposed project’s buildings heights
are depicted in Figures III-6 and Figure III-7 in Chapter III, Project
Description. The maximum intensity of buildings, expressed as a maximum
floor area ratio (FAR), is shown on the General Plan Floor Area Ratio Map
and illustrated in Figure V-2. Maximum building intensity or floor area ratio
permitted in the MUR zone is 1.5 (base) and 3.0 (with a bonus), as shown in
Figure V-3. As noted in the project description, the applicant’s proposed
project scenarios are based on the Development Bonus provision of the
Emeryville Planning Regulations that allow for additional development
intensity to be approved in exchange for provisions of affordable housing
units and certain community benefits. Please see Master Response 2 for a
discussion of the Development Bonus.
Response B2-10:

As descripted in Table III-2 of the Draft EIR, the project includes a mix of
uses including residential, retail, office and open space. The project is
considered a mixed use project. Contrary to the commenter’s assertion,
Parcel A is considered part of the project site. It should be noted that the
building on Parcel A is currently vacant and is not actively used commercial
space.
As noted on page 63 of the Draft EIR, both potential development options
will require a General Plan Amendment (GPA) to reconfigure the areas
designated as Mixed Use with Residential and Park/Open Space, and the
corresponding designations on the Residential Density map. For Option A,
this reconfiguration would include the land swap of a portion of the
Successor Agency parcel. For both options, this reconfiguration must result
in no less open space than the current designations.
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As the project site is over 5 acres, a Planned Unit Development (PUD) is
required. A PUD is a rezoning, and must be approved by the City Council by
ordinance, following a recommendation from the Planning Commission. The
PUD would include a “Preliminary Development Plan” (PDP), which would
govern the overall development of the site. After the PDP is approved by the
City Council, the individual building designs would be approved by the
Planning Commission through one or more “Final Development Plans”
(FDPs). All of the buildings in the project can be approved in a single FDP,
or they can be phased over time through multiple FDPs. The applicants have
indicated that they intend to pursue a single FDP for the entire project
following City Council approval of the PDP. This EIR evaluates the total
project.
Response B2-11:

Please see Response B2-10 regarding the project providing a mix of uses.
Additionally, classification of the project as “mixed use” or “residential”
does not affect the Draft EIR’s evaluation of project impacts.

Response B2-12:

Please see Master Response 2 regarding the Development Bonus and Master
Response 1 regarding PUD/PDP submittal requirements. The Draft EIR has
adequately evaluated the project’s impacts pursuant to all CEQA
requirements.

Response B2-13:

Chapter V, Planning Policy, of the Draft EIR provides a discussion of the
proposed project’s consistency with land use policy documents. As noted on
page 439 of the Draft EIR, policy conflicts are not in and of themselves
considered significant environmental impacts under CEQA unless they
would result in physical environmental impacts. The comment provides not
identify specific instances where a potential policy conflict of the project
would result in an environmental impact.

Response B2-14:

Please see Response B2-13 regarding potential policy conflicts. Please see
Response B2-2 for information required to be included in a Draft EIR project
description. Please see Response B2-9 for a discussion of open space,
setbacks, intensity and FARs. Please see Responses A1-4, B1-5, and B1-6
regarding parking.

Response B2-15:

Please see Master Response 2 regarding the Development Bonus.

Response B2-16:

Contrary to the commenter’s assertion, a discussion of the Development
Bonus, and the procedure for obtaining the bonus points, is included on page
51 of the Draft EIR. As noted there, “the height limits, number of residential
units, and floor area described above [described within the Draft EIR Project
Description] are based on the Development Bonus provisions of the
Emeryville Planning Regulations that allow for additional development
intensity to be approved in exchange for provision of affordable housing
units and certain community benefits.” Please see Master Response 2 for a
discussion of the Development Bonus and the purpose of the Draft EIR.
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Response B2-17:

Please see Master Response 2 for a discussion of the Development Bonus.
Please see Responses B2-91 to B2-99 for a discussion of the alternatives
analysis. As noted in those comments, the Draft EIR provides a reasonable
range of feasible alternatives for consideration by the decision-makers.

Response B2-18:

Please see Master Response 1 and Response B2-2 for a discussion of the
information that is required to be included in a Draft EIR Project Description.
Please see Master Response 2 for discussion of the Development Bonus.
The referenced text cited by the commenter on page 442 of the Draft EIR is
within the discussion of the General Plan, not the discussion of the zoning
ordinance or other regulations as stated by the commenter. The following
text has been added to page 442 of the Draft EIR for clarification.
General Plan policies applicable to the proposed project address:
land use classification, intensity and height standards, city-wide and
specific area land use policies, economic development and open
space and pedestrian access. The proposed project, which would add
up to 540 residential units to an existing underutilized, mixeduse/residential/commercial site, and is generally consistent with
applicable policies in the General Plan, asis described below. As
previously noted, policy conflicts are not in and of themselves
considered significant environmental impacts under CEQA unless
they would result in physical environmental impacts.
This comment also includes the statement that regarding “potential
nonconformities that are consistently understated” and then includes the
statement that these are further addressed below within the commenter’s
letter, but does not include specific examples. Please see Responses B2-18 to
B2-31 for responses to policies cited by the commenter. As noted on page
439 of the Draft EIR, policy conflicts are not in and of themselves considered
significant environmental impacts under CEQA unless they would result in
physical environmental impacts. The commenter provides no additional
analysis showing environmental impacts not identified by the Draft EIR.
The comment also refers to Emeryville General Plan Goals LU-G-1. The text
of this goal is presented below:
Goal LU-G-1 An overall balance of uses—Employment, residential,
cultural, destination and local retail—as well as a full range of
amenities and services necessary to support a vibrant community.
As noted in Table V-2 of the Draft EIR (page 457), within the column titled
“Project’s Relationship to Goal, Policy, or Program”, both proposed project
options would include a mixed-use development project with a combination
of residential and commercial uses (including retail), organized around a
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central plaza, park/open space uses and the extension of the Emeryville
Greenway.
The comment also refers to Emeryville General Plan Goal LU-G-2. The text
of this goal is presented below:
Goal LU-G-2 A mixed use city—Mixed-use development in various
parts of the city, with the range of permitted and required uses
varying to meet the needs of specific districts and neighborhoods.
As noted in Table V-2 of the Draft EIR (page 457), within the column titled
“Project’s Relationship to Goal, Policy, or Program”, both proposed project
options include a mixed-use development project that conforms to the Park
Avenue District Plan’s vision of live, work, and shop uses for the District.
The comment also refers to Emeryville General Plan Policy LU-P-1. The text
of this policy is presented below:
Policy LU-P-1 Land uses will be consistent with the Land Use
Classifications in section 2.4 and the Land Use Diagram, Figure 2-2.
Section 2.4 of the Emeryville General Plan includes a Land Use Classifications section. Land Use Diagram, Figure 2-2, identifies the land use classifications on the project site as Mixed Use with Residential and Park/Open
Space. The following are the descriptions of these land use categories
included in the Emeryville General Plan:
Mixed Use with Residential is one or more of a variety of residential and
nonresidential uses, including but not limited to offices, retail and hotels. On
larger sites, a mix of residential and non-residential uses is required; on
smaller sites, a single use may be permitted.
As discussed in the section titled “Land Use Classifications” on page 447 of
the Draft EIR, permitted uses in the MUR land use category include both
residential and non-residential uses, including but not limited to offices, retail
and hotels. Both proposed project development options would include a
mixed-use development with a range of residential (621,000 square feet) and
commercial (94,600 square feet) uses. However, the configuration of the
MUR and OP areas of the proposed project is not consistent with the General
Plan Land Use Classification Diagram and would require a General Plan
Amendment to reconfigure the areas designated as MUR and OP. For Option
A, this reconfiguration would include the land swap of a portion of the
Successor Agency parcel. For both options, this reconfiguration must result
in no less open space than the current designation. Further, as noted in Table
V-2 of the Draft EIR (page 457), within the column titled “Project’s
Relationship to Goal, Policy, or Program”, the proposed project options are
consistent with the Land Use Classifications – MUR and P/OS Land Use
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Diagram of the City’s General Plan. However, both proposed project
development options would include a General Plan Amendment to
reconfigure residential, commercial and open space land uses on the project
site.
The comment also refers to Emeryville General Plan Policy LU-P-10. The
text of this policy is presented below:
Policy LU-P-10: Height and Intensity: Maximum building height
will be defined by the Maximum Building Heights diagram, Figure
2-4 (of the General Plan).
Figure 2-4 of the General Plan has been in included as Figure V-4 of the
Draft EIR. This figure, the Building Height Map, shows both the base height
as well as heights available with a bonus. As noted on the map, bonus height
is discretionary and will be awarded only after developers demonstrate that
projects meets the City’s Development Bonus requirements outlined in
Section 9.4.204. As noted in the discussion titled “Intensity and Density” on
page 447 of the Draft EIR, the maximum building height permitted for the
majority of the project site is 40 feet (base) to 50 feet (with a bonus) with the
exception of one parcel that permits building heights of 75 (base) to 100 feet
(with a bonus). Assuming the project is in compliance with Section 9.4.204
and is granted Development Bonuses for heights, both the proposed project
options would conform to the maximum building height allowed with the
bonus as identified within the General Plan. The following text change is
made to Table V, page 458, to provide clarification.

Table V-2:

Applicable General Plan Goals, Policies, and Programs

Goal, Policy,
or Program
Number
Goal, Policy, or Program Text
Land Use Goals & Policies
LU-P-10
Height and Intensity: Maximum
building height will be defined by the
Maximum Building Heights diagram,
Figure 2-4 (of the General Plan).

Project’s Relationship to Goal, Policy, or Program
Assuming the project is in compliance with Section
9.4.204 and is would be granted development bonuses
due to public benefits, both of the proposed project
options would conform to the maximum building
height requirements allowed with a bonus height as
shown in Figure 2-4 of the General Plan.

The comment also refers to Emeryville General Plan Policy LU-P-11. The
text of this policy is presented below:
Policy LU-P-11 Maximum floor area ratios (FARs) and residential
densities for sub-areas of the city, will be defined by Figure 2-3 and
2-6, respectively.
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As described on page 447 of the Draft EIR, the General Plan intensity for the
majority of the project site is 1.5 FAR, and 3.0 FAR with a discretionary
bonus. The proposed project would result in an average 3.0. For residential
development on the project, dwelling unit density should be between 50 units
(base) and 100 units (with bonus) per acre, as established by General Plan
policy LU-P-11. Intensity, height and density bonuses are based on a point
system as well as review and approval process and are reflected in General
Plan Policy LU-P-16. The proposed 540 residential units would average 100
units per acre, which is within the General Plan established density range for
the project site.
The comment also refers to Emeryville General Plan Policy LU-P-12. The
text of this policy is presented below:
Policy LU-P-12 Bulk standards will be defined in the Zoning
Ordinance, with particular emphasis on zones where taller buildings
are permitted.
As described on page 458 of the Draft EIR, assuming the project is granted
Development Bonuses due to public benefits, both of the proposed project
development options would conform to bulk standards defined by the City’s
Zoning Ordinance. The Sherwin Williams site is a specific site that the
General Plan and Park Avenue District Plan envisions with taller building
heights (>88 feet) on the northeastern portion of the project site.
The comment also refers to Emeryville General Plan Policy LU-P-16. The
text of this policy is presented below:
Policy LU-P-16. A point-based system will be established for
intensity, height and density bonus, as well as review and approval
process.
Please also see Master Response 2 for further discussion of the Development
Bonus.
Response B2-19:

As shown in Figures III-6 and III-7 and Table III-2, both proposed project
development options would include 10,000 square feet of retail use. No text
edits are required.

Response B2-20:

This comment refers to several design aspects of the proposed project, but
does not address the analysis within the Draft EIR. The comment refers to
Emeryville General Plan Goal UD-G-2. The text of this goal is presented
below:
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Goal UD-G-2 A diversity of building types and scales – Variation to
reinforce the identity of individual districts and foster a variety of
options for living and working, with continuity in development scale
and character and careful transitions between densities and design
typologies.
The project site is located within the Park Avenue District. The following is
the description of the urban design features of the Park Avenue District Plan,
as included in the General Plan:
“The Park Avenue District Plan establishes incentives and
development guidelines toward the creation of a vibrant, mixed-use
district. District-wide urban design policies seek to preserve
architecturally significant buildings, maintain the existing small-lot
pattern, and promote walkable and attractive places. More
specifically the plan calls for sidewalks punctuated with landscaping
and street furniture and unencroached by utilities; signage describing
locations of historic structures, routes, and the Greenway; and
visually distinct crosswalk treatment to give character to the district
and ensure pedestrian safety. Along Park Avenue in particular, the
Plan specifies wider sidewalks, corner bulbouts at key intersections,
and bicycle racks on every block; it also encourages shared parking
and allocated spaces for public parking.”
Further, the Park Avenue District Plan included the following text regarding
the project site and additions to the district:
“In most of the district, the desired increase in intensity will occur as
buildings redevelop to the existing height limits allowed with a
conditional use permit (55 feet south of 45th Avenue and 80 feet
north of that). Therefore these height limits should remain. However,
North of Sherwin Avenue and west of Horton Street (the large
Sherwin Williams site, which will likely be redeveloped soon) some
taller and more intense development may be appropriate, particularly
at the northern edge.
“Additions and intensifications should be designed to complement
existing buildings. The district’s 73-foot Emeryville Warehouse
Lofts, based on an older building with a penthouse added, is an
example of development to this height that is generally accepted as
appropriate. Buildings will be most successful if their scale is
compatible with the rest of the district. This can be done through
articulation of the façade with windows and doorways (the Design
Guidelines in the Implementation section should be referenced) with
particular attention to the building edge that runs along the street.
The street edge of taller buildings can more appropriately fit into the
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district by setting back higher floors to effectively create smaller
scaled buildings at the street level (see below).
“The increasing development intensity is a potential threat to the
district’s architecturally significant buildings. It will be important to
use the demolition approval ordinance to retain the Tier 1 and 2
buildings. Incentives should also be put in place to make restoration
of these buildings more desirable. The City’s façade improvement
grants and toxics cleanup programs can be used to encourage
adaptive reuse. Federal tax credits are also available for renovation
of buildings deemed eligible for listing on the National Registrar of
Historic Places. Zoning incentives such as parking credits should
encourage rehabilitation of these buildings.”
The proposed project would reinforce the identity of the Park Avenue
District by retaining the existing Building 1-31 while also constructing new
buildings to allow for mixed-uses at the project site. The project would
include the extension of roadways into the interior of the project site to create
smaller blocks within the site. The portions of the new buildings located
along Horton Street and Sherwin Avenue would be stepped down to 55 feet
and the project would also include the installation of sidewalks, lighting,
crosswalks and landscaping to create a pedestrian-friendly environment. The
project would also include the bicycle paths along the western boundary to
connect to the Emeryville Greenway and Bay Trail and incorporate bike
paths and bike parking. Parking would be provided within the project site.
The opinion of the commenter that on the project site “all the buildings will
be bulky and tall” is noted.
The comment also includes references to several park related goals. These
goals are listed below.
Goal UD-G-4 New Parks – Strategically located new parks and
outdoor open spaces to enhance Emeryville’s livability and
pedestrian orientation.
Goal PP-G-2 New Public Spaces – A public realm and new public
parks and plazas that serve as focal points of the community.
Goal PP-G-3 Integration of Parks and Open Space – Parks that are
coordinated with surrounding developments to form unified urban
compositions and that are integrated into the redevelopment of
under- utilized areas.
This component of the comment provides the commenter’s opinion that the
park components would be better located within a different area of the
project site. This comment relates to the design and merits of the project, not
the analysis within the Draft EIR. No further response is required.
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Response B2-21:

The comment refers to Emeryville General Plan Goal UD-G-19. The text of
this goal is presented below:
Goal UD-G-19 High-quality—Design and construction that respects
existing architecture, but creates new signature places.
Building 31-1 will be retained, thus respecting the existing architecture of the
building. The goal cited by the commenter also includes a phrase to “create
new signature places”. The proposed project would result in new construction at a project site, that is currently vacant, and introduce new uses at the
site, including publically accessible park and open space area, as well as
commercial and retail uses. The commenter does not identify what type of
analysis he is requesting to evaluate the “proposed construction’s inherent
merits or relationship to ‘existing architecture’”. Potential Visual Resources
impacts are evaluated within Section IV.M, Visual Resources, within the
Draft EIR. CEQA does not require a lead agency to conduct every test or
perform all research, study, and experimentation recommended or demanded
by commenters. When responding to comments, lead agencies need only
respond to significant environmental issues and do not need to provide all
information requested by reviewers, as long as a good faith effort at full
disclosure is made in the EIR (CEQA Guidelines Section 15204).

Response B2-22:

The comment refers to Emeryville General Plan Policy UD-P-35. The text of
this policy is presented below:
Policy UD-P-35 Tower separation shall be required to increase sky
exposure for developments with multiple towers, and maintain
separation standards for buildings taller than 100 feet.
The proposed project includes one building that is 100 feet tall and does not
include multiple towers. This policy is applicable to buildings over 100 feet
tall. This policy may be applicable to other projects cited in the comment, but
is not applicable to the proposed project.

Response B2-23:

The comment refers to Emeryville General Plan Policy UD-P-40. The text of
this policy is presented below:
Policy UD-P-40 Neighborhood structure and pedestrian scale
development should be prioritized. The scale and character of
existing neighborhoods should be maintained to ensure connectivity
and continuity of street design within each district.
Please see Response B2-20 for a discussion about the urban design features
noted within the Park Avenue District Plan and a brief summary of features
incorporated into the proposed project, including the extension of roadways
into the site to create smaller blocks. The visual character of the
neighborhood is described on page 377 and 378 of the Draft EIR. The project
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site is within the Park Avenue District (District) which is characterized by
light industrial, historic brick buildings that have been adapted for
residential, commercial, or office use. Most of the District’s buildings are
one to two stories in height; however, new construction in the area tends to
be four- to eight-stories tall. The Emeryville Warehouse Lofts is the tallest
building in the District at 73 feet and is located on the southwest corner of
Sherwin Avenue/Hubbard Street intersection, across the street from project
site. The project site is located in an urban area that is characterized by a mix
of land uses and building types. The Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) tracks
lie directly west of the project site and multi-story retail and residential
buildings within the Bay Street Mall are further west of those tracks. The
Novartis Research Center and Grifols diagnostics (research and development
facilities) are located to the north and east. The Novartis Research Center is a
campus style development with modern-style buildings that range from twoto six- stories in height.
Response B2-24:

Please see Responses B1-3 and B2-9 regarding park acreage.

Response B2-25:

Please see Master Response 1 for a discussion of the required information to
be included in a Project Description of the Draft EIR. Please see Response
B2-9 for a discussion of public and private open space requirements.

Response B2-26:

Please see Master Response 1 and Response B2-9 for a discussion of
common and private open space requirements.

Response B2-27:

It is believed that the commenter is referring to Emeryville Housing
Programs H-2-1-1 and H-2-1-2. The text of these programs is presented
below:
Program H-2-1-1. Continue to offer a density bonus for
developments that include affordable units, and consider offering
additional regulatory incentives such as free or reduced-cost preapplication meetings, study sessions, and/or expedited application
review and permit processing.
Program H-2-1-2. Continue to implement the Affordable Housing
Program (formerly known as the Affordable Housing Set-Aside
Ordinance) to require the inclusion of below-market-rate units in
residential projects.
The commenter notes information contained within the Draft EIR,
specifically that the project does not include affordable housing (as noted in
Table V-2 on page 469 of the Draft EIR). Please see Master Response 2
regarding the Development Bonus.
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Response B2-28:

The concern regarding the garage exit/entry in front of Building C-2 is noted.
Specific design of the project access points have not been confirmed at this
time, but will be reviewed by City staff for potential safety issues when
provided by the applicant as part of the Final Development Plan review
process.

Response B2-29:

The comment refers to Emeryville General Plan Goal T-G-8. The text of this
policy is presented below:
Goal T-G-8 A balanced parking supply system— Parking supply that
balances economic development, livable neighborhoods,
environmental and energy sustainability, and public safety, while
reducing dependence on the automobile.
Loading is evaluated on pages 183 and 184 of the Draft EIR. The commenter
also raises the issue of “safeguards for permanent assignment of parking and
loading spaces…” This issue relates to the project design, not the analysis
within the Draft EIR.
The commenter also states “given the expected changes in unit types from
the submitted project, it is unclear if the proposed amount of parking stalls
will meet minimum required ratios.” It is unclear what the commenter is
referring to – there have been no changes to the unit types as described in
Chapter III, Project Description of the Draft EIR. Should the project change
from that which is currently proposed, additional CEQA analysis would be
required.

Response B2-30:

As stated previously and discussed in the TIA for the Draft EIR, The City of
Emeryville does not have a level of service policy for vehicles, but strives to
achieve a quality of service. For this assessment, level of service results are
provided as a proxy for evaluating the transportation experience for vehicles,
transit, and bicyclists and to guide the development of the transportation
system in the project vicinity while balancing the variety of travel modes in
the area. The City has determined that this is an adequate method and process
for evaluating potential impacts of the project and disclosing them to
decision-makers.

Response B2-31:

As noted on page 442 of the Draft EIR, Table V-2 provides a policy-bypolicy listing that indicates the proposed project’s relationship and
consistency with each identified applicable General Plan policy. Contrary to
the commenter’s assertion, the Draft EIR notes instances where the proposed
project is not consistent with specific applicable policies. It should also be
reiterated that policy conflicts are not in and of themselves considered
significant environmental impacts under CEQA unless they would result in
physical environmental impacts. While the commenter identified several
specific General Plan and Housing Element goals, policies and programs, no
additional evidence or analysis was provided indicating an additional
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environmental impact would result from a potential policy conflict. Please
see Responses B2-18 through B2-31 which provides responses to each goal,
policy and program concern raised by the commenter.
Response B2-32:

This comment serves as an introductory comment regarding cumulative
analysis within the Draft EIR, but provides no specific questions or
comments regarding the analysis within the Draft EIR. Please see Responses
B2-33 through B2-38 for responses to cumulative impact analysis comments.
Although projects included in the cumulative analysis were included on page
107 of the Draft EIR, the following text revisions are made to page 67 of the
Draft EIR for clarification:
E. CUMULATIVE ANALYSIS CONTEXT
CEQA defines cumulative as "two or more individual effects which,
when considered together, are considerable, or which can compound
to increase other environmental impacts." Section 15130 of the
CEQA Guidelines requires that an EIR evaluate potential environmental impacts when the project's incremental effect is cumulatively
considerable. "Cumulatively considerable" means that the incremental effects of an individual project are considerable when viewed in
connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other
current projects, and the effects of probable future projects. These
impacts can result from a combination of the proposed project
together with other projects causing related impacts.
When evaluating cumulative impacts, CEQA allows the use of either
a list of past, present, or reasonable anticipated relevant projects,
including projects outside the control of the lead agency, or a
summary of the projections in an adopted planning document, such
as a General Plan, or some thoughtful combination of the two.
Depending the environmental topic, either a list of reasonably
anticipated projects and or the projections of the General Plan were
used to evaluate the potential cumulative impact.
For the cumulative traffic analysis, a Near-Term Conditions are
defined as conditions around the time the project is expected to be
completed and occupied. The Near-Term Conditions projects
included in the analysis is based on the City of Emeryville
Community Development Department Status of Major Development
Projects dated April 2015. The projects included in the Near-Term
Cumulative conditions include:


Marketplace: 549 units.



Hyatt Hotel: 171 rooms.
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6701 Shellmound: Redevelopment of former industrial site for
approximately 211 rental housing units.



3900 Adeline: Construction of a 101-unit rental apartment
project on a 1.12 acre site that is partially in Oakland.



3706 San Pablo: Redevelopment of former Golden Gate Lock &
Key site for City-sponsored affordable housing project with
approximately 87 units and 6,130 square feet of commercial
space.



3800 San Pablo: Renovation of former "Maz" building for
17,158 square feet of retail use, and 1,048 square feet of livework; and construction of a new 75 foot, 5-story, 105- unit
residential structure on the east portion of the lot over two levels
of parking. Eastern 25 percent of lot is in Oakland.



Emeryville Station West: Mixed use transit-oriented
development and public parking structure with about 250,000
square feet of office/lab/retail space, 4 Amtrak bus bays, and 148
parking spaces in a 165-foot tall tower on the "Mound" site; and
a 675-space, 7 level parking garage with 3,620 square feet of
ground floor commercial space on the Heritage Square site.
Project includes new public plaza between Amtrak Station and
new tower building.



Parc on Powell: Construction of a new rental project with 168
residential units, 5 live-work units, 3 flex space units, 10,222
square feet of retail space, and 299 parking spaces. Project
includes new park along Stanford Avenue to replace City
parking lot.



Pixar Warehouse: Storage space for Pixar archives and reference
material in 28,637 square feet of vacant portion of Level (3)
building.



Emeryville Center of Community Life: Multi-purpose
community facility including administration; arts, performance,
and food service programs; community services and family
support programs; education programs; and recreation and
fitness programs.

Due to the uncertainty of the level and expected time of completion for the
Novartis development, adjacent to the project site, a longer-term Cumulative
Conditions assessment was also conducted for the traffic analysis that
included Novartis. The traffic model outputs were used to assess the potential
cumulative air quality, global climate change, and noise impacts.
Response B2-33:

The specific projects considered in the near-term and cumulative intersection
and roadway segment analysis are identified on Page 107 of the DIER. The
majority of the projects listed in Comment B2-33 were explicitly included in
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the forecasts. Several of the listed projects were not included in the analysis
as those projects involve a change in use where the City has not taken action,
or occupation of a vacant building where the characteristics or timing of
future occupation is unknown, such as the Restoration Hardware building
located on 40th Street at Horton Street.
The inclusion of vehicle trips from the reoccupation of vacant or underutilized buildings would not change the overall conclusions presented in the
TIA and Draft EIR. For example, the 40th Street at Horton Street intersection
is projected to operate at LOS E in the cumulative condition prior to the
addition of Sherwin-Williams project traffic. Including increased vehicle trip
generation through the intersection from the reoccupation of the Restoration
Hardware building would slightly increase delay at the 40th Street at Horton
Street intersection from, but would not change the finding of deficiency
identified in the Draft EIR or the overall conclusions. No changes to the
Draft EIR analysis are recommended.
Response B2-34:

To clarify information presented in the Draft EIR and respond to this
comment, text on page 74 of the Draft EIR has been revised as shown.


Novartis Campus. The Novartis This project could includes
approximately 788,000 square feet of net-new
laboratory/research and development space to the north of the
project site. The Novartis This project was approved in 2005
1995 however; the timing and/or feasibility of completion of
construction have not yet been determined.

Response B2-35:

The cumulative land use impact discussion is located on page 77 of the Draft
EIR. As described in this section, the proposed project would not result in
significant land use impacts by physically dividing an established
community, or conflicting with surrounding land uses, land use policies, or a
conservation plan. With implementation of the requested General Plan
Amendment, rezoning PUD/PDP, and building permits, the proposed project
would be consistent with the applicable land use regulations for the site.
Moreover, the proposed project reflects the development plan for the
Sherwin-Williams site as stated in the City of Emeryville’s General Plan and
Park Avenue District Plan. The proposed project would not make a
considerable contribution to a significant cumulative land use and planning
impact. The comment does not identify any specific cumulative land use
impact associated with the project, and does not provide any additional
information or analysis regarding a cumulative impact.

Response B2-36:

The cumulative population and housing impacts are described on page 83 of
the Draft EIR. The following text changes are made to page 83 of the Draft
EIR.
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c. Cumulative Impacts. The proposed project would add a total of
540 new housing units to the existing housing stock in Emeryville
and increase population by approximately 923 residents. The General
Plan 2030 identifies the addition of 3,812 new housing units by
2030. Since 2008 (the baseline year for the General Plan), the City
has issued permits for 809 housing units, approximately 21 percent
of identified new housing units.7 With permitted housing units
considered, there are approximately 3,003 remaining housing units
anticipated with buildout of the 2030 General Plan. Additionally, if
the units included in the Cumulative Projects List are approved, this
would result in a total of 390 units (already approved units on the
Cumulative Project’s list are already included in the issued permit
total of 809 units). In total the approved units (809), potentially
approved units (390), and units associated with the proposed project
(540) would total 1,739 units. This represents approximately 46
percent of the units anticipated by the General Plan by 2030. The
proposed project would represent approximately 18 percent of the
anticipated units to be built by 2030.
Response B2-37:

The commenter’s opinion that the City erroneously used the City average
per-unit population for the analysis is noted. Please also see Response B1-3.

Response B2-38:

Cumulative utilities impacts are discussed on page 375 of the Draft EIR.
Cumulative public service impacts are discussed on page 359 of the Draft
EIR.

Response B2-39:

Construction-related noise impacts are evaluated within the Impacts and
Mitigation Measures subsection of Section IV.F, Noise, which starts on page
256 of the Draft EIR. Construction-related air quality and health-risk impacts
are evaluated within the Impacts and Mitigation Measures subsection of
Section IV.D, Air Quality, which starts on page 203 of the Draft EIR.
Construction-related transportation impacts are evaluated within Section
IV.C, Transportation and Circulation, starting on page 171 of the Draft EIR.
While the commenter does not identify a specific type of health risk within
the comment, construction related impacts are also described within Section
IV.I, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, starting on page 313 of the Draft
EIR.

Response B2-40:

Details regarding the origin of construction materials, including equipment,
are not known at this stage of the project development. The conditions of the
rail spur on the north side of the project site were not evaluated as part of the
Draft EIR and it is not known if that spur would be able to accommodate
deliveries by rail to the site. Requiring that construction materials be
delivered to the site by rail could limit the availability of construction
materials and could unduly burden the project.
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The potential for construction vehicles to block travel lanes was identified as
a significant impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure TRANS-9 would
reduce this impact to a less-than-significant level.
Response B2-41:

Construction dust impacts are discussed on pages 208 through 211 of the
Draft EIR. Results of the analysis indicate that construction impacts to the
surrounding residents, including the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative would
be less than significant with implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-1.
Mitigation Measure AIR-1 would require the project applicant to implement
the best available measures for controlling construction dust and other
pollutants. According to the BAAQMD, implementation of these measures
would reduce fugitive dust impacts to a less than significant level for all land
use types, including live/work spaces and those land uses that use windows
for ventilation. The measure would require watering of all exposed surfaces,
limited vehicle speeds unpaved roads, suspension of excavation, grading and
demolition activities during high wind events, and would require that
vegetative ground cover be planted. With implementation of this measure,
dust impacts would be reduced to a less than significant level as identified in
the Draft EIR.

Response B2-42:

Construction noise impacts to the 45th Street building are discussed on page
266 of the Draft EIR. The City noise ordinance is described on page 259 of
the Draft EIR. The Ordinance defines daytime hours as the period from 7:00
a.m. to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays and from 8:00 to 9:00 p.m. The ordinance
does not make assumptions as to whether occupants of receiving land uses
would be home during the day or not or whether land uses would be
residential or office spaces. Nighttime noise limits are typically more
restrictive to protect relaxation and sleeping hours. Page 267 of the Draft EIR
identifies Mitigation Measure NOI-3, which would require the project
contractor to implement measures to reduce construction noise impacts to a
less than significant level. The analysis concluded that impacts would be
reduced to a less than significant level, and therefore retrofitting of the 45th
Street building would not be required.

Response B2-43:

The temporary vacancy of the Novartis/Grifols facility did not materially
impact the conclusions presented in the EIR. Roadways in the immediate
vicinity of the Novartis/Grifols facility that are designated bicycle boulevards
either already operate beyond the desired volume thresholds, or are well
within threshold range such that no additional bicycle boulevard impacts
would be identified with a changed baseline. Although the City does not have
an established level of service (LOS) policy for vehicles, the peak hour
operations of intersections within the vicinity of the Novartis/Grifols facility
operate well within the previously established LOS D range, such that
changed traffic volumes for movements would not alter the conclusions
presented in the EIR.
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Although a changed baseline would not materially impact the conclusions
presented in the EIR, the intersection counts collected for the project were
compared to historical data. Intersection turning movement counts were
collected for the project on Thursday, January 29 and Saturday January 31,
2015. Saturday traffic conditions would be largely unaffected by the
temporary vacancy at the Novartis/Grifols facility.
The weekday PM peak hour counts, as presented on Figure IV.C-6 of the
Draft EIR, were compared to counts contained in the City’s traffic count
database collected in December 2013 for the intersections of Hollis Street at
53rd Street, Hollis Street at Stanford Avenue, Hollis Street at 40th Street and
Horton Street at 40th Street, where prior data was available. The Novartis
facilities were not vacant during the counts taken in 2013.
On the southern end of the study area in December 2013, approximately
2,260 vehicles traveled through the Hollis Street at 40th Street intersection,
as compared to 2,190 vehicles in 2015, a 3 percent increase; vehicle traffic
on Hollis Street, north of 40th Street increased approximately 16 percent
during the same time frame. In December 2013, approximately 2,040
vehicles traveled through the Horton Street at 40th Street intersection, as
compared to 2,080 vehicles in 2015, a 2 percent increase; vehicle traffic on
Horton Street, north of 40th Street increased approximately 17 percent during
the same time frame.
Traffic volumes on the Horton Street and Hollis Street corridors increased by
similar amounts between 2013 and 2015, approximately 15 percent.
Although a portion of the Novartis/Grifols facility on Horton Street was
vacant at the time of the data collection, the comparison of the traffic count
data does not indicate that the baseline counts are artificially low, and it is
likely that the employees that typically reported for work in the under
renovation portions of the Novartis/Grifols facility reported for work
elsewhere in the general vicinity. Based on the comparison of the 2013 and
2015 data and the existing operations of the study intersections and roadway
segments, a different baseline would not change the overall conclusions
presented in the TIA and Draft EIR.
Response B2-44:

Please see B2-36 regarding cumulative population and housing impacts.
Please see Master Response 2 regarding the Development Bonus.
Growth inducement is discussed on pages 499 of the Draft EIR. It should be
noted that contrary to the commenter’s inference, the Emeryville General
Plan (Figure 2-6) allows a maximum residential density (with a Development
Bonus) of up to 170 units/acre within certain areas of the City. The Draft EIR
evaluates environmental impacts associated with implementation of the
proposed project; the EIR does not evaluate “precedent” created by approval
of a project. Each project proposed within the City undergoes CEQA review,
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and the decision of the City whether to grant a Development Bonus is a
separate review process not part of the CEQA evaluation.
Response B2-45:

Contrary to the commenter’s assertion, the Draft EIR identifies a residential
population of 923 residents (540 units X 1.71 people [Emeryville average
household size]) associated with the project.
It is unclear what the commenter means by the phrase “The EIR’s reliance on
“substantial unanticipated growth” as its significance criteria for growth
inducement is unsupported.” Please see Response B2-36, which includes a
discussion of the population and housing growth anticipated by the Emeryville
General Plan. Please see B2-44 for a discussion of growth inducement.
The Draft EIR does not use job/housing balance as a significance criteria. As
noted in Emeryville General Plan, the ratio of jobs to employed residents
shows whether a jurisdiction has a deficit or surplus of jobs relative to
population. Evaluation of data from the U.S. Census and Association of Bay
Area Governments (ABAG) shows that Emeryville had 4.2 jobs for every
employed resident in 2005; this is the highest ratio of jobs to employed
residents of any city in the Bay Area with the exception of Colma, which has
a population of 1,500. The proposed project would provide 540 units and 329
jobs. It is expected that this project would assist in reducing the jobs/housing
imbalance.

Response B2-46:

The commenter’s claim that the neighbors not opening their windows during
construction of the project will result in the direct displacement of residents is
highly speculative. As noted in Section 15145 of the CEQA Guidelines, if,
after thorough investigation, a lead agency finds that a particular impact is too
speculative for evaluation, the agency should not include its conclusion and
should terminate discussion of the impact. Construction-related noise impacts
are evaluated within the Impacts and Mitigation Measures subsection of
Section IV.F, Noise, which starts on page 256 of the Draft EIR. Constructionrelated air quality and health-risk impacts are evaluated within the Impacts
and Mitigation Measures subsection of Section IV.D, Air Quality, which starts
on page 203 of the Draft EIR. Per CEQA requirements, the construction
impacts discussion evaluates impacts up to the property line or building
façade and useable outdoor space of effected sensitive receptors. As shown in
the analyses, with the implementation of standard mitigation measures,
construction-related impacts can be reduced to less-than-significant levels.

Response B2-47:

Please see Response B1-4 regarding a level of service policy. The City of
Emeryville does not have an adopted “Quality of Life Service Criteria.”
However, several criteria of significance related to all modes of travel were
used, as detailed on pages 115 to 117 of the Draft EIR. As the City’s General
Plan Policy T-P-3 does not recognize “Level of Service” (LOS) as a measure
of vehicular transportation operations, LOS impacts cannot be considered for
significance and therefore require mitigation measures for such impacts.
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However, the Draft EIR identifies LOS impacts for informational purposes
only and outlines “recommendations” that would address these impacts.
Response B2-48:

As described in the Draft EIR, the City does not have a level of service
standard for vehicles. Intersection levels of service were evaluated to
determine if there are recommended improvements to the transportation
system that would enhance mobility for vehicle traffic, including transit
vehicles, which would not result in secondary impacts to other modes of
travel. For some intersections where level of service deficiencies were
identified for vehicles, physical improvements were identified, such as
intersection signalization. For other intersections, physical improvements
were considered, but then rejected as they would have limited benefit for
vehicle travel and would degrade bicycle or pedestrian travel. Transportation
mitigation measures required of the project are summarized in Table II-1
starting on Page 10 of the Draft EIR.

Response B2-49:

At the time the Draft EIR was prepared, no VMT standards of significance
have been established. Please also see Comment 7 from the Alameda CTC
(Letter A3) which notes Alameda CTC has not set thresholds for a VMT
Assessment. Although a VMT threshold has not been established for
application to this project, results of the VMT assessment indicate that the
proposed project would generate VMT per capita at rates approximately 25
percent lower than the existing city-wide average VMT per capita based on
the Alameda CTC model, exceeding the 15 percent reduction noted in the
comment letter. No changes were made to the significance criteria.

Response B2-50:

The 95th percentile vehicle queue threshold was developed based on
proposed updates to the CEQA guidelines and is consistent with standards of
significance used by other jurisdictions within Alameda County.

Response B2-51:

Caltrans recognizes that in congested areas such as the study area, it may not
be feasible or desirable to maintain a level of service policy as roadway
improvements that might decrease delay for vehicles could result in
secondary impacts to other travel modes. For example, adding additional
vehicle lanes at an intersection would increase pedestrian crossing distances
and thus pedestrian exposure to vehicle conflicts. Potential deficiencies for
vehicles would need to be balanced against other travel modes. No changes
were made to the significance criteria.

Response B2-52:

Please see Responses B2-100 through B2-118 that address the specific
comments raised in the PHA Transportation Consultants report.

Response B2-53:

Preparation of a detailed TDM will be a condition of approval for the project.
The project applicant has prepared a preliminary TDM plan (see Letter C15)
that will be refined as the project description is further developed. A
monitoring plan is incorporated into the TDM requirement such that
additional measures can be required if specific goals have not been achieved.
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Response B2-54:

An evaluation of freeway mainline segments was conducted and presented in
the TIA and Draft EIR. Project traffic would increase freeway traffic by less
than 1 percent (and by less than 0.3 percent on the most congested segments),
and the project specific freeway impact is less-than-significant. No further
analysis was conducted.

Response B2-55:

Please see Response B2-52. The MXD+ model validation included the Bay
Street site, which achieved reductions up to 40 percent as compared to
standard ITE rates.

Response B2-56:

Based on observations of activity in the project vicinity, vehicle trips into and
out of individual driveways on Horton Street and Sherwin Avenue are low
and the addition of project traffic along the Horton Street and Sherwin
Avenue could slightly increase delay for vehicles entering or exiting those
driveways (1 to 2 seconds on average based on increases in delay at other
side-street intersections along the Horton Street corridor), but would not
impede access. As part of the data collection, truck traffic was documented
and accounted for in the analysis of intersection operations. Bicycle and
pedestrian conflict points were identified and mitigation measures were
developed.

Response B2-57:

Signal warrants were evaluated for unsignalized study intersections.
Signalization is not warranted at the intersections of 46th Street and 45th
Street with Horton Street. Signal warrants are satisfied at the Hollis Street at
45th Street intersection; signalization was identified as a mitigation measure.

Response B2-58:

Please see Response B2-54 in regards to freeway evaluations. Numerous
intersections that serve the City's retail areas and provided access to I-80
were included in the assessment, including:
1. Powell Street/Frontage Road
2. Powell Street/Eastbound I-80 Off-Ramp
3. Shellmound Way/Christie Avenue
4. Shellmound Street/Shellmound Way
5. Powell Street/Christie Avenue
6. Shellmound Street/Christie Avenue
7. Shellmound Street/Ohlone Way
8. Powell Street/Hollis Street

Response B2-59:

The City’s Transportation Impact Fee program identified a number of transportation improvements that over the life of the plan will construct funds
numerous transportation improvements in the City, including transit, pedestrian and bicycle improvements. Improvements will be programmed as part
of the City’s Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) based on availability of funds
from both the Fee program and other sources. Specific improvements
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identified in the plan that are along the project boundary will be constructed
as part of the project, including bicycle facilities on Sherwin Avenue and a
Class I bicycle facility along the western project boundary.
For some mitigation measures, the wording allows City staff, Planning
Commission Members and City Council members to develop a mitigation
measure as part of the public hearing process.
Response B2-60:

The City’s goal in implementing its greenhouse gas reduction strategies
contained in the Climate Action Plan (CAP) is to reduce greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions by 25 percent below 2004 levels. Table IV.E-7 of the Draft
EIR outlines how the project would be consistent with the City’s greenhouse
gas reduction strategies and how the project would be considered consistent
with the City’s CAP. The City’s CAP is not considered a qualified CAP per
Section 15183.5 of the State CEQA Guidelines. Therefore, the CAP was not
used as a tiering document for purposes of a significance determination. The
criteria of significance are based on the Bay Area Air Quality Management
District’s (BAAQMD) thresholds of significance. The State Office of
Planning and Research’s proposed guidelines were released in 2008.1 The
current recommendations on the OPR website provide resource links to the
BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines and their adopted thresholds, which were used
in the Draft EIR analysis.2 Therefore, the significance criteria used in the
analysis was adequate for determining impacts, and additional analysis is not
required.

Response B2-61:

Cumulative air quality impacts are discussed on page 220 of the Draft EIR.
As stated on page 220 of the Draft EIR, implementation of the project would
not exceed operational thresholds for criteria pollutants and would therefore
not result in a cumulatively significant criteria pollutant impact. Additionally,
as shown in Table IV.D-8, the project would not exceed the BAAQMD’s
operational cumulative threshold for toxic air contaminants (TAC’s). Based
on guidance from the BAAQMD, the project would not have a significant
cumulative effect and additional analysis is not required.

Response B2-62:

The BAAQMD has determined that implementation of the construction
practices identified in Mitigation Measure AIR-1 would reduce dust impacts
for all land use types, including live/work spaces. The measures would
control dust emissions such that impacts would not occur or affect the
livability/work-ability of any interior space, including those of an artist.

1
California Office of Planning and Research, 2008. CEQA and Climate Change: Addressing Climate Change
Through CEQA Review. June.
2

Website: www.opr.ca.gov/s_ceqaandclimatechange.php (accessed: April 20, 2016).
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Response B2-63:

The office space square footage was incorrectly listed as 74,000 square feet,
however, the calculation to determine the service population was based on
the correct number of 79,600; therefore, no changes to the analysis are
necessary. A footnote was misplaced. Table IV.E-4 on page 241 of the Draft
EIR is modified as follows:

Table IV.E-4: Annual Greenhouse Gas Emissions (Metric Tons/Service
Population/Year)
Service Population (SP) Emissions
Emissions
Project Square
Service Population/
Source
Footage/Units
Square Foot a
Service Population
Retail
3,000
549
18
Restaurant
5,000
100
50
Office
74,000 79,600
304
262
Residential
540
1.71bb
923
Total Service Population
1,253
Emissions per Service Population CO2e (MT/Year/SP)
3.15
a

U.S. Green Building Council. 2008. Building Area Per Employee By Business Type.
February.
b
City of Emeryville, 2010 City of Emeryville Census Bureau Data, Bay Area Census. 2010;
Source: City of Emeryville, 2010 City of Emeryville Census Bureau Data, Bay Area Census.
2010; LSA Associates, Inc., 2015.

Response B2-64:

See Response B2-60 regarding greenhouse gas emissions.

Response B2-65:

The sea level rise discussion provided on page 226 and 227 of the Draft EIR
is provided for informational purposes only. As noted in the comment,
Section IV.H, Hydrology and Water Quality provides additional background
information on sea level rise as it pertains to the environmental evaluation of
the project. No additional changes are required.

Response B2-66:

See Response B2-65. Section IV.E, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, does not
make an environmental impact significance determination related to sea level
rise. Commenter should refer to section IV.H, Hydrology and Water Quality
for project impacts related to sea level rise.

Response B2-67:

The City has determined through development of its noise ordinance
standards that the 55/65 dBA noise ordinance standard would be an adequate
noise standard to achieve for operational noise. Table IV.F-2 of the Draft
EIR indicates that 60 dBA is a typical noise level for normal speech.
Additionally, existing noise measurements shown in Table IV.F-4 indicate
that the noise ordinance standard would require noise levels to be lower than
current noise sources in the project vicinity, such as traffic and rail noise,
which were measured on the site to be up to 79 dBA Lmax under existing
conditions. Therefore, if noise levels generated by a source are determined to
meet noise ordinance standards, the resulting project related noise would be
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similar to or less than noise generated by existing conditions for residents at
the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative with windows open.
Response B2-68:

The commenter states that the projected noise levels of 89 dBA would make
it impossible for occupants to work. The criteria for evaluating noise impacts
associated with the project are listed on page 259 of the Draft EIR. The
ordinance is designed to protect sleeping hours, however, the ordinance does
not distinguish between residents or workers of live/work spaces or typical
office buildings. Therefore, the noise ordinance is applicable to both land use
types. As described on page 63 of the Draft EIR, project construction would
occur for less than 48 months. It should be noted that the maximum noise
level of 89 dBA would be limited to construction activities that would occur
adjacent to the 45th Street building, such as construction of Parcel A.
Construction noise levels would be much lower for the remainder of the
construction period, and would be consistent with existing noise sources in
the project vicinity when that construction would occur in other areas of the
project site. For example, noise levels at the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative
during construction of Parcel D would be a maximum of 68.6 dBA which
would be lower than other existing maximum noise sources in the project
vicinity such as traffic noise. Implementation of Mitigation Measure NOI-3
would reduce noise impacts by locating equipment staging areas away from
noise-sensitive receptors and by placing equipment so that noise would be
emitted away from noise-sensitive receptors. Mitigation Measure NOI-3
would designate a construction liaison to respond to any noise complaints
generated during the construction period. Implementation of Mitigation
Measure NOI-3 would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.

Response B2-69:

Pile driving is not proposed as part of the project. Any pile driving would be
subject to environmental review by the City. Please also see Response B2-5.

Response B2-70:

The criteria of significance for determining project noise impacts (page 259
of the Draft EIR) are based on compliance with the City’s noise ordinance.
As stated on page 267 of the Draft EIR, the City of Emeryville does not have
a maximum noise level standard for construction noise impacts. Implementation of Mitigation Measures NOI-3 would require compliance with the hours
specified in the Municipal Code and would further limit the loudest activities
to the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., resulting in a less than significant
impact.

Response B2-71:

Cumulative traffic noise modeling was conducted for the project. Model
results are shown in Appendix D of the Draft EIR. Model results indicate the
project would not result in a substantial increase in traffic noise in the project
vicinity, in combination with other projects that would be developed in the
City.

Response B2-72:

Please see Master Response 1 and Response B2-2 for Project Description
information requirements. Contrary to the commenter’s assertion, construc-
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tion-related impacts are evaluated within the Draft EIR. Information regarding
net import of soil to the project site associated with both development Option
A and Option B is included on page 63. With regards to dust, the Bay Area
Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) has established standard
measures for reducing fugitive dust emissions, including the use of water or
other soil stabilizers. Mitigation Measures AIR-1, identified on page 210-211
of the Draft EIR, would reduce construction related dust impacts to a lessthan-significant impact. Toxic air contaminants were evaluated within the
Draft EIR starting on page 213 of the Draft EIR. Construction-related traffic
impacts were evaluated within the Draft EIR starting on page 171. Construction related noise impacts are evaluated within the Draft EIR starting on page
261 of the Draft EIR.
Response B2-73:

The commenter indicates that the Draft EIR does not adequately address
significant impacts related to liquefaction and subsidence, foundation
designs, and indirect impacts related to excavation and off-haul of soil (e.g.,
traffic, noise, air quality, and greenhouse gases). The comment further states
that deferral of completing the “site-specific geotechnical evaluation” is
impermissible.
As described in the Draft EIR on page 275, regional hazard mapping
indicates the project site has a relatively high liquefaction potential. This
characterization was confirmed by the site-specific preliminary geotechnical
investigation. Also described in the Draft EIR on page 275, subsidence and
differential settlement could occur if buildings were built on low-strength
foundation materials (including non-engineered fill). Any areas of the site
that contain uncontrolled (non-engineered) fill may be susceptible to
settlement.
Mitigation Measure GEO-1 requires as a specific criteria for project approval
that “the nature and severity of the seismic hazards, including liquefaction
potential, at the site have been fully evaluated in a site-specific geotechnical
report and appropriate mitigation measures have been proposed.” Further,
Mitigation Measure GEO-1 requires that “prior to approving the project, the
City shall independently conduct a review of the geotechnical reports to
determine the adequacy of the hazard evaluation and proposed mitigation
measures. Such reviews shall be conducted by a certified engineering
geologist or registered civil engineer, having competence in the field of
seismic hazard evaluation and mitigation.” Therefore, implementation of
Mitigation Measure GEO-1 would ensure that all geohazards (including
liquefaction and subsidence) would be addressed and foundation designs
would be appropriate and in accordance with standard geotechnical practice.
Mitigation Measure GEO-2a through GEO-2c (starting on Draft EIR page
279) address foundation design and include requirements that the final
geotechnical report address unstable and expansive soils with appropriate
foundation designs which could include drilled pier and grade beams,
deepened footings (extending below expansive soil), or post-tensioned slabs.
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With regard to impacts related to excavation and transport of soil, potential
impacts related to net import of fill (approximately 6,500 cubic yards for
Option A and 7,800 cubic yards for Option B) was considered in the Draft
EIR noise (page 266), air quality (page 209), greenhouse gas (page 239), and
traffic analyses (page 172). No off-haul of contaminated soil is expected at
this time; however, should substantial soil off-haul be required, and
previously undiscovered contamination be identified, implementation of
Mitigation Measure GEO-2 requiring a final site-specific geotechnical plan
to identify off-haul amounts and Mitigation Measure HAZ-2 requiring
further evaluation of soil gas conditions and approval of the SMP by DTSC
would address this issue.
The reader should note that the Draft EIR evaluated the proposed development project, and other CEQA documents (as described in Chapter III,
Project Description starting on page 33) evaluated the remediation activities.
If previously undiscovered contamination is identified and would need to be
disturbed on the Sherwin-Williams or Successor Agency parcels, DTSC and
other regulatory agencies would determine the remediation to be undertaken
and if additional CEQA review required. (City: please review and revise this
statement as necessary.)
Response B2-74:

The commenter states that a conceptual stormwater drainage and on-site
treatment plan should be provided to demonstrate that the project would
comply with NPDES C.3 requirements. A conceptual stormwater management plan was included in the Preliminary Development Plan Project
Graphics (starting on page 34)3 and described in the Draft EIR Project
Descriptions (on page 52). Mitigation Measure HYD-1b requires full
compliance with Provision C.3 of the Municipal Regional Permit (MRP),
including the preparation and implementation of a design-level stormwater
control plan (SCP). Provision C.3 has specific performance standards for
stormwater treatment that, when implemented, are considered by the
Regional Water Quality Control Board to reduce impacts to operation-period
stormwater quality to a less-than-significant level. These performance
standards include treating 100 percent of the amount of runoff for the
regulated project’s drainage area with LID treatment measures (i.e.,
harvesting and use, infiltration, evapotranspiration, and biotreatment) onsite
or with LID treatment measures at a joint stormwater treatment facility. The
performance standards included in the MRP and the City’s in-place enforcement mechanisms are adequate to ensure that operation-period stormwater
quality impacts would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.

Response B2-75:

The commenter indicates that excavations, footings, and piles should be
evaluated with respect to migration paths for contaminated groundwater.
Please also see Response A4-2.

3

ROMA Design Group, 2014. Sherwin Williams Preliminary Development Plan Project Graphics. December 15.
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Response B2-76:

The commenter states that potential impacts related to sea-level rise on the
capacity of storm drain system should be considered and the Draft EIR
should summarize and evaluate the proposed stormwater plans. As described
in the Draft EIR (page 293), the project site is not considered at risk of
flooding under the 2050 predicted sea level rise scenario. Also, the change in
drainage pattern would not be expected to result in flooding on- or off-site
because of proposed improvements to increase the capacity of existing storm
drainage facilities in the immediate vicinity of the project site and incorporation of LID techniques designed to reduce runoff volumes through retention
and infiltration. The project would result in a benefit related to net stormwater runoff and capacity of the drainage system relative to existing
conditions. With regard to stormwater management plans, please refer to
Response B2-74.

Response B2-77:

The commenter requests a detailed evaluation of the required soil management plan (SMP), project compliance with prohibited activities, and noninterference with installed remediation measures, potential soil vapor and
petroleum hydrocarbon emission hazards, and mitigations. The commenter
notes that, as described in the Draft EIR, the monitoring wells on the
property may not be downgradient of the former USTs of the Chromex
property (page 307) and groundwater plumes from the ECI property (page
308). The commenter further states that no potential vapor intrusion analysis
has been done as part of the Draft EIR, despite that potential impact (page
315). Regarding concerns associated with restrictions on the proposed
foundation designs relative to remediation features, vapor intrusion impacts,
the purpose of the LUC, the requirements of the SMP, refer to Master
Response 3. On pages 307 and 308 of the Draft EIR, it is acknowledged that
impacts to groundwater from the Chromex and ECI properties could
potentially pose an environmental concern for the project site. These
potential environmental concerns have been brought to DTSC’s attention, as
DTSC also reviewed the Draft EIR. The EIR is not required to include all of
the information requested by the commenter at this time, and does not
improperly defer mitigation as review requirements and performance
standards (as discussed in Master Response 3) have been incorporated into
the mitigation measures.

Response B2-78:

The commenter indicates that the Draft EIR does not adequately address
restrictions on the proposed foundation designs relative to remediation
features, vapor intrusion impacts, the purpose of the LUC, the requirements
of the SWPPP and SMP. Regarding concerns associated with restrictions on
the proposed foundation designs relative to remediation features, vapor
intrusion impacts, the purpose of the LUC, the requirements of the SMP,
refer to Master Response 3.
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As noted in Master Response 3, DTSC will perform their review of detailed
construction plans and foundation designs when those designs are available
which would be after the proposed project has been evaluated per this CEQA
process. Therefore, mitigation has not been improperly deferred in the Draft
EIR. See Master Response 1 regarding the level of information required in
the project description. DTSC review of the detailed foundation designs and
construction methods would include an evaluation of potential impacts and
mitigations associated with altering the cap on the site’s residual
contaminated soils.
A detailed description of topics to be included in the SWPPP that would be
prepared for the project site is presented on Page 290 of the Draft EIR under
Mitigation Measure HYD-1a. As discussed on Page 290 of the Draft EIR, the
SWPPP would be prepared by a Qualified SWPPP Developer in accordance
with the most recent version of the California Stormwater Quality Association
Stormwater Best Management Handbook-Construction, which, properly
implemented, would ensure its effectiveness.
Response B2-79:

The commenter states that the Hazards section of the Draft EIR has deferred
and/or omitted analyses, and that the determination that impacts would be
reduced to a less-than-significant level is not supported, and that these
analyses should be conducted and significance of impacts reconsidered.
Regarding concerns associated with the analyses performed, refer to Master
Response 3. See also responses B2-73 through B2-78.

Response B2-80:

The comment includes the statement “…the project will be required to
include a greater number of “family friendly” units than the City’s average.”
It is unclear what the commenter is referring to; there would be no
requirements to provide a specified number of family-friendly units. Please
see Response B1-3 for a discussion of the City of Emeryville average
household size.

Response B2-81:

As noted on page 358, Emery Unified School District does not have an
adopted student generation rate. For the purpose of this analysis, the
generation rate, or enrollment factor, that was used in the Emeryville General
Plan EIR will be used to evaluate impacts to the school district. Using the
Emeryville General Plan EIR’s enrollment factor of 0.15 students per
dwelling unit, the project could generate approximately 81 students in
kindergarten through grade 12. It should be noted that the enrollment factor
is applicable to the dwelling unit, and does not change based on the type of
dwelling unit. The impact analyses relative to schools is provided starting on
page 358 of the Draft EIR, as noted:
“Cumulative Impacts associated with school services, would be limited to
within the EUSD boundaries. As expected residential and non-residential
growth occurs within the EUSD boundaries, increased demand for schools is
also expected to increase. However, with the construction of the ECCL, the
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proposed project and other cumulative development within the City would
not result in a potentially significant cumulative impact on schools.
Development associated with the proposed project, or other development
proposed within the school district, would be required to contribute school
impact fees in conformance with State law and District requirements. School
impact fees are deemed by statute to constitute full mitigation to reduce the
impact of development projects on school facilities. Therefore, impacts of
development on EUSD facilities, in combination with other past, present, and
reasonably probable future projects, would not be cumulatively significant.
This cumulative impact would be less than significant.”
Response B2-82:

Contrary to this comment, LSA did provide a description and site plan to the
Fire Department for their review and comment. As noted on page 351 of the
Draft EIR they provided a written response to LSA in regards to the project.

Response B2-83:

Please see Response B1-3 regarding park acreage standards.

Response B2-84:

A letter regarding water supply was provided by the East Bay Municipal
Utility District (EBMUD) (the water provider for the City of Emeryville) has
been posted on the City’s website and is located at www.ci.emeryville.ca.us/
DocumentCenter/View/8573. As noted in that response, the 2010 Urban
Water Management Plan (UWMP) concluded that EBMUD has, and will
have, adequate water supplies to serve existing and projected demand within
the Ultimate Service Boundary during normal and wet years but that deficits
are projected for drought years. EBMUD’s Drought Management Program
Guidelines establish the level of water use restrictions that EBMUD may
consider based on the projected total system storage at the end of the water
year. Up to a Stage 3 Drought, EMBUD-wide water use reduction goals of up
to 15 percent may be required. In a Stage 4 Drought, EBMUD-wide
mandatory water use reduction goals can exceed 15 percent. The SherwinWilliams Development Project will be subject to the same drought restriction
that applies to all EBMUD customers. Please also see Letter A2 from
EBMUD.

Response B2-85:

As noted on page 377 of the Draft EIR, the visual resources section evaluates
the effects of the proposed project on visual resources and public views
within and in the vicinity of the project site. Public views are defined as
views from public locations, such as roadways, scenic vista areas, parks,
schools or other public buildings. A view from within the 45th Street Artists’
Cooperative buildings would be considered a private view. Additionally, it
should be noted that the dominant feature of the view from 45th Street at
Horton Street at the street level would be the existing Sherwin-Williams
Building 1-31, which is a 42-foot high existing building.

Response B2-86:

The commenter requests a discussion of “project compliance” with selected
General Plan goals and policies. It should be noted that the Chapter V,
Planning Policy, includes a discussion of the project’s consistency with
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various goals and policies, but does not address “compliance”. As noted on
page 439 of the Draft EIR, policy conflicts are not in and of themselves
considered significant environmental impacts under CEQA unless they
would result in physical environmental impacts. A discussion of the project’s
consistency with the goals and policies noted by the commenter is provided
below.
The comment refers to several sunlight and shadow related goals and policies
within the Emeryville General Plan. The text of these policies is presented
below:
Goal LU-G-8 Uninterrupted sunlight in key areas— during
designated periods on all major parks. Adequate sunlight on
sidewalks and streets, especially in Neighborhood Centers and other
key public gathering areas.
Goal UD-G-12 Uninterrupted sunlight—During designated periods
on all major parks.
Policy UD-P-39 New development should not cast significant
shadow over existing development.
Shadow simulations were prepared for the both project development options
and included in Section IV.M, Visual Resources (Figures IV.M-10 through
Figure IV.M-27). As noted in that section, and shown in the shadow
simulations there are no existing public parks, laws, gardens or open space
within the vicinity of the project site that would be affected by shadows
resulting from development of the proposed project. The proposed project
does include a dedicated City Park, dog park, bike and pedestrian trail,
children’s playground, adult fitness, and sports courts. The proposed project
would result in shade and shadows being cast on proposed open space
amenities within the project site. As with the adjacent sides walks and streets,
the shading of these public areas would vary throughout the year and
anticipated shadows would not substantially affect the use of these spaces.
The closest Neighborhood Center to the project site is on Park Avenue, south
of the project. Shadows from the project site would not fall on Park Avenue.
The comment refers to Emeryville General Plan Policy UD-P-3. The text of
this policy is presented below:
Policy UD-P-3 Parks and open space shall be accessible and
available to the public through site design standards for minimum
size/dimensions, visibility, and location along public rights-of-way,
particularly Green Streets (Figure 5-3 of the General Plan).
The proposed project includes approximately 2.08 acres of zoned open space
on the Sherwin-Williams property and the approximately 1.46 acres of open
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space on the Successor Agency property. Sherwin Avenue, which borders the
southern border of the project site, is a Green Street. Under both Development
Option A and Option B, open space would be accessible from Sherwin
Avenue.
The comment refers to Emeryville General Plan Policy UD-P-13. The text of
this policy is presented below:
Policy UD-P-13 The Park Avenue District Plan will continue to
guide development in the Park Avenue district, honoring its unique
civic, arts, and cultural amenities.
Please see Response B2-20.
The comment refers to Emeryville General Plan Policy UD-P-33. The text of
this policy is presented below:
Policy UD-P-33 Bulky and monolithic buildings shall be prevented
through:


Vertical articulation, such as step backs at higher floors, and less
floor area as heights increase to reduce the apparent bulk of
buildings.



Horizontal articulation, such as varied setbacks,
recessions/projections, change in materials, and building
transparency, especially in Pedestrian Priority Zones.

Please see Response B2-20 regarding compliance with City policies and
plans.
Policy UD-P-37 Development of a finer-grain scale and texture shall
be promoted citywide and required in portions of the North Hollis,
Park Avenue, and San Pablo Avenue districts, and around
neighborhood centers.
Please see Responses B2-20 and B2-21 regarding compliance with City
policies and plans.
Response B2-87:

The City considers compliance with the City’s Standard Conditions of
Approval and requirements regarding the reduction of light and glare
associated with new construction to provide sufficient mitigation to reduce
potential impacts to a less-than-significant level. Additionally, the City will
review the lighting plans as part of the review process as they are submitted,
and no additional analysis is required.

Response B2-88:

The significance criteria regarding shadows on parks and open space is as
follows:
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Create new shadow in a manner that substantially affects outdoor
recreation facility or other public areas.

Contrary to the commenter’s assertion, shadow simulations were included in
Section IV.M, Visual Resources. As noted on page 416 of the Draft EIR, the
development of both building options would result in shade and shadows
being cast on proposed open space amenities within the project site. The
shading of these public areas would vary throughout the year and anticipated
shadows would not substantially affect the use of these spaces. Furthermore,
the amenities are associated with the proposed project and would be affected
by shadows caused by the project. Because the proposed project would not
result in a significant shadow impact which would substantially affect an
existing or the future public outdoor recreation facility or other public areas,
shadow impacts associated with the project are considered to be less than
significant. Please see Response B2-86 for a discussion of the project’s
consistency with Goal LU-G-8.
Response B2-89:

As noted on page 377 of the Draft EIR, the visual resources section is based
on: 1) a field survey of the project site that was conducted by LSA in January
2015; 2) review of aerial photographs of the project site and vicinity; 3) data
provided by the project applicant including conceptual site plans; 4) visual
simulations that show “before and after” representations of the proposed
project prepared by Environmental Vision; and 4) shade/shadow simulations
of proposed buildings prepared by Environmental Vision.
Contrary to the suggestion of the commenter, a change in the visual
conditions at a project site does not automatically result in a significant
visual resources impact. Rather, as required by CEQA, changes associated
with the proposed project were measured against the significance criteria
(Draft EIR page 393) to determine if the project would result in a visual
resource impact. While the addition of structures to the project site will result
in a change in visual character, the thresholds of significance utilized in the
Draft EIR and set forth in Appendix G of CEQA Guidelines speak to
substantial adverse effects on a scenic vista, substantial damages to scenic
resources, and substantial degradation of existing visual character. In
exercising its discretion, a lead agency must necessarily make a policy
decision in distinguishing between substantial and insubstantial adverse
environmental impacts based, in part, on the setting (CEQA Guidelines,
Section 15064(b)). Where the agency determines that a project impact is less
than significant, an EIR need only contain a brief statement addressing the
reasons for that conclusion (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15128). As discussed
in Section IV.M, Visual Resources, substantial evidence supports the
conclusions of the Draft EIR that the proposed project would not cause a
significant impact to visual resources.
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As noted in the Draft EIR, a small portion of the East Bay Hills that can be
seen would be slightly to severely obstructed by proposed development
under Option A or Option B. (as shown by visual simulations included in the
Draft EIR). However, because views of the East Bay Hills are already very
limited from these viewpoints by existing development, and public views of
the hills would continue to be readily available from streets and parks in the
vicinity of project, this impact is considered less-than-significant.
Response B2-90:

The potential for the project to create a significant impact relative to wind
was considered in the Draft EIR starting on page 501. It was determined that
because the project site would only contain one building of up to 100 feet; is
not within an area where there are many other buildings over 100 feet that
could exacerbate wind effects (e.g., downtown Oakland or San Francisco),
and is not located directly on the Bay shore, the production of wind
conditions on public and off-site project spaces would be a less-thansignificant impact. No additional analysis is necessary.

Response B2-91:

The commenter’s opinion that the identified objective is “inappropriate” is
noted.
CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6 states that “An EIR shall describe a range
of reasonable alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project,
which would feasibly attain most [emphasis added] of the basic objectives of
the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant
effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives.”
Furthermore, as noted in CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a) “An EIR need
not consider every conceivable alternative to a project.” The alternatives
included in the Draft EIR meet these requirements.

Response B2-92:

The comment refers to an objective included in the project description, and
how each alternative relates to the objective. The full text of the objective is
provided below:
Realize a market economic return on the property that reflects the
costs of land, site preparation, environmental considerations,
infrastructure, open space improvements and vertical development.
The discussion of all three alternatives includes a statement that the market
economic return of this alternative compared to the proposed project is not
known. Additionally, as all three alternatives did not “achieve” this objective,
this objective was not used to identify the environmentally superior
alternative. The Draft EIR appropriately evaluated the alternatives against the
objectives stated for the project. The number of project alternatives identified
and considered in the Final EIR meets the test of “reasonable” analysis and
provides the City Council with important information from which to make an
informed decision. CEQA does not require the review of economic effects
related to the project or alternatives, and that information did not need to be
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included in the Draft EIR. When making their Findings on the EIR and the
project, the City Council can consider other factors including economic,
legal, social, technological, and other benefits that could be achieved from
implementation of the project or one of the alternatives.
Response B2-93:

Contrary to the commenter’s assertion, alternatives are not required to
“mitigate many of the project’s significant impacts.” CEQA Guidelines
Section 15126.6 states that “An EIR shall describe a range of reasonable
alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project, which would
feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project but would avoid or
substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project, and evaluate
the comparative merits of the alternatives.” Furthermore, as noted in CEQA
Guidelines Section 15126.6(a) “An EIR need not consider every conceivable
alternative to a project.” The alternatives included in the Draft EIR meet
these requirements.
The alternatives included in Chapter VI, Alternatives, meet the standards in
CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6, and provided a comparative analysis of
how impacts associated with implementation of the alternatives would
compare to the proposed project.
The commenter provides no additional information or analysis regarding
significant impacts “…the Draft EIR fails to identify…”. As such, no specific
responses can be provided. Responses to the previous comments are provided
in Responses B2-1 through B2-92.

Response B2-94:

The principal characteristics of the Base Zoning Alternative are provided
within the Draft EIR starting on page 476. Contrary to the commenter’s
assertion, sufficient detail is provided to allow for a comparative analysis of
the project (provided on pages 477 through 480 of the Draft EIR). Contrary
to the commenters assertion, visual resources, shadow, land use and
construction impacts, are evaluated within the Chapter VI, Alternatives.

Response B2-95:

The Lennar alternatives identified in the comment are included and
compared to the project in Chapter VI, Alternatives, of the Draft EIR as
Lennar Alternative Variant 1 and Variant 2, starting on page 489. As allowed
by CEQA, alternatives need not be described and evaluated to the same
degree as the proposed project, and the Draft EIR provides a sufficient level
of information to allow decision-makers to make a decision regarding the
project and the proposed alternatives. Additionally, Table VI-2 on page 474
shows the daily and peak vehicle trips for the proposed project and compares
vehicle trips for each alternative to those for the project. The analysis of each
alternative discusses impacts related to vehicle trips. General levels of noise
and air quality impacts related to each alternative are identified in Chapter VI
as well. The location of garages is a specific design detail that does not need
to be indicated for the proposed project or the alternatives in order for the
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City Council to make a decision about the project and the adequacy of the
EIR.
Response B2-96:

Per the information provided on page 497 and the previous analyses, the
Reduced Density alternative Variants 2 and 3 would be considered the
environmentally superior alternative as environmental impacts associated
with the project would be reduced or avoided under this alternative.
Additionally, this alternative meets the project objectives to a greater degree
than the Base Zoning alternative. By providing only 270 units, the Base
Zoning alternative is not consistent with City’s objective to, “develop the site
with a mix of residential and nonresidential uses, including at least 460
residential units. (Emeryville General Plan, Housing Element 2015-2023).”
The Reduced Density alternative would provide 378 units.

Response B2-97:

See Master Response 2 regarding the Development Bonus. There is no need
for the Base Zoning alternative to be considered the project as it has not been
proposed for review and analyses but as an alternative to the project.

Response B2-98:

As stated above, alternatives need not be described and evaluated to the same
degree as the proposed project, and the Draft EIR provides a sufficient level
of information to allow decision-makers to make a decision regarding the
project and the proposed alternatives. Feasible alternatives to the project are
identified and all Draft EIR topic impacts (included noise, air quality,
transportation, geology, public services, utilities, and visual resources) are
analyzed in comparison to the project starting on page 476 of the Draft EIR.
Contrary to the commenter’s statement that “the Draft EIR has no analyses of
traffic or associated noise or air quality impacts of the project other than
simple trip-generation discussion,” full discussions of the projects potential
impacts related to noise (see Section IV.F, Noise), air quality (see Section
IV.D, Air Quality) and traffic (see Section IV.C. Transportation and
Circulation).

Response B2-99:

This comment is conclusory in nature and reiterates points made in
comments B2-1 through B2-98. The EIR authors and City as Lead Agency
do not agree with the statement that the Planning Director provided
"erroneous information" at the February 25, 2016 Draft EIR hearing. CEQA
Guidelines Section 15088.5 state that:
(a) A lead agency is required to recirculate an EIR when significant
new information is added to the EIR after public notice is given
of the availability of the draft EIR for public review under
Section 15087 but before certification. As used in this section,
the term "information" can include changes in the project or
environmental setting as well as additional data or other
information. New information added to an EIR is not
"significant" unless the EIR is changed in a way that deprives
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the public of a meaningful opportunity to comment upon a
substantial adverse environmental effect of the project or a
feasible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect (including a
feasible project alternative) that the project's proponents have
declined to implement. "Significant new information" requiring
recirculation include, for example, a disclosure showing that:
(1)

A new significant environmental impact would result
from the project or from a new mitigation measure
proposed to be implemented.

(2)

A substantial increase in the severity of an
environmental impact would result unless mitigation
measures are adopted that reduce the impact to a level
of insignificance.

(3)

A feasible project alternative or mitigation measure
considerably different from others previously analyzed
would clearly lessen the environmental impacts of the
project, but the project's proponents decline to adopt it.

(4)

The draft EIR was so fundamentally and basically
inadequate and conclusory in nature that meaningful
public review and comment were precluded.
(Mountain Lion Coalition v. Fish and Game Com.
(1989) 214 Cal.App.3d 1043)

(b) Recirculation is not required where the new information added
to the EIR merely clarifies or amplifies or makes insignificant
modifications in an adequate EIR.
In this case, (1) there has been no significant new information added to the
EIR as a result of these responses to comments or changes to the project or
alternatives, (2) there has not been a substantial increase in the severity of an
environmental impact; (3) no new considerably different feasible alternatives
or mitigation measures have been proposed or are now available; and (4) it is
the commenters opinion that the Draft EIR is "fundamentally and basically
inadequate and conclusory in nature." This general statement has been
refuted in the specific responses to comments B2-1 through B2-99. The Draft
EIR, with the minor corrections identified in this Response to Comments
Document, provides an adequate level of information to allow the decisionmakers to consider the significant impacts associated with the project and
make a determination regarding project approvals, and the Draft EIR need
not be recirculated. See also Response B2-2.
Therefore, the information provided by the Planning Directory regarding
recirculation per CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5 was correct.
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Response B2-100:

This comment is an attachment to the letter and reproduces a report from
PHA Transportation Consultants and provides introductory comments. For
responses to this report, see response B2-101 through B2-118.

Response B2-101:

The project is not expected to add more than 5 vehicle trips per lane over the
course of the peak hour to the intersection of San Pablo Avenue and Stanford
Avenue. Given the low concentration of project trips at this intersection, no
further analysis was conducted.

Response B2-102:

Intersections are typically the constraint point in the transportation system
and are a better representation of the transportation system than a roadway
segment analysis. The roadway segment analysis conducted to comply with
Alameda CTC's requirements concluded that the project would have a lessthan-significant impact on key roadway segment operations in the project
vicinity. While speed could be used as a travel metric, there are no standards
of significance for either the City or responsible agencies that relate to travel
speed.
The roadway segment analysis was conducted based on Alameda CTC
requirements, which specifies the analysis of near-term and long-term
roadway segment operations. Existing roadway segment analysis is not an
Alameda CTC requirement. As intersection operations are a better indicator
of the overall transportation system, existing intersection operations were
evaluated.

Response B2-103:

The capacities used in the evaluation are based on guidance provided within
the Highway Capacity Manual and have been used for other studies in
Alameda County. Increasing or decreasing capacities for any one roadway
segment would not change the overall conclusions presented in the Draft EIR
as the incremental change in volume-to-capacity ratios with the addition of
project traffic is not significant based on the criteria presented in the Draft
EIR. The comment suggests the use of higher per-lane capacities than were
used in the analysis, which would dilute potential project impacts.

Response B2-104:

Queuing analysis study intersections along the noted corridors is provided in
the appendix of the TIA. Significant project related queueing impacts were
identified in the cumulative condition at the intersection of San Pablo
Avenue at 40th Street. Although mitigation measures were identified, the
impact was identified as significant and unavoidable.

Response B2-105:

The trip reductions used for the project were based on the use of a validated
mixed-use trip generation model, as documented in the TIA and Draft EIR.
The analysis assumed a 10 percent transit reduction for Saturdays, not the 20
percent noted in the comment. As documented in the Draft EIR, the trip
generation is based on standard ITE rates with trip reductions applied to
account for the mixed-use nature of the site, the surrounding area, and the
level of transit service. No changes were made to the trip generation.
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Response B2-106:

Based on observations of activity in the project vicinity, vehicle trips into and
out of individual driveways on Horton Street and Sherwin Avenue are low
and the addition of project traffic along the Horton Street and Sherwin
Avenue could slightly increase delay for vehicles entering or exiting those
driveways, it would not impede access. As part of the data collection, truck
traffic was documented and accounted for in the analysis of intersection
operations.

Response B2-107:

Please also see Response to Comment B2-43 regarding the time period when
traffic counts were taken.

Response B2-108:

The preliminary project site plan was developed based on City parking
requirements at the time the initial plan was developed in January 2015. The
project would be required to provide parking within the range required by the
City Code at the time of project approvals. Based on the current City Code
requirements, the parking required for the project is between 434 and 713
spaces. As the final site plan is developed, the actual parking supply would
fall within the allowed range.

Response B2-109:

Beach Street was considered for inclusion in the assessment. However, the
project is expected to add less than 10 vehicle trips per lane during peak
hours to this connection and further analysis was not warranted.

Response B2-110:

The effectiveness of the proposed partial street closers on Horton Street to
mitigate the impact to bicycle boulevards was evaluated as part of the EIR.
As part of the evaluation, the amount of traffic that would potentially divert
to other streets was estimated in addition to the amount of traffic that might
change their travel routes. The potential for secondary impacts to occur was
evaluated. As disclosed in the EIR, the diversions would increase vehicle
delay at some intersections in the area and divert traffic to other travel routes,
potentially creating circuitous travel patterns for some trips. Even with the
implementation of the mitigation measures, a portion of the bicycle
boulevard impact would remain significant and unavoidable in the
cumulative condition.
The Hollis Street at 45th Street intersection is currently unsignalized and in
the near-term condition would experience poor operations for vehicles and
peak hour traffic signal warrants would be satisfied. The addition of project
traffic would exacerbate this condition. Based on the significance criteria
outlined in the EIR, this is considered significant.

Response B2-111:

The project would be conditioned as part of the project to install a traffic
signal at the Hollis Street at 45th Street intersection. Should this project not
move forward, other development projects in the City would pay their
transportation impact fees that to fund the construction of the traffic signal.
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Response B2-112:

The City of Emeryville General Plan policies recognize that physical
improvements to widen intersection to provide additional vehicle capacity
may be counterproductive to achieving other General Plan goals and may be
prohibitive for a variety of reasons, including limits on available right-ofway. The intersection analysis presented in the EIR was conducted to inform
potential roadway improvements. Where an intersection is projected to
operate at LOS E or F, the City evaluated the potential to provide physical
improvements, which were identified at several locations. For other
locations, potential physical improvements were weighted against other
travel modes through the intersection, and in many cases the benefit to
vehicles did not outweigh other considerations. To maintain operations at
those intersections, city-wide strategies to provide existing and future users
of Emeryville’s roadway network would be needed, such as completing the
City’s bicycle network, enhancing transit opportunities, improving pedestrian
connections, and providing a better balance of land uses within the City to
encourage shorter trip lengths and a shift to non-auto travel modes for some
trips. Although these strategies may not alleviate delay experienced by
motorists, they would provide alternative travel choices.

Response B2-113:

The commenter is correct that Parcel A would not have a dedicated garage.
Parking for Parcel A would be provided in other portions of the project.
Any trip generation from existing activities on Parcel A is considered
negligible and would have been captured in the traffic counts. No trip
generation reductions for existing Parcel A activities were included in the trip
generation estimates.

Response B2-114:

Access to Parcel C1 under development Option B would occur through
Parcel C2. The access was considered in the evaluation of Option B.

Response B2-115:

The channelized right-turn lane at the Hollis Street at Powell Street
intersection was reflected in the analysis.
Modifications to the Powell Street at Christie Avenue intersection were not
in place at the time the data collection was conducted for the project. The
near-term and cumulative conditions analysis was evaluated using the
changed configuration and the results are presented below for informational
purposes. This change does not alter the overall conclusions presented in the
Draft EIR.
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Table RTC-1: Intersection Level of Service
Without
Project
Peak
Intersection
Scenario Hour2 Delay LOS
Powell Street/
PM
39
D
5
Near-Term
Christie Avenue
SAT
56
E
Powell Street/
PM
43
D
5
Cumulative
Christie Avenue
SAT
56
E

With Option A With Option B
Delay LOS Delay
LOS
43
D
41
D
57
E
57
E
46
D
46
D
56
E
56
E

Source: Fehr and Peers, 2016.

Response B2-116:

The driveway for Parcel B-1 is located on Sherwin Avenue between Horton
Street and Hubbard Street, and although the vehicle trips entering/exiting at
this driveway were assigned to the roadway network, this driveway is not
shown on the trip assignment figure. All project trips were assigned to the
roadway network and accounted for in the intersection analysis. No changes
were made to the analysis.

Response B2-117:

A significant construction-related impact was identified and the mitigation
measure includes requirements to develop truck routes for deliveries,
provisions for pavement maintenance and removal of debris. Please see
Mitigation Measure TRANS-9 for additional details.

Response B2-118

The comment is conclusory in nature and summarizes the previous
comments. See Responses B2-100 through B2-117.

Response B2-119

This comment reproduces a letter from Grassetti Environmental Consulting
commenting on the Notice of Preparation for the Draft EIR dated February
17, 2015. This letter is reproduced in Appendix A to the Draft EIR.

Response B2-120:

This comment reproduces a letter from Grassetti Environmental Consulting
to the City Council dated January 20, 2015, providing comments on the
project design and General Plan compliance.
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PARC
Park Avenue Residents Committee:

Sherwin Williams DEIR Comments

Comments on overall DEIR:
Because of several things that have happened since the DEIR began, the document
does not present an analysis of likely scenarios. Major changes since the DEIR was
initiated include the new City planning regulations and the availability of the
redevelopment parcel. Although the latter is explored in Option A of the Proposed
Project, it is only analyzed there with the developer’s original concept of a “central
green” and all traffic entering on Hubbard. In their alternatives, Lennar has moved past
the central green concept, but did not submit an alternative utilizing the redevelopment
parcel. Such a revised plan (most similar, in fact, to the Reduced Density Alternative)
should be analyzed. In addition, neither option A, option B, or the proposed alternatives
have detailed traffic flow or garage locations. These need to be identified and a detailed
analysis of the traffic impact on each of the specific streets adjoining the project should
be produced.
Simultaneous to the development of the DEIR, the Bike/Ped Committee and City are
developing traffic calming measures for the portion of Horton Street directly adjacent to
this project. The effect of traffic flows into and from this project both on this calming
program and as a result of this calming program have not been analyzed. This
apparently simple omission of analysis of a relevant and ongoing General Plan
mandated direction of the City is symptomatic of this DEIR. As revealed in comments
below, the DEIR is deficient in addressing a large number of potentially significant
environmental impacts by giving a cursory discussion/conclusion, or through delaying of
actual impact analysis and mitigation development to nebulous future studies and
permits.

1

2

3

4

5
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Comments on Mitigation Measures
Transportation and Circulation:
Disagree with conclusion on page 6 that: “Impacts in the following areas would be
significant without the implementation of mitigation measures, but would be reduced to
less-than-significant level if the mitigations measures recommended in this report are
implemented” due to the following omissions and incomplete analysis:
Environmental Impacts: Invalid assumption: Impacts were based on current
conditions as sampled in January and June 2015. During that period, major construction
occurring at Grifols and Novartis. The construction resulted in a vacancy in those
buildings, the traffic was skewed lower than normal in that area, during that time period.
Environmental Impacts: Omission: There will be Significant Impact on the traffic on
neighboring streets (Hubbard, Sherwin, Halleck, and Holden) both from the project itself
and from the mitigation measures proposed. Mitigation measures for that impact must
be identified.
Environmental Impacts: Omission: There will be a Significant Unavoidable
Impact on parking on the neighboring streets. As stated on page 92, parking is
already at capacity. Mitigation measures could include:
i.
Required strong TDM plan, analyzed within the DEIR to ensure the
number of cars is reduced.
ii.
Follow up study one year after implementation of TDM to assess
success of TDM and take appropriate measures.
iii.
Reduction in project density
iv.
Peer review of proposed TDM by consultant selected by City.
v.
Specific remedies must be identified in advance if TDM does not
achieve the projected results anticipated by the DEIR.
Environmental Impacts: Omission: Full traffic analysis of original options and
alternatives cannot be accurately assessed without the details (including internal traffic
circulation, delivery spaces, etc.) cited in the DEIR in Figure IV.C-18. Information
regarding current, near and cumulative projects is incomplete (i.e. Transit Center, Pelco,
etc.) and needs to be updated.
These could change the assumed traffic flow under the various options and,
therefore, prioritize one option/alternative over the others.
Mitigation Measure: General Concern: Mitigation measures address paying the
City’s Transportation Impact Fee. Paying into a fund is not sufficient. The remediations
should specify the implementation of a Transportation Management Plan by the City
(e.g. limiting street parking, meters, etc.) and a one year review of the effectiveness of
the implementation in reducing the traffic. It is the direct neighbors of the project who
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will be most affected by this massive project. The mitigation must be directly related to

12

mitigating the effects on the very residents who are affected.
Mitigation Measure TRANS-1 (and related TRANS mitigations): The mitigations do
not consider the secondary impacts on neighboring streets (p. 10)
vi.
For all scenarios, the traffic diverter is identified as solution to high traffic
counts on Horton, but does not analyze where that diverted traffic will go
and the impacts of that on Hubbard, Sherwin, Halleck and Holden.
vii.
Placement of diverters (40th/Horton vs Sherwin/Horton) should be
studied.
viii.
Question: An increase of 2% is identified as “significant impact”, on the
bicycle boulevards; what is the definition of “significant impact” on the side
streets (Hubbard, Sherwin, Halleck and Holden) and on what is that
assumption made?
Mitigation Measure TRANS-8: The caveat at the close of TRANS-8 applies to all the
TRANS mitigation measures. To wit: “To reduce impact, there are transit, pedestrian,
and bicycle improvements planned…..However, there is no assurance that the impact
would be mitigated to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, this impact is considered
significant and unavoidable”. (See p. 14)
Mitigation Measure TRANS-9: Object to “Identification of parking areas for
construction employees, site visitors, and inspectors, including on-site locations and
along the project frontage on Sherwin Avenue and Horton Street” (p. 15). Document
acknowledges on page 92, that on street parking is at capacity. All construction
parking must be on the premises.
Mitigation Measures Omissions:
ix.
Reduce project density
x.
The developer must negotiate and supply an Emery-Go-Round stop
within the project that connects to West Oakland BART.
xi.
If a traffic signal is installed at Horton and 45th, a detailed study is

cont.

xii.

needed to re-calculate the queuing and delays that result from this
installation.
Specific remedies must be identified in advance if TDM does not
achieve the projected results anticipated by the DEIR.

13
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Noise
Mitigation Measure NOI-3: It should specify that there is no truck idling allowed at any time.
There was a major problem during the toxic remediation with trucks arriving early and cueing on
the streets, idling their engines. The DEIR fails to adequately analyze noise impacts on

19

residential interiors for historic brick warehouse lofts on Sherwin or Horton street.
Please include this analysis in the DEIR.

20

Railroad Noise Omission: The EIR does not show sound studies for changes in railroad noise
due to the presence of new buildings of significant size and height. The General Plan EIR,

21
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LU-P-26 states “If new residential buildings are proposed adjacent to freeways and railroad
tracks impacts of these corridors, including noise, vibration, and air pollution, should be
considered during site planning. Noise, vibration, and air pollution shall be mitigated to the
extent possible. “ Residents adjacent to the new development and Bay Street residents across
the railroad tracks may be impacted adversely.

21
cont.

Visual Resources
Environmental Impacts. Strongly disagree that there are “no impacts to visual resource”
Height of buildings is not consistent with City objective of “Maintain
xiii.

xiv.

existing height limits in the District except at the northern edge of
the Sherwin-Williams site, where taller buildings may be
appropriate”. (page 44) The streetscape of the surrounding
buildings maxes out at 45’. The description that 1500 Park is 75’ is
misleading since there is only a small “pop up” (150 feet from the
sidewalks) that was intended to give a visual lift to the building, not
add to its mass. There are no buildings higher than 45 feet on any
of the street frontages adjacent to the project and most are only
one-story.
The study does not address the views from Emeryville Warehouse
Lofts or Blue Star Corner or the Artists Cooperative. While views
from public places, such as the 40th St. bridge are noted, 23 units
of EWL face north and four from Blue Star; all will be blocked from
the view of the East Bay Hills with Project Option B.

22
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Comments on Services and Recreation:
The DEIR says the city’s existing fire, police, open spaces and para-transit can
absorb the increase of over 900 new residents (plus over 300 additional jobs). This Is
not a reasonable assessment of a clear impact on services. Please include mitigation
measures for this very real impact.

26

Comments on Alternatives:
The Alternatives have not been sufficiently analyzed for the variations of their
impacts on traffic flow in the immediate neighborhood. Traffic circulation on the
immediately neighboring streets (Halleck, Horton, and Sherwin) will be significantly
different under the various alternative. While no additional traffic calming may be
required in any of the alternatives, the traffic impact will vary greatly and will affect those
living and working in the vicinity.
The Alternatives have not been sufficiently analyzed for the variations of their
impacts on the visual resources of immediate neighbors. Differences in siting of the park
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space and of the various heights of the buildings directly on the streets would result in
significant differences to views and visual character of the neighborhood.
Density in excess of the City’s goal of 460 housing units is presented as a positive for
the City, rather than as a clear negative that would increase traffic, noise and decrease
the visual resources of the neighborhood. In this case, a larger number is a worse
number (like traffic counts), not a better number.

28
cont.
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Comments on Project Description:
The EIR is missing substantial information from the project description, even though that
information was specifically identified and requested by comments on the NOP. Despite
NOP comments requesting specific information that needed to be added to the project
description, the DEIR project description (the basis for the EIR) continues to be
incomplete. The DEIR clearly states that no affordable dwelling units will be provided
on-site (p.469) and flatly states, “the proposed project would not include affordable
housing”, without which bonuses cannot be granted. The DEIR presents a project
utilizing a 100% bonus credit while affordable housing is mandatory for any bonus
points. It is impossible to fully assess the extent of the mismatch between the Project
and the new City policies because of the erroneous project description. Also, keeping
the project description so generic/incomplete is a clever way NOT to address project
impacts in detail or in a meaningful way. This project is described as a transit-oriented
development, however, the project is not including an Emery-go-Round stop on site
which is one of the few transit oriented programs that the city has developed. Please
show basis for this project actually being transit oriented. This project is not transit
oriented, when the only public transit is one AC transit bus stop two blocks away. At a
minimum, there should be a mitigation requiring the applicant to negotiate and provide
an Emery-go-Round bus stop on site.

30
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Comments on Project Objectives:
The applicant’s objective of “organized around a central plaza” is inappropriate and
should be deleted---this objective’s sole purpose appears to reject other alternative
layouts, and it even conflicts with the applicant’s own “Lennar Alternative.”
While the applicant’s objective of achieving a return on their investment is permissible,
the DEIR conclusions on market return on investment for each alternative are entirely
unsupported by any evidence or fact. Please supply evidence or facts to support these
conclusions.

Comments on Traffic and Parking:

32
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The traffic study did not analyze several critical street segments; there appear to be
bugs in the methodologies used to determine scale of the impacts; and it fails to provide
details for meaningful and effective mitigation. Some of the traffic mitigation measures
included in the DEIR are so vague as to delay or not assure mitigation. For example,
Mitigation Measures TRANS-1, TRANS-2, and TRANS-3 include payment of an impact
fee, but do not explain how payment of that fee would reduce or eliminate the impacts
that the measure is supposed to mitigate. That measure also requires the applicant to
“work with the City…” to mitigate impacts. Working with the City does not describe or
require any mitigation. There is no way to evaluate how or even if this measure would
be effective or implemented. Please explain how these fees, if paid, would be utilized to
mitigate the traffic impacts. The DIER does not adequately address impacts on Parking.
Even with the high on-site-parking ratios noted in the tables, and optimistic assumptions
about mode split for transit ridership, this project will generate additional parking
demand that is not analyzed. The DEIR fails to analyze the complete circulation
network by omitting Beach Street and any impacts south of 40th street. Please include
the complete circulation network in the DEIR and re-analyze.
The trip generation estimates – Table IV,C-7 are questionable. A MXD+ model was
used (see page 118) which again assumes a transit oriented project. The analysis
assumes a 40% reduction in vehicle trips, assuming people will walk, bike and take
transit to and from the site. Please show how these assumptions are based. How will
the City address traffic impacts if the traffic analysis is flawed or the assumption that this
is a transit oriented site is proven false? This project represents 1.1% of the acreage in
the City of Emeryville. Proposing to put nearly 10% of the City's population into this
area, bounded by a bicycle boulevard to the east and a two-block long street to the
south, is wildly over-reaching the potential for this neighborhood to assimilate the traffic
and parking impacts of the project.

Reducing the number of parking spaces in projects is a tactic that is useful to
discourage owning cars. It can work in developments that are truly transit oriented.
However Inadequate parking facilities in a project that is not transit oriented results in
spillover parking into the surrounding neighborhood not to mention greater traffic
volumes on Horton Street than planned. Please address these very real impacts.
The impact of the proposed additional transit ridership upon the Emery-Go-Round
is not addressed. Because the DEIR is advocating as much as a 40% reduction in car
traffic because of this “transit-oriented development,” please analyze the impacts on the
Emery-go-Round and AC Transit. These impacts need to be analyzed and mitigated.
There is no discussion regarding housing tenure. What is the breakdown of rental
and for-sale housing? Will the proposed project provide only rental housing? If that is
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the case please state this in the project description. What is the breakdown of
apartment size: how many studio, 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom and 3 bedroom units? What is
the proposed rent range and what is the percentage of units below market rate? The
DEIR fails to adequately address the population and housing impacts by not considering
the higher occupancies resulting from the larger unit sizes and anticipated household
sizes for family-friendly housing. Please include data that reflects the now-required
family-friendly housing and show impacts and mitigation.
Where is the breakdown for parking? Option A identifies 982 parking spaces and
Option B identifies 929 parking spaces. How many parking spaces are designated for
residential use, for office use and for retail use? What are the estimated number of
office and retail workers?
Lack of Detailed TDM Plan:
The DEIR’s failure to use the correct methodology has resulted in an
understatement of the project’s traffic impacts to the bicycle boulevards as well as other
peripheral streets, even with the assumed 35% reduction from transit (in a non-transit
oriented project?). Mitigating this impact requires a strong Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) plan to make a major reduction in trip generation. That plan has
neither been created, nor is it even outlined in the DEIR. The DEIR is silent on the plan
with the exception of a single sentence in Table V-2 on p. 470 of the DEIR, which
states: The proposed project would implement a TDM plan that includes bicycle parking,
bicycle storage, and electric vehicle charging stations.”, and Recommendation 12 on p.
184 which states that the TDM plan may potentially include time limits on parking,
providing information to residents about bike and transit facilities, monitoring of parking
demand, designating car share pods, and designating a transportation coordinator.
That “recommended” minimal description is the sum total of the TDM plan. The TDM
plan has been improperly deferred in this EIR and the TDM plan cannot be evaluated as
part of this DEIR.

40
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Comments on Construction Traffic:
The description of the construction schedule is inadequate (page 63): “The project
is currently contemplated to be built in one phase with construction commencing in the
third quarter of 2016 or as soon as all applicable permits are issued. The first units
would be delivered in the second quarter of 2018.” Please provide a breakdown
(preferably in a table format) that identifies the construction activity (e.g. demolition,
grading, services installation, building); duration of construction activity, peak number of
construction workers by construction activity. Identify when construction is anticipated to
commence, for example Summer 2016; and when construction will be completed for
example: Spring 2018.
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Again project impacts are based on the Project Description which is inadequate. It is
essential that a detailed Project Description be presented in the EIR to ensure that a
complete and comprehensive assessment of project traffic impacts are identified and
evaluated.
Page 143: Horton Street Traffic: The DEIR states traffic volumes on Horton Street
between south of Sherwin Avenue to north of 53rd Street would increase by more than
2 percent and Table IV.C-17 is referenced. In this table, the percent increase in daily
traffic volumes for roadway segments A, B and C are 28 percent, 39 percent and 27
percent respectively. Please explain why the identified percent increase is so low; i.e. 2
percent. This conclusion is misleading.
Mitigation Measure TRANS-1a: (page 145) does not recommend monitoring the
effectiveness of the installation of permanent Level 4 traffic calming measures and
traffic restriction (diversion) measures on Horton Street to reduce daily volumes to a
level below 3,000 vehicles per day. Without monitoring, it cannot be confirmed the
recommended mitigation measure is effective. Please add: “Undertake
annual monitoring of Horton Street to confirm the recommended measures maintain
daily volumes at a level below 3,000 vehicles per day.” Additionally, bullet three, line 4
requires editing – correct.
The streets providing direct access to the project site (Sherwin and Horton) are
designated as local streets in the Emeryville General Plan. Both streets are two-way
single lanes with parking on both sides of the street. Construction truck traffic will be
significant over the two-year construction period. The DEIR does not adequately
address construction traffic impacts stating only that construction traffic will be
less than the project. Construction traffic is much more disruptive than what is
anticipated with project operations – large vehicles on narrow streets, trucks delivering
materials throughout the day and construction worker vehicles parking on local streets
which are currently used by adjacent residents. The DEIR does not identify where
construction workers will park and where trucks will queue. We request the modification
of Mitigation Measure TRANS-9 (page 173) as follows:

45

46

47
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Project control measures associated with lane closures should include:
1) the scheduling of truck deliveries to the project site shall occur not earlier than 7 AM
and not later than 4PM;
(a) General construction noise on private and public projects shall be limited to
weekdays from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Pile driving and similarly loud activities shall be
limited to weekdays from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
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2) if lane closures are required on Sherwin Avenue and/or Horton Street, property
owners shall be notified ten days in advance of the lane closures;
3) provide a City employee name, phone number and email address for
neighbor complaints.
4) Construction hours shall be from 7 AM to 5 PM Monday through Friday.

If the project applicant requires weekend construction, the adjacent properties to the
project site shall be notified 10 days in advance of the proposed weekend work. The
proposed work shall be included in the public notice.
5) The construction staging plan submitted to the City shall identify all construction
staging activities anticipated to occur on-site. If any construction staging activities will
occur off-site, the construction staging plan shall identify the location of the off-site
staging areas.
6) Parking areas for construction workers, site visitors and inspectors shall be provided
on the project site. If parking for the identified workers, visitors and inspectors cannot be
accommodated on the project site, the project shall provide parking facilities at a
designated location off-site and transport workers, visitors and inspectors to the project
site.
7) The Project shall provide funds to repair streets degraded by construction vehicles.
The City shall provide a cost estimate to the project applicant based on their estimate of
degradation to nearby streets.

49
cont.

Comments on Compliance with Park Overlay District Guidelines:
One of the Park Avenue District Plan’s goals is to “preserve the district’s unique,
historic, diverse, brick-industrial and funky physical character”. The impacts to those
resources are not demonstrated, and no mitigation measures are identified. Impacts to
visual resources are inadequate in that they do not analyze the impact to visual and
historic resources on Horton or Sherwin streets - streets that have tier 1 contributing
historic structures. Please indicate how these impacts have been mitigated. Other
impacts to visual resources are inadequately addressed in that the project massing
does not demonstrate the Park Avenue Overlay District Guidelines goal to “Improve
district streets to provide a pedestrian friendly environment and a unified, distinct
district”, in fact, the project sets itself apart and does not contribute to a unified district.
The EIR repeatedly states that the project is of an appropriate scale to the Park Avenue
Overlay District Guidelines. This is patently not true. It further states that the Emeryville
Warehouse Lofts (EWL) is a 75-foot tall building (it does have three two-story
penthouse units on the roof, invisible from the street.) On the streetscape, EWL is a

50
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3-story building, and it is already the tallest in this neighborhood of one- and two-story
buildings. In effect, this project is attempting to bring Bay Street Mall massing, heights,
and aesthetics to the Park Avenue District. This is unacceptable. Please show how this
project complies with the Park Overlay District Guidelines.

52
cont.

Conclusion:
The DEIR is inadequate because it omits material necessary to informed
decision-making and public participation. More than that, the DEIR is fatally flawed
beginning with its project description and continuing with the items outlined above. The
project description should be revised to reflect a project that can be built within the
mandated guidelines of the City and the EIR should be recirculated.

PARC
Park Avenue Residents Committee
Co Chair: Donna Briskin, Emeryville Warehouse Lofts
Co-Chair: Paul Germain, 45th Street Artists Cooperative
Marianne Clark, Horton Street Lofts
Bryan Hord, Bluestar Corner
Kevin Kellogg, Horton Street Lofts
Mike McConnell, Emeryville Warehouse Lofts
Sharon Wilchar, 45th Street Artists Cooperative
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COMMENTER B3
Park Avenue Residents Committee
March 8, 2016

Response B3-1:

The Draft EIR evaluates the environmental impacts associated with
implementation of the proposed project. A revised project, which would
require revisions or additional CEQA analysis, has not been submitted.
Please see Master Response 2 regarding the Development Bonus.

Response B3-2:

CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6 states that “An EIR shall describe a range
of reasonable alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project,
which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project but
would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the
project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives.”
Furthermore, as noted in CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a) “An EIR
need not consider every conceivable alternative to a project.” The EIR does
provide a reasonable range of alternatives and the one proposed by the
commenter is very similar to both the Reduced Density Alternative and the
Lennar Alternative Variants 1 and 2 both of which “utilize” the Successor
Agency parcel.

Response B3-3:

In regards to “traffic flow,” project trip generation, distribution and
assignments were made for the proposed project in Section IV.C,
Transportation and Circulation of the Draft EIR starting on page 117, and the
impacts on local streets and intersections are provided in this section as well.
The location of garages is not a necessary detail for an analysis of project
impacts per the significance criteria identified in the Draft EIR. Trip
generation was also identified for the alternatives; however CEQA allows for
a lesser degree of analyses for alternatives. The comparison of alternatives to
the project is adequate to allow the City Council to make a decision on the
project and alternatives.

Response B3-4:

The Draft EIR acknowledges that the City is undertaking an experiment to
evaluate the effectiveness of different Level 4 traffic calming devices along
Horton Street between 45th and 53rd Streets and plans to install temporary
measures for a period of at least one year. As these measures could be
installed along the project frontage, Mitigation Measure TRANS-1 specifies
that that project applicant work with the City so that the final project design
does not preclude the installation of desired traffic calming measures and that
the project applicant be require to pay for the installation of measures such
that existing traffic volumes in combination with project volumes be below
the volume threshold to reduce the impact to a less-than-significant level.
The effects of the turn restrictions on Horton Street were evaluated without
and with the Project, as presented in Appendix B of the Draft EIR.
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Response B3-5:

The commenter makes general statement regarding the adequacy of the Draft
EIR, but does not identify specific deficiencies within the Draft EIR to which
specific responses can be provided.

Response B3-6:

This comment is introductory in nature and does not identify specific
deficiencies within the Draft EIR to which specific responses can be
provided.

Response B3-7:

Please see Response B2-43 regarding the traffic analysis.

Response B3-8:

Potential project impacts to traffic on neighboring streets, including Hubbard
Street, Sherwin Avenue, and Halleck Street, were evaluated as part of the
Draft EIR. Holden Street was not evaluated as it does not provide a direct
connection to the project site and project traffic is not expected to travel on
Holden Street. Secondary impacts of proposed mitigation measures were
reviewed, and for some impacts, the impact was classified as significant and
unavoidable as the mitigation measure would degrade other modes of travel.
The secondary impacts of traffic diverters on Horton Street were also
assessed, as presented in Appendix B of the Draft EIR.

Response B3-9:

The project will provide the code-required level of off-street parking to
support parking demand from the proposed project.
The project will be required to implement a TDM program that includes a
mechanism to monitor and adjust the plan; specific measures including
unbundling parking from rent costs for residential units, charging for parking
within the parking structures for the commercial uses, implementing time
restrictions for parking on public streets within the project site, provision of a
car-share pod within the site, and transit subsidies for residents and
employees. Please see Response C15 for the applicant’s TDM plan.

Response B3-10:

It is unclear what the commenter means by the term “original options.” The
Draft EIR evaluates the project described in Chapter III, Project Description.
With regard to the evaluation of alternatives, CEQA Guidelines Section
15126.6(d) notes that an EIR shall include sufficient information about each
alternative to allow meaningful evaluation, analysis, and comparison with the
proposed project. If an alternative would cause one or more significant
effects in addition to those that would be cause by the project as proposed,
the significant effect of the alternatives shall be discussed, but in less detail
than the significant effects of the project as proposed.
Internal traffic circulation was evaluated as part of the Draft EIR process, and
recommendations were provided in Figure IV.C-18 in Section IV.C,
Transportation and Circulation, of the Draft EIR. This level of detail was not
developed for the proposed project alternatives, as some were developed at a
very conceptual level. The primary differences between the proposed project
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and the project alternatives are discussed in Chapter VI, Alternatives, of the
Draft EIR.
Response B3-11:

Please see Response B2-33 regarding traffic analysis.

Response B3-12:

The City’s Transportation Impact Fee funds an array of City-wide projects
primarily focused on bicycle, pedestrian and transit infrastructure. These
improvements, as implemented, are intended to close gaps in the pedestrian
and bicycle network, such as constructing a bicycle and pedestrian bridge
connecting Bay Street to the study area. These improvements will complete
improvements that are being constructed as part of the project, including
construction of the Class I facility along the west side of the project site, and
improvements to Sherwin Avenue consistent with improvements identified in
the City’s Pedestrian and Bicycle Plan.
Please see Responses A1-4, B1-5, and B1-6 regarding the TDM plan.

Response B3-13:

Please see Response B3-4 regarding traffic diverters.

Response B3-14:

The diversion analysis considered a number of locations along the Horton
Street corridor for placement of diverters for both northbound and
southbound travel. The placement of diverters on Horton at Sherwin was
found to not be as effective in reducing traffic volumes on the segment of
Horton Street at Sherwin Avenue as vehicles would continue to travel on
Horton Street north of 40th Street, versus shifting to Hollis Street or other
facilities.

Response B3-15:

The effects of the diversion on Sherwin Avenue, and Halleck and Hubbard
Streets were assessed through peak hour intersection analysis, which slightly
improved the peak hour operation of some intersections and slightly
increased delay for some movements at other intersections (1 to 2 second
increase).

Response B3-16:

The intersection of San Pablo Avenue at 40th Street is within Caltrans
jurisdiction and the City has no control over the implementation of
improvements at that intersection, including adjusting traffic signal timings.
As the City does not have jurisdiction over this intersection, the impact was
classified as significant and unavoidable.

Response B3-17:

The Draft EIR acknowledged that construction workers may park on the
street surrounding the project site. Mitigation Measure TRANS-9 requires
the preparation of a construction management plan that identifies parking
areas for site employees, visitors and inspectors.

Response B3-18:

A reduced density project is evaluated as a project alternative.
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The potential provide Emery-go-Round Service to the West Oakland BART
station is beyond the control of this project and if that service is provided, the
project has no control over the final routing plan.
Signalization of the 45th Street at Horton Street intersection is not proposed
as part of the project, nor was it identified as a mitigation measure.
The TDM plan would be subject to monitoring with the potential to adjust
measures. Please see Response B3-9 regarding a TDM plan.
Response B3-19:

Truck idling would be limited through implementation of Mitigation
Measure AIR-1 which would limit idling to two minutes which is stricter
than the five minutes allowed under the California Airborne Toxics Control
measure Title 13, Section 2485 of the California Code of Regulations. Some
idling time must be allowed to allow for maneuvering on the project site and
limited queuing. Under the measure signage will specify this idling limit.
Any extended idling would be in violation of the Mitigation Monitoring
Program for the project and would not be permitted.

Response B3-20:

Page 266 of the Draft EIR indicates that construction of the project would
generate noise levels at the nearest receptor of up to 89 dBA Lmax. Exterior to
interior noise reductions are described on page 261 and indicate interior noise
levels with windows open would be reduced by approximately 15 dBA.
Mitigation Measure NOI-3 would require compliance with the City’s noise
ordinance for permissible hours of construction, resulting in a less-thansignificant noise impact.

Response B3-21:

Noise impacts from railroad and other noise sources are discussed on page
260 of the Draft EIR are discussed for compliance with General Plan Policy
LU-P-26. The analysis indicates that with standard building construction and
windows closed, interior noise levels would meet the State interior noise
standard. Mitigation Measures NOI-1 would require an alternative form of
ventilation which would allow windows to remain closed. Construction of
buildings on the site would act as a noise barrier from railroad noise sources.
Resulting ambient noise levels at land uses east of the project site, including
the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative would be expected to be reduced due to
the shielding effect of the proposed buildings. “Tunneling” of train noise
between the proposed buildings and the Bay Street apartments would not be
expected and therefore ambient noise levels at the Bay Street apartments
would not change as a result of implementation of the project.

Response B3-22:

As evaluated within the Section IV.M, Visual Resources, there are no
significant visual resources impacts. Please see Response B2-18 for a
discussion of building height allowed (with the Development Bonus) within
the project site. Please see Response B2-10 for a discussion of appropriate
heights within the Park Avenue District Plan area.
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Response B3-23:

The commenter’s opinion regarding the height of 1500 Park is noted.
However, the tallest portion of the building is in fact 75 feet tall, as noted by
the commenter in Comment B3-52.

Response B3-24:

Comment noted. Please see Response B2-20 for a discussion of building
height within the Park Avenue District Plan area. It should be noted that the
portions of the new buildings located along Horton Street and Sherwin
Avenue would be stepped down to 55 feet.

Response B3-25:

Views from the Emeryville Warehouse Lofts, Blue Star Corner, or Artists’
Cooperative would be considered private views, as these are not publically
accessible areas. Please see Response B2-85 for a discussion of public versus
private views.

Response B3-26:

Impacts to fire, emergency services, police and parks are evaluated within
Section IV.K, Public Services and Recreation, of the Draft EIR. No
significant impacts related to the provision of public services were identified,
and therefore no mitigation are required. The commenter does not identify
specific impacts associated within these topics or provide additional
information or analysis identifying impacts to which specific responses can
be provided.

Response B3-27:

See response B2-95 regarding analysis of alternatives.

Response B3-28:

Please see responses B2-85 and B2-89. A discussion of the visual impacts
associated with the alternatives, and how these potential impacts compare to
the proposed project, is provided in Chapter VI, Alternatives.

Response B3-29:

The commenter’s opinion regarding density is noted.

Response B3-30:

Please see Response B2-2 for a discussion of information required to be in a
Project Description for a Draft EIR. Please see Master Response 2 for a
discussion of the Development Bonus.

Response B3-31:

The commenter notes that the “project is described as a transit-oriented
development,” but does not cite where in the Draft EIR that is stated. The
term transit-oriented is not used to describe the project in Chapter III. Project
Description. Transit in the vicinity of the project is identified in Chapter
IV.C, Transportation and Circulation.

Response B3-32:

The commenter’s opinion regarding the applicant’s objectives is noted. In
Chapter III, Project Description, both the City’s and the applicant’s
objectives are identified. The City’s objectives primarily were used to
evaluate the alternatives. See also Response B2-92 regarding a review of
economic effects.
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Response B3-33:

The commenter does not specify what critical street segments were omitted
from the analysis to which specific responses can be provided. Please see
Responses B3-4 and B3-12 that discuss impacts and the payment of fees.

Response B3-34:

Please see Responses A1-4, B1-5, and B1-6 regarding parking. The City of
Emeryville has not defined a significance criteria related to parking, and does
not consider parking to be a CEQA topic. In regards to the potential for
secondary effects associated with cars circling the site to look for parking
and leading to significant traffic congestion, air quality and greenhouse gas
emissions impacts, because the project would provide parking within each
parcel (see Table III-3 on page 51), it is highly unlikely that a large number
of cars that couldn’t find parking would cause significant secondary impacts
on the environment. In addition, the project will be conditioned to develop
and implement a transportation demand management (TDM) program that
will include provisions for parking.

Response B3-35:

Beach Street was considered for inclusion in the assessment. However, the
project is expected to add less than 10 vehicle trips per lane during peak
hours to this connection and further analysis was not warranted. The project
is also expected to increase peak hour travel on streets south of 40th Street by
less than 10 vehicle trips per lane during peak hours. This level of additional
traffic does not warrant further analysis.

Response B3-36:

The trip generation and MXD methodology is described starting on Page 118
of the Draft EIR. The method takes into consideration the mixture of land
uses within the project site and adjacent area, as well as the level of transit
service provided to the site vicinity. The MXD+ model validation included
the Bay Street site, which achieved reductions up to 40 percent as compared
to standard ITE rates.
The applicant will be required to implement a transportation demand
management program that is subject to monitoring and adjustment.

Response B3-37:

Please see Response B3-36 regarding transit.

Response B3-38:

Please see Responses B3-9 and C13-4 regarding the analysis of traffic
impacts and Master Response 1 regarding the City’s development review
process.

Response B3-39:

The level of transit trip generation was also estimated for the project as
presented in the Transportation Assessment. Prior to the implementation of
the TDM program, approximately 70 morning peak hour and 80 evening
peak hour transit trips are expected. Of these trips, most would include a bus
component, with some including a bus and BART component. Between AC
Transit and Emery-go-Round service, there are approximately 29 buses that
serve the project area during the morning and evening peak hours, resulting
in less than five additional riders per any bus in the area. Of the total transit
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trips, a percentage may use the BART system. Even if all estimated transit
trips used the BART system, the MacArthur BART station is served by three
lines, each running 10 car trains on less than 10-minute to 15-minute
headways during peak periods; as the project would add fewer than one
passenger per car during peak hours, a less-than-substantial increase to
BART ridership is expected.
The project would also be required to contribute to the on-going operation of
the Emery-go-Round system through the business improvement district
(PBID).
Response B3-40:
.
Response B3-41:

Response B3-42:

Please see Master Response 1 for a discussion of information required to be
included in an EIR Project Description. This comment does not relate to the
adequacy of the information or analysis within the Draft EIR.
Please see Master Response 1 for a discussion of information required to be
included in an EIR Project Description and Master Response 2 regarding the
Development Bonus and Response B1-3 regarding the provision of parks.
Population and housing impacts related to the project are evaluated in
Section IV.B of the Draft EIR, per the criteria of significance included
therein. No significant impacts were identified and no mitigation measures
are required. The analysis used the average household size for the City of
1.71 persons per US Census information, which when averaged over various
types of units was adequate for evaluation of the project.
The parking proposed for the project was reviewed and evaluated for
informational purposes per the City’s off-street parking requirements and
City Code beginning on page 184 of the Draft EIR. Recommendations were
made regarding the number of parking spaces per use that would be required
for the project. The project would need to comply with the City’s
requirements per standard conditions of approval.
Details regarding the design of specific parking structures have not been
developed, but parking would be provided based on the current City Code
requirement, with spaces designated for some specific user groups. Some
spaces would be reserved, such as for some of the residents, but other spaces
would be shared between uses.

Response B3-43:

Please see Response B3-9 regarding the TDM plan and Letter C15 regarding
the applicant’s proposed TDM plan.

Response B3-44:

Please see Response B2-6 regarding a construction schedule.

Response B3-45:

Please see Master Response 1 and Response B2-2 for a discussion of
information required to be included in an EIR Project Description.
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Response B3-46:

A 2 percent or more increase in traffic volumes on a bicycle boulevard where
existing traffic volumes exceed the volume threshold was established as the
significance criteria. The Draft EIR notes that the project would increase
traffic on those segments by more than 2 percent, resulting in a significant
impact.

Response B3-47:

The City has committed to monitoring all bicycle boulevards once every two
years, and the Horton Street Bicycle Boulevard will be monitored as part of
this process.

Response B3-48:

The Draft EIR acknowledged that construction vehicles could create conflicts
with other uses of the roadway system. Mitigation Measure TRANS-9
requires the preparation of a construction management plan that includes
development of a comprehensive set of traffic control measures to minimize
disruptions to existing uses, including scheduling deliveries for off-peak time
periods, and designation of truck access routes.

Response B3-49:

The City’s Standard Condition of Approval require all construction hours
shall be limited to 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, except
that pile driving and similarly loud equipment, including but not limited to
jack hammering, grading, compacting, dump trucks, generators, and chain
saws shall be limited to 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Request for construction work outside these hours and days require City
Council approval. In addition, the applicant is required to designate a “Noise
Disturbance Coordinator” who is be responsible for responding to any
complaints about construction noise and whose name and contact
information is conspicuously posted on-site.
The following measures that are not required by the City’s Standard COAs
are added to Mitigation Measure TRANS-9 on page 173 of the Draft EIR as
noted below:
Mitigation Measures TRANS-9: Although construction impacts are
expected to be temporary, development of a construction management
plan would reduce the potential for construction vehicle conflicts with
other roadway users. The plan should include:


Project staging plan to maximize on-site storage of materials and
equipment;



A set of comprehensive traffic control measures, including
scheduling of major truck trips and deliveries to avoid peak
hours; lane closure schedule and process; signs, cones, and other
warning devices for drivers; and designation of construction
access routes;



Permitted construction hours;



Location of construction staging;
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Identification of parking areas for construction employees, site
visitors, and inspectors, including on-site locations and along the
project frontage on Sherwin Avenue and Horton Street;



Provisions for street sweeping to remove construction related
debris on public streets; and



Provisions for pavement maintenance where increased heavy
vehicle traffic has the potential to degrade the pavement. (LTS)



Truck deliveries to the project shall occur not earlier than 7:00
a.m and not later than 4:00 p.m.



If lane closures are required on Sherwin Avenue and/or Horton
Street, the applicant shall notify property owners within 300 feet
of the project site ten days in advance of the lane closures. (LTS)

Response B3-50:

Section IV.J, Cultural Resources identifies and evaluates potential impacts to
cultural and historical resources associated with the project related to the
General Plan, the Park Avenue District Plan. A significant impact related to
the renovation and reuse of Building 1-31 was identified and mitigation
measures were recommended to reduce the impact to a less-than-significant
level. Visual resources were identified and evaluated in Section IV.M, Visual
Resources. See also Response B2-89 regarding public and private views.

Response B3-51:

The commenter’s opinion regarding the project’s location of buildings,
massing, and scale is noted. This comment does not relate to the adequacy of
the information or analysis within the Draft EIR; therefore, no further
response is required.

Response B3-52:

Please see Responses B2-18, B2-20, and B2-21regarding compliance of the
project with policies and programs.

Response B3-53:

This comment is conclusory in nature. Please see Response B2-99 regarding
the adequacy of the Draft EIR.
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March 8, 2016
VIA OVERNIGHT MAIL AND EMAIL
City of Emeryville
Planning and Building Department
Attn: Miroo Desai
1333 Park Avenue
Emeryville, CA 94608
E-mail: mdesai@ci.emeryville.ca.us
Re: Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report for the SherwinWilliams Development Project (SCH # 2004122083)
Dear Ms. Desai:
We are writing on behalf of Emeryville Residents for Responsible
Development to submit comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report
(“DEIR”) prepared by the City of Emeryville (“City”) for the Sherwin-Williams
Development Project (“Project”). The Project requires a General Plan Amendment,
Planned Unit Development approval, Development Plan, Encroachment Permits,
Tentative and Final Maps, a potential Land Swap Agreement (Project Option A),
and related approvals for the development of a new mixed-use community on 10
acres of urban land. The Project includes 540 residential units, 94,600 square feet of
commercial space, 3.5 acres of parks and open space, and 1 acre of new roads.
As explained more fully below, the City’s DEIR prepared for the Project is
significantly flawed and does not comply with the requirements of the California
Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”), Public Resources Code section 21000 et seq.
The City may not approve the Project until an adequate DEIR is prepared and
recirculated for public review and comment.
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We have reviewed the DEIR and its technical appendices with assistance
from technical consultants Matthew Hagemann and Jessie Jaeger, and Daniel
Smith, whose comments and qualifications are attached as Attachment A and
Attachment B. The City should respond to these expert comments separately and
individually.
I.

2

INTRODUCTION
A.

Interest of Commenters

Emeryville Residents for Responsible Development (“Emeryville Residents”)
is an unincorporated association of individuals and labor organizations that may be
adversely affected by the potential public and worker health and safety hazards and
environmental and public service impacts of the Project. The association includes
Rudolph Brooks, Rances Rodriguez, the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers Local 595, Plumbers & Steamfitters Local 342, and Sheet Metal Workers
Local 104, and their members and their families who live and/or work in the City of
Emeryville and the surrounding area.
Individual members of Emeryville Residents and its affiliated organizations
live, work, recreate and raise their families in Alameda County, including the City
of Emeryville. They would be directly affected by the Project’s environmental and
health and safety impacts. Individual members may also work on the Project itself.
They will be first in line to be exposed to the health and safety hazards that exist on
the Project site. Emeryville Residents has an interest in enforcing environmental
laws that encourage sustainable development and ensure a safe working
environment for its members. Environmentally detrimental projects can jeopardize
future jobs by making it more difficult and more expensive for business and
industry to expand in the region, and by making it less desirable for businesses to
locate and people to live there.
B.

3

Summary of Comments

As explained below, the Project will generate a multitude of impacts in a
number of impact areas, including air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, hazardous
materials, traffic, and water supplies. The DEIR fails to adequately characterize
and analyze these impacts. Furthermore, many of the mitigation measures
described in the DEIR will not in fact mitigate impacts to the extent claimed. The
DEIR must be revised to resolve its inadequacies and must be recirculated for
public review and comment.
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CEQA requires recirculation of a DEIR for public review and comment when
significant new information must be added to the DEIR following public review, but
before certification.1 The state CEQA Guidelines clarify that new information is
significant if “the DEIR is changed in a way that deprives the public of a
meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse environmental
effect of the Project or a feasible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect.” 2 The
purpose of recirculation is to give the public and other agencies an opportunity to
evaluate the new data and the validity of conclusions drawn from it.3

4
cont.

As discussed below, the DEIR does not adequately describe the
environmental setting from which to analyze the Project’s impacts, and does not
adequately describe the Project or the City’s proposed mitigation measures. The
Project will result in significant environmental impacts that are not analyzed in the
DEIR, and there are feasible mitigation measures available to reduce significant
impacts, which are not required in the DEIR. These City must address these
deficiencies in a revised DEIR that is circulated for public review and comment.
II.

THE CITY LACKS SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT ITS
CONCLUSIONS, AND THE DEIR FAILS TO INCORPORATE ALL
FEASIBLE MITIGATION TO REDUCE SUCH IMPACTS TO A LEVEL
OF INSIGNIFICANCE.

CEQA has two basic purposes, neither of which the DEIR satisfies. First,
CEQA is designed to inform decision makers and the public about the potentially
significant environmental impacts of a Project before harm is done to the
environment.4 The DEIR is the “heart” of this requirement.5 The DEIR has been
described as “an environmental ‘alarm bell’ whose purpose it is to alert the public
and its responsible officials to environmental changes before they have reached
ecological points of no return.”6

CEQA, Pub. Resources Code § 21092.1.
CEQA “Guidelines,” 14 Cal. Code Regs. § 15088.5.
3 Save Our Peninsula Comm. v. Monterey County Bd. of Supervisors (1981) 122 Cal.App.3d 813, 822.
4 CEQA Guidelines § 15002(a)(1); Berkeley Keep Jets Over the Bay v. Bd. of Port Comm’rs. (2001) 91
Cal.App.4th 1344, 1354 (“Berkeley Jets”); County of Inyo v. Yorty (1973) 32 Cal.App.3d 795, 810.
5 No Oil, Inc. v. City of Los Angeles (1974) 13 Cal.3d 68, 84.
6 County of Inyo v. Yorty (1973) 32 Cal.App.3d 795, 810.
1
2
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To fulfill this function, the discussion of impacts in a DEIR must be detailed,
complete, and “reflect a good faith effort at full disclosure.”7 An adequate DEIR
must contain facts and analysis, not just an agency’s conclusions.8 CEQA requires a
DEIR to disclose all potential direct and indirect, potentially significant
environmental impacts of a project.9
Second, if a DEIR identifies potentially significant impacts, it must then
propose and evaluate mitigation measures to minimize these impacts.10 CEQA
imposes an affirmative obligation on agencies to avoid or reduce environmental
harm by adopting feasible project alternatives or mitigation measures.11 Without an
adequate analysis and description of feasible mitigation measures, it would be
impossible for agencies relying upon the DEIR to meet this obligation.
Under CEQA, an EIR must not only discuss measures to avoid or minimize
adverse impacts, but must ensure that mitigation conditions are fully enforceable
through permit conditions, agreements or other legally binding instruments.12 A
CEQA lead agency is precluded from making the required CEQA findings unless the
record shows that all uncertainties regarding the mitigation of impacts have been
resolved; an agency may not rely on mitigation measures of uncertain efficacy or
feasibility.13 This approach helps “insure the integrity of the process of decision by
precluding stubborn problems or serious criticism from being swept under the
rug.”14
In this case, the DEIR fails to satisfy the basic purposes of CEQA. The
DEIR’s conclusions regarding air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, hazardous
materials, and traffic are not supported by substantial evidence. In preparing the
DEIR, the City: (1) failed to provide sufficient information to inform the public and
decision-makers about potential environmental impacts; (2) failed to accurately
identify and adequately analyze all potentially significant environmental impacts;
7 CEQA Guidelines § 15151; San Joaquin Raptor/Wildlife Rescue Center v. County of Stanislaus
(1994) 27 Cal.App.4th 713, 721-722.
8 See Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553, 568.
9 Pub. Resources Code § 21100(b)(1); CEQA Guidelines § 15126.2(a).
10 Pub. Resources Code §§ 21002.1(a), 21100(b)(3); CEQA Guidelines § 15002(a)(2) and (3); Berkeley
Jets, 91 Cal.App.4th at 1354; Laurel Heights Improvement Ass’n v. Regents of the University of Cal.
(1998) 47 Cal.3d 376, 400.
11 Pub. Resources Code §§ 21002-21002.1.
12 CEQA Guidelines § 15126.4(a)(2).
13 Kings County Farm Bur. v. County of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692, 727-28.
14 Concerned Citizens of Costa Mesa, Inc. v. 32nd Dist. Agricultural Ass’n. (1986) 42 Cal.3d 929, 935.

5
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and (3) failed to incorporate adequate measures to mitigate environmental impacts
to a less than significant level. The City must correct these shortcomings and
recirculate a revised DEIR for public review and comment.
A.

The Air Pollution Model Was Manipulated to Avoid Mitigation.

The DEIR estimated the Project’s air pollution emissions using the
“CalEEMod” modeling program, which allows users to input project-specific
information supported by substantial evidence.15 The modeling program’s
calculations for the Project are generated as “output files” that reveal what inputs
and parameters were used.16 Any deviations from the “default values” in the model
must include a written description to justify why a different value was selected.17
When reviewing the Project’s CalEEMod output files, experts Matthew
Hagemann and Jessie Jaeger found that a number of the values that were inputted
into the model were not consistent with information disclosed in the DEIR. As a
result, emissions associated with the construction and operation of the Project were
underestimated. It is the opinion of Mr. Hagemann and Ms. Jaeger that a revised
DEIR should be prepared to adequately assess the potential impacts that the
Project will have on regional and local air quality, using appropriate input
parameters.18
a.

6

7

Parks and Roads Were Excluded from the Model.

The CalEEMod output files for the Project disclose that the land uses input
into the model’s Project description did not include parks and open space (the
Project’s publicly accessible park, children’s playground, sports courts, adult fitness
area, bike and pedestrian trail, and dog park).19 The model also failed to include the
new Project roads and on-street parking spaces.20 The construction and existence of

Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, Attachment A, p. 6.
Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 6; DEIR Appendix C.
17 Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 6.
18 Ibid.
19 Ibid., pp. 6-7; DEIR Figures III-4 through III-7, and Appendix C, p. 4.
20 Ibid.
16

cont.

The DEIR Fails to Adequately Disclose, Analyze and Mitigate
Significant Air Quality Impacts.
1.

15

5
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these features on a significant portion of the Project site will create additional air
pollutant emissions that must be included in the CalEEMod emissions model.21
b.

8
cont.

The Model Underestimated Building Square Footage.

CalEEMod requires users to input the number of acres of a proposed land use
and the total square footage of proposed buildings. The acreage “is used to
determine the amount of ground to be prepared, graded, paved, etc.,” while the
square footage is used to determine emissions of volatile organic compounds
(“VOCs”) from architectural coatings and the energy impacts of a Project.22

9

The CalEEMod output files for the Project show that only 540,000 square feet
was input for the residential land uses.23 However, the DEIR is explicit that the
Project’s 540 dwelling units will occupy 621,000 square feet of building space.24
Land use square footage is important for determining the impacts from emissions
generated by architectural coatings and energy consumption. Therefore, by
underestimating the square footage, the Project’s operational emissions were also
underestimated.25
c.

Haul Trucks Were Excluded from the Model.

The DEIR’s Transportation Impacts Analysis estimates that approximately
7,000 cubic yards of fill will be imported to the Project site during the grading phase
of construction.26 This equates to 180 one-way haul truck trips per day for a work
week, or 900 total truck trips.27 There is also a thick layer of “unsuitable” artificial
fill, debris, and clay soils beneath existing building pads and throughout the Project
site that will need to be removed and replaced with compacted fill to support the
Project’s building foundations.28 This will increase the export and import of fill
material during construction.
21 Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, pp. 7-8; see also CalEEMod “User’s Guide,” p. 15 (July 2013),
Attachment C (“all information” about a project’s land uses “needs to be entered by the user
otherwise no emissions will be calculated”), available at: http://www.caleemod.com/
22 CalEEMod “User’s Tips,” p. 2 (April 2014), Attachment D, available at: http://www.caleemod.com/
23 Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 8.
24 DEIR pp. 45, 46 (Table III-2), 358, 447, 499, and Figures III-6 and III-7.
25 Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 9.
26 DEIR, Appendix B, p. 68.
27 Ibid., p. 69; Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 10.
28 Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 9; DEIR, pp. 270, 278-279; CDM Smith, 2012 Update –
Geotechnical Results and Conceptual Geotechnical Engineering Recommendations, pp. 4, 6 (Nov. 7
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However, the CalEEMod model did not include any haul truck trips
throughout the course of Project construction.29 This is a result of failing to input a
value for materials that will be imported to and exported from the Project site.30 As
stated in the CalEEMod User’s Guide: “The user needs to enter the amount of
material imported and exported to the site in order for CalEEMod to estimate
hauling trips correctly from material transport.”31

12

In addition to projections of required haul trips in the traffic and geological
sections of the DEIR, it is very likely that additional Project-related haul trips will
be required to address the persistent contamination of soil and groundwater at the
Project site, including haul trips to export and dispose of contaminated soils, and to
import clean replacement fill.32 The DEIR’s failure to include any haul trips in its
calculations results in “substantially underestimated” construction-related air
pollutant emissions.33

13

d.

The Model Improperly Calculated “Pass-By” Trips for
Project-Related Traffic.

The Transportation Impact Analysis for the Project concluded that it was
inappropriate to count a percentage of Project-related traffic trips as “pass-by” trips,
which occur when vehicles makes an interim stop at the Project site on an alreadyplanned trip, but do not deviate from their course.34 Pass-by trips are not expected
in large numbers because of the traffic-isolated location of the Project site, and
therefore most drivers will deviate from nearby courses along 40th Street or San
Pablo Avenue.35 40th Street is located approximately one quarter of a mile from the
Project site entrance, while San Pablo Avenue is located approximately one half of a
mile away.36
As explained by Mr. Hagemann and Ms. Jaeger, in contrast to the
Transportation Impact Analysis, the CalEEMod output files for the air quality
2012); CDM, Summary of Geotechnical Results and Conceptual Geotechnical Engineering
Recommendations, pp. 6, 8 (June 10, 2005).
29 Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 10; DEIR, Appendix C, p. 9.
30 Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, pp. 9-10.
31 CalEEMod User’s Guide, p. 26, Attachment C.
32 DEIR pp. 317-319; Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, pp. 9, 10.
33 Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 10.
34 Ibid.; DEIR, Appendix B, p. 38.
35 Ibid.
36 Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 11.
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analysis assign a not-insignificant number of Project traffic trips to the pass-by
category.37 CalEEMod only assigns a trip length of 0.1 miles to pass-by trips,
because they are supposed to result in no diversion from the primary trip route.38
This is highly unlikely for the Project, and thus the “operational emissions
associated with the proposed Project are greatly underestimated.”39
Mr. Hagemann and Ms. Jaeger recalculated the Project’s air pollutant
emissions using CalEEMod and the corrected inputs described above, and
determined that significant air quality impacts would occur. 40 The DEIR must be
recirculated to disclose these impacts and propose sufficient mitigation measures.
e.

17

The PG&E Energy Intensity Factor Was Improperly Reduced.

Emissions of greenhouse gases (“GHG”) associated with the operation of a
project include those generated by electric energy consumption. For this Project,
energy consumption is the second largest source of operational GHG emissions.41
The utility provider for the Project is Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E).42
Similar to other air pollutants, the CalEEMod program was used to estimate
the Project’s emissions of GHG. Because each utility provider relies on a different
mix of energy sources, CalEEMod applies a utility-specific “GHG intensity factor” to
calculate a project’s emissions. For PG&E, the CalEEMod program applies a default
Ibid., pp. 10-11.
Ibid., p. 11.
39 Ibid.
40 Ibid., pp. 11-12.
41 DEIR p. 241, Table IV.E-3.
42 DEIR p. 365.
38

16

The DEIR Fails to Adequately Disclose, Analyze and Mitigate
Significant Greenhouse Gas Impacts.
1.

37

cont.

Traffic-Related Operational Emissions Are
Underestimated.

As described in the traffic discussion below, the City improperly reduced the
number of Project-generated traffic trips. In turn, this resulted in an
underestimation of Project-related air pollutant emissions, and this error must be
accounted for in a revised DEIR analysis.
B.

15
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GHG intensity factor of 641 pounds of GHG (CO2 equivalent) per megawatt hour,
based on the officially reported GHG intensity factor at the time the latest
CalEEMod model was released.43
The GHG intensity factor for a particular utility provider can be changed
from the CalEEMod default value, “if a new value is identified before the defaults
are updated,” and if the lead agency provides substantial evidence to justify the
change, in the remarks section of the CalEEMod output files.44
For this Project, the City changed the default GHG intensity factor for PG&E
from 641 pounds to only 290 pounds, a 65% reduction.45 This resulted in a much
lower estimate of GHG emissions associated the Project’s operation. The only
justification provided for this substantial reduction was in the CalEEMod remarks
section, which states: “Per PG&E GHG Emissions April 2013.”46 Although that
referenced source is not provided, experts Hagemann and Jaeger believe that the
replacement intensity factor of 290 pounds was taken from a PG&E customer
document entitled “Greenhouse Gas Emissions Factors: Guidance for PG&E
Customers.”47 That document estimates that PG&E’s future GHG intensity factor
may be reduced to only 290 pounds by 2020.48
The City’s decision to use an estimated future GHG intensity factor is not
supported by substantial evidence. First, PG&E makes clear in its customer
document that future estimates are “not to be used” for GHG regulatory compliance
purposes, or similar purposes.49 This is because PG&E follows a “rigorous process”
each year to “have its emissions independently verified by a third party.”50 Future
estimates are not verified. Under a common-sense interpretation of the CalEEMod
User’s Guide, unverified future estimates do not qualify as a “new value,” which is
“identified” and justifies such a significant departure from the CalEEMod default
value.
CalEEMod User’s Guide, Appendix D, Table 1.2, Attachment E.
CalEEMod User’s Guide, Attachment C, pp. 9, 13.
45 Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 8; DEIR, Appendix C, p. 4.
46 Ibid.
47 Ibid.; PG&E, Greenhouse Gas Emission Factors: Guidance for PG&E Customers (Nov. 2015),
Attachment F, available at:
https://www.pge.com/includes/docs/pdfs/shared/environment/calculator/pge_ghg_emission_factor_info
_sheet.pdf
48 Ibid. (The Project will be fully operational long before 2020, see DEIR p. 209.)
49 PG&E, Greenhouse Gas Emission Factors: Guidance for PG&E Customers, p. 1 (emphasis added).
50 Ibid., p. 2; CalEEMod User’s Guide, Attachment C, p. 13.
43
44

18
cont.
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Second, the PG&E customer document uses estimates of future GHG
intensity factors that were made in 2010, prior to the drought, and “so the forecasts
do not take into consideration the impact of the drought on hydroelectric power.”51
PG&E’s intensity factor varies from year to year, based in large part on the
availability of clean hydroelectric power, which produces fewer GHGs than other
electric energy sources.52 For example, 2011 was an extremely wet year and PG&E
achieved its lowest GHG intensity factor of 393 pounds.53 During the dry years of
2007 and 2008, however, PG&E’s intensity factor rose to over 600 pounds.54
This weather-dependent variation is reflected in PG&E’s most recent verified
GHG intensity factor of 435 pounds for the year 2014.55 This was higher than
PG&E’s verified intensity factor for the year 2013, and higher than its previously
projected intensity factor for 2014.56 California’s drought and changing climate
trends have made hydro-power resources less reliable. Accordingly, PG&E’s
unverified future projections of GHG intensity factors, which explicitly do not take
these variables into account, cannot be relied upon as a substitute CalEEMod input
value. Even PG&E acknowledges that its data should not be relied upon until “a
thorough, third-party verification” is conducted each year.57 The DEIR’s significant
modification of the CalEEMod default assumption for PG&E is unsupportable
because it relies on speculative future estimates.
Third, PG&E’s customer document provides a more reliable method for
estimating the GHG intensity factor for a year that is not yet verified: “[T]o
estimate GHG emissions in a recent or future year for which an emission factor is
not yet available, we recommend using an average of the five most recent
coefficients available.”58 The document shows that the most recent five-year average

PG&E, Greenhouse Gas Emission Factors: Guidance for PG&E Customers, pp. 2, 3.
PG&E article dated (Feb. 20, 2013), Attachment G, available at:
http://www.pgecurrents.com/2013/02/20/pge%E2%80%99s-clean-energy-reduces-greenhouse-gasemissions/
53 Ibid.
54 Ibid.
55 PG&E website update (Feb. 5, 2016), Attachment H, available at:
http://www.pgecurrents.com/2016/02/05/pge%E2%80%99s-carbon-emissions-remain-amongnation%E2%80%99s-lowest/
56 Compare ibid. with PG&E, Greenhouse Gas Emission Factors: Guidance for PG&E Customers, p.
3.
57 PG&E, Greenhouse Gas Emission Factors: Guidance for PG&E Customers.
58 Ibid.
51
52
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GHG intensity factor is 457 pounds.59 In Mr. Hagemann’s and Ms. Jaeger’s expert
opinion, “at the very least, an intensity factor of 457 lbs/MWh should have been
applied to the Project, which is still much greater than the 290 lb/MWh intensity
factor used within the CalEEMod model.”60 As a result, the Project’s GHG emissions
are greatly underestimated.”61
CEQA requires that when analyzing a project’s impacts, the lead agency
“should normally limit its examination to changes in the existing physical
conditions in the affected area as they exist at the time the notice of preparation is
published.”62 This has been interpreted to mean that the lead agency does not have
“carte blanche to select the conditions on some future, post-approval date.”63 The
City’s use of a future estimated GHG emissions rate for the Project’s energy
consumption violates this requirement. Based on currently available energy
intensity factors, the Project’s GHG emissions will be higher than estimated in the
DEIR, and the DEIR should be revised to reflect this information.
2.

Ibid., p. 3.
Hagemann and Jaeger comments, p. 9.
61 Ibid.
62 CEQA Guidelines § 15126.2 (emphasis added); see also id. § 15125(a).
63 Sunnyvale W. Neighborhood Assn. v. City of Sunnyvale City Council (2010) 190 Cal.App.4th 1351,
1379.
64 Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 2.
60

22

Impacts From Hazardous Materials on the Project Site Are Not
Adequately Disclosed, Analyzed and Mitigated.

The Project site has a long history of industrial practices that caused
extensive contamination of soil and groundwater. The Sherwin Williams parcel has
not achieved established cleanup goals, and the Successor Agency parcel is still
considered an open site under regulatory investigation. In Mr. Hagemann and Ms.
Jaeger’s expert opinion, the DEIR’s analysis and proposed mitigation measures are
inadequate, and the DEIR should not be certified until a thorough investigation is
made regarding the suitability of the Project site for the proposed land uses.64
59

cont.

Traffic-Related Emissions Were Underestimated.

As described in the traffic discussion below, the City improperly reduced the
number of Project-generated traffic trips. In turn, this resulted in an
underestimation of Project-related GHG emissions, and this error must be
accounted for in a revised DEIR analysis.
C.
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1.

Disturbance of the Sherwin Williams Parcel Poses a Significant
and Unmitigated Risk to the Health of Construction Workers,
Future Residents, and Recreational Users of the Project Site.

The Sherwin Williams parcel was used for manufacturing of lead- and
arsenic-based pesticides, lacquer, and paint for almost 100 years, and was first
designated as a contaminated site more than 25 years ago. In 2012, the California
Department of Toxics Substances Control (“DTSC”) approved the excavation and
removal of contaminated soil “hot spots” on the site, coupled with a strategy of
“natural attenuation” for the contamination that remained on the site, a monitoring
plan for soil vapor and groundwater, and a land use covenant that prohibits further
disturbance of the site without further investigation and DTSC approval.65

24

Regarding the Sherwin Williams parcel, there is substantial evidence that
the parcel continues to pose a significant risk of exposure to contamination, at levels
that are unhealthy for construction workers, residents, and recreational users. This
is reflected in the limited soil vapor and groundwater monitoring results from the
northern part of the parcel where remediation activities occurred, and evidence of
unremediated soil and groundwater contamination on the southern part of the
parcel, including the area containing the “Building 35” concrete building pad, which
was constructed in the mid-1960’s and has not yet been uncovered.66
Following soil excavation and installation of slurry walls to control
groundwater flow on the northern part of the parcel, Sherwin Williams monitored
soil gas three times, at nine monitoring locations, between June 2012 and June
2013.67 After this first year of soil gas monitoring, which produced highly variable
results, Sherwin Williams abandoned seven of the soil monitoring locations, and
maintained two in case future monitoring was needed (locations “06” and “08”). Soil
gas sampling ceased after June 2013. The soil gas samples showed benzene and
other contaminants of concern were above regulatory health screening levels.68

DEIR, pp. 298-299.
Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 3.
67 CDM Smith, Updated Soil Gas Data Summary and Evaluation Report, p. 1-1 and Table 1 (Aug. 15,
2013), found in DEIR, Hazardous Materials Reference Documents, .pdf pp. 1200 and 1217 (soil gas
vapor monitoring points were constructed in June 2012 and monitored three times through June
2013).
68 DEIR, p. 300.
65
66
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Benzene is a known human carcinogen and may pose a risk to construction workers
and future occupants who may be exposed to soil vapors.69
Monitoring locations 06 and 08 are outside the area where soil was excavated
in 2012.70 At monitoring location 06, the level of benzene in soil gas was 18 to 75
times above the safe level for residential use, and ethylbenzene was 145 times above
the safe level.71 The highest level of naphthalene on the site was measured at
monitoring location 08, at 2.4 times above the safe level.72 The last soil gas
monitoring report, published in August 2013, speculated that these high levels may
be attributable to contaminated soil, in addition to contaminated groundwater,
because the soil at those two monitoring locations was not excavated as part of the
previous remediation activities.73
Groundwater monitoring still occurs on the northern part of the Sherwin
Williams parcel. A recent report based on 2014 samples from four groundwater
monitoring wells shows elevated levels of VOC’s, including the contaminants
dichloroethane and benzene.74 Samples from a larger number of wells that were
tested for arsenic exceeded the arsenic cleanup goal for groundwater, with the
highest levels found outside of the area where soil was excavated and removed.75
These samples showed groundwater arsenic concentrations on portions of the
Sherwin Williams site that were not excavated that were 7 to 50 times higher than
the cleanup goal.76
In addition to evidence of elevated soil vapor and groundwater contamination
on the northern part of the Sherwin Williams parcel, particularly in those areas
that were not excavated, a significant portion of the southern part of parcel includes
the original concrete building pad for the Sherwin Williams “Building 35,” which
was constructed in the mid-1960’s and demolished in 2007. The existing footprint of
the building pad is approximately 1.8 acres and covers more than 20% of the entire

Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 2 (citing Benzene “ToxFAQs,” Attachment I, available at:
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxfaqs/tf.asp?id=38&tid=14 ).
70 CDM Smith, Updated Soil Gas Data Summary and Evaluation Report, Drawing 1, .pdf p. 1223.
71 Ibid., Table 3, .pdf p. 1219.
72 Ibid., Table 3, .pdf p. 1220.
73 Ibid., report pp. 4-2 to 4-3, .pdf pp. 1213-1214.
74 Arcadis, Data Summary Report for Groundwater Monitoring Activities for the Period from July 1,
2014 through December 31, 2014, Table C-1 (Jan. 8, 2015).
75 Ibid., .pdf p. 444 and Figure 4, .pdf p. 455.
76 Ibid.
69
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Sherwin Williams parcel.77 The DEIR does not describe the extent of any previous
investigations to determine potential levels of contamination in soil, groundwater,
and soil vapor beneath this building pad.

26
cont.

Prior to Sherwin William’s acquisition of this area and construction of
Building 35, the property beneath Building 35 was owned by the Southern Pacific
Transportation Company and was occupied by seven sets of railroad tracks, from at
least the late 1920’s through the early 1960’s.78 The railroad tracks were removed
and Building 35 was constructed and used by Sherwin Williams for storing products
and chemicals, and later used for product manufacturing.79
There is a risk of previously unidentified contamination beneath Building 35.
Similar to the conclusions in the 2006 “Phase I Environmental Site Assessment” for
the adjacent Successor Agency parcel, Mr. Hagemann and Ms. Jaeger conclude that
the potential environmental concerns are related to the former use of this area as a
railroad spur, including the “possible presence of petroleum hydrocarbons,
petroleum-based solvents and thinners, chlorinated solvents, volatile and semivolatile organic compounds, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, polychlorinated
biphenyls, and heavy metals, based on potential historic applications of arsenicbased herbicides to railroad tracks and the industrial land uses in the vicinity of the
subject property that may have been serviced by the railroad tracks, including the
Sherwin Williams plant.”80
There is further evidence of contamination on the Sherwin Williams parcel
outside of the area where soil was excavated and removed. First, a 2012 geologic
report tested soils on the parcel at four locations outside of the excavated area, and
noted that the soil in all four locations included a layer of “black, gray and brown
clay” that was “described as having a petroleum-like odor.”81 Second, the
underground slurry wall on the parcel was purposefully breached in 2012 to provide
a point of groundwater outflow for the “southern portion of the arsenic plume” on
the parcel, which was described as flowing “along or under” Building 35 and could
not be contained “due to the presence of Building 35.”82
Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 3.
Erler & Kalinowski, Phase I Environmental Site Assessment, UPRR Parcel D, p. 7 and Figures 3,
4, and 5 (2006); CDM, Remedial Action Plan (“RAP”), pp. 2-2 and 2-3 (June 11, 2010).
79 Erler & Kalinowski, Phase I, ibid., p. 7.
80 Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 3 (citing ibid., p. 15).
81 CDM Smith, 2012 Update – Geotechnical Results and Conceptual Geotechnical Engineering
Recommendations, pp. 4, 6, and Figure 1 (Nov. 7, 2012).
82 RAP, pp. 2-13, 2-28, 2-29, 4-9.
77
78
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DTSC has not yet provided public comments about the suitability of the
Sherwin Williams parcel for residential use. According to Mr. Hagemann and Ms.
Jaeger, it is therefore “speculative at this time to assume the Sherwin Williams
parcel is suitable for residential housing in light of data which shows contamination
above cleanup goals, and potential additional contamination sources on the subject
property.”83 This does not, however, alleviate the City of its obligation to fully
investigate and disclose the foreseeable environmental impacts of the Project. In
Mr. Hagemann and Ms. Jaeger’s opinion, the DEIR should be revised to include a
“definitive determination, backed by a Project-specific human health risk
assessment, that the Sherwin Williams parcel is safe for human occupancy.”84
The City has improperly deferred investigating and disclosing the levels of
contamination that persist throughout the Project site, and failed to adequately
analyze the remediation strategies and mitigation measures that will be needed to
ensure protection of human health, along with air quality and greenhouse gas
emissions limits. A lead agency may not put off an analysis of what mitigation
measures are required, or call for an unspecified mitigation plan to be devised based
on future studies.85 Moreover, an agency may not rely on mitigation measures of
uncertain efficacy or feasibility.86
The DEIR acknowledges that contamination remains on the parcel above safe
levels, and that pursuant to the Land Use Covenant on the parcel, DTSC will
require further investigation, excavated soil management and disposal procedures,
and further engineering controls to address the contamination.87 There are
foreseeable environmental impacts associated with the need to further remediate
contaminated soil and groundwater on the Project site. These impacts include an
increase in construction-related air pollution and GHG emissions from excavators,
haul trucks, and related equipment.88 The City cannot hide its head in the sand and
attempt to avoid analyzing these impacts as part of the DEIR.

Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 4.
Ibid.
85 CEQA Guidelines § 15126.4(a)(1)(B); City of Long Beach v. Los Angeles School Dist. (2009) 179
Cal.App.4th 889, 915; Communities for a Better Env’t v. City of Richmond (2010) 184 Cal.App.4th 70,
95; San Joaquin Raptor Rescue Ctr. v. County of Merced (2007) 149 Cal.App.4th 645, 669.
86 Kings County Farm Bur. v. County of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692, 727-28.
87 DEIR, pp. 315-319.
88 Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 4.
83
84
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The City’s proposed mitigation measures suggest that a future Soil
Management Plan (“SMP”) will be adequate to protect construction worker health,
and that a future investigation of soil vapor effects on indoor air quality will be
adequate to protect residents and recreational users of the Project site.89 Mr.
Hagemann and Ms. Jaeger conclude that these measures are not nearly stringent
enough to reduce the potential impacts of the Project to a less-than-significant level.
They recommend that to protect public health the City must first require, as part of
its investigation of potential environmental impacts pursuant to CEQA, a thorough
investigation and disclosure of the extent and character of residual contamination
on the entire parcel, particularly those areas that are outside of the previous
excavation zone, and under Building 35. The City should then ensure safe and
proper remediation of any unsafe levels of contaminants, including the preparation
of a Human Health Risk Assessment (“HHRA”) to be included in a revised DEIR.
A HHRA is a standard assessment to determine if a site will be safe for human
occupancy following remediation. The City should also require an enforceable
worker Health and Safety Plan, which is also a standard practice when
redeveloping a contaminated site.90

34

Finally, the potential impacts of any residual contamination left in place on
the Project site will not be limited to vapor intrusion effects on indoor air quality.
The Project will include numerous parks and open space features that could expose
children and others to unsafe levels of contaminated soil and soil vapor. The DEIR
must be revised to include a HHRA that adequately addresses these risks.

35

2.

Disturbance of the Successor Agency Parcel Poses a Significant
and Unmitigated Risk to the Health of Construction Workers,
Future Residents, and Recreational Users of the Project Site.

A regulatory determination that the Successor Agency parcel is suitable for
housing or public park uses has not been made. In fact, the DEIR fails to identify
the status of the cleanup on the Successor Agency parcel, stating only:
DTSC stated that they could not concur with the NFA [no further
action] if concentrations remain above residential levels without a deed
restriction.91

DEIR pp. 27-28.
Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 4.
91 DEIR, p. 304.
89
90
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There is no evidence of a proper deed restriction on the Successor Agency
parcel, and DTSC’s Envirostor Website indicates that the regulatory status of the
Successor Agency parcel is open.92 A 2009 post-cleanup report obtained from the
City indicates that contaminants remain in the soil on the Successor Agency parcel
in excess of residential-scenario cleanup goals, including petroleum hydrocarbons
(diesel and motor oil), arsenic, cadmium, and lead.93 The cleanup activities
conducted by the City in 2008 were not completed because soil excavation could not
proceed under adjacent buildings, railroad tracks, and sidewalks.94

36
cont.

Other contaminants including VOCs may also be present beneath the
Successor Agency parcel in soil vapor.95 These contaminants, which may have
originated from the Sherwin Williams parcel, could include benzene, a known
human carcinogen. Workers may be exposed to vapors during earthwork activities
and put at risk to health effects which include, in addition to cancer, dizziness,
rapid heart rate, headaches, tremors, confusion, and unconsciousness.96 Future
residents and recreational users may be subject to similar health effects if the
source of the contaminants in soil, groundwater, and soil vapor is not addressed.97
The DEIR states that vapor intrusion at the Successor Agency parcel may
pose a potentially significant hazard for future occupants if residential development
proceeds on the Successor Agency parcel under Option A.98 To address this
potential, the DEIR includes Mitigation Measure HAZ-2b, which requires an
evaluation of soil gas conditions and indoor air quality, with approval from DTSC
before residential housing can be built on the Successor Agency parcel. This
mitigation is inadequate. Reliance on a future evaluation of vapor intrusion risks
constitutes deferred mitigation.
Before the City approves the Project it must investigate and disclose the
extent of contamination that remains on the Successor Agency parcel, and must
ensure that proper mitigation measures are in place to protect not only future

92 Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 4 (citing Envirostor Website, Attachment J, available at:
http://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/profile_report.asp?global_id=60000833).
93 Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 4 (citing Erler & Kalinowski, Remedial Action Completion
Report, UPRR Parcel D, p. 16 (Jan. 30, 2009)).
94 DEIR, p. 301.
95 DEIR, p. 316; Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 5.
96 Benzene ToxFAQs, Attachment I.
97 Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 5.
98 DEIR, p. 316.
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residents, but also construction workers, and residents who live across the street
from the Project site and may be affected by construction releases.
As with the Sherwin Williams parcel, “studies of vapor intrusion and soil
contamination at the Successor Agency parcel should be conducted for inclusion in a
revised DEIR.”99 A clear delineation of areas where soil contamination remains
above residential cleanup goals should also be included in a revised DEIR. Only
with proper disclosure of contamination conditions can the potential impacts on
human health of residents and construction workers be understood.

37
cont.
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Finally, it is not enough to require a soil vapor investigation only if
residential housing is constructed on the parcel under Project Option A, but not if a
public park is constructed under Project Option B.100 Recreational users of the
public park, including children and Project residents, must be protected from
unhealthy levels of exposure to contaminated soil and soil vapor.
D.

Traffic Impacts Are Underestimated and Unmitigated

The DEIR uses a completely new approach to analyzing the Project’s impacts
on the City’s transportation network. Expert Daniel Smith, PE, reviewed the
DEIR’s transportation analysis and found fundamental flaws that render the DEIR
critically deficient. As a result, traffic impacts are underestimated and unmitigated.
1.

The City’s Traffic Consultant Used a New Self-Developed
Transportation Model that Underestimates Project Traffic.

The DEIR estimates motor vehicle trip generation using a new method of
analysis, the “MXD+” model for mixed-use developments, which was only recently
self-developed by the City’s transportation analysis firm. According to Mr. Smith,
the City’s reliance on the MXD+ model significantly understates vehicle trip totals
associated with Project operation, because the new method is not reflective of
Emeryville-specific considerations.
The MXD+ model assumes that a full 35% of all associated with the Project
on a daily and weekend basis, and 40% of all trips taken during peak hours, will not
involve the use of a motor vehicle, but will instead be made by walking, bicycling,
taking public transit, or by residents utilizing the commercial space on the Project
99

Hagemann and Jaeger Comments, p. 5.
Ibid., p. 6.

100
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site to avoid driving elsewhere.101 The MXD+ model therefore deducts 40% from the
baseline trip level established through the conventional Institute of Transportation
Engineers’ “Trip Generation” rates.102

40
cont.

As explained by Mr. Smith, the results of the MXD+ model lack a
relationship to the overall transportation conditions in Emeryville.103 There are a
number of mixed-use developments in Emeryville that the traffic consultant could
have looked to in order to calibrate and verify the accuracy of the MXD+ model, but
did not.104 The MXD+ model includes many disclaimers that the model’s predictions
have not been validated, are only accurate with respect to the “underlying research”
of mixed-use project data, and that alternative methods are suggested to validate
the MXD+ method “with respect to local data.”105 Mr. Smith concludes that the
City’s failure to calibrate or validate the model for use in Emeryville resulted in an
unreliable trip generation estimate.106

41

Similarly, although the DEIR states that the MXD+ model is “approved for
use by the US EPA,” the cited EPA public relations release merely states that the
model has been validated against the data used to create it.107 The DEIR also states
that the MXD+ model is “peer reviewed,” but one of the cited references was
authored by the person who developed the data to create the MXD+ model, while
the other cited reference is a comparative evaluation of several models is
inconclusive about their accuracy and states that the evaluation “is not adequate to
fully assess the performance of available methods.”108

42

Mr. Smith also criticizes the decision to deduct its unreliable and unverified
estimate of a 35% to 40% reduction in traffic trips from the traditional “ITE” trip
generation rate, noting that the ITE rate is focused on traffic trips only, and does
not reflect the fact that its data sources, particularly those sites studied in recent
versions of the trip generation manual, necessarily include some level of walking,
bicycling and transit trips.109 In Mr. Smith’s professional opinion “it is simply wrong
to presume that the ITE Trip Generation data on motor vehicle trips at residential
Smith Comments, Attachment B, p. 2.
Ibid.
103 Ibid., p. 3.
104 Ibid., p. 4.
105 Ibid.
106 Ibid., p. 6.
107 Ibid.; DEIR p. 119, fn. 8.
108 Smith Comments, p. 5.
109 Ibid., p. 6.
101
102
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developments reflects a ‘zero’ baseline of transit, walking, and bicycle trips and zero
internalization of trips.”110
2.

43
cont.

The Project Area Is Not a Highly Walkable, Bicycle-friendly
Setting.

Contrary to the statement in the DEIR that the Project area is a walkable,
bicycle-friendly area, this is not the case.111 The Emeryville General Plan describes
how the pedestrian and bicycle travel is impeded by areas “with no sidewalks,
where pedestrians must share the street with motor vehicles and bicyclists,” and
the industrial and commercial areas where “large blocks [and] railroad and freeway
corridors act as barriers to pedestrian travel.”112 The General Plan also describes
the “barriers to safe and convenient bicycling,” including auto-oriented retail uses
and streets with high vehicle traffic volumes.113

44

Mr. Smith provides a good overview of the significant physical barriers to
walking and bicycling that exist in the vicinity of the Project site, including the
Union Pacific railroad tracks to the west, three non-pedestrian and non-bicyclefriendly railroad overcrossings, and nearby intersections where pedestrian and
bicycle crossings are restricted, dangerous, and intimidating.114 Mr. Smith also
notes that Emeryville has an automobile-dependent development structure that
includes thousands upon thousands of public parking spaces at nearby big-box
stores.115
Finally, Mr. Smith points out that the Project developer has proposed only
one fewer than the maximum number of Project parking spaces allowed under the
City Code, which strongly indicates that the developer believes the Project will only
be marketable to vehicle drivers.116 Given these circumstances, the City abused its
discretion in reducing the Project’s estimated vehicle trips by 35% to 40%.

Ibid., p. 7.
DEIR, p. 118.
112 Emeryville General Plan, p. 3-14, Attachment L.
113 Ibid.
114 Smith Comments, pp. 7-12.
115 Ibid., p. 13.
116 Ibid.
110
111
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3.

The DEIR Relies on New “VMT” and “QOS” Significance
Criteria That Are Not Yet Adequately Developed, and Ignores
Significant Traffic Impacts Under the Traditional “LOS”
Criteria.

As explained by Mr. Smith, the DEIR “abandons conventional Level of
Service (“LOS”) standards of significance for traffic impacts” and instead bases the
transportation and analysis on:
a) a new vehicle miles traveled (“VMT”) significance criterion
that, at the time the DEIR transportation analysis was
completed, had yet to be adopted, was still subject to change,
and for which no explicit computational procedures and
significance thresholds had yet been defined, and

46

b) amorphous Quality of Service (“QOS”) criteria for which
thresholds of significance are only nominatively defined by
the DEIR’s transportation analysts themselves.
Mr. Smith’s review of this analysis reveals that the DEIR understated the Project’s
traffic impacts using unreliable methodologies. 117 Acknowledging that the VMT and
QOS criteria are still under development are still subject to change, had the City
used the conventional LOS method of analysis it would have found four
intersections where the Project will have significant traffic impacts.118 Accordingly,
the DEIR fails to address potential mitigation to alleviate these impacts, including
stringent transportation demand management measures.119 The DEIR should be
revised to accurately portray the Project’s trip generation rate and significant traffic
impacts, and further mitigation measures should be imposed.
E.

Project Description and Mitigation Measures Are Vague and
Uncertain.

The DEIR does not meet CEQA’s requirements because it fails to include an
accurate and complete Project description, and several of its mitigation measures
are vague and unenforceable. California courts have also repeatedly held that “an
accurate, stable and finite project description is the sine qua non of an informative
Ibid., pp. 14-15.
Ibid.
119 Ibid., p. 15.
117
118
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and legally sufficient [CEQA document].”120 CEQA requires that a project be
described with enough particularity that its impacts can be assessed. 121 “A curtailed
or distorted project description may stultify the objectives of the reporting process.
Only through an accurate view of the project may affected outsiders and public
decision-makers balance the proposal’s benefit against its environmental costs.”122
As articulated by the court in County of Inyo v. City of Los Angeles, “a curtailed,
enigmatic or unstable project description draws a red herring across the path of
public input.”123 Without a complete project description, the environmental analysis
under CEQA is impermissibly limited, thus minimizing the project’s impacts and
undermining meaningful public review.124
The DEIR does not adequately describe how contaminated groundwater will
be treated and conveyed offsite during construction dewatering operations. The
DEIR also fails to adequately describe how stormwater will be treated and conveyed
offsite once the Project is constructed.125 For example, the Project plans show that
stormwater lines will be upgraded along Sherwin Avenue, but do not explain the
extent of the required upgrades, nor disclose the potentially significant
contamination that will be released when those lines are replaced.
Furthermore, a lead agency may not put off an analysis of what mitigation
measures are required, or call for an unspecified mitigation plan to be devised based
on future studies.126 A lead agency may not rely on mitigation measures of
uncertain efficacy or feasibility.127 Mitigation Measure AIR-1 requires construction
equipment to meet the most recent “certification standards” for clean engines, but
does not indicate what those standards are. There are numerous available air
pollutant control measures that can be imposed by a lead agency to mitigate for
construction-related air pollution, including a requirement that “Tier 3” or the most
recent “Tier 4” clean-burning engines be used. The DEIR must include specific
mitigation requirements for what type of pollution controls will be required, and the
City must thereafter monitor and enforce those requirements to ensure compliance.
County of Inyo v. City of Los Angeles (1977) 71 Cal.App.3d 185, 193.
Id. at 192.
122 Id. at 192-193.
123 Id. at 197-198.
124 See, e.g., Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal. (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376.
125 See DEIR pp. 58,
126 CEQA Guidelines § 15126.4(a)(1)(B); City of Long Beach v. Los Angeles School Dist. (2009) 179
Cal.App.4th 889, 915; Communities for a Better Env’t v. City of Richmond (2010) 184 Cal.App.4th 70,
95; San Joaquin Raptor Rescue Ctr. v. County of Merced (2007) 149 Cal.App.4th 645, 669.
127 Kings County Farm Bur. v. County of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692, 727-28.
120
121
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Furthermore, the “LID” treatment requirements in Mitigation Measure HYD1b are entirely vague.128 Infiltration of stormwater has been limited on the Project
site by DTSC.129 Accordingly, the City must identify what types of stormwater
treatment options are available on the site, and determine whether the Project will
comply with the requirements of the City’s Municipal Stormwater Permit.
F.

The Water Supply Assessment Is Eleven Years Old and
Inadequate.

California law requires that “at the time” a lead agency determines to
prepare an EIR for a proposed project it must identify the public water service
provider for the project and request the preparation of a Water Supply Assessment
(“WSA”).130 The CEQA Guidelines state that the water supplier should determine
whether the water demand for the project was included in its “most recently
adopted” urban water management plan.131 The main purpose of a WSA is to
discuss whether the public water supplier will be able to meet the project’s water
demand for 20 years into the future in addition to existing and planned future
uses.132 Thus, a WSA is expected to be a current document at the time the lead
agency considers whether to approve a proposed project.
The City asked the East Bay Municipal Utilities District (“EBMUD”) to
prepare a WSA for a prior version of a development Project on the Sherwin
Williams site in January 2005, only several years after the state-law WSA
requirements were enacted. The resulting WSA prepared by EBMUD was less than
five pages long with only one attached chart showing EBMUD’s projected customer
demand for water and its projected water supply through 2020.133 The five-page
WSA relied on EBMUD’s 2000 Urban Water Management Plan (“UWMP”). It did
not include development of the Successor Parcel.134
A lead agency may only rely on a WSA that was prepared for a larger project
or a previous version of the same project if that prior WSA was in compliance with
DEIR p. 290.
Ibid. p. 291.
130 Water Code § 10910(b).
131 CEQA Guidelines § 15155(b)(1).
132 CEQA Guidelines § 10910(c)(3).
133 Letter from William Kirkpatrick, EBMUD to Miroo Desai, City of Emeryville dated March 10,
2005.
134 Ibid., p. 1.
128
129
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all of the requirements of the Water Code and included all required elements of a
WSA.135 The previous WSA cannot be relied upon if changes in circumstances or
conditions have substantially affected the ability of the public water system to
provide sufficient water supplies or significant new information becomes available
regarding the public water system’s water supplies.136
In conclusion, The Project presents significant environmental issues that
must be addressed prior to Project approval. The DEIR fails to include an adequate
analysis of and mitigation measures for the Project’s potentially significant impacts,
and its conclusions lack substantial evidence as required by CEQA. The DEIR must
be revised and recirculated.
Sincerely,

Ellen L. Wehr
ELW:ljl
Attachments
(websites provided and attachments submitted on compact disc)

135
136

Water Code § 10910(h); CEQA Guidelines §§ 15155(a)(4), (d).
Id.
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2656 29 Street, Suite 201
Santa Monica, CA 90405
Matt Hagemann, P.G, C.Hg.
(949) 887-9013
mhagemann@swape.com

March 8, 2016
Ellen Wehr
Adams Broadwell Joseph & Cardozo
601 Gateway Blvd., Suite 1000
South San Francisco, CA 94080
Subject:

Comments on the Sherwin-Williams Development Project (SCH 2004122083)

Dear Ms. Wehr:
We have reviewed the January 2016 Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) and associated
appendices for the proposed Sherwin-Williams mixed-use development ("Project") located in Emeryville,
California. The proposed Project includes development of 540 units of residential space, 94,600 square
feet of commercial space, and construction of a park and open space, a children's playground, an adult
fitness space, and a central green. The project site consists of two parcels, one which is city-owned and
the other which is owned by Sherwin-Williams Company. There are two options being proposed for
development of this Project. Option A would integrate the City-owned parcel directly into the
development and places the location of the park more centrally within the Project. Option B would have
the city-owned parcel remain as a separate open space located adjacent to the development. The
primary difference between Option A and Option B is where the location of the parks would be as well
as the number of garage parking spaces (982 vs. 929) (DEIR, p. 46).

54
cont.

Our review concludes that the DEIR fails to adequately evaluate the Project's Hazards and Hazardous
Materials impacts and Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas impacts. The Sherwin Williams parcel has not
been cleaned up to regulatory agency specifications and the Successor Agency Parcel is an open case
under regulatory investigation. The DEIR modeled the Project's construction and operational criteria air
pollutant and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions using incorrect input parameters. As a result, the
Project's emissions are greatly underestimated. A revised DEIR should be prepared to address these
issues and additional mitigation measures should be identified and incorporated, where necessary.

Hazards and Hazardous Waste
Hazards Have Not Been Adequately Evaluated
The Project site has a long history of industrial practices that have led to extensive contamination of soil,
soil vapor and groundwater. The Sherwin Williams parcel has not achieved established cleanup goals
1
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and the Successor Agency Parcel has not been evaluated for vapor intrusion and remains an open site
under regulatory investigation. Until these parcels have been cleared for residential use, the DEIR
should not be certified.

55
cont.

Sherwin Williams Parcel
The Sherwin Williams parcel, which has been the location of paint and pesticide manufacturing for over
100 years, has been the subject of regulatory scrutiny on portions of the parcel for the past 20 years and
is under the oversight of the California Department of Toxics Substances Control (DTSC). The DTSC is
currently overseeing the operation and maintenance of a remedy that was completed in 2012 on the
northern portion of the Sherwin Williams parcel, for contaminated soil, soil vapor, and groundwater
(DEIR, p. 298). A land use covenant was approved by DTSC in 2012 that dictates environmental
restrictions, because volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and arsenic remain in groundwater and soil gas
above the unrestricted cleanup goals in the remedy (DEIR, p. 299).
The record shows that those portions of the Sherwin Williams site that were not subject to active
remediation through soil excavation and removal continue to pose a risk of contamination at levels that
are unhealthy for construction workers, future residents, and recreational users of the Project site. This
is reflected in soil vapor and groundwater monitoring results from un-excavated areas on the northern
part of the parcel, and evidence of potential soil and groundwater contamination on the southern part
of the parcel, including the area that contains the “Building 35” concrete building pad, which has not yet
been uncovered.
Part of the northern portion of the Sherwin Williams parcel was subject to soil excavation, removal and
remediation in 2011 to 2012. Monitoring of soil gas in and around that area occurred three times, at
nine monitoring points, between June 2012 and June 2013.1 After only one year of soil gas monitoring,
which produced highly variable results, seven of the soil monitoring points were abandoned, and two
were maintained in case future monitoring was needed (points “06” and “08”). Soil gas sampling ceased
after June 2013. The soil gas sampling, as cited in the DEIR, showed benzene and other contaminants of
concern above regulatory screening levels (the California Human Health Screening Levels) (DEIR, p.
300). Benzene is a known human carcinogen2 and may pose a risk to construction workers and future
occupants who may be exposed to vapors.
Monitoring points 06 and 08 are located outside of the area where soil was excavated as part of the
cleanup on the northern part of the parcel.3 At monitoring point 06, the level of benzene in soil gas was
18 to 75 times above the safe level for residential use, and the level of ethylbenzene was 145 times
above the safe level.4 The highest level of naphthalene on the site was measured at point 08, and was
2.4 times above the safe level.5 The last soil gas monitoring report, published in August 2013, speculated
1

CDM Smith, Updated Soil Gas Data Summary and Evaluation Report, p. 1-1 and Table 1 (Aug. 15, 2013), found in
DEIR, Hazardous Materials Reference Documents, .pdf pp. 1200 and 1217 (soil gas vapor monitoring points were
constructed in June 2012 and monitored three times through June 2013).
2
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxfaqs/tf.asp?id=38&tid=14
3
Ibid., Drawing 1, .pdf p. 1223.
4
Ibid., Table 3, .pdf p. 1219.
5
Ibid., .pdf p. 1220.
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that these high levels may be attributable to contaminated soil, in addition to contaminated
groundwater, because the soil was not excavated and removed.6
Monitoring of groundwater continues on the northern part of the Sherwin Williams parcel. A recent
report based on 2014 samples of VOC’s from four groundwater monitoring wells showed elevated levels
of the contaminants dichloroethane and benzene.7 Moreover, the majority of wells tested for arsenic in
2014 on the Sherwin Williams parcel exceeded the arsenic cleanup goal for groundwater, with the
highest levels found outside the area where soil was excavated and removed.8 These wells had
groundwater arsenic concentrations that were 7 to 50 times higher than the cleanup goal.9

56
cont.

In addition to evidence of elevated soil vapor and groundwater contamination in the non-excavated
portions of the northern part of the Sherwin Williams parcel, a significant portion of the southern part of
parcel includes the concrete building pad for Sherwin Williams Building 35. The existing footprint of this
building pad is approximately 1.8 acres and it covers more than 20% of the Sherwin Williams parcel. The
extent of previous investigations to determine the levels of contaminated soil, groundwater, and soil
vapor beneath this concrete building pad is not clear.
Prior to Sherwin William’s acquisition and construction of Building 35, the property beneath Building 35
was owned by the Southern Pacific Transportation Company and occupied by seven sets of railroad
tracks, from at least the late 1920’s through the early 1960’s.10 Building 35 was then constructed by
Sherwin Williams, and the site was used to store products and chemicals, and was later used for product
manufacturing.11 There is a risk of previously unidentified contamination beneath Building 35. Similar
to the conclusions in the 2006 “Phase I Environmental Site Assessment” for the adjacent Successor
Agency parcel, we conclude that potential environmental concerns related to the former use of this area
as a large railroad spur area include the possible presence of petroleum hydrocarbons, petroleum-based
solvents and thinners, chlorinated solvents, volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds, polynuclear
aromatic hydrocarbons, polychlorinated biphenyls, and heavy metals, based on potential historic
applications of arsenic-based herbicides to railroad tracks and the industrial land uses in the vicinity of
the subject property that may have been serviced by the railroad tracks, including the Sherwin Williams
plant.12
There is further evidence of contamination on the Sherwin Williams parcel outside of the area where
soil was excavated and removed. First, the 2012 geologic exploration on the parcel included soil profiles
at four locations outside of the excavated area. The resulting report notes that the soil at all four
locations included a layer of “black, gray and brown clay” that was “described as having a petroleum-like
6

Ibid., p. 4-2 to 4-3, .pdf pp. 1213-1214.
Arcadis, Data Summary Report for Groundwater Monitoring Activities for the Period from July 1,
2014 through December 31, 2014, Table C-1 (Jan. 8, 2015).
8
Ibid., .pdf p. 444 and Figure 4, .pdf p. 455.
9
Ibid.
10
Erler & Kalinowski, Phase I Environmental Site Assessment, UPRR Parcel D, p. 7 and Figures 3, 4, and 5 (2006);
CDM, Remedial Action Plan (“RAP”), pp. 2-2 and 2-3 (June 11, 2010).
11
Erler & Kalinowski, Phase I, ibid., p. 7.
12
Ibid., p. 15.
7

3
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odor.”13 Second, the slurry wall on the parcel was breached in 2012 in order to provide a point of
groundwater outflow for the “southern portion of the arsenic plume,” which flows “along or under”
Building 35 and cannot be contained “due to the presence of Building 35.”14

58

DTSC has not provided public comments about the suitability of the Sherwin Williams parcel for housing
as described in the DEIR. DTSC is planning to comment on the use of the Project site for unrestricted
land use in the near future (personal communication, Elena Joy Pelen, February 26, 2016). It is
therefore speculative at this time to assume the Sherwin Williams parcel is suitable for residential
housing in light of data which shows contamination above cleanup goals, and potential additional
contamination sources on the subject property.

59

The DEIR should be revised to include a definitive determination, backed by a Project-specific human
health risk assessment, that the Sherwin Williams parcel is safe for human occupancy. The City cannot
defer the need to investigate contamination throughout the Project site and analyze the remediation
strategies and protective measures that will be used to ensure the protection of human health. The
foreseeable environmental impacts associated with further required cleanup of contaminated soil and
groundwater on the Project site will increase construction-related air pollutant emissions and GHG
emissions. Furthermore, the City’s failure to properly investigate and ensure adequate cleanup
parameters for residential and park uses will likely have an adverse affect on the health and safety of
Project occupants, while the City’s failure to analyze and enforce a stringent worker Health and Safety
Plan could adversely impact construction worker health.
Successor Agency Parcel
A regulatory determination that the Successor Agency parcel is suitable for housing or public park use
has not been made. In fact, the DEIR fails to identify the status of the cleanup on the Successor Agency
parcel, stating only:

cont.
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61
62

63

DTSC stated that they could not concur with the NFA [no further action] if concentrations
remain above residential levels without a deed restriction (DEIR, p. 304).
On the basis of the supporting information in the DEIR, a deed restriction has not been prepared and
submitted for agency review at the Successor Agency parcel. The DTSC’s Envirostor website shows no
listings for a deed restriction and the only entries at the website date from 2008. The information at the
Envirostor website indicates the regulatory status of the Successor Agency parcel is open.15

64

Contaminants that remain in soil at the Successor Agency parcel in excess of residential-scenario
cleanup goals include petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH-d, TPH-mo), arsenic, cadmium, and lead.16 The
cleanup activities that were conducted in 2008 were not completed because soil excavation could not
proceed under adjacent buildings, railroad tracks, and sidewalks (DEIR, p. 301).

65

13

CDM Smith, 2012 Update – Geotechnical Results and Conceptual Geotechnical Engineering Recommendations,
pp. 4, 6, and Figure 1 (Nov. 7, 2012).
14
RAP, pp. 2-13, 2-28, 2-29, 4-9.
15
http://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/profile_report.asp?global_id=60000833
16
Remedial Action Completion Report, UPRR Parcel D, Erler & Kalinowski, January 30, 2009.
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Contaminants, including volatile organic compounds (VOCs), may also be present beneath the Successor
Agency parcel in soil vapor (DEIR, p. 316). These contaminants, which may have originated from the
Sherwin Williams parcel, include benzene, a known human carcinogen.17 Workers may be exposed to
vapors during earthwork activities and put at risk to health effects which include, in addition to cancer,
dizziness, rapid heart rate, headaches, tremors, confusion, and unconsciousness.18 Future residents may
be subject to similar health effects if the source of the benzene in soil vapor (i.e., benzene-contaminated
soil and groundwater), is not addressed through remediation.
The DEIR states that vapor intrusion at the Successor Agency parcel may pose a potential significant
hazard for future site occupants if residential development proceeds on the Successor Agency parcel
under Option A, which includes residential housing (DEIR, p. 316). To address this potential, the DEIR
includes Mitigation Measure HAZ-2b which requires, as a condition of approval for construction permits
for residential housing on the Successor Agency parcel, an evaluation of soil gas conditions and indoor
air quality for DTSC approval.
The reliance on a future evaluation of vapor intrusion is inadequate and constitutes deferred mitigation.
Instead, as with the Sherwin Williams parcel, studies of vapor intrusion and soil contamination at the
Successor Agency parcel should be conducted for inclusion in a revised DEIR. A clear delineation of
areas where soil contamination remains above residential cleanup goals should also be included in a
revised DEIR. Only with proper disclosure of contamination conditions can the potential impacts on
human health of future residents and construction workers be understood.
The DEIR states that vapor intrusion at the Successor Agency parcel may pose a potential significant
hazard for future site occupants if residential development proceeds on the Successor Agency parcel
under Option A, which includes residential housing (DEIR p. 316). To address this potential, the DEIR
includes Mitigation Measure HAZ-2b, which requires an evaluation of soil gas conditions and indoor air
quality approval from DTSC before construction permits are issued for residential housing on the
Successor Agency parcel.

66

67

68

This mitigation is inadequate for three reasons. First, reliance on a future evaluation of vapor intrusion is
inadequate and constitutes deferred mitigation.
Second, before the City approves the Project it must investigate and disclose the extent of
contamination that remains on the Successor Agency parcel, and must ensure that proper mitigation
measures are in place to protect not only future residents, but also construction workers and residents
who live across the street from the Project site. As with the Sherwin Williams parcel, studies of vapor
intrusion and soil contamination at the Successor Agency parcel should be conducted for inclusion in a
revised DEIR.” A clear delineation of areas where soil contamination remains above residential cleanup
goals should also be included in a revised DEIR. Only with proper disclosure of contamination conditions
can the potential impacts on human health of residents and construction workers be understood.
17

http://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/regulators/deliverable_documents/2983764469/LUC%20Final_executed_rec
orded.pdf, p. 5.
18
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxfaqs/tf.asp?id=38&tid=14
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Third, it is not enough to require a soil vapor investigation only if residential housing is constructed on
the parcel under Project Option A, but not if a public park is constructed under Project Option B.
Recreational users of the public park, including children and Project residents, must be protected from
unhealthy levels of exposure to contaminated soil.

70

A revised DEIR must be prepared to include adequate mitigation, to include a vapor intrusion
investigation that has been reviewed and approved by DTSC.

Air Quality
Unsubstantiated Input Parameters Used to Estimate Project Emissions
The DEIR for the Project relies on emissions calculated from the California Emissions Estimator Model
Version CalEEMod.2013.2.2 ("CalEEMod").19 CalEEMod provides recommended default values based on
site specific information, such as land use type, meteorological data, total lot acreage, project type and
typical equipment associated with project type. If more specific project information is known, the user
can change the default values and input project-specific values, but CEQA requires that such changes be
justified by substantial evidence.20 Once all the values are inputted into the model, the Project's
construction and operational emissions are calculated, and "output files" are generated. These output
files, which can be found in Appendix C of DEIR, disclose to the reader what parameters were utilized in
calculating the Project's air pollution emissions, and make known which default values were changed as
well as provide a justification for the values selected.21

71

When reviewing the Project's CalEEMod output files, we found that several of the values inputted into
the model are not consistent with information disclosed in the DEIR and the Transportation Impact
Analysis (Appendix B). As a result, emissions associated with the construction of the Project are
underestimated. A revised DEIR should be prepared to adequately assess the potential impacts that
construction of the Project may have on regional and local air quality using appropriate input
parameters.
Incorrect Land Use Types and Sizes
The “Land Uses” inputted into the CalEEMod model are not consistent with the proposed land uses
disclosed in the DEIR. According to Table III-2 of the DEIR, the Project proposes to construct 540
residential dwelling units, 94,600 square feet of commercial space, 138,957 square feet of park land and
open space, 48,352 square feet of roads, 16 to 30 street parking spaces, and up to 982 garage parking
spaces (see excerpt below) (p. 46).22

19

CalEEMod website, available at: http://www.caleemod.com/
CalEEMod User Guide, pp. 2, 9, available at: http://www.caleemod.com/
21
CalEEMod User Guide, pp. 7, 13, available at: http://www.caleemod.com/ (A key feature of the CalEEMod
program is the “remarks” feature, where the user explains why a default setting was replaced by a “user defined”
value. These remarks are included in the report.)
22
DEIR Figures III-6 and III-7 indicate 23 street parking spaces, whereas Table III-2 indicates 16 street parking
spaces.
20
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72
cont.

When comparing the “Land Uses” inputted into the CalEEMod model to the land uses disclosed in the
DEIR, we found that the CalEEMod model completely omitted construction of the proposed roads, street
parking, and park space (see excerpt below) (Appendix C, pp. 4).

This inconsistency in the proposed “Land Uses” presents a significant issue. First, paving for the parking
spaces and roads involves laying concrete or asphalt, which will result in air pollutant emissions during
construction.23 Furthermore, the park land use will consist of a large public park, a dog park, bike and
23

CalEEMod User Guide, pp. 25, available at: http://www.caleemod.com/
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pedestrian trail, adult fitness area, children's playground, and sports courts (DEIR, Figure III-6).
Construction of this proposed park space will generate additional air pollutant emissions. Therefore, by
failing to include the street parking spaces, roads, and recreational land uses, the CalEEMod model
greatly underestimates the Project’s construction emissions.
Furthermore, omission of the park land use from the CalEEMod model also results in an
underestimation of the Project’s operational emissions. The land uses, size features, and population are
used throughout CalEEMod in determining default variables and conducting calculations. Each land use
has an established trip rate critical for mobile source calculations.24 People from the surrounding
communities will make trips to the Project site in order to use the recreational features. Therefore, by
failing to include “City Park” as a land use in the model, the number of trips generated during Project
operation is greatly underestimated.

73
cont.

74

Using the weekday, Saturday, and Sunday trip rates from the ITE 9th Edition Trip Generation Manual,
the total number of traffic trips associated with use of the Project site would increase when the "City
Park" land use is added.
Furthermore, the CalEEMod model allocates only 540,000 square feet for the Apartments Mid Rise land
use type. However, Table III-2 of the DEIR specifically states that the 540 dwelling units will take up
approximately 621,000 square feet of building space (DEIR, p. 46). Land use square footage is important
for determining the impacts from emissions generated by architectural coating activities and energy
consumption.25 Therefore, by underestimating the square footage, the Project’s operational emissions
are underestimated.

75

Use of Incorrect Carbon Intensity Factor
The CalEEMod model also relied upon an incorrect carbon dioxide (CO2) intensity factor to estimate the
Project’s operational greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. CalEEMod assumes a default CO2 intensity factor
of 641.35 pounds per megawatt-hour (lb/MWhr). This intensity factor is used to estimate the CO2
emissions generated from electricity usage during Project operation. The CO2 intensity factor used in the
CalEEMod model, however, was adjusted from this default value to 290 lb/MWhr (see excerpt below)
(Appendix C, pp. 5).

76
The CalEEMod output file attempts to justify this reduction by stating, "Per PG&E GHG Emissions April
2013" (Appendix C, p. 4). This justification, however, does not clearly state the source of the 290
lb/MWhr value or where to obtain the document that contains this value.
Regardless, we believe this value was taken from the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Factors: Guidance for
PG&E Customers, which states that for the year 2020, the future emissions factor may be 290 lbs

24
25

CalEEMod User’s Guide, p. 15, 16, available at: http://www.caleemod.com/
CalEEMod User’s Tips, available at: http://www.caleemod.com/
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CO2/MWh.26 When reviewing this document, however, we found that it specifically states that "The
information in this document is not to be used for mandatory GHG reporting, financial analysis, or
regulatory compliance, and does not necessarily reflect the approaches taken by PG&E for its own
regulatory compliance purposes."27 Therefore, reducing the CO2 intensity factor to reflect the emissions
that may be generated from electricity consumption in 2020 after buildout of the proposed Project in
the CalEEMod model is inconsistent with the recommendations of this document, and should not be
used to estimate the significance of the Project's GHG emissions under CEQA.

76
cont.

Furthermore, the future emission factors provided within this document do not take into consideration
the impact of the drought on hydroelectric power after 2010, and as a result, the actual CO2 intensity
factor for 2020 may be higher than what is provided. This is shown in the recently verified intensity
factor for 2014, which was 435, higher than PG&E’s previous estimated intensity factor of 412.28

77

Additionally, the PG&E document states that "to estimate GHG emissions in a recent or future year for
which an emission factor is not yet available, we recommend using an average of the five most recent
coefficients available."29 The PG&E Emissions Factor Summary estimates the five year average for CO2 to
be 457 lbs/MWh. Therefore, at the very least, an intensity factor of 457 lbs/MWh should have been
applied to the Project, which is still much greater than the 290 lb/MWh intensity factor used within the
CalEEMod model. As a result, the Project’s GHG emissions are greatly underestimated.

78

Omission of Materials Imported and Exported
The Transportation Impact Analysis states that during the grading phase, "it is expected that
approximately 7,000 cubic yards of fill would be imported to the site" (p. 68). Moreover, the DEIR and its
supporting geological reports indicate that a top layer of artificial fill ranging from 4 to 22 feet deep and
containing organic debris, concrete, glass, and other materials, plus a second layer of clay ranging from
10 to 33 feet deep and containing abundant organic materials, are both unsuitable to support
conventional building foundations.30 These layers will occur beneath Building 35 and on other portions
of the Project site, and they will likely need to be removed and replaced with compacted fill.31 Finally, as
described in the hazardous materials discussion above, it is more than likely that further remediation
through soil excavation and replacement will be required in order to protect human health and safety
on the Project site, due to the presence of contaminants of concern that exceed acceptable levels.

79

26

Available at:
http://www.pge.com/includes/docs/pdfs/shared/environment/calculator/pge_ghg_emission_factor_info_sheet.p
df
27
Ibid., p. 1
28
Compare: pgecurrents.com/, with:
http://www.pge.com/includes/docs/pdfs/shared/environment/calculator/pge_ghg_emission_factor_info_sheet.p
df
29
Ibid., p. 2
30
DEIR, p. 270, 278-279; CDM Smith, 2012 Update – Geotechnical Results and Conceptual Geotechnical
Engineering Recommendations, pp. 4, 6 (Nov. 7 2012); CDM, Summary of Geotechnical Results and Conceptual
Geotechnical Engineering Recommendations, pp. 6, 8 (June 10, 2005).
31
Ibid.
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However, review of the CalEEMod output file shows that no value was inputted for materials imported
or exported from the site. Using accurate values for material imported and exported is critical to
properly estimate the correct number of hauling trips to and from the site during this construction
phase.32

79
cont.

Failure to Include Hauling Trips
As previously stated, the Transportation Impact Analysis states that 7,000 cubic yards of fill will be
imported. This will result in a total of 180 truck trips a day for a week of the grading phase (Appendix B,
p. 69). This would equate to a total of 900 hauling truck trips for the entire grading phase of
construction (180 truck trips/day x 5 working days/week), which should have been inputted in the
CalEEMod model. The export of unsuitable buildings soils and contaminated soils from the Project site
will substantially increase the number of haul trips required.
However when reviewing the CalEEMod output files, there are no hauling trips modeled for the grading
phase or for any other phase of construction (see excerpt below) (Appendix C, p. 9).

80

By omitting the expected hauling trips that would be required for delivery of fill material, emissions from
transportation of these hauling are completely unaccounted for in the model. As a result, the pollutant
emissions estimated in the model are substantially underestimated as they do not account for a
significant number of hauling trips by heavy duty vehicles that will occur during Project construction.
Incorrect Application of Pass-By Trips
The Project's Transportation Impact Analysis states, "Although some trips to the retail component could
be pass-by trips, which are trips that make an interim stop on an already planned trip, route deviation
from 40th Street or San Pablo Avenue would result in new traffic in the immediate vicinity of the project
site. Therefore, no pass-by reduction was taken for this analysis" (Appendix B, p. 38). However, this is
not reflected in the CalEEMod output files. Review of the CalEEMod output file demonstrates that
contrary to the Transportation Impact Analysis, for all land use types except "Unenclosed Parking with
Elevator", a percentage of operational trips were allocated to pass-by trips (see excerpt
below)(Appendix C, pp. 22).

32

CalEEMod User's Guide, p. 26, available at: http://www.caleemod.com/
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81
Pass-by trips, which are a result of no diversion from the primary route, are assumed to have a length of
only 0.1 miles in CalEEMod.33 In contrast, based on measurements made within Google Earth, trips
deviating from 40th Street or San Pablo Avenue would travel approximately one quarter mile to one half
mile in each direction to reach the Project site entrance. Therefore, the operational emissions
associated with the proposed Project are greatly underestimated.

cont.

Updated Analysis Indicates Significant Construction Emissions
In an effort to more accurately estimate the Project's emissions, we prepared an updated air model
using the California Emissions Estimator Model Version CalEEMod.2013.2.2 ("CalEEMod").34 CalEEMod
provides recommended default values based on site specific information, such as land use type,
meteorological data, total lot acreage, project type and typical equipment associated with project type.
If more specific project information is known, the user can change the default values and input projectspecific values, but CEQA requires that such changes be justified by substantial evidence.35 Once all the
values are inputted into the model, the Project's construction and operational emissions are calculated,
and "output files" are generated. These output files, which we have included as an attachment to this
letter for reference, disclose to the reader what parameters were utilized in calculating the Project's air
pollution emissions, and make known which default values were changed as well as provide a
justification for the values selected.36
We increased the square footage for the "Apartments Mid-Rise" land use, and included "Parking Lot",
"City Park", and “Other Asphalt Surfaces" land use types in the updated CalEEMod to reflect information
provided in Table III-2 of the DEIR (p. 46). These land use changes can be seen in the table below.

33

CalEEMod User’s Guide, p. 28, available at: http://www.caleemod.com/
CalEEMod website, available at: http://www.caleemod.com/
35
CalEEMod User Guide, pp. 2, 9, available at: http://www.caleemod.com/
36
CalEEMod User Guide, pp. 7, 13, available at: http://www.caleemod.com/ (A key feature of the CalEEMod
program is the “remarks” feature, where the user explains why a default setting was replaced by a “user defined”
value. These remarks are included in the report.)
34
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Parameter
Strip Mall
High Turnover (Sit Down Restaurant)
General Office Building
Unenclosed Parking w/ Elevator
Apartments Mid Rise
Parking Lot
City Park
Other Asphalt Surfaces (Roads)

DEIR
CalEEMod Inputs
10,000
SF
5,000
SF
79,600
SF
982
Spaces
540
DU
540,000
SF
-

SWAPE
CalEEMod Inputs
10,000
SF
5,000
SF
79,600
SF
982
Spaces
540
DU
621,000
SF
16
Spaces
1.46
Acre
48,352
SF

Furthermore, we relied on the default CO2 intensity factor (641.35 lb/MWhr). We conservatively
inputted 7,000 cubic yards of material for import and a total of 900 hauling truck trips for the grading
phase. Additionally, the pass-by trip percentages from the DEIR CalEEMod Model were allocated to
primary trips (see table below).
For parks and open space on the site, we calculated emissions associated only with the 1.46-acre City
Park, although this revised calculation should include the full 3.54-acres of parks and open space on the
Project site. When the corrected input parameters listed above are used to model emissions, we find
that the Project's construction-related criteria air pollutant emissions increase significantly compared to
the DEIR's model. Furthermore, we find that the Project's construction-related ROG emissions exceed
the average daily threshold of 54 pounds per day set forth by the Bay Area Air Quality Management
District (BAAQMD) (see table below).37
Project Construction Emissions (lbs/day)
ROG
NOx
Exhaust PM10
DEIR Model
32.00
18.20
0.90
SWAPE Model
62.84
32.83
1.55
BAAQMD Threshold
54
54
82
Exceed Threshold?
Yes
No
No

Exhaust PM2.5
0.80
1.45
54
No

As demonstrated in the table above, when correct modeling parameters are used, the Project's criteria
air pollutant emissions increase greatly and construction-related ROG emissions exceed the established
threshold of 54 lbs/day. Due to these reasons, a DEIR should be prepared that includes an updated
model to adequately estimate the Project's emissions during construction.

37

"BAAQMD Air Quality Guidelines." Bay Area Air Quality Management District, p. 2-2, available at:
http://www.baaqmd.gov/~/media/Files/Planning%20and%20Research/CEQA/BAAQMD%20CEQA%20Guidelines%
20May%202011.ashx?la=en
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Sincerely,

82

Matt Hagemann, P.G., C.Hg.

cont.

Jessie Jaeger
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1640 5th St.., Suite 204 Santa
Santa Monica, California 90401
Tel: (949) 887-9013
Email: mhagemann@swape.com

Matthew F. Hagemann, P.G., C.Hg., QSD, QSP
Geologic and Hydrogeologic Characterization
Industrial Stormwater Compliance
Investigation and Remediation Strategies
Litigation Support and Testifying Expert
CEQA Review
Education:
M.S. Degree, Geology, California State University Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, 1984.
B.A. Degree, Geology, Humboldt State University, Arcata, CA, 1982.
Professional Certifications:
California Professional Geologist
California Certified Hydrogeologist
Qualified SWPPP Developer and Practitioner
Professional Experience:
Matt has 25 years of experience in environmental policy, assessment and remediation. He spent nine
years with the U.S. EPA in the RCRA and Superfund programs and served as EPA’s Senior Science
Policy Advisor in the Western Regional Office where he identified emerging threats to groundwater from
perchlorate and MTBE. While with EPA, Matt also served as a Senior Hydrogeologist in the oversight of
the assessment of seven major military facilities undergoing base closure. He led numerous enforcement
actions under provisions of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) while also working
with permit holders to improve hydrogeologic characterization and water quality monitoring.
Matt has worked closely with U.S. EPA legal counsel and the technical staff of several states in the
application and enforcement of RCRA, Safe Drinking Water Act and Clean Water Act regulations. Matt
has trained the technical staff in the States of California, Hawaii, Nevada, Arizona and the Territory of
Guam in the conduct of investigations, groundwater fundamentals, and sampling techniques.
Positions Matt has held include:
x
x
x

Founding Partner, Soil/Water/Air Protection Enterprise (SWAPE) (2003 – present);
Geology Instructor, Golden West College, 2010 – 2104;
Senior Environmental Analyst, Komex H2O Science, Inc. (2000 -- 2003);
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Executive Director, Orange Coast Watch (2001 – 2004);
Senior Science Policy Advisor and Hydrogeologist, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (1989–
1998);
Hydrogeologist, National Park Service, Water Resources Division (1998 – 2000);
Adjunct Faculty Member, San Francisco State University, Department of Geosciences (1993 –
1998);
Instructor, College of Marin, Department of Science (1990 – 1995);
Geologist, U.S. Forest Service (1986 – 1998); and
Geologist, Dames & Moore (1984 – 1986).

Senior Regulatory and Litigation Support Analyst:
With SWAPE, Matt’s responsibilities have included:
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

Lead analyst and testifying expert in the review of over 100 environmental impact reports
since 2003 under CEQA that identify significant issues with regard to hazardous waste, water
resources, water quality, air quality, Valley Fever, greenhouse gas emissions, and geologic
hazards. Make recommendations for additional mitigation measures to lead agencies at the
local and county level to include additional characterization of health risks and
implementation of protective measures to reduce worker exposure to hazards from toxins
and Valley Fever.
Stormwater analysis, sampling and best management practice evaluation at industrial facilities.
Manager of a project to provide technical assistance to a community adjacent to a former
Naval shipyard under a grant from the U.S. EPA.
Technical assistance and litigation support for vapor intrusion concerns.
Lead analyst and testifying expert in the review of environmental issues in license applications
for large solar power plants before the California Energy Commission.
Manager of a project to evaluate numerous formerly used military sites in the western U.S.
Manager of a comprehensive evaluation of potential sources of perchlorate contamination in
Southern California drinking water wells.
Manager and designated expert for litigation support under provisions of Proposition 65 in the
review of releases of gasoline to sources drinking water at major refineries and hundreds of gas
stations throughout California.
Expert witness on two cases involving MTBE litigation.
Expert witness and litigation support on the impact of air toxins and hazards at a school.
Expert witness in litigation at a former plywood plant.

With Komex H2O Science Inc., Matt’s duties included the following:
x
x
x
x

x

Senior author of a report on the extent of perchlorate contamination that was used in testimony
by the former U.S. EPA Administrator and General Counsel.
Senior researcher in the development of a comprehensive, electronically interactive chronology
of MTBE use, research, and regulation.
Senior researcher in the development of a comprehensive, electronically interactive chronology
of perchlorate use, research, and regulation.
Senior researcher in a study that estimates nationwide costs for MTBE remediation and drinking
water treatment, results of which were published in newspapers nationwide and in testimony
against provisions of an energy bill that would limit liability for oil companies.
Research to support litigation to restore drinking water supplies that have been contaminated by
MTBE in California and New York.
2
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x
x

Expert witness testimony in a case of oil production-related contamination in Mississippi.
Lead author for a multi-volume remedial investigation report for an operating school in Los
Angeles that met strict regulatory requirements and rigorous deadlines.

3
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x

Development of strategic approaches for cleanup of contaminated sites in consultation with
clients and regulators.

Executive Director:
As Executive Director with Orange Coast Watch, Matt led efforts to restore water quality at Orange
County beaches from multiple sources of contamination including urban runoff and the discharge of
wastewater. In reporting to a Board of Directors that included representatives from leading Orange
County universities and businesses, Matt prepared issue papers in the areas of treatment and disinfection
of wastewater and control of the discharge of grease to sewer systems. Matt actively participated in the
development of countywide water quality permits for the control of urban runoff and permits for the
discharge of wastewater. Matt worked with other nonprofits to protect and restore water quality, including
Surfrider, Natural Resources Defense Council and Orange County CoastKeeper as well as with business
institutions including the Orange County Business Council.
Hydrogeology:
As a Senior Hydrogeologist with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Matt led investigations to
characterize and cleanup closing military bases, including Mare Island Naval Shipyard, Hunters Point
Naval Shipyard, Treasure Island Naval Station, Alameda Naval Station, Moffett Field, Mather Army
Airfield, and Sacramento Army Depot. Specific activities were as follows:
x

x
x

Led efforts to model groundwater flow and contaminant transport, ensured adequacy of
monitoring networks, and assessed cleanup alternatives for contaminated sediment, soil, and
groundwater.
Initiated a regional program for evaluation of groundwater sampling practices and laboratory
analysis at military bases.
Identified emerging issues, wrote technical guidance, and assisted in policy and regulation
development through work on four national U.S. EPA workgroups, including the Superfund
Groundwater Technical Forum and the Federal Facilities Forum.

At the request of the State of Hawaii, Matt developed a methodology to determine the vulnerability of
groundwater to contamination on the islands of Maui and Oahu. He used analytical models and a GIS to
show zones of vulnerability, and the results were adopted and published by the State of Hawaii and
County of Maui.
As a hydrogeologist with the EPA Groundwater Protection Section, Matt worked with provisions of the
Safe Drinking Water Act and NEPA to prevent drinking water contamination. Specific activities included
the following:
x
x

Received an EPA Bronze Medal for his contribution to the development of national guidance for
the protection of drinking water.
Managed the Sole Source Aquifer Program and protected the drinking water of two communities
through designation under the Safe Drinking Water Act. He prepared geologic reports,
conducted public hearings, and responded to public comments from residents who were very
concerned about the impact of designation.
4
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x

Reviewed a number of Environmental Impact Statements for planned major developments,
including large hazardous and solid waste disposal facilities, mine reclamation, and water
transfer.

Matt served as a hydrogeologist with the RCRA Hazardous Waste program. Duties were as follows:
x
x
x

x

Supervised the hydrogeologic investigation of hazardous waste sites to determine compliance
with Subtitle C requirements.
Reviewed and wrote "part B" permits for the disposal of hazardous waste.
Conducted RCRA Corrective Action investigations of waste sites and led inspections that formed
the basis for significant enforcement actions that were developed in close coordination with U.S.
EPA legal counsel.
Wrote contract specifications and supervised contractor’s investigations of waste sites.

With the National Park Service, Matt directed service-wide investigations of contaminant sources to
prevent degradation of water quality, including the following tasks:
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

Applied pertinent laws and regulations including CERCLA, RCRA, NEPA, NRDA, and the
Clean Water Act to control military, mining, and landfill contaminants.
Conducted watershed-scale investigations of contaminants at parks, including Yellowstone and
Olympic National Park.
Identified high-levels of perchlorate in soil adjacent to a national park in New Mexico
and advised park superintendent on appropriate response actions under CERCLA.
Served as a Park Service representative on the Interagency Perchlorate Steering Committee, a
national workgroup.
Developed a program to conduct environmental compliance audits of all National Parks while
serving on a national workgroup.
Co-authored two papers on the potential for water contamination from the operation of personal
watercraft and snowmobiles, these papers serving as the basis for the development of nationwide policy on the use of these vehicles in National Parks.
Contributed to the Federal Multi-Agency Source Water Agreement under the Clean Water
Action Plan.

Policy:
Served senior management as the Senior Science Policy Advisor with the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Region 9. Activities included the following:
x

x

x
x

x

Advised the Regional Administrator and senior management on emerging issues such as the
potential for the gasoline additive MTBE and ammonium perchlorate to contaminate drinking
water supplies.
Shaped EPA’s national response to these threats by serving on workgroups and by contributing
to guidance, including the Office of Research and Development publication, Oxygenates in
Water: Critical Information and Research Needs.
Improved the technical training of EPA's scientific and engineering staff.
Earned an EPA Bronze Medal for representing the region’s 300 scientists and engineers in
negotiations with the Administrator and senior management to better integrate scientific
principles into the policy-making process.
Established national protocol for the peer review of scientific documents.

5
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Geology:
With the U.S. Forest Service, Matt led investigations to determine hillslope stability of areas proposed for
timber harvest in the central Oregon Coast Range. Specific activities were as follows:
x
x
x

Mapped geology in the field, and used aerial photographic interpretation and mathematical
models to determine slope stability.
Coordinated his research with community members who were concerned with natural resource
protection.
Characterized the geology of an aquifer that serves as the sole source of drinking water for the
city of Medford, Oregon.

As a consultant with Dames and Moore, Matt led geologic investigations of two contaminated sites (later
listed on the Superfund NPL) in the Portland, Oregon, area and a large hazardous waste site in eastern
Oregon. Duties included the following:
x
x
x

Supervised year-long effort for soil and groundwater sampling.
Conducted aquifer tests.
Investigated active faults beneath sites proposed for hazardous waste disposal.

Teaching:
From 1990 to 1998, Matt taught at least one course per semester at the community college and university
levels:
x

x
x

At San Francisco State University, held an adjunct faculty position and taught courses in
environmental geology, oceanography (lab and lecture), hydrogeology, and groundwater
contamination.
Served as a committee member for graduate and undergraduate students.
Taught courses in environmental geology and oceanography at the College of Marin.

Matt taught physical geology (lecture and lab and introductory geology at Golden West College in
Huntington Beach, California from 2010 to 2014.
Invited Testimony, Reports, Papers and Presentations:
Hagemann, M.F., 2008. Disclosure of Hazardous Waste Issues under CEQA. Presentation to the Public
Environmental Law Conference, Eugene, Oregon.
Hagemann, M.F., 2008. Disclosure of Hazardous Waste Issues under CEQA. Invited presentation to U.S.
EPA Region 9, San Francisco, California.
Hagemann, M.F., 2005. Use of Electronic Databases in Environmental Regulation, Policy Making and
Public Participation. Brownfields 2005, Denver, Coloradao.
Hagemann, M.F., 2004. Perchlorate Contamination of the Colorado River and Impacts to Drinking Water
in Nevada and the Southwestern U.S. Presentation to a meeting of the American Groundwater Trust, Las
Vegas, NV (served on conference organizing committee).
Hagemann, M.F., 2004. Invited testimony to a California Senate committee hearing on air toxins at
schools in Southern California, Los Angeles.
6
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Brown, A., Farrow, J., Gray, A. and Hagemann, M., 2004. An Estimate of Costs to Address MTBE
Releases from Underground Storage Tanks and the Resulting Impact to Drinking Water Wells.
Presentation to the Ground Water and Environmental Law Conference, National Groundwater
Association.
Hagemann, M.F., 2004. Perchlorate Contamination of the Colorado River and Impacts to Drinking Water
in Arizona and the Southwestern U.S. Presentation to a meeting of the American Groundwater Trust,
Phoenix, AZ (served on conference organizing committee).
Hagemann, M.F., 2003. Perchlorate Contamination of the Colorado River and Impacts to Drinking Water
in the Southwestern U.S. Invited presentation to a special committee meeting of the National Academy
of Sciences, Irvine, CA.
Hagemann, M.F., 2003. Perchlorate Contamination of the Colorado River. Invited presentation to a
tribal EPA meeting, Pechanga, CA.
Hagemann, M.F., 2003. Perchlorate Contamination of the Colorado River. Invited presentation to a
meeting of tribal repesentatives, Parker, AZ.
Hagemann, M.F., 2003. Impact of Perchlorate on the Colorado River and Associated Drinking Water
Supplies. Invited presentation to the Inter-Tribal Meeting, Torres Martinez Tribe.
Hagemann, M.F., 2003. The Emergence of Perchlorate as a Widespread Drinking Water Contaminant.
Invited presentation to the U.S. EPA Region 9.
Hagemann, M.F., 2003. A Deductive Approach to the Assessment of Perchlorate Contamination. Invited
presentation to the California Assembly Natural Resources Committee.
Hagemann, M.F., 2003. Perchlorate: A Cold War Legacy in Drinking Water. Presentation to a meeting of
the National Groundwater Association.
Hagemann, M.F., 2002. From Tank to Tap: A Chronology of MTBE in Groundwater. Presentation to a
meeting of the National Groundwater Association.
Hagemann, M.F., 2002. A Chronology of MTBE in Groundwater and an Estimate of Costs to Address
Impacts to Groundwater. Presentation to the annual meeting of the Society of Environmental
Journalists.
Hagemann, M.F., 2002. An Estimate of the Cost to Address MTBE Contamination in Groundwater
(and Who Will Pay). Presentation to a meeting of the National Groundwater Association.
Hagemann, M.F., 2002. An Estimate of Costs to Address MTBE Releases from Underground Storage
Tanks and the Resulting Impact to Drinking Water Wells. Presentation to a meeting of the U.S. EPA and
State Underground Storage Tank Program managers.
Hagemann, M.F., 2001. From Tank to Tap: A Chronology of MTBE in Groundwater. Unpublished
report.
7
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Hagemann, M.F., 2001. Estimated Cleanup Cost for MTBE in Groundwater Used as Drinking Water.
Unpublished report.
Hagemann, M.F., 2001. Estimated Costs to Address MTBE Releases from Leaking Underground Storage
Tanks. Unpublished report.
Hagemann, M.F., and VanMouwerik, M., 1999.

Potential W a t e r Quality Concerns Related

to Snowmobile Usage. Water Resources Division, National Park Service, Technical Report.
VanMouwerik, M. and Hagemann, M.F. 1999, Water Quality Concerns Related to Personal Watercraft
Usage. Water Resources Division, National Park Service, Technical Report.
Hagemann, M.F., 1999, Is Dilution the Solution to Pollution in National Parks? The George Wright
Society Biannual Meeting, Asheville, North Carolina.
Hagemann, M.F., 1997, The Potential for MTBE to Contaminate Groundwater. U.S. EPA Superfund
Groundwater Technical Forum Annual Meeting, Las Vegas, Nevada.

83
Hagemann, M.F., and Gill, M., 1996, Impediments to Intrinsic Remediation, Moffett Field Naval Air
Station, Conference on Intrinsic Remediation of Chlorinated Hydrocarbons, Salt Lake City.
Hagemann, M.F., Fukunaga, G.L., 1996, The Vulnerability of Groundwater to Anthropogenic
Contaminants on the Island of Maui, Hawaii. Hawaii Water Works Association Annual Meeting, Maui,
October 1996.
Hagemann, M. F., Fukanaga, G. L., 1996, Ranking Groundwater Vulnerability in Central Oahu,
Hawaii. Proceedings, Geographic Information Systems in Environmental Resources Management, Air
and Waste Management Association Publication VIP-61.
Hagemann, M.F., 1994. Groundwater C h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n a n d C l e a n u p a t Closing Military Bases
in California. Proceedings, California Groundwater Resources Association Meeting.
Hagemann, M.F. and Sabol, M.A., 1993. Role of the U.S. EPA in the High Plains States Groundwater
Recharge Demonstration Program. Proceedings, Sixth Biennial Symposium on the Artificial Recharge of
Groundwater.
Hagemann, M.F., 1993. U.S. EPA Policy on the Technical Impracticability of the Cleanup of DNAPLcontaminated Groundwater. California Groundwater Resources Association Meeting.

8
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Hagemann, M.F., 1992. Dense Nonaqueous Phase Liquid Contamination of Groundwater: An Ounce of
Prevention... Proceedings, Association of Engineering Geologists Annual Meeting, v. 35.

83
cont.

Other Experience:
Selected as subject matter expert for the California Professional Geologist licensing examination, 20092011.
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JESSIE MARIE JAEGER
SOIL WATER AIR PROTECTION ENTERPRISE
2656 29th Street, Suite 201
Santa Monica, California 90405
Mobile: (530) 867-6202
Office: (310) 452-5555
Fax: (310) 452-5550
Email: jessie@swape.com

EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES B.S. CONSERVATION BIOLOGY & ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

JUNE 2014

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
SOIL WATER AIR PROTECTION ENTERPRISE

SANTA MONICA, CA

AIR QUALITY SPECIALIST
SENIOR ANALYST: CEQA ANALYSIS & MODELING
x
x
x
x
x

Calculated roadway, stationary source, and cumulative impacts for risk and hazard analyses at proposed land use projects.
Quantified criteria air pollutant and greenhouse gas emissions released during construction and operational activities of
proposed land use projects using CalEEMod and EMFAC2011 emission factors.
Utilized AERSCREEN, a screening dispersion model, to determine the ambient air concentrations at sensitive receptor locations.
Organized presentations containing figures and tables comparing results of particulate matter analyses to CEQA thresholds.
Prepared reports that discuss results of the health risk analyses conducted for several land use redevelopment projects.

SENIOR ANALYST: GREENHOUSE GAS MODELING AND DETERMINATION OF SIGNIFICANCE
x
x

x

83

Quantified greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions of a “business as usual” scenario for proposed land use projects using CalEEMod.
Determined compliance of proposed projects with AB 32 GHG reduction targets, with measures described in CARB’s Scoping Plan
for each land use sector, and with GHG significance thresholds recommended by various Air Quality Management Districts in
California.
Produced tables and figures that compare the results of the GHG analyses to applicable CEQA thresholds and reduction targets.

PROJECT MANAGER: OFF-GASSING OF FORMALDEHYDE FROM FLOORING PRODUCTS
x
x
x
x
x

Determined the appropriate standard test methods to effectively measure formaldehyde emissions from flooring products.
Compiled and analyzed laboratory testing data. Produced tables, charts, and graphs to exhibit emission levels.
Compared finalized testing data to Proposition 65 No Significant Risk Level (NSRL) and to CARB’s Phase 2 Standard.
Prepared a final analytical report and organized supporting data for use as Expert testimony in environmental litigation.
Participated in meetings with clients to discuss project strategy and identify solutions to achieve short and long term goals.

PROJECT ANALYST: EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT OF CONTAMINANTS EMITTED BY INCINERATOR

x
x
x

Reviewed and organized sampling data, and determined the maximum levels of arsenic, dioxin, and lead in soil samples.
Determined cumulative and hourly particulate deposition of incinerator and modeled particle dispersion locations using GIS and
AERMOD.
Conducted risk assessment using guidance set forth by the Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA).
Utilized LeadSpread8 to evaluate exposure, and the potential adverse health effects from exposure, to lead in the environment.
Compared final results of assessment to the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Regional Screening Levels (RSLs).

x
x
x
x

Recipient, Bruins Advantage Scholarship, University of California, Los Angeles
Academic Honoree, Dean’s List, University of California, Los Angeles
Academic Wellness Director, UCLA Undergraduate Students Associated Council
Student Groups Support Committee Member, UCLA Undergraduate Students Associated Council

x
x

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
SEPT 2010 – JUNE 2014
SEPT 2013 – JUNE 2014
SEPT 2013 – JUNE 2014
SEPT 2012 – JUNE 2013

cont.
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ATTACHMENT B
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March 8, 2016

Ms. Ellen Wehr
Adams Broadwell Joseph & Cardozo
520 Capitol Mall, Suite 350
Sacramento, CA 95814
Subject: Sherwin Williams Development Project, Emeryville (SCH #
2004122083)
Dear Ms. Wehr:
Per your request, I have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Report (the
"DEIR") for the Sherwin Williams Development Project (the "Project") in the City
of Emeryville (hereinafter the "City"). My review is with respect to the
transportation and circulation component of the DEIR and includes consideration
of Appendix B to the DEIR. My qualifications to perform this review include
registration as a Civil and Traffic Engineer in California and over 47 years
professional consulting engineering practice in the traffic and parking field. I
have both prepared and reviewed the transportation and circulation sections of
environmental review documents including mixed use developments. My
professional resume is attached hereto.
My technical comments on the DEIR follow:
Overview
There are two fundamental flaws with the DEIR Transportation and Circulation
analysis that render the DEIR critically deficient:
1. The DEIR estimates motor vehicle trip generation using procedures selfdeveloped by the DEIR transportation analysis firm that significantly
understate trip totals, that have no measured relationship to mode choice
at existing mixed-use developments in Emeryville and that errantly
assume that the conventionally relied-upon trip generation rate reflects a

84
cont.

Ms. Ellen Wehr
Adams Broadwell Joseph & Cardozo
March 7, 2016
Page 2
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baseline condition of zero transit use, zero bike use, zero walk use and
zero internalized trips.
2. Except where required to comply with the policies of other responsible
agencies, the DEIR abandons conventional Level of Service (LOS)
standards of significance for traffic impacts and instead bases the
transportation and circulation analysis on
a) vehicle miles traveled (VMT), a significance criterion that, at the
time the DEIR transportation analysis was completed had yet to be
adopted, was still subject to change, and for which no explicit
computational procedures and significance thresholds had yet been
defined, and
b) amorphous Quality of Service (QOS) criteria for which thresholds
of significance are only nominatively defined by the DEIR's
transportation analysts themselves.
1.

84
cont.

The DEIR Significantly Understates The Project's Potential Motor
Vehicle Trip Generation

The DEIR evaluates the Project's transportation and circulation impacts as an
urban mixed use development. Specifically, it assumes that 10 percent of
Project trips will be internal to the Project's mix of uses, that 15 percent of the
trips that leave the site will be by walking or bicycling, and that 15 percent of the
peak hour and 10 percent of total weekday and weekend trips will be by public
transit, with all of those percentages deducted from the baseline trip level
established through the conventional Institute of Transportation Engineers Trip
Generation rates.

85

It is uncontested that urban mixed-use developments tend to have lower motor
vehicle trip generation rates than indicated by conventional ITE trip generation
rates. However, the DEIR evaluates mode choice and motor vehicle trip
generation for the Project under a spreadsheet procedure (MXD+) that is selfdeveloped by the same transportation analysis firm that prepared the DEIR
transportation and circulation analysis.
The results of the MXD+ procedure have no documented relationship to overall
mode choice conditions in Emeryville as a whole or to mode choice conditions
actually measured at existing mixed use developments in Emeryville. The
procedure errantly presumes that motor vehicle trip generation rates from ITE's
Trip Generation, the conventional data source in most EIRs and traffic analyses,
reflect usage sites that have zero transit mode choice, zero walk mode choice,
zero bike mode choice and zero internalized trips as a baseline condition.
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Moreover, the DEIR evaluates this Project based on assumptions about the
surrounding area that have the result of minimizing the estimated motor vehicle
trip generation, and overemphasizing internal trips and trips by walking, bicycle
and transit. Those assumptions are inconsistent with the actual character of the
Project and its environs. Hence, the DEIR fails to comply with the good faith
effort to disclose impacts that the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
demands. The following paragraphs highlight those inconsistencies that cause
the DEIR to understate the Project's motor vehicle traffic generation.

87

1. The MXD+ Model results are inconsistent with available Emeryville mode
choice data.
As noted above, based on the MXD+ model, the DEIR assumes that 10 percent
of Project trips will be internal to the Project's mix of uses, that 15 percent of the
trips that leave the site will be by walking or bicycling and that 15 percent of the
peak hour and 10 percent of the total weekday and weekend trips will be by
public transit, with all of those percentages deducted from a baseline trip level
established through the Institute of Transportation Engineers Trip Generation
rates. That leaves an estimate of only 65 percent of daily and weekend trips and
60 percent of peak hour trips taken by auto (including drive-alone and carpool
trips).
The most recent mode choice survey for Emeryville is the U.S. Census Bureau's
American Communities Survey data collected in Emeryville in 2014. For persons
employed in Emeryville, the U.S. Census Bureau 2014 commute mode choice
data are sharply at odds with the MXD+ results. For persons holding jobs in
Emeryville, the observed journey-to-work data is as follows: 70.35 percent drove
alone, 10.75 percent carpooled (combined motor vehicle share 81.1 percent),
only 9.34 percent used transit, only 2.79 percent walked, 3.39 percent biked
(combined walk/bike share 6.18 percent), 1.73 percent traveled by other means,
and 1.65 percent telecommuted. This vast disparity in the motor vehicle share
for job-holders (81.1 percent observed versus 60 percent per MXD+) casts doubt
on the entire MXD+ analysis.
City
Emeryville
Emeryville
Emeryville
Emeryville
Emeryville
Emeryville
Emeryville

Year
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014

Mode
Drive Alone
Carpool
Public Transit
Walk
Bike
Other
Telecommute

Share
0.704
0.107
0.093
0.028
0.034
0.017
0.016
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Page 4

There is considerable mixed use development existing in Emeryville. If the
analysts wanted to calibrate and validate the MXD+ spreadsheet for Emeryville,
they could have and should have observed actual mode choice and trip
generation at mixed use developments in Emeryville rather than relying from data
from other distant locations where the mixed use developments observed have
very different contextural characteristics (transit network, bicycle and pedestrian
facilities, traffic and parking conditions, etc.) from this site in this Emeryville
setting.
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88
cont.

We note here that the "Usage Statement And Disclaimer" embedded in the
MXD+ spreadsheet includes the following statement:
"While the research underlying the spreadsheet has been
reviewed for general usefulness, it is the responsibility of the user
to assess whether the research is relevant to and credible for
his/her intended application. It is also the users responsibility to
exercise professional judgment on appropriateness of the specific
details of their subject case. In cases where this is in doubt, the
user is advised to either apply alternate methods or to validate the
MXD+ method with respect to local data and to test the method's
sensitivities to the particular combination of factors under study."
(emphasis added)

89

It appears that the analysts who prepared the subject DEIR transportation and
circulation analysis ignored their own model's disclaimer and recommendation to
validate the model with local data.
2. The Usage Statement And Disclaimer and the Instructions embedded in
the MXD+ spreadsheet contain other disquieting statements that make
applicability of the MXD+ results questionable.
"We [Fehr & Peers] make no representation or warranty
concerning the tool's use by inexperienced individuals, nor
concerning the tool's functionality nor accuracy beyond the scope
of the underlying research." (emphasis added)
This essentially says that the traffic consultant does not represent or warranty the
accuracy of MXD+ other than to replicate anything but the data used to develop
it. This is in stark contrast to the claim in the DEIR that the MXD+ model has
been "approved for use by the US EPA" (see DEIR page 119 and footnote 8).
The EPA public relations release cited in footnote 8 merely states that the subject
model has been validated against the data used to create it.
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One of the two peer reviews cited in the same DEIR paragraph (footnote 9) is by
the same academic researcher who developed the data relied upon to develop
the model, hardly an unbiased reviewer, and who is also referenced in DEIR
footnote 6 to the subject chapter.
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The second 'peer review' is a comparative evaluation of the applicability of the
new MDX+ model with 4 similar models for use in California that are referenced
in footnote 10 of the DEIR transportation and circulation section. The evaluation
only assesses the strengths and drawbacks of each of the 5 options; it does not
designate MXD+ or any of the others as a preferred option or "clear winner". The
evaluation also states that its conclusions are uncertain:
"These initial results also point to the critical need for further
collection of trip generation data at smart growth sites. Based on
only 22 sites, the evaluation presented here is not adequate to
fully assess the performance of available methods. In addition,
the validation sites do not reflect the full spectrum of smart growth
development projects but instead cluster around two extremes –
large multi-use suburban sites, and individual urban infill projects.
Data from more sites of more types are needed to better
understand the performance of the available methods."

92

The subject peer review also notes that the relative performance of the MXD+
model is "not surprising, given that the multi-use sites were selected to resemble
the multi-use sites used in calibrating" the MXD+ method. In essence, this peer
review is not so glowing in acclaim for MXD+ as the misleading DEIR narrative
on DEIR page 119 purports.
Other statements in the MXD+ embedded Usage Statement And Disclaimer
include:
x

"The accuracies of the model's predictions of travel by transit,
walking and bicycling modes have not been mathematically
validated ...".

x

"The accuracies of proportions of daily travel occurring in specific
times of day has not been fully validated."

x

"The spreadsheet instructions further indicate that: "The am and
pm peak hour results are not based on a validated peak hour
model. The site trip reduction data was only captured on a daily
basis, and thus the 'predicted probabilities' (internal capture, walk
and transit) are the same in peak hours as for daily for a given trip
purpose. The overall trip reduction percentage will differ in the
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peak hours only to the extent that the trip purpose distribution
differs." Obviously, trip purpose during the am and pm peak hours
differs substantially from other times of the day.
x

The MXD+ instructions also indicate that "the site ought to be
within the range of the data used to develop the model, namely:
1. The site should be between 5 and 2000 acres, and 2. There
should be less than 2000 dwelling units and less than 3 million
square feet of commercial use." This site, with only 10.05 acres,
540 dwelling units (on development parcels that will occupy only
5.4 acres), and 94,600 square feet of commercial uses barely
squeaks above the extremely lower limit of the range where the
preparers claim the MXD+ model is applicable.

93
cont.

In other words, the DEIR's predictions of transit, walking and bicycling and peak
period travel and applicable to this project based on MDX+ are unreliable,
according to its own preparers.
3. The DEIR's assumption that ITE Trip Generation's projections of motor
vehicle traffic reflect zero percentages of trips by walk, bike, transit and
zero internalization is incorrect.
Using the MXD+ analysis of motor vehicle trip generation, the DEIR assumes
that its unreliable predictions of trips by transit, walk, bike and internalization are
wholly deductable from ITE Trip Generation motor vehicle trip rates. It is true
that ITE Trip Generation data tends to have been collected at suburban sites
where it is far easier to focus on a homogenous use (that is, to focus on the
motor vehicle trip generation characteristics of the primary use being studied)
and where it is easier to count the motor vehicle traffic that comes and goes to
and from the site (the motor vehicle trip generation) than would be the case in
dense urban and large center city locations or in integral developments of
substantially mixed-use compositions.
However, it is simply wrong to presume that the ITE Trip Generation data on
motor vehicle trips at residential developments or office developments reflects a
"zero" baseline of transit, walking and bicycle trips and zero internalized trips.
The trip generation studies, interested almost totally in motor vehicle traffic,
simply did not count those other modes, though doubtless those trips were
present. Many suburban locations of the types where ITE Trip Generation data
was collected, particularly for the 8th and 9th editions, have robust transit and
bike/pedestrian usage and have some degree of mixed-use internalization (rare
is the modern office or business park of any substantial scale that does not have
some level of convenience shop and restaurant uses that create some degree of
internalization).
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In my professional opinion it is completely wrong for the MXD+ model to deduct
the totality of its unreliable predictions of transit, walk, bike and internalization
from the ITE motor vehicle Trip Generation data that already reflects some
portion of these totals.
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94
cont.

4. The Project area is not a highly walkable, bike friendly setting.
Contrary to the statement on DEIR page 118, the Project area is not a highly
walkable or bike-friendly area. Perhaps the Emeryville General Plan describes it
best:
"There are still a few locations in Emeryville with no sidewalks,
where pedestrians must share the street with motor vehicles and
bicyclists. In the industrial and commercial areas, large blocks,
railroad and freeway corridors act as barriers to pedestrian travel.
These barriers to pedestrian movement limit the viability of
walking as a form of transportation." (Emeryville General Plan,
page 3-11)
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"Emeryville’s size and flat topography make it an ideal city for
bicycling. Bicycles are a convenient means of transportation for
short trips within the city. However, Emeryville has several
barriers to safe and convenient bicycling. While most streets have
low traffic volumes during most times of the day, 40th Street,
Shellmound Street, San Pablo Avenue and portions of Christie
Avenue and Powell Street have a large number of vehicle trips.
These corridors serve regional retail destinations which are autooriented, and also serve vehicle traffic traveling through
Emeryville." (Emeryville General Plan, page 3-14)
For this Project one must consider the significant barriers in the vicinity of the
Project site. Immediately west of the Project site are the Union Pacific railroad
mainline tracks running north-south. Approximately 950 feet south of the project
site is the 40th/Shellmound overcrossing of the railroad tracks. This high,
curving, sterile, auto-oriented structure has 4 motor vehicle lanes flanked by
Class-II bike lanes on both sides and an approximately 5-foot sidewalk on the
northerly side only. The structure, nearly 1,000 feet long, forces bicyclists and
pedestrians to climb to a height 30 feet above the railroad tracks. It is
approached on either end through a sea of big-box retail stores and associated
parking and is flanked on the south and west by heavily traveled elevated
freeway ramps and main travel lanes. For bicyclists and pedestrians, this is a
functional way to cross the railroad tracks at the extreme south end of Emeryville
developments, but an uninviting and perhaps intimidating one.
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Approximately 2100 feet north of the Project site is the Powell Street
overcrossing of the railroad tracks. This structure is totally motor vehicle oriented
with no intentionally designed pedestrian or bicycle facilities. There are 2-foot
wide striped shoulders and roughly 2-foot wide raised curbs on the structure that
bicyclists and pedestrians might use at their peril although pedestrians are
actually prohibited on the bridge by signage and discouraged from entering by
features on the approaches.
Approximately 650 feet farther north from Powell (about 2,750 feet north of the
Project site), there is a pedestrian bridge crossing the railroad tracks, constructed
as a feature of the AMTRAK station. To use it, bicyclists or pedestrians must
pass through a station parking lot, ascend to the crossing level (via stairs or
elevator), descend on the other side and pass through another parking lot.

96
cont.

40th -Shellmound Overcrossing Looking West
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Aerial View, 40th - Shellmound Overcrossing

Powell Overcrossing: very narrow shoulders, pedestrians prohibited.
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96
cont.

AMTRAK Station Overcrossing
Anti-pedestrian features abound in Emeryville. For example, at the intersection
of Powell Street and Christie Avenue, near the Project site, pedestrians are
prohibited from crossing the north and east legs of the intersection. The
intersections of Powell Street with the Interstate 80 ramps and West Frontage
Road are also daunting places for bicyclists and pedestrians, isolating the
Watergate mixed-use complex west of I-80 from the rest of the City with regard to
pedestrian and bike travel.
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Powell and Christie: Pedestrian crossings prohibited on north and east legs.
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Powell at I-80 ramps and West Frontage Road.
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Powell, I-80 WB on ramp and West Frontage Road, looking west.
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Powell and I-80 EB ramps.
Try bicycling through these intersections!
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5. Emeryville has a fundamentally auto-dominant development structure.
The Emeryville General Plan observes as follows:
"Emeryville currently has an abundance of free parking for
residents, visitors, and workers, making driving an attractive
alternative to taking public transit, walking or bicycling. In the past,
zoning requirements have prescribed parking requirements by
land use type, but have not allowed for appropriate off-sets to
account for shared parking, transit availability, or to promote
bicycling and walking." (Emeryville General Plan, page 3-18)
Epitomizing the auto-dominant development structure in Emeryville is the
sequence of big box stores running parallel to 40th Street, some 3,500 feet from
San Pablo Avenue to the Union Pacific tracks, including Pak N Save, Pacific
Sales, Office Max, Sports Authority, Home Depot, Pet Club, Office Depot, Best
Buy, Michaels, Toys R Us/Babies R Us and Target. This mass of retail
commercial use is fronted by approximately 20 acres of surface parking. Across
the tracks on Shellmound, the IKEA store features a 4-story parking structure
containing about 1,100 parking spaces plus nearly 5 acres of surface parking.
Parking abounds elsewhere. In the Emeryville Peninsula (Watergate) mixed-use
complex, the office towers are served by large parking garages providing a total
of over 2,000 spaces and the low-rise commercial use is served by large fields of
surface parking.
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The Project sponsors obviously do not believe the proposed mixed-use
development will minimize auto reliance and emphasize transit, walking, bicycling
and internalization instead of external travel, nor do they intend to reinforce those
attributes at the potential expense of reducing the marketability of the
development through a minimized parking provision. The proposed parking for
the project is 982 spaces for option A and 929 spaces for option B. The
minimum spaces required under the City Code is 598 spaces, and the maximum
allowed is 983 spaces (see DEIR page 184). The developer proposes to provide
parking at or exceeding the maximum level allowed under Section 9-4.406 of the
City’s Planning Regulations.
6. Conclusion Regarding Understatement of the Project's Trip Generation
Based on all of the foregoing, it is obvious that the DEIR's computation of the
Project's motor vehicle trip generation is seriously understated. Since findings of
environmental impacts directly flow from the estimated trip generation, it is clear
that the Project's impacts and mitigation needs are not fully disclosed. Hence,
the DEIR Transportation and circulation analysis is inadequate.
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Ms. Ellen Wehr
Adams Broadwell Joseph & Cardozo
March 7, 2016
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2. The DEIR Bases Measurement of Transportation and Circulation
Impacts on Questionable Criteria
The DEIR bases its principal standard of motor vehicle traffic impact on vehicle
miles of travel (VMT) criteria that are in the process of being developed by the
California Governor's Office of Planning and Research (OPR), the state office
that oversees administration of the CEQA process and guidelines. As admitted
on DEIR pages 87, 121 and 122, guidelines with respect to the use of VMT as a
motor vehicle traffic impact criterion had not yet been adopted as of the date of
completion of the DEIR transportation and circulation analysis. They were still
subject to change, and procedures for standardizing computation of this measure
and defining significance thresholds have not been defined.
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Hence, the DEIR's reliance on this measure is a speculative adventure, and its
use, without maintaining an assessment of impacts through intersection level
“LOS” procedures and thresholds that have heretofore been the conventional
measure of motor vehicle impacts in most jurisdictions, is inconsistent with the
good faith effort to disclose impacts that CEQA demands. Per DEIR page 88,
the analysis merely regards LOS as "information and a 'proxy' for evaluating the
transportation experience for vehicles, transit and bicyclists and to guide the
development of the transportation system in the project vicinity". Curiously, the
bulk of material in the DEIR's Transportation and Circulation section is devoted to
intersection LOS evaluations, an odd circumstance given that this material is
merely 'information and a proxy'.
Regarding this matter, we note that because the DEIR's estimate of motor
vehicle trip generation is understated, the DEIR's assessments of impacts using
the VMT criteria are also understated and unreliable. Also, had the DEIR
employed the conventional method of using intersection LOS analysis as an
transportation impact criterion, even with its understated trip generation, the LOS
computations it presents as 'information' would disclose significant Project traffic
impacts at the intersections of Powell Street/Frontage Road in the Near Term +
Project condition in the pm peak (both project options), at Powell Street/Christie
Avenue in the Near Term + Project condition in the Saturday peak (both Project
options), at Powell Street/Christie Avenue in the Cumulative + Project condition
in the Saturday peak (both Project options), and at Hollis Street/45th Street in the
Cumulative + Project condition in the weekday pm peaks.
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The DEIR also evaluates transportation and circulation impacts relative to
amorphous Quality of Service (QOS) criteria for which thresholds of significance
are nominated by the DEIR's transportation analysts themselves. To its credit,
the DEIR does disclose some Project impacts relative to QOS criteria, such as
adding excessive traffic to designated bicycle boulevards, causing traffic to
exceed traffic signal warrants at unsignalized intersections, causing queues in
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Ms. Ellen Wehr
Adams Broadwell Joseph & Cardozo
March 7, 2016
Page 15

excess of queue storage capacity at intersections, or causing excessive delay on
routes heavily traveled by transit. However, the QOS analysis misses critical
impact analysis considerations, such as whether the Project's transit riders would
overload or add to overloads on key transit routes or services. Since the Bay
Area Rapid Transit is critically overloaded in the am and pm commute peak
periods, and just last week announced a program to discourage patrons from
riding during the commute peaks, any Project contribution to BART commute
peak ridership should be disclosed as a significant impact.1
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Conclusion
Based on all of the above comments, the DEIR transportation and circulation
section is flawed and inadequate, should be completely redone and must be
recirculated in draft status. Transportation-related mitigation measures, including
clear and stringent transportation demand management requirements, should be
included.
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Sincerely,
Smith Engineering & Management
A California Corporation
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Daniel T. Smith Jr., P.E.
President

1

San Francisco Chronicle, BART riders get perks? There’s a catch (Mar. 3, 2016), available at:
http://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/BART-testing-fun-incentives-program-for6866860.php?t=52b2a719d90a4808f6&cmpid=twitter-premium
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DANIEL T. SMITH, Jr.
President
EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science, Engineering and Applied Science, Yale University, 1967
Master of Science, Transportation Planning, University of California, Berkeley, 1968
PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION
California No. 21913 (Civil)
California No. 938 (Traffic)

Nevada No. 7969 (Civil) Washington No. 29337 (Civil)
Arizona No. 22131 (Civil)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Smith Engineering & Management, 1993 to present. President.
DKS Associates, 1979 to 1993. Founder, Vice President, Principal Transportation Engineer.
De Leuw, Cather & Company, 1968 to 1979. Senior Transportation Planner.
Personal specialties and project experience include:
Litigation Consulting. Provides consultation, investigations and expert witness testimony in highway design,
transit design and traffic engineering matters including condemnations involving transportation access issues; traffic
accidents involving highway design or traffic engineering factors; land use and development matters involving
access and transportation impacts; parking and other traffic and transportation matters.
Urban Corridor Studies/Alternatives Analysis. Principal-in-charge for State Route (SR) 102 Feasibility Study, a
35-mile freeway alignment study north of Sacramento. Consultant on I-280 Interstate Transfer Concept Program,
San Francisco, an AA/EIS for completion of I-280, demolition of Embarcadero freeway, substitute light rail and
commuter rail projects. Principal-in-charge, SR 238 corridor freeway/expressway design/environmental study,
Hayward (Calif.) Project manager, Sacramento Northeast Area multi-modal transportation corridor study.
Transportation planner for I-80N West Terminal Study, and Harbor Drive Traffic Study, Portland, Oregon. Project
manager for design of surface segment of Woodward Corridor LRT, Detroit, Michigan. Directed staff on I-80
National Strategic Corridor Study (Sacramento-San Francisco), US 101-Sonoma freeway operations study, SR 92
freeway operations study, I-880 freeway operations study, SR 152 alignment studies, Sacramento RTD light rail
systems study, Tasman Corridor LRT AA/EIS, Fremont-Warm Springs BART extension plan/EIR, SRs 70/99
freeway alternatives study, and Richmond Parkway (SR 93) design study.
Area Transportation Plans. Principal-in charge for transportation element of City of Los Angeles General Plan
Framework, shaping nations largest city two decades into 21'st century. Project manager for the transportation
element of 300-acre Mission Bay development in downtown San Francisco. Mission Bay involves 7 million gsf
office/commercial space, 8,500 dwelling units, and community facilities. Transportation features include relocation
of commuter rail station; extension of MUNI-Metro LRT; a multi-modal terminal for LRT, commuter rail and local
bus; removal of a quarter mile elevated freeway; replacement by new ramps and a boulevard; an internal roadway
network overcoming constraints imposed by an internal tidal basin; freeway structures and rail facilities; and
concept plans for 20,000 structured parking spaces. Principal-in-charge for circulation plan to accommodate 9
million gsf of office/commercial growth in downtown Bellevue (Wash.). Principal-in-charge for 64 acre, 2 million
gsf multi-use complex for FMC adjacent to San Jose International Airport. Project manager for transportation
element of Sacramento Capitol Area Plan for the state governmental complex, and for Downtown Sacramento
Redevelopment Plan. Project manager for Napa (Calif.) General Plan Circulation Element and Downtown
Riverfront Redevelopment Plan, on parking program for downtown Walnut Creek, on downtown transportation
plan for San Mateo and redevelopment plan for downtown Mountain View (Calif.), for traffic circulation and safety
plans for California cities of Davis, Pleasant Hill and Hayward, and for Salem, Oregon.
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Transportation Centers. Project manager for Daly City Intermodal Study which developed a $7 million surface
bus terminal, traffic access, parking and pedestrian circulation improvements at the Daly City BART station plus
development of functional plans for a new BART station at Colma. Project manager for design of multi-modal
terminal (commuter rail, light rail, bus) at Mission Bay, San Francisco. In Santa Clarita Long Range Transit
Development Program, responsible for plan to relocate system's existing timed-transfer hub and development of
three satellite transfer hubs. Performed airport ground transportation system evaluations for San Francisco
International, Oakland International, Sea-Tac International, Oakland International, Los Angeles International, and
San Diego Lindberg.
Campus Transportation. Campus transportation planning assignments for UC Davis, UC Berkeley, UC Santa
Cruz and UC San Francisco Medical Center campuses; San Francisco State University; University of San Francisco;
and the University of Alaska and others. Also developed master plans for institutional campuses including medical
centers, headquarters complexes and research & development facilities.
Special Event Facilities. Evaluations and design studies for football/baseball stadiums, indoor sports arenas, horse
and motor racing facilities, theme parks, fairgrounds and convention centers, ski complexes and destination resorts
throughout western United States.
Parking. Parking programs and facilities for large area plans and individual sites including downtowns, special
event facilities, university and institutional campuses and other large site developments; numerous parking
feasibility and operations studies for parking structures and surface facilities; also, resident preferential parking .
Transportation System Management & Traffic Restraint. Project manager on FHWA program to develop
techniques and guidelines for neighborhood street traffic limitation. Project manager for Berkeley, (Calif.),
Neighborhood Traffic Study, pioneered application of traffic restraint techniques in the U.S. Developed residential
traffic plans for Menlo Park, Santa Monica, Santa Cruz, Mill Valley, Oakland, Palo Alto, Piedmont, San Mateo
County, Pasadena, Santa Ana and others. Participated in development of photo/radar speed enforcement device and
experimented with speed humps. Co-author of Institute of Transportation Engineers reference publication on
neighborhood traffic control.
Bicycle Facilities. Project manager to develop an FHWA manual for bicycle facility design and planning, on
bikeway plans for Del Mar, (Calif.), the UC Davis and the City of Davis. Consultant to bikeway plans for Eugene,
Oregon, Washington, D.C., Buffalo, New York, and Skokie, Illinois. Consultant to U.S. Bureau of Reclamation for
development of hydraulically efficient, bicycle safe drainage inlets. Consultant on FHWA research on effective
retrofits of undercrossing and overcrossing structures for bicyclists, pedestrians, and handicapped.
MEMBERSHIPS
Institute of Transportation Engineers

Transportation Research Board

PUBLICATIONS AND AWARDS
Residential Street Design and Traffic Control, with W. Homburger et al. Prentice Hall, 1989.
Co-recipient, Progressive Architecture Citation, Mission Bay Master Plan, with I.M. Pei WRT Associated, 1984.
Residential Traffic Management, State of the Art Report, U.S. Department of Transportation, 1979.
Improving The Residential Street Environment, with Donald Appleyard et al., U.S. Department of Transportation,
1979.
Strategic Concepts in Residential Neighborhood Traffic Control, International Symposium on Traffic Control
Systems, Berkeley, California, 1979.
Planning and Design of Bicycle Facilities: Pitfalls and New Directions, Transportation Research Board, Research
Record 570, 1976.
Co-recipient, Progressive Architecture Award, Livable Urban Streets, San Francisco Bay Area and London, with
Donald Appleyard, 1979.
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COMMENTER B4
Emeryville Residents for Responsible Development
Ellen L. Wehr
March 8, 2016

Response B4-1:

This comment, which introduces subsequent comments pertaining to the
adequacy of the Draft EIR, is noted. As a preliminary response, although the
comments in this letter raise questions about the analysis in the Draft EIR,
the City’s review of the Draft EIR in light of these comments has shown that
the Draft EIR is adequate and does not suffer from any serious errors or
emissions such that recirculation of the Draft EIR would be required pursuant
to CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5. See also Response B2-99.

Response B4-2:

Responses to comments submitted by Matthew Hagemann and Jessie Jaeger
are provided in Responses B4-54 through B4-83. Responses to comments
submitted by Daniel Smith are provided in Responses B4-84 through B4103.

Response B4-3:

This comment describes the residential and work locations of Rudolph
Brooks, Rances Rodriguez, the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers Local 595, Plumbers & Steamfitters Local 342, the Sheet Metal
Workers Local 104 and their connection to the impacts that would result
from the proposed project. To the extent that there are such impacts, they are
studied in the Draft EIR.

Response B4-4:

This comment is introductory in nature and claims that the Draft EIR fails to
adequately characterize and analyze air quality, greenhouse gas emissions,
hazardous materials, traffic, and water supplies. The Draft EIR is adequate
and does not suffer from any serious errors or emissions such that recirculation of the Draft EIR would be required pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
Section 15088.5. Please see Responses B4-6 through B4-103 for responses to
comments raised by the commenter. See also Response B2-99 that directly
addresses CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5.

Response B4-5:

This comment describes the purpose of CEQA and standards that courts use
in reviewing the adequacy of CEQA documents. The commenter also asserts
that there are analysis deficiencies within the Draft EIR and the conclusions
are “not supported by substantial evidence,” but does not identify them
specifically. Please see Responses B4-6 through B4-103 that respond to
specific comments raised by the commenter.

Response B4-6:

Comment is noted. The City and LSA agree that changes to default values
should be provided in writing. As such, the project documentation in the
form of the CalEEMod output in Appendix C of the Draft EIR indicates all
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changes to the model default values that were made for purposes of this
analysis.
Response B4-7:

The commenter references a report prepared for the commenter by Matthew
Hagemann and Jesse Jaeger (SWAPE) that is attached to the comment letter
and identified as comments B4-54 through B4-83. The comment suggests
that values that were input into the CalEEMod were not consistent with
information disclosed in the EIR; however the comment does not go into
detail regarding the inconsistencies or how emissions might be underestimated due to the inputs. The input values referenced in the comment were
reviewed and Responses B4-54 through B4-83 provide a detailed response.
Based on this subsequent review, the Draft EIR authors have determined that
air quality impacts were adequately modeled and identified in the Draft EIR.

Response B4-8:

The commenter is incorrect because the parks and open space components of
the project were included as a function of the landscaping and roadways
inputs which are incorporated into the residential land use code and project
acreage entered in CalEEMod. The park parcel is 1.46 acres of the 10 acre
site, which would not be considered a significant portion of the site (or
generator of trips and emissions) and was included in the CalEEMod
estimates under the residential land use area. See Responses B4-54 through
B4-83 that confirm that emission estimates were identified for the construction of the project and indicate that when adding the park space and
specifically identifying the other asphalt surfaces, construction emissions
would remain well below the BAAQMD’s significance criteria.

Response B4-9:

The commenter is incorrect that CalEEMod “requires” the input of project
acreage. Model input includes the total number of residential units and the
total lot acreage. Total floor surface area was generated based on the number
of units by CalEEMod. The architectural coating and energy use was
accounted for by the total number of units. As shown in Table IV.D-5 and
Table IV.D-6 of the Draft EIR, project construction and operational
emissions would be well below the BAAQMD significance criteria. To
address the concerns of the commenter, LSA conducted an additional
analysis of the project to reflect the change in estimated emissions associated
with adjusting the default square footage from 540,000 square feet (default)
to 621,000 square feet. The revised tables are shown below. As shown in the
tables, ROG emissions would be slightly higher than previously estimated,
however emissions would remain well below the BAAQMD significance
thresholds. Please note that revisions to Table IV.D-5 also include revisions
associated with Response B4-80.
The Draft EIR Table IV.D-5 and Table IV.D-6 on pages 209 and 212 are
modified as follows:
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Table IV.D-5:

Project Construction Emissions in Pounds Per Day

Project Construction
ROG
NOx
Average Daily Emissions
32.034.4
18.2
Average Daily Emissions from
Park Construction, Roadway
3.5
6.5
Construction and Soil Import
Total Construction Emissions
37.9
24.7
BAAQMD Thresholds
54.0
54.0
Exceed Threshold?
No
No
NA = Not Applicable, the BAAQMD does not have threshold

Exhaust
PM2.5
0.8
0.36
1.16
54.0
No

Total
PM2.5
1.6

Exhaust
PM10
0.9

0.42

Total
PM10
3.3

0.38

2.02
NA
NA

1.28
82.0
No

0.56
3.86
NA
NA

Source: LSA Associates, Inc., 20152016.

Table IV.D-6:

Project Regional Emissions

Emission Category
Emissions in Pounds Per Day
Area Source Emissions
Energy Source
Mobile Source Emissions
Total Emissions
BAAQMD Significance Threshold
Exceed?
Emissions in Tons Per Year
Area Source Emissions
Energy Source
Mobile Source Emissions
Total Emissions
BAAQMD Significance Threshold
Exceed?

Reactive
Organic Gases
(ROG)

Nitrogen
Oxides
(NOx)

PM10

PM2.5

27.7 29.7
0.2
10.5
38.4 40.1
54.0
No

0.5
1.9
21.3
23.7
54.0
No

0.8
0.1
0.3
1.3
82.0
No

0.8
0.1
0.3
1.2
54.0
No

4.8 5.2
0.0
1.6
6.4 6.8
10.0
No

0.1
0.3
3.4
3.8
10.0
No

0.02
0.03
2.68
2.73
15.0
No

0.02
0.03
0.75
0.80
10.0
No

Source: LSA Associates, Inc., 20152016.

Response B4-10:

The comment is noted regarding the approximately 7,000 cubic yards of soil
that would be imported as part of the project.

Response B4-11:

The commenter indicates that construction of the project would require
further excavation and removal of materials on the site than was identified
and evaluated in the Draft EIR leading to more truck trips than were
identified. The estimate of truck trips was based on an estimate of the amount
of material that would need to be removed for excavation and construction.
No additional off-haul of materials/soil is expected at this time; however,
should substantial soil off-haul be required, implementation of Mitigation
Measure GEO-2 would require a final site-specific geotechnical plan to
identify off-haul amounts. Additionally, as a condition of approval, the City
would identify the number of off-haul trips estimated for the project in the
Draft EIR, and should a greater number of trips be required than what was
estimated due to on-site conditions, the City would require additional review.
Therefore, no additional construction emission impacts would be expected.
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Response B4-12:

The 7,000 cubic yards of soil import was inadvertently omitted from the
analysis. The analysis has been revised as shown in Response B4-9 and
revised Table IV.D-5. Results indicate that the additional trips generated by
the hauling of import soils would add minimal emissions to the expected
average daily emissions. As shown in the revised Table IV.D-5, total
construction emissions would still be well below the BAAQMD’s significance criteria. This analysis is provided to clarify the analysis contained in
the Draft EIR, and no new or more severe impacts were identified as a result
of this analysis, and no new mitigation measures are required.

Response B4-13:

See Response B4-11. Soil excavation is not planned for remediation
purposes; however, should substantial soil off-haul be required, and
previously undiscovered contamination be identified, implementation of
Mitigation Measure GEO-2 requiring a final site-specific geotechnical plan
to identify off-haul amounts and Mitigation Measure HAZ-2 requiring
further evaluation of soil gas conditions and approval of the SMP by DTSC
would address this issue. Therefore, no additional construction emissions
would be expected.

Response B4-14:

This comment references the traffic analysis which states “Although some
trips to the retail component could be pass-by trips that make an interim stop
on an already planned trip, route deviation from 40th Street or San Pablo
Avenue would result in new traffic in the immediate vicinity of the project
site. Therefore, no pass-by reduction was taken for this analysis.” This
statement is referring to the trip generation estimated for the proposed
project. According to the CalEEMod Users Guide, the term “pass-by” under
the “Trips and VMT” tab of CalEEMod refers to “trip purposes” which
states that there are “primary”, “diverted”, or “pass-by” trip types in
CalEEMod.1 Consistent with the traffic analysis, to provide a conservative
analysis, the estimated trip generation used in the CalEEMod analysis was
not reduced to account for pass-by trips. The default trip link percentage was
used in the CalEEMod analysis which is based on ITE and SANDAG data.2

Response B4-15:

Based on the available evidence it would not be appropriate to edit the trip
purpose type assumptions and the resulting trip length estimates used as the
CalEEMod default values for the project. The default values represent the
range of trip lengths that would be associated with the project trip generation,
for which all trips, including “pass-bys” were included. It should also be
noted that the trip lengths include longer length default trip distances for
primary trips. Due to the high density of the surrounding areas, it could be
argued that the longer trip lengths for other trip types should be reduced to
account for the concentration of trip destinations within close proximity to

1

California Emissions Estimator Model, 2016. CalEEMod User’s Guide, page 28. Website: caleemod.com.

2

California Emissions Estimator Model, 2016. CalEEMod User’s Guide, Appendix A, page 26. Website:
caleemod.com.
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the project site. However, as with adjustments to the pass-by trip lengths, due
to lack of supporting evidence (such as a trip origin destination survey
specific to the project site), the most conservative approach is to use the
default trip length and types, including the use of “pass-by” trips as assigned
by default in CalEEMod. The trip generation assumptions used in the
analysis were consistent with the traffic impact analysis and therefore the
analysis appropriately identified potential trips.
Response B4-16:

See Responses B4-6 through B4-15 regarding the commenter’s proposed
revisions to CalEEMod inputs leading to an incorrect assumption that
significant previously not disclosed air quality impacts would occur and the
Draft EIR should be recirculated. The commenter is incorrect, the SWAPE
analysis did not conclude that operational emissions would be potentially
significant. The SWAPE analysis incorrectly concludes that project
construction emissions would exceed the BAAQMD thresholds. However, as
shown in the revised Table IV.D-5 in Response B4-9, when the additional
parameters are included, emission results would remain well below the
BAAQMD significance criteria. The SWAPE letter did not provide
CalEEMod output files for LSA to verify if the correct input parameters were
used. As shown in Table IV.D-5 above, construction emissions would be
well below the BAAQMD criteria and the project construction emissions
presented by SWAPE are incorrect. The Draft EIR identified and analyzed
the project’s operational emissions starting on page 211. The Draft EIR need
not be recirculated as none of the requirements for recirculation have been
met. See also Response B2-99.

Response B4-17:

As described in Responses B2-102 and B4-44, all project-generated trips
were accounted for, therefore, the air quality analysis that relied on the traffic
analysis, did not underestimated project-related air emissions. No new
impacts are identified and no new mitigation measures are required. The
Draft EIR need not be recirculated as none of the requirements for
recirculation have been met. See also Response B2-99.

Response B4-18:

The carbon intensity factor is based on the 2013 PG&E Guidance for
Customers, which states that emission factors may be used for climate action
planning purposes and greenhouse gas emission emissions tracking or
reporting. A copy of the 2013 report, as well as the updated November 2015
document, is included in Appendix A to this RTC document. The 2015
document also confirms the estimated carbon intensity factor for 2020 is 290
lb/MWhr.
In response to AB 32, the California Air Resources Board was required to
develop renewable energy standards in its Scoping Plan. In 2011, the
California Legislature passed a renewable portfolio standard program which
requires PG&E and other electric utilities to serve 33 percent of their
customers’ electricity needs with clean renewable energy by 2020. According
to the latest scoping plan, the large utilities, such as PG&E are on track to
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meet the 33 percent target by 2020.3 The 290 lb/MWhr reflects the emission
reductions achieved through implementation of the renewables portfolio
standard. The emission rate was independently developed and verified by the
California Public Utility Commissions (CPUC).4 Therefore, the carbon
intensity factor of 290 lb/MWhr used in the CalEEMod is appropriate to use
in this analysis of 2020 greenhouse gas emissions (the opening year of the
project).
Response B4-19:

See Response B4-18. The reduction in greenhouse gas emissions was
mandated in 2002 under Senate Bill 1078, accelerated in 2006 under Senate
Bill 107 and expanded in 2011 under Senate Bill 2. Additionally, the
commenter is incorrect in stating that the future estimates are not verified.
The future estimates are provided and verified by the CPUC. Additionally,
the PG&E document states that the emission factors can be used for purposes
of climate change planning and greenhouse gas emission tracking which is
consistent with estimating emissions for purposes of CEQA. Therefore, the
use of the greenhouse gas emission intensity factor was appropriate and
correct.

Response B4-20:

Comment noted regarding PG&E’s greenhouse gas emission intensity
factors. Despite the drought conditions, according to the CPUC, PG&E is ontrack to meet the mandated requirements of the renewable portfolio standard,
additionally, other renewable sources of energy, such as solar power are not
impacted by drought conditions. See Response B4-18 regarding the
verification and appropriate use of PG&E emission estimates.

Response B4-21:

The PG&E “customer document” (see the commenter’s footnote 57) only
indicates that the information in the document should not be used for
regulatory compliance for the State’s mandatory GHG reporting (required for
utility companies). The document references using the emission factor
forecast from the CPUC Greenhouse Gas Calculator, which when used,
independently confirms the estimated 290 lb/MWhr for the year 2020. The
project’s opening year is 2020; therefore, the estimated emission factor for
2020, the same factor used in the Draft EIR, is appropriate for use in the
project greenhouse gas analysis, and greenhouse gas emissions were not
underrepresented for the project, and no additional analysis is required.
The commenter also contends that the inputs for the analyses of the project’s
greenhouse gas emissions should reflect the emissions of currently operating
development. The Draft EIR does identify the current greenhouse gas
emissions baseline conditions (starting on page 221) as required by CEQA
Guidelines Section 15125(a) that states an EIR “…must include a description

3
California Air Resources Board, 2014. First Update to the Climate Change Scoping Plan. Available online at:
www.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/2013_update/first_update_climate_change_scoping_plan.pdf. May.
4

E3, 2016. Projects, E3 Energy Planning Tools. Website: ethree.com/public_projects/cpuc2.php.
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of the physical environmental conditions in the vicinity of the project, as they
exist at the time the notice of preparation is published… The environmental
setting will normally constitute the baseline physical conditions by which a
lead agency determines whether an impact is significant.” However, to
determine the impacts of a project, it is important to identify the incremental
increase in a potential impact associated with the project when it will be in
operation. Similar to the traffic analysis that includes planned roadway
improvements when modeling future conditions with the project; it was
appropriate for the greenhouse gas emissions analysis to include 2020
estimates to represent the time the project would be in operation. Therefore,
the use of the greenhouse gas emission intensity factor was appropriate and
correct, and greenhouse gas emissions were not underrepresented. No
additional analysis is required.
Response B4-22:

As described in Responses B4-11 and B4-41 through B4-48, all projectgenerated trips were accounted for, and therefore, the air quality and
greenhouse gas emissions analysis that relied on the traffic analysis, did not
underestimated project-related air emissions.

Response B4-23:

The commenter indicates that impacts from hazardous materials are not
adequately disclosed, analyzed and mitigated. Regarding concerns associated
with potential impacts from hazardous materials, refer to Master Response 3.

Response B4-24:

The commenter indicates that there is substantial evidence that the SherwinWilliams parcel poses a significant hazardous materials risk to construction
workers, residents, and recreational users and that this conclusion is
supported by evidence of unremediated soil and groundwater contamination
on the southern part of the parcel, including the area containing the “Building
35” concrete building pad, which was constructed in the mid-1960s and has
not yet been uncovered. Regarding concerns associated with residual
contamination in soil and groundwater, refer to Master Response 3. The LUC
for the Sherwin-Williams parcel does not indicate that further investigation is
required prior to disturbance of the site.

Response B4-25:

The commenter describes some of the soil gas and groundwater monitoring
activities conducted at the project site and indicates that some of the soil gas
levels were found to be above screening levels. The commenter’s summary is
noted for the record. While the need for additional analysis or evaluation of
soil gas was not specifically mentioned in the comment, further evaluation of
soil gas conditions and potential vapor intrusion to indoor air would be
performed for the Sherwin-Williams property at DTSC’s discretion, as
required by the LUC. Regarding concerns associated with the need for
additional analysis or evaluation of soil gas, refer to Master Response 3.

Response B4-26:

The commenter states that groundwater monitoring indicates that elevated
levels of VOCs, including dichloroethane and benzene, and arsenic remain at
the site. The commenter further states that the Draft EIR does not describe
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the extent of any previous investigations in the vicinity of the relatively large
Sherwin-Williams “Building 35.” Regarding concerns associated with
residual contamination and investigation in the area of Building 35, refer to
Master Response 3.
Response B4-27:

The commenter further states that the Draft EIR does not describe the extent
of any previous investigations in the vicinity of the relatively large SherwinWilliams “Building 35” and that this area was occupied by railroad tracks
and used by Sherwin-Williams for storing products and chemicals, and later
used for product manufacturing. Regarding concerns associated with
investigations in the area of Building 35, refer to Master Response 3.

Response B4-28:

The commenter indicates that there is evidence of contamination on the
Sherwin-Williams parcel outside of the area where soil was excavated and
removed and that a previous report noted that the soil included a layer of
black, gray and brown clay that was described as having a petroleum-like
odor. Regarding concerns associated with residual contamination, refer to
Master Response 3.

Response B4-29:

The commenter indicates that DTSC has not yet provided public comments
about the suitability of the Sherwin-Williams parcel for residential use, and
that it is therefore speculative at this time to assume the Sherwin-Williams
parcel is suitable for residential housing in light of data which shows
contamination above cleanup goals, and potential additional contamination
sources on the subject property. The commenter indicates that this does not
alleviate the City of its obligation to fully investigate and disclose the
foreseeable environmental impacts of the project, and that the Draft EIR
should be revised to include a definitive determination, backed by a projectspecific human health risk assessment that the Sherwin-Williams parcel is
safe for human occupancy. Regarding concerns associated with the
suitability of the project site for residential housing and requirements for
further investigation of the Sherwin-Williams parcel refer to Master
Response 3. Additionally, the LUC does not restrict the Sherwin-Williams
parcel from being developed for residential use. The Draft EIR provides a
sufficient amount of information concerning the current status of the project
site and the findings of the DTSC. See also the comment letter from the
DTSC (A4) and responses in this document.

Response B4-30:

The commenter indicates that the City has improperly deferred investigating
and disclosing the levels of contamination that persist throughout the project
site, and failed to adequately analyze the remediation strategies and
mitigation measures that will be needed to ensure protection of human
health, and that an agency may not rely on mitigation measures of uncertain
efficacy or feasibility. Regarding concerns associated with investigations,
levels of residual contamination, and performing additional remediation at
the project site, refer to Master Response 3.
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The implementation of LUCs, SMPs, and engineering controls for potential
vapor intrusion concerns is feasible and is a common practice to ensure
protection of human health at properties with residual impacts from
hazardous materials. The mitigation measures are therefore not of uncertain
efficacy; are feasible and the Draft EIR adequately describes and mitigates
the potential impacts related to hazardous materials.
Response B4-31:

Please see Responses B4-6 through B4- 22 that address the commenter’s
issues concerning “air quality and greenhouse gas emissions limits.”

Response B4-32:

The commenter indicates that the Draft EIR acknowledges that contamination remains on the parcel above safe levels, and that pursuant to the LUC on
the parcel, DTSC will require further investigation, excavated soil management and disposal procedures, and further engineering controls to address the
contamination. Regarding concerns associated with residual contamination
and DTSC requirements for the project site refer to Master Response 3.
The Draft EIR does not indicate that contamination remains on the SherwinWilliams parcel “above safe levels.” To the contrary, as discussed on page
299 of the Draft EIR, the LUC imposes environmental restrictions because
VOCs and arsenic remain in groundwater and/or soil gas above the
unrestricted cleanup goals as defined in the RAP. DTSC’s requirement for
further investigation of the Sherwin-Williams parcel applies only to the
evaluation of soil gas conditions and indoor air quality prior to development,
as required by the LUC. DTSC would determine whether engineering
controls are needed to address potential vapor intrusion concerns based on
future evaluations of soil gas conditions and indoor air quality.

Response B4-33:

The commenter indicates that the project would require further excavation or
soil handing to address the contamination. Regarding concerns associated
with performing additional remediation at the project site, refer to Master
Response 3 and Response B4-11. Soil excavation is not planned for
remediation purposes; therefore, additional haul truck trips would not be
anticipated. Therefore, no additional construction emissions would be
expected.

Response B4-34:

The commenter indicates that the City’s proposed mitigation measures are
not stringent enough to reduce the potential impacts of the project to a lessthan-significant level. They recommend that to protect public health the City
must first require, as part of its investigation of potential environmental
impacts pursuant to CEQA, a thorough investigation and disclosure of the
extent and character of residual contamination on the entire parcel, particularly those areas that are outside of the previous excavation zone, and under
Building 35. The City should then ensure safe and proper remediation of any
unsafe levels of contaminants, including the preparation of a HHRA to be
included in a revised Draft EIR. The commenter indicates that the City
should also require an enforceable worker Health and Safety Plan, which is
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also a standard practice when redeveloping a contaminated site. Regarding
concerns associated with mitigation measures and investigations of the
project site (including in the area of Building 35), and the HHRA performed
for the project site, refer to Master Response 3.
Worker health and safety regulations are discussed on pages 311 to 312 of
the Draft EIR, including the requirement that workers at hazardous waste
sites (or workers who may be exposed to hazardous wastes that might be
encountered during excavation of contaminated soils) must receive
specialized training and medical supervision according to the Hazardous
Waste Operations and Emergency Response (HAZWOPER) regulations. As
discussed on pages 312 of the Draft EIR, California standards for workers
dealing with hazardous materials are contained in California Code of
Regulations (CCR) Title 8. CCR Title 8 includes requirements for preparation of Health and Safety Plans. As indicated on page 318 to 319 of the Draft
EIR, the SMP would include a description of health and safety requirements
and the SMP would be revised, if necessary, to include changes in health and
safety requirements (e.g., worker training or personal protective equipment
[PPE] requirements) if previously unidentified environmental hazards are
discovered which require changes in health and safety requirements.
Response B4-35:

The commenter indicates that the potential impacts of any residual contamination left in place on the project site will not be limited to vapor intrusion
effects on indoor air quality, and that the project will include numerous parks
and open space features that could expose children and others to unsafe
levels of contaminated soil and soil vapor. The commenter suggests that the
Draft EIR must be revised to include a HHRA that adequately addresses
these risks. Regarding concerns associated with residual contamination and
the HHRA performed for the project site, refer to Master Response 3.
DTSC requirements and the proposed mitigations measures of the Draft EIR
address more than soil vapor effects on indoor air quality. Implementation of
the SMP would ensure that soil used for park construction activities would
not pose a health risk to the public as soil from the Sherwin-Williams parcel
would be tested prior to potential re-use, and only clean (uncontaminated)
soil would be imported to the site for use as fill. Soil vapor does not typically
pose a risk of exposure in an outdoor setting as vapors quickly dissipate in an
outdoor environment, and DTSC would consider proposed land uses,
including parks, when evaluating whether further soil gas evaluation and
engineering controls would be required to address potential exposure to soil
vapor.

Response B4-36:

The commenter indicates that disturbance of the Successor Agency parcel
poses a significant and unmitigated risk to the health of construction workers,
future residents, and recreational users of the project site. The commenter
indicates that a regulatory determination that the Successor Agency parcel is
suitable for housing or public park uses has not been made and that the Draft
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EIR fails to identify the status of the cleanup on the Successor Agency
parcel.
As discussed on pages 303 to 304 of Draft EIR, the Successor Agency parcel
has a closed case status for a former leaking underground storage tank
(LUST) case on the State Water Board’s Geotracker database and has a
current cleanup status of “referred to another agency” as of December 2007
on DTSC’s Envirostor database.
As discussed on pages 300 to 301 of Draft EIR, many phases of environmental investigations and remediation activities have been performed at the
Successor Agency parcel, and the March 2008 Site Cleanup Plan (SCP)
developed by Erler & Kalinowski, Inc. (EKI, 2008) established cleanup goals
for soil which would allow for future multi-family residential or park uses of
the Successor Agency parcel. Following the completion of remedial excavation activities, soil impacted with concentrations of contaminants exceeding
cleanup goals remained on the Successor Agency parcel due to the physical
constraints preventing further excavation. As discussed on pages 304 of the
Draft EIR, a draft No Further Action (NFA) letter for the Successor Agency
parcel was submitted by the City to the San Francisco Bay Regional Water
Quality Control and DTSC; however, DTSC stated that they could not
concur with the NFA if concentrations remain above residential levels
without a deed restriction. A preliminary draft deed restriction was prepared
by the City in 2010, and in November 2015, the City initiated preparation of
an exhibit showing those areas of the Successor Agency parcel that were not
remediated in order to finalize a LUC for the Successor Agency parcel. In
order to prepare the LUC as required by Mitigation Measure HAZ-2c, the
exhibit and draft deed restriction would be submitted by the City to DTSC
for review and incorporation into a LUC after the City signs a reimbursement
agreement to fund DTSC’s oversight, as required by DTSC. Regarding
concerns associated with mitigation measures addressing residual contamination and suitability of the Successor Agency parcel for housing or a park,
refer to Master Response 3.
Response B4-37:

The commenter indicates that contaminants including VOCs may also be
present beneath the Successor Agency parcel in soil vapor and that workers,
future residents, and recreational users may be exposed to vapors. The
commenter further indicates that the Draft EIR Mitigation Measure HAZ-2b,
which requires an evaluation of soil gas conditions and indoor air quality, is
inadequate, and that reliance on a future evaluation of vapor intrusion risks
constitutes deferred mitigation. Regarding concerns associated with
mitigation measures addressing residual contamination and suitability of the
Successor Agency parcel for housing or a park, refer to Master Response 3.

Response B4-38:

The commenter indicates that studies of vapor intrusion and soil contamination at the Successor Agency parcel should be conducted for inclusion in a
revised Draft EIR, that a clear delineation of areas where soil contamination
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remains above residential cleanup goals should also be included in a revised
Draft EIR, and that only with proper disclosure of contamination conditions
can the potential impacts on human health of residents and construction
workers be understood. Regarding concerns associated with residual
contamination at the Successor Agency parcel, refer to Master Response 3
and Response B4-35.
Soil vapor does not typically pose a risk of exposure in an outdoor setting as
vapors are quickly dissipated in an outdoor environment, and DTSC would
consider proposed land uses, including parks, when evaluating whether
further soil gas evaluation and engineering controls would be required to
address potential exposure to soil vapor. The LUC would include restrictions
and requirements to prevent potential exposure to hazardous materials which
are present in the subsurface of the Successor Agency parcel, as required by
Mitigation Measure HAZ-2c. Additionally, an evaluation of soil gas conditions and indoor air quality would be performed for the Successor Agency
parcel as required Mitigation Measure HAZ-2b, and an SMP would be
prepared for the project site as required by Mitigation Measure HAZ-2d.
DTSC oversight during implementation of these mitigation measures would
ensure that the proposed land use of the Successor Agency parcel would not
pose an unacceptable human health risk.
Response B4-39:

This comment is introductory in nature for comments related to a review
conducted by Daniel Smith. Responses to comments related to Daniel
Smith’s review are provided in Responses B4-84 through B4-103. To
provide additional information regarding trip generation concerns and use of
the MXD+ model, a memorandum has been prepared and is included as
Appendix B to this document.

Response B4-40:

See Responses B4-84 through B4-103 regarding additional information
concerning trip generation and use of the MXD+ model. The MXD+ model
was developed based on publically available data and has been used on
numerous transportation assessments for projects in California with Certified
Environmental Impact Reports dating back to 2009. Prior to being
commonly referred to as the MXD+ model, it was referred to as the 4Ds
model, which takes into consideration Density, Diversity (of uses), Design,
and Destinations. That model was then expanded to include other variables,
including demographics, such as average vehicle ownership per household,
distance to transit, and development scale, and was renamed a mixed-use trip
generation model or MXD+. The MXD+ method has been used in the City of
Emeryville since 2013. The model is therefore reflective of City-specific
considerations.
The model includes a validation site within the City of Emeryville (See
Responses B4-84 through B4-103), and the trip generation adjustments are
based on data specific to the project site and surrounding area, including the
number of jobs within a 30-minute transit ride, the average vehicle
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ownership of future residents, which was estimated based on Census data
from the surrounding neighborhood, and other site specific factors.
Response B4-41:

The MXD+ model validation included Bay Street in Emeryville, which was
shown to generate 40 percent fewer vehicle trips than predicted by standard
ITE rates. Please see Responses B4-84 through B4-103 that discuss the site
specific data employed by the model.

Response B4-42:

The model validation results referenced in the Draft EIR are included in
Appendix C to this RTC Document. The validation results show that for the
27 mixed-use sites that were surveyed in California and across the country,
including a site in Emeryville, the ITE method overestimated daily traffic
generation by 24 percent and peak hour traffic by 35 percent to 37 percent.
The MXD+ method explains 97 percent of the variation in trip generation
among MXDs, compared to 65 percent for the methods previously
recommended by ITE. While remaining slightly (2 percent to 4 percent)
conservative to avoid systematically understating impacts, MXD+ substantially reduces the 35 percent - 37 percent average overestimate of traffic
generation produced by conventional ITE methods.

Response B4-43:

Please see Response B4-44. As unadjusted ITE rates may include some level
of transit, pedestrian or bicycle access to individual land uses, the MXD+
reductions reflect the increment of bicycle, pedestrian and transit use that
could be expected given the project setting.

Response B4-44:

Bicycle and pedestrian activity at the study intersections was observed as part
of the transportation assessment. At the intersection of Horton Street at
Sherwin Avenue, bicycle and pedestrian activity accounts for 20 percent of
the total travel through the intersection during the weekday and Saturday
peak hours; pedestrians volumes could be understated as the counts did not
capture pedestrians that do not cross the street at the intersection. Similar
ratios were observed at other intersections in the project vicinity. While
bicycle and pedestrian travel can be impeded in some parts of Emeryville, the
grid network and generally small block length in the project vicinity (300 to
600 feet) contributes to the walkable, bikeable nature of the project vicinity.
Improvements proposed as part of the project would also complete gaps in
the bicycle and pedestrian network, including a Class I bicycle path along the
western boundary of the project site that will connect to the South Bayfront
Bridge, scheduled to start construction in Spring 2017. The bridge will
provide a bicycle and pedestrian connection over the railroad tracks from
Bay Street to Horton Landing Park, further reducing barriers to nonmotorized travel in the project area. A focus of the City’s Pedestrian and
Bicycle Master Plan is to close gaps and reduce barriers to non-motorized
travel.
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Response B4-45:

The actual level of parking provided by the project will be refined to meet
the current City Code requirements at the time of project approval, which
requires 1 parking space per unit, plus 0.20 spaces per unit for guest parking.
The proposed level of parking cited for the project in the Draft EIR was
based on the parking requirements at the time the initial project plans were
prepared.
All residential parking will be unbundled from the rent cost to encourage
lower rates of vehicle ownership within the residential portion of the project.
A car share pod will be located within the project site to provide future
residents access to a vehicle when needed, but without the cost of vehicle
ownership. The project will also be required to implement a transportation
demand management program to manage the proposed parking supply, with
provisions for on-going monitoring and plan refinement.

Response B4-46:

The VMT assessment presented in the Draft EIR acknowledges the fluid
nature of the updated CEQA Guidelines. As there is uncertainty regarding
preferred analysis approach, the results from several different analysis
methods were presented in the Draft EIR. As summarized in the Draft EIR,
the project would generate additional vehicle miles of travel, but it would
generate vehicle miles of travel at a rate lower than existing uses in
Emeryville.
As noted in the Draft EIR, automobile level of service was not assessed as a
CEQA metric but intersection levels of service were evaluated for informational purposes to determine if there are recommended improvements to the
transportation system that would enhance mobility for vehicle traffic,
including transit vehicles, which would not result in secondary impacts to
other modes of travel.
For intersections where level of service deficiencies were identified for
vehicles, potential improvements were reviewed. For some intersections,
planned improvements, to which the project would contribute its fair share,
would improve levels of service. For other intersections, physical improvements were not proposed as improvements that would reduce peak hour
vehicle delay, as they would conflict with other travel modes through the
intersection and were not consistent with other adopted plans, including the
Transportation Impact Fee Study and the Pedestrian and Bicycle Plan.

Response B4-47:

The commenter does not identify what information is not included in the
project description such that it is incomplete. Please see Master Response 1
for information required to be included in an EIR project description.

Response B4-48:

The commenter indicates that the Draft EIR does not adequately describe
how contaminated groundwater will be treated and conveyed offsite during
construction dewatering operations. As specified in the Draft EIR (starting on
page 318), dewatering and effluent discharge activities are required to be
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fully described in the SMP. Dewatering activities are typically conducted by
either pumping water directly from open excavations or by installing
dewatering wells adjacent to the open excavation. In either case (but more so
with open excavation dewatering), dewatering effluent may contain turbid
water (i.e., water that contains sediment) and residual contaminants that may
be present in soil or groundwater. This potentially contaminated turbid water,
if discharged directly to receiving waters without treatment, could cause
degradation of the receiving water quality.
Any groundwater dewatering would limited in duration and would be subject
to permits from East Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD) or the
Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), depending if the
discharge were to the sanitary or storm sewer system. Under existing State
law, it is illegal to allow unpermitted non-stormwater discharges to receiving
water. As stated in the Construction General Permit:
“Non-stormwater discharges directly connected to receiving waters
or the storm drain system have the potential to negatively impact
water quality. The discharger must implement measures to control all
non-stormwater discharges during construction, and from dewatering
activities associated with construction.
In addition, the Construction General permit states that discharging any
pollutant-laden water that will cause or contribute to an exceedance of the
applicable Regional Water Board’s Basin Plan from a dewatering site or
sediment basin into any receiving water or storm drain is prohibited.
The Construction General Permit allows the discharge of dewatering effluent
if the water is properly filtered or treated, using appropriate technology.
These technologies include, but are not limited to retention in settling ponds
(where sediments settle out prior to discharge of water) and filtration using
gravel and sand filters (to mechanically remove the sediment). If the
dewatering activity is deemed by the RWQCB not to be covered by the
Construction General Permit, then the discharger could potentially prepare a
Report of Waste Discharge, and if approved by the RWQCB, be issued sitespecific Waste Discharge Requirements under the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) regulations. Site–specific WDRs
contain rigorous monitoring requirements and performance standards that,
when implemented, ensure that receiving water quality is not substantially
degraded.
If the water is not suitable for discharge to the storm drain (receiving water),
as discussed above, dewatering effluent may be discharged to EBMUD’s
sanitary sewer system if special discharge criteria are met. These include, but
are not limited to, application of treatment technologies or Best Management
Practices (BMPs) which will result in achieving compliance with the
wastewater discharge limits. Discharges to EBMUD’s facilities must occur
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under a Special Discharge Permit. Per the EBMUD Wastewater Ordinance,
“wastewater may be discharged into community sewers for interception,
treatment, and disposal by the District provided that such wastewater does
not contain substances prohibited, or exceed limitations of wastewater
strength, set forth in this Ordinance” (Title II, Section 1).
In addition, per the EBMUD Wastewater Ordinance “all dischargers, other
than residential, whose wastewater requires special regulation or contains
industrial wastes requiring source control shall secure a wastewater discharge
permit” (Title IV, Section 1).
As demonstrated above, EBMUD regulates the inputs into its facilities.
EBMUD also operates its wastewater treatment facilities in accordance with
Waste Discharge Requirements issued by the RWQCB, which require
rigorous monitoring of effluent to ensure discharges do not adversely impact
receiving water quality. Dewatering effluent from the site may contain trace
levels of contamination that may possibly exceed the discharge standards of
EBMUD. In this case, the water would likely be treated using proven
technologies (e.g., filtration to remove sediment and/or advanced treatment
technologies to remove other pollutants) to the degree the effluent could be
discharged (under permit) to the storm or sanitary sewers. Compliance with
permit requirements would ensure that the water is tested prior to discharge
to ensure that the treatment technologies are effective.
Since proper management of dewatering effluent is covered by existing State
and local regulations, and implementation of these regulations would protect
receiving water quality, the project would have no significant impacts on
receiving water related to discharge of dewatering effluent.
Response B4-49:

The commenter states that post-construction stormwater management is not
adequately described in the Draft EIR and does not describe the proposed
extent of upgrades to the storm drainage system along Sherwin Avenue. The
commenter further states that the Draft EIR fails to “disclose the potentially
significant contamination that will be released when those lines are
replaced.”
Please refer to Response B2-74 for more information about post-construction
stormwater management. With regard to the extent of storm drainage system
upgrades, the Draft EIR describes the proposed improvements on page 292.
As described in the Draft EIR, preliminary hydraulic calculations indicate
that implementation of the project would result in a reduction of impervious
surfaces relative to existing conditions. Based on these preliminary calculations, total stormwater runoff from a 10-year storm with a 10-minute
duration is estimated to decrease from 18.45 to 15.17 cubic feet per second,
resulting in a net benefit to the capacity of local storm drainage systems.
However, the Draft EIR acknowledges that the storm drain system on
Halleck Street is near capacity and therefore requires, by Mitigation Measure
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HYD-2, upgraded drainage components to be designed in compliance with
City of Emeryville standards, reviewed by the City of Emeryville Department of Public Works and any improvements deemed necessary by the City,
be part of the conditions of approval.
With regard to “potentially significant contamination that will be released
when those lines are replaced”, the preparers of the Draft EIR disagree with
this statement. Replacing aging storm drainage infrastructure with new
components will decrease the potential for the discharge of residual
contaminants that may be located in the subsurface because infiltration and
inflow into the system would be reduced (i.e., the new lines would be
essentially watertight and reduce or eliminate the inflow of subsurface
water).
Response B4-50:

As shown on revised Table IV.D-5 of the Draft EIR (see Response B4-56),
project construction emissions would not exceed the exhaust emission
thresholds, therefore any reduction in fleet-wide averages that could be
achieved through implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-1 would not be
required to reduce impacts to a less- than-significant level. As stated on page
210 of the Draft EIR, “although the project would not exceed the exhaust
emission thresholds, the BAAQMD recommends the implementation of Best
Management Practices to reduce construction dust impacts to a less-thansignificant level.” The specific bullet in the mitigation measure related to the
development of the off-road equipment plan would further reduce the
impacts that were identified as less than significant. To clarify the measure,
Mitigation Measure AIR-1 will be modified as follows to specify that the
fleet-average should be reduce as compared to the average 2015 ARB fleet
average.
In response to this comment, page 210 of the Draft EIR is revised as follows:
Mitigation Measure AIR-1: Consistent with guidance from the
BAAQMD, the following actions shall be required in relevant
construction contracts and specifications for the project:


All exposed surfaces (e.g., parking areas, staging areas, soil
piles, graded areas, and unpaved access roads) shall be watered
two times per day.



All haul trucks transporting soil, sand, or other loose material
off-site shall be covered.



All visible mud or dirt tracked-out onto adjacent public roads
shall be removed using wet power vacuum street sweepers at
least once per day. The use of dry power sweeping is prohibited.



All vehicle speeds on unpaved roads shall be limited to 15 miles
per hour (mph).
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All roadways, driveways, and sidewalks to be paved shall be
completed as soon as possible. Building pads shall be laid as
soon as possible after grading unless seeding or soil binders are
used.



Construction equipment idling times shall be minimized either
by shutting equipment off when not in use or reducing the
maximum idling time to 2 minutes (as required by the California
airborne toxics control measure Title 13, Section 2485 of
California Code of Regulations [CCR]). Clear signage shall be
provided for construction workers at all access points.



All construction equipment shall be maintained and properly
tuned in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications. All
equipment shall be checked by a certified mechanic and
determined to be running in proper condition prior to operation.



The project applicant shall post a publicly visible sign with the
telephone number and person to contact at the City of Emeryville
regarding dust complaints. This person shall respond to complaints
and take corrective action within 48 hours. The BAAQMD’s
phone number shall also be visible to ensure compliance with
applicable regulations.



All exposed surfaces shall be watered at a frequency adequate to
maintain minimum soil moisture of 12 percent. Moisture content
can be verified by lab samples or a moisture probe.



All excavation, grading, and/or demolition activities shall be
suspended when average wind speeds exceed 20 mph.



Vegetative ground cover (e.g., fast-germinating native grass
seed) or other plants that offer dust mitigation measures shall be
planted in disturbed areas as soon as possible and watered
appropriately until vegetation is established.



The simultaneous occurrence of excavation, grading, and
ground-disturbing construction activities on the same area at any
one time shall be limited. To the extent feasible, activities shall
be phased to reduce the amount of disturbed surfaces at any one
time.



All trucks and equipment, including their tires, shall be washed
off prior to leaving the site.



Sandbags or other erosion control measures shall be installed to
prevent silt runoff to public roadways from sites with a slope
greater than 1 percent.



The project contractor shall use low volatile organic compound
(i.e., ROG) coatings beyond the local requirements (i.e.,
Regulation 8, Rule 3: Architectural Coatings).
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All construction equipment, diesel trucks, and generators shall be
equipped with Best Available Control Technology for emission
reductions of NOx and PM.



All contractors shall use equipment that meets California ARB’s
most recent certification standard (as of 2016, the certification
date is July 26, 2007) for off-road heavy duty diesel engines.

Response B4-51:

The commenter states that the LID treatment requirements specified in
Mitigation Measure HYD- 1b are vague and that the City should identify
what types of stormwater treatment options are available on the site
(including a determination regarding whether the project will comply with
NPDES requirements). Compliance with NPDES provision is required by
law and it is the City’s responsibility to ensure that new development
“regulated projects” (as identified in the NPDES Municipal Regional Permit,
of which the project is one) comply with LID requirements. Specific LID
measures have not been designed (only conceptual measures such as tree
wells and stormwater planters have been identified). It is not possible for the
City to determine C.3 compliance prior to preparation of the site-specific
Stormwater Control Plan that is based on final design of the project.

Response B4-52:

The City contacted East Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD) regarding
the Water Supply Assessment (WSA) for the project site. EBMUD noted that
the water demand associated with the proposed project would be less than the
project proposed in 2005. EBMUD, the water provider, determined that the
WSA approved in 2005 is still valid and that a second WSA is not required
for the proposed project. See also the letter from EBMUD (A2) and the
responses to that letter contained in this document.

Response B4-53:

As described in Responses B4-1 through B4-54, the Draft EIR identifies
impacts associated with implementation of the proposed project. The City’s
review of the Draft EIR in light of these comments has shown that the Draft
EIR is adequate and does not suffer from any serious errors or emissions
such that recirculation of the Draft EIR would be required pursuant to CEQA
Guidelines Section 15088.5.

Response B4-54:

This comment is an attachment to the letter and reproduces a report from
SWAPE as well as introductory remarks paragraph contained in the SWAPE
report. Responses to this report have been made in previous responses to
comments; however, the following responses address specific issues
identified in the SWAPE letter.

Response B4-55:

The commenter indicates that cleanup goals have not been achieved at the
Sherwin-Williams parcel, that the Successor Agency parcel has not been
evaluated for vapor intrusion and remains and open site under regulatory
investigation, and that the Draft EIR should not be certified until these
parcels have been cleared for residential use.
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Regarding concerns associated with residual contamination and the measures
that would be implemented to ensure that the project site would be suitable
for residential use refer to Master Response 3.
Response B4-56:

The commenter summarizes information regarding environmental
investigations and findings at the Sherwin-Williams parcel and indicates that
areas of the Sherwin-Williams parcel that were not remediated pose a risk to
construction workers, future residents, and recreational users of the Project
site.
Regarding concerns associated with residual contamination and the measures
that would be implemented to ensure that construction workers, future
residents, and recreational users of the project site would not be exposed to
hazardous materials refer to Master Response 3.

Response B4-57:

The commenter summarizes information regarding the area of Building 35 at
the Sherwin-Williams parcel, and indicates that the extent of previous
investigations in this area is not clear and that the former use of this area as a
large railroad spur area poses potential environmental concerns. Regarding
concerns associated with residual contamination and investigation in the area
of Building 35 refer to Master Response 3.

Response B4-58:

The commenter indicates that there is evidence of contamination on the
Sherwin-Williams parcel outside of the area where soil was excavated and
removed and that a previous report noted that the soil included a layer of
black, gray and brown clay that was described as having a petroleum-like
odor. Regarding concerns associated with residual contamination refer to
Master Response 3.

Response B4-59:

The commenter indicates that DTSC has not yet provided public comments
about the suitability of the Sherwin-Williams parcel for housing, and that it is
therefore speculative at this time to assume the Sherwin-Williams parcel is
suitable for residential housing in light of data which shows contamination
above cleanup goals, and potential additional contamination sources on the
subject property.
Regarding concerns associated with the suitability of the project site for
residential housing, refer to Master Response 3. The LUC does not restrict
the Sherwin-Williams parcel from being developed for residential use.

Response B4-60:

The commenter indicates that the Draft EIR should be revised to include a
definitive determination, backed by a project-specific human health risk
assessment that the Sherwin-Williams parcel is safe for human occupancy,
and that the City cannot defer investigation of contamination at the project
site and analyze the remediation strategies and protective measures that will
be used to ensure the protection of human health.
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Regarding concerns associated with investigations and the HHRA performed
for the Sherwin-Williams parcel, levels of residual contamination, performing
additional remediation, the suitability of the project site for residential
housing, refer to Master Response 3. The LUC does not restrict the SherwinWilliams parcel from being developed for residential use. The Draft EIR
provides a sufficient amount of information concerning the current status of
the project site and the findings of DTSC.
Response B4-61:

Regarding the potential for additional remediation of contaminated soil and
groundwater at the project site see Master Response 3. Regarding the
potential effects of air pollutant and GHG emissions associated with
construction activities and site remediation see Responses B4-6 through B422.

Response B4-62:

The commenter indicates that inadequate investigation and cleanup
parameters for residential and park uses of the Sherwin-Williams parcel
would likely have an adverse effect on the health of occupants, and that the
City must analyze and enforce a stringent worker Health and Safety Plan to
protect worker health. Regarding concerns associated with investigations,
cleanup, and suitability of the project site for housing, and worker health and
safety, refer to Master Response 3. Also see Response B4-34 regarding
worker health and safety regulations.

Response B4-63:

The commenter indicates that a regulatory determination that the Successor
Agency parcel is suitable for housing or public park uses has not been made
and that the Draft EIR fails to identify the status of the cleanup on the
Successor Agency parcel. Regarding concerns associated with the current
regulatory and cleanup status of the Successor Agency parcel and its
suitability for housing or public park uses, refer to Response B4-36.

Response B4-64:

The commenter indicates that a deed restriction for the Successor Agency
parcel has not been prepared and submitted for agency review and that the
regulatory status of the Successor Agency parcel on the DTSC’s Envirostor
website is open. Regarding concerns associated with the current regulatory
status of the Successor Agency parcel and the status of the deed restriction
being prepared for the Successor Agency parcel refer to Response B4-36.

Response B4-65:

The commenter indicates that contaminants remain in soils at the Successor
Agency parcel in excess of residential cleanup goals and that cleanup
activities conducted in 2008 were not completed because of excavation could
not proceed under adjacent buildings, railroad tracks and sidewalks.
Regarding concerns associated with residual contamination at the Successor
Agency parcel and the measures that would be implemented to ensure that
the Successor Agency parcel is suitable for housing or park uses, refer to
Master Response 3.
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Response B4-66:

The commenter indicates that contaminants including VOCs may also be
present beneath the Successor Agency parcel in soil vapor and workers and
future residents may be exposed to vapors. The commenter further indicates
that the Draft EIR Mitigation Measure HAZ-2b, which requires an evaluation
of soil gas conditions and indoor air quality, is inadequate, and that reliance
on a future evaluation of vapor intrusion risks constitutes deferred mitigation,
and that studies of vapor intrusion and soil contamination at the Successor
Agency parcel should be conducted for inclusion in a revised Draft EIR.
Regarding concerns associated with mitigation measures addressing residual
contamination and suitability of the Successor Agency parcel for housing or
a park, refer to Master Response 3.

Response B4-67:

The commenter indicates that a clear delineation of areas where soil
contamination remains above residential cleanup goals should also be
included in a revised Draft EIR, and that only with proper disclosure of
contamination conditions can the potential impacts on human health of
residents and construction workers be understood. Regarding concerns
associated with residual contamination at the Successor Agency parcel, refer
to Master Response 3 and Responses B4-35 and B4-36.

Response B4-68:

The commenter indicates that Mitigation Measure HAZ-2b, which requires
an evaluation of soil gas conditions and indoor air quality at the Successor
Agency parcel and approval from DTSC before construction permits are
issued for residential housing on the Successor Agency parcel, is inadequate,
and that reliance on a future evaluation of vapor intrusion risks constitutes
deferred mitigation. Regarding concerns associated with mitigation measures
addressing residual contamination and suitability of the Successor Agency
parcel for housing, refer to Master Response 3.

Response B4-69:

The commenter indicates that the City must investigate and disclose the
extent of contamination that remains at the Successor Agency parcel, and
must ensure proper mitigation measures are in place to protect future
residents, constructions workers, and nearby residents. The commenter also
indicates that studies of vapor intrusion and soil contamination at the
Successor Agency parcel should be conducted for inclusion in a revised Draft
EIR, and a clear delineation of areas where soil contamination remains above
residential cleanup goals should also be included in a revised Draft EIR.
Regarding concerns associated with the extent of residual contamination,
mitigation measures addressing residual contamination, and suitability of the
Successor Agency parcel for housing or park uses, refer to Master Response
3.

Response B4-70:

The commenter indicates that the potential impacts of any residual
contamination left in place on the project site will not be limited to vapor
intrusion effects on indoor air quality, and that the Project will include
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numerous parks and open space features that could expose children and
others to unsafe levels of contaminated soil and soil vapor.
Regarding concerns associated with residual contamination, refer to Master
Response 3. Regarding concerns associated with exposure of children and
other park users to contaminated soil and soil vapor, refer to response B4-35.
Response B4-71:

This comment is introductory in nature and claims that the Draft EIR fails to
adequately characterize and analyze air quality and greenhouse gas
emissions. The comment contends that there are unsubstantiated input
parameters used to estimate project emissions. This commenter questions the
input values used in the Draft EIR Section IV.D, Air Quality and IV.E,
Greenhouse Gas Emissions analysis. The comment claims that emissions
associate with the project are underestimated. Please see Responses B4-72
through B4-82 for responses to comments raised by the commenter. The
Draft EIR is adequate and does not suffer from any serious errors or
emissions such that recirculation of the Draft EIR would be required pursuant
to CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5. See also Response to Comment B2-99
that directly addresses CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5.

Response B4-72:

As shown in the CalEEMod output files in Appendix C of the Draft EIR, the
total acreage for the project was included in the model. For residential uses,
the lot acreage includes grading for parking and landscaping, therefore, these
additional uses were not included as separate uses. Based on the findings of
the project traffic analysis, the park would not result in substantial trip
generation, as an independent land use of the project; therefore, for purposes
of the CalEEMod analysis, the acreage for this use was only included as a
portion of the residential use which incorporates ancillary features in the
emissions estimates, and were not identified as a separate use. Based on
CalEEMod default values, the park would generate a total of two trips per
day on weekdays and weekends. This minimal trip generation would not
result in any changes to the emission results presented in IV.D-6 of the Draft
EIR. On street parking spaces would also not be included as a separate land
use for purposes of this analysis as paved surfaces were included as part of
the total residential acreage.
The total trips assumed in CalEEMod are consistent with the traffic analysis
conducted for the project. The traffic analysis found that due to the small size
of the park use, it would not generate a substantial number of new trips.

Response B4-73:

Construction activities, including paving for parking spaces and roads and
construction of the park, were included in the CalEEMod analysis. See also
Responses B4-9 and B4-72.

Response B4-74:

In regards to the comment that the park land use and associated trips during
operation was omitted from the CalEEMod model, see Responses B4-9 and
B4-72.
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Response B4-75:

In regards to the concern that the building space for the residential
component of the project was not property included in the the CalEEMod
model, see Responses B4-9 and B4-72.

Response B4-76:

The carbon intensity factor is based on the 2013 PG&E Guidance for
Customers, which states that emission factors may be used for climate action
planning purposes and GHG emission tracking or reporting. A copy of the
report, as well as the updated November 2015 document, is included in
Appendix A to this document. The 2015 document also confirms the
estimated carbon intensity factor for 2020 of 290 lb/MWhr.

Response B4-77:

In response to AB 32, the California Air Resources Board was required to
develop renewable energy standards in its Scoping Plan. In 2011, the
California Legislature passed a renewable portfolio standard program which
requires PG&E and other electric utilities to serve 33 percent of their
customers’ electricity needs with clean renewable energy by 2020. According
to the latest scoping plan, the large utilities, such as PG&E are on track to
meet the 33 percent target by 2020.5 The 290 lb/MWhr rate reflects the
emission reductions achieved through implementation of the renewable
portfolio standard. The emission rate was independently developed and
verified by the California Public Utility Commissions (CPUC).6 Therefore,
the Carbon intensity factor of 290 lb/MWhr used in the CalEEMod is
appropriate to use in this analysis of 2020 greenhouse gas emissions (the
opening year of the project).

Response B4-78:

The reduction in greenhouse gas emissions was mandated in 2002 under
Senate Bill 1078, accelerated in 2006 under Senate Bill 107 and expanded in
2011 under Senate Bill 2.The future estimates are provided and verified by
the CPUC. Additionally, the PG&E document states that the emission factors
can be used for purposes of climate change planning and greenhouse gas
emission tracking which is consistent with estimating emissions for purposes
of CEQA. The PG&E document does say you can take the last 5 years of
data to predict future emissions; however, the document then goes on to say
you can also reference CPUC data. As indicated in Response B4-77, the
emission rate used was independently developed and verified by the CPUC.
Therefore, the use of the greenhouse gas emission intensity factor was
appropriate and correct.

Response B4-79:

The commenter is correct that the approximately 7,000 cubic yard of soil that
would be imported to the site was inadvertently omitted. However, the
import of soil would be limited to this amount that would be used for
landscaping features on the site. As noted in Responses B4-11 and B4-32,

5

California Air Resources Board, 2014, op. cit.

6

E3, 2016, op. cit.
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additional soil excavation is not planned for remediation purposes; therefore,
additional haul truck trips would not be anticipated.
Response B4-80:

An additional CalEEMod analysis has been conducted to assess the
additional haul trip emissions. The updated analysis also includes the park
and roadways. See Response B4-9 for revisions to Table IV.D-5.
The emission results shown in revised Table IV.D-5 include double counting
of construction emissions as park and asphalt surfaces, since these would have
been incorporated into the residential construction emissions. Nevertheless,
with the addition of these emissions, as shown in the revised Table IV.D-5,
total construction emissions would still be well below the BAAQMD’s
significance criteria. This analysis is provided to clarify the analysis contained
in the Draft EIR, and no new or more severe impacts were identified as a
result of this analysis, and no new mitigation measures are required.

Response B4-81:

This comment references the traffic analysis which states “Although some
trips to the retail component could be pass-by trips that make an interim stop
on an already planned trip, route deviation from 40th Street or San Pablo
Avenue would result in new traffic in the immediate vicinity of the project
site. Therefore, no pass-by reduction was taken for this analysis.” This
statement is referring to the trip generation estimated for the proposed
project. The traffic analysis is indicating that for purposes of evaluating
operational conditions on surrounding roadways a “pass-by” trip reduction
was not taken. Consistent with the traffic analysis, the estimated trip
generation used in the CalEEMod analysis was not also reduced to account
for pass-by trips. According to the CalEEMod Users Guide, the term “passby” under the “Trips and VMT” tab of CalEEMod refers to “trip purposes”
which states that there are “primary”, “diverted”, or “pass-by” trip types in
CalEEMod with varying trip lengths.7 The trip lengths for these purposes are
based on census data and data collected by the Institute of Traffic Engineers
by land use type. Based on the available evidence it would not be appropriate
to edit the trip purpose type assumptions and the resulting trip length
estimates used as the CalEEMod default values. Traffic is estimated to be
diverted from areas within a mile of the site and the default values represent
the range of trip lengths that would be associated with the project trip
generation. All generated trips were included. It should also be noted that the
trip lengths include longer default trip lengths for primary trips. Due to the
high density of the surrounding areas, it could be argued that the longer trip
lengths for other trip types should be reduced to account for the concentration of trip destinations within close proximity to the project site. However,
again, due to lack of supporting evidence (such as a trip origin destination
survey specific to the project site), the most conservative approach is to use

7
California Air Pollution Control Officers Association, 2015. CalEEMod User’s Guide, page 28. Website:
caleemod.com.
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the default trip length and types, including the use of “pass-by” trip lengths
assigned by default in CalEEMod. The trip generation assumptions used in
the analysis were consistent with the traffic impact analysis and therefore the
analysis was appropriate.
Response B4-82:

The SWAPE analysis concludes that project construction emissions would
exceed the BAAQMD thresholds. However, as shown in the revised Table
IV.D-5 above, when the additional parameters are included in the model,
emission results would remain well below the significance criteria. The
SWAPE letter did not provide CalEEMod output files for LSA to verify if
the correct input parameters were used. As shown in Table IV.D-5 above,
construction emissions would be well below the BAAQMD criteria and the
project construction emissions presented by SWAPE are incorrect.

Response B4-83:

This comment provides the resume and background of the SWAPE report
authors.

Response B4-84:

This comment is an attachment to the letter and reproduces a report from
Smith Engineering & Management to the commenter. This comment
includes introductory paragraphs as well. Responses to comments related to
Daniel Smith’s review are provided in Responses B4-39 through B4-46 as
well as the following responses.

Response B4-85:

This comment describes the trip generation approach. Specific trip
generation concerns are addressed in subsequent responses. Please also see
the memorandum included in Appendix B for additional information.

Response B4-86:

Trip generation rates presented in the Institute of Transportation Engineers
publication Trip Generation Manual typically based on trip generation
surveys at stand-alone suburban land uses with separate driveways for ease
of capturing the trip generating characteristics of specific uses. At many of
these sites, the available of transit is typically negligible, with minimal
walking and bicycle trips. As noted in the Manual:
“At specific sites, the user may wish to modify trip generation rates
presented in this document to reflect the presence of public
transportation service, ridesharing, or other transportation demand
management measures; enhanced pedestrian and bicycle trip-making
opportunities; or other special characteristics of the site or
surrounding area.
Based on guidance provided by ITE, the trip generation estimates were
adjusted to account for Emeryville characteristics.

Response B4-87:

This comment is introductory in nature for specific concerns addressed in
Response B4-88.
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Response B4-88:

The comment presents journey to work data for persons who are employed in
Emeryville from the American Community Survey in 2014. The data shows
that of people employed in Emeryville, approximately 81 percent drove a
vehicle to work (either alone or as part of a carpool), with approximately 9
percent taking transit, and 6 percent walking or biking. The commenter
identifies that the non-auto mode shares are lower than assumed for the
Sherwin-Williams development. This discrepancy is due to several factors:


American Community Survey data only presents data on work related
trips, not other types of trips resulting in non-work trips, which can
account for up to 55 percent of trips, not reflected in the mode shared
referenced by the commenter.



Mode share reductions for the project are based on project and location
specific factors that would be different in other parts of Emeryville.



Trip Generation estimates considered the Transportation Demand
Management strategies that would be incorporated as part of the project,
including unbundling of parking and maximum parking requirements.

Additional information regarding the model validation is provided in the Trip
Generation memo in Appendix B, which includes information on Emeryville
sites included in the validation effort.
Response B4-89:

The disclaimer noted in the comment is to caution the user to consider the
appropriateness of the model for the intended use as it is not the appropriate
tool for all projects. The proposed Sherwin-Williams site is within the range
of sites surveyed for inclusion in the model, including the validation sites.

Response B4-90:

Please see the Trip Generation memo in Appendix B for additional information regarding the model and its validity. Disclaimers are added to the
model to discourage untrained users from misapplication of the model.

Response B4-91:

This comment notes that there are peer reviews of the MXD data and model
but does not note a specific issue or error in the Draft EIR.

Response B4-92:

Please see Trip Generation memo in Appendix B for additional information
regarding the model and its validity. Additional information regarding
validation sites as well as other certified EIRs where this method has been
employed is also presented in the memo.
The fundamental assumption of model development is to ensure that the data
used to derive the model represents the same type of data/project you are
trying to estimate. Therefore, the comment that similar sites that were used to
development the model were used to calibrate the model indicates that the
model is performing as intended.

Response B4-93:

The commenter is referring to an outdated version of the model with these
comments. The original EPA research was lacking some details in the initial
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models, but these details have been added as additional data has become
available. These details are reflected in the most current version of the model
used for the Sherwin-Williams project, which includes peak hour validation,
which is further discussed in the Trip Generation memo in Appendix B.
As shown by the comment, the site is within the range of data collected to
develop the model.
Response B4-94:

Please see Response B4-86 regarding trip generation rates.

Response B4-95:

Please see Response B4-44 regarding bicycle and pedestrian activity.

Response B4-96:

Please see Response B4-44 regarding bicycle and pedestrian activity.

Response B4-97:

Please see Response B4-45 regarding parking.

Response B4-98:

The commenter summarizes the comments regarding trip generation. No new
information is provided, and the comment does not address information
contained in the Draft EIR.

Response B4-99:

Please see Response B4-46 regarding the VMT Assessment.

Response B4-100:

Please see response B2-112 regarding intersection improvements.

Response B4-101:

Please see response A3-2 regarding transit, bicycle and pedestrian operations.

Response B4-102:

This comment is conclusory in nature. In light of the information provided in
the previous responses, the City and EIR authors disagree that the Draft EIR
transportation and circulation section is “flawed and inadequate, should be
completely redone and must be recirculated in draft status.” The Draft EIR is
adequate and the mitigation measures are clear and appropriate. See also
Response B2-99 regarding CEQA requirements for Draft EIR recirculation.

Response B4-103:

This comment provides a resume for the preparers of the Smith Engineering
& Management report.
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05/16/2016
My name is John DeMerritt. I am the current President of the Board of Directors of the
45th st. Artists’ Cooperative.
The mission of the 45th Street Artists' Cooperative is to provide affordable live/work space
for artists in a supportive environment. In addition to providing live/work space for
artists, the Cooperative runs the Emeryville Youth Art Project, offering tutorials, field
trips, and arts methods demonstrations to promising high school students.
I am writing about the very real quality of life issues that we at the Coop and our
neighbors in the larger residential area surrounding the Sherwin Williams site are faced
with in the construction and implementation of the massive development at the Sherwin
Williams Site. I am convinced that the Draft EIR does not address these concerns, and
that it is a flawed document.

1

Our Community welcomes a new development at the Sherwin Williams location. Living
next to a very large, and until recently, a very contaminated vacant lot is not ideal for us.
We have been living and working in our buildings for 30 years. Our buildings are old
factories retrofitted to serve our needs as artists. Our ventilation system is our open
windows. Our light comes through our windows and skylights. Our buildings are
permeable and exposed. When a proposed 32-34 month long construction project
happens across the street from us, we can’t go home to escape it, because we live and
work in our homes, 24 hours a day. The majority of construction equipment, as listed in
Table IV F-13, produces between 80 and 96 decibels at a range of 50 feet. (that’s
equivalent to standing next to a food blender at 3 feet and being inside a New York
Subway on either end of that range, according to Table IV F-2) The EIR gives such scant
recognition to the fact that 70% of residencies surrounding the Sherwin Williams site are
identified as Live/Work.
For instance, Mitigation Measure NOI-3 implements a few of the following measures:

2

LeƩer
B5
Cont.

-General construction noise shall be limited on weekdays from 7am to 6pm (11 hours a
day) and on weekends from 8am to pm.
-the rest of the directives are vague and opaque, like using “smaller and quieter
equipment” “turning off idling equipment” “placing noisy equipment away from sensitive
areas”
The conclusion is given that implementation of the measures given in NOI-3 would
“reduce the construction noise impacts to a less than significant noise impact.”
As someone who lives and works 40 feet away (I measured it today) I would really like to
see more data to support a claim like that.
The EIR also concludes that Construction dust would be generated at levels that could
create “an annoyance to occupants of nearby properties”, but construction emissions
would not exceed the BAAQMD’s threshold for average daily construction emissions.
The coop was intimately involved in the year long cleanup process that occurred on this
site in from March 2011 to April 2012. We negotiated with Sherwin Williams to remove
debris and soil contaminated with arsenic and lead by rail instead of truck in order to
lessen a potential major health hazard. This construction project presents a potential
health hazard to our community’s members. Again, I would like to see more data that
supports the claim that the dust and emissions generated by a project this size will be
merely annoying.

2
cont.
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COMMENTER B5
45th Street Artists’ Cooperative
John DeMerritt
March 8, 2016

Response B5-1:

This comment is mainly introductory in nature and describes the letter writer
and the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative.
The letter includes a statement regarding “quality of life issues” that “the
Draft EIR does not address….and that it is a flawed document.” “Quality of
life” is not specifically a topic addressed under CEQA as it is an amalgamation of multiple aspects of one’s life and it is perceived differently by
different people. It could include issues required to be discussed under
CEQA, such as traffic and air quality, but could also include social issues not
address under CEQA (CEQA Guidelines Section 15131).
The comment does include references to construction impacts: construction
traffic impacts are discussed in Section IV.C, Transportation and Circulation;
construction related air quality impacts are discussed in Section IV.D, Air
Quality; and construction related noise impacts are discussed in Section IV.F,
Noise. The commenter does not provide specific concerns regarding the
analysis within the Draft EIR to which specific responses can be provided.

Response B5-2:

Table IV.F-13 lists typical construction equipment maximum noise levels for
different pieces of equipment. The project is not proposing the use of pile
drivers or rock drills. Therefore, these pieces were not included in the
analysis. As described on page 266 of the Draft EIR, the maximum noise
level from multiple pieces of equipment operating on the site at one time is
expected to be 91 dBA Lmax at a distance of 50 feet from an active construction area. The City does not distinguish between typical residential or
commercial space and live/work uses. To meet the requirements of the noise
ordinance, the City limits the permissible hours of construction. Implementation of Mitigation Measure NOI-3 would limit construction to the permissible hours and would implement additional measures to reduce potential
construction noise impacts. Therefore, as identified in the Draft EIR,
construction of the project would not result in a significant impact to the
live/work units in the project vicinity.

Response B5-3:

Mitigation Measure AIR-1 on page 210 of the Draft EIR would require
implementation of the BAAQMD’s Best Management Practices and
enhanced measures that would further reduce construction emissions and
fugitive dust emissions associated with project construction. Implementation
of the measures would reduce dust annoyance to nearby properties and
according to the BAAQMD, would reduce dust impacts to a less than
significant level. The measure would require watering two times per day,
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street sweepers, limited speeds on unpaved roads and vegetative ground
cover would be planted in disturbed areas. According to the BAAQMD
CEQA Guidelines, implementation of these practices would reduce fugitive
dust impacts to a less than significant level.8

8

Bay Area Air Quality Management District, 2011. Air Quality CEQA Guidelines. May.
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From: Will Leben [mailto:leben@stanford.edu]
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2016 1:03 PM
To: Website DL - Clerk's Office
Subject: Comment on DEIR for Sherwin Williams project
I object to the negative impacts that the proposed Sherwin Williams development will have on traffic on
Emeryville bicycle boulevards. These impacts are summarized on pp. 164-168 of the PUBLIC REVIEW
DRAFT. SHERW I N - W I L L I A M S D EVELOPMENT PROJECT
ENVIRONMENTAL I M PACT REPORT.

1

The new project worsens an existing problem, namely that the bicycle boulevard traffic levels already
exceed allowable limits.
Bicycling and walking is very unsafe in Emeryville, and the DEIR shows that Sherwin Williams will
make it even less safe. Our streets already have many speeding cars, and our intersections already have
many cars entering them after traffic signals turn yellow. Enforcement of basic traffic laws is very low.
Protections for cyclists and pedestrians are fewer than we find in neighboring cities like Oakland and
Berkeley--which in turn discourages bicycling and walking and thereby encourages more use of cars.
Other cities in the area are doing a much better job than Emeryville at making it safe to bike--San
Francisco with its Vision Zero program, Oakland with its green bike lanes running right up to
Emeryville's border at 40th Street.

2

3

Like many others, I support residential and commercial development in Emeryville, but not at the cost of
the safety and convenience of cyclists like myself. Let's see serious efforts in our city to make streets safer
for cyclists and pedestrians, and only then let's consider new development like the Sherwin Williams
project.
As conditions for approving new development, I would suggest at the very least a significant increase in
enforcement of laws against speeding cars and running red lights and adding green bike lanes to selected
streets in the areas affected most directly by the development.
Will Leben
1007 41st St. #133
Emeryville 94608-3773
510.842.1134
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COMMENTER C1
Will Leben
January 25, 2016

Response C1-1:

The commenter’s opinion regarding the effects of the project on bicycle
boulevards is noted. This comment does not relate to the adequacy of the
information or analysis within the Draft EIR; therefore, no further response is
required.

Response C1-2:

The commenter’s opinions regarding bicycle and pedestrian safety and
speeding cars is noted. This comment does not relate to the adequacy of the
information or analysis within the Draft EIR; therefore, no further response is
required.

Response C1-3:

The commenter’s opinion regarding the level of protections in Emeryville for
bicyclists and pedestrians is noted. This comment does not relate to the
adequacy of the information or analysis within the Draft EIR; therefore, no
further response is required.

Response C1-4:

The commenter’s request for more law enforcement for speeding cars and
adding bicycle facilities is noted. This comment does not relate to the
adequacy of the information or analysis within the Draft EIR; therefore, no
further response is required.
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From: Ruth Major [mailto:rsmajor@comcast.net]
Sent: Saturday, February 27, 2016 7:15 AM
To: Planning Commission
Subject: Sherwin Williams--from Dr. Richard Ambro
TO: City of Emeryville- Planning and Building Department ATTN: Miroo Desai
1333 Park Avenue
Emeryville, CA 94608
RICHARD D. AMBRO, Ph.D. COMMENTS OF FIRST DRAFT OF THE PROPOSED SHERWIN
WILLIAMS PROJECT (EMERYVILLE) EIR RE: CULTURAL RES-OURCES:
I am retired professional archaeologist and long-time resident of Emeryville, with documented research
interests and concerns for archaeological cultural resources in our community. I am neither a neighbor of
the proposed project or a bicyclist. Let me begin by stating that professionally, I hold no opinion in
support or against the proposed Sherwin Williams Project, other than my concerns regarding discovery
and treatment of prehistoric and historical archaeological resources.

1

I have reviewed the First Draft of the Project EIR prepared by or under the supervision of LSA of Point
Point Richmond, CA. I frankly find the document disappointing, uninformative and vague, perhaps even
evasive, concerning the possibility of encountering and impacting significant prehistoric and historical
archaeological resources. As such, the 1st Draft EIR is inadequate with regard to Protecting significant
archaeological resources. It certainly would not inform the future Project archaeologist or archaeological
monitor, or fully inform Project planners concerning the cultural resources, and measures proposed to
avoid or mitigate Project-related impacts to any archaeological resources present. Although CEQA does
not mandate pre-construction testing, I am not sure how monitoring alone, can assure proper identification
and adequate mitigation of significant archaeological resources- without delays in construction scheduleto reduce impacts to less than significant (LTS) (Table II-I)? Perhaps it would be more truthful to discuss
how adequate mitigation of archaeological resources may result in protracted delays or re-ordering of
construction schedules, and unanticipated additional costs to the Project.

2

I focused on the Cultural Resources sections of the draft EIR, and found the prehistoric background
sections inadequate to prepare archaeologists and planners to truly fully understand the character of
Emeryville’s archaeological record and history, or to adequately evaluate any archaeological finds
encountered in the Sherwin Williams Project area. Instead of asking for minor revisions to the draft EIR,
I ask for and recommend that a fuller, more detailed account of the prehistoric archaeology- including the
nearby Emeryville Shellmound (CA-ALA-309). I Also request a fuller and more detailed discussion of
the occupation and use of the Project Area in the Contact \Mission Period, and Post-Mission and Gold
Rush Periods in the Project Area and Emeryville in the proposed Archaeological Monitoring Plan.
Special attention should be paid to the fact that the Project Area and adjacent areas were briefly held by
the Mission Dolores. It is to be recalled that the mouth of Temescal Creek was part of the Embarcadero
de Temescal used as a landing for boats and a slaughtering area owned by the Peralta family. On
moonlit nights, Vicente Peralta’s vaqueros would ride down along Temescal Creek to chase and lasso
Grizzly Bears for sport.

3

I recommend preparation of an Archaeological Research Design with a Research Questions and a Data
Collection Plan with data requirements listed to adequately address each question to guide the
archaeologist and archaeological monitors. I encourage using water-screening to maximize data recovery
in evaluation and mitigation procedures, fully aware that water screening imposes certain practical
challenges.

4
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The detailed overview will assist the archaeologist in formulating field procedures, and to recognize and
assess resource significance and guide supervisors or archaeological monitors in the field and laboratory.
The Sherwin Williams Project literally and intellectually in the shadow of the nearby Emeryville
Shellmound. Nearby but now lost prehistoric sites along Temescal Creek raise significant questions not
directly addressed by archaeological finds at CA-ALA-309. I cannot state strongly enough how
important and significant intact or even scattered disturbed remnants of these lost sites are to the fuller
understanding of East Bay prehistory. I can offer a few to illustrate my point. What chronological,
adaptive, seasonal, or social-political factors account for so many sites along Temescal Creek so close to a
large settlement at CA-ALA-309? Do some not contain human burials or human remains? As the
uppermost portions of the Emeryville Shellmound were destroyed when Shellmound Park was built, do
these other sites offer evidence of European contact, Mission or post-Mission occupation? As I said,
even disturbed remnants of these sites can address some of these questions- even a single glass trade bead
or steel-drilled shell bead of Native type, or fragment(s) of obsidian that can be source and subjected to
obsidian hydration dating. A diffuse Mission Period shell midden has been identified at Mission Dolores
with such beads and obsidian hydration dates confirming the date of the occupation (Ambro et al. 2003).
Polly Bickel and Erlandson raised the issue of changing sea levels for California Archaeology (Bickel
1978, Erlandson 1965). During the Pleistocene, sea levels were some 15-20 m lower than modern
conditions (Bickel 1978, (Bickel 1978, Erlandson 1985). San Francisco Bay would have been a broad
valley, through which the Sacramento River and its tributaries would have flown to exit the Golden Gate.
As the glacial ice melted, sea levels began to rise, inundating much of the previously exposed coastal
areas and sites. What would have been the effects of these changes on the inhabitants of the Project
Area and and its vicinity?

4
cont.

As Temescal Creek was a major permanent source of fresh water in the past and which frequently
overflowed its banks in Historic Times, as noted in the Draft EIR (p. 328), it is recommended that the
proposed Archaeological Monitoring Plan include a careful review of previous boring logs to identify
evidence of potential buried non-shell midden prehistoric occupation, and older land surfaces. The utility
of such review relates to recommendations concerning deep impacts to soils detailed below.
In the event fossils of large mammals are encountered within the Project Area, the archaeologist and
paleontologist should examine the find(s) for evidence of hunting or butchering by paleo-hunters. Any
such deeply buried paleo-Indian remains would be covered by procedures dictated by California Law in
conjunction with Native American concerns by the MLD (Most Likely Descendant) as explained in the
Draft EIR. The proposed Archaeological \Overview should include reference to deeply buried human
remains in San Francisco, and deeply buried prehistoric artifacts in the San Jose Area.

5

Although no MLD has been appointed (?), it would be interesting to the Archaeological Community to
propose a survey of opinions among extant Ohlones on the list of approved MLDs regarding their
opinions and preferences for treatment of human remains or burials. These are likely to range from
cooperation, permit analysis of the remains and grave goods, with controlled reburial, to no disturbance at
all or reburial on site. These options should be discussed and considered in posing project alternatives or
flexibility of design.

6

Engineering Threats to Archaeological Cultural Resources.
Soils Remediation for engineering purposes may impact Cultural Resources, and these should be
archaeologically monitored. In particular, where required, expansive soils might be excavated and
replaced and presumably compacted with appropriate materials. These areas should be archaeologically
monitored before compaction.

7

Piles: Potential Impacts to Deeply Buried Archaeological Resources.
Note: the depth of proposed piles are nowhere listed or discussed in the Draft EIR

8
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As discussed in the Draft EIR, piles may support structures in the various options posed for consideration.
These may not necessarily result in entirely unavoidable impacts to any buried archaeological resources,
unless driven in place without investigative / mitigative measures. Unless the Project Soil or geology
totally preclude such measures, pre-driving augering or column core sampling could be employed to
mitigate the impacts to any buried cultural resources. These would be monitored or examined and
interpreted by the archaeologist and geologist. Any deeply buried cultural resources be noted for the
record and study in construction in the Far Future. If such testing include human remains, I would defer
to the City of Emeryville and any MLD appointed or the Native American Heritage Commission, with
regard how to proceed.

8
cont.

Typically the test site would be backfilled with sterile sand or grouted where ground water contamination
is a concern.

9

POSSIBLE ON-GOING TOXICS TESTING AND REMEDIATION
I (Ambro) have only recently heard that additional toxics have been identified on the parcel that is CityOwned. Does this suggest that testing for toxic deposits is not yet complete, and still underway? Will
testing and any required remediation take place before the proposed archaeological monitoring plan is
completed and implemented? As one of the recommendations will be for the archaeologist to review past
boring logs for evidence of old buried ground surfaces and non-shell midden cultural remains, would it
not it be prudent to archaeologically monitor these borings now?

10

GRAPHICS:
Whereas the general quality of graphics and maps in the Draft is satisfactory, several of those prepared to
accompany the cultural resources section are inadequate or lacking.. Desperately needed is a map
showing the Project Area and adjacent areas, and where prehistoric archaeological resources have been
found. This map (now lacking) should include the location of the Emeryville Shellmound (CA-ALA-309)
and the locations of prehistoric archaeological sites and finds- in particular those found in the Bay Street
Project Area (CA-ALA-310). The requested map should include those found found during monitoring of
construction the Chiron now Novartis Building along Hollis Street (see William Self Associates 2002)
alluded to in the Draft EIR). It should also spot the very recent finds of human remains/ or burial by
Emeryville Public Works Department. These latest finds were identified in testing for footings of the
anticipated foot bridge over the railroad tracks (please ask Mr. Maurice Kaufman of Emeryville Public
Works). Of great utility and interest would be inclusion of the superimposed corrected locations, perhaps
in red, based on Buss 1982 of the lost prehistoric sites CA-ALA-310, -311, 312, and -313 perhaps in red
on the composite map. I am particularly struck by a map prepared in 2002 by William Self Associates
that shows recent finds of burials and human remains within and relative to the now-completed Bay
|Street Project buildings (William Self Associates 2002). [I (Ambro). I would gladly make a copy of the
map in question available to LSA upon request. This map, or similar maps derived from URS, could be
merged with the other finds or records, would more accurately illustrate why the archaeological and
hopefully Ohlone Community, are concerned about the proposed project.

11

Any professional reluctance to employ such data in the EIR would be assuaged by the fact that copies of
the map prepared by William Self Associates are in wide public distribution by action groups seeking to
preserve all SF Bay shellmounds. The map could be restricted on a need-to-know basis, if necessary.
FIGURE IV-J-3 shows the location of the Project Area Area in 1856, when the landscape and coastline
were little changed from its natural pre-Columbian conditions. This map shows how few were the
structures and other evidence of European occupation, as well as the locations of one or more large
prehistoric shellmounds. The portions of the map that shows the vicinity of the Project Area should be
enlarged and inset in the same map to better display details such as shellmound(s), historic structures, and
fence lines for reference. The prehistoric shellmound(s) should be labeled as such.
3/8/16 (P:\CEM1404 Sherwin-Williams\PRODUCTS\RTC\Comments\Ambro comments.docx)
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It is well documented that the modern mouth of the creek has been alterred from its 1856 location. Please
show the necessary corrections on the map, and the reviewer concedes that the EIR does allude to the
change to the course of Temescal Creek that occurred with the later construction of the Oakland Trotting
Park (FIGURE .IV.J-4). Were any other changes made since?

13

MAP 41
This map should have a larger, more legible legend and explanatory key.

14

MAP 41
supposedly documents the location of groundwater wells, the extent and depth of toxics remediation,
installation of “vadose zone confirmation sample locations”, of “hot spot” remediation excavations,
remediation trench features, and utility trenches. Are we to assume that no other major areas of ground
disturbances occurred? What about areas disturbed by removal of buildings by Sherwin-Williams before
turning over the land to development? Typically demolition and backfilling results in extensive leveling
and ground surface disturbance. These areas should be indicated and described too.
If you or your consultants have any questions or require additional information, etc, please feel free to
contact me. Thank you for the opportunity to review and comments on the Draft EIR.
Sincerely,
Richard D. Ambro, Ph.D., Retired Consulting Archaeologist,
1264 64th St
Emeryville, CA 94608
510) 655-7951 richardambro@mail.com

BIBLIOGRAPHY:
Ambro, Richard D.; Nancy Valente, Jane Russell, Julia Costello, David Bieling, Thad Van Buren,
and Kevin Havener
2003 They Danced in the Plaza: The Historical Archaeology of Notre Dame Plaza, Mission San
Francisco de Asis (Dolores), 347 Dolores Street, San Francisco, California. Report prepared for Barbara
Gualco Mercy/ Charities Housing California, San Francisco, by Holman & Associates, San Francisco.
Bickel, Polly McW.
1988 Changing Sea Levels along the California Coast: Anthropological Implications. Journal of
California Anthropology 5(1):6-20).
Buss, Margaret
1982 Archaeological Survey Report for Proposed High Occupancy Vehicle Lanes from Bay Bride to
Carquinez Bridge. California Department of Transportation, Oakland.
Erlandson, J. M.
1985 Early Holocene Settlement and Subsistence in Relation to Coastal Paleogeography: Evidence
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COMMENTER C2
Richard D. Ambro, Phd
January 27, 2016

Response C2-1:

This comment, which briefly describes the commenter’s background and
states neither opposition nor support for the project, is noted. This comment
does not relate to the adequacy of the information or analysis within the Draft
EIR; therefore, no further response is required.

Response C2-2:

This comment expresses disappointment with the Draft EIR’s analysis of
impacts to archaeological deposits. Furthermore, the comment questions
“how archaeological monitoring alone, can assure proper identification and
adequate mitigation of significant archaeological resources without delays in
construction schedule to reduce impacts to less that significant.”
The Draft EIR mitigation for impacts to archaeological deposits is not limited
to monitoring. Mitigation Measure CULT-2 requires preparation of an
Archaeological Monitoring and Evaluation Plan (AMEP) as a condition of
project approval to ensure that, if significant archaeological deposits are
discovered during construction, these are evaluated, and appropriately treated
through implementation of a pre-established research design and field
evaluation strategy, consistent with the requirements of CEQA Guidelines
§15126.4 (b)(3)(C). This approach is consistent with previous mitigation
measures proposed for the project site by William Self Associates in 2003 for
soil remediation excavations (now complete) at the Sherwin Williams parcel.
The commenter speculates that post-review discoveries could cause potential
delays that could be avoided with “pre-construction testing.” The
identification of impacts to archeological resources and feasible mitigation
measures in the Draft EIR are appropriate for the project and would reduce
impacts to a less-than-significant level.

Response C2-3:

This comment, which requests a “fuller, more detailed account” of the
prehistoric and historical settings presented in the Draft EIR, is noted. This
comment does not provide specific new information, or data not already
considered in the Draft EIR that would inform the impacts analysis and
appropriate mitigation measures. Note too that the AMEP (see Mitigation
Measure CULT-2) would require a more detailed discussion of the
appropriate evaluation contexts for post-review discovery of archaeological
deposits.

Response C2-4:

This comment recommends preparation of an Archaeological Research
Design with a Research Questions and a Data Collection Plan. The comment
suggests the inclusion of data recovery methods (e.g., water screening of
soils) and relevant research questions for evaluating archaeological deposits
at the project site. This comment does not relate to the adequacy of the
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information or analysis within the Draft EIR, therefore, no further response is
required. The AMEP required for the project (see Mitigation Measure
CULT-2) would address appropriate recovery methods and evaluation
contexts for post-review discoveries.
Response C2-5:

This comment: (1) recommends that the AMEP include a careful review of
previous boring logs to identify evidence of potential buried non-shell
midden prehistoric occupation, and older land surfaces; (2) mentions that
“deeply buried [P]aleo-Indian remains would be covered by procedures
dictated by California Law;” and (3) requests that the “proposed Archaeological\Overview should include reference to deeply buried human remains
in San Francisco, and deeply buried prehistoric artifacts in the San Jose
Area.” The comment is noted. This comment does not relate to the adequacy
of the information or analysis within the Draft EIR.

Response C2-6:

This comment remarks that “it would be interesting to the Archaeological
Community to propose a survey of opinions among extant Ohlones on the list
of approved MLDs regarding their opinions and preferences for treatment of
human remains or burials.” This comment does not relate to the adequacy of
the information or analysis within the Draft EIR, therefore.

Response C2-7:

This comment requests that soils remediation be archaeologically monitored.
Further soil remediation is not a component of the current project, and all
cleanup activities (and documentation thereof) have been and will continue
to be overseen by the DTSC (see Letter A4). This Draft EIR evaluates the
Sherwin-Williams Development Project. Previous soil remediation on the
Sherwin-Williams parcel was subject to a previous CEQA review and
included archaeological monitoring of remediation excavations to approximately 20 feet below the ground surface. No significant archaeological
deposits were identified during those monitoring activities.

Response C2-8:

See Master Response 1 regarding the information needed to be in a project
description. This comment notes that the depth of proposed piles are not
listed or discussed in the Draft EIR, and notes that “pre-driving augering or
column core sampling could be employed.” Piles are not proposed for this
project. The proposal is to install drilled displacement columns (DDC) in
combination with shallow spread footings. The DDC columns will be 24
inches in diameter and will range in depth from 25 feet to 30 feet and will
generate minimal spoils. The overall foundation systems will not result in
any additional exporting of soils.

Response C2-9:

This comment notes that “the test site would be backfilled with sterile sand
or grouted where ground water contamination is a concern.” This comment
does not relate to the adequacy of the Draft EIR, therefore, no further
response is required.
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Response C2-10:

The commenter notes that he has only recently heard that additional toxics
have been identified on the City-owned parcel. Soil remediation was
completed for this parcel in 2008 and is not part of the current project under
CEQA review. Please see Response A4-4.

Response C2-11:

This comment notes that the quality of graphics and maps in the Draft EIR is
unsatisfactory and requests a map indicating locations of archaeological finds
and sites in the vicinity of the project site. The City does not support public
distribution of such a map; release of archaeological site location information
may be withheld from the public pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section
15120(d). Furthermore, the California Historical Resources Information
System, an affiliate of the California Office of Historic Preservation, strongly
discourages the public release of archaeological site location information.

Response C2-12:

This comment remarks on Figure IV.J-3 and requests modifications to the
figure, including enlargement of the graphic and the addition of labels to
identify the nearby shellmounds. See Response C2-11. This comment
requests changes to the Draft EIR that do not relate to the adequacy of the
analysis, therefore, no further response is required.

Response C2-13:

This comment notes that the mouth of Temescal Creek has been altered from
its 1856 location. This comment does not relate to the adequacy of the Draft
EIR; therefore, no further response is required.

Response C2-14:

The request for changes in the graphic style of Figure IV.J-4 is noted;
however the graphic is adequate in regards to the information being shown
and these changes are not necessary to the analysis contained in the Draft
EIR. This comment does not relate to the adequacy of the information or
analysis within the Figure and no further response is required.

Response C2-15:

This comment contains questions to the City regarding historical conditions
on the site prior to removal of buildings and remediation of soils. The Draft
EIR evaluates the proposed project against the conditions present at the time
of the Notice of Preparation. For information on pre-remediation site
conditions, please see the remediation documents referenced in Section IV.I,
Hazards and Hazardous Materials. Please also see Response C2-7.
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COMMENTER C3
Greg Harper
March 6, 2016

Response C3-1:

The transportation analysis, included in Section IV.C, Transportation and
Circulation, also identified impacts to bicycle boulevards, increases in
conflicts for bicyclist and pedestrians on the 45th Street bicycle boulevard,
and transit vehicle delays.

Response C3-2:

This comment describes various transit services within the area, but does not
address any analysis or information contained within the Draft EIR; no
further response is required. Please note that the City will require the project
applicant to implement a transportation demand management (TDM) plan
(see also Letter C15 that provides a draft plan), and will be required to
monitor the effectiveness of that TDM Plan. As the project approvals
progress through the public hearing process, the Planning Commission and
City Council will have the opportunity to review and refine the project
mitigation measures.

Response C3-3:

The commenter’s opinion that a “Clipper based mitigation measure” should
be included is noted. This comment does not relate to the adequacy of the
information or analysis within the Draft EIR; therefore, no further response is
required.
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SHERWIN-WILLIAMS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT EIR
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS DOCUMENT
III. COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

LSA ASSOCIATES, INC.
JUNE 2016

COMMENTER C4
Laura McCamy
March 7, 2016

Response C4-1:

This comment is introductory in nature. While the comment does include the
phrase “…I believe the Sherwin Williams Draft EIR is deficient in several
response that will lead to negative impacts on Emeryville,” no specific
deficiencies are noted, and no additional information or analysis is provided
to which specific responses can be made.

Response C4-2:

As noted in the Draft EIR, automobile level of service was not assessed as a
CEQA metric but intersection levels of service were evaluated to determine
if there are recommended improvements to the transportation system that
would enhance mobility for vehicle traffic, including transit vehicles, which
would not result in secondary impacts to other modes of travel.

Response C4-3:

Significance criteria for transit operations, bicycle, and pedestrian facilities
are discussed starting on page 115 of the Draft EIR. Project impacts to these
modes of travel were identified based on the significance criteria, and as
noted in the comment, impacts and mitigation measures were developed.
The City has not yet adopted a procedure to evaluate quality of service or
established significance criteria related to quality of service.

Response C4-4:

The comments regarding guidance when planning traffic patterns on
multimodal streets is noted. Please also see Response C4-2 and C4-3. This
comment does not relate to the adequacy of the information or analysis
within the Draft EIR; therefore, no further response is required.

Response C4-5:

The comments regarding LOS and walkable and bike friendly streets are
noted. This comment does not relate to the adequacy of the information or
analysis within the Draft EIR; therefore, no further response is required.

Response C4-6:

The potential for increased wait times for pedestrians with the installation of
a traffic signal at the 45th Street at Hollis Street intersection should be
balanced with decreased travel time for transit vehicles along the Hollis
Street corridor, which serves Emery-go-Round. As Hollis Street is a
designated transit street in the General Plan, General Plan guidance indicates
that when there are competing travel modes, the designated mode takes
priority. Installation of a traffic signal would decrease transit vehicle travel
times along the corridor, especially during peak hours, making transit a more
appealing option for some trips that might currently occur in a vehicle.
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Bicycle detection would be provided at the intersection through video
detection. The City plans to install video detection for bicyclists at all
signalized intersections in the City of Emeryville.
Response C4-7:

The City of Emeryville Pedestrian and Bicycle Plan identifies the provision
of additional bicycle boulevard treatments on the 45th Street and 53rd Street
corridors consistent with Mitigation Measures TRANS-2 and TRANS-3. The
ultimate treatments to be constructed on these streets would be developed by
the City as part of a public process.

Response C4-8:

The determination of significant greenhouse gas impacts was based on the
significance threshold adopted by the BAAQMD and the City of Emeryville.
According to the BAAQMD, greenhouse gas emissions from individual
projects contribute, on a cumulative basis, to the significant adverse
environmental impact of global climate change. According to the BAAQMD,
no single project would generate enough greenhouse gas emissions to
noticeably change the global average temperature. The BAAQMD’s
approach to developing the Threshold of Significance for GHG, which was
adopted by the City, was to identify the emissions level for which a project
would not be expected to substantially conflict with existing California
legislation on greenhouse gas reduction, including AB 32. According to the
BAAQMD if a project would generate GHG emissions above the threshold
level, it would be considered to contribute substantially to a cumulative
impact, and would be considered significant. See Appendix A to this RTC
document for additional BAAQMD documentation supporting the Threshold
of Significance’s consistency with California legislation adopted to reduce
statewide emissions.

Response C4-9:

This comment refers to design components of the proposed project (i.e., the
installation of solar panels and greywater systems), not the analysis within
the Draft EIR. As noted on page 372 of the Draft EIR, all landscaping would
be irrigated and plumbed with purple pipes for the use recycled of water.
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Ann Holsberry
Gary J. Grimm
1420 45th Street, #32
Emeryville, CA 94608
Telephone: (510) 848-4140
Facsimile: (510) 848-4164
Email: gjgrimm@mindspring.com

March 7, 2016
City of Emeryville
Planning & Building Dept.
Attn: Miroo Desai
1333 Park Ave.
Emeryville, CA 94608
Via email mdesai@ci.emeryville.ca.us; mdesai@emeryville.org
Hand Delivery
Re:

Sherwin Williams Development Project draft EIR
Submission of Written Comments
SCH # 2004122083

Dear Ms. Desai;
These written comments are submitted in response to the City’s Notice of Availability (NOA) of
the Sherwin Williams Development Project Draft EIR (dEIR) dated January 7, 2016. These
comments are submitted on behalf of Ann Holsberry and myself and are in addition to the
comments I provided at the February 25, 2016 hearing on the dEIR before the Planning
Commission. We previously provided a written response dated February 6, 2015 to the revised
NOP. Please include these comments in the administrative record.
Ann and I are members of the 45th Street Artists’ Coop at 1420 45th Street, immediately adjacent
to the proposed Project. We are in full agreement with and support the written comments filed by
Richard Grassetti of Grassetti Environmental Consulting on behalf of the 45th Street Artists’
Cooperative (Coop). Ann has been working in her live/work painting studio at the Coop for
about 30 years. The studio is an interior studio that has large single pane windows that are
usually open during daylight hours in mild weather to increase natural light for her art work and
to provide ventilation. This is critical to Ann’s work as an artist.
We are very interested in having a project on the Sherwin Williams site that is a benefit to our
community and the City of Emeryville, one that enhances the quality of life of our neighborhood.
Unfortunately, due to the incompleteness of the environmental impact information that is
presented in the dEIR, we are unable to tell and make meaningful comments on whether the
proposed projects, or the alternatives reviewed, would be a benefit to our community.

1
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Incompleteness of the dEIR
Our primary concern is with the inadequacy, incompleteness and lack of sufficient detail in the
dEIR with respect to the project description, the analysis of environmental impacts, and the
mitigation measures proposed, all of which are essential to an acceptable impact assessment. The
document fails to fully consider City plans and policies, several of which were significantly
revised during the dEIR preparation process. Consideration of these revisions cannot be omitted
with respect to the environmental impact assessment. In addition, thresholds of significance of
the environmental impacts are not provided in sufficient detail and cannot be deferred to later
City approvals. A few of the specific inadequacies to which we refer are further referenced
below. Mr. Grassetti’s written comments on behalf of the Coop provide considerable detail
(nearly 3 pages of examples) on how the dEIR fails to comply with City goals, policies,
regulations, and programs. Without this detail as described, the document appears to be nonconforming with CEQA and the CEQA regulatory Guidelines.

2
cont.

Hearing Procedure Concerns
Ann and I have concern with several issues relating to the February 25th Planning Commission
hearing and an issue that follows from the Commission hearing. First, I found the 2 minute time
limit on presentations frustrating when we were expecting a 3 minute limit as is the usual
practice for the Commission and City Council meetings. This caused presentations to be
unreasonably rushed, and much of the testimony had to be omitted which stifled public input and
comment. This limitation seemed unreasonable for a project with the magnitude and impacts of
the Sherwin-Williams project which will dramatically affect the lives of neighbors in the vicinity
of the project as well as other residents of Emeryville. It should be noted that all speakers
expressed concerns with the dEIR and none fully supported the document as written or the
proposed project as described in the dEIR.

3

Second, I was surprised at Charlie Bryant’s response to Planning Commissioner questions on
February 25 with respect to redrafting or recirculating the dEIR to more fully address the
inadequacy of the document. Mr. Bryant’s response indicated that redrafting/recirculating the
document is not an alternative, but that any inadequacies would be addressed in the Response to
Comments (RTCs). I disagree with that conclusion in that the Commission as the policy body for
the City can direct that the document be redrafted and recirculated. It is an alternative. We
believe that the new information referenced at the hearing, i.e. the affordable housing policy,
density bonus requirements, etc. that was not considered in the dEIR is so significant as to
warrant redrafting the dEIR and recirculation for additional public comment. Further, substantial
new information has been presented since the January 8, 2016 NOA, primarily in the
Commission hearing, to warrant redrafting and recirculation of the document, not simply
responses in the RTCs. To not do so would deprive the community of a meaningful opportunity
to comment.

4

Third, in response to a Commissioner question to Mr. Bryant on February 25 specifically about
the changing City policies that were not considered during the drafting of the dEIR, Mr. Bryant
indicated that the question is difficult to answer and referenced certain traffic study issues. He
also indicated that that prior rules didn’t require affordable housing. Consideration of this project

5
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must consider current policies, not those no longer in effect. To even suggest “grandfathering”
this project based on policies that no longer apply, and to conclude that current rules might not
apply, would be a travesty of justice to the Emeryville community. The impacts of this project
will be major, and they must be considered in the context of current policies and regulations.
Fourth, in response to Commissioner questions to Mr. Bryant on February 25 about the level of
detail required in the dEIR for the Sherwin Williams project, Mr. Bryant responded that as this is
a PUD, the analysis with be on the largest level and that it is a “high level document” unlike
more specific unit design documents. While it not clear what was specifically meant by this
response in terms of the details of this project dEIR, it must not be an excuse for the lack in this
dEIR of a rigorous and careful analysis and assessment of the environmental impacts of this
project, both from the lengthy construction period and in the long term as required by CEQA.
Fifth, It is my understanding that the usual practice of the City with respect to EIRs is to prepare
a Response to Comments document (RTC) for the oral and written comments, and then to
schedule a hearing before the Planning Commission for consideration of the adequacy of the
Final EIR. The standard practice has been to make the RTC available to the Commissioners and
the public a week before the hearing. However, for this Sherwin Williams PUD project, it
appears that a one week lead time before the hearing would be inadequate given the size of the
project, the numerous issues that undoubtedly will have to be addressed in the RTCs or redrafted
document, and the significance of the environmental issues that have been presented. It’s my
understanding that this is one of the largest housing development projects that has been proposed
in Emeryville. To have only a one week period to consider the RTCs and prepare for hearing,
would deprive the Commissioners and the public of the time that is needed to carefully review
the relevant document, present informed testimony, and may not allow the Commissioners
adequate time to make a carefully considered decision. I strongly urge the City to provide a
considerably longer lead time between the time the RTCs are made available and the hearing
date.

5
cont.
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7

Noise Impacts
The dEIR fails to adequately assess and address significant noise related environmental impacts
that will occur, and fails to identify detailed and meaningful mitigation measures to address the
noise impacts both during construction and long-term. Existing ambient levels, existing traffic
noise levels, existing rail noise levels and construction related noise levels must all be
considered, both inside and outside of the project area. It should be noted that the Table IV.F-4
dBA short term ambient noise levels (average and maximum) were highest at monitoring station
ST-1, at the corner of Horton and 45th Street, right next to the Coop live/work residences. The
only long term noise monitoring location was within the project boundaries, with none outside
the project. Long term noise monitoring should also be conducted outside the project boundaries
as part of the environmental impact analysis.
Impact NOI-1 concluded that implementation of the project could result in exposure of future
residents of the project to excessive noise levels, a Significant Impact (SI). Noise level
monitoring results are provided only for an area just east of the railroad tracks within the project
area and existing noise levels in the project - no noise monitoring was done east of Horton Street.
3
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There was no analysis under this impact with respect to overall noise levels to live/work
sensitive use areas east of the project, such as the Coop. This is a deficiency in the document.

9

Due to the noise impacts to future on-site residents, a mitigation measure is proposed to provide
an alternative form of ventilation to allow for windows to remain closed. However, this
mitigation is deficient as it failed to address these same noise impacts to or mitigation measures
for off-site sensitive uses. Furthermore, the mitigation measure does not quantify how and to
what levels the alternative form of ventilation will reduce noise on-site to Less than Significant
Levels (LTS). Further analysis must be done on this issue that would also include off-site
receptors.

10

Impact NOI-2 concludes that a substantial increase in stationary noise levels could result to offsite sensitive uses (including Coop live/work studios and others in the area) due to delivery and
unloading activities, parking lot activities, and mechanical equipment, thus, a Significant Impact.
However, this analysis also was not quantified as specific loading and unloading locations have
not been established, and parking lot activities and mechanical equipment noise is nowhere
discussed nor quantified.

cont.

11

A mitigation measure is then proposed to incorporate standard noise control measures to reduce
these impacts to Less Than Significant. However, no adequate quantification of the noise
reduction that is anticipated from these noise reduction measures has been presented or
discussed, and there is no factual basis to conclude that these measures will reduce off-site noise
levels to LTS. Further analysis must be done on this issue.
Impact NOI-3 concludes that the project construction activities could cause a substantial
temporary increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity due to grading, site preparation
and building erection – a Significant Impact. In my February 6, 2015 NOP letter I requested that
these impacts be thoroughly assessed. The dEIR analysis has the following shortcomings:
• No specific foundation construction methods are specified. Foundation construction
methods may make a major difference in noise levels and their timing;
• The document states that the project will be constructed over one continuous phases over
“many months”, but does not discuss the specific type of activities and it’s duration that
will occur over these many months;
• The use of “temporary” is misleading in that this will occur over a 36-48 month period,
and perhaps longer. This is a real stretch of the “temporary” classification of this noise
impact and does not seem very “temporary” to nearby live/work residences; and
• The document states that the nearest Coop units are 60 feet from the site, and the noise
levels could range up to 89 dBA. This is very significant noise levels. These noise levels
appear to be unacceptable under the City General Plan.
Another mitigation measure is proposed for these SIs. However, of the proposed standard
methods referenced, only two of the measures are mandatory and designated as “shall” actions
that would reduce noise, and many others that are suggested are “where feasible.” There is no
clear project commitment to these measures, and again no quantification or rational discussion of
how these mitigation measures would reduce the impacts to LTS. Further, any excavation
materials to be removed from the site and delivery of construction materials to the site by rail
4
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was not assessed. This should be reviewed as this method for transportation of soils removed
from the site was used during the cleanup of the site when DTSC conducted regulatory oversight
of that project. If soils removed from the site during the prior site remediation was able to be
transported out by rail, then it would seem that delivery of building construction materials should
be considered for this anticipated construction project.
Finally, the discussion of the cumulative noise impacts is insufficient – there is no adequately
detailed discussion of the construction and ongoing noise impacts from the other approved,
proposed, and projects that are currently under construction in the area, but it is done in a very
summary manner.

14
cont.

15

Air Quality Impacts
Table IV.D-4 on Air Quality Attainment Status notes the bay area is a “nonattainment” area
under California standards for ozone and fine and course particulate matter, the main source for
both is motor vehicles and construction activity. Thus, the air quality impacts relating especially
to motor vehicles and construction activity should be very closely assessed. One of the
commenters at the Commission hearing noted the detrimental air quality impacts to her from
prior nearby construction activities on and related to this project site.
Impact Air -1 concludes that “short term” degradation may occur due to the release of particulate
emissions generated by excavation, grading, hauling and other activities, and that emissions from
construction vehicles/equipment may increase particulate matter and other air pollutants. This is
a Significant Impact.

16

The use of “short term”, while less than permanent, is misleading in that a construction period of
3-4 or more years is very lengthy and significant to nearby live/work sensitive uses. As well as
with noise impacts previously mentioned, short term air quality degradation is not very shortterm if you live or work nearby. One of the commenters at the Commission hearing testified that
during the site toxics remediation (which was relatively short compared to 3-4 years) the
construct noise and dust made it impossible to be in her home at the Coop during parts of the
remediation.
The dEIR notes that the impacts would be the greatest during the site preparation phase as most
engine emissions are associated with excavation, handling, and transport of soils on the site, thus,
finding a Significant Impact. However, the document fails to provide any specific description of
the duration of excavation, handling, and transport period or when during the overall
construction period it will occur. Further, the document provides little if any quantified analysis
of this impact. This makes it impossible to adequately assess the impact and how the impacts
may be addressed, reduced or eliminated. Further detail and analysis must be provided in this
regard.

17

The dEIR suggests that with the implementation of Mitigation Measure A-1, that the significant
impacts can be reduced with mitigation to Less than Significant. However, these conclusions are
not sufficiently supported in the document in the following respects:

18
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•
•
•
•
•

No quantification of how, which specific air pollutants, and to what extent the mitigation
measure would reduce the air quality impacts;
No quantification is presented as to how implementation of BMPs would reduce
annoying dust levels at downgradient properties to LTS;
No consideration was given to possible use of rail transportation in connect with this
aspect of the project – this potential mitigation measure should be considered;
Little indication is provided of what monitoring would be done relating to the air impacts;
and
No consideration was given to ways and methods that the air impacts to nearby sensitive
uses could be directly mitigated with those occupants.

The analysis in the dEIR of long term air quality impacts on sensitive receptors considers only
project residents. Their time away from home is estimated at 70%. However, the long term
impacts for nearby off-site sensitive uses was not considered, and the time away from home is
dramatically lower for these residents due to the live/work nature of most of those uses.
Nevertheless, even with future project residents being away from home 70% of the time,
Mitigation Measure Air-2a is proposed to provide air ventilation and filtration systems to future
residents and to provide disclosure. This makes ignoring the nearby live/work residents impacts
from this analysis even more egregious in that these residents often have their windows open for
better light and ventilation of their live/work units as they have stated at the Commission
hearing. They will not have air filtration and air ventilation systems. The long term air quality
impacts to nearby residents must be assessed and addressed in the dEIR to the same extent as
project residents.

18
cont.

19

Conclusion
Ann and I urge the City to carefully consider these comments in the RTCs and/or to reissue the
dEIR and reopen the public comment period. It is our hope that the revised document will
provide the kind of detail that will enable us to better assess the construction related and long
term impacts of this proposed project, and that this analysis will be one that will enable us to be
more supportive of the project going forward.
Thank you for your consideration,

Sincerely,

Ann Holsberry
Gary Grimm
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COMMENTER C5
Ann Holsberry and Gary Grimm
March 7, 2016

Response C5-1:

All written comments submitted in response to the Notice of Preparation or
the Draft EIR are part of the Administrative Record. Please see Responses
D11-1 through D11-20 for responses to the oral comments made by the
commenter at the February 25, 2016, public hearing on the Draft EIR.
The letter submitted by Richard Grassetti is identified as Letter B2 within
this Response to Comments Document.

Response C5-2:

This comment is largely introductory in nature. The commenter raises general
concerns about “inadequacy, incompleteness, lack of sufficient detail in the
Draft EIR with respect to the project description, the analysis of environment
impacts, and the mitigation measures proposed…” Unfortunately, the
commenter does not cite specific examples of these inadequacies, so no
specific response can be provided.
Please see Master Response 1 for a discussion of information required to be
included in an EIR Project Description. Please also see Master Response 2
and Responses B2-1 through B2-120 which provides responses to Letter B2.

Response C5-3:

The comments related to hearing procedure concerns are noted, and as noted
at the hearing, speakers were urged to provide comment letters. It is the
City’s policy to allow the Mayor and the Planning Commission (PC) Chair to
limit public testimony time at his/her discretion to allow all parties wishing
to speak the ability to do so. For example, the Mayor or the PC Chair may
request that speakers limit their time at the podium or to refrain from
repeating comments of past speakers. Additionally, CEQA Section 15202.
(a) states that formal hearings at any stage of the environmental review
process is note required and a lead agency may restrict public comments to
written communications.)

Response C5-4:

Please see Master Response 2 regarding the Development Bonus and
Response B2-99 regarding recirculation of Draft EIRs.

Response C5-5:

Chapter V, Planning Policy, of the Draft EIR provides a discussion of the
proposed project’s consistency with land use policy documents. As noted on
page 439 of the Draft EIR, policy conflicts are not in and of themselves
considered significant environmental impacts under CEQA unless they
would result in physical environmental impacts. The comment provides no
instances where a potential policy conflict would result in an environmental
impact.
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Response C5-6:

The comments concerning Mr. Bryant and the level of detail in the Draft EIR
are noted. In general, the City as Lead Agency and EIR authors disagree with
the statement that there is a lack of rigorous and careful analysis and
assessment of the environmental impacts of the project in the Draft EIR. The
Draft EIR contains in depth descriptions and analysis of environmental topics
on over 500 pages and five appendices of text, tables and figures.

Response C5-7:

The comments are noted in regards to the City’s standard processes for
hearings on a Final EIR and the request for a longer review period of the
RTC Document.

Response C5-8:

Existing ambient noise levels in and around the project site are discussed on
pages 251 through 256 of the Draft EIR. Ambient noise monitoring was
conducted at five locations to determine existing noise levels. Long term
noise monitoring at off-site locations was not necessary for purposes of
establishing the ambient noise environment in the project vicinity. Long term
noise monitoring was conducted on-site to determine the noise level in terms
of CNEL required to assess if the project would meet interior noise
standards. Any additional long-term noise monitoring was not necessary for
CEQA purposes.

Response C5-9:

Impact NOI-1 evaluates the ambient noise environment with respect to the
noise land use compatibility of residential uses on the project site. Land use
noise compatibility is only evaluated when proposing new noise sensitive
uses. Impacts of the project generated noise to off-site land uses is discussed
under Impact NOI-2 on page 262 of the Draft EIR.

Response C5-10:

Mitigation Measure NOI-1 would be required to reduce interior noise levels
for future residential units of the proposed project to less than significant
levels. As noted under Response C5-9, the land use compatibility is
evaluated at the time new construction or development is proposed (see
Table IV.F-9: City of Emeryville Noise and Land Use Compatibility
Standards). CEQA requires the evaluation of project related impacts to offsite land uses, which was done under Impact Noise-2 of the Draft EIR. The
evaluation of existing noise source mitigation to reduce interior noise at offsite receptors should have been conducted at the time residential uses were
permitted for the buildings.

Response C5-11:

As specific loading areas are not proposed at this time, Mitigation Measure
NOI-2 would require the final project design to meet the quantitative noise
ordinance standard of 55 dBA during the night and 65 dBA during the day.
Mitigation Measure NOI-2 would limit deliveries to the daytime hours. Noise
levels could be reduced by 20 dBA with a distance of 500 feet. Other
measures such as enclosures could also reduce noise levels by 20 dBA or
more. The combination of measures needed to reduce noise levels would be
dependent on the final location of the loading area. Implementation of
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Mitigation Measure NOI-2 would reduce stationary noise impacts to a less
than significant level.
Response C5-12:

Specific foundation construction methods are unknown at this time. A
specific development sequence plan for the project has also not yet been
developed. Page 266 of the Draft EIR identifies potential construction
equipment that would be used including earthmovers, loaders, graders and
water trucks. The project site is 5 acres, therefore construction noise levels at
any one off-site location would be limited to the construction phase of the
building constructed closest to the receptor. The noise impacts associated
with construction would be considered less than significant with adherence to
the City’s Noise Ordinance standards, which would be required with
implementation of Mitigation Measure NOI-3. Both the City’s Noise
Ordinance and General Plan do not include a maximum noise level threshold
for construction noise levels.

Response C5-13:

As noted in Response C5-12, the City does not have a maximum noise level
standard for construction impacts. Construction is only limited by the
permissible hours of construction activities. Therefore, implementation of
Mitigation Measure NOI-3, which would limit the construction hours to
comply with the noise ordinance would reduce potential impacts to a less
than significant level. Please see Response B1-7 for a discussion of the
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program.

Response C5-14:

It is unknown at this time if particular construction materials would be
available for delivery by rail. However, this construction activity would also
be limited to the permissible hours and other restrictions established in
Mitigation Measure NOI-3. Therefore, any noise associated with rail delivery
would result in a less than significant impact.
Use of the adjacent railroad for delivery of materials or removal of soil is not
proposed as part of the project; as such, it was not evaluated within the Draft
EIR. CEQA does not require a lead agency to conduct every test or perform
all research, study, and experimentation recommended or demanded by
commenters. When responding to comments, lead agencies need only
respond to significant environmental issues and do not need to provide all
information requested by reviewers, as long as a good faith effort at full
disclosure is made in the EIR (CEQA Guidelines Section 15204).

Response C5-15:

The project analysis indicates that implementation of the project would result
in less than significant impacts related to construction and operational noise.
The City’s noise ordinance would restrict the hours of construction for the
proposed project and other projects proposed in the project area, resulting in
a less than significant level. Additionally, due to the noise reduction
attributable to distance, cumulative impacts would not be significant at the
cumulative level.
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Response C5-16:

According to the BAAQMD, in developing thresholds of significance for air
pollutants for project construction and operation, consideration was given to
past and future development project contribution to the region’s adverse air
quality impact. The thresholds of significance for construction and
operational-related criteria air pollutant precursor emissions represent the
levels at which a project’s individual emissions of criteria air pollutant or
precursors would result in a cumulatively considerable contribution to the
regions existing air quality conditions. Results of the project construction and
operational analysis indicate the project would result in less-than-significant
impacts and therefore would also result in a less-than-significant cumulative
impact. The BAAQMD and the City do not distinguish between construction
emissions that would be generated for specific duration periods.

Response C5-17:

Page 209 of the Draft EIR describes the methodology used for determining
construction emission impacts. As stated on page 209, the California
Emissions Estimator (CalEEMod) model was used to quantify construction
emissions. Detailed calculations by phase are shown in Appendix C of the
Draft EIR. Results of the quantitative analysis of project construction
emissions are shown in Table IV.D-5 and indicate that project construction
emissions would result in a less-than-significant impact. Please also see
Response B2-6.

Response C5-18:

As shown in Table IV.D-5 of the Draft EIR, project construction emissions
would not exceed the quantitative thresholds established by the BAAQMD
and adopted by the City. The BAAQMD does not have a threshold for
fugitive dust levels. The BAAQMD has determined that implementation of
the basic construction Best Management Practices would reduce fugitive dust
levels and annoyance from construction to a less than significant level.9
Mitigation Measure AIR-1 would implement the BAAQMD’s basic Best
Management Practices, and would include additional measures to further
reduce impacts. Quantification of emission is not provided in the text as the
BAAQMD does not have a quantitative threshold for dust emissions.
However, fugitive dust emissions are shown in the CalEEMod output files
presented in Appendix C of the Draft EIR.

Response C5-19:

Long-term operation of the project would not result in the generation of
substantial emissions as shown in Table IV.D-6 of the Draft EIR.
Additionally, the project would not be a source of toxic air contaminants.
Therefore, project operation is not expected to result in the exposure of
sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations. Mitigation
Measure AIR-2a and AIR-2b would reduce exposure of substantial pollutant
concentrations to future residents of the project site. However, the project
would not result in an increase in health risk to off-site residential receptors.

9

Ibid.
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Therefore, the project would not be required to mitigate impacts from
existing sources to existing receptors.
Response C5-20:

Please see Responses B5-1 through B5-19.
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COMMENTER C6
Brian Donahue
March 7, 2016

Response C6-1:

The commenter asserts that the proposed project “…is in opposition to the
General Plan in myriad ways…”, and then lists various topics (e.g.,
affordability of housing, “family friendliness”, park/open space), but does
not cite specific General Plan policies or goals within the comment. Chapter
V, Planning Policy, of the Draft EIR provides a discussion of the proposed
project’s consistency with land use policy documents. As noted on page 439
of the Draft EIR, policy conflicts are not in and of themselves considered
significant environmental impacts under CEQA unless they would result in
physical environmental impacts. The comment provides no instances where a
potential policy conflict would result in an environmental impact to which
specific responses can be made.

Response C6-2:

Please see Responses B1-3 and B2-9 for a discussion of parks/open space.
Please see Master Response 2 for a discussion of the Development Bonus.
The components of the comment related to affordable housing, family
friendly units, composition of the retail, and type of housing related to the
design of the project, not the analysis or information within the Draft EIR; no
further response is required.

Response C6-3:

Please see Master Response 2 and Response C6-1 for a discussion of policy
consistency.

Response C6-4:

See Master Response 2 regarding a discussion concerning the design of the
project and the purpose of the Draft EIR. The comments regarding the
western aesthetic canon are noted.

Response C6-5:

See Response B5-1 regarding quality of life issues such as “livability.” See
Response B2-95 regarding alternatives, and B2-99 regarding the adequacy of
the Draft EIR.
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COMMENTER C7
Alicia Gallo
March 7, 2016

Response C7-1:

Details regarding the design of specific parking structures have not been
developed, but parking would be provided based on the current City Code
requirement, with spaces designated for some specific user groups. Some
spaces would be reserved, such as for some of the residents, but other spaces
would be shared between uses.
The cost of parking for the residential uses would be unbundled from the
rental cost to encourage lower rates of vehicle ownership within the
residential portion of the project.

Response C7-2:

Bicycle travel on 46th Street and Hubbard Street would be accommodated
via the vehicular travel lanes. Vehicle volumes and travel speeds on 46th
Street and Hubbard Street are projected to be low, and providing additional
pavement for bicycle lanes could increase vehicle travel speeds.

Response C7-3:

This comment summarizes potential bicycle boulevard impacts. Analysis of
intersection operations was also conducted for information purposes and
presented in the Draft EIR. Potential intersection improvements for vehicle
travel were balanced against other modes of travel.

Response C7-4:

Traffic calming measures under consideration for Horton Street include the
construction of partial street diverters that would physically prevent some
travel movements, such that through traffic would shift to other travel routes.
The secondary impacts of partial street diverters were evaluated and
discussed the Draft EIR.

Response C7-5:

The proposed project includes designated off-street loading zones to
accommodate deliveries to the commercial uses and move-in/move-out
activities for the residential uses. The Draft EIR also recommends designated
an on-street loading zone on Hubbard Circle to facilitate small deliveries
such as from UPS, FedEx, etc.
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COMMENTER C8
Nora Pauwels
March 7, 2016

Response C8-1:

This comment is introductory in nature and describes where the commenter
lives.

Response C8-2:

Please see Response B2-85 regarding review of visual resources.

Response C8-3:

As noted on page 396, shadow pattern simulations (Figures IV.M-10 through
IV.M-27 within the Draft EIR) depicting existing conditions surrounding the
project site were prepared by Environmental Vision for the following dates:
June 21 (the summer solstice when the sun is at its highest point in the sky);
December 21 (the winter solstice, when the sun is at its lowest point in the
sky); September 21 (the fall equinox, when the day and night are approximately the same lengths). A shadow pattern simulation for March 21(the
spring equinox) was not prepared because the shadows on this day are
comparable to shadows on September 21. Therefore, September 21 and
March 21 are grouped and analyzed together. Simulations were prepared for
three times during each day: 9:00 a.m. (morning); 12:00 p.m. (noon); and
3:00 p.m. (afternoon). The shadow simulations assume sunny conditions, and
do not take into account fog or overcast conditions. Existing shadows in the
vicinity of the project site are cast from the two- to eight- story residential,
industrial, and mixed-use buildings that surround the project site. As shown
in the shadow simulations included in the Draft EIR, no new shadows
associated with implementation of the proposed project would fall on the
45th Street Artists’ Cooperative.
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SherwinͲWilliamsRedevelopment–WeCanDoBetterMore

I’mabigbelieverinsynchronicity.AthoughtfulneighborgavemeacopyofthebookDemocratic
Architecture–PracticalSolutionstoToday’sHousingCrisisthesameweekthePlanningCommission
heardpubliccommentontheSherwinͲWilliamsdraftEIR.Afterreadingthebookandwatchingthe
PlanningCommissionmeeting,Iwascompelledtowritethisarticle.Theintentionofthisarticleisto
openthedoortonewwaysofthinkingthatmayleadtoamorelivable,equitable,sustainable,and
prosperousEmeryville.ItisnotanattackonresidentsoftheParkAvenueDistrict.Ihavegreatrespect
andgratitudeformanyofthesepillarsofthecommunitywhohavegreatlycontributedtomaking
Emeryvilletheexceptionalcitythatitis.

Ihavethree‘takeͲaways’thatIwouldliketosharefromDemocraticArchitecture,publishedin1996:

1. TheBayAreahousingcrisisthatexistedinthe1990’shasgottenworse
2. Weneedtobemorecreativeinourhousingsolutions
3. NIMBYismcanbetheenemyofgreatprojects

HousingaffordabilityisoneofthebiggestchallengesfacingEmeryvilleandtheBayAreatoday.While
thereisno‘silverbullet’tosolvethisverycomplexproblem,wecanhelpalleviatetheproblemby
increasingthegeneralhousingstockanddiversity,increasingoursupplyofaffordablehousingunits,and
betterconnectingexcellenttransportationwithwiselanduse.Insteadofreducingdensityatthe
SherwinͲWilliamsproject,weshouldbeincreasingdensitythatiscombinedwithsignificantlyimproved
transitaccess.

OurwellͲintendedrequirementfornewresidentialunitstobeof100%familyfriendlydesignstifles
creativityandisatoddswithourdesireforadiversecommunity.Insteadofmandating100%family
friendlydesign,let’stakeamorereasonableapproachthatlinksthepercentagerequirementswithBay
Areademographics.DemocraticArchitecturemakesacasefordesigningflexibilityintolivingspaces
thatallowsforchangesasourneedschange.Let’sshiftourfocusfrommandatesthatserveonegroup
toflexibledesignsthatwillsupportourdiversecommunity.Inputonhowtodesignourspacesshould
comefromthepeoplethatinhabitthem.

Ifinditquiteironicthatmanyresidentsofthe45thStreetArtistCoop,aformofsubsidizedhousing,are
themostvocalopponentstoincreasingdensitythatcanbringhousingaffordabilitytoothers.
DemocraticArchitecturestates,“Inthehousingindustry,theundemocraticobstructionusuallytakesthe
formofwhatisknownas“Nimbyism,”meaning“NotinMyBackYard.”Timeandagaintheseminority
neighborhoodgroupshavepreventedtheconstructionofaffordablehomesandhavebeenresponsible
fortheperpetuationofsuburbansprawl.Ratherthanspendcountlesshoursnegotiatingand
manipulatingthesegroupsthroughthemandatorypublichearingprocess,buildersandtheirarchitects
oftenshyawayfromaprojectorcompromisethebuildingdesigntothepointthatitbearslittle
resemblancetotheoriginalconcept.”ThisstatementringstrueoftheSherwinͲWilliamsdevelopment.
Wearesquanderingtheopportunitytocreateawonderfulurbanvillage.

2
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IwritethisarticlefromtheperspectivesofbeingaresidentofPacificParkPlaza(PPP)forover20years,
aformerEmeryvillePlanningCommissioner,andformermemberoftheGeneralPlanUpdateSteering
Committee.Likemanyofmyneighborsinthe45thStreetArtistLofts,Ifrequentlyworkathomeandrely
onopendoorsandwindowforventilation.Myimmediateneighborhoodhasbeeninafairlyconstant
stateofconstructionandredevelopmenttheentiretimeI’velivedinEmeryville.I’veexperienceddust
andnoisebutthenoisehasbeenminorrelativetothenoiseofthetrainsthatpassthroughEmeryville.

OvercomingFearsofDensity

DuringthecourseoftheSherwinͲWilliamspublicengagementprocess,awellͲrespectedformerPlanning
Commissionercommentedthat“density=traffic.”Thiswidelyheldbeliefisdisturbingontwolevels;1)
Giventhewaythatwe’vebuiltcarͲcentriccitiesforthelastsixtyyears,there’sanalarmingelementof
truthtothestatement.2)The“Density=traffic”mentalitycreatesfearanddiscouragesincreased
densitythatcanbringexcellenttransitservice(andreducedcartraffic),vibrancy,safety,andsupport
localservingbusinesses.Densitywithouthighqualitytransit,bike,andpedestrianconnectionscanbea
formulafordisaster.Butdensitycombinedwithhighqualitytransit,bike,andpedestrianconnectionis
asignificantpartofaformulaforcreatingthegreatestcitiesintheworld.

Thereare586residentialunitsatPPP.It’srationaltothinkthatthismanyunitswouldcreatesignificant
trafficintheneighborhood.Myexperiencehasbeenverydifferent.DuringthemanyyearsthatI
commutedtoworkandlefthomeandreturnedduringcommutehours,Iseldomencounteredothercars
enteringandleavingthePPPparkinggarage.WhentheneighboringAvenue64andEmmeapartments
cameonline,Ididn’tobserveanoticeableincreaseintraffic.However,IdidnoticethatChristieAvenue
cametolifewithmorepedestrianactivity.Myneighborhoodnowhassufficientdensitytosupporta
higherleveloftransitservice.ACTransitisintheprocessofmodifyingroutestobetterservethisarea.
I’mseeingmanymorepeopleusingtransit.Avirtuouscircleiscreatedwhendensityisincreasedand
transitisimproved.

TheproposedSherwinͲWilliamsprojectprovides460dwellingunitson8.5acres.Comparatively,the
apartmentsnexttoPPPatAvenue64andEmmeprovide417units.BelowisaGoogleMapsimageof
theareaaroundPPP.ShownwithintheorangeboxareAvenue64andEmme(imageshowsEmme
Apartmentssitepriortoconstruction).Theseapartmentssitonabout4.2acrestotal–abouthalfthe
areaoftheSherwinͲWilliamssite.YetAvenue64andEmmeprovideonly43fewerdwellingunitsthan
SherwinͲWilliams.ThetotalnumberofdwellingunitsintheareaaroundPPPiscurrently1,688–nearly
fourtimeswhatisplannedforSherwinͲWilliams.Consideringthatallthesehomessharethesame
streetswithothercommercial,retail,andfoodservicebuildings,trafficisnowherenearwhatonewould
expect.Iprovidethisinformationbecause,withaprojectasimportantasSherwinͲWilliams,
unsubstantiatedopinionsimplywon’tdo.Wemustbaseourdecisionsonfactandrealworld
experiences,notfears.

2
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SherwinͲWilliamsHighDensity/TransitRichAlternative

InthepostRedevelopmentAgencyerathatwenowlivein,collaboratingwithdevelopersisessentialto
creatingwhatwe’veenvisionedintheGeneralPlanandtheParkAvenueDistrictPlan.Althoughoften
vilifiedinEmeryville,myexperienceswithdevelopershavebeenverypositive.I’vefoundthatmost
developerstrulywanttocreategreatprojectsandarewillingtocooperateandcollaborate.Wecan
fostertheseessentialrelationshipsbyengagingearlyinthedesignprocessinsteadofnegotiatingdeals
attheeleventhhouroffinaldevelopmentapproval.

TheSherwinͲWilliamsprojectgivesusanopportunitytopartnerwiththedevelopertocreatean
outstandingprojectthatcanbebothawinforthedeveloperandawinforEmeryville.Iwouldliketo
havethedraftEIRincludeahighdensity/transitrichalternative.Thisalternativewillhavefiveessential
elements;1)Aspecifiedandagreeduponamountofaffordablehousing.2)ThefutureEmeryville
Streetcarwillbeincorporatedintothedesign.3)Adirectbike/pedestrianrampfromthenewSouth
BayfrontBike/PedBridgetoastreetcarstopatthecoreofthenewprojectwillbeprovided.Thisramp
providesaccesstotransitserviceonShellmoundStreet,willbeconsideredpartEmeryvilleGreenway
andwillconstituteaportionoftheopenspacerequirement.(Asouthboundrampfromthebridgedeck
wasdiscussedduringtheplanningoftheSouthBayfrontBridge.)4)Groundfloor‘flex’spacewillbe
providedatthecoreareasurroundingtheplannedstreetcarstop.Thisspacemaybeusedfor
commercial/retail/workͲlive.5)Increaseddensitythatprovidesmorehousingandretailspace.

Bycombiningexcellenttransitwithincreaseddensitythatisbalancedwithqualityparkspace,wecan
achieveamorelivable,equitable,sustainable,andprosperousEmeryville.
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TheEmeryvilleStreetcar

FormoreinformationabouttheEmeryvilleStreetcar,checkoutthefollowinglinks:

http://www.emeryville.org/944/EmeryvilleͲBerkeleyͲOaklandͲTransitͲStud

http://ebot.info/(Somewhatdated,butprovidesagoodoverviewofthestreetcarsystem.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xL7QEQuRqq0(Minute3:33providesanexampleofhowthe
streetcarcanmeshwiththeSherwinͲWilliamsdevelopment.)
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ConceptualEmeryvilleStreetcarRoutes(AmtraktoMacArthurBART)

Formoreinformationabouttheideasprovidedortoprovidefeedbacktotheauthor,pleaseemailJohn
Scheuermanstreetcars4us@att.net
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COMMENTER C9
John Scheuerman
March 7, 2016

Response C9-1:

The commenter letter has been included in the RTC Document as Letter C9.
Responses to the letter are provided in Responses C9-1 through C9-4.

Response C9-2:

This comment includes the commenter’s summary of the book Democratic
Architecture – Practical Solutions to Today’s Housing Crisis, as well as the
commenter’s opinion that the project should increase density at the project
site. This comment relates to the project design and does not relate to the
adequacy of the information or analysis within the Draft EIR. Comments that
focus solely on the merits of the proposed project will be considered by City
decision-makers as they review these materials, and no further response is
required under CEQA.

Response C9-3:

This comment requests an additional “high density/transit rich” alternative be
evaluated within the Draft EIR. CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6 states
that “An EIR shall describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the project,
or to the location of the project, which would feasibly attain most of the basic
objectives of the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the
significant effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the
alternatives.” Furthermore, as noted in CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a),
“An EIR need not consider every conceivable alternative to a project.”
The Draft EIR currently includes a range of alternative to the proposed
project, as summarized in Table VI-1 of the Draft EIR. While the commenter
does provide some information about this proposed alternative (including
that it would incorporate an agreed upon amount of affordable housing and
the proposed Emeryville Streetcar), it is unclear how this alternative would
avoid or reduce the significant environmental effects identified by the Draft
EIR. Furthermore, it is unclear whether the increased density, as proposed by
the commenter, would be permitted under the City’s General Plan and zoning
ordinance.

Response C9-4:

This comment provides additional information about the Emeryville
Streetcar, references, and contact information, but does not address the
information or analysis within Draft EIR. No further response is required.
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To:EmeryvillePlanningCommission
From:MikeMcConnell
Cc:

TheSherwinͲWilliamssitedevelopmentcanbeatremendousadditiontothefulfillmentofthe
visionfortheParkAvenueneighborhood.Butitcanalsobadlydamagetheneighborhood,
dependingontheapproachtaken.
AkeyattributeoftheSherwinͲWilliamssiteisthatatitsnorthernside,isGrifolsandNovartis,with
largebuildingsandapprovaltobuildeventwotowers.Attheeasternandsouthernsides,
however,areoneͲ,twoͲ,andthreeͲstorybuildings,manywithbeautifulfeatures,andinthecaseof
theEmeryvilleWarehouseLofts,awardͲwinningarchitecturethatrespectedtheneighborhood’s
contours.

1

AlongParkAvenueareoneͲandtwoͲstory,olderbrickbuildingsofgreatcharacter.Forexample,
thePelcoBuildingatthecornerofHalleckandPark(oneblocksouthofSherwinAvenue),which
wasenhancedbytheParkAvenueredevelopment:
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TheEmeryville
WarehouseLofts
wasformerlya
threeͲandfourͲ
storydilapidated
warehouse–
largerthanthe
scaleofthe
surrounding
neighborhood.
Therefore,when
retailandloft
unitswerebuilt
alongPark
Avenueandin
frontofthenew
EWLparkinglot,
thetwoͲstory
heightsofthestreetwererespected(notehowatthefarwestcorner,thereisevenaslantedroof
featuretomirrorthebevelsoftheroofofthePelcobuildingacrossHalleck):
ThisplacedtheEWLbuildinginscalewithitsneighborstothewestandeast,aswellasacrossPark
Ave. 














TheEWLbuildingis4storieshighinthemiddleoftheblock,butwasalsothreestoriesalong
Sherwin.AndwhenRickHollidayandDavidBakerwantedtobuildthreepenthousesontheroof
(uptosixforfourunits),itdidsointhemiddleofthebuildingandthemiddleoftheblock,to
respectthecharacterandheightsofitsneighbors.Italsomadethosepenthousesofcorrugated

1
cont.
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irontogivethemlessvisual“mass.”Thesearenotvisiblefromthestreet,onlyfromtheEWL
courtyard.


HubbardSt.fromParkAve,lookingtowardSherwin

1
cont.


HubbardSt.fromSherwin,lookingtowardParkAve.
Ascanbereadilyseen,visually,theEWLisathreeͲ(andfor1/3block,afourͲ)storypresencein
theneighborhood;itsfewfifthͲandsixthͲfloorpenthouseunitsfloataboveit,hardlyvisiblefrom
streetͲlevel.
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ThisrespectforthesmallerͲscaledevelopmentintheareawasspecificallyhighlightedinthePark
AvenueDistrictPlan:

1
cont.
:



Themostrecentdevelopmentinthevicinity,BlueStarCorners,isonHalleckandSherwin,
immediatelyadjacenttotheSherwinͲWilliamsproperty.Here,HollidayandBakerlimitedthe
heightoftheBlueStarCornertownhousestothreeͲstories.








LookingnorthtowardSherwinalongHalleckSt.withPelcoontheleft,BlueStartCornerontheright.
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Finally,ofcourse,istheremaining
SherwinWilliamsBuildingitself.
Atthreestories,itisthetallest
buildinginthevicinity,nextto
EWL,anditistwofullstories
tallerthanitsimmediate
neighbor,theArtists’Coop:

1
cont.




TheParkAvenueDistrictPlanisclear:“Developmentinthedistricthastheopportunityto
intensifynowthatheavyindustrialusesarenolongerinexistenceandlandvaluesarerising.
However,thisdevelopmentshouldmaintainthefineͲgrainedcharacterofthedistrict.Inmostof
thedistrict,thedesiredincreaseinintensitywilloccurasbuildingsredeveloptotheexisting
heightlimitsallowedwithaconditionalusepermit(55feetsouthof45thAvenueand80feet
northofthat).Thereforetheseheightlimitsshouldremain.However,NorthofSherwinAvenue
andwestofHortonStreet(thelargeSherwinWilliamssite,whichwilllikelyberedeveloped
soon)sometallerandmoreintensedevelopmentmaybeappropriate,particularlyatthe
northernedge.”
ThemapincludedintheParkAvenueDistrictPlanmakesthisperfectlyclear:itshowsamaximum
of55feetsouthoftheGrifols/Novartisparkinglot,and“tallerbuildings”onlynorthofthat.

2
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Therefore,inreadingthisdeeplyflawedandinadequateDEIR,itwasshockingtoreadthe
following,noneofwhicharetrueandallofwhichshouldbedeletedbeforetheCityacceptsthis
report:
ThestartingpremiseistheBigLie,fromwhichallothersflow:“PertheParkAvenueDistrictPlan,the
SherwinͲWilliamssiteisenvisionedtobeasitewithtallerbuildingheightsandamoreintense
developmentprogram.”(p.76ͲConflictWithLandUsePlansAdoptedtoMitigateAdverseEnvironmental
Impacts.)

3

Actuallythisstatementishalfcorrect.Theprojectasproposed,andtheLennaralternatives,areaclear
attempttobringBayStreetMallaestheticstotheParkAvenueDistrict.Allthreeviolateboththeletter
andthespiritoftheParkAvenueDistrictPlan.
FurtherblatantmisͲcharacterizationsappearintheVisualCharactersection:“MostoftheDistrict’s
buildingsareoneͲtotwoͲstoriesinheight;however,newconstructionintheareatendstobefourͲto
eightͲstoriestall.TheEmeryvilleWarehouseLoftsisthetallestbuildingintheDistrictat73feetandis
locatedonthesouthwestcornerofSherwinAvenue/HubbardStreetintersection,acrossthestreetfrom
projectsite.”(p.378ͲVisualCharacteroftheSurroundingArea)

4

Theconclusionsarethereforealsopatentlyfalsetoanyonewhohasspentevenafewminuteswalkling
thestreetsoftheDistrict:“Theproposeddevelopmentwouldbewithinthescaleandformofthemore
recentdevelopmentwithintheareaincludingBayStreetMallandtheEmeryvilleWarehouseLoftstothe
west.”(ImpactsandMitigations–VisualCharacter,p.394)
“TheadditionoffivenewbuildingsandtherehabilitationoftheexistingSherwinͲWilliamsBuilding1Ͳ31
wouldnotdegradetheexistingvisualcharacteristicsofthearea,andwouldimprovethevisualcharacter
ofthesite.”(p.395–VisualCharacter)

5

“TheproposedprojectwouldresultinalessͲthanͲsignificantimpactrelatedtovisualcharacter.”(p.395–
VisualCharacter)

Insummary,sincethereisnopreͲexistingbuildingotherthantheSherwinͲWilliamsstructureon
thesite(whichis42feethigh),thentobeconsistentwiththespiritoftheParkAvenueDistrict
PlanwouldproduceoneͲandtwoͲstoryunitsalongSherwinandsouthoftheGrifols/Novartis
parkinglot.TobeconsistentwiththeMAXIMUMletteroftheDistrictPlan,ahardcapof55feet
wouldprevailsouthoftheGrifols/Novartisparkinglot.
TheDEIRismisleadingandinaccurate.Itshouldberejectedasinadequateandflawed,orcorrected
beforeitsacceptance

Respectfully,

MikeMcConnell
1500ParkAve.PH1
Emeryville
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ThishasnoplaceintheParkAvenueDistrict.
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COMMENTER C10
Mike McConnel
March 7, 2016

Response C10-1:

Within this comment, the commenter provides pictures of buildings within
the Park Avenue District neighborhood. The comment does not address the
analysis or information within the Draft EIR.

Response C10-2:

Please see Master Response 2 and Response B2-20 regarding compliance of
the project with City policies and plans.

Response C10-3:

Please see Master Response 2 and Response B2-20 regarding compliance of
the project with City policies and plans.

Response C10-4:

The commenter quotes text from the Draft EIR, but provides no information
or analysis regarding how the cited Draft EIR text is a “mischaracterization”;
and no specific response can be provided.

Response C10-5:

The commenter quotes text from the Draft EIR, but provides no information
or analysis regarding how the cited text is “patently false”; no specific
response can be provided.

Response C10-6:

Please see Master Response 2 and Response B2-20 regarding compliance of
the project with City policies and plans. The comment does not provide
additional information or analysis to support the claim that the “DEIR is
misleading and inaccurate.”
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COMMENTER C11
Kristin Peterson
March 8, 2016

Response C11-1:

This comment is introductory in nature and addresses re-circulation of an
EIR. This comment does not address information or analysis within the Draft
EIR, and no further response is required.

Response C11-2:

This comment includes the commenter’s interpretation and summary of
CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5, Recirculation of an EIR Prior to
Certification. This comment does not address the analysis or information
within the Draft EIR; no further response is required.

Response C11-3:

This comment is introductory in nature, describing the residents of the 45th
Street Artists’ Cooperative and the use of their building. While the
commenter describes concerns related to construction, no specific
environmental impact concern is identified. Mitigation Measure AIR-1,
identified on pages 210 and 211 of the Draft EIR, would reduce constructionrelated dust impacts to a less-than-significant level. Toxic air contaminants
were evaluated within the Draft EIR starting on page 213 of the Draft EIR.
Construction-related traffic impacts were evaluated within the Draft EIR
starting on page 171. Construction-related noise impacts are evaluated within
the Draft EIR starting on page 261 of the Draft EIR.

Response C11-4:

See Response B3-19. Truck idling is limited to 5 minutes or less under
California airborne toxics control measure Title 13, Section 2485 of
California Code of Regulations [CCR]). Mitigation Measure AIR-1 would
limit idling to 2 minutes or less. In compliance with Mitigation Measure
AIR-1, signage will be provided for construction works at all access points.
Some idling of less than two minutes would be necessary to allow for
intersection delay and internal site circulation, however, any idling above
two minutes would be prohibited.

Response C11-5:

Total construction emissions were estimated using the CalEEMod default
construction estimation duration. Average daily emissions were calculated
based on the total project construction emission estimates considering the
entire construction duration. All phases of construction (both exterior
activities during which time large construction equipment is used and interior
construction activities which does not involve large landscrapers and
bulldozers) are accounted for and clearly shown in Appendix C of the Draft
EIR.

Response C11-6:

The commenter notes that a “circular drive motif” was not included in some
alternatives and that additional analysis should be undertaken to identify any
impacts associated with not including the circular drive.
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CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6 states that “An EIR shall describe a range
of reasonable alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project,
which would feasibly attain most [emphasis added] of the basic objectives of
the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant
effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives.”
Furthermore, as noted in CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a) “An EIR need
not consider every conceivable alternative to a project.” The alternatives
included in the Draft EIR meet these requirements. Additionally, as allowed
by CEQA, alternatives need not be described and evaluated to the same
degree as the proposed project, and the Draft EIR provides a sufficient level of
information to allow decision-makers to make a decision regarding the project
and the proposed alternatives. Additionally, Table VI-2 on page 474 shows
the daily and peak vehicle trips for the proposed project and compares vehicle
trips for each alternative to those for the project. The analysis of each
alternative discusses impacts related to vehicle trips. Whether or not there is a
circular drive is a specific design detail that does not need to be evaluated for
each alternative in order for the City Council to make a decision about the
project and the adequacy of the EIR.
Response C11-7:

Please see Master Response 2 regarding the Development Bonus.

Response C11-8:

Please see Response B2-2 for a discussion of the information required to be
included in an EIR project description.
The commenter provides no citations where “referencing is completely
inadequate” and does not cite specific examples of comments provided in the
response to the NOP that were not addressed: as such no specific responses
can be provided. Please see Response B2-99 for a discussion regarding when
recirculation of an EIR is required.
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COMMENTER C12
Jack Ghizzoni
March 8, 2016

Response C12-1:

This comment is introductory in nature and states that the commenter lives in
the Emeryville Warehouse Lofts building and has concerns about the project.

Response C12-2:

As evaluated within the Section IV.M, Visual Resources, there are no
significant visual resources impacts. Please see Response B2-18 for a
discussion of building height allowed (with the Development Bonus) within
the project site. Please see Response B2-20 for a discussion of heights within
the Park Avenue District Plan area.

Response C12-3:

The commenter expresses support for Option A compared to Option B, as
evaluated within the Draft EIR. This comment relates to the project design
and does not relate to the adequacy of the information or analysis within the
Draft EIR. Comments that focus solely on the merits of the proposed project
will be considered by City decision-makers as they review these materials,
and no further response is required under CEQA.

Response C12-4:

Please see Response B2-18 for a discussion of building height allowed (with
the Development Bonus) within the project site. Please see Response B2-20
for a discussion of heights within the Park Avenue District Plan area.

Response C12-5:

This comment relates to the Emeryville Warehouse Lofts and does not
address the analysis or information contained within the Draft EIR; no
further response is required.

Response C12-6:

Traffic impacts are evaluated in Section IV.C, Transportation and Circulation
in the Draft EIR. A discussion of the effects of the project on Bicycle
Boulevards begins on page 143. The project will be conditioned to develop
and implement a transportation demand management (TDM) program to
reduce vehicle trips.

Response C12-7:

The Draft EIR contains full discussions of the projects potential impacts
related to noise (see Section IV.F, Noise), air quality emissions (see Section
IV.D, Air Quality) and traffic congestion and transit (see Section IV.C.
Transportation and Circulation). The comment regarding transit is noted.

Response C12-8:

Please see Responses B12-2 through B12-7 that address the comments
related to visual and transportation impacts.
The remainder of the comment relates the merits of the project, not the
environmental analysis contained within the Draft EIR. Comments that focus
solely on the merits of the proposed project will be considered by City
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decision-makers as they review these materials, and no further response is
required under CEQA.
Response C12-9:

This comment relates the merits and design of the project, not the environmental analysis contained within the Draft EIR. Comments that focus solely
on the design or merits of the proposed project will be considered by City
decision-makers as they review these materials, and no further response is
required under CEQA.

Response C12-10:

This comment includes the phrase “…I think density and traffic issues will
need to be addressed much more realistically than they are in the current
DEIR…” It is unclear from the comment what additional analysis the
commenter is suggesting or what deficiencies would require additional
analysis.
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COMMENTER C13
Erin Fong
March 8, 2016

Response C13-1:

This comment is introductory in nature. Please see Responses C13-2 through
C13-8 that address concerns raised by the commenter.

Response C13-2:

This comment is an observation regarding the existing traffic conditions on
streets adjacent to the project site. It does not pertain to the analysis or
information within the Draft EIR; no further response is required.

Response C13-3:

The proposed 46th Street roadway through the project site would intersect
Horton Street in the vicinity of the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative and
operations of this driveway were included in the assessment. With the
addition of project traffic from the proposed project, vehicles waiting to turn
from the side street would have an average delay of 16 seconds during the
PM peak hour. At other times of day, delay would be less. Traffic from other
approved and pending projects could further increase delay.
Traffic from other existing driveways along the corridor was considered in
the analysis of intersection operations.
With development of the project, additional pedestrian amenities in the area
would be provided, including new sidewalks and pedestrian crossings.

Response C13-4:

The project will provide parking per the current City Code requirements,
which requires one parking space per unit, plus 0.20 spaces per unit for guest
parking. All residential parking will be unbundled from the rent cost to
encourage lower rates of vehicle ownership within the residential portion of
the project. A car share pod will be located within the project site to provide
future residents access to a vehicle when needed, but without the cost of
vehicle ownership. The project will also be required to implement a TDM
program to manage the proposed parking supply, with provisions for ongoing monitoring and plan refinement.
Providing two parking spaces per residential unit could incentivize lower
parking prices within the development, which could lead to higher rates of
vehicle ownership within the development, and higher rates of vehicle traffic
on the surrounding streets.

Response C13-5:

Water, soil and air contaminants were evaluated in the Draft EIR. Toxic air
contaminants were evaluated within the Draft EIR starting on page 213 of the
Draft EIR. Page 317 of Draft EIR acknowledges that soil and groundwater
impacted with hazardous materials may be disturbed and/or removed as a
result of construction activities, which poses a potential health risk to
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construction workers, who would potentially come into direct contact with or
inhale dust or vapors from contaminated soil and groundwater, as well as the
nearby public, who could be affected by contaminants in fugitive dust or
vapors from the project site. Additionally, if impacted soil and groundwater
were improperly managed and disposed of during construction, they could be
released into the environment and pose a potential risk to future site
occupants, other members of the public, and the environment. Compliance
with the restrictions and requirements of the LUC for the Sherwin-Williams
parcel and implementation of the SMP that would be developed for the
proposed project would prevent potential exposure of construction workers,
the public, and the environment to known and potential unidentified
hazardous materials in the subsurface of the Sherwin-Williams parcel,
including potential unidentified areas of hazardous materials impacts beneath
the Building 35 concrete pad. See Response A2-6 and the responses to the
DTSC letter A4. No further analysis in the Draft EIR is necessary.
Response C13-6:

It should be noted that construction would not occur “24 hours a day”; as
described in Mitigation Measure NOI-3, general construction noise on
private and public projects shall be limited to weekdays from 7:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. The loudest activities shall be limited to weekdays from 8:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m., as stated in the City’s Municipal Code.

Response C13-7:

Please see Master Response 2 regarding the Development Bonus.

Response C13-8:

Much of this comment relates to the design of the project, including proposed
density and composition of future retail/commercial space. The comment
includes a concern of the “safety of the neighbors,” but it is unclear what the
commenter is referring to. Air Quality impacts are evaluated in Section IV.D,
Air Quality, of the Draft EIR, and potential hazardous materials impacts are
evaluated in Section IV.I, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, of the Draft
EIR.
The comment includes the following phrase regarding the Draft EIR: “The
EIR is incomplete, flawed, draws erroneous conclusions and needs to be
redone.” The commenter does not provide specific instances of perceived
deficiencies in the Draft EIR to which specific responses can be provided.
Please see Responses C13-1 through C13-7 that address comments included
in the commenter’s letter.
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COMMENTER C14
Anna C. Shimko
March 8, 2016

Response C14-1:

These comments are introductory in nature and generally describe the
commenter, the commenter’s support of the EIR findings, and the content of
the letter. This comment does not specifically address information or analysis
within the Draft EIR; no further response is required.

Response C14-2:

The City as CEQA Lead Agency has determined that the potential impacts to
future residents related to Air Quality, Noise and Geology are appropriately
identified in the Draft EIR. As the courts give deference to the lead agency in
the establishment of in significance thresholds, the Draft EIR analyses of
these potential impacts is appropriate and important to be retained within the
Draft EIR and provided to the decision-makers when deliberating on the
project’s potential effects.

Response C14-3:

Suggestions to clarify Mitigation Measure AIR-2 would not change the
performance standards or mitigated impact levels.
On page 219 the Draft EIR is revised as follows.
Mitigation Measure AIR-2a: To reduce health risk levels for future
residents of the project site, the project applicant shall provide an air
ventilation system with filtration that can remove particulate matter
from indoor air to a level sufficient to achieve compliance with the
BAAQMD threshold. To reduce health risk levels for future
residents of the project site, the control efficiency must result in a
reduction of 60 percent of particulates of 2.5 microns or less, such as
Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV)-11 filters or other
indoor air filtration systems. This reduction could be accomplished
via a duct routed from the return side of the ceiling mounted fan coil
to the exterior of the building. A MERV-11 filter box could be
installed in line with this duct along with a supply fan to overcome
the pressure drop of this filter. The filter box would be installed in a
concealed location such as a closet. This measure which would
reduce the maximum single source carcinogenic health risk level for
future residents to 8.4 (which would be below the BAAQMD’s
significance criteria of 10). The ventilation system shall be certified
to the satisfaction of the City to achieve the stated performance
effectiveness from indoor areas.

Response C14-4:

The commenter suggests that the City coordinate with DTSC to assess the
legal, technological, and social feasibility of the Reduced Density
Alternatives (Variants 1, 2, or 3). The commenter indicates that according to
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the deed restrictions imposed by DTSC, no building may be placed in the
area of high permeability backfill located under Parcel A5. The commenter
indicates that DTSC staff has indicated that the Reduced Density Alternatives could negatively impact or violate the existing remediation controls that
were developed to protect human health and are mandated by law and thus,
each of these alternatives may be infeasible.
The Land Use Covenant (LUC) for the Sherwin-Williams parcel does not
indicate that buildings cannot be placed in the area of high permeability
backfill. The LUC prohibits any use of the Sherwin-Williams parcel which
may adversely affect the integrity and effectiveness of the Installed Remedial
Features (which includes the high permeability backfill) and any construction
or other development activities that are inconsistent with the Installed
Remedial Features. The LUC also indicates that activities that may disturb,
alter, or remove Remedial Features shall not be permitted without prior
written approval by DTSC.
The high permeability backfill area is located under a portion of Parcel A5
under Reduced Density Alternatives Variants 1 and 2, and is located under a
portion of Parcel A4 under Reduced Density Alternatives Variants 3. It is
feasible that a building could be placed over the high permeability backfill
area if the building foundation and subsurface utilities were designed and
constructed in a manner that would not adversely affect the integrity and
effectiveness of the high permeability backfill area. The proposed design and
construction methods for building foundations and subsurface utilities and
the predicted affects they may have on the integrity and effectiveness of the
high permeability backfill area would need to be reviewed and approved by
DTSC, in accordance with the requirements of the LUC. The high permeability backfill area could potentially be altered if approved by DTSC to account
for the placement of a building over the high permeability backfill area to
ensure that this Remedial Feature maintains its effectiveness and integrity.
As discussed in the LUC, the high permeability backfill area includes a
horizontal perforated pipe connected to a rock fill area that can be used to
control groundwater flow as a contingency by actively pumping the rock fill
area to extract groundwater. This contingent remedial feature, either in its
current state or potentially in a modified state approved by DTSC, would
continue to be available for use to actively control groundwater flow, if
necessary.
DTSC's review and approval of proposed design and construction methods
for building foundations and subsurface utilities and the predicted effects
they may have on the integrity and effectiveness of the high permeability
backfill area, and DTSC's review and approval of potential modifications to
the high permeability backfill area, if necessary, to account for placement of
a building over the high permeability backfill area would ensure that the
integrity and effectiveness of the high permeability backfill area would be
maintained and remain protective of human health and the environment.
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The TDM plan provides a quantitative analysis to determine the extent to which the TDM programs would
reduce the estimated number of vehicle trips associated with the development (as presented in the Public
Draft Environmental Impact Report [EIR]). Through a combination of all the TDM programs for the
development, it is estimated that implementation of the TDM programs would result in a reduction in
daily and peak-hour vehicle trips by approximately 17%. As required by the City, the proposed TDM
programs shall be monitored following issuance of a certificate of occupancy and importantly, to
determine if the effectiveness of these strategies is growing over time or if adjustments are needed to
improve the performance of the overall TDM program.

 On-Site Bicycle Repair Facilities

Site-Level Transportation Coordinator



Lennar Multifamily Communities will implement and/or consider the following TDM and parking
programs for the Sherwin-Williams development project in Emeryville; these programs are described, in
detailed, in the TDM plan herein:

Transportation Demand Management measures typically encourage travelers to utilize alternative modes
of transportation, such as induce shifts from single auto occupancy travel to transit, rideshare, bicycle,
and pedestrian travel. These measures may also include parking management strategies and coordinate
with car share providers to reduce overall vehicular demand (traffic and parking) at the project site.

The City of Emeryville requires any multi-unit residential development that consists of 10 or more units is
required to meet the Transportation Demand Management (TDM) requirements. The goal of the TDM
requirements are to reduce vehicle demand associated with the development project and that a TDM plan
must be prepared to include programs and strategies that will be considered by the developer and/or
future property management. Importantly, the TDM plan is a living document that may be adjusted and
modified as appropriate.

1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Chapter 9-5 Citywide Use and Development Regulations, Section 9-5.2008 Transportation Demand Management, Subsection (a)
TDM Plan; available online at: http://www.codepublishing.com/CA/Emeryville/#!/Emeryville09/Emeryville095.html; accessed
February 23, 2016.

The Public Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) was published in January 2016. The transportation
analysis included in the environmental document stated that the project is expected to generate
approximately 5,540 weekday daily trips and about 460 morning and 540 evening peak-hour vehicle
trips. On a typical Saturday, the project would generate approximately 4,490 vehicle trips, including 430
during the peak hour. However, a number of factors were considered that would reduce the overall
number of vehicle trips made by a vehicle to/from the project site, including a number of trips expected to
be internal to City of Emeryville as well as walk, bike, or transit trips (the trip generation process and
assumptions incorporated into these findings are discussed in more detail in Chapter 8). As a result, the
project is expected to generate approximately 3,600 daily vehicle trips, including approximately 280
morning peak hour and 320 evening peak hour trips. On a Saturday, the project could generate up to
3,220 vehicle trips, including 280 peak hour trips.

DRAFT EIR FINDINGS

Chapter 9-5, Section 9-5.2008 of the City of Emeryville Municipal Code states that any "multi-unit"
residential development that consists of 10 or more units is required to meet Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) requirements. Specifically, a TDM plan shall be submitted for approval by the
Planning Commission or City Council as a part of the approvals process. As codified in the ordinance, the
"TDM plan shall ensure that the average vehicle miles traveled (VMT) by residents of the development is
less than the average citywide VMT." The TDM plan is also a living document with reasonable strategies
to effectively reduce VMT and traffic demand, and the "Community Development Director may require
modifications to the plan if it does not appear to be meeting its primary goal." 1

The Transportation Element of the City of Emeryville General Plan includes a series of policies related to
transportation and circulation, including "quality of service" standards to optimize travel by all
transportation modes (Policy T-P-3), encourage development that minimizes Vehicle Miles Traveled
(VMT) (Policy T-P-5), and supporting Transit-Oriented Development with reduced parking requirements
(Policy T-P-25), etc. Specifically, the General Plan also includes a policy that states "employers in large
new development will be required to implement comprehensive Transportation Demand Management
(TDM) program for their employees and customers (Policy T-P-65). Other goals embedded in the General
Plan include the need for transportation demand management strategies to decrease single-occupant
automobile demand and reduce vehicle miles traveled (Goal T-G-11).

CITY POLICIES AND REQUIREMENTS

2 INTRODUCTION
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The 10.05-acre project site is located in the City of Emeryville and is bounded by Horton Street to the east,
Sherwin Avenue to the south, and Union Pacific Railroad tracks to the west. The proposed development
would divide the site into six new parcels, roadways and a park area to construct a mixed-use
development. The existing Sherwin-Williams Building on the site would remain and be reused and five
new structures would be constructed. In total, the project would include 649,000 square feet of
residential space (540 units) and about 94,600 square feet of commercial space. Other amenities would
include park and open space, playground, adult fitness space and a central green.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The project would result in traffic and circulation impacts that were identified as significant and
improvements were proposed to reduce the majority of impacts to a less-than-significant level. Although
not stated as a recommended mitigation measure, the Public Draft EIR included a recommendation to
prepare and implement a parking and TDM plan. Furthermore, the environmental document states that
the project would be compliance with the City's General Plan and related goals by introducing TDM and
parking-related strategies as a part of the project.

Emeryville Sherwin-Williams Site TDM Plan
Lennar Multifamily Communities

Provide transportation benefits to the surrounding community.

Encourage healthy and sustainable travel; and

Attract residents and employees that use alternative modes of transportation in part to minimize
car ownership and project vehicle trips;

Provide additional mobility options for residents, employees, and visitors;

Reduce vehicle trips in peak-hours, per city policy;
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Therefore, the trip reduction goals need to be phased in so that they remain realistic and achievable. No
TDM plan is perfect on day one and monitoring of the programs is essential. Adjustments will be made to
better tailor programs to actual usage and the evolving demographics of the site.

Fourth, a comprehensive parking management plan that prioritizes resident, employee and visitor
convenience and effective utilization of the site's parking supply will be crucial to achieving the City's
transportation, economic, and sustainability goals.

Third, it is important to consider not just the individual strategies, but how they complement each other
in a coordinated package. The TDM plan is designed with the understanding that each component is
needed to maximize trip reductions.

Second, the TDM plan should be actionable. It proposes a set of strategies that are operationally and
financially realistic, enabling the plan to get "off the shelf".

In order for the TDM plan to be successful, a number of factors are important. First, the TDM plan must
leverage the substantial investment in transportation infrastructure made by Lennar Multifamily
Communities, particularly new bicycle and pedestrian facilities. It is these backbone infrastructure
investments that will make the TDM programs implementable.

FACTORS FOR SUCCESS











The primary goals of the TDM plan include:

COMPLIANCE STRATEGY GOALS

Lennar Multifamily Communities has committed to a robust and comprehensive package of strategies for
Sherwin-Williams development site. It is a significant investment and a demonstration of their
commitment to meet, and moreover exceed the city's requirements for the site. Lennar Multifamily
Communities recognizes that they are part of the larger Emeryville community and that the SherwinWilliams development will have significant implications for the future of the city. As such, the TDM plan
present herein is designed to go beyond the core objective of reducing vehicle trips and VMT by also
ensuring that the strategies contribute to larger city goals related to environmental sustainability,
economic development, and quality of life. It is a plan that benefits not just the adjacent environs of the
site, but all of the city.

3 TDM VISION
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Parking Management
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Multimodal Infrastructure



The project would support larger City goals, objectives and policies related to reducing auto traffic and
creating a multimodal environment. The TDM plan herein supports current project design and
transportation components identified in the Public Draft EIR and this plan is to compliment these
transportation improvements. In addition, this TDM plan specifies how demand management strategies
can actually be applied in the real world, how they can quantifiably reduce auto traffic demand and how
these strategies can be measured. The TDM plan herein focuses on five overarching strategies and these
are outlined in the following chapters:

TDM APPROACH

Finally, Emeryville's traffic and transportation challenges are systemic and extend far beyond this project.
Vehicle capacity constraints at the city's corridors may continue to be an issue whether project is
developed or not. Therefore, the TDM plan should be evaluated in the context of the need to develop a
coordinated, citywide trip-reduction and mobility strategy.

Emeryville Sherwin-Williams Site TDM Plan
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Figure 1
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Proposed Street Network and Vehicle Access

Vehicular infrastructure would include the use of existing street network and an extension of Hubbard
Street into the project site. The creation of a central street ("Hubbard Circle") would be located within the
center of the site and comprise a space 125 feet wide and 300 feet long and allow for traffic to flow in a
one-way circle within the site (forming Hubbard Circle East and Hubbard Circle West)), surrounding the
central green. The new Hubbard Circle would comprise a 20-foot lane for vehicular and bicycle
movement, as well as sidewalks. An additional connection eastward to Horton Street from Hubbard Circle
by the extension of a new 46th Street is also proposed. This new street would provide for pedestrian,
bicycle and vehicular movement as well as access to the development parcels. Figure 1 illustrates the
proposed vehicular circulation plan.

VEHICULAR ACCESS

The project would include a considerable level of investment in new multimodal infrastructure to support
active transportation for future residents, employees and visitors as well as the surrounding
neighborhood. These investments will significantly improve transportation access and connectivity at and
adjacent to the project site. Most importantly, it is these infrastructure investments which will enable the
TDM programs to be successful and achieve ways to reduce vehicle trips.

4 MULTIMODAL INFRASTRUCTURE
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The project would include secured, on-site bicycle parking space for residential and commercial uses. Onsite bicycle parking would be provided in the parking garage.

Commuting by bike can be a significant financial investment for many. As such, even a small chance of
theft can reduce bicycle commuting when all parking options leave bikes exposed to the elements.
Sheltered parking and bicycle lockers also offer more protection from theft and vandalism when
compared to standard bicycle racks.

Secure Bicycle Parking

Proposed Bicycle Facilities and Circulation

Figure 3

Figure 2

Proposed Pedestrian Facilities

Bicycle circulation within the project site would be along new roadways. Bicycle paths would be provided
along the western boundary of the project site (adjacent to the railroad tracks) to connect to the
Emeryville Greenway and Bay Trail and along other proposed pathways within the site. The proposed
bicycle facilities would comprise Class II (striped bike lanes) and Class III (signed routes without lanes).
Figure 3 illustrates the bicycle infrastructure plans.

Bicycle Facilities

BICYCLE INFRASTRUCTURE
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Pedestrian circulation within the project site would be along new roadways. Sidewalks would be included
along all interior roadways and additional pedestrian pathways would be located throughout the site.
Pedestrian crosswalks would be provided at intersections and STOP signs would be provided at the
Hubbard Street intersection with Sherwin Avenue and at the new 46th Street intersection and Hubbard
Circle in the east-west direction of travel. The pedestrian facilities would also provide a connection to the
Bay Trail, Emeryville Greenway and Emeryville Amtrak Station, and across to Bay Street. Figure 2
illustrates the pedestrian infrastructure plan.

PEDESTRIAN INFRASTRUCTURE
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Action: Require as part of any leasing agreement and designate a Transportation Representative for each
residential building as they are completed. For all commercial uses, establish a commercial tenant
association. As part of any lease agreement each commercial tenant will be required to join the
association.

Since many of the commercial-flex uses at the project site will be small businesses, a commercial tenant
association will be created, which would have one representative to coordinate TDM implementation for
all tenants. The commercial Transportation Representative will provide employees with a point of contact
for any transportation related questions, and will work with employees to find transportation alternatives
to driving alone to the site. The TDM Representatives will be responsible for distributing materials to
residents/employees, promoting the use of alternative modes of transportation, and interacting with
residents/employees.

Description: For the residential component of the project, an on-site staff member of either the
property management team or resident association would be designated as a Transportation
Representative. As needed, the representative would work with the Transportation Coordinator to
facilitate communications and program implementation with residential tenants.

TRANSPORTATION REPRESENTATIVES

Action: In the initial implementation stages, a Transportation Coordinator will be hired at a 50% time
commitment out of a 40-hour work week. Once the various programs are in place and informational
materials have been created the time commitment could be reduced to 25% - 50%.

Description: Lennar Multifamily Communities, or the relevant property manager, will designate one
staff member or a consultant as the Transportation Coordinator. This position will have the authority to
implement TDM strategies and oversee the management and marketing of TDM programs. The
Transportation Coordinator will be responsible for developing information materials, managing
transportation services offered as part of the TDM program, monitoring results, and coordinating with
City staff and on-site representatives.

SITE-LEVEL TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR

Effective marketing and management of the TDM programs are essential to their success. If residents,
employees, and the general public are unaware of the available transportations options and programs,
they will not take advantage of them. Ongoing and tailored marketing efforts will be needed to ensure that
programs are well utilized. Similarly, active management of the TDM programs by dedicated staff is
needed to implement, tailor, and refine the programs and services to best meet the needs of the
community.

5 MANAGEMENT AND MARKETING

Emeryville Sherwin-Williams Site TDM Plan
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Local transit options and schedules, including links to AC Transit schedule/route maps and the
online BART schedule and trip planner app

Walking and biking routes within the area, including estimated walk and bike times to key
locations and a link to the East Bay Bike Coalition bike map

Subsidies or financial incentives provided through the TDM program

Commute trip planning information, including links to the 511 Rideshare program

Transportation Coordinator and Representative contact information
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As feasible in the long-term, a smartphone app should be developed by Lennar Multifamily Communities
to provide transportation information for the cities of Emeryville and Oakland.

Creating a website or smartphone app that serves as a comprehensive source of transportation and TDM
information has proven highly effective in raising awareness of alternatives to drive-alone mobility and
commute options. Such tools can provide specific information on costs, benefits, and multimodal options
available to employees and residents as well as links to citywide or regional information. Figure 4 on the
following page is an example of these types of websites.

Website (initial) and Smartphone App (long-term)











At the beginning of the year, an up-to-date transportation handbook will be distributed electronically to
all new and existing employees and residents. This information should also be posted on the project
website. The handbook or web-based tool should include the following information:

Resident and Employee Handbook

Relevant information will be distributed in a number of different ways:

Lennar Multifamily Communities will be responsible for developing marketing/informational materials
and determine if there are additional supplemental materials that they should create. Keeping
information and materials updated and relevant will also be required on a routine basis to ensure
residents and employees are receiving the most up-to-date information.

Description: Information on transportation options and/or links to the appropriate website will be
conveyed to all prospective residential tenants and all prospective employees who receive an offer to work
within the development. It will also be included as a component of resident and employee welcome
packets or employee orientation. Furthermore, information and/or links will be posted in prominent
locations for all residents and employees, such as apartment lobbies or lunchrooms.

TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION
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Example Transportation Website (Mountain View)
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Actions: Lennar Multifamily Communities will develop informational materials related to
transportation. These materials will be disseminated via the employee and resident handbook and posted
in kiosks or on electronic screens in the lobby of each residential building and in several additional
locations throughout the site for employees and visitors. Materials will be kept up-to-date and residents
and employees will provided with the most current program information on a routine basis.

Given the size and layout of the site, information would need to be posted at more than one location in
order to be easily accessible for both residents and employees. These boards would be maintained and
updated as needed by the Transportation Coordinator. Where feasible, this information should be
provided on electronic screens to enable updated information to be provided without the need to replace
print materials.

The development should have locations at which both residents and employees can obtain the
transportation information. Information posted at these sites could include a link to the website or
electronic tool, and contact information for the Transportation Coordinator and Representatives.
Information may also include train and bus schedules, information on the 511 Rideshare program, and
transit pass programs.

Transportation Information Kiosks

www.mvgo.org

Figure 4
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www.actransit.org/rider-info/easypass
Information provided based on communication with Cleo Goodwin, AC Transit Senior Marketing Representative.

The AC Transit EasyPass Program is very effective at capturing transit mode share and promoting the use
of local and regional transit service for employees and residents within East Bay communities that are
served by AC Transit and other regional providers. Based on recent communication with AC Transit staff,
approximately 50% of participants currently subsidized by the EasyPass Program (e.g., employer or
building management company finances and distributes the passes) shift their primary mode choice to
public transit. In the event the passes become a direct out-of-pocket expense to EasyPass participants
(e.g., employees/residents responsibility to continue payment of the discounted passes), approximately
25% of participants continue to shift their primary mode choice to public transit, and rely less on private
auto or other means of transport.3

Universal transit pass programs are more effective at reducing vehicle trips than a standard transit
subsidy. By providing all employees and residents with this pass, those who currently do not use transit
will often try taking transit since there is no cost barrier to do so. AC Transit currently offers a universal
transit pass for both residential developments as well as employers, called the EasyPass2. EasyPass will be
provided via the regional Clipper Card. The Transportation Coordinator will be responsible for ensuring a
registration and sign up process with AC Transit and the Clipper Card.

Description: Universal transit pass programs are different from traditional financial incentives because
the employer or property owner purchases a pass for all residents/employees/tenants, regardless of
whether they currently ride transit or not. These passes typically provide unlimited transit rides on local
or regional transit providers for a low monthly fee; a fee that is lower than the individual cost to purchase
a pass as a bulk discount is given. Such programs are highly cost-effective subsidies.

AC Transit EasyPass

RESIDENTS AND EMPLOYEES

Resident and employee TDM measures and policies are grouped into three categories: 1) those measures
that apply to residents and employees; 2) resident-only programs; and 3) employee-only programs. For
each measure, an explanation of the policy or program is provided, as well as a detailed description of
what Lennar Multifamily Communities will provide.

This chapter describes the TDM measures and policies Lennar Multifamily Communities will either
implement or encourage as part of the development of the project site. Since some of these measures will
require coordination with and the input of the City of Emeryville and future tenants, the exact parameters
of a given measure may evolve over time or be determined at a later time.

6 EMPLOYEE AND RESIDENT TDM
MEASURES
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Allow car sharing vehicles to be located in both on- and off-street parking spaces to increase their
visibility and access. This provision would require revision to the City zoning code.

Maintain flexibility to increase the number of vehicles as development occurs.
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Lennar Multifamily Communities is currently coordinating with AC Transit and establishing an AC Transit EasyPass program for
future residents and employees of the site. Cost estimates have been provided by AC Transit which estimates that the annual per
participant for the development would be approximately $94.30 and an overall estimated annual cost of $47,224 per program
year. It is noted that Lennar Multifamily Communities would be responsible for payment of the program until the development is
turned over to the new property management.
5 Transportation Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) Report 108, Car-Sharing: Where and How it Succeeds, 2005.
6 www.citycarshare.org
7 www.zipcar.com

Lennar Multifamily Communities will continue to work with the private operators to provide additional
vehicles as the site is developed and demand warrants additional vehicles. The type of vehicles provided
will ultimately be determined by the car share provider; however Lennar Multifamily Communities will
work with the provider(s) to provide a range of vehicle types.

Vehicles should not be reserved for residents or employees, but available to general public. As
such, vehicles should only be located in publicly accessible locations.



Action: Prior to the completion of the first phase, Lennar Multifamily Communities will work with a car
share operator to locate one or more vehicles on-site. Key program considerations include:

Two potential operators are City CarShare6, which currently operates in Oakland and Berkeley, and may
be open to expanding into Emeryville, and Zipcar7, which operates throughout the East Bay. Other car
share services, such as point-to-point or peer-to-peer, are encouraged by the developer and the City, but
their deployment on Emeryville would ultimately be driven by the private vendor.

A Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) publication “Car-Sharing: Where and How it Succeeds”
provided a comprehensive evaluation of the effects of car sharing programs throughout the U.S. and
importantly, the effects on users of such programs. The empirical study findings indicated that on
average, about 20 percent of car sharing members give up their car (or a second or third vehicle) and
about 40 percent of members forego purchasing a new car. The report also discusses the financial
incentives or cost savings for developers by installing car share parking spaces. Providing car share
parking spaces can reduce the overall need for parking spaces and because there is a cost associated with
each parking space, reducing the number of parking spaces would reduce the overall project operating
and maintenance costs. Therefore, such cost saving for developers can be reallocated to an investment in
car sharing and related membership for future residents and businesses on the property. 5

Description: Car sharing programs allow people to have on-demand access to a shared fleet of vehicles
on an as-needed basis. Car sharing has been shown to significantly reduce vehicle ownership and vehicle
miles traveled (VMT). Car sharing provides employees with access to a vehicle for mid-day trips, reducing
the need to drive their personal vehicle to work. For residents, car sharing increases the vehicle
availability for non-car owners, and reduces the need for households to own more than one vehicle.

Car Sharing

Action: The initial proposal is for Lennar Multifamily Communities to provide an AC Transit EasyPass
for all employees and all residents, regardless of whether they currently ride transit. Providing the free
pass to everyone is the best way to incentivize non-riders to begin using transit. In future years, this
program could be revised depending on program performance. 4
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www.bayareabikeshare.com
www.zagster.com
10 Operated by the Water Emergency Transportation Authority, or WETA. http://sanfranciscobayferry.com/weta
11 Subsidy amount subject to change based on demand, effectiveness in meeting trip targets, and financial resources.

Action: Lennar Multifamily Communities will provide employees who take transit with a Clipper Card
that will be loaded with $50 per month11 to be used on the transit operator of their choice. Employees will
need to notify the Transportation Coordinator and sign up to participate in this program.

Providing an additional monthly transit subsidy (in addition to the EasyPass) will encourage employees to
use transit, particularly for those persons for whom their work or recreational trip cannot be completed
on AC Transit service alone.

Description: While the AC Transit EasyPass will be a viable transit option for commute and recreational
trips, BART and the San Francisco Bay Ferry10 provide additional connections to San Francisco and the
larger region outside of the AC Transit service area.

Transit Subsidy

EMPLOYEES ONLY

Action: Do-it-yourself bicycle repair stands will be provided, including tire gauges, air pumps, wrenches
and other tools for minor repairs in each secured parking facility that serves residents and employees.

Description: Providing basic tools for keeping bikes in good working order can encourage commuters to
try biking to work, and keep them riding. Bicycle repair facilities, such as hand tools and an air
compressor for tires, are a small investment that can keep bicycles in circulation and maximize bicycle
trips.

On-site Bicycle Repair Facilities

Action: "Loaner" bikes will be offered free of charge to residents and employees and, if Bay Area Bike
Share is a viable option at the project site, Lennar Multifamily Communities will work with the planning
staff to determine the best locations for pod placements. Given administrative costs, a loaner bike system
would be exclusive to employees or residents, providing a free option to ride throughout the project site
and the surrounding area. Such a system will require a check out procedure to limit theft and damage, as
well as providing helmets and locks as part of the rental. Initial size of such a system will be approximately
50 bikes. A third party provider, such as Zagster 9 may be used to manage the bicycle fleet and employ
smart bicycles to provide usage metrics.

Bay Area Bike Share8 is currently exploring expansion into the East Bay, and there may be an opportunity
to partner to bring that system to the project site by the time of project completion.

Description: Bike share systems provide a network of public bicycles from dispersed self-service bike
share stations. Similar to car sharing, members can check out a bicycle, ride to their destination, and
return the bicycle to any bike share pod in the system. For convenience, bike share systems typically
provide real-time information on the status of available bikes and empty docks through the web, kiosk,
and/or mobile applications. In order to increase accessibility and efficiency, bike share programs are
typically provided as a dense network of stations across a city, region, or on a district-wide level.

Bike Sharing
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For more information on how Clipper Card works with Commuter Checks go to
https://www.clippercard.com/ClipperWeb/commutercheck.do
For more information on federal tax regulations go to http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p15b.pdf
14 Commuter Benefit Solutions https://www.commutercheckdirect.com/ is a third party vendor than can oversee a commuter checks
program
15 For more information go to http://transerve.dot.gov/docs/bicyclepolicy.pdf

The following TDM strategies are currently being considered by Lennar Multifamily Communities, the
City of Emeryville, and other agencies. It is noted that no detailed plans or related actions have been
developed and prior to implementation of these potential strategies will require additional analysis and
coordination. However, these potential strategies are provided in this TDM plan to acknowledge that

OTHER TDM CONSIDERATIONS

Depending on the system used, it is possible for participants to share information about themselves,
which can also help facilitate matches. For example, Hovee (www.hov.ee) ridematching services allows
participants to create profiles, that can be viewed by other participants, helping them to determine if this
would be a person that they would feel comfortable carpooling with.

Action: The Transportation Coordinator will facilitate ridematching for residents and employees.
Initially, existing programs such as 511.org can be utilized to facilitate carpooling. However, as the project
site develops, the Lennar Multifamily Communities should consider developing an "internal"
ridematching system, as people are hesitant to rideshare with strangers. By creating a pool of rideshare
partners that are from the same development, people may be more comfortable sharing a ride.

Description: One of the greatest impediments to carpool and vanpool formation can be finding suitable
riders with similar work schedules, origins, and destinations. Facilitated rideshare matching can
overcome this obstacle by enabling commuters who are interested in ridesharing to enter their travel
preferences into a database and receive a list of potential rideshare partners. The success of these
programs is largely determined by the number of participants and, in turn, the number of potential
matches that can be made.

Ridematching Services

Action: Commercial lease agreements will be required to contain language requiring commercial tenants
to provide their employees with a pre-tax commuter benefits program. The Transportation Coordinator
can assist employers with set up and implementation of these programs.

Description: Pre-tax commuter benefit programs allow employees to pay for transit passes with pre-tax
earnings and can help encourage transit use among employees. Employees are given vouchers as a
substitute for taxable salary. Employees can redeem vouchers for transit passes at sales offices, retail sales
outlets, or online to have passes mailed to them or loaded onto a Clipper Card. 12 By substituting taxable
salary for a tax-free voucher, employees can save 40% in after-tax value while the employer can save 10%
in payroll-related costs. These benefits are offered at the federal tax level 13 and are available to employers
of any size. One example is the Commuter Checks 14 program. Another example is the Federal Bike
Commuter Benefit15 which lets bike commuters receive up to $20 per month as a tax-free employer
subsidy for riding to work. This benefit cannot be used in combination with the pre-tax transit benefit in
the same month.

Pre-tax Commuter Benefits
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Petition for Bay Area Bike Share Pod: The San Francisco Bay Area Bike Share is currently
expanding and increasing the number of bike share bicycles and pods (stations) all over the area,
including the East Bay. Approximately 100 Bay Area Bike Share bicycles will be located in
Emeryville. The exact location of the new bike share locations has yet to be determined 16.
However, Lennar Multifamily Communities may consider petitioning for a bike share pod (and
bikes) to be located adjacent to the project site and a nearby location that is accessible for
residents and employees of the project as well as the surrounding community.
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Information on San Francisco Bay Area Bike Share Program is available online at:
http://www.bayareabikeshare.com/expansion#ExpansionFacts; accessed February 28, 2016.
16

Emery-Go-Round Route Expansion/Modification: The expansion and/modification of the
current Emery-Go-Round bus transit route to operate adjacent to the project site and addition of
bus stops at the site would provide increased transit access to other regional transit operators
(e.g., BART, AC Transit). The Emery-Go-Round route currently stops on Hollis Street, about 700
feet from the project site. This strategy could include adding a route along Horton Street or 45th
Street adjacent to the project site, or expanding the current service route to operate along Horton
Street and/or 45th Street. Additional coordination with the City of Emeryville and technical
analysis (including capital/operating costs, ridership forecasting, etc.) would be required to fully
examine the effectiveness of this TDM strategy.



other area-wide TDM strategies that affect both the project site and surrounding neighborhood may be
considered in the future.
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Short-term and long-term bicycle parking is required for the project. Per City Code, one short-term
bicycle parking space is required per every 10 required vehicle parking spaces, with a minimum of at least
two bicycle parking spaces for the commercial portion of the project. Long-term bicycle parking spaces are
required at the same rate. Based on these requirements, about 25 short-term and 25 long-term bicycle
parking spaces are required for the commercial use. Residential uses are required to provide one shortterm for every four visitor vehicle spaces and one long-term space for each unit. As planned, the project

Per the current development plan, off-street parking spaces will be provided in a parking garage with a
total of 929 to 982 off-street parking spaces for residential, commercial and retail uses.

Action: Per the current development plan and to meet the City requirements, the project would be
required to provide between 598 to 983 parking spaces, depending on the build design.

The zoning code also prioritizes the provision of a public pool of shared parking. It is recommended that
the site plans provide as limited parking as feasible. Public parking supply should also be included in the
initial development and retail/commercial should be "shared" and not reserved to a particular tenant or
building.

Description: Emeryville's zoning provisions include both minimum and maximum parking
requirements. The minimum number of parking spaces required are to be 33% less than the estimated
parking demand and the maximum number of parking spaces required are to be 10% more than the
estimated parking demand. For residential uses the overall parking requirement is one parking space per
unit and for retails uses the parking requirement is three spaces per 1,000 square feet. In addition, localserving uses of less than 5,000 square feet are not require to provide off-street parking and the first 1,500
square feet of each commercial use is exempt.

PARKING RATIOS

The parking management strategies presented in this chapter are designed to help ensure there are
enough parking spaces to support functioning of the site, while not providing more parking than
necessary. Balancing these factors will help achieve trip reduction goals, reduce development costs, and
support the success of a pedestrian-friendly environment. A combination of some or all of the strategies
below may be appropriate.

Sufficient automobile parking is necessary for the successful development of the project. However, too
much parking can encourage traffic, limit the ability to reduce vehicle trips, increase project costs, and
impact site design and aesthetics. Finding the right balance needed to support the City’s goals is critical,
particularly given that parking is an expensive resource. The role of parking and parking management is
also a key element to helping Lennar Multifamily Communities reduce vehicle trips. If free and
unregulated parking is provided, there is little incentive for many employees and residents to use
alternatives modes of transportation.

7 PARKING MANAGEMENT
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Parking spaces shall be offered only to residents of the dwelling units served by the off-street
parking, except that any surplus spaces may be rented out to nonresidents with the provision that
such spaces must be vacated on thirty (30) days’ notice if they become needed by residents.
Required visitor spaces shall not be rented out.

Potential buyers and renters of affordable units shall have an equal opportunity to buy or rent a
parking space on the same terms and conditions as offered to potential buyers and renters of
market-rate units, at a price proportional to the sale or rental price of their units as compared to
comparable market-rate units. This stipulation shall be included in any agreement recorded
between the City and developer pertaining to the affordable housing units pursuant to Article 4 of
Chapter 5; and

Cases where there are fewer parking spaces than dwelling units, the parking spaces shall be
offered first to the potential buyers or renters of three (3) bedroom or more units, second to
potential buyers or renters of two (2) bedroom units, and then to potential buyers and renters of
other units;

All off-street parking spaces shall be leased or sold separately from the rental or purchase fees for
dwelling units for the life of the dwelling units, such that potential renters or buyers have the
option of renting or buying a residential unit at a price lower than would be the case if there were
a single price for both the residential unit and the parking space(s);
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City of Emeryville, Site Development Regulations, Chapter 4. Accessed March 2, 2016.
http://www.codepublishing.com/CA/Emeryville/html/Emeryville09/Emeryville094.html
18 U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, Tolling and Pricing Program: Contemporary Approaches to
Parking Pricing: A Primer; accessed online at: http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/fhwahop12026/sec_4.htm; November 24,
2014.
17

The U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration issued a recent study that stated
the combination of unbundled parking with on-site carsharing vehicle access corresponded to an average
vehicle ownership rate of 0.76 per household, which was about a 22% to 32% reduction in vehicle
ownership per household, compared to other buildings that had neither carsharing nor unbundling,
carsharing only, and unbundling only.18 As another comparable example, a mixed-use development in St.

Unbundling requires that off-street parking spaces shall be leased separately from the rental or purchase
fees for the individual units for the life of the units. The unbundled parking policy provides a financial
incentive to residents to use only the amount of parking they need. For residential development,
unbundled parking may prompt some residents to dispense with one of their cars and to make more of
their trips by other modes. Among households with below-average vehicle ownership rates (e.g., lowincome, students, singles, seniors, etc.), unbundled parking can also provide a substantial financial
benefit that increases housing affordability.









The development will provide unbundled parking consistent with the City of Emeryville Municipal Code 17,
which includes the following:

Description: Parking construction and operating costs are generally subsumed into the price of housing.
Although the cost of parking is often hidden in this way, parking is never free. Instead, the cost to
construct and maintain the “free” parking is included in the cost to buy or rent housing.

UNBUNDLED PARKING FOR RESIDENTS

would provide one bicycle parking space per residential unit and provide short- and long-term bicycle
parking for employees and visitors of commercial uses.
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Leasing rates will be adjusted as needed to manage parking demand. Prices will reflect the market
for parking and be used to restrict demand to available supply.

Where there are fewer parking spaces than units, the parking spaces shall be offered to the
potential buyers or renters of the largest units first.

Potential buyers and renters of affordable residential units have an equal opportunity to buy or
rent a parking spaces on the same terms and conditions, at a price proportional to the sale or
rental price of their units as compared to comparable market rate units.

Surplus spaces may be rented out to non-residents or non-tenants with the provision that such
spaces must be vacated on 30-day notice if they become needed.









19
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Steve Patterson, "Downtown Still Going Strong; Neighborhoods and Inner Suburbs Need Leadership", Urban Review STL,
November 20, 2006; accessed online at: http://www.urbanreviewstl.com/2006/11/downtown-still-going-strong-neighborhoodsand-inner-suburbs-need-leadership/; November 24, 2014.
20 Revenue will be utilized to cover the costs of parking construction and/or ongoing parking operations.

Description: Time limits encourage turnover of parking spaces in commercial areas and discourages
employees from parking in spaces directly adjacent to businesses, ensuring greater availability for
customers. A wide range of time limits are used for varying circumstances, from 10-minute loading and

TIME LIMITS

Revenue generated from pricing of off-street parking will be allocated as a funding source for TDM
programs, or other local improvements.

Rates should be set at the lowest hourly rate to ensure adequate availability per block. Occupancy should
be monitored on a consistent basis, and rates should be adjusted to reflect demand. Parking should also
be as convenient as possible, and meters should accept multiple forms of payment, including credit cards
and pay-by-phone technology.

Action: Lennar Multifamily Communities will implement parking pricing for spaces used for employees
and visitors. Public pricing rates will be set to ensure availability and determined based on parking
demand and parking behavior. Rates should vary by location and time of day, with hourly rates at a higher
rates during peak periods, to ensure parking availability.

Description: Parking management, and in particular charging visitors and employees for parking, is a
key component to managing parking demand and to encouraging the use of alternative modes of
transportation. Parking pricing is one of the most significant factors affecting a motorist's choice to drive
or travel by another mode.

PARKING PRICING

Spaces shall be leased not sold. Month-to-month leases provide flexibility for residents and
property owners. Leasing is much easier to manage.
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Action: Lennar Multifamily Communities will work with the City of Emeryville to determine where and
what parking time limits would be beneficial. The location of on-street time limits may include Sherwin
Avenue and Horton Street and along new proposed roadways within the project site. This strategy could
be used in conjunction with parking pricing.

Action: Lennar Multifamily Communities will unbundle parking for multi-family units and lease those
spaces on a month-to-month basis at the appropriate market rate20. The cost per space will be reviewed
periodically to determine if the price should be increased or decreased to restrict demand to available
supply.

Unbundling of parking spaces will be implemented as follows:

commercial zones to 4- or 6-hour zones. Time limits can be effective where businesses would prefer
spaces be made available to customers throughout the day.

Emeryville Sherwin-Williams Site TDM Plan
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Louis, Missouri and located within one block of a Metrolink Station (light rail) implemented unbundled
parking and approximately 20% to 25% of buyers opted to not purchase an off-street parking space.19
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Strategy/Program

TDM Strategy Timeline

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Transportation Website

Transportation App

Transportation Handbook

Transportation Information Boards

Yes

Notes

To be expanded as demand warrants

Yes, with potential modifications based
on performance

Implemented as demand grows and
funding is available.
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Limited

Secure Bicycle Parking

Car sharing

Yes

AC Transit EasyPass

Resident and Employee TDM Programs

Yes

Transportation Representatives

Is the
strategy/program
operational on Day
One?

Site-Level Transportation Coordinator

Management and Marketing

Figure 5

Management of parking is largely to be determined based on market conditions. Pricing, time limits, and
permit programs are all potential management tools on day one, but exactly how they are implemented
would depend on the specific parking demand and behaviors at the time. Parking policies such as
unbundled parking, shared parking, and preferential spaces for ridesharing and electric vehicles would be
in place on day one.

Figure 5 summarizes the implementation timeline for each TDM strategy. In general, the implementation
timeline should remain flexible to ensure that strategies and programs are implemented in response to
project conditions. Most strategies and programs would be in place on day one, while others would have
limited deployment. Many of the employee strategies would be limited in their scope on day one simply
because they are estimated to be a small number of employees. All of the strategies and programs would
likely grow and evolve throughout the life of the project. For example, limited car share vehicles may be
needed initially, but as the site continues to develop additional cars would be needed to serve the increase
in residents and employees.

8 IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE
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21

No
Yes

Bike sharing
On-site Bike Repair Facilities

Limited

Pre-tax Commuter Benefits
Ridematching services

Yes
No
No

Unbundled Parking
Parking Pricing
Time Limits

Notes

TBD based on parking behavior and
management plan.

Exact pricing structure TBD based on
market conditions.

Yes, pricing would be adjusted based on
market demand.

Integrate with BABS as feasible

To be expanded as demand warrants or
transitioned to BABS21
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Bay Area Bike Share (www.bayareabikeshare.com)

Yes

Shared Parking

Parking Management

Yes
Limited

Clipper Cash Transit Subsidy

Employee Only TDM Programs

Yes

Is the
strategy/program
operational on Day
One?

Bike loaner program

Strategy/Program
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279

Weekday

23

22

282

323

PM Peak Hour Trips
3,220

3,610

Daily Trips
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Detailed information on metrics and assumptions for MXD+ Model provided by Kathrin Tellez (Fehr & Peers), February 4, 2016.
Sherwin-Williams Development Project Draft Public Environmental Impact Report, Table IV.C-7.

Source: Draft EIR, Table IV.C-7.

Weekend

AM Peak Hour Trips

Vehicle Trips Generation Estimates23

Period

Figure 6

Figure 6 shows the estimated vehicle trips that will be generated by the project at full build out. As shown,
the project would result in 3,610 daily weekday trips, 279 morning (AM) peak hour trips and 323 evening
(PM) peak hour trips. On a Saturday, the project is expected to generate 3,220 daily trips and 282 trips
during the peak hour, respectively.

Other key metrics and assumptions used in the modeling effort included average household size, average
vehicle ownership per household, employment density, employment within a 30-minute transit trip,
intersection density per square mile, and other proposed transportation improvements near the project
site, including construction of a bridge connecting to Bay Street and potential for bike share station. 22

In brief, the MXD+ methodology starts with standard, nationwide trip generation rates from the Institute
of Transportation Engineers (ITE) trip generation estimates, which are typically conservative as rates are
derived from developments in a suburban locations (and thus, generally include higher vehicle demand
than developments in more urban areas). These standards rates were then adjusted to account for the
mix of uses and environment characteristics around the project site. Use of the MXD+ methodology
requires more input data than a traditional trip generation application. Data detailing the geographic
layout of the site, land use in the surrounding area, including retail and employment opportunities, and
socioeconomic data of both the site and the surrounding area were collected to inform the MXD+
methodology. Sources used to collect this data include the Metropolitan Transportation Commission
(MTC) travel demand model, Census and American Community Survey (ACS), the Bay Area Travel Survey
(BATS), and the project site plan.

As part of the Environmental Impact Review (EIR) for the Sherwin-Williams Development Project a
calculation of future vehicle trips was made for the entire site using a travel demand model. As presented
in the EIR, application of the MXD+ model (Fehr & Peers) was used to determine project vehicle trip
generation. This model assess trips to more accurately assess the traffic generation of mixed-use and
other forms of sustainable development, recognizing that they relate closely to the density, diversity,
design, destination accessibility, transit proximity, and scale of development.

9 VEHICLE TRIP GENERATION FROM TDM
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-17.01%

3,220
282

Weekend Daily
(including peak hour
below)
Source: Nelson\Nygaard, 2016.

Weekend Peak Hour

-17.01%

323

Weekday PM Peak
Hour

-50

-548

-55

-47

-614

Vehicle Trip Reduction
based on TDM Program
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-17.01%

-17.01%

279

Weekday AM Peak
Hour

-17.01%

Percent Trip Reduction
based on TDM Program

3,610

Period

Estimated
Vehicle
Trips

Estimated Trip Generation with TDM program

Weekday Daily
(including AM and PM
peak hours below)

Figure 7

232

2,672

268

232

2,996

Adjusted Daily Trips

TDM measures are complimentary and support one another to achieve vehicle trip reductions. Because of
this, the effectiveness of one TDM measure cannot be evaluated independent of the other measures
included in the proposed TDM program. Assuming each of the proposed measures in this report are
included in the Sherwin-Williams Development Project TDM program, an estimated 17% trip reduction
can be expected. Figure 7 shows the overall trip reductions that can be expected based on the proposed
TDM program.

It is important to note that for purposes of this analysis, the input values in URBEMIS did not include the
same metrics and assumptions that were incorporated into the MXD+ modeling, as previously discussed.
This approach was to avoid any redundancies in the number of vehicle trip reductions that the MXD+
model accounts for (e.g. land use mix).

The TDM plan includes a series of measures that will be incorporated into the project. As many of these
measures are programmatic in nature, and complimentary to one another, it is critical to quantify vehicle
trips that could be reduced with the implementation of the complete TDM program. As explained below,
the methodology to actually quantify the effectiveness of the TDM program used the trip generation
analysis from the EIR document and produced estimated, quantifiable trip reduction results by employing
the URBEMIS model. Nelson\Nygaard has used URBEMIS to calculate the trip reduction effects of the
location and various TDM programs. The URBEMIS mitigation component is a simple yet powerful tool;
it employs standard traffic engineering methodologies, but provides the opportunity to adjust ITE average
trip generation rates to quantify the impact of a development’s location, physical characteristics and any
demand management programs. In this way, it provides an opportunity to fairly evaluate developments
that minimize their transportation impact through the implementation of TDM programs.

TDM PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS
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To identify the most and least effective TDM strategies, so that the former can be strengthened
and the later can be replaced or significantly improved.



Monitor

Implement
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Annual traffic counts at all entry and exit points to the site during morning and evening peakhour.

Data should be collected over a one-week period during the fall or spring during a “typical week" - one in
which there are no holidays or rainy weather. Data collection should be done during the same month each
year. The following data will be collected:

Lennar Multifamily Communities or future property management will develop a data collection plan for
traffic/bike/pedestrian counts, parking occupancy surveys, and an employee/resident survey. These
materials will be updated each year, yet should facilitate consistent data collection and analysis across
years.

Monitoring Plan

5.

4. Refine

3. Report

2. Analyze

1.

The monitoring approach and process for the project includes the following:

MONITORING APPROACH AND PROCESS

This chapter describes the approach, program components, and proposed process of the monitoring
program. As described in the City of Emeryville Municipal Code, the TDM plan shall be implemented for a
minimum of 40 years following issuance of a certificate of occupancy. The efficacy of the TDM plan shall
be measured by conducting "annual survey of residents of the development to measure the plan's success
at achieving its primary goal". The assigned TDM Coordinator and/or relevant personnel member shall
submit the survey information to the City's Community Development Director, as required. Additionally,
the City's Community Development Director may require modifications to the Plan if it does not appear to
be meeting its primary goal. As such, Lennar Multifamily Communities or future property management
will be responsible for annual reporting and assessment of the TDM plan.

Ongoing monitoring will enable City of Emeryville and Lennar Multifamily Communities to determine if
the effectiveness of the program is growing over time or if adjustments are needed to improve the
performance of the TDM program.

To measure progress towards achieving, or retaining, compliance with the Plan goals to reduce
automobile trips; and



The objectives of the annual monitoring program are:

A robust monitoring program is key to the success of the project's TDM Program. Monitoring allows the
City of Emeryville and Lennar Multifamily Communities to specifically determine trip reductions, as well
as a more qualitative assessment of how the programs offered are meeting the needs of residents and
employees.

10 ANNUAL MONITORING
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Resident and employee travel and TDM surveys, via hard copy and web-based survey methods
Bicycle and pedestrian counts along key facilities or at gateways
Parking occupancy for public and private, on- and off-street facilities





Employee and resident mode split
Participation rates in TDM programs and services
Parking utilization throughout the day at public/private on- and off-street facilities
TDM program awareness
Cost-effectiveness of the TDM program







Summary of past performance
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Introduction identifying goals of the TDM plan


Following the data analysis the Lennar Multifamily Communities or future property management will
prepare an annual TDM Progress Report that summarizes the transportation program over the preceding
year, intended upcoming changes, and achievement towards the trip reduction targets. The reports should
be submitted within a month of the completion of the data collection. This report will be submitted to the
City of Emeryville Community Development Director and posted online for public review. Descriptions of
elements that will be included in the Progress Report are listed below:

Annual Reporting

The data can be analyzed and cross-referenced to derive information such as by what mode employees
and residents of the project travel for various trip purposes; the frequency of travel by a mode other than
the single-occupant-vehicle; or which TDM services employees and residents use and why (and vice
versa). This data can be further cross-referenced with demographic data to classify travel characteristics
by personal and household characteristics such as occupation, income, vehicle ownership, vehicle
availability, place of residence, and household size. Cross-referencing is valuable in targeting specific
groups with programs designed to meet their needs.

In addition, the data collection and analysis process will enable the Lennar Multifamily Communities or
future property management to gather more qualitative data, such as employee and resident feedback on
what programs they are using, what is working well, and how programs can be improved.

In monitoring project-related vehicle trips, it is strongly recommended that the monitoring program
evaluate the site's trips in the aggregate, and not try to differentiate trip type. From a practical
perspective, trying to monitor "commercial" or "residential" trips will likely prove problematic. The
surveys would provide a more appropriate method by which to determine mode split and travel behavior
by user group or specific building/tenant.

Analysis of peak hour traffic counts to compare with the peak-hour baseline trip generation for
residential and non-residential land uses



Lennar Multifamily Communities or future property management will analyze the data collected to
measure the following metrics:

Data Analysis

The Transportation Representatives will work with the site-level TDM Coordinator to make sure the
survey is distributed to all residents and employees, with a goal of a 60% response rate.

Sampling counts to determine automobile occupancies and carpool rates
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Bicycle and pedestrian counts



Improved and diversified parking management, including increasing parking fees;

Enhanced marketing and promotion of TDM programs;

Expanded bike sharing and car sharing services;

Additional investment in transit, biking, and walking infrastructure;

Increased on-site TDM staffing levels ;

Administrative changes to ensure that programs are as user-friendly as possible to use; and/or

Other measures determined to be appropriate by Lennar Multifamily Communities or future
property management and the City.
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Increased financial subsidies for transit, biking, walking, or ridesharing and/or direct financial
payments to reduce single-occupancy vehicle trips;



At this time, it is not possible or prudent to define exactly how the program can and should be revised if it
does not reasonably comply with the trip reduction targets. Refinements to the TDM plan will need to be
developed based on trip counts, survey data, and detailed information regarding travel behavior of
residents employees, and visitors. Potential revisions to the TDM plan could include:

As needed, and based on the findings presented in the Annual Report, Lennar Multifamily Communities
or future property management, in collaboration with the City, will develop an annual detailed refinement
plan for the TDM plan to improve performance of the program so as to reasonably meet vehicle trip
reductions. The refinement plan will included a detailed implementation program for program
refinements, including required actions and timelines for property owners, businesses, tenants, and
residential associations, as appropriate.

Refine and Implement

Any recommended or planned changes to the TDM program based on the performance of the
programs over the past year or responses to the surveys

Parking occupancy rates





Mode split data by group



Employee and resident survey results

Comparison of vehicle trips to trip reduction target



Findings of the data analysis, including but not limited to:
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SHERWIN-WILLIAMS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT EIR
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS DOCUMENT
III. COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

LSA ASSOCIATES, INC.
JUNE 2016

COMMENTER C15
Kevin Ma
March 8, 2016

Response C15-1:

This comment is introductory in nature and notes that the commenter is
providing a Draft Transportation Demand Management (TDM) program for
consideration for the proposed project. The TDM is included as comment
C15-2.

Response C15-2:

The proposed TDM plan attached to this letter and prepared by the applicant
includes general TDM measures, including:


Site-Level Transportation Coordinator



On-Site Bicycle Repair Facilities



Transportation Representatives



Pre-Tax Commuter Benefits



On-Site Transportation Information



Ridematching Services



AC Transit EasyPass Program



Unbundled Parking



Car Sharing



Maximum Parking Ratios



Bike Sharing



Parking Pricing



On-Site Bicycle Repair Facilities



On-Street Parking Time Limits

In addition to the operational measures, the TDM plan notes the infrastructure that is proposed within the development to better accommodate
pedestrian and bicycle travel within and adjacent to the site.
A monitoring program is also proposed that would allow for adjustments to
the TDM plan as conditions and the City should dictate over time.
The TDM plan provides a quantitative analysis to determine the extent to
which the TDM programs would reduce the potential for vehicle trip
generation to the project site. The method employed to estimate the vehicle
trip reduction was applied to the net-new vehicle trip generation estimates
from the Draft EIR that already considered the potential trips to/from the
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project site to be made via non-auto modes, suggesting the application of an
additional 17 percent reduction to the vehicle trip generation estimates.
The trip generation estimates used in the Draft EIR already considered the
non-motorized infrastructure that would be constructed with the project, and
also considered the applicable City requirements that would apply to this
project, including the preparation of a TDM plan, maximum parking supply,
unbundling of parking prices and establishment of a bike share pod within
the project vicinity. While the monitoring program could have goals to
achieve additional vehicle trip reductions beyond those presented in the Draft
EIR, application of an additional reduction factor for the purposes of the
Draft EIR analysis could understate the level of additional vehicle traffic that
could be added to the roadway network in the project vicinity, and is not
recommended as a more conservative analysis was taken and is appropriate
for the project.
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Senior Planner
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March 8, 2016
I am writing to comment on the dEIR I painstakingly studied these last weeks.
I am a 16-year resident at the artists’ CO-OP in Emeryville, concerned with the Sherwin William’s massive
project proposal to be built without a proper and in-depth study on the environmental impact neighboring
residents and surroundings. I would also like to express my discontent and disappointment in the way the
February 25th meeting was handled and how residents’ comments were restricted to two-minute, from the usual
three-minute duration. This, not only restricted the community’s communication sharing, but it also stifled the
concerns of residents for which this meeting was meant to voice. This did not look good and made me question
the real reasons and the intentions behind such meetings.
The Sherwin William project development is no doubts massive, and will be built on an extremely problematic
site. Therefore such in-depth scrutiny should be expected. Despite the impressive looking dEIR, I was
surprised to see how it failed to address all the points and concerns the neighboring community has brought to
your attention during the past year. It gives the impression that very little have been heard, and been registered,
displaying a certain lack of care to such important concerns.
Nobody can deny that a massive development would have minimal impact. Yet the dEIR is doing precisely
that: the dEIR fails to REALISTICALLY address the significance of the impact it would have on the
neighborhood with very loud construction noise. It fails to consider the fact that 3 to 5 years, and more, is an
unbearable long time for all live/work communities around neighboring the site. It fails to address the
significance in the real amount of poison and pollutants it will release in the air during the removal of
contaminated soils. It fails to address the fact that the quality of light will seriously affect those who depend on
daylight to produce the work and make a living from these. It erroneously states that it is in compliance with
building heights and density of the neighborhood, but plans to build 75 feet tall buildings at maximum density.
I would like to see all these important issues be addressed, and not be pushed under the rug with the assumption
that no one would read through the many pages of the dEIR.
In my earlier letter to the city, last year, I had cited all these concerns, however none were addressed; one being
the placement of the so-called 46th street the project proposes, jamming the traffic problem even further. This,
to me, is a blatant display of insufficient care to our concerns, and to the efforts we have put in our alternative
design to the project proposal.
I am in the point of my career where I have many projects lined-up, whose realizations totally depend on my
living and working in the CO-OP. A long “undetermined” long period of construction would seriously hinder
my activity as an artist, it would require my relocation, and a considerable loss of income for the length of the
construction; I am sure I am not the only one concerned with this important problem.
I would also be fair that we are given long enough time (longer that a week) to review the EIR.
I would appreciate your careful consideration of my letter.
Sincerely,
Canan Tolon.
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COMMENTER C16
Canan Tolon
March 8, 2016

Response C16-1:

The commenter believes that there was not a “proper and in-depth study on
the environmental impact neighboring residents and surroundings.” This
comment does not contain any specifics regarding what topic(s) in the Draft
EIR were not properly analyzed and what additional in-depth study needed to
occur. In general the City as Lead Agency and EIR authors disagree with this
statement and the Draft EIR contains in depth descriptions and analysis of
environmental topics on over 500 pages and five appendices of text, tables
and figures. The commenters concerns over the February 25, 2016 hearing
are noted.

Response C16-2:

The commenter claims that the Draft EIR does not address concerns raised
by neighbors previously; however, the comment does not site specific
deficiencies within the Draft EIR analysis, so no response can be provided.
The Draft EIR and the City’s Noise Ordinance notes that construction
activities are loud but are also temporary, and provide mitigation measures to
reduce the noise impacts to the degree they can be to a less-than-significant
level. Construction-related noise is evaluated on pages 265 through 267 of
the Draft EIR. As noted within those pages, a construction-related noise
impact was identified; implementation of Mitigation Measure NOI-3 would
reduce the impact to a less-than-significant level.
On page 266, the Draft EIR notes that during the construction period, if
multiple pieces of heavy construction equipment are operated simultaneously
at the nearest site boundary to the closest residential building facades, noise
levels could range up to 89 dBA Lmax. However, this analysis represented a
worst case scenario as Building 31-1 is located along the project site’s
southeastern boundary and would provide some noise dampening and
reduction for the existing residential uses and the location of site preparation
activities and the use of the majority of heavy equipment (e.g., bulldozers).

Response C16-3:

Construction-related air quality and health-risk impacts are evaluated within
the Impacts and Mitigation Measures subsection of Section IV.D, Air
Quality, which starts on page 203 of the Draft EIR. Per CEQA requirements,
the construction impacts discussion evaluates impacts up to the property line
3of building façades and useable outdoor space of effected sensitive
receptors. As shown in the analyses, with the implementation of standard
mitigation measures, construction-related air quality impacts can be reduced
to less-than-significant levels. In regards to the potential for the movement of
contaminated soils to cause air quality impacts, compliance with DTSC
requirements and the implementation of Mitigation Measures HAZ-2a, HAZ-
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2b, HAZ-2c, and HAZ-2 would ensure that potential significant hazards
associated with the disturbance of soil and groundwater at the project site
would be less than significant. See also responses to comment letter A4 from
the Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC).
Response C16-4:

Please see Response C8-3.

Response C16-5:

Please see Master Response 2 and Response B2-9 regarding compliance of
the project with City policies and plans.

Response C16-6:

The proposed Horton Street/46th Street intersection was evaluated within the
Draft EIR. This intersection is identified as Intersection #14 in the Draft EIR.
As described in Section IV.C, Transportation and Circulation, of the Draft
EIR, while no specific impacts requiring mitigation are identified for this
intersection, recommendations are presented to facilitate vehicle circulation,
including the requirement that vehicles turning from 46th Street yield to
traffic on Horton Street.
Please see Response B2-91 regarding the reasonable range of alternatives
evaluated within the Draft EIR.

Response C16-7:

Please see Response B2-6 regarding the construction schedule. Please note
that the public review period for the Draft EIR was 60 days, not one week as
suggested by the commenter.
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COMMENTER C17
Sharon Wilchar
March 8, 2016

Response C17-1:

This comment is introductory in nature and provides a summary of the
organization of the commenter’s letter. Please see Responses C17-2 through
C17-7 that address the comments raised by the commenter.

Response C17-2:

Please see Response B2-43.

Response C17-3:

In response to this comment, Figure IV.A-1 on page 71 of the Draft EIR is
revised and is shown in Chapter IV. Text Changes to this document.

Response C17-4:

The list of planned land uses described on pages 73 and 74 of the Draft EIR
is not intended to be comprehensive of all proposed projects within the City,
but is intended to provide a representative sample of proposed projects within
the vicinity of the project site. Please see Response B2-32 for a discussion of
projects included in the cumulative analysis. See also Response B2-33.

Response C17-5:

Please see Responses B2-45 and C13-3.

Response C17-6:

The Draft EIR acknowledges that construction workers may park on the
street surrounding the project site. Mitigation Measure TRANS-9 requires
the preparation of a construction management plan that identifies the parking
areas for site employees, visitors and inspectors.

Response C17-7:

Transportation, air quality, and noise impacts are evaluated within the Draft
EIR. Section IV.C, Transportation and Circulation, beginning on page 85 of
the Draft EIR, evaluates transportation impacts, including an analysis of the
intersections of Horton Street and 45th Street, 53rd Street, and Stanford
Avenue. The City and Fehr & Peers determined that the projects effects to
the 59th Street /Horton intersection were minimal and it was not included in
the project study area. Air quality impacts are evaluated in Section IV.D, Air
Quality, beginning on page 187 of the Draft EIR, and vehicle noise is
evaluated in Section IV.E, Noise, on pages 263 through 265 of the Draft EIR.
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COMMENTER C18
Louise Stanely
March 8, 2016
Response C18-1:

This comment is a request to the City of Emeryville Planning Commission
and does not address the analysis or information within the Draft EIR; no
further response is required.

Response C18-2:

Air Quality impacts were identified and addressed in Draft EIR Section
IV.D, Air Quality. Signalization of intersections on Horton Street is not
proposed as part of the project, nor has it been identified as a mitigation
measure. See also B3-19 regarding truck idling.

Response C18-3:

Potential effects associated with construction concerning noise,
groundbourne vibration, air quality and greenhouse gas emissions were
address in the Draft EIR in Section IV.F, Noise, Section IV.D, Air Quality,
and IV.E, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, respectively

Response C18-4:

Please see Response C13-3.

Response C18-5:

Please see Response C8-3.
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COMMENTER C19
Richard Heng
March 8, 2016

Response C19-1:

This comment relates to the project design and does not relate to the
adequacy of the information or analysis within the Draft EIR. Comments that
focus solely on the merits of the proposed project will be considered by City
decision-makers as they review these materials, and no further response is
required under CEQA.
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COMMENTER C20
Tim Curran
March 8, 2016

Response C20-1:

CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6 states that “An EIR shall describe a range
of reasonable alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project,
which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project but
would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the
project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives.”
Furthermore, as noted in CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a) “An EIR
need not consider every conceivable alternative to a project.”
The Draft EIR currently includes a range of alternative to the proposed
project, as summarized in Table VI-1 on page 474 of the Draft EIR. This
alternative includes an alternative circulation pattern, which includes the
extension of Halleck Street into the project site, as well as a reduction in
overall development on the project site. While the alternatives evaluated
within the Draft EIR do not exactly match the specifications presented by the
commenter, alternatives that included a reduction in the level of the development on the project site were evaluated, and the alternatives represent a range
of reasonable alternatives to the project.

Response C20-2:

Existing traffic volumes on the segment of Horton Street between 45th Street
and Sherwin Avenue is similar to the level of traffic on the adjacent
segments, approximately 3,500 vehicles per day. Installation of traffic
diverters on Horton Street at 40th Street for northbound movements and on
Horton Street at 53rd Street for southbound movements is expected to divert
approximately 2,000 vehicle trips per day from the segment of Horton Street
between 45th Street and Sherwin Avenue, similar to adjacent segments of
Horton Street.

Response C20-3:

This comment provides a depiction of the “alternative plan” submitted by the
commenter. No further response is necessary.
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PUBLIC HEARING D
February 25, 2016 6:30 p.m.
Sherwin-Williams Development Project Public Hearing
City of Emeryville

D1 Rudolph Brooks
D1-1: The commenter is concerned about contaminants in the water, soil, and air and wants City to
require testing of soil and water and ensure that measures are put in place to protect workers
on the site and future residents.
Response D1-1:

See Response C13-5.

D1-2: The commenter heard that the study of the project site is incomplete and requests further
details regarding how the City park will be constructed to ensure it is safe.
Response D1-2:

Please see Responses B2-2 and B2-7 for a discussion of information
required to be included in the Project Description of the Draft EIR. See
also Response C13-5 and responses to the DTSC Letter A4.

D5 Francis Rodriquez
D5-1: The commenter introduced herself as a sheet metal worker and expressed concerns about
unsafe working conditions for construction workers due to potential hazards on the project
site.
Response D5-1:

See Response C13-5 and responses to the DTSC Letter A4.

D2-2: As an Emeryville resident, commenter questions whether the park site is clear of hazards. The
commenter requests that a further hazardous materials study be conducted to determine the
presence of benzene and soil vapors.
Response D2-2:

See Response C13-5 and responses to the DTSC Letter A4.

D3 Jason Gumataotao
D3-1

Commenter introduced himself as part of electrical workers 595 and expressed concerns
about details not included in the EIR related to items the developers may not be addressing.
Response D3-1:

This comment is not specific about the details that the commenter
believes are missing, and no further response is required.

D3-2: The commenter inquired as to what Lennar is doing to improve the streets.
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Response D3-2:

This comment does not raise concerns regarding the environmental
analysis or information contained within the Draft EIR. Section IV.C,
Transportation and Circulation in the Draft EIR evaluates project-related
traffic impacts and identifies mitigation measures to address those
impacts.

D4 Angela Martin
D4-1: The commenter introduced herself as part of electrical workers 595 and expressed concerns
about details not included in the EIR related to hazardous materials on the site.
Response D4-1:

See Response D3-1.

D4-2: The commenter expressed concerns about unsafe working conditions due to potential hazards
on the project site.
Response D4-2:

See Response C13-5 and responses to the DTSC Letter A4.

D5 Richard Grassetti
D5-1: Commenter introduced himself as a consultant representing the 45th Street Artists’
Cooperative, stating that some issues raised in the comment letter he submitted on the NOP
were not adequately addressed.
Response D5-1:

All NOP letters are included in Appendix A of the Draft EIR. The
comment does not include specific issues that weren’t addressed from the
NOP letter. Please see Response B2-1 for a discussion of the Draft EIR’s
use of the CEQA Guidelines.

D5-2: The commenter believes the project is infeasible as it could not meet the City’s bonus
requirements, which also affects the alternatives that would also become infeasible.
Response D5-2:

Please see Master Response 2 for a discussion of the Development
Bonus and project feasibility.

D5-3: The commenter feels that the EIR is generic in its discussions, is not detailed enough, and
lacks sufficient evidence.
Response D5-3:

The comment includes reference to the EIR as “generic in discussions,
not detailed enough.” The commenter does not identify specific
deficiencies, or provided additional information or analysis. See also
responses to Mr. Grassetti’s comment letter B2.

D5-4: The commenter believes that the Project Description is inadequate and needs to include the
number of bedrooms to prepare sufficient Traffic/Air/Noise analysis as the foundation of the
design and traffic analysis.
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Response D5-4:

Please see Responses B2-2 and B2-7 for a discussion of information
required within the Project Description of the Draft EIR.

D5-5: The commenter remarked that the mitigations for construction activities and noise and dust
control for the Coop residents appear to be in noncompliance.
Response D5-4:

Please see Responses B2-60 through B2-71.

D6 Sharon Wilchar
D6-1: The commenter expressed concerns that the 2015 baseline traffic counts for Horton Street are
flawed because new buildings have been built since the study was conducted, and counts are
generally under-represented, as follows:
○

Existing land uses on page. 71 of the Draft EIR does not identify Blue Star Corner

○

The proposed transit center Emeryville station west is not identified.

Response D6-1:

See Responses C17-1 through C17-7. Figure IV.A-1 will be revised to
include Blue Star Corner, see Chapter IV. Text Revisions in this RTC
document. The proposed transit center was not included as it is not an
existing land use.

D6-2: The commenter believes that traffic flow in/out of proposed site was analyzed but not the
effects on the surrounding uses including the addition new project driveways on Horton
Street, and their effect on exiting driveways. The commenter believes that the project would
conflict with existing driveways.
Response D6-2:

See Response C17-5.

D7 Kristin Peterson
D7-1: The commenter lives in the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative. Live/Work lofts have no air
filtration and rely on windows for ventilation. The commenter expressed concerns that the
Air Quality and Noise analysis did not take the open windows into consideration.
Response D7-1:

Please see Response B2-41 and Responses B2-60 through B2-71 and
Responses C11-1 through C11-8 for a discussion of construction dust
impacts on surrounding residents, including the 45th Street Artists’
Cooperative. Air Quality impacts are evaluated within the Impacts and
Mitigation Measures subsection of Section IV.D, Air Quality, which
starts on page 203 of the Draft EIR. As shown in the analyses, with the
implementation of standard mitigation measures, air quality impacts can
be reduced to less-than-significant levels. Noise impacts are evaluated
within the Impacts and Mitigation Measures subsection of Section IV.F,
Noise, which starts on page 259 of the Draft EIR. As shown in the
analyses, with the implementation of standard mitigation measures, noise
impacts can be reduced to less-than-significant levels.
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D7-2: The commenter stated that data is missing from Appendix C, which shows only 15 months
for construction of the project, but it will take 34 months to complete the project.
Response D7-2:

See Response C11-5.

D7-3: The commenter stated that the project is relying on the City’s outdated bonus structure and
needs to start over.
Response D7-3:

Please see Master Response 2 for a discussion of the Development
Bonus and project feasibility.

D8 Gary Grimm
D8-1: The commenter lives in the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative; he stated that windows are open
constantly and he expressed concerns about with ventilation.
Response D8-1:

Please see Response B2-41 and Responses C5-1 through C5-20 for a
discussion of construction dust impacts on surrounding residents,
including the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative.

D8-2: The commenter states that “the EIR is incomplete and lacks factual support for impacts.”
Response D8-2:

The commenter does not identify specific deficiencies, or provided
additional information or analysis.

D8-3: The commenter expressed concerns about the increase of noise from stationary sources and
loading and unloading locations, and Noise Impacts 2 and 3 related to construction noise.
Response D8-3:

Please see Response C5-11 which includes a discussion of stationary
noise impacts and Mitigation Measure NOI-2. The noise impacts
associated with construction would be considered less than significant
with adherence to the City’s Noise Ordinance standards, which would be
required with implementation of Mitigation Measure NOI-3. Both the
City’s Noise Ordinance and General Plan do not include a maximum
noise level threshold for construction noise levels.

D9 John Demerrit
D9-1: The commenter lives in the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative and expressed concerns with
quality of life issues related to construction and operations with the project. The Coop
building relies on windows for ventilation system and light, 24 hours a day and the project
could affect the quality of life of residents.
Response D9-1:

Please see Responses B2-41, B2-46 and B2-60 through B2-71 and B5-1
regarding “quality of life issues.”
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D9-2: The commenter expressed concerned with noise impacts that would occur from 7:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. on weekdays and 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on weekends. 70 percent of the Coop is
live/work, and the commenter requests additional data on noise impacts.
Response D9-2:

Please see Responses B2-67 through B2-71. Construction related noise
impacts are discussed in Section IV.F, Noise. Construction noise impacts
to the 45th Street building are discussed on page 266 of the Draft EIR.
The City noise ordinance is described on page 259 of the Draft EIR. The
Ordinance defines daytime hours as the period from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00
p.m. on weekdays and from 8:00 to 9:00 p.m. The ordinance does not
make assumptions as to whether occupants of receiving land uses would
be home during the day or not or whether land uses would be residential
or office spaces. Nighttime noise limits are typically more restrictive to
protect relaxation and sleeping hours. Page 267 of the Draft EIR
identifies Mitigation Measure NOI-3, which would require the project
contractor to implement measures to reduce construction noise impacts
to a less than significant level. The analysis concluded that impacts
would be reduced to a less than significant level, and therefore
retrofitting of the 45th Street building would not be required.

D10 Nora Pauwels
D10-1: The commenter lives in the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative and expressed concerns with the
visual simulations, and referenced the Draft EIR where it is stated that no shadows will affect
the coop. The commenter remarks that the loss of light will affect artists’ work, specifically,
the cumulative effects at 45th Street and Horton, and additionally on scenic vistas.
Response D10-1:

Please see Responses B2-85 through B2-89 for a discussion on visual
resources analyses under CEQA. Please see Response C8-3 regarding
shadow impact analysis.

D11 Paul Germain
D11-1: The commenter lives in the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative and expressed concerns with the
visual analysis related to the Park Avenue Resident Committee (PARC).
Response D11-1:

See Response D10-1.

D11-2: The commenter remarked that the Environmentally Superior alternative is the Coop
alternative.
Response D11-2:

Please see Response B2-96 for a discussion on alternatives and the
environmentally superior alternative.

D11-3: The commenter remarked that the proposed project cannot be built because the rules changed
to only allow bonus points with the addition of affordable housing. The commenter asserts
that the proposed land use does not address new rules and the project is not feasible.
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Response D11-3:

Please see Master Response 2 for a discussion of the Development
Bonus and project feasibility.

D11-4: The commenter remarked that the EIR is flawed.
Response D11-4:

The comment states “the EIR is flawed” but does not identify specific
deficiencies, or provided additional information or analysis.

D12 Kevin Kellogg
D12-1: The commenter lives in the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative and is involved in PARC,
remarking that Horton Lofts was a good project and important to the region. The commenter
expressed concerns that the Draft EIR for the proposed project is significantly lacking in
hazardous materials study.
Response D12-1:

See Response C13-5 and responses to the DTSC Letter A4.

D12-2: The commenter expressed concerns that the traffic study for the proposed project is
incomplete, failing to analyze certain street segments and provide details of mitigation
measures.
Response D12-2:

See Responses B2-47 through B2-59.

D12-3: The commenter expressed concerns that visual impacts at Horton Street and Sherwin Avenue
would affect cultural buildings.
Response D12-3:

Impacts on Visual Resources are discussed in the Draft EIR on page 393
to 395. Impacts on historic buildings within a State scenic highway are
analyzed and no impact would result from the proposed project. Section
IV.J, Cultural Resources evaluates potential effects on cultural resources
including historical resources resulting from the project and provides
Mitigation Measures CULT-1 to reduce those impacts to a less-thansignificant level.

D13 Judy Timmel
D13-1: The commenter identified herself as being associated with Residents United, requesting that
the Draft EIR not be approved due to nonconformance to the 2009 General Plan, zoning, Park
Avenue Plan or Family friendly design guidelines.
Response D13-1:

Please see Master Response 2 regarding policy consistency.

D13-2: The commenter expressed concerns that Horton Street would be maintained as a bicycle
boulevard, but that the increased traffic would eliminate three bicycle boulevards.
Response D13-2:

Please see Response B1-11.
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D13-3: The commenter questions the finding that the project would have no cultural impacts.
Response D13-3:

The commenter does not identify specific deficiencies in the cultural
analysis, or provide additional information or analysis.

D13-4: The commenter remarked that the project does not contain any affordable or family friendly
housing and is not good for Emeryville.
Response D13-4:

These comments do not raise concerns regarding the environmental
analysis or information contained within the Draft EIR; no response is
required.

D14 Bryan Hord
D14-1: The commenter noted that Blue Star Corner is missing from Figure IV.A-1.
Response D14-1:

Figure IV.A-1 will be revised to include Blue Star Corner, see Chapter
IV. Text Revisions in this RTC Document.

D14-2: The commenter expressed that the proposed project that is analyzed in the Draft EIR is old
and the changes that the community proposed are good.
Response D14-2:

This comment does not raise concerns regarding the environmental
analysis or information contained within the Draft EIR.

D15 Kate Rutter
D15-1: The commenter noted that Blue Star Corner is missing from Figure IV.A-1.
Response D15-1:

Please see Response D14-1.

D15-2: The commenter expressed concerns with the process and timeline, and remarked that a
Response to Comments document is not adequate.
Response D15-2:

This comment does not raise concerns regarding the environmental
analysis or information contained within the Draft EIR.

D16 Archana Horsing
D16-1: The commenter lives in the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative and expressed concerns with
shadows, as the Coop needs real light to do work.
Response D16-1:

The impacts of shade and shadows that would result from implementation of the proposed project are evaluated within the Impacts and
Mitigation Measures subsection of Section IV.M, Visual Resources,
which starts on page 427 of the Draft EIR. Please see Response C8-3
regarding shadow impacts on the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative.
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D16-2: The commenter requested information about where “noisy equipment” will be located.
Response D16-2:

Please see Response B4-52.

D16-3: The commenter expressed concerns about air quality.
Response D16-3:

Please see Response B2-60 through B2-63.

D16-4: The commenter expressed concerns about that the lack of affordable housing included in the
proposed project.
Response D16-4:

This comment does not raise concerns regarding the environmental
analysis or information contained within the Draft EIR.

D17 Louise Stanley
D17-1: The commenter lives at 45th/Horton and expressed concerns about poor air quality associated
with loading docks.
Response D17-1:

Please see Responses to Comment letter C18 and Response C5-11 for a
discussion of loading areas and Impact NOI-2.

D18 Mike McConnell
D18-1: The commenter lives in the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative and remarked that analysis of the
project needs an unbiased approach. The commenter stated that the proposed projects
buildings are too tall for the area.
Response D18-1:

Please see Letter C10. This comment does not raise concerns regarding
the environmental analysis or information contained within the Draft
EIR.

D19 Edythe Bresnahan
D19-1: The commenter lives in the 45th Street Artists’ Cooperative and her studio windows face the
street. With other construction projects, the commenter could not be in her studio for several
weeks because of construction-related noise, dust, and fumes. The commenter contends that
Horton Street should not be used for transporting materials or deliveries to the project site.
Response D19-1:

Please see Response B2-41 and B2-46 for a discussion of construction
dust impacts on surrounding residents, including the 45th Street Artists’
Cooperative.

D19-2: The commenter reiterated that these are live/work residences, and therefore, residents are in
their units day and night. The commenter expressed the need for good oversight due to
time/duration of construction.
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Response D19-2:

Please see Responses B2-46 and B2-60 through B2-71 regarding
construction effects on sensitive receptors. These comments do not raise
concerns regarding the environmental analysis or information contained
within the Draft EIR.

D20 Tim Curran
D20-1: The commenter stated that he submitted an alternative that was not analyzed in the Draft EIR,
and noted that a Lennar alternative was analyzed in the Draft EIR.
Response D20-1:

See responses to Letter C20. CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6 states
that “An EIR shall describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the
project, or to the location of the project, which would feasibly attain most
[emphasis added] of the basic objectives of the project but would avoid
or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project, and
evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives.” Furthermore, as
noted in CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a) “An EIR need not
consider every conceivable alternative to a project.” The alternatives
included in the Draft EIR meet these requirements.
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The sixth bullet point on page 8 of the Draft EIR is revised as follows:


The Hollis Street/45th Street intersection (#16) is projected to operate at LOS F during the
weekday PM peak hour in the Near-Term and Cumulative Condition and peak hour signal
warrants would be satisfied. The addition of project traffic would exacerbate this
deficiency, resulting in a significant impact in the Cumulative Condition. The addition of
diverted traffic from Mitigation Measure TRANS-1a would also increase vehicle delay and
queue spillback at the on Hollis Street/45th Street intersection (#16), and the changed area
travel patterns would increase conflicts for bicyclists and pedestrians on the 45th Street
bicycle boulevard (analysis segments E, F, and G).

Impacts and Mitigation Measures TRANS-1, TRANS-4, and TRANS-7 in Table II-1 on pages 10, 12
and 14 of the Draft EIR are revised as shown on the following page.
Mitigation Measure TRANS-9 on pages 15 and 173 of the Draft EIR has been revised to include
additional measures not required by the City’s Standard COAs, as follows:
Mitigation Measures TRANS-9: Although construction impacts are expected to be temporary,
development of a construction management plan would reduce the potential for construction
vehicle conflicts with other roadway users. The plan should include:


Project staging plan to maximize on-site storage of materials and equipment;



A set of comprehensive traffic control measures, including scheduling of major truck trips
and deliveries to avoid peak hours; lane closure schedule and process; signs, cones, and
other warning devices for drivers; and designation of construction access routes;



Permitted construction hours;



Location of construction staging;



Identification of parking areas for construction employees, site visitors, and inspectors,
including on-site locations and along the project frontage on Sherwin Avenue and Horton
Street;



Provisions for street sweeping to remove construction related debris on public streets; and



Provisions for pavement maintenance where increased heavy vehicle traffic has the
potential to degrade the pavement. (LTS)



Truck deliveries to the project shall occur not earlier than 7:00 a.m and not later than 4:00
p.m.



If lane closures are required on Sherwin Avenue and/or Horton Street, the applicant shall
notify property owners within 300 feet of the project site ten days in advance of the lane
closures. (LTS)
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Table II-1:

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures from the EIR

Environmental Impacts

Level of
Significance
Without
Mitigation

Mitigation Measures

Level of
Significance
With
Mitigation

...
C. TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION
TRANS-1a: The addition of project traffic to Horton Street
north of 53rd Street (analysis segment A), a designated
bicycle boulevard, could increase traffic volumes by more
than 2 percent contributing to an exceedance of the volume
threshold for a bicycle boulevard. This impact would occur
with either Option A or Option B and is considered a
significant impact.

S

TRANS-1a: The project applicant shall undertake the following measures to
reduce the level of traffic on Horton Street north of 53rd Street (analysis
segment A):
• Pay the Transportation Impact Fee;
• Work with the City so that the final project design does not preclude the
installation of desired traffic calming measures along the Horton Street
corridor, as identified by the City; and
• Pay for the installation of permanent Level 4 traffic calming measures
and traffic restriction (diversion) measures on Horton Street (Level 5) per
the Sherwin Williams - Horton Street Turn Restriction Assessment
Memorandum (see Appendix B) that would result in the reduction of
existing with project daily volumes to a level below 3,000 vehicles per
day.

LTS

S

TRANS-4a: Implement Mitigation Measure TRANS-1a to reduce the level of
traffic on Horton Street north of 53rd Street (analysis segment A).
Implementation of this measure would reduce the impact to Horton Street
north of 53rd Street to a less-than-significant level in the Near-Term
Condition. In the Cumulative Condition, the impact to Horton Street north of
53rd Street would remain significant and unavoidable.

LTS in the
Near-Term
Condition;
SU in the
Cumulative
Condition

S

TRANS-7: The project applicant shall install a traffic signal at the Hollis
Street/45th Street intersection (#16), including hard-wired signal interconnect
to the traffic signal at Park Avenue and Hollis Street, and necessary
improvements for transit, bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure at the
intersection, including directional curb ramps, bicycle detection, and transit
priority (included as part of Mitigation Measures TRANS-1d and TRANS-2).
Installation of a traffic signal would reduce this impact to a less-thansignificant level and with incorporation of pedestrian, bicycle and transit
improvements, would not result in secondary impacts to other travel modes.

LTS

...
TRANS-4a: The addition of project traffic to Horton Street
north of 53rd Street (analysis segment A), a designated
bicycle boulevard, under Near-Term and Cumulative
Conditions could increase traffic volumes by more than 2
percent on a roadway where volumes already exceed the
volume threshold for a bicycle boulevard. This impact would
occur with either Option A or Option B and is considered a
significant impact.

...
TRANS-7: The Hollis Street/45th Street intersection (#16) is
projected to operate at LOS F during the weekday PM peak
hour in the Near-Term and Cumulative Conditions and peak
hour signal warrants would be satisfied. The addition of
project traffic would exacerbate this deficiency, resulting in a
significant impact in the Near-Term and Cumulative
Condition. The addition of diverted traffic from Mitigation
Measure TRANS-1a would also increase vehicle delay and
queue spillback at the on Hollis Street/45th Street
intersection (#16), and the changed area travel patterns would
increase conflicts for bicyclists and pedestrians on the 45th
Street bicycle boulevard (analysis segments E, F, and G).
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Mitigation Measure AIR-1 on pages 17 and 211 of the Draft EIR is revised as follows:
Mitigation Measure AIR-1: Consistent with guidance from the BAAQMD, the following
actions shall be required in relevant construction contracts and specifications for the project:


All exposed surfaces (e.g., parking areas, staging areas, soil piles, graded areas, and
unpaved access roads) shall be watered two times per day.



All haul trucks transporting soil, sand, or other loose material off-site shall be covered.



All visible mud or dirt tracked-out onto adjacent public roads shall be removed using wet
power vacuum street sweepers at least once per day. The use of dry power sweeping is
prohibited.



All vehicle speeds on unpaved roads shall be limited to 15 miles per hour (mph).



All roadways, driveways, and sidewalks to be paved shall be completed as soon as
possible. Building pads shall be laid as soon as possible after grading unless seeding or soil
binders are used.



Construction equipment idling times shall be minimized either by shutting equipment off
when not in use or reducing the maximum idling time to 2 minutes (as required by the
California airborne toxics control measure Title 13, Section 2485 of California Code of
Regulations [CCR]). Clear signage shall be provided for construction workers at all access
points.



All construction equipment shall be maintained and properly tuned in accordance with the
manufacturer’s specifications. All equipment shall be checked by a certified mechanic and
determined to be running in proper condition prior to operation.



The project applicant shall post a publicly visible sign with the telephone number and
person to contact at the City of Emeryville regarding dust complaints. This person shall
respond to complaints and take corrective action within 48 hours. The BAAQMD’s phone
number shall also be visible to ensure compliance with applicable regulations.



All exposed surfaces shall be watered at a frequency adequate to maintain minimum soil
moisture of 12 percent. Moisture content can be verified by lab samples or a moisture
probe.



All excavation, grading, and/or demolition activities shall be suspended when average wind
speeds exceed 20 mph.



Vegetative ground cover (e.g., fast-germinating native grass seed) or other plants that offer
dust mitigation measures shall be planted in disturbed areas as soon as possible and watered
appropriately until vegetation is established.



The simultaneous occurrence of excavation, grading, and ground-disturbing construction
activities on the same area at any one time shall be limited. To the extent feasible, activities
shall be phased to reduce the amount of disturbed surfaces at any one time.



All trucks and equipment, including their tires, shall be washed off prior to leaving the site.



Sandbags or other erosion control measures shall be installed to prevent silt runoff to public
roadways from sites with a slope greater than 1 percent.



The project contractor shall use low volatile organic compound (i.e., ROG) coatings
beyond the local requirements (i.e., Regulation 8, Rule 3: Architectural Coatings).
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All construction equipment, diesel trucks, and generators shall be equipped with Best
Available Control Technology for emission reductions of NOx and PM.



All contractors shall use equipment that meets California ARB’s most recent certification
standard (as of 2016, the certification date is July 26, 2007) for off-road heavy duty diesel
engines.

Mitigation Measure AIR-2a on pages 18 and 219 of the Draft EIR is revised as follows:
Mitigation Measure AIR-2a: To reduce health risk levels for future residents of the project site,
the project applicant shall provide an air ventilation system with filtration that can remove
particulate matter from indoor air to a level sufficient to achieve compliance with the
BAAQMD threshold. To reduce health risk levels for future residents of the project site, the
control efficiency must result in a reduction of 60 percent of particulates of 2.5 microns or less,
such as Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV)-11 filters or other indoor air filtration
systems. This reduction could be accomplished via a duct routed from the return side of the
ceiling mounted fan coil to the exterior of the building. A MERV-11 filter box could be
installed in line with this duct along with a supply fan to overcome the pressure drop of this
filter. The filter box would be installed in a concealed location such as a closet. This measure
which would reduce the maximum single source carcinogenic health risk level for future
residents to 8.4 (which would be below the BAAQMD’s significance criteria of 10). The
ventilation system shall be certified to the satisfaction of the City to achieve the stated
performance effectiveness from indoor areas.
Mitigation Measure GEO-1 on pages 21 and 278 of the Draft EIR is appended as follows:
(e) All foundation designs and geotechnical remedies shall consider existing hazardous
materials remediation systems and ensure that these remediation systems are not adversely
affected. Any geotechnical remedies that could result in alteration of the direction or flow
velocity of groundwater shall be approved by the DTSC prior to implementation.
Mitigation Measure HYD-1b on pages 25 and 291 of the Draft EIR is appended as follows:
5. All stormwater treatment landscaping shall be maintained using a Bay-Friendly
Landscaping company or staff.
6. All stormwater treatment measures shall consider existing hazardous materials remediation
systems and ensure that these remediation systems are not adversely affected.
7. Any stormwater treatment measures that could result in alteration of the direction or flow
velocity of groundwater shall be approved by the DTSC prior to implementation. (LTS)
Mitigation Measure HAZ-2a on pages 27 and 316 of the Draft EIR is revised as follows:
Mitigation Measure HAZ-2a: As a condition of approval for construction permits for the
Sherwin-Williams parcel, an evaluation of soil gas conditions and indoor air quality shall be
performed on the Sherwin-Williams parcel and Department of Toxic Substances Control
(DTSC) review and approval for construction shall be obtained. If the evaluation of soil gas
conditions indicates that vapor intrusion to indoor air could pose a significant health risk for
future occupants (e.g., if vapor intrusion could result in an excess cancer risk of greater than
one in a million or an appropriate health risk threshold determined by DTSC), DTSC may
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require further investigation and/or implementation of engineering controls (e.g., installation
of sub-slab vapor barriers and ventilation systems) to address the potential for vapor intrusion
to indoor air. If engineering controls are required by DTSC to mitigate vapor intrusion risks,
operations, maintenance, and monitoring of the engineering controls would be required by
DTSC to ensure their effectiveness and demonstrate that performance standards are being
achieved (e.g., monitoring of sub-slab concentrations of VOCs to demonstrate that the subslab ventilation system is functioning properly and that concentrations of VOCs are not
accumulating beneath buildings that could exceed the level of protection offered by sub-slab
vapor barriers). If the performance standards for the engineering controls are not achieved,
additional engineering controls would be required by DTSC (e.g., converting a passive subslab ventilation system to an active sub-slab ventilation system, or maintaining positive
pressure within buildings using the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning [HVAC]
systems). The City shall ensure that the requirements specified by DTSC, such recommendations shall be are implemented prior to occupancy of the proposed structures.
Mitigation Measure HAZ-2b on pages 27 and 316 of the Draft EIR is revised as follows:
Mitigation Measure HAZ-2b: As a condition of approval for construction permits for
residential housing on the Successor Agency parcel (under development Option A), an
evaluation of soil gas conditions and indoor air quality shall be performed on the Successor
Agency parcel and DTSC review and approval for construction shall be obtained. If the
evaluation of soil gas conditions indicates that vapor intrusion to indoor air could pose a
significant health risk for future occupants (e.g., if vapor intrusion could result in an excess
cancer risk of greater than one in a million or an appropriate health risk threshold determined
by DTSC), DTSC may require further investigation and/or implementation of engineering
controls (e.g., installation of sub-slab vapor barriers and ventilation systems) to address the
potential for vapor intrusion to indoor air. If engineering controls are required by DTSC to
mitigate vapor intrusion risks, operations and maintenance and monitoring of the engineering
controls would be required by DTSC to ensure their effectiveness and demonstrate that
performance standards are being achieved (e.g., monitoring of sub-slab concentrations of
VOCs to demonstrate that the sub-slab ventilation system is functioning properly and that
concentrations of VOCs are not accumulating beneath buildings at concentrations that could
exceed the level of protection offered by sub-slab vapor barriers). If the performance
standards for the engineering controls are not achieved, additional engineering controls would
be required by DTSC (e.g., converting a passive sub-slab ventilation system to an active subslab ventilation system, or maintaining positive pressure within buildings using the HVAC
systems). The City shall ensure that the requirements specified by DTSC, such recommendations shall be are implemented prior to occupancy of the proposed structures.
The Draft EIR is revised to include Mitigation Measure HAZ-2d in Table II-1 on page 28 and on page
319, as modified below:
Mitigation Measure HAZ-2d: As a condition of approval for construction permits for the
Successor Agency parcel and the Sherwin-Williams parcel, a SMP shall be prepared which
provides guidelines for soil and groundwater disturbing activities to be performed on the
Successor Agency parcel and the Sherwin-Williams parcel. The SMP shall include, but not be
limited to, the following elements:
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Dust and vapor controls;



Storm water controls;



Excavated soil stockpile management;



Soil stockpile sampling procedures;



Soil and/or groundwater transportation and disposal procedures;



Groundwater dewatering, treatment, and/or discharge;



Notification and response procedures if previously unidentified subsurface features of
environmental concern (e.g., buried tanks, drums, hazardous materials pipelines, or
hazardous building materials) are discovered;



Notification and response procedures if previously unidentified areas of potential soil or
groundwater contamination (e.g., soil or groundwater exhibiting discoloration and/or odors,
or soil containing rubble or other debris) are discovered;



Notification and response procedures if previously installed remedial features are
inadvertently damaged;



Importing of clean fill materials; and



Health and safety requirements.

The SMP shall be reviewed and approved by DSTCDTSC prior to conducting soil or
groundwater disturbing activities at the project site. The SMP shall be revised if previously
unidentified environmental hazardous are discovered which require additional measures to be
incorporated into the SMP to ensure protection of construction workers, the surrounding public,
and the environment, such as changes in health and safety requirements (e.g., worker training
or personal protective equipment [PPE] requirements), material handling/sampling protocol, or
air monitoring requirements. Any revisions to the SMP shall be reviewed and approved by
DSTC prior to conducting soil or groundwater disturbing activities that would be affected by
the revisions to the SMP. (LTS)
The last paragraph of Section 2.d on page 40 of the Draft EIR is revised as follows:
The Successor Agency parcel was remediated in 2008 under oversight of in accordance with
the DTSC and Water Board approved SCP and the property has not been restricted for
development of any land use. Following the completion of remedial excavation activities, soil
impacted with contaminants concentrations exceeding cleanup goals remained on the Successor
Agency parcel due to the physical constraints preventing further excavation.
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Table III-4 on page 64 of the Draft EIR is revised to include additional DTSC approvals, as follows:

Table III-1:

Required Permits and Approvals

Lead Agency
City of Emeryville

Other Agencies
Department of Toxic
Substances Control

East Bay Municipal Utilities
District (EBMUD)
Alameda County Flood Control
District

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Permit/Approval
General Plan Amendment
Planned Unit Development and Preliminary Development Plan
Final Development Plan(s)
Encroachment Permits
Tentative Map and Final Map
Acceptance of Public Easements/Dedications
Grading Permit
Building Permit
Stormwater Permit for C.3. LID Measures
Private Sewer Lateral Permit
Any ancillary contracts or agreements between the City (or its
agencies) and the developer, including for a land swap,
development agreement, etc.
Approval of Construction Plans
Soil Management Plan
Groundwater Management Plan
Any future soil vapor investigations
Plans for removal of the transformer and the former
underground storage tank which was abandoned in place at the
Sherwin-Williams Parcel.
Water Supply Assessment
Approval of reclaimed and potable water services
Approval of new storm drain connection to Temescal Creek

Source: LSA Associates, 2015.

Page 67 of the Draft EIR is revised to include the following text for clarification:
E. CUMULATIVE ANALYSIS CONTEXT
CEQA defines cumulative as “two or more individual effects which, when considered together,
are considerable, or which can compound to increase other environmental impacts.” Section
15130 of the CEQA Guidelines requires that an EIR evaluate potential environmental impacts
when the project's incremental effect is cumulatively considerable. “Cumulatively considerable”
means that the incremental effects of an individual project are considerable when viewed in
connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other current projects, and the effects
of probable future projects. These impacts can result from a combination of the proposed project
together with other projects causing related impacts.
When evaluating cumulative impacts, CEQA allows the use of either a list of past, present, or
reasonable anticipated relevant projects, including projects outside the control of the lead
agency, or a summary of the projections in an adopted planning document, such as a General
Plan, or some thoughtful combination of the two. Depending the environmental topic, either a
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list of reasonably anticipated projects and or the projections of the General Plan were used to
evaluate the potential cumulative impact.
For the cumulative traffic analysis, a Near-Term Conditions are defined as conditions around
the time the project is expected to be completed and occupied. The Near-Term Conditions
projects included in the analysis is based on the City of Emeryville Community Development
Department Status of Major Development Projects dated April 2015. The projects included in
the Near-Term Cumulative conditions include:


Marketplace: 549 units.



Hyatt Hotel: 171 rooms.



6701 Shellmound: Redevelopment of former industrial site for approximately 211 rental
housing units.



3900 Adeline: Construction of a 101-unit rental apartment project on a 1.12 acre site that is
partially in Oakland.



3706 San Pablo: Redevelopment of former Golden Gate Lock & Key site for Citysponsored affordable housing project with approximately 87 units and 6,130 square feet of
commercial space.



3800 San Pablo: Renovation of former "Maz" building for 17,158 square feet of retail use,
and 1,048 square feet of live-work; and construction of a new 75 foot, 5-story, 105- unit
residential structure on the east portion of the lot over two levels of parking. Eastern 25
percent of lot is in Oakland.



Emeryville Station West: Mixed use transit-oriented development and public parking
structure with about 250,000 square feet of office/lab/retail space, 4 Amtrak bus bays, and
148 parking spaces in a 165-foot tall tower on the "Mound" site; and a 675-space, 7 level
parking garage with 3,620 square feet of ground floor commercial space on the Heritage
Square site. Project includes new public plaza between Amtrak Station and new tower
building.



Parc on Powell: Construction of a new rental project with 168 residential units, 5 live-work
units, 3 flex space units, 10,222 square feet of retail space, and 299 parking spaces. Project
includes new park along Stanford Avenue to replace City parking lot.



Pixar Warehouse: Storage space for Pixar archives and reference material in 28,637 square
feet of vacant portion of Level (3) building.



Emeryville Center of Community Life: Multi-purpose community facility including
administration; arts, performance, and food service programs; community services and
family support programs; education programs; and recreation and fitness programs.

Due to the uncertainty of the level and expected time of completion for the Novartis
development, adjacent to the project site, a longer-term Cumulative Conditions assessment was
also conducted for the traffic analysis that included Novartis. The traffic model outputs were
used to assess the potential cumulative air quality, global climate change, and noise impacts.
Figure IV.A-1 on page 71 of the Draft EIR is revised to include Blue Star Corner, as shown on the
following page.
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Page 74 of the Draft EIR has been revised as follows:


Novartis Campus. The Novartis This project could includes approximately 788,000 square
feet of net-new laboratory/research and development space to the north of the project site.
The Novartis This project was approved in 2005 1995 however; the timing and/or
feasibility of completion of construction have not yet been determined.

Page 83 of the Draft EIR has been revised as follows:
c. Cumulative Impacts. The proposed project would add a total of 540 new housing units to
the existing housing stock in Emeryville and increase population by approximately 923
residents. The General Plan 2030 identifies the addition of 3,812 new housing units by 2030.
Since 2008 (the baseline year for the General Plan), the City has issued permits for 809 housing
units, approximately 21 percent of identified new housing units.7 With permitted housing units
considered, there are approximately 3,003 remaining housing units anticipated with buildout of
the 2030 General Plan. Additionally, if the units included in the Cumulative Projects List are
approved, this would result in a total of 390 units (already approved units on the Cumulative
Project’s list are already included in the issued permit total of 809 units). In total the approved
units (809), potentially approved units (390), and units associated with the proposed project
(540) would total 1,739 units. This represents approximately 46 percent of the units anticipated
by the General Plan by 2030. The proposed project would represent approximately 18 percent
of the anticipated units to be built by 2030.
Page 174 of the Draft EIR has been revised as follows:
Traffic Forecasts. Fehr & Peers used the Alameda Countywide Travel Demand Model to
forecast 2020 2025 and 2040 traffic volumes on the MTS roadway system. The forecasts for
the MTS system differ from the intersection forecasts previously discussed in the following
aspects:


The regional model does not include some minor streets in Emeryville, potentially
overstating traffic volumes on the roadways included in the model.



The MTS roadway analysis reports the outputs of the Alameda CTC model directly on a
roadway segment level.

The results of the Alameda CTC model were used to forecast the No Project Conditions for
2020 2025 and 2040. To identify potential impacts associated with the project, project trips
were distributed to the MTS roadway segments (including freeways and surface streets)
identified above using the project trip distribution described above. The distribution of project
trips onto the MTS segments results in the project volumes for 2020 2025 and 2040 shown in
Tables IV.C-22 and IV.C-23.
Analysis Method. Operations of the MTS freeway and surface street segments were assessed
based on volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratios. For freeway segments, a per-lane capacity of 2,000
vehicles per hour was used. For surface streets, a per-lane capacity of 800 vehicles per hour
was used. These capacities do not reflect additional capacity provided at intersections through
turn pockets. Roadway segments with a V/C ratio greater than 1.0 are assigned LOS F.
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Analysis Results. The MTS PM peak hour roadway segment analyses are provided in Table
IV.C-22 for the 2020 2025 condition and Table IV.C-23 for the 2040 condition. Results of the
analysis indicate that the proposed project would not result in or worsen deficient operations on
the MTS roadway segments included in this assessment. Therefore, the impact to the MTS
roadway system is less-than-significant.
The title of Table IV.C-25 on page 175 of the Draft EIR is revised as follows:
Table IV.C-25:

2020 2025 PM Peak Hour CMP Roadway Segment Analysis

Table IV.D-5 and Table IV.D-6 on pages 209 and 212 of the Draft EIR are modified as follows:

Table IV.D-5:

Project Construction Emissions in Pounds Per Day

Project Construction
ROG
NOx
Average Daily Emissions
32.034.4
18.2
Average Daily Emissions from
Park Construction, Roadway
3.5
6.5
Construction and Soil Import
Total Construction Emissions
37.9
24.7
BAAQMD Thresholds
54.0
54.0
Exceed Threshold?
No
No
NA = Not Applicable, the BAAQMD does not have threshold

Exhaust
PM2.5
0.8
0.36
1.16
54.0
No

Total
PM2.5
1.6

Exhaust
PM10
0.9

0.42

Total
PM10
3.3

0.38

2.02
NA
NA

1.28
82.0
No

0.56
3.86
NA
NA

Source: LSA Associates, Inc., 20152016.

Table IV.D-6:

Project Regional Emissions

Emission Category
Emissions in Pounds Per Day
Area Source Emissions
Energy Source
Mobile Source Emissions
Total Emissions
BAAQMD Significance Threshold
Exceed?
Emissions in Tons Per Year
Area Source Emissions
Energy Source
Mobile Source Emissions
Total Emissions
BAAQMD Significance Threshold
Exceed?

Reactive
Organic Gases
(ROG)

Nitrogen
Oxides
(NOx)

PM10

PM2.5

27.7 29.7
0.2
10.5
38.4 40.1
54.0
No

0.5
1.9
21.3
23.7
54.0
No

0.8
0.1
0.3
1.3
82.0
No

0.8
0.1
0.3
1.2
54.0
No

4.8 5.2
0.0
1.6
6.4 6.8
10.0
No

0.1
0.3
3.4
3.8
10.0
No

0.02
0.03
2.68
2.73
15.0
No

0.02
0.03
0.75
0.80
10.0
No

Source: LSA Associates, Inc., 20152016.

The fourth paragraph on page 287 of the Draft EIR has been revised as follows:
On-going groundwater monitoring has been performed at the Sherwin-Williams parcel since
2012 as part of post-remediation activities.29 The purpose of groundwater monitoring is to
gather groundwater data to evaluate the effectiveness of remediation and to determine whether
contingency actions are needed to achieve cleanup goals.30 Groundwater monitoring is
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performed in accordance with an Operations and Maintenance Plan approved by Department of
Toxic Substances Control (DTSC).31 Groundwater monitoring involves collection of groundwater samples for chemical analysis and water level measurements of monitoring wells and
piezometers located on- and off-site. During the October 2014 groundwater monitoring event,
depth to groundwater measurements were collected from 14 monitoring wells and two
piezometers located on the project site. Groundwater elevations at the project site during the
October 2014 groundwater monitoring event ranged from 5.68 feet at the north parcel boundary
near Temescal Creek and 10.06 feet North American Vertical Datum of 198832 near the
southeast corner of the parcel near Building 1-31. Based on groundwater elevations, the
groundwater flow direction in the northern portion of the site at the time of monitoring was
toward the northwest toward Temescal Creek. This groundwater flow direction is consistent
with the topography of the project site. In the southern portion of the property the groundwater
flows to the southwest.
Page 364 of the Draft EIR is revised to include the following revision as the third paragraph:
The project applicant shall continue to coordinate with the City and EBMUD as they
implement the various components of the proposed project regarding providing recycled water
for appropriate non-potable uses. In addition, the project applicant will be responsible for the
extension of recycled water pipelines to the proposed development and within the development.
Page 449 of the Draft EIR is revised as follows:
h. Housing Element.Programs applicable to the proposed project from the November 2014
Housing Element include H-2-1-1, H-2-1-2, H-7-2-1, H-7-2-5 and H-7-3-1. The proposed
project would not include affordable housing on the project site. However, the The proposed
project would seek a development bonus for both project development options in exchange for
public benefits. The procedure for obtaining bonus points is outlined in Section 9.4.204 of the
Emeryville Planning Regulations. The Planning Regulations allow developers to choose
between the bonus system under Section 9.4.204 or that allowed under the State Density Bonus
System, provided that the project requires no more than a 35 percent density bonus. Under the
Planning Regulations the project requires a 100 percent density bonus, and therefore must use
the bonus system under Section 9.4.204. The City encourages new housing development within
the City’s Priority Development Area (PDA) in keeping with regional greenhouse reduction
strategies. The proposed project is envisioned by the City as a potential infill redevelopment
site within the City’s PDA. The proposed project would also comply with the City’s
Stormwater Ordinance and include features that would help prevent stormwater intrusion.
Table V-2 on page 469 of the Draft EIR is revised as shown on the following page.
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Table V-2: Applicable General Plan Goals, Policies, and Programs
Goal, Policy, or
Program
Number
Goal, Policy, or Program Text
Housing Element Programs
Program
Continue to offer a density bonus for
H-2-1-1
developments that include affordable
units, and consider offering
additional regulatory incentives such
as free or reduced-cost preapplication meetings, study sessions,
and/or expedited application review
and permit processing.

Program
H-2-1-2

Project’s Relationship to Goal, Policy, or Program

The project applicant would seek a development bonus for
the proposed project in exchange for providing public
benefits. The public benefits offered include:
• Retention and Adaptive Reuse of Building 1-31
• Pursuit of LEED ND Certification (Silver)
• Transportation Demand Management:

Bicycle sharing:

Bike lockers:

Electronic transit information signs
• Electric vehicle charging stations (5 percent of
nonresidential parking)
• Family Friendly Housing (5 percent of units to be 3
bedroom units):
However, the proposed project would not include affordable
housing.
Continue to implement the Affordable The proposed project would notmay provide affordable
Housing Program (formerly known as housing on the project site.
the Affordable Housing Set-Aside
Ordinance) to require the inclusion of
below-market-rate units in residential
projects.
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Bay Area Air Quality Management District
Air Quality CEQA Thresholds of Significance
1.

INTRODUCTION

Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD or Air District) staff analyzed various options
for California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) air quality thresholds of significance for use
within BAAQMD‘s jurisdiction. The analysis and evaluation undertaken by Air District staff is
documented in the Revised Draft Options and Justification Report – California Environmental
Quality Act Thresholds of Significance (Draft Options Report) (BAAQMD October 2009).
Air District staff hosted public workshops in February, April, September and October 2009, and
April 2010 at several locations around the Bay Area. Air District staff also hosted additional
workshops in each of the nine Bay Area counties specifically designed for, and to solicit input
from, local agency staff. In addition, Air District staff met with regional stakeholder groups to
discuss and receive input on the threshold options being evaluated. Throughout the course of the
public workshops and stakeholder meetings Air District staff received many comments on the
various options under consideration. Based on comments received and additional staff analysis,
the threshold options and staff-recommended thresholds were further refined. The culmination of
this nearly year and a half-long effort was presented in the Proposed Thresholds of Significance
Report published on November 2, 2009 as the Air District staff‘s proposed air quality thresholds of
significance.
The Air District Board of Directors (Board) held public hearings on November 18 and December
2, 2009 and January 6, 2010, to receive comments on staff‘s Proposed Thresholds of
Significance (November 2, 2009; revised December 7, 2009). After public testimony and Board
deliberations, the Board requested staff to present additional options for risk and hazard
thresholds for Board consideration. This Report includes risks and hazards threshold options, as
requested by the Board, in addition to staff‘s previously recommended thresholds of significance.
The thresholds presented herein, adopted by the Air District Board of Directors, are intended to
replace all of the Air District‘s currently recommended thresholds. The air quality thresholds of
significance, and Board-requested risk and hazard threshold options, are provided in Table 1 at
the end of this introduction.

1.1.

BAAQMD/CEQA REGULATORY AUTHORITY

The BAAQMD has direct and indirect regulatory authority over sources of air pollution in the San
Francisco Bay Area Air Basin (SFBAAB). CEQA requires that public agencies consider the
potential adverse environmental impacts of any project that a public agency proposes to carry
out, fund or approve. CEQA requires that a lead agency prepare an Environmental Impact Report
(EIR) whenever it can be fairly argued (the ―fair argument‖ standard), based on substantial
3
4
evidence, that a project may have a significant effect on the environment, even if there is
3

―Substantial evidence‖ includes facts, reasonable assumptions predicated upon facts, or expert opinions supported by
facts, but does not include argument, speculation, unsubstantiated opinion or narrative, evidence that is clearly inaccurate
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substantial evidence to the contrary (CEQA Guidelines §15064). CEQA requires that the lead
agency review not only a project‘s direct effects on the environment, but also the cumulative
impacts of a project and other projects causing related impacts. When the incremental effect of a
project is cumulatively considerable, the lead agency must discuss the cumulative impacts in an
EIR. (CEQA Guidelines §15064).
The ―fair argument‖ standard refers to whether a fair argument can be made that a project may
have a significant effect on the environment (No Oil, Inc. v. City of Los Angeles (1974) 13 Cal.3d
68, 84). The fair argument standard is generally considered a low threshold requirement for
preparation of an EIR. The legal standards reflect a preference for requiring preparation of an EIR
and for ―resolving doubts in favor of environmental review.‖ Meija v. City of Los Angeles (2005)
130 Cal. App. 4th 322, 332. ―The determination of whether a project may have a significant effect
on the environment calls for careful judgment on the part of the public agency involved, based to
the extent possible on scientific and factual data.‖ (CEQA Guidelines §15064(b).
In determining whether a project may have a significant effect on the environment, CEQA
Guidelines Section 15064.7 provides that lead agencies may adopt and/or apply ―thresholds of
significance.‖ A threshold of significance is ―an identifiable quantitative, qualitative or performance
level of a particular environmental effect, non-compliance with which means the effect will
normally be determined to be significant by the agency and compliance with which means the
effect normally will be determined to be less than significant‖ (CEQA Guidelines §15064.7).
While thresholds of significance give rise to a presumption of insignificance, thresholds are not
conclusive, and do not excuse a public agency of the duty to consider evidence that a significant
effect may occur under the fair argument standard. Meija, 130 Cal. App. 4th at 342. ―A public
agency cannot apply a threshold of significance or regulatory standard ‗in a way that forecloses
the consideration of any other substantial evidence showing there may be a significant effect.‘‖ Id.
This means that if a public agency is presented with factual information or other substantial
evidence establishing a fair argument that a project may have a significant effect on the
environment, the agency must prepare an EIR to study those impacts even if the project‘s
impacts fall below the applicable threshold of significance.
Thresholds of significance must be supported by substantial evidence. This Report provides the
substantial evidence in support of the thresholds of significance developed by the BAAQMD. If
adopted by the BAAQMD Board of Directors, the Air District will recommend that lead agencies
within the nine counties of the BAAQMD‘s jurisdiction use the thresholds of significance in this
Report when considering the air quality impacts of projects under their consideration.
1.2.

JUSTIFICATION FOR UPDATING CEQA THRESHOLDS

Any analysis of environmental impacts under CEQA includes an assessment of the nature and
extent of each impact expected to result from the project to determine whether the impact will be
treated as significant or less than significant. CEQA gives lead agencies discretion whether to
classify a particular environmental impact as significant. Ultimately, formulation of a standard of
significance requires the lead agency to make a policy judgment about where the line should be
drawn distinguishing adverse impacts it considers significant from those that are not deemed
significant. This judgment must, however, be based on scientific information and other factual
data to the extent possible (CEQA Guidelines §15064(b)).

or erroneous, or evidence of social or economic impacts that do not contribute to, or are not caused by, physical impacts
on the environment. Cal. Pub. Res. C. §21080(c); see also CEQA Guidelines §15384.
4
A ―significant effect‖ on the environment is defined as a ―substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in the
environment.‖ Cal. Pub. Res. C. §21068; see also CEQA Guidelines §15382.
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In the sense that advances in science provide new or refined factual data, combined with
advances in technology and the gradual improvement or degradation of an environmental
resource, the point where an environmental effect is considered significant is fluid over time.
Other factors influencing this fluidity include new or revised regulations and standards, and
emerging, new areas of concern.
In the ten years since BAAQMD last reviewed its recommended CEQA thresholds of significance
for air quality, there have been tremendous changes that affect the quality and management of
the air resources in the Bay Area. Traditional criteria air pollutant ambient air quality standards, at
both the state and federal levels, have become increasingly more stringent. A new criteria air
pollutant standard for fine particulate matter less than 2.5 microns in diameter (PM2.5) has been
added to federal and state ambient air quality standards. We have found, through technical
advances in impact assessment, that toxic air contaminants are not only worse than previously
thought from a health perspective, but that certain communities experience high levels of toxic air
contaminants, giving rise to new regulations and programs to reduce the significantly elevated
levels of ambient toxic air contaminant concentrations in the Bay Area.
In response to the elevated levels of toxic air contaminants in some Bay Area communities, the
Air District created the Community Air Risk Evaluation (CARE) Program. Phase 1 of the
BAAQMD‘s CARE program compiled and analyzed a regional emissions inventory of toxic air
contaminants (TACs), including emissions from stationary sources, area sources, and on-road
and off-road mobile sources. Phase 2 of the CARE Program conducted regional computer
modeling of selected TAC species, species which collectively posed the greatest risk to Bay Area
residents. In both Phases 1 and 2, demographic data were combined with estimates of TAC
emissions or concentrations to identify communities that are disproportionally impacted from high
concentrations of TACs. Bay Area Public Health Officers, in discussions with Air District staff and
in comments to the Air District‘s Advisory Council (February 11, 2009, Advisory Council Meeting
on Air Quality and Public Health), have recommended that PM2.5, in addition to TACs, be
considered in assessments of community-scale impacts of air pollution.
Another significant issue that affects the quality of life for Bay Area residents is the growing
concern with global climate change. In just the past few years, estimates of the global
atmospheric temperature and greenhouse gas concentration limits needed to stabilize climate
change have been adjusted downward and the impacts of greenhouse gas emissions considered
more dire. Previous scientific assessments assumed that limiting global temperature rise to 2-3°C
above pre-industrial levels would stabilize greenhouse gas concentrations in the range of 450550 parts per million (ppm) of carbon dioxide-equivalent (CO2e). Now the science indicates that a
temperature rise of 2°C would not prevent dangerous interference with the climate system.
Recent scientific assessments suggest that global temperature rise should be kept below 2°C by
stabilizing greenhouse gas concentrations below 350 ppm CO 2e, a significant reduction from the
current level of 385 ppm CO2e.
For the reasons stated above, and to further the goals of other District programs such as
encouraging transit-oriented and infill development, BAAQMD has undertaken an effort to review
all of its currently-recommended CEQA thresholds, revise them as appropriate, and develop new
thresholds where appropriate. The overall goal of this effort is to develop CEQA significance
criteria that ensure new development implements appropriate and feasible emission reduction
measures to mitigate significant air quality impacts. The Air District‘s recommended CEQA
significance thresholds have been vetted through a public review process and will be presented
to the BAAQMD Board of Directors for adoption.
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Table 1 – Air Quality CEQA Thresholds of Significance
Pollutant

Construction-Related

Operational-Related

Project-Level
Criteria Air
Pollutants and
Precursors
(Regional)

Average Daily
Emissions
(lb/day)

Average Daily
Emissions
(lb/day)

Maximum Annual
Emissions
(tpy)

ROG

54

54

10

NOX

54

54

10

PM10

82
(exhaust only)

82

15

PM2.5

54
(exhaust only)

54

10

PM10/PM2.5 (fugitive
dust)

Best Management
Practices

None

Local CO

None

9.0 ppm (8-hour average), 20.0 ppm (1-hour
average)

None

Compliance with Qualified Greenhouse Gas
Reduction Strategy
OR
1,100 MT of CO2e/yr
OR
4.6 MT CO2e/SP/yr (residents + employees)

None

10,000 MT/yr

GHGs
Projects other than
Stationary Sources
GHGs
Stationary Sources

Risks and Hazards –
New Source (All
Areas)
(Individual Project)

Same as Operational
Thresholds*

Compliance with Qualified Community Risk
Reduction Plan
OR
Increased cancer risk of >10.0 in a million
Increased non-cancer risk of > 1.0 Hazard
Index (Chronic or Acute)
3
Ambient PM2.5 increase: > 0.3 µg/m annual
average

Staff Proposal
Zone of Influence:

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
CEQA Guidelines Updated May 2011

1,000-foot radius from
fence
line of source or receptor
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Table 1 – Air Quality CEQA Thresholds of Significance
Pollutant

Risks and Hazards –
New Receptor (All
Areas)
(Individual Project)

Construction-Related

Same as Operational
Thresholds*

Operational-Related
Compliance with Qualified Community Risk
Reduction Plan
OR
Increased cancer risk of >10.0 in a million
Increased non-cancer risk of > 1.0 Hazard
Index (Chronic or Acute)
3
Ambient PM2.5 increase: > 0.3 µg/m annual
average

Staff Proposal
Zone of Influence:
1,000-foot radius from
fence line of source or
receptor
Impacted Communities: Siting a New Source

Same as Operational
Thresholds*
Risks and Hazards
(Individual Project)

Zone of Influence: 1,000-foot radius from fence
line of source or receptor

Tiered Thresholds
Option

Impacted Communities: Siting a New
Receptor
All Other Areas: Siting a New Source or
Receptor

Risks and Hazards
(Individual Project)

Tiered Thresholds
Option (Continued)

Compliance with Qualified Community Risk
Reduction Plan
OR
Increased cancer risk of >5.0 in a million
Increased non-cancer risk of > 1.0 Hazard
Index (Chronic or Acute)
3
Ambient PM2.5 increase: > 0.2 µg/m annual
average

Same as Operational
Thresholds*

Compliance with Qualified Community Risk
Reduction Plan
OR
Increased cancer risk of >10.0 in a million
Increased non-cancer risk of > 1.0 Hazard
Index (Chronic or Acute)
3
Ambient PM2.5 increase: > 0.3 µg/m annual
average
Zone of Influence: 1,000-foot radius from fence
line of source or receptor
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Table 1 – Air Quality CEQA Thresholds of Significance
Pollutant

Risks and Hazards –
New Source (All
Areas) (Cumulative
Thresholds)

Construction-Related

Same as Operational
Thresholds*

Operational-Related
Compliance with Qualified Community Risk
Reduction Plan
OR
Cancer: > 100 in a million (from all local
sources)
Non-cancer: > 10.0 Hazard Index (from all local
sources) (Chronic)
3
PM2.5: > 0.8 µg/m annual average
(from all local sources)
Zone of Influence:

Risks and Hazards –
New Receptor (All
Areas)
(Cumulative
Thresholds)

Same as Operational
Thresholds*

1,000-foot radius from
fence line of source or
receptor

Compliance with Qualified Community Risk
Reduction Plan
OR
Cancer: > 100 in a million (from all local
sources)
Non-cancer: > 10.0 Hazard Index (from all local
sources) (Chronic)
3
PM2.5: > 0.8 µg/m annual average
(from all local sources)
Zone of Influence:
1,000-foot radius from
fence line of source or
receptor

Accidental Release
of Acutely Hazardous
Air Pollutants

None

Storage or use of acutely hazardous materials
locating near receptors or receptors locating
near stored or used acutely hazardous
materials considered significant

Odors

None

Complaint History—Five confirmed complaints
per year averaged over three years

None

1. Consistency with Current Air Quality Plan
control measures
2. Projected VMT or vehicle trip increase is
less than or equal to projected population
increase

Plan-Level
Criteria Air
Pollutants and
Precursors

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
CEQA Guidelines Updated May 2011
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Table 1 – Air Quality CEQA Thresholds of Significance
Pollutant

Construction-Related

Operational-Related

None

Compliance with Qualified Greenhouse Gas
Reduction Strategy
(or similar criteria included in a General Plan)
OR
6.6 MT CO2e/ SP/yr (residents + employees)

Risks and Hazards

None

1. Overlay zones around existing and
planned sources of TACs (including
adopted Risk Reduction Plan areas)
2. Overlay zones of at least 500 feet (or Air
District-approved modeled distance) from
all freeways and high volume roadways

Odors

None

Identify the location of existing and planned
sources of odors

Accidental Release
of Acutely Hazardous
Air Pollutants

None

GHGs

None

Regional Plans (Transportation and Air Quality Plans)
GHGs, Criteria Air
Pollutants
and Precursors, and
Toxic Air
Contaminants

None

No net increase in emissions

Notes: CO = carbon monoxide; CO2e = carbon dioxide equivalent; GHGs = greenhouse gases; lb/day = pounds per day;
MT = metric tons; NOX = oxides of nitrogen; PM2.5= fine particulate matter with an aerodynamic resistance diameter of 2.5
micrometers or less; PM10 = respirable particulate matter with an aerodynamic resistance diameter of 10 micrometers or
less; ppm = parts per million; ROG = reactive organic gases; SO2 = sulfur dioxide; SP = service population; TACs = toxic
air contaminants; TBP = toxic best practices; tons/day = tons per day; tpy = tons per year; yr= year.
* Note: The Air District recommends that for construction projects that are less than one year duration, Lead Agencies
should annualize impacts over the scope of actual days that peak impacts are to occur, rather than the full year.

2.

GREENHOUSE GAS THRESHOLDS

BAAQMD does not currently have an adopted threshold of significance for GHG emissions.
BAAQMD currently recommends that lead agencies quantify GHG emissions resulting from new
development and apply all feasible mitigation measures to lessen the potentially significant
adverse impacts. One of the primary objectives in updating the current CEQA Guidelines is to
identify a GHG significance threshold, analytical methodologies, and mitigation measures to
ensure new land use development meets its fair share of the emission reductions needed to
address the cumulative environmental impact from GHG emissions. GHG emissions contribute,
on a cumulative basis, to the significant adverse environmental impacts of global climate change.
As reviewed herein, climate change impacts include an increase in extreme heat days, higher
ambient concentrations of air pollutants, sea level rise, impacts to water supply and water quality,
public health impacts, impacts to ecosystems, impacts to agriculture, and other environmental
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impacts. No single land use project could generate enough GHG emissions to noticeably change
the global average temperature. The combination of GHG emissions from past, present, and
future projects contribute substantially to the phenomenon of global climate change and its
associated environmental impacts.
2.1.

THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE
Project Type

Thresholds

Projects other than
Stationary Sources

Compliance with Qualified Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy
OR
1,100 MT of CO2e/yr
OR
4.6 MT CO2e/SP/yr (residents + employees)

Stationary Sources

10,000 MT of CO2e/yr

Plans

Compliance with Qualified Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy
(or similar criteria included in a General Plan)
OR
6.6 MT CO2e/SP/yr (residents + employees)

Regional Plans
(Transportation and Air
Quality Plans)

No net increase in GHG emissions

2.2.

JUSTIFICATION AND SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE SUPPORTING THRESHOLDS

BAAQMD‘s approach to developing a threshold of significance for GHG emissions is to identify
the emissions level for which a project would not be expected to substantially conflict with existing
California legislation adopted to reduce statewide GHG emissions. If a project would generate
GHG emissions above the threshold level, it would be considered to contribute substantially to a
cumulative impact, and would be considered significant. If mitigation can be applied to lessen the
emissions such that the project meets its share of emission reductions needed to address the
cumulative impact, the project would normally be considered less than significant.
As explained in the District‘s Revised Draft Options and Justifications Report (BAAQMD 2009),
there are several types of thresholds that may be supported by substantial evidence and be
consistent with existing California legislation and policy to reduce statewide GHG emissions. In
determining which thresholds to recommend, Staff studied numerous options, relying on
reasonable, environmentally conservative assumptions on growth in the land use sector,
predicted emissions reductions from statewide regulatory measures and resulting emissions
inventories, and the efficacies of GHG mitigation measures. The thresholds recommended herein
were chosen based on the substantial evidence that such thresholds represent quantitative
and/or qualitative levels of GHG emissions, compliance with which means that the environmental
impact of the GHG emissions will normally not be cumulatively considerable under CEQA.
Compliance with such thresholds will be part of the solution to the cumulative GHG emissions
problem, rather than hinder the state‘s ability to meet its goals of reduced statewide GHG
emissions. Staff notes that it does not believe there is only one threshold for GHG emissions that
can be supported by substantial evidence.

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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GHG CEQA significance thresholds recommended herein are intended to serve as interim levels
during the implementation of the AB 32 Scoping Plan and SB 375, which will occur over time.
Until AB 32 has been fully implemented in terms of adopted regulations, incentives, and programs
and until SB 375 required plans have been fully adopted, or the California Air Resources Board
(ARB) adopts a recommended threshold, the BAAQMD recommends that local agencies in the
Bay Area apply the GHG thresholds recommended herein.
If left unchecked, GHG emissions from new land use development in California will result in a
cumulatively considerable amount of GHG emissions and a substantial conflict with the State‘s
ability to meet the goals within AB 32. Thus, BAAQMD proposes to adopt interim GHG thresholds
for CEQA analysis, which can be used by lead agencies within the Bay Area. This would help
lead agencies navigate this dynamic regulatory and technological environment where the field of
analysis has remained wide open and inconsistent. BAAQMD‘s framework for developing a GHG
threshold for land development projects that is based on policy and substantial evidence follows.

2.2.1.

Scientific and Regulatory Justification

Climate Science Overview
Prominent GHGs contributing to the greenhouse effect are carbon dioxide (CO 2), methane (CH4),
nitrous oxide (N2O), hydrofluorocarbons, chlorofluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride. Humancaused emissions of these GHGs in excess of natural ambient concentrations are responsible for
intensifying the greenhouse effect and have led to a trend of unnatural warming of the earth‘s
climate, known as global climate change or global warming. It is extremely unlikely that global
climate change of the past 50 years can be explained without the contribution from human
activities (IPCC 2007a).
According to Article 2 of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC), ―Avoiding Dangerous Climate Change‖ means: "stabilization of greenhouse gas
concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic
interference with the climate system.” Dangerous climate change defined in the UNFCCC is
based on several key indicators including the potential for severe degradation of coral reef
systems, disintegration of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, and shut down of the large-scale, salinityand thermally-driven circulation of the oceans. (UNFCCC 2009). The global atmospheric
concentration of carbon dioxide has increased from a pre-industrial value of about 280 ppm to
379 ppm in 2005 (IPCC 2007a). ―Avoiding dangerous climate change‖ is generally understood to
be achieved by stabilizing global average temperatures between 2 and 2.4°C above pre-industrial
levels. In order to limit temperature increases to this level, ambient global CO 2 concentrations
must stabilize between 350 and 400 ppm (IPCC 2007b).
Executive Order S-3-05
Executive Order S-3-05, which was signed by Governor Schwarzenegger in 2005, proclaims that
California is vulnerable to the impacts of climate change. It declares that increased temperatures
could reduce the Sierra‘s snowpack, further exacerbate California‘s air quality problems, and
potentially cause a rise in sea levels. To combat those concerns, the Executive Order established
total GHG emission targets. Specifically, emissions are to be reduced to the 2000 level by 2010,
the 1990 level by 2020, and to 80 percent below the 1990 level by 2050.
Assembly Bill 32, the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006
In September 2006, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger signed Assembly Bill 32, the California
Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006, which set the 2020 greenhouse gas emissions reduction
goal into law. AB 32 finds and declares that ―Global warming poses a serious threat to the
economic well-being, public health, natural resources, and the environment of California.‖ AB 32
requires that statewide GHG emissions be reduced to 1990 levels by 2020, and establishes
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regulatory, reporting, voluntary, and market mechanisms to achieve quantifiable reductions in
GHG emissions to meet the statewide goal.
In December of 2008, ARB adopted its Climate Change Scoping Plan (Scoping Plan), which is
the State‘s plan to achieve GHG reductions in California, as required by AB 32 (ARB 2008). The
Scoping Plan contains strategies California will implement to achieve a reduction of 169 MMT
CO2e emissions, or approximately 28 percent from the state‘s projected 2020 emission level of
596 MMT of CO2e under a business-as-usual scenario (this is a reduction of 42 MMT of CO 2e, or
almost 10 percent, from 2002-2004 average emissions), so that the state can return to 1990
emission levels, as required by AB 32.
While the Scoping Plan establishes the policy intent to control numerous GHG sources through
regulatory, incentive, and market means, given the early phase of implementation and the level of
control that local CEQA lead agencies have over numerous GHG sources, CEQA is an important
and supporting tool in achieving GHG reductions overall in compliance with AB 32. In this spirit,
BAAQMD is considering the adoption of thresholds of significance for GHG emissions for
stationary source and land use development projects.
Senate Bill 375
Senate Bill (SB) 375, signed in September 2008, aligns regional transportation planning efforts,
regional GHG reduction targets, and land use and housing allocation. SB 375 requires
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) to adopt a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS)
or Alternative Planning Strategy (APS), which will prescribe land use allocation in that MPO‘s
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). ARB, in consultation with MPOs, will provide each affected
region with reduction targets for GHGs emitted by passenger cars and light trucks in the region
for the years 2020 and 2035. These reduction targets will be updated every eight years, but can
be updated every four years if advancements in emission technologies affect the reduction
strategies to achieve the targets. ARB is also charged with reviewing each MPO‘s SCS or APS
for consistency with its assigned targets. If MPOs do not meet the GHG reduction targets,
transportation projects would not be eligible for State funding programmed after January 1, 2012.
New provisions of CEQA incentivize qualified projects that are consistent with an approved SCS
or APS, categorized as ―transit priority projects.‖
The revised District CEQA Guidelines includes methodology consistent with the recently updated
State CEQA Guidelines, which provides that certain residential and mixed use projects, and
transit priority projects consistent with an applicable SCS or APS need not analyze GHG impacts
from cars and light duty trucks (CEQA Guidelines §15183.5(c)).

2.2.2.

Project-Level GHG Thresholds

Staff recommends setting GHG significance thresholds based on AB 32 GHG emission reduction
goals while taking into consideration emission reduction strategies outlined in ARB‘s Scoping
Plan. Staff proposes two quantitative thresholds for land use projects: a bright line threshold
based on a ―gap‖ analysis and an efficiency threshold based on emission levels required to be
met in order to achieve AB 32 goals.
Staff also proposes one qualitative threshold for land use projects: if a project complies with a
Qualified Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy (as defined in Section 2.3.4 below) that addresses
the project it would be considered less than significant. As explained in detail in Section 2.3.4
below, compliance with a Qualified Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy (or similar adopted
policies, ordinances and programs), would provide the evidentiary basis for making CEQA
findings that development consistent with the plan would result in feasible, measureable, and
verifiable GHG reductions consistent with broad state goals such that projects approved under
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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qualified Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategies or equivalent demonstrations would achieve their
fair share of GHG emission reductions.
Land Use Projects “Gap-Based” Threshold
Staff took eight steps in developing this threshold approach, which are summarized here and
detailed in the sections that follow. It should be noted that the ―gap-based approach‖ used for
threshold development is a conservative approach that focuses on a limited set of state mandates
that appear to have the greatest potential to reduce land use development-related GHG
emissions at the time of this writing. It is also important to note that over time, as the
effectiveness of the State‘s implementation of AB 32 (and SB 375) progresses, BAAQMD will
need to reconsider the extent of GHG reductions needed over and above those from the
implementation thereof for the discretionary approval of land use development projects. Although
there is an inherent amount of uncertainty in the estimated capture rates (i.e., frequency at which
project-generated emissions would exceed a threshold and would be subject to mitigation under
CEQA) and the aggregate emission reductions used in the gap analysis, they are based on
BAAQMD‘s expertise, the best available data, and use conservative assumptions for the amount
of emission reductions from legislation in derivation of the gap (e.g., only adopted legislation was
relied upon). This approach is intended to attribute an appropriate share of GHG emission
reductions necessary to reach AB 32 goals to new land use development projects in BAAQMD‘s
jurisdiction that are evaluated pursuant to CEQA.
Step 1

Estimate from ARB‘s statewide GHG emissions inventory the growth in emissions
between 1990 and 2020 attributable to ―land use-driven‖ sectors of the emission
inventory as defined by OPR‘s guidance document (CEQA and Climate Change). Land
use-driven emission sectors include Transportation (On-Road Passenger Vehicles; OnRoad Heavy Duty), Electric Power (Electricity; Cogeneration), Commercial and
Residential (Residential Fuel Use; Commercial Fuel Use) and Recycling and Waste
(Domestic Waste Water Treatment).
Result:1990 GHG emissions were 295.53 MMT CO2e/yr and projected 2020 businessas-usual GHG emissions would be 400.22 MMT CO2e/yr; thus a 26.2 percent reduction
from statewide land use-driven GHG emissions would be necessary to meet the AB 32
goal of returning to 1990 emission levels by 2020. (See Table 2)

Step 2

Estimate the anticipated GHG emission reductions affecting the same land use-driven
emissions inventory sectors associated with adopted statewide regulations identified in
the AB 32 Scoping Plan.
Result: Estimated a 23.9 percent reduction can be expected in the land use-driven
GHG emissions inventory from adopted Scoping Plan regulations, including AB 1493
(Pavley), LCFS, Heavy/Medium Duty Efficiency, Passenger Vehicle Efficiency, EnergyEfficiency Measures, Renewable Portfolio Standard, and Solar Roofs. (See Table 3)

Step 3

Determine any short fall or ―gap‖ between the 2020 statewide emission inventory
estimates and the anticipated emission reductions from adopted Scoping Plan
regulations. This ―gap‖ represents additional GHG emission reductions needed
statewide from the land use-driven emissions inventory sectors, which represents new
land use development‘s share of the emission reductions needed to meet statewide
GHG emission reduction goals.
Result: With the 23.9 percent reductions from AB 32 Scoping Measures, there is a
―gap‖ of 2.3 percent in necessary additional GHG emissions reductions to meet AB 32
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goals of a 26.2 percent reduction from statewide land use-driven GHG emissions to
return to 1990 levels in 2020. (See Table 2)
Step 4

Determine the percent reduction this ―gap‖ represents in the ―land use-driven‖
emissions inventory sectors from BAAQMD‘s 2020 GHG emissions inventory. Identify
the mass of emission reductions needed in the SFBAAB from land use-driven
emissions inventory sectors.
Result: Estimated that a 2.3 percent reduction in BAAQMD‘s projected 2020 emissions
projections requires emissions reductions of 1.6 MMT CO 2e/yr from the land use-driven
sectors. (See Table 4)

Step 5

Assess BAAQMD‘s historical CEQA database (2001-2008) to determine the frequency
distribution trend of project sizes and types that have been subject to CEQA over the
past several years.
Result: Determined historical patterns of residential, commercial and industrial
development by ranges of average sizes of each development type. Results were used
in Step 6 below to distribute anticipated Bay Area growth among different future project
types and sizes.

Step 6

Forecast new land use development for the Bay Area using DOF/EDD population and
employment projections and distribute the anticipated growth into appropriate land use
types and sizes needed to accommodate the anticipated growth (based on the trend
analysis in Step 5 above). Translate the land use development projections into land use
categories consistent with those contained in the Urban Emissions Model (URBEMIS).
Result: Based on population and employment projections and the trend analysis from
Step 5 above, forecasted approximately 4,000 new development projects, averaging
about 400 projects per year through 2020 in the Bay Area.

Step 7

Estimate the amount of GHG emissions from each land use development project type
and size using URBEMIS and post-model manual calculation methods (for emissions
not included in URBEMIS). Determine the amount of GHG emissions that can
reasonably and feasibly be reduced through currently available mitigation measures
(―mitigation effectiveness‖) for future land use development projects subject to CEQA
(based on land use development projections and frequency distribution from Step 6
above).
Result: Based on the information available and on sample URBEMIS calculations,
found that mitigation effectiveness of between 25 and 30 percent is feasible.

Step 8

Conduct a sensitivity analysis of the numeric GHG mass emissions threshold needed
to achieve the desired emissions reduction (i.e., ―gap‖) determined in Step 4. This mass
emission GHG threshold is that which would be needed to achieve the emission
reductions necessary by 2020 to meet the Bay Area‘s share of the statewide ―gap‖
needed from the land use-driven emissions inventory sectors.
Result: The results of the sensitivity analysis conducted in Step 8 found that reductions
between about 125,000 MT/yr (an aggregate of 1.3 MMT in 2020) and over 200,000
MT/yr (an aggregate of over 2.0 MMT in 2020) were achievable and feasible. A mass
emissions threshold of 1,100 MT of CO2e/yr would result in approximately 59 percent of
all projects being above the significance threshold (e.g., this is approximately the
operational GHG emissions that would be associated with a 60 residential unit
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subdivision) and must implement feasible mitigation measures to meet CEQA
requirements. With an estimated 26 percent mitigation effectiveness, the 1,100 MT
threshold would achieve 1.6 MMT CO2e/yr in GHG emissions reductions.
Detailed Basis and Analysis
Derivation of Greenhouse Gas Reduction Goal
To meet the target emissions limit established in AB 32 (equivalent to levels in 1990), total GHG
emissions would need to be reduced by approximately 28 percent from projected 2020 forecasts
(ARB 2009a). The AB 32 Scoping Plan is ARB‘s plan for meeting this mandate (ARB 2008).
While the Scoping Plan does not specifically identify GHG emission reductions from the CEQA
process for meeting AB 32 derived emission limits, the scoping plan acknowledges that ―other
strategies to mitigate climate change . . . should also be explored.‖ The Scoping Plan also
acknowledges that ―Some of the measures in the plan may deliver more emission reductions than
we expect; others less . . . and new ideas and strategies will emerge.‖ In addition, climate change
is considered a significant environmental issue and warrants consideration under CEQA. SB 97
represents the State Legislature‘s confirmation of this fact, and it directed the Governor‘s Office of
Planning and Research (OPR) to develop CEQA Guidelines for evaluation of GHG emissions
impacts and recommend mitigation strategies. In response, OPR released the Technical
Advisory: CEQA and Climate Change (OPR 2008), and proposed revisions to the State CEQA
guidelines (April 14, 2009) for consideration of GHG emissions. The California Natural Resources
Agency adopted the proposed State CEQA Guidelines revisions on December 30, 2009 and the
revisions were effective beginning March 18, 2010. It is known that new land use development
must also do its fair share toward achieving AB 32 goals (or, at a minimum, should not hinder the
State‘s progress toward the mandated emission reductions).
Foreseeable Scoping Plan Measures Emission Reductions and Remaining “Gap”
Step 1 of the Gap Analysis entailed estimating from ARB‘s statewide GHG inventory the growth in
emissions between 1990 and 2020 attributable to land use driven sectors of the emissions
inventory. As stated above, to meet the requirements set forth in AB 32 (i.e., achieve California‘s
1990-equivalent GHG emissions levels by 2020) California would need to achieve an
approximate 28 percent reduction in emissions across all sectors of the GHG emissions inventory
compared with 2020 projections. However, to meet the AB 32 reduction goals in the emissions
sectors that are related to land use development (e.g., on-road passenger and heavy-duty motor
vehicles, commercial and residential area sources [i.e., natural gas], electricity
generation/consumption, wastewater treatment, and water distribution/consumption), staff
determined that California would need to achieve an approximate 26 percent reduction in GHG
emissions from these land use-driven sectors (ARB 2009a) by 2020 to return to 1990 land use
emission levels.
Next, in Step 2 of the Gap Analysis, Staff determined the GHG emission reductions within the
land use-driven sectors that are anticipated to occur from implementation of the Scoping Plan
measures statewide, which are summarized in Table 2 and described below. Since the GHG
emission reductions anticipated with the Scoping Plan were not accounted for in ARB‘s or
BAAQMD‘s 2020 GHG emissions inventory forecasts (i.e., business as usual), an adjustment was
made to include (i.e., give credit for) GHG emission reductions associated with key Scoping Plans
measures, such as the Renewable Portfolio Standard, improvements in energy efficiency through
periodic updates to Title 24, AB 1493 (Pavley) (which recently received a federal waiver to allow it
to be enacted in law), the Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS), and other measures. With
reductions from these State regulations (Scoping Plan measures) taken into consideration and
accounting for an estimated 23.9 percent reduction in GHG emissions, in Step 3 of the Gap
Analysis Staff determined that the Bay Area would still need to achieve an additional 2.3 percent
reduction from projected 2020 GHG emissions to meet the 1990 GHG emissions goal from the
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land-use driven sectors. This necessary 2.3 percent reduction in projected GHG emissions from
the land use sector is the ―gap‖ the Bay Area needs to fill to do its share to meet the AB 32 goals.
Refer to the following explanation and Tables 2 through 4 for data used in this analysis.
Because the transportation sector is the largest emissions sector of the state‘s GHG emissions
inventory, it is aggressively targeted in early actions and other priority actions in the Scoping Plan
including measures concerning gas mileage (Pavley), fuel carbon intensity (LCFS) and vehicle
efficiency measures.
Table 2 – California 1990, 2002-2004, and 2020 Land Use Sector GHG
(MMT CO2e/yr)

1

1990
Emissions

2002-2004
Average

2020 BAU
Emissions
Projections

% of 2020
Total

Transportation

137.98

168.66

209.06

52%

On-Road Passenger Vehicles

108.95

133.95

160.78

40%

On-Road Heavy Duty
Electric Power

29.03
110.63

34.69
110.04

48.28
140.24

12%
35%

Electricity
2
Cogeneration
Commercial and Residential

95.39
15.24
44.09

88.97
21.07
40.96

107.40
32.84
46.79

27%
8%
12%

Residential Fuel Use

29.66

28.52

32.10

8%

Commercial Fuel Use
1
Recycling and Waste

14.43
2.83

12.45
3.39

14.63
4.19

4%
1%

Domestic Wastewater
Treatment
TOTAL GROSS EMISSIONS

2.83
295.53

3.39
323.05

4.19
400.22

1%

Sector

% Reduction Goal from Statewide land use driven sectors
(from 2020 levels to reach 1990 levels in these emission
inventory sectors)
% Reduction from AB32 Scoping Plan measures applied to
land use sectors (see Table 3)
% Reduction needed statewide beyond Scoping Plan
measures (Gap)

26.2%
-23.9%
2.3%

Notes: MMT CO2e /yr = million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions per year.
1
Landfills not included. See text.
2
Cogeneration included due to many different applications for electricity, in some cases provides substantial power for
grid use, and because electricity use served by cogeneration is often amenable to efficiency requirements of local land
use authorities.
Sources: Data compiled by EDAW and ICF Jones & Stokes from ARB data.

Pavley Regulations. The AB 32 Scoping Plan assigns an approximate 20 percent reduction in
emissions from passenger vehicles associated with the implementation of AB 1493. The AB 32
Scoping Plan also notes that ―AB 32 specifically states that if the Pavley regulations do not
remain in effect, ARB shall implement alternative regulations to control mobile sources to achieve
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equivalent or greater reductions of greenhouse gas emissions (HSC §38590).‖ Thus, it is
reasonable to assume full implementation of AB 1493 standards, or equivalent programs that
would be implemented by ARB. Furthermore, on April 1, 2010, U.S. EPA and the Department of
Transportation‘s National Highway Safety Administration (NHTSA) announced a joint final rule
establishing a national program that will dramatically reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
improve fuel economy for new cars and trucks sold in the United States after 2011. Under this
national program, automobile manufacturers will be able to build a single light-duty national fleet
that satisfies all requirements under both the national program and the standards of California
and other states. Nonetheless, BAAQMD may need to revisit this methodology as the federal
standards come on line to ensure that vehicle standards are as aggressive as contemplated in
development of this threshold.
Table 3 – 2020 Land Use Sector GHG Emission Reductions from State Regulations and
AB 32 Measures
Affected
Emission
s Source

Mobile

California
Legislation

AB 1493 (Pavley)

19.7%

LCFS

7.2%

LCFS

7.2%

Heavy/Medium
Duty Efficiency
Passenger
Vehicle
Efficiency
Area

Indirect

% Reduction
from 2020
GHG
inventory

Energy-Efficiency
Measures
Renewable
Portfolio
Standard
Energy-Efficiency
Measures

2.9%

End Use Sector (% of Bay
Area LU Inventory)

(credit)
On road passenger/light truck
transportation (45%)
On road passenger/light truck
transportation (45%)
On road Heavy/Medium Duty
Transportation (5%)
On road Heavy/Medium Duty
Transportation (5%)

8.9%
3.2%
0.4%
0.2%

2.8%

On road passenger/light truck
transportation (45%)

9.5%

Natural gas (Residential, 10%)
Natural gas (Non-residential,
13%)

21.0%

Electricity (excluding cogen)
(17%)

3.5%

15.7%

Electricity (26%)

4.0%

Electricity (excluding cogen)
(17%)
Total credits given to land use-driven emission inventory sectors from Scoping
Plan measures
Solar Roofs

Scaled %
Emissions
Reduction

1.5%

1.3%
1.0%
1.2%

0.2%
23.9%

Notes: AB = Assembly Bill; LCFS = Low Carbon Fuel Standard; SB = Senate Bill; RPS = Renewable Portfolio Standard
Sources: Data compiled by ICF Jones & Stokes.

LCFS. According to the adopted LCFS rule (CARB, April 2009), the LCFS is expected to result in
approximately 10 percent reduction in the carbon intensity of transportation fuels. However, a
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portion of the emission reductions required from the LCFS would be achieved over the life cycle
of transportation fuel production rather than from mobile-source emission factors. Based on
CARB‘s estimate of nearly 16 MMT reductions in on-road emissions from implementation of the
LCFS and comparison to the statewide on-road emissions sector, the LCFS is assumed to result
in a 7.2 percent reduction compared to 2020 BAU conditions (CARB 2009e).

Table 4 – SFBAAB 1990, 2007, and 2020 Land Use Sector GHG Emissions Inventories and
Projections (MMT CO2e/yr)
Sector
Transportation
On-Road Passenger Vehicles
On-Road Heavy Duty
Electric Power
Electricity
Cogeneration
Commercial and Residential
Residential Fuel Use
Commercial Fuel Use
1
Recycling and Waste
Domestic Waste Water
Treatment
TOTAL GROSS EMISSIONS

1990
Emissions

2007
Emissions

2020
Emissions
Projections

26.1
23.0
3.1
25.1
16.5
8.6
8.9
5.8
3.1
0.2

30.8
27.5
3.3
15.2
9.9
5.3
15.0
7.0
8.0
0.4

35.7
32.0
3.7
18.2
11.8
6.4
16.8
7.5
9.3
0.4

0.2

0.4

0.4

60.3

61.4

71.1

SFBAAB‘s ―Fair Share‖ % Reduction (from 2020 levels to reach
1990 levels) with AB-32 Reductions (from Table 3)
SFBAAB‘s Equivalent Mass Emissions Land Use Reduction
Target at 2020 (MMT CO2e/yr)

% of 2020
2
Total
50%

26%

24%

1%

2.3%
1.6

Notes: MMT CO2e /yr = million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions per year; SFBAAB = San Francisco
Bay Area Air Basin.
1
Landfills not included.
2
Percentages do not sum exactly to 100% in table due to rounding.
Sources: Data compiled by EDAW 2009, ICF Jones & Stokes 2009, BAAQMD 2008.

Renewable Portfolio Standard, Energy Efficiency and Solar Roofs. Energy efficiency and
renewable energy measures from the Scoping Plan were also included in the gap analysis. The
Renewable Portfolio Standard (rules) will require the renewable energy portion of the retail
electricity portfolio to be 33 percent in 2020. For PG&E, the dominant electricity provider in the
Basin, approximately 12 percent of their current portfolio qualifies under the RPS rules and thus
the gain by 2020 would be approximately 21 percent. The Scoping Plan also estimates that
energy efficiency gains with periodic improvement in building and appliance energy standards
and incentives will reach 10 to 15 percent for natural gas and electricity respectively. The final
state measure included in this gap analysis is the solar roof initiative, which is estimated to result
in reduction of the overall electricity inventory of 1.5 percent.
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Landfill emissions are excluded from this analysis. While land use development does generate
waste related to both construction and operations, the California Integrated Waste Management
Board (CIWMB) has mandatory diversion requirements that will, in all probability, increase over
time to promote waste reductions, reuse, and recycle. The Bay Area has relatively high levels of
waste diversion and extensive recycling efforts. Further, ARB has established and proposes to
increase methane capture requirements for all major landfills. Thus, at this time, landfill emissions
associated with land use development waste generation is not included in the land use sector
inventory used to develop this threshold approach.
Industrial stationary sources thresholds were developed separately from the land use threshold
development using a market capture approach as described below. However, mobile source and
area source emissions, as well as indirect electricity emissions that derive from industrial use are
included in the land use inventory above as these particular activities fall within the influence of
local land use authorities in terms of the affect on trip generation and energy efficiency.
AB 32 mandates reduction to 1990-equivalent GHG levels by 2020, with foreseeable emission
reductions from State regulations and key Scoping Plan measures taken into account, were
applied to the land use-driven emission sectors within the SFBAAB (i.e., those that are included
in the quantification of emissions from a land use project pursuant to a CEQA analysis [on-road
passenger vehicles, commercial and residential natural gas, commercial and residential electricity
consumption, and domestic waste water treatment], as directed by OPR in the Technical
Advisory: Climate Change and CEQA [OPR 2008]). This translates to a 2.3 percent gap in
necessary GHG emission reductions by 2020 from these sectors.
Land Use Projects Bright Line Threshold
In Steps 4 and 5 of the gap analysis, Staff determined that applying a 2.3 percent reduction to
these land use emissions sectors in the SFBAAB‘s GHG emissions inventory would result in an
equivalent fair share of 1.6 million metric tons per year (MMT/yr) reductions in GHG emissions
from new land use development. As additional regulations and legislation aimed at reducing GHG
emissions from land use-related sectors become available in the future, the 1.6 MMT GHG
emissions reduction goal may be revisited and recalculated by BAAQMD.
In order to derive the 1.6 MMT ―gap,‖ a projected development inventory for the next ten years in
the SFBAAB was calculated (see Table 4 and Revised Draft Options and Justifications Report
(BAAQMD 2009)). CO2e emissions were modeled for projected development in the SFBAAB and
compiled to estimate the associated GHG emissions inventory. The GHG (i.e., CO 2e) CEQA
threshold level was adjusted for projected land use development that would occur within
BAAQMD‘s jurisdiction over the period from 2010 through 2020.
Projects with emissions greater than the threshold would be required to mitigate to the threshold
level or reduce project emissions by a percentage (mitigation effectiveness) deemed feasible by
the lead agency under CEQA compared to a base year condition. The base year condition is
defined by an equivalent size and character of project with annual emissions using the defaults in
URBEMIS and the California Climate Action Registry‘s General Reporting Protocol for 2008. By
this method, land use project mitigation subject to CEQA would help close the ―gap‖ remaining
after application of the key regulations and measures noted above supporting overall AB 32
goals.
This threshold takes into account Steps 1-8 of the gap analysis described above to arrive at a
numerical mass emissions threshold. Various mass emissions significance threshold levels (i.e.,
bright lines) could be chosen based on the mitigation effectiveness and performance anticipated
to be achieved per project to meet the aggregate emission reductions of 1.6 MMT needed in the
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SFBAAB by 2020(see Table 5 and Revised Draft Options and Justifications Report (BAAQMD
2009)). Staff recommends a 1,100 MT CO2e per year threshold. Choosing a 1,100 MT mass
emissions significance threshold level (equivalent to approximately 60 single-family units), would
result in about 59 percent of all projects being above the significance threshold and having to
implement feasible mitigation measures to meet their CEQA obligations. These projects account
for approximately 92 percent of all GHG emissions anticipated to occur between now and 2020
from new land use development in the SFBAAB.
Project applicants and lead agencies could use readily available computer models to estimate a
project‘s GHG emissions, based on project specific attributes, to determine if they are above or
below the bright line numeric threshold. With this threshold, projects that are above the threshold
level, after consideration of emission-reducing characteristics of the project as proposed, would
have to reduce their emissions to below the threshold to be considered less than significant.

Table 5 – Operational GHG Threshold Sensitivity Analysis
Mitigation Effectiveness Assumptions

Option
Performance
Standards Applied to
All Projects with
Emissions <
Threshold Level

Mitigation
Effectiveness
Applied to
Emissions >
Threshold Level

Mass Emission
Threshold
Level (MT
CO2e/yr)

% of Projects
Captured
(>threshold)

% of
Emissions
Captured
(> threshold)

Emissions
Reduction
per year
(MT/yr)

Aggregate
Emissions
Reduction
(MMT) at
2020

Threshold
Project Size
Equivalent
(single family
dwelling units)

1A

N/A

30%

975

60%

93%

201,664

2.0

53

1A

N/A

25%

110

96%

100%

200,108

2.0

66

1A

N/A

30%

1,225

21%

67%

159,276

1.6

67

1A

N/A

26%

1,100

59%

92%

159,877

1.6

60

1A

N/A

30%

2,000

14%

61%

143,418

1.4

109

1A

N/A

25%

1,200

58%

92%

136,907

1.4

66

1A

N/A

30%

3,000

10%

56%

127,427

1.3

164

1A

N/A

25%

1,500

20%

67%

127,303

1.3

82

1B

26%

N/A

N/A

100%

100%

208,594

2.1

N/A1

1C

5%

30%

1,900

15%

62%

160,073

1.6

104

1C

10%

25%

1,250

21%

67%

159,555

1.6

68

1C

5%

30%

3,000

10%

56%

145,261

1.5

164

1C

10%

25%

2,000

4%

61%

151,410

1.5

109

1C

10%

30%

10,000

2%

33%

125,271

1.3

547

MMT = million metric tons per year; MT CO2e/yr = metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions per year; MT/yr =
metric tons per year; N/A = not applicable.
1
Any project subject to CEQA would trigger this threshold.
Source: Data modeled by ICF Jones& Stokes
Source: Data modeled by ICF Jones & Stokes.
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Establishing a “bright line” to determine the significance of a project’s GHG emissions
impact provides a level of certainty to lead agencies in determining if a project needs to
reduce its GHG emissions through mitigation measures and when an EIR is required.
Land Use Projects Efficiency-Based Threshold
GHG efficiency metrics can also be utilized as thresholds to assess the GHG efficiency of a project
on a per capita basis (residential only projects) or on a ―service population‖ basis (the sum of the
number of jobs and the number of residents provided by a project) such that the project will allow for
consistency with the goals of AB 32 (i.e., 1990 GHG emissions levels by 2020). GHG efficiency
thresholds can be determined by dividing the GHG emissions inventory goal (allowable emissions),
by the estimated 2020 population and employment. This method allows highly efficient projects with
higher mass emissions to meet the overall reduction goals of AB 32. Staff believes it is more
appropriate to base the land use efficiency threshold on the service population metric for the land
use-driven emission inventory. This approach is appropriate because the threshold can be applied
evenly to all project types (residential or commercial/retail only and mixed use) and uses only the
land use emissions inventory that is comprised of all land use projects. Staff will provide the
methodology to calculate a project‘s GHG emissions in the revised CEQA Guidelines, such as
allowing infill projects up to a 50 percent or more reduction in daily vehicle trips if the reduction can
be supported by close proximity to transit and support services, or a traffic study prepared for the
project.
Table 6 – California 2020 GHG Emissions, Population Projections and GHG
Efficiency Thresholds - Land Use Inventory Sectors
Land Use Sectors Greenhouse Gas Emissions Target

295,530,000

Population

44,135,923

Employment

20,194,661

California Service Population (Population + Employment)
1

AB 32 Goal GHG emissions (metric tons CO2e)/SP

64,330,584
4.6

Notes: AB = Assembly Bill; CO2e = carbon dioxide equivalent; GHG = greenhouse gas; SP = service population.
1
Greenhouse gas efficiency levels were calculated using only the ―land use-related‖ sectors of ARB‘s emissions
inventory.
Sources: Data compiled by EDAW 2009, ARB 2009a, DOF 2009, EDD 2009, ICF Jones & Stokes 2009.

Staff proposes a project-level efficiency threshold of 4.6 MT CO2e/SP, the derivation of which is
shown Table 6. This efficiency-based threshold reflects very GHG-efficient projects. As stated
previously and below, staff anticipates that significance thresholds (rebuttable presumptions of
significance at the project level) will function on an interim basis only until adequate programmatic
approaches are in place at the city, county, and regional level that will allow the CEQA
streamlining of individual projects. (See State CEQA Guidelines §15183.5 ["Tiering and
Streamlining the Analysis of Greenhouse Gas Emissions"]).

2.2.3.

Plan-Level GHG Thresholds

Staff proposes using a two step process for determining the significance of proposed plans and
plan amendments for GHG. As a first step in assessing plan-level impacts, Staff is proposing that
agencies that have adopted a qualified Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy (or have
incorporated similar criteria in their general plan) and the general plan is consistent with the
Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy, the general plan would be considered less than significant.
In addition, as discussed above for project-level GHG impacts, Staff is proposing an efficiency
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threshold to assess plan-level impacts. Staff believes a programmatic approach to limiting GHG
emissions is appropriate at the plan-level. Thus, as projects consistent with the Greenhouse Gas
Reduction Strategy are proposed, they may be able to tier off the plan and its environmental
analysis.
GHG Efficiency Metrics for Plans
For local land use plans, a GHG-efficiency metric (e.g., GHG emissions per unit) would enable
comparison of a proposed general plan to its alternatives and to determine if the proposed
general plan meets AB 32 emission reduction goals.
AB 32 identifies local governments as essential partners in achieving California‘s goal to reduce
GHG emissions. Local governments have primary authority to plan, zone, approve, and permit
how and where land is developed to accommodate population growth and the changing needs of
their jurisdiction. ARB has developed the Local Government Operations Protocol and is
developing a protocol to estimate community-wide GHG emissions. ARB encourages local
governments to use these protocols to track progress in reducing GHG emissions. ARB
encourages local governments to institutionalize the community‘s strategy for reducing its carbon
footprint in its general plan. SB 375 creates a process for regional integration of land
development patterns and transportation infrastructure planning with the primary goal of reducing
GHG emissions from the largest sector of the GHG emission inventory, light duty vehicles.
If the statewide AB 32 GHG emissions reduction context is established, GHG efficiency can be
viewed independently from the jurisdiction in which the plan is located. Expressing projected 2020
mass of emissions from land use-related emissions sectors by comparison to a demographic unit
(e.g., population and employment) provides evaluation of the GHG efficiency of a project in terms of
what emissions are allowable while meeting AB 32 targets.
Two approaches were considered for efficiency metrics. The ―service population‖ (SP) approach
would consider efficiency in terms of the GHG emissions compared to the sum of the number of
jobs and the number of residents at a point in time. The per capita option would consider efficiency
in terms of GHG emissions per resident only. Staff recommends that the efficiency threshold for
plans be based on all emission inventory sectors because, unlike land use projects, general plans
comprise more than just land use related emissions (e.g. industrial). Further, Staff recommends that
the plan threshold be based on the service population metric as general plans include a mix of
residents and employees. The Service Population metric would allow decision makers to compare
GHG efficiency of general plan alternatives that vary residential and non-residential development
totals, encouraging GHG efficiency through improving jobs/housing balance. This approach would
not give preference to communities that accommodate more residential (population-driven) land
uses than non-residential (employment driven) land uses which could occur with the per capita
approach.
A SP-based GHG efficiency metric (see Table 7) was derived from the emission rates at the State
level that would accommodate projected population and employment growth under trend forecast
conditions, and the emission rates needed to accommodate growth while allowing for consistency
with the goals of AB 32 (i.e., 1990 GHG emissions levels by 2020).
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Table 7 – California 2020 GHG Emissions, Population Projections and GHG
Efficiency Thresholds - All Inventory Sectors
All Inventory Sectors Greenhouse Gas Emissions Target

426,500,000

Population

44,135,923

Employment

20,194,661

California Service Population (Population + Employment)
1

AB 32 Goal GHG emissions (metric tons CO2e)/SP

64,330,584
6.6

Notes: AB = Assembly Bill; CO2e = carbon dioxide equivalent; GHG = greenhouse gas; SP = service population.
1
Greenhouse gas efficiency levels were calculated using only the ―land use-related‖ sectors of ARB‘s emissions
inventory.
Sources: Data compiled by EDAW 2009, ARB 2009a, DOF 2009, EDD 2009, ICF Jones & Stokes 2009.

If a general plan demonstrates, through dividing the emissions inventory projections (MT CO 2e)
by the amount of growth that would be accommodated in 2020, that it could meet the GHG
efficiency metrics in this section (6.6 MT CO2e/SP from all emission sectors, as noted in Table 7),
then the amount of GHG emissions associated with the general plan would be considered less
than significant, regardless of its size (and magnitude of GHG emissions). In other words, the
general plan would accommodate growth in a manner that would not hinder the State‘s ability to
achieve AB 32 goals, and thus, would be less than significant for GHG emissions and their
contribution to climate change. The efficiency metric would not penalize well-planned
communities that propose a large amount of development. Instead, the SP-based GHG efficiency
metric acts to encourage the types of development that BAAQMD and OPR support (i.e., infill and
transit-oriented development) because it tends to reduce GHG and other air pollutant emissions
overall, rather than discourage large developments for being accompanied by a large mass of
GHG emissions. Plans that are more GHG efficient would have no or limited mitigation
requirements to help them complete the CEQA process more readily than plans that promote
GHG inefficiencies, which will require detailed design of mitigation during the CEQA process and
could subject a plan to potential challenge as to whether all feasible mitigation was identified and
adopted. This type of threshold can shed light on a well-planned general plan that accommodates
a large amount of growth in a GHG-efficient way.
When analyzing long-range plans, such as general plans, it is important to note that the planning
horizon will often surpass the 2020 timeframe for implementation of AB 32. Executive Order S-305 establishes a more aggressive emissions reduction goal for the year 2050 of 80 percent below
1990 emissions levels. The year 2020 should be viewed as a milestone year, and the general
plan should not preclude the community from a trajectory toward the 2050 goal. However, the
2020 timeframe is examined in this threshold evaluation because doing so for the 2050 timeframe
(with respect to population, employment, and GHG emissions projections) would be too
speculative. Advances in technology and policy decisions at the state level will be needed to meet
the aggressive 2050 goals. It is beyond the scope of the analysis tools available at this time to
examine reasonable emissions reductions that can be achieved through CEQA analysis in the
year 2050. As the 2020 timeframe draws nearer, BAAQMD will need to reevaluate the threshold
to better represent progress toward 2050 goals.

2.2.4.

Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategies

Finally, many local agencies have already undergone or plan to undergo efforts to create general
or other plans that are consistent with AB 32 goals. The Air District encourages such planning
efforts and recognizes that careful upfront planning by local agencies is invaluable to achieving
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the state‘s GHG reduction goals. If a project is consistent with an adopted Qualified Greenhouse
Gas Reduction Strategy that addresses the project‘s GHG emissions, it can be presumed that the
project will not have significant GHG emission impacts. This approach is consistent with CEQA
Guidelines Sections 15064(h)(3) and 15183.5(b), which provides that a lead agency may
determine that a project‘s incremental contribution to a cumulative effect is not cumulatively
considerable if the project will comply with the requirements in a previously approved plan or
mitigation program which provides specific requirements that will avoid or substantially lessen the
cumulative problem.‖
A qualified Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy (or similar adopted policies, ordinances and
programs) is one that is consistent with all of the AB 32 Scoping Plan measures and goals. The
Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy should identify a land use design, transportation network,
goals, policies and implementation measures that would achieve AB 32 goals. Strategies with
horizon years beyond 2020 should consider continuing the downward reduction path set by AB
32 and move toward climate stabilization goals established in Executive Order S-3-05.
Qualified Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy
A qualified Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy adopted by a local jurisdiction should include the
following elements as described in the State CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.5. BAAQMD‘s
revised CEQA Guidelines provides the methodology to determine if a Greenhouse Gas Reduction
Strategy meets these requirements.
(A)

Quantify greenhouse gas emissions, both existing and projected over a specified time
period, resulting from activities within a defined geographic area;

(B)

Establish a level, based on substantial evidence, below which the contribution to
greenhouse gas emissions from activities covered by the plan would not be cumulatively
considerable;

(C)

Identify and analyze the greenhouse gas emissions resulting from specific actions or
categories of actions anticipated within the geographic area;

(D)

Specify measures or a group of measures, including performance standards, that substantial
evidence demonstrates, if implemented on a project-by-project basis, would collectively
achieve the specified emissions level;

(E)

Establish a mechanism to monitor the plan‘s progress toward achieving the level and to
require amendment if the plan is not achieving specified levels;

(F) Be adopted in a public process following environmental review.
Local Climate Action Policies, Ordinances and Programs
Air District staff recognizes that many communities in the Bay Area have been proactive in
planning for climate change but have not yet developed a stand-alone Greenhouse Gas
Reduction Strategy that meets the above criteria. Many cities and counties have adopted climate
action policies, ordinances and program that may in fact achieve the goals of AB 32 and a
qualified Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy. Staff recommends that if a local jurisdiction can
demonstrate that its collective set of climate action policies, ordinances and other programs is
consistent with AB 32 and State CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.5, includes requirements or
feasible measures to reduce GHG emissions and achieves one of the following GHG emission
5
reduction goals, the AB 32 consistency demonstration should be considered equivalent to a
qualified Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy:

5

Lead agencies using consistency with their jurisdiction‘s climate action policies, ordinances and
programs as a measure of significance under CEQA Guidelines section 15064(h)(3) and
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1990 GHG emission levels,



15 percent below 2008 emission levels, or



Meet the plan efficiency threshold of 6.6 MT CO2e/service population/year.

Qualified Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategies that are tied to the AB 32 reduction goals would
promote reductions on a plan level without impeding the implementation of GHG-efficient
development, and would recognize the initiative of many Bay Area communities who have
already developed or are in the process of developing a GHG reduction plan. The details required
above for a qualified Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy (or similar adopted policies,
ordinances and programs) would provide the evidentiary basis for making CEQA findings that
development consistent with the plan would result in feasible, measureable, and verifiable GHG
reductions consistent with broad state goals such that projects approved under qualified
Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategies or equivalent demonstrations would achieve their fair
share of GHG emission reductions.
GHG Thresholds for Regional Plans
Regional plans include the Regional Transportation Plan prepared by the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission (MTC) and air quality plans prepared by the Air District.
The Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), also called a Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) or
Long-Range Transportation Plan is the mechanism used in California by both Metropolitan
Planning Organizations (MPOs) and Regional Transportation Planning Agencies (RTPAs) to
conduct long-range (minimum of 20 years) planning in their regions. MTC functions as both the
regional transportation planning agency, a state designation, and, for federal purposes, as the
region's metropolitan planning organization (MPO). As such, it is responsible for regularly
updating the Regional Transportation Plan, a comprehensive blueprint for the development of the
Bay Area‘s transportation system that includes mass transit, highway, airport, seaport, railroad,
bicycle and pedestrian facilities. The performance of this system affects such public policy
concerns as air quality, environmental resource consumption, social equity, ―smart growth,‖
economic development, safety, and security. Transportation planning recognizes the critical links
between transportation and other societal goals. The planning process requires developing
strategies for operating, managing, maintaining, and financing the area‘s transportation system in
such a way as to advance the area‘s long-term goals.
The Air District periodically prepares and updates plans to achieve the goal of healthy air.
Typically, a plan will analyze emissions inventories (estimates of current and future emissions
from industry, motor vehicles, and other sources) and combine that information with air
monitoring data (used to assess progress in improving air quality) and computer modeling
simulations to test future strategies to reduce emissions in order to achieve air quality standards.
Air quality plans usually include measures to reduce air pollutant emissions from industrial
facilities, commercial processes, motor vehicles, and other sources. Bay Area air quality plans
are prepared with the cooperation of MTC, the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG)
and the Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC).
The threshold of significance for regional plans is no net increase in emissions including
greenhouse gas emissions. This threshold serves to answer the State CEQA Guidelines

15183.5(b) should ensure that the policies, ordinances and programs satisfy all of the
requirements of that subsection before relying on them in a CEQA analysis.
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Appendix G sample question: ―Would the project generate greenhouse gas emissions, either
directly or indirectly, that may have a significant impact on the environment?‖

2.2.5.

Stationary Source GHG Threshold

Staff‘s recommended threshold for stationary source GHG emissions is based on estimating the
GHG emissions from combustion sources for all permit applications submitted to the Air District in
2005, 2006 and 2007. The analysis is based only on CO 2 emissions from stationary sources, as
that would cover the vast majority of the GHG emissions due to stationary combustion sources in
the SFBAAB. The estimated CO2 emissions were calculated for the maximum permitted amount,
i.e. emissions that would be emitted if the sources applying for a permit application operate at
maximum permitted load and for the total permitted hours. All fuel types are included in the
estimates. For boilers burning natural gas, diesel fuel is excluded since it is backup fuel and is
used only if natural gas is not available. Emission values are estimated before any offsets (i.e.,
Emission Reduction Credits) are applied. GHG emissions from mobile sources, electricity use
and water delivery associated with the operation of the permitted sources are not included in the
estimates.
It is projected that a threshold level of 10,000 metric tons of CO 2e per year would capture
approximately 95 percent of all GHG emissions from new permit applications from stationary
sources in the SFBAAB. That threshold level was calculated as an average of the combined CO2
emissions from all stationary source permit applications submitted to the Air District during the
three year analysis period.
Staff recommends this 10,000 MT of CO2/yr as it would address a broad range of combustion
sources and thus provide for a greater amount of GHG reductions to be captured and mitigated
through the CEQA process. As documented in the Scoping Plan, in order to achieve statewide
reduction targets, emissions reductions need to be obtained through a broad range of sources
throughout the California economy and this threshold would achieve this purpose. While this
threshold would capture 95 percent of the GHG emissions from new permit applications, the
threshold would do so by capturing only the large, significant projects. Permit applications with
emissions above the 10,000 MT of CO2/yr threshold account for less than 10 percent of stationary
source permit applications which represent 95 percent of GHG emissions from new permits
analyzed during the three year analysis period.
This threshold would be considered an interim threshold and Air District staff will reevaluate the
threshold as AB 32 Scoping Plan measures such as cap and trade are more fully developed and
implemented at the state level.

2.2.6.

Summary of Justification for GHG Thresholds

The bright-line numeric threshold of 1,100 MT CO2e/yr is a numeric emissions level below which
a project‘s contribution to global climate change would be less than ―cumulatively considerable.‖
This emissions rate is equivalent to a project size of approximately 60 single-family dwelling units,
and approximately 59 percent of all future projects and 92 percent of all emissions from future
projects would exceed this level. For projects that are above this bright-line cutoff level, emissions
from these projects would still be less than cumulatively significant if the project as a whole would
result in an efficiency of 4.6 MT CO2e per service population or better for mixed-use projects.
Projects with emissions above 1,100 MT CO2e/yr would still be less than significant if they
achieved project efficiencies below these levels. If projects as proposed exceed these levels, they
would be required to implement mitigation measures to bring them back below the 1,100 MT
CO2e/yr bright-line cutoff or within the 4.6 MT CO2e Service Population efficiency threshold. If
mitigation did not bring a project back within the threshold requirements, the project would be
cumulatively significant and could be approved only with a Statement of Overriding
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Considerations and a showing that all feasible mitigation measures have been implemented.
Projects‘ GHG emissions would also be less than significant if they comply with a Qualified
Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy.
As explained in the preceding analyses of these thresholds, the greenhouse gas emissions from
land use projects expected between now and 2020 built in compliance with these thresholds
would be approximately 26 percent below BAU 2020 conditions and thus would be consistent
with achieving an AB 32 equivalent reduction. The 26 percent reduction from BAU 2020 from new
projects built in conformance with these thresholds would achieve an aggregate reduction of
approximately 1.6 MMT CO2e/yr, which is the level of emission reductions from new Bay Area
land use sources needed to meet the AB 32 goals, per ARB‘s Scoping Plan as discussed above.
Projects with greenhouse gas emissions in conformance with these thresholds would not be
considered significant for purposes of CEQA. Although the emissions from such projects would
add an incremental amount to the overall greenhouse gas emissions that cause global climate
change impacts, emissions from projects consistent with these thresholds would not be a
―cumulatively considerable‖ contribution under CEQA. Such projects would not be ―cumulatively
considerable‖ because they would be helping to solve the cumulative problem as a part of the AB
32 process.
California‘s response to the problem of global climate change is to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions to 1990 levels by 2020 under AB 32 as a near-term measure and ultimately to 80
percent below 1990 levels by 2050 as the long-term solution to stabilizing greenhouse gas
concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that will not cause unacceptable climate change
impacts. To implement this solution, the Air Resources Board has adopted a Scoping Plan and
budgeted emissions reductions that will be needed from all sectors of society in order to reach the
interim 2020 target.
The land-use sector in the Bay Area needs to achieve aggregate emission reductions of
approximately 1.6 MMT CO2e/yr from new projects between now and 2020 to achieve this goal,
as noted above, and each individual new project will need to achieve its own respective portion of
this amount in order for the Bay Area land use sector as a whole to achieve its allocated
emissions target. Building all of the new projects expected in the Bay Area between now and
2020 in accordance with the thresholds that District staff are proposing will achieve the overall
appropriate share for the land use sector, and building each individual project in accordance with
the thresholds will achieve that individual project‘s respective portion of the emission reductions
needed to implement the AB 32 solution. For these reasons, projects built in conformance with
the thresholds will be part of the solution to the cumulative problem, and not part of the continuing
problem. They will allow the Bay Area‘s land use sector to achieve the emission reductions
necessary from that sector for California to implement its solution to the cumulative problem of
global climate change. As such, even though such projects will add an incremental amount of
greenhouse gas emissions, their incremental contribution will be less than ―cumulatively
considerable‖ because they are helping to achieve the cumulative solution, not hindering it. Such
projects will not be ―significant‖ for purposes of CEQA (see CEQA Guidelines §15064(h)(1)).
The conclusion that land use projects that comply with these thresholds is also supported by
CEQA Guidelines Section 15030(a)(3), which provides that a project‘s contribution to a
cumulative problem can be less that cumulatively considerable ―if the project is required to
implement or fund its fair share of a mitigation measure or measures designed to alleviate the
cumulative impact.‖ In the case of greenhouse gas emissions associated with land use projects,
achieving the amount of emission reductions below BAU that will be required to achieve the AB
32 goals is the project‘s ―fair share‖ of the overall emission reductions needed under ARB‘s
scoping plan to reach the overall statewide AB 32 emissions levels for 2020. If a project is
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designed to implement greenhouse gas mitigation measures that achieve a level of reductions
consistent with what is required from all new land use projects to achieve the land use sector
―budget‖ – i.e., keeping overall project emissions below 1,100 MT CO 2e/yr or ensuring that project
efficiency is better than 4.6 MT CO2e/service population – then it will be implementing its share of
the mitigation measures necessary to alleviate the cumulative impact, as shown in the analyses
set forth above.
It is also worth noting that this ―fair share‖ approach is flexible and will allow a project‘s
significance to be determined by how well it is designed from a greenhouse gas efficiency
standpoint, and not just by the project‘s size. For example, a large high-density infill project
located in an urban core nearby to public transit and other alternative transportation options, and
built using state-of-the-art energy efficiency methods and improvements such as solar panels, as
well as all other feasible mitigation measures, would not become significant for greenhouse gas
purposes (and thus require a Statement of Overriding Considerations in order to be approved)
simply because it happened to be a large project. Projects such as this hypothetical development
with low greenhouse gas emissions per service population are what California will need in the
future in order to do its part in achieving a solution to the problem of global climate change. The
determination of significance under CEQA should take these factors into account, and the
significance thresholds would achieve this important policy goal. In all, land use sector projects
that comply with the GHG thresholds would not be ―cumulatively considerable‖ because they
would be helping to solve the cumulative problem as a part of the AB 32 process.
Likewise, new Air District permit applications for stationary sources that comply with the
quantitative threshold of 10,000 MT CO2e/yr would not be ―cumulatively considerable‖ because
they also would not hinder the state‘s ability to solve the cumulative greenhouse gas emissions
problem pursuant to AB 32. Unlike the land use sector, the AB 32 Scoping Plan measures,
including the cap-and-trade program, provide for necessary emissions reductions from the
stationary source sector to achieve AB 32 2020 goals.
While stationary source projects will need to comply with the cap-and-trade program once it is
enacted and reduce their emissions accordingly, the program will be phased in over time starting
in 2012 and at first will only apply to the very largest sources of GHG emissions. In the mean
time, certain stationary source projects, particularly those with large GHG emissions, still will have
a cumulatively considerable impact on climate change. The 10,000 MT CO 2e/yr threshold will
capture 95 percent of the stationary source sector GHG emissions in the Bay Area. The five
percent of emissions that are from stationary source projects below the 10,000 MT CO 2e/yr
threshold account for a small portion of the Bay Area‘s total GHG emissions from stationary
sources and these emissions come from very small projects. Such small stationary source
projects will not significantly add to the global problem of climate change, and they will not hinder
the Bay Area‘s ability to reach the AB 32 goal in any significant way, even when considered
cumulatively. In Air District‘s staff‘s judgment, the potential environmental benefits from requiring
EIRs and mitigation for these projects would be insignificant. In all, based on staff‘s expertise,
stationary source projects with emissions below 10,000 MT CO 2e/yr will not provide a
cumulatively considerable contribution to the cumulative impact of climate change.

3.

COMMUNITY RISK AND HAZARD THRESHOLDS

To address community risk from air toxics, the Air District initiated the Community Air Risk
Evaluation (CARE) program in 2004 to identify locations with high levels of risk from ambient toxic
air contaminants (TAC) co-located with sensitive populations and use the information to help
focus mitigation measures. Through the CARE program, the Air District developed an inventory of
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TAC emissions for 2005 and compiled demographic and health indicator data. According to the
findings of the CARE Program, diesel PM—mostly from on and off-road mobile sources—
accounts for over 80 percent of the inhalation cancer risk from TACs in the Bay Area (BAAQMD
2006).
The Air District applied a regional air quality model using the 2005 emission inventory data to
estimate excess cancer risk from ambient concentrations of important TAC species, including
diesel PM, 1,3-butadiene, benzene, formaldehyde and acetaldehyde. The highest cancer risk
levels from ambient TAC in the Bay Area tend to occur in the core urban areas, along major
roadways and adjacent to freeways and port activity. Cancer risks in areas along these major
freeways are estimated to range from 200 to over 500 excess cases in a million for a lifetime of
exposure. Priority communities within the Bay Area – defined as having higher emitting sources,
highest air concentrations, and nearby low income and sensitive populations – include the urban
core areas of Concord, eastern San Francisco, western Alameda County, Redwood City/East
Palo Alto, Richmond/San Pablo, and San Jose.
Fifty percent of BAAQMD‘s population was estimated to have an ambient background inhalation
cancer risk of less than 500 cases in one million, based on emission levels in 2005. Table 8
presents a summary of percentages of the population exposed to varying levels of cancer risk
from ambient TACs. Approximately two percent of the SFBAAB population is exposed to
background risk levels of less than 200 excess cases in one million. This is in contrast to the
upper percentile ranges where eight percent of the SFBAAB population is exposed to background
risk levels of greater than 1,000 excess cases per one million. To identify and reduce risks from
TAC, this chapter presents thresholds of significance for both cancer risk and non-cancer health
hazards.
Table 8 – Statistical Summary of Estimated Population-Weighted Ambient Cancer Risk in
2005
Percentage of Population

Ambient Cancer Risk

(Percent below level of ambient risk)

(inhalation cancer cases in one million)

92

1,000

90

900

83

800

77

700

63

600

50

500

32

400

13

300

2

200

<1

100

Source: Data compiled by EDAW 2009.
Many scientific studies have linked fine particulate matter and traffic-related air pollution to
respiratory illness (Hiltermann et al. 1997, Schikowski et al 2005, Vineis et al. 2007) and
premature mortality (Dockery 1993, Pope et al. 1995, Jerrett et al. 2005). Traffic-related air
pollution is a complex mix of chemical compounds (Schauer et al. 2006), often spatially correlated
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with other stressors, such as noise and poverty (Wheeler and Ben-Shlomo 2005). While such
correlations can be difficult to disentangle, strong evidence for adverse health effects of fine
particulate matter (PM2.5) has been developed for regulatory applications in a study by the U.S,
EPA. This study found that a 10 percent increase in PM 2.5 concentrations increased the noninjury death rate by 10 percent (U.S. EPA 2006).
Public Health Officers for four counties in the San Francisco Bay Area in 2009 provided testimony
to the Air District‘s Advisory Council (February 11, 2009, Advisory Council Meeting on Air Quality
and Public Health). Among the recommendations made, was that PM 2.5, in addition to TACs, be
considered in assessments of community-scale impacts of air pollution. In consideration of the
scientific studies and recommendations by the Bay Area Health Directors, it is apparent that, in
addition to the significance thresholds for local-scale TAC, thresholds of significance are required
for near-source, local-scale concentrations of PM2.5.
3.1.

THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE

The thresholds of significance and Board-requested options are presented in this section:



The Staff Proposal includes thresholds for cancer risk, non-cancer health hazards, and
fine particulate matter.
Tiered Thresholds Option includes tiered thresholds for new sources in impacted
communities. Thresholds for receptors and cumulative impacts are the same as the Staff
Proposal.

ConstructionRelated
Project-Level – Individual Project
Proposal/Option

Risks and Hazards
– New Source (All
Areas)
(Individual Project)

Same as
Operational
Thresholds*

Operational-Related

Compliance with Qualified Community Risk
Reduction Plan
OR
Increased cancer risk of >10.0 in a million
Increased non-cancer risk of > 1.0 Hazard
Index (Chronic or Acute)
3
Ambient PM2.5 increase: > 0.3 µg/m annual
average

Staff Proposal
Zone of Influence:
1,000-foot radius from
fence line of source or
receptor
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Proposal/Option

Risks and Hazards
– New Receptor (All
Areas)
(Individual Project)

ConstructionRelated

Same as
Operational
Thresholds*

Staff Proposal

Operational-Related
Compliance with Qualified Community Risk
Reduction Plan
OR
Increased cancer risk of >10.0 in a million
Increased non-cancer risk of > 1.0 Hazard
Index (Chronic or Acute)
3
Ambient PM2.5 increase: > 0.3 µg/m annual
average
Zone of Influence:
1,000-foot radius from
fence line of source or receptor
Impacted Communities: Siting a New Source

Same as
Operational
Thresholds*

Compliance with Qualified Community Risk
Reduction Plan
OR
Increased cancer risk of >5.0 in a million
Increased non-cancer risk of > 1.0 Hazard
Index (Chronic or Acute)
3
Ambient PM2.5 increase: > 0.2 µg/m annual
average
Zone of Influence: 1,000-foot radius from fence
line of source or receptor

Risks and Hazards
(Individual Project)

Impacted Communities: Siting a New
Receptor
All Other Areas: Siting a New Source or
Receptor

Tiered Thresholds
Option

Same as
Operational
Thresholds*

Compliance with Qualified Community Risk
Reduction Plan
OR
Increased cancer risk of >10.0 in a million
Increased non-cancer risk of > 1.0 Hazard
Index (Chronic or Acute)
3
Ambient PM2.5 increase: > 0.3 µg/m annual
average
Zone of Influence: 1,000-foot radius from fence
line of source or receptor

Accidental Release
of Acutely
Hazardous Air
Pollutants

None

Storage or use of acutely hazardous materials
locating near receptors or receptors locating
near stored or used acutely hazardous
materials considered significant

Project-Level – Cumulative
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Proposal/Option

Risks and Hazards
– New Source (All
Areas)
(Cumulative
Thresholds)

Risks and Hazards
– New Receptor (All
Areas)
(Cumulative
Thresholds)

ConstructionRelated

Same as
Operational
Thresholds*

Same as
Operational
Thresholds*

Operational-Related
Compliance with Qualified Community Risk
Reduction Plan
OR
Cancer: > 100 in a million (from all local
sources)
Non-cancer: > 10.0 Hazard Index (from all
local sources) (Chronic)
PM2.5:
3
> 0.8 µg/m annual average (from all local
sources)
Zone of Influence:
1,000-foot radius from
fence line of source or
receptor
Compliance with Qualified Community Risk
Reduction Plan
OR
Cancer: > 100 in a million (from all local
sources)
Non-cancer: > 10.0 Hazard Index (from all
local sources) (Chronic)
PM2.5:
3
> 0.8 µg/m annual average (from all local
sources)
Zone of Influence:

1,000-foot radius from
fence line of source or
receptor

Plan-Level

Risks and Hazards

None

1. Overlay zones around existing and planned
sources of TACs (including adopted Risk
Reduction Plan areas).
2. Overlay zones of at least 500 feet (or Air
District-approved modeled distance) from
all freeways and high volume roadways.

Accidental Release
of Acutely
Hazardous Air
Pollutants

None

None

Regional Plans (Transportation and Air Quality Plans)
Risks and Hazards

None

No net increase in toxic air contaminants

* Note: The Air District recommends that for construction projects that are less than one year
duration, Lead Agencies should annualize impacts over the scope of actual days that peak
impacts are to occur, rather than the full year.
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3.2.

JUSTIFICATION AND SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE SUPPORTING THRESHOLDS

The goal of the thresholds is to ensure that no source creates, or receptor endures, a significant
adverse impact from any individual project, and that the total of all nearby directly emitted risk and
hazard emissions is also not significantly adverse. The thresholds for local risks and hazards from
TAC and PM2.5 are intended to apply to all sources of emissions, including both permitted
stationary sources and on- and off-road mobile sources, such as sources related to construction,
busy roadways, or freight movement.
Thresholds for an individual new source are designed to ensure that the source does not
contribute to a cumulatively significant impact. Cumulative thresholds for sources recognize that
some areas are already near or at levels of significant impact. If within such an area there are
receptors, or it can reasonably be foreseen that there will be receptors, then a cumulative
significance threshold sets a level beyond which any additional risk is significant.
For new receptors – sensitive populations or the general public – thresholds of significance are
designed to identify levels of contributed risk or hazards from existing local sources that pose a
significant risk to the receptors. Single-source thresholds for receptors are provided to recognize
that within the area defined there can be variations in risk levels that may be significant. Singlesource thresholds assist in the identification of significant risks, hazards, or concentrations in a
subarea, within the area defined by the selected radius. Cumulative thresholds for receptors are
designed to account for the effects of all sources within the defined area.
Cumulative thresholds, for both sources and receptors, must consider the size of the source area,
defined by a radius from the proposed project. To determine cumulative impacts from a
prescribed zone of influence requires the use of modeling. The larger the radius, the greater the
number of sources considered that may contribute to the modeled risk and, until the radius
approaches a regional length scale, the greater the expected modeled risk increment. If the area
of impact considered were grown to the scale of a city, the modeled risk increment would
approach the risk level present in the ambient air.

3.2.1.

Scientific and Regulatory Justification

Regulatory Framework for TACs
Prior to 1990, the Clean Air Act required EPA to list air toxics it deemed hazardous and to
establish control standards which would restrict concentrations of hazardous air pollutants (HAP)
to a level that would prevent any adverse effects ―with an ample margin of safety.‖ By 1990, EPA
had regulated only seven such pollutants and it was widely acknowledged by that time that the
original Clean Air Act had failed to address toxic air emissions in any meaningful way. As a result,
Congress changed the focus of regulation in 1990 from a risk-based approach to technologybased standards. Title III, Section 112(b) of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendment established this
new regulatory approach. Under this framework, prescribed pollution control technologies based
upon maximum achievable control technology (MACT) were installed without the a priori
estimation of the health or environmental risk associated with each individual source. The law
listed 188 HAPs that would be subject to the MACT standards. EPA issued 53 standards for 89
different types of major industrial sources of air toxics and eight categories of smaller sources
such as dry cleaners. These requirements took effect between 1996 and 2002. Under the federal
Title V Air Operating Permit Program, a facility with the potential to emit 10 tons of any toxic air
pollutant, or 25 tons per year of any combination of toxic air pollutants, is defined as a major
source HAPs. Title V permits include requirements for these facilities to limit toxic air pollutant
emissions.
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Several state and local agencies adopted programs to address gaps in EPA‘s program prior to
the overhaul of the national program in 1990. California's program to reduce exposure to air
toxics was established in 1983 by the Toxic Air Contaminant Identification and Control Act (AB
1807, Tanner 1983) and the Air Toxics "Hot Spots" Information and Assessment Act (AB 2588,
Connelly 1987). Under AB 1807, ARB and the Office of Environmental Health Hazard
Assessment (OEHHA) determines if a substance should be formally identified as a toxic air
contaminant (TAC) in California. OEHHA also establishes associated risk factors and safe
concentrations of exposure.
AB 1807 was amended in 1993 by AB 2728, which required ARB to identify the 189 federal
hazardous air pollutants as TACs. AB 2588 (Connelly, 1987) supplements the AB 1807 program,
by requiring a statewide air toxics inventory, notification of people exposed to a significant health
risk, and facility plans to reduce these risks. In September 1992, the "Hot Spots" Act was
amended by Senate Bill 1731 which required facilities that pose a significant health risk to the
community to reduce their risk through a risk management plan.
Cancer Risk
Cancer risk from TACs is typically expressed in numbers of excess cancer cases per million
persons exposed over a defined period of exposure, for example, over an assumed 70 year
lifetime. The Air District is not aware of any agency that has established an acceptable level of
cancer risk for TACs. However, a range of what constitutes a significant increment of cancer risk
from any compound has been established by the U.S. EPA. EPA‘s guidance for conducting air
toxics analyses and making risk management decisions at the facility- and community-scale level
considers a range of acceptable cancer risks from one in a million to one in ten thousand (100 in
a million). The guidance considers an acceptable range of cancer risk increments to be from one
in a million to one in ten thousand. In protecting public health with an ample margin of safety,
EPA strives to provide maximum feasible protection against risks to health from HAPs by limiting
additional risk to a level no higher than the one in ten thousand estimated risk that a person living
near a source would be exposed to at the maximum pollutant concentrations for 70 years. This
goal is described in the preamble to the benzene National Emissions Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants (NESHAP) rulemaking (54 Federal Register 38044, September 14, 1989) and is
incorporated by Congress for EPA‘s residual risk program under Clean Air Act section 112(f).
Regulation 2, Rule 5 of the Air District specifies permit requirements for new and modified
stationary sources of TAC. The Project Risk Requirement (2-5-302.1) states that the Air Pollution
Control Officer shall deny an Authority to Construct or Permit to Operate for any new or modified
source of TACs if the project cancer risk exceeds 10.0 in one million.
Hazard Index for Non-cancer Health Effects
Non-cancer health hazards for chronic and acute diseases are expressed in terms of a hazard
index (HI), a ratio of TAC concentration to a reference exposure level (REL), below which no
adverse health effects are expected, even for sensitive individuals. As such, OEHHA has defined
acceptable concentration levels, and also significant concentration increments, for compounds
that pose non-cancer health hazards. If the HI for a compound is less than one, non-cancer
chronic and acute health impacts have been determined to be less than significant.
State and Federal Ambient Air Quality Standards for PM 2.5
The Children‘s Environmental Health Protection Act (Senate Bill 25), passed by the California
state legislature in 1999, requires ARB, in consultation with OEHHA, to ―review all existing healthbased ambient air quality standards to determine whether, based on public health, scientific
literature and exposure pattern data, these standards adequately protect the public, including
infants and children, with an adequate margin of safety.‖ As a result of the review requirement, in
2002 ARB adopted an annual average California Ambient Air Quality Standard (CAAQS) for
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3

PM2.5 of 12 ug/m that is not to be exceeded (California Code of Regulations, Title 17 § 70200,
Table of Standards). The National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) established an annual
3
standard for PM2.5 (15 ug/m ) that is less stringent that the CAAQS, but also set a 24-hour
3
average standard (35 ug/m ), which is not included in the CAAQS (Code of Federal Regulations,
Title 40, Part 50.7).
Significant Impact Levels for PM 2.5
EPA recently proposed and documented alternative options for PM2.5 Significant Impact Levels
(SILs) (Federal Register 40 CFR Parts 51 and 52, September 21, 2007). The EPA is proposing to
facilitate implementation of a PM2.5 Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) program in
areas attaining the PM2.5 NAAQS by developing PM2.5 increments, or SILs. These ―increments‖
are maximum increases in ambient PM2.5 concentrations (PM2.5 increments) allowed in an area
above the baseline concentration.
The SIL is a threshold that would be applied to individual facilities that apply for a permit to emit a
regulated pollutant in an area that meets the NAAQS. The State and EPA must determine if
emissions from that facility will cause the air quality to worsen. If an individual facility projects an
increase in emissions that result in ambient impacts greater than the established SIL, the permit
applicant would be required to perform additional analyses to determine if those impacts will be
more than the amount of the PSD increment. This analysis would combine the impact of the
proposed facility when added to all other sources in the area.
The EPA is proposing such values for PM2.5 that will be used as screening tools by a major
source subject to PSD to determine the subsequent level of analysis and data gathering required
for a PSD permit application for emissions of PM2.5. The SIL is one element of the EPA program
to prevent deterioration in regional air quality and is utilized in the new source review (NSR)
process. New source review is required under Section 165 of the Clean Air Act, whereby a permit
applicant must demonstrate that emissions from the proposed construction and operation of a
facility ―will not cause, or contribute to, air pollution in excess of any maximum allowable increase
or maximum allowable concentration for any pollutant.‖ The purpose of the SIL is to provide a
screening level that triggers further analysis in the permit application process.
For the purpose of NSR, SILs are set for three types of areas: Class I areas where especially
clean air is most desirable, including national parks and wilderness areas; Class II areas where
there is not expected to be substantial industrial growth; and Class III areas where the highest
relative level of industrial development is expected. In Class II and Class III areas, a PM 2.5
3
concentration of 0.3, 0.8, and 1 µg/m has been proposed as a SIL. To arrive at the SIL PM2.5
3
3
option of 0.8 μg/m , EPA scaled an established PM10 SILs of 1.0 μg/m by the ratio of emissions
of PM2.5 to PM10 using the EPA‘s 1999 National Emissions Inventory. To arrive at the SIL option
3
3
of 0.3 μg/m , EPA scaled the PM10 SIL of 1.0 μg/m by the ratio of the current Federal ambient air
quality standards for PM2.5 and PM10 (15/50). These options represent what EPA currently
considers as a range of appropriate SIL values.
EPA interprets the SIL to be the level of PM2.5 increment that represents a ―significant
contribution‖ to regional non-attainment. While SIL options were not designed to be thresholds for
assessing community risk and hazards, they are being considered to protect public health at a
regional level by helping an area maintain the NAAQS. Furthermore, since it is the goal of the Air
District to achieve and maintain the NAAQS and CAAQS at both regional and local scales, the
SILs may be reasonably be considered as thresholds of significance under CEQA for local-scale
increments of PM2.5.
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Roadway Proximity Health Studies
Several medical research studies have linked near-road pollution exposure to a variety of adverse
health outcomes impacting children and adults. Kleinman et al. (2007) studied the potential of
roadway particles to aggravate allergic and immune responses in mice. Using mice that were not
inherently susceptible, the researchers placed these mice at various distances downwind of State
Road 60 and Interstate 5 freeways in Los Angeles to test the effect these roadway particles have
on their immune system. They found that within five meters of the roadway, there was a
significant allergic response and elevated production of specific antibodies. At 150 meters (492
feet) and 500 meters (1,640 feet) downwind of the roadway, these effects were not statistically
significant.
Another significant study (Ven Hee et al. 2009) conducted a survey involving 3,827 participants
that aimed to determine the effect of residential traffic exposure on two preclinical indicators of
heart failure; left ventricular mass index (LVMI), measured by the cardiac magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), and ejection fraction. The studies classified participants based on the distance
between their residence and the nearest interstate highway, state or local highway, or major
arterial road. Four distance groups were defined: less than 50 meters (165 feet), 50-100 meters,
101-150 meters, and greater than 150 meters. After adjusting for demographics, behavioral, and
clinical covariates, the study found that living within 50 meters of a major roadway was associated
2
with a 1.4 g/m higher LVMI than living more than 150 meters from one. This suggests an
association between traffic-related air pollution and increased prevalence of a preclinical predictor
of heart failure among people living near roadways.
To quantify the roadway concentrations of PM2.5 that contributed to the health impacts reported
by Kleinman et al (2007), the Air District modeled the emissions and associated particulate matter
concentrations for the roadways studied. To perform the modeling, emissions were estimated for
Los Angeles using the EMFAC model and annual average vehicle traffic data taken from Caltrans
was used in the roadway model (CAL3QHCR) to estimate the downwind PM 2.5 concentrations at
50 meters and 150 meters. Additionally, emissions were assumed to occur from 10:00 a.m. to
2:00 p.m. corresponding to the time in which the mice were exposed during the study. The results
of the modeling indicate that at 150 meters, where no significant health effects were found, the
3
downwind concentration of PM2.5 was 0.78 µg/m , consistent with the proposed EPA SIL option of
3
0.8 µg/m .
Concentration-Response Function for PM 2.5
The U.S. EPA reevaluated the relative risk of premature death associated with PM 2.5 exposure
and developed a new relative risk factor (U.S. EPA 2006). This expert elicitation was prepared in
support of the characterization of uncertainty in EPA's benefits analyses associated with
reductions in exposure to particulate matter pollution. As recommended by the National Academy
of Sciences, EPA used expert judgment to better describe the uncertainties inherent in their
benefits analysis. Twelve experts participated in the study and provided not just a point estimate
of the health effects of PM2.5, but a probability distribution representing the range where they
expected the true effect would be. Among the experts who directly incorporated their views on
the likelihood of a causal relationship into their distributions, the central (median) estimates of the
percent change in all-cause mortality in the adult U.S. population that would result from a
permanent 1 μg/m3 drop in annual average PM2.5 concentrations ranged from 0.7 to 1.6 percent.
The median of their estimates was 1.0 (% increase per 1 μg/m3 increase in PM2.5), with a 90%
th
th
confidence interval of 0.3 to 2.0 (medians of their 5 and 95 percentiles, respectively) (BAAQMD
2010).Subsequent to the EPA elicitation, Schwartz et al. (2008) examined the linearity of the
concentration-response function of PM2.5-mortality and showed that the response function was
3
linear, with health effects clearly continuing below the current U.S. standard of 15 μg/m , and that
the effects of changes in exposure on mortality were seen within two years.
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San Francisco Ordinance on Roadway Proximity Health Effects
In 2008, the City and County of San Francisco adopted an ordinance (San Francisco Health
Code, Article 38 - Air Quality Assessment and Ventilation Requirement for Urban Infill Residential
Development, Ord. 281-08, File No. 080934, December 5, 2008) requiring that public agencies in
San Francisco take regulatory action to prevent future air quality health impacts from new
sensitive uses proposed near busy roadways (SFDPH 2008). The regulation requires that
developers screen sensitive use projects for proximity to traffic and calculate the concentration of
PM2.5 from traffic sources where traffic volumes suggest a potential hazard. If modeled levels of
3
traffic-attributable PM2.5 at a project site exceed an action level (currently set at 0.2 µg/m )
developers would be required to incorporate ventilation systems to remove 80 percent of PM2.5
from outdoor air. The regulation does not place any requirements on proposed sensitive uses if
modeled air pollutant levels fall below the action threshold. This ordinance only considers impacts
from on-road motor vehicles, not impacts related to construction equipment or stationary sources.
A report with supporting documentation for the ordinance (SFPHD 2008) provided a threshold to
3
trigger action or mitigation of 0.2 µg/m of PM2.5 annual average exposure from roadway vehicles
within a 150 meter (492 feet) maximum radius of a sensitive receptor. The report applied the
concentration-response function from Jerrett et al. (2005) that attributed 14 percent increase in
3
mortality to a 10 µg/m increase in PM2.5 to estimate an increase in non-injury mortality in San
3
Francisco of about 21 excess deaths per million population per year from a 0.2 µg/m increment
of annual average PM2.5.
Distance for Significant Impact
The distance used for the radius around the project boundary should reflect the zone or area over
which sources may have a significant influence. For cumulative thresholds, for both sources and
receptors, this distance also determines the size of the source area, defined. To determine
cumulative impacts from a prescribed zone of influence requires the use of modeling. The larger
the radius, the greater the number of sources considered that may contribute to the risk and the
greater the expected modeled risk increment. If the area of impact considered were grown to
approach the scale of a city, the modeled risk increment would approach the risk level present in
the ambient air.
A summary of research findings in ARB‘s Land Use Compatibility Handbook (ARB 2005)
indicates that traffic-related pollutants were higher than regional levels within approximately 1,000
feet downwind and that differences in health-related effects (such as asthma, bronchitis, reduced
lung function, and increased medical visits) could be attributed in part to the proximity to heavy
vehicle and truck traffic within 300 to 1,000 feet of receptors. In the same summary report, ARB
recommended avoiding siting sensitive land uses within 1,000 feet of a distribution center and
major rail yard, which supports the use of a 1,000 feet evaluation distance in case such sources
may be relevant to a particular project setting. A 1,000 foot zone of influence is also supported by
Health & Safety Code §42301.6 (Notice for Possible Source Near School).
Some studies have shown that the concentrations of particulate matter tend to be reduced
substantially or can even be indistinguishable from upwind background concentrations at a
distance 1,000 feet downwind from sources such as freeways or large distribution centers. Zhu et
al. (2002) conducted a systematic ultrafine particle study near Interstate 710, one of the busiest
freeways in the Los Angeles Basin. Particle number concentration and size distribution were
measured as a function of distances upwind and downwind of the I-710 freeway. Approximately
25 percent of the 12,180 vehicles per hour are heavy duty diesel trucks based on video counts
conducted as part of the research. Measurements were taken at 13 feet, 23 feet, 55 feet, 252
feet, 449 feet, and 941 feet downwind and 613 feet upwind from the edge of the freeway. The
particle number and supporting measurements of carbon monoxide and black carbon decreased
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exponentially and all constituents simultaneously tracked with each other as one moves away
from the freeway. Ultrafine particle size distribution changed markedly and its number
concentrations dropped dramatically with increasing distance. The study found that ultrafine
particle concentrations measured 941 feet downwind of I-710 were indistinguishable from the
upwind background concentration.
Impacted Communities
Starting in 2006, the Air District‘s CARE program developed gridded TAC emissions inventories
and compiled demographic information that were used to identify communities that were
particularly impacted by toxic air pollution for the purposes of distributing grant and incentive
funding. In 2009, the District completed regional modeling of TAC on a one kilometer by one
kilometer grid system. This modeling was used to estimate cancer risk and TAC population
exposures for the entire District. The information derived from the modeling was then used to
update and refine the identification of impacted communities. One kilometer modeling yielded
estimates of annual concentrations of five key compounds – diesel particulate matter, benzene,
1,3-butadiene, formaldehyde, and acetaldehyde – for year 2005. These concentrations were
multiplied by their respective unit cancer risk factors, as established by OEHHA, to estimate the
expected excess cancer risk per million people from these compounds.
Sensitive populations from the 2000 U.S. Census database were identified as youth (under 18)
and seniors (over 64) and mapped to the same one kilometer grid used for the toxics modeling.
Excess cancers from TAC exposure were determined by multiplying these sensitive populations
by the model-estimated excess risk to establish a data set representing sensitive populations with
high TAC exposures. TAC emissions (year 2005) were mapped to the one kilometer grid and also
scaled by their unit cancer risk factor to provide a data set representing source regions for TAC
emissions. Block-group level household income data from the U.S. Census database were used
to identify block groups with family incomes where more than 40 percent of the population was
below 185 percent of the federal poverty level (FPL). Poverty-level polygons that intersect high
(top 50 percent) exposure cells and are within one grid cell of a high emissions cell (top 25
percent) were used to identify impacted areas. Boundaries were constructed along major roads or
highways that encompass nearby high emission cells and low income areas. This method
identified the following six areas as priority communities: (1) portions of the City of Concord; (2)
Western Contra Costa County (including portions of the Cities of Richmond and San Pablo); (3)
Western Alameda County along the Interstate-880 corridor (including portions of the Cities of
Berkeley, Oakland, San Leandro, San Lorenzo, Hayward; (4) Portions of the City of San Jose. (5)
Eastern San Mateo County (including portions of the Cities of Redwood City and East Palo Alto);
and (6) Eastern portions of the City of San Francisco.

3.2.2.

Construction, Land Use and Stationary Source Risk and Hazard Thresholds

The options for local risk and hazards thresholds of significance are based on U.S. EPA guidance
for conducting air toxics analyses and making risk management decisions at the facility and
community-scale level. The thresholds consider reviews of recent health effects studies that link
increased concentrations of fine particulate matter to increased mortality. The thresholds would
apply to both siting new sources and siting new receptors.
For new sources of TACs, thresholds of significance for a single source are designed to ensure
that emissions do not raise the risk of cancer or non-cancer health impacts to cumulatively
significant levels. For new sources of PM2.5, thresholds are designed to ensure that PM2.5
concentrations are maintained below state and federal standards in all areas where sensitive
receptors or members of the general public live or may foreseeably live, even if at the local- or
community-scale where sources of TACs and PM may be nearby.
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Project Radius for Assessing Impacts
For a project proposing a new source or receptor it is recommended to assess impacts within
1,000 feet, taking into account both its individual and nearby cumulative sources (i.e. proposed
project plus existing and foreseeable future projects). Cumulative sources are the combined total
risk values of each individual source within the 1,000-foot evaluation zone. A lead agency should
enlarge the 1,000-foot radius on a case-by-case basis if an unusually large source or sources of
risk or hazard emissions that may affect a proposed project is beyond the recommended radius.
The 1,000 foot radius is consistent with findings in ARB‘s Land Use Compatibility Handbook (ARB
2005), the Health & Safety Code §42301.6 (Notice for Possible Source Near School), and studies
such as that of Zhu et al (2002) which found that concentrations of particulate matter tend to be
reduced substantially at a distance 1,000 feet downwind from sources such as freeways or large
distribution centers.
Qualified Community Risk Reduction Plan
Within the framework of these thresholds, proposed projects would be considered to be less than
significant if they are consistent with a qualified Community Risk Reduction Plan (CRRP) adopted
by the local jurisdiction with enforceable measures to reduce the community risk.
Project proposed in areas where a CRRP has been adopted that are not consistent with the
CRRP would be considered to have a significant impact.
Projects proposed in areas where a CRRP has not been adopted and that have the potential to
expose sensitive receptors or the general public to emissions-related risk in excess of the
thresholds below from any source would be considered to have a significant air quality impact.
The conclusion that land use projects that comply with qualified Community Risk Reduction Plans
are less than significant is supported by CEQA Guidelines Sections 15030(a)(3) and 15064(h)(3),
which provides that a project‘s contribution to a cumulative problem can be less that cumulatively
considerable if the project is required to implement or fund its fair share of a mitigation measure
or measures designed to alleviate the cumulative impact.
Increased Cancer Risk to Maximally Exposed Individual (MEI)
Emissions from a new source or emissions affecting a new receptor would be considered
significant where ground-level concentrations of carcinogenic TACs from any source result in an
increased cancer risk greater than 10.0 in one million, assuming a 70 year lifetime exposure.
Under Board Option 1, within Impacted Communities as defined through the CARE program, the
significance level for cancer would be reduced to 5.0 in one million for new sources.
The 10.0 in one million cancer risk threshold for a single source is supported by EPA‘s guidance
for conducting air toxics analyses and making risk management decisions at the facility and
community-scale level. It is also the level set by the Project Risk Requirement in the Air District‘s
Regulation 2, Rule 5 new and modified stationary sources of TAC, which states that the Air
Pollution Control Officer shall deny an Authority to Construct or Permit to Operate for any new or
modified source of TACs if the project risk exceeds a cancer risk of 10.0 in one million.
This threshold for an individual new source is designed to ensure that the source does not
contribute a cumulatively significant impact. The justification for the Tiered Thresholds Option
threshold of 5.0 in one million for new sources in an impacted community is that in these areas
the cancer risk burden is higher than in other parts of the Bay Area; the threshold at which an
individual source becomes significant is lower for an area that is already at or near unhealthy
levels. However, even without a tiered approach, the recommended thresholds already address
the burden of impacted communities via the cumulative thresholds: specifically, if an area has
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many existing TAC sources near receptors, then the cumulative threshold will be reached sooner
than it would in another area with fewer TAC sources.
The single-source threshold for receptors is provided to address the possibility that within the
area defined by the 1,000 foot radius there can be variations in risk levels that may be significant,
below the corresponding cumulative threshold. Single-source thresholds assist in the
identification of significant risks, hazards, or concentrations in a subarea, within the 1,000 foot
radius.
Increased Non-Cancer Risk to MEI
Emissions from a new source or emissions affecting a new receptor would be considered
significant where ground-level concentrations of non-carcinogenic TACs result in an increased
chronic or acute Hazard Index (HI) from any source greater than 1.0. This threshold is unchanged
under Tiered Thresholds Option.
A HI less than 1.0 represents a TAC concentration, as determined by OEHHA that is at a health
protective level. While some TACs pose non-carcinogenic, chronic and acute health hazards, if
the TAC concentrations result in a HI less than one, those concentrations have been determined
to be less than significant.
Increased Ambient Concentration of PM 2.5
Emissions from a new source or emissions affecting a new receptor would be considered
significant where ground-level concentrations of PM2.5 from any source would result in an
3
average annual increase greater than 0.3 µg/m . Under Tiered Thresholds Option, within
Impacted Communities as defined through the CARE program, the significance level for a PM2.5
3
increment is 0.2 µg/m .
If one applies the concentration-response of the median of the EPA consensus review (EPA
3
2005, BAAQMD 2010) and attributes a 1 percent increase in mortality to a 1 µg/m increase in
PM2.5, one finds an increase in non-injury mortality in the Bay Area of about 20 excess deaths per
3
million per year from a 0.3 µg/m increment of PM2.5. This is consistent with the impacts reported
and considered significant by SFDPH (2008) using an earlier study (Jerrett et al. 2005) to
3
estimate the increase in mortality from a 0.2 µg/m PM2.5 increment.
The SFDPH recommended a lower threshold of significance for multiple sources but only
considered roadway emissions within a 492 foot radius. This recommendation applies to a single
source but considers all types of emissions within 1,000 feet. On balance, the Air District
estimates that the SFDPH threshold and this one, in combination with the cumulative threshold
for PM2.5, will afford similar levels of health protection.
The PM2.5 threshold represents the lower range of an EPA proposed Significant Impact Level
(SIL). EPA interprets the SIL to be the level of ambient impact that is considered to represent a
―significant contribution‖ to regional non-attainment. While this threshold was not designed to be a
threshold for assessing community risk and hazards, it was designed to protect public health at a
regional level by helping an area maintain the NAAQS. Since achieving and maintaining state and
federal AAQS is a reasonable goal at the local scale, the SIL provides a useful reference for
comparison.
This threshold for an individual new source is designed to ensure that the source does not
contribute a cumulatively significant impact. The justification for the Tiered Thresholds Option
3
threshold of 0.2 µg/m for new sources in an impacted community is that these areas have higher
levels of diesel particulate matter than do other parts of the Bay Area; the threshold at which an
individual source becomes significant is lower for an area that is already at or near unhealthy
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levels. However, even without a tiered approach, the recommended thresholds already address
the burden of impacted communities via the cumulative thresholds: specifically, if an area has
many existing PM2.5 sources near receptors, then the cumulative threshold will be reached
sooner than it would in another area with fewer PM2.5 sources.
The single-source threshold for receptors is provided to address the possibility that within the
area defined by the 1,000 foot radius there can be variations in risk levels that may be significant,
below the corresponding cumulative threshold. Single-source thresholds assist in the
identification of significant risks, hazards, or concentrations in a subarea, within the 1,000 foot
radius.
Accidental Release of Acutely Hazardous Air Emissions
The BAAQMD currently recommends, at a minimum, that the lead agency, in consultation with
the administering agency of the Risk Management Prevention Program (RMPP), find that any
project resulting in receptors being within the Emergency Response Planning Guidelines (ERPG)
exposure level 2 for a facility has a significant air quality impact. ERPG exposure level 2 is
defined as "the maximum airborne concentration below which it is believed that nearly all
individuals could be exposed for up to one hour without experiencing or developing irreversible or
other serious health effects or symptoms which could impair an individual's ability to take
protective action."
Staff proposes continuing with the current threshold for the accidental release of hazardous air
pollutants. Staff recommends that agencies consult with the California Emergency Management
Agency for the most recent guidelines and regulations for the storage of hazardous materials.
Staff proposes that projects using or storing acutely hazardous materials locating near existing
receptors, and projects resulting in receptors locating near facilities using or storing acutely
hazardous materials be considered significant.
The current Accidental Release/Hazardous Air Emissions threshold of significance could affect all
projects, regardless of size, and require mitigation for Accidental Release/Hazardous Air
Emissions impacts.

3.2.3.

Cumulative Risk and Hazard Thresholds

Qualified Community Risk Reduction Plan
Proposed projects would be considered to be less than significant if they are consistent with a
qualified Community Risk Reduction Plan (CRRP) adopted by the local jurisdiction with
enforceable measures to reduce the community risk.
Project proposed in areas where a CRRP has been adopted that are not consistent with the
CRRP would be considered to have a significant impact.
Projects proposed in areas where a CRRP has not been adopted and that have the potential to
expose sensitive receptors or the general public to emissions-related risk in excess of the
following thresholds from the aggregate of cumulative sources would be considered to have a
significant air quality impact.
The conclusion that land use projects that comply with qualified Community Risk Reduction Plans
are less than significant is supported by CEQA Guidelines Sections 15030(a)(3) and 15064(h)(3),
which provides that a project‘s contribution to a cumulative problem can be less that cumulatively
considerable if the project is required to implement or fund its fair share of a mitigation measure
or measures designed to alleviate the cumulative impact.
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Increased Cancer Risk to Maximally Exposed Individual (MEI)
Emissions from a new source or emissions affecting a new receptor would be considered
significant where ground-level concentrations of carcinogenic TACs from any source result in an
increased cancer risk greater than 100.0 in one million.
The significance threshold of 100 in a million increased excess cancer risk would be applied to
the cumulative emissions. The 100 in a million threshold is based on EPA guidance for
conducting air toxics analyses and making risk management decisions at the facility and
community-scale level. In protecting public health with an ample margin of safety, EPA strives to
provide maximum feasible protection against risks to health from hazardous air pollutants (HAPs)
by limiting risk to a level no higher than the one in ten thousand (100 in a million) estimated risk
that a person living near a source would be exposed to at the maximum pollutant concentrations
for 70 years (NESHAP 54 Federal Register 38044, September 14, 1989; CAA section 112(f)).
One hundred in a million excess cancer cases is also consistent with the ambient cancer risk in
the most pristine portions of the Bay Area based on the District‘s recent regional modeling
analysis.
Increased Non-Cancer Risk to MEI
Emissions from a new source or emissions affecting a new receptor would be considered
significant where ground-level concentrations of non-carcinogenic TACs result in an increased
chronic Hazard Index from any source greater than 10.0.
The Air District has developed an Air Toxics Hot Spots (ATHS) program that provides guidance
for implementing the Air Toxics "Hot Spots" Information and Assessment Act (AB 2588, Connelly,
1987: chaptered in the California Health and Safety Code § 44300, et. al.). The ATHS provides
that if the health risks resulting from the facility‘s emissions exceed significance levels established
by the air district, the facility is required to conduct an airborne toxic risk reduction audit and
develop a plan to implement measures that will reduce emissions from the facility to a level below
the significance level. The Air District has established a non-cancer Hazard Index of ten (10.0) as
ATHS mandatory risk reduction levels. The cumulative chronic non-cancer Hazard Index
threshold is consistent with the Air District‘s ATHS program.
Increased Ambient Concentration of PM 2.5
Emissions from a new source or emissions affecting a new receptor would be considered
significant where ground-level concentrations of PM2.5 from any source would result in an
3
average annual increase greater than 0.8 µg/m .
If one applies the concentration-response function from the U.S, EPA assessment (U.S. EPA
3
2006) and attributes a 10 percent increase in mortality to a 10 µg/m increase in PM2.5, one finds
an increase in non-injury mortality in the Bay Area of about 50 excess deaths per year from a 0.8
3
µg/m increment of PM2.5. This is greater than the impacts reported and considered significant by
SFDPH (2008) using an earlier study (Jerrett et al. 2005) to estimate the increase in mortality
3
from a 0.2 µg/m PM2.5 increment (SFDPH reported 21 excess deaths per year). However,
SFDPH only considered roadway emissions within a 492 foot radius. This threshold applies to all
types of emissions within 1,000 feet. In modeling applications for proposed projects, a larger
radius results in a greater number of sources considered and higher modeled concentrations. On
balance, the Air District estimates that the SFDPH threshold and this one, in combination with the
individual source threshold for PM2.5, will afford similar levels of health protection.
The cumulative PM2.5 threshold represents the middle range of an EPA proposed Significant
Impact Level (SIL). EPA interprets the SIL to be the level of ambient impact that is considered to
represent a ―significant contribution‖ to regional non-attainment. While this threshold was not
designed to be a threshold for assessing community risk and hazards, it was designed to protect
public health at a regional level by helping an area maintain the NAAQS. Since achieving and
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maintaining state and federal AAQS is a reasonable goal at the local scale, the SIL provides a
3
useful reference for comparison. Furthermore, the 0.8 µg/m threshold is consistent with studies
(Kleinman et al 2007) that examined the potential health impacts of roadway particles.

3.2.4.

Plan-Level Risk and Hazard Thresholds

Staff proposes plan-level thresholds that will encourage a programmatic approach to addressing
the overall adverse conditions resulting from risks and hazards that many Bay Area communities
experience. By designating overlay zones in land use plans, local land use jurisdictions can take
preemptive action before project-level review to reduce the potential for significant exposures to
risk and hazard emissions. While this will require more up-front work at the general plan level, in
the long-run this approach is a more feasible approach consistent with Air District and CARB
guidance about siting sources and sensitive receptors that is more effective than project by
project consideration of effects that often has more limited mitigation opportunities. This approach
would also promote more robust cumulative consideration of effects of both existing and future
development for the plan-level CEQA analysis as well as subsequent project-level analysis.
For local plans to have a less-than-significant impact with respect to potential risks and hazards,
overlay zones would have to be established around existing and proposed land uses that would
emit these air pollutants. Overlay zones to avoid risk impacts should be reflected in local plan
policies, land use map(s), and implementing ordinances (e.g., zoning ordinance). The overlay
zones around existing and future risk sources would be delineated using the quantitative
approaches described above for project-level review and the resultant risk buffers would be
included in the General Plan (or the EIR for the General Plan) to assist in site planning.
BAAQMD will provide guidance as to the methods used to establish the TAC buffers and what
standards to be applied for acceptable exposure level in the updated CEQA Guidelines
document. Special overlay zones of at least 500 feet (or an appropriate distance determined by
modeling and approved by the Air District) on each side of all freeways and high volume
roadways would be included in this threshold.
The threshold of significance for plan impacts could affect all plan adoptions and amendments
and require mitigation for a plan‘s air quality impacts. Where sensitive receptors would be
exposed above the acceptable exposure level, the plan impacts would be considered significant
and mitigation would be required to be imposed either at the plan level (through policy) or at the
project level (through project level requirements).

3.2.5.

Community Risk Reduction Plans

The goal of a Community Risk Reduction Plan would be to bring TAC and PM2.5 concentrations
for the entire community covered by the Plan down to acceptable levels as identified by the local
jurisdiction and approved by the Air District. This approach provides local agencies a proactive
alternative to addressing communities with high levels of risk on a project-by-project approach.
This approach is supported by CEQA Guidelines Section 15030(a)(3), which provides that a
project‘s contribution to a cumulative problem can be less than cumulatively considerable ―if the
project is required to implement or fund its fair share of a mitigation measure or measures
designed to alleviate the cumulative impact.‖ This approach is also further supported by CEQA
Guidelines Section 15064(h)(3), which provides that a project‘s contribution to a cumulative effect
is not considerable ―if the project will comply with the requirements in a previously approved plan
or mitigation program which provides specific requirements that will avoid or substantially lessen
the cumulative problem.‖
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Qualified Community Risk Reduction Plans
(A) A qualified Community Risk Reduction Plan adopted by a local jurisdiction should include, at
a minimum, the following elements. BAAQMD‘s revised CEQA Guidelines provides the
methodology to determine if a Community Risk Reduction Plan meets these requirements.
Define a planning area;
(B)

Include base year and future year emissions inventories of TACs and PM2.5;

(C)

Include Air District–approved risk modeling of current and future risks;

(D)

Establish risk and exposure reduction goals and targets for the community in consultation
with Air District staff;

(E)

Identify feasible, quantifiable, and verifiable measures to reduce emissions and exposures;

(F)

Include procedures for monitoring and updating the inventory, modeling and reduction
measures in coordination with Air District staff;

(G) Be adopted in a public process following environmental review.
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4. CRITERIA POLLUTANT THRESHOLDS
4.1.

THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE

Project Construction
Pollutant
ROG (reactive organic gases)
NOX (nitrogen oxides)
PM10 (exhaust) (particulate matter-10 microns)
PM2.5 (exhaust) (particulate matter-2.5 microns)
PM10/PM2.5 (fugitive dust)
Local CO (carbon monoxide)

Pollutant
ROG
NOX
PM10
PM2.5
Local CO

Average Daily
(pounds/day)
54
54
82
54
Best Management Practices
None

Project Operations
Average Daily
Maximum Annual
(pounds/day)
(tons/year)
54
10
54
10
82
15
54
10
9.0 ppm (8-hour average), 20.0 ppm (1-hour average)
Plans

1. Consistency with Current Air Quality Plan control measures
2. Projected VMT or vehicle trip increase is less than or equal to projected
population increase
Regional Plans (Transportation and Air Quality Plans)
No net increase in emissions of criteria air pollutants and precursors

4.2.

JUSTIFICATION AND SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE SUPPORTING THRESHOLDS

4.2.1.

Project Construction Criteria Pollutant Thresholds

Staff proposes criteria pollutant construction thresholds that add significance criteria for exhaust
emissions to the existing fugitive dust criteria employed by the Air District. While our current
Guidelines considered construction exhaust emissions controlled by the overall air quality plan,
the implementation of new and more stringent state and federal standards over the past ten years
now warrants additional control of this source of emissions.
The average daily criteria air pollutant and precursor emission levels shown above are
recommended as the thresholds of significance for construction activity for exhaust emissions.
These thresholds represent the levels above which a project‘s individual emissions would result in
a considerable contribution (i.e., significant) to the SFBAAB‘s existing non-attainment air quality
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conditions and thus establish a nexus to regional air quality impacts that satisfies CEQA
requirements for evidence-based determinations of significant impacts.
For fugitive dust emissions, staff recommends following the current best management practices
approach which has been a pragmatic and effective approach to the control of fugitive dust
emissions. Studies have demonstrated (Western Regional Air Partnership, U.S.EPA) that the
application of best management practices at construction sites have significantly controlled
fugitive dust emissions. Individual measures have been shown to reduce fugitive dust by
anywhere from 30 percent to more than 90 percent. In the aggregate best management practices
will substantially reduce fugitive dust emissions from construction sites. These studies support
staff‘s recommendation that projects implementing construction best management practices will
reduce fugitive dust emissions to a less than significant level.

4.2.2.

Project Operation Criteria Pollutant Thresholds

The thresholds for project operations are the average daily and maximum annual criteria air
pollutant and precursor levels shown above. These thresholds are based on the federal BAAQMD
Offset Requirements to ozone precursors for which the SFBAAB is designated as a nonattainment area which is an appropriate approach to prevent further deterioration of ambient air
quality and thus has nexus and proportionality to prevention of a regionally cumulative significant
impact (e.g. worsened status of non-attainment). Despite non-attainment area for state PM10 and
pending nonattainment for federal PM2.5, the federal NSR Significant Emission Rate annual limits
of 15 and 10 tons per year, respectively, are the thresholds as BAAQMD has not established an
Offset Requirement limit for PM2.5 and the existing limit of 100 tons per year is much less stringent
and would not be appropriate in light of our pending nonattainment designation for the federal 24hour PM2.5 standard. These thresholds represent the emission levels above which a project‘s
individual emissions would result in a cumulatively considerable contribution to the SFBAAB‘s
existing air quality conditions. The thresholds would be an evaluation of the incremental
contribution of a project to a significant cumulative impact. These threshold levels are wellestablished in terms of existing regulations as promoting review of emissions sources to prevent
cumulative deterioration of air quality. Using existing environmental standards in this way to
establish CEQA thresholds of significance under Guidelines section 15067.4 is an appropriate
and effective means of promoting consistency in significance determinations and integrating
CEQA environmental review activities with other areas of environmental regulation. (See
th
Communities for a Better Environment v. California Resources Agency (2002) 103 Cal. App. 4
6
98, 111. )

4.2.3.

Local Carbon Monoxide Thresholds

The carbon monoxide thresholds are based solely on ambient concentration limits set by the
California Clean Air Act for Carbon Monoxide and Appendix G of the State of California CEQA
Guidelines.
Since the ambient air quality standards are health-based (i.e., protective of public health), there is
substantial evidence (i.e., health studies that the standards are based on) in support of their use

6

The Court of Appeal in the Communities for a Better Environment case held that existing
regulatory standards could not be used as a definitive determination of whether a project would
be significant under CEQA where there is substantial evidence to the contrary. Staff‘s
thresholds would not do that. The thresholds are levels at which a project‘s emissions would
normally be significant, but would not be binding on a lead agency if there is contrary evidence
in the record.
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as CEQA significance thresholds. The use of the ambient standard would relate directly to the
CEQA checklist question. By not using a proxy standard, there would be a definitive bright line
about what is or is not a significant impact and that line would be set using a health-based level.
The CAAQS of 20.0 ppm and 9 ppm for 1-hour and 8-hour CO, respectively, would be used as
the thresholds of significance for localized concentrations of CO. Carbon monoxide is a directly
emitted pollutant with primarily localized adverse effects when concentrations exceed the health
based standards established by the California Air Resources Board (ARB).
In addition, Appendix G of the State of California CEQA Guidelines includes the checklist
question: Would the project violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an
existing or projected air quality violation? Answering yes to this question would indicate that the
project would result in a significant impact under CEQA. The use of the ambient standard would
relate directly to this checklist question.

4.2.4.

Plan-Level Criteria Pollutant Thresholds

This threshold achieves the same goals as the Air District‘s current approach while alleviating the
existing analytical difficulties and the inconsistency of comparing a plan update with AQP growth
projections that may be up to several years old. Eliminating the analytical inconsistency provides
better nexus and proportionality for evaluating air quality impacts for plans.
Over the years staff has received comments on the difficulties inherent in the current approach
regarding the consistency tests for population and VMT growth. First, the population growth
estimates used in the most recent AQP can be up to several years older than growth estimates
used in a recent plan update, creating an inconsistency in this analysis. Staff recommends that
this test of consistency be eliminated because the Air District and local jurisdictions all use
regional population growth estimates that are disaggregated to local cities and counties. In
addition, the impact to air quality is not necessarily growth but where that growth is located. The
second test, rate of increase in vehicle use compared to growth rate, will determine if planned
growth will impact air quality. Compact infill development inherently has less vehicle travel and
more transit opportunities than suburban sprawl.
Second, the consistency test of comparing the rate of increase in VMT to the rate of increase in
population has been problematic at times for practitioners because VMT is not always available
with the project analysis. Staff recommends that either the rate of increase in VMT or vehicle trips
be compared to the rate of increase in population. Staff also recommends that the growth
estimates used in this analysis be for the years covered by the plan. Staff also recommends that
the growth estimates be obtained from the Association of Bay Area Governments since the Air
District uses ABAG growth estimates for air quality planning purposes.

4.2.5.

Criteria Pollutant Thresholds for Regional Plans

Regional plans include the Regional Transportation Plan prepared by the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission (MTC) and air quality plans prepared by the Air District.
The Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), also called a Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) or
Long-Range Transportation Plan is the mechanism used in California by both Metropolitan
Planning Organizations (MPOs) and Regional Transportation Planning Agencies (RTPAs) to
conduct long-range (minimum of 20 years) planning in their regions. MTC functions as both the
regional transportation planning agency, a state designation, and, for federal purposes, as the
region's metropolitan planning organization (MPO). As such, it is responsible for regularly
updating the Regional Transportation Plan, a comprehensive blueprint for the development of
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comprehensive transportation system that includes mass transit, highway, airport, seaport,
railroad, bicycle and pedestrian facilities. The performance of this system affects such public
policy concerns as air quality, environmental resource consumption, social equity, ―smart growth,‖
economic development, safety, and security. Transportation planning recognizes the critical links
between transportation and other societal goals. The planning process requires developing
strategies for operating, managing, maintaining, and financing the area‘s transportation system in
such a way as to advance the area‘s long-term goals.
The Air District periodically prepares and updates plans to achieve the goal of healthy air.
Typically, a plan will analyze emissions inventories (estimates of current and future emissions
from industry, motor vehicles, and other sources) and combine that information with air
monitoring data (used to assess progress in improving air quality) and computer modeling
simulations to test future strategies to reduce emissions in order to achieve air quality standards.
Air quality plans usually include measures to reduce air pollutant emissions from industrial
facilities, commercial processes, motor vehicles, and other sources. Bay Area air quality plans
are prepared with the cooperation of MTC and the Association of Bay Area Governments
(ABAG).
The threshold of significance for regional plans is no net increase in emissions including criteria
pollutant emissions. This threshold serves to answer the State CEQA Guidelines Appendix G
sample question: ―Would the project Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any
criteria pollutant for which the project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or
state ambient air quality standard (including releasing emissions which exceed quantitative
thresholds for ozone precursors)?‖

5. ODOR THRESHOLDS
5.1. THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE
Project Operations – Source or Receptor

Plans

Five confirmed complaints per year averaged
over three years

Identify the location, and include policies to
reduce the impacts, of existing or planned
sources of odors

5.2.

JUSTIFICATION AND SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE SUPPORTING THRESHOLDS

Staff proposes revising the current CEQA significance threshold for odors to be consistent with
the Air District‘s regulation governing odor nuisances (Regulation 7—Odorous Substances). The
current approach includes assessing the number of unconfirmed complaints which are not
considered indicative of actual odor impacts. Basing the threshold on an average of five
confirmed complaints per year over a three year period reflects the most stringent standards
derived from the Air District rule and is considered an appropriate approach to a CEQA evaluation
of odor impacts.
Odors are generally considered a nuisance, but can result in a public health concern. Some land
uses that are needed to provide services to the population of an area can result in offensive
odors, such as filling portable propane tanks or recycling center operations. When a proposed
project includes the siting of sensitive receptors in proximity to an existing odor source, or when
siting a new source of potential odors, the following qualitative evaluation should be performed.
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When determining whether potential for odor impacts exists, it is recommended that Lead
Agencies consider the following factors and make a determination based on evidence in each
qualitative analysis category:
Distance: Use the screening-level distances in Table 9.
Wind Direction: Consider whether sensitive receptors are located upwind or downwind from the
source for the most of the year. If odor occurrences associated with the source are seasonal
in nature, consider whether sensitive receptors are located downwind during the season in
which odor emissions occur.
Complaint History: Consider whether there is a history of complaints associated with the source.
If there is no complaint history associated with a particular source (perhaps because sensitive
receptors do not already exist in proximity to the source), consider complaint-history
associated with other similar sources in BAAQMD‘s jurisdiction with potential to emit the
same or similar types of odorous chemicals or compounds, or that accommodate similar
types of processes.
Character of Source: Consider the character of the odor source, for example, the type of odor
events according to duration of exposure or averaging time (e.g., continuous release,
frequent release events, or infrequent events).
Exposure: Consider whether the project would result in the exposure of a substantial number of
people to odorous emissions.
Table 9 – Screening Distances for Potential Odor Sources
Type of Operation Project Screening

Distance

Wastewater Treatment Plant

2 miles

Wastewater Pumping Facilities

1 mile

Sanitary Landfill

2 miles

Transfer Station

1 mile

Composting Facility

1 mile

Petroleum Refinery

2 miles

Asphalt Batch Plant

2 miles

Chemical Manufacturing

2 miles

Fiberglass Manufacturing

1 mile

Painting/Coating Operations

1 mile

Rendering Plant

2 miles

Food Processing Facility

1 mile

Confined Animal Facility/Feed Lot/Dairy

1 mile

Green Waste and Recycling Operations

1 mile

Coffee Roaster

1 mile
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California Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWMB). Facilities that are regulated by the
CIWMB (e.g. landfill, composting, etc.) are required to have Odor Impact Minimization Plans
(OIMP) in place and have procedures that establish fence line odor detection thresholds. The Air
District recognizes a lead agency‘s discretion under CEQA to use established odor detection
thresholds as thresholds of significance for CEQA review for CIWMB regulated facilities with an
adopted OIMP.
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E. GLOSSARY
Aerosol -- Particle of solid or liquid matter that can remain suspended in the air because of its
small size (generally under one micrometer in diameter).
Air Quality Management District (AQMD) -- Local agency charged with controlling air pollution
and attaining air quality standards. The Bay Area Air Quality Management District is the regional
AQMD that includes Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo and Santa
Clara Counties and the southern halves of Solano and Sonoma Counties.
Air Resources Board (ARB) -- The State of California agency responsible for air pollution control.
Responsibilities include: establishing State ambient air quality standards, setting allowable
emission levels for motor vehicles in California and oversight of local air quality management
districts.
Area Sources -- Sources of air pollutants that individually emit relatively small quantities of air
pollutants, but that may emit considerable quantities of emissions when aggregated over a large
area. Examples include water heaters, lawn maintenance equipment, and consumer products.
Best Available Control Technology (BACT) -- The most stringent emissions control that has been
achieved in practice, identified in a state implementation plan, or found by the District to be
technologically feasible and cost-effective for a given class of sources.
California Clean Air Act (CCAA) -- Legislation enacted in 1988 mandating a planning process to
attain state ambient air quality standards.
CALINE -- A model developed by the Air Resources Board that calculates carbon monoxide
concentrations resulting from motor vehicle use.
Carbon Monoxide (CO) -- A colorless, odorless, toxic gas produced by the incomplete
combustion of carbon-containing substances. It is emitted in large quantities by exhaust of
gasoline-powered vehicles.
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) -- A colorless, odorless gas that is an important contributor to Earth‘s
greenhouse effect.
Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (CO2E) -- A metric measure used to compare the emissions from
various greenhouse gases based upon their global warming potential.
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) -- A family of inert, nontoxic, and easily liquefied chemicals used in
refrigeration, air conditioning, packaging, insulation, or as solvents and aerosol propellants. CFCs
drift into the upper atmosphere where their chlorine components destroy stratospheric ozone.
Clean Air Act (CAA) -- Long-standing federal legislation, last amended in 1990, that is the legal
basis for the national clean air programs.
Conformity -- A requirement in federal law and administrative practice that requires that projects
will not be approved if they do not conform with the State Implementation Plan by: causing or
contributing to an increase in air pollutant emissions, violating an air pollutant standard, or
increasing the frequency of violations of an air pollutant standard.
Criteria Air Pollutants -- Air pollutants for which the federal or State government has established
ambient air quality standards, or criteria, for outdoor concentration in order to protect public
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health. Criteria pollutants include: ozone, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide PM10 (previously total
suspended particulate), nitrogen oxide, and lead.
EMFAC -- The computer model developed by the California Air Resources Board to estimate
composite on-road motor vehicle emission factors by vehicle class.
Emission Factor -- The amount of a specific pollutant emitted from a specified polluting source
per unit quantity of material handled, processed, or burned.
Emission Inventory -- A list of air pollutants emitted over a determined area by type of source.
Typically expressed in mass per unit time.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) -- The federal agency responsible for control of air and
water pollution, toxic substances, solid waste, and cleanup of contaminated sites.
Exceedance -- A monitored level of concentration of any air contaminant higher than national or
state ambient air quality standards.
Global Warming Potential (GWP) -- The index used to translate the level of emissions of various
gases into a common measure in order to compare the relative radiative forcing of different gases
without directly calculating the changes in atmospheric concentrations. GWPs are calculated as
the ratio of the radiative forcing that would result from the emissions of one kilogram of a
greenhouse gas to that from emission of one kilogram of carbon dioxide over a period of time
(usually 100 years).
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) -- Any gas that absorbs infrared radiation in the atmosphere.
Greenhouse gases include water vapor, carbon dioxide (CO 2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide
(N2O), halogenated fluorocarbons (HCFCs), ozone (O 3), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), sulfur
hexafluoride (SF6) and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs).
Hazardous Air Pollutants – Federal terminology for air pollutants which are not covered by
ambient air quality standards but may reasonably be expected to cause or contribute to serious
illness or death (see NESHAPs).
Health Risk Assessment -- An analysis where human exposure to toxic substances is estimated,
and considered together with information regarding the toxic potency of the substances, to
provide quantitative estimates of health risk.
Hot Spot -- A location where emissions from specific sources may expose individuals and
population groups to elevated risks of adverse health effects and contribute to the cumulative
health risks of emissions from other sources in the area.
Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S) -- A gas characterized by "rotten egg" smell, found in the vicinity of oil
refineries, chemical plants and sewage treatment plants.
Impacted Communities – Also known as priority communities, the Air District defines impacted
communities within the Bay Area as having higher emitting sources, highest air concentrations,
and nearby low income and sensitive populations. The Air District identified the following
impacted communities: the urban core areas of Concord, eastern San Francisco, western
Alameda County, Redwood City/East Palo Alto, Richmond/San Pablo, and San Jose.
Indirect Sources – Land uses and facilities that attract or generate motor vehicle trips and thus
result in air pollutant emissions, e.g., shopping centers, office buildings, and airports.
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Inversion -- The phenomenon of a layer of warm air over cooler air below. This atmospheric
condition resists the natural dispersion and dilution of air pollutants.
Level of Service (LOS) -- A transportation planning term for a method of measurement of traffic
congestion. The LOS compares actual or projected traffic volume to the maximum capacity of the
road under study. LOS ranges from A through F. LOS A describes free flow conditions, while LOS
F describes the most congested conditions, up to or over the maximum capacity for which the
road was designed.
Mobile Source -- Any motor vehicle that produces air pollution, e.g., cars, trucks, motorcycles (onroad mobile sources) or airplanes, trains and construction equipment (off-road mobile sources).
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) -- Health-based pollutant concentration limits
established by EPA that apply to outdoor air (see Criteria Air Pollutants).
National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs) – Emissions standards
set by EPA for air pollutants not covered by NAAQS that may cause an increase in deaths or in
serious, irreversible, or incapacitating illness.
Nitrogen Oxides (NOX) -- Gases formed in great part from atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen when
combustion takes place under conditions of high temperature and high pressure; NOX is a
precursor to the criteria air pollutant ozone.
Nonattainment Area -- Defined geographic area that does not meet one or more of the
Ambient Air Quality Standards for the criteria pollutants designated in the federal Clean Air Act
and/or California Clean Air Act.
Ozone (O3) -- A pungent, colorless, toxic gas. A product of complex photochemical processes,
usually in the presence of sunlight. Tropospheric (lower atmosphere) ozone is a criteria air
pollutant.
Particulate -- A particle of solid or liquid matter; soot, dust, aerosols, fumes and mists.
Photochemical Process -- The chemical changes brought about by the radiant energy of the sun
acting upon various polluting substances. The products are known as photochemical smog.
PM2.5 -- Fine particulate matter (solid or liquid) with an aerodynamic diameter equal to or less
than 2.5 micrometers. Individual particles of this size are small enough to be inhaled deeply into
the lungs..
PM10 -- Fine particulate matter (solid or liquid) with an aerodynamic diameter equal to or less than
10 micrometers. Individual particles of this size are small enough to be inhaled into human lungs;
they are not visible to the human eye.
Precursor -- Compounds that change chemically or physically after being emitted into the air and
eventually produce air pollutants. For example, organic compounds are precursors to ozone.
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) -- EPA program in which State and/or federal
permits are required that are intended to restrict emissions for new or modified sources in places
where air quality is already better than required to meet primary and secondary ambient air
quality standards.
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Reactive Organic Gases (ROG) -- Classes of organic compounds, especially olefins, substituted
aromatics and aldehydes, that react rapidly in the atmosphere to form photochemical smog or
ozone.
Sensitive Receptors -- Facilities or land uses that include members of the population that are
particularly sensitive to the effects of air pollutants, such as children, the elderly, and people with
illnesses. Examples include schools, hospitals and residential areas.
State Implementation Plan (SIP) -- EPA-approved state plans for attaining and maintaining
federal air quality standards.
Stationary Source -- A fixed, non-mobile source of air pollution, usually found at industrial or
commercial facilities.
Sulfur Oxides (SOX) -- Pungent, colorless gases formed primarily by the combustion of sulfurcontaining fossil fuels, especially coal and oil. Considered a criteria air pollutant, sulfur oxides
may damage the respiratory tract as well as vegetation.
Toxic Air Contaminants -- Air pollutants which cause illness or death in relatively small quantities.
Non-criteria air contaminants that, upon exposure, ingestion, inhalation, or assimilation into
organisms either directly from the environment or indirectly by ingestion through food chains, may
cause death, disease, behavioral abnormalities, cancer, genetic mutations, physiological
malfunctions, or physical deformations in such organisms or their offspring.
Transportation Control Measures (TCMs) -- Measures to reduce traffic congestion and decrease
emissions from motor vehicles by reducing vehicle use.
URBEMIS -- A computer model developed by the California Air Resources Board to estimate air
pollutant emissions from motor vehicle trips associated with land use development.
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Greenhouse Gas Emission Factors:
Guidance for PG&E Customers
April 2013
In recent years, an increasing number of PG&E customers have started to track the
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from their business operations, generated within
their city, or saved through energy efficiency. This document is intended to help
PG&E customers understand the different emission factors they can use to estimate
GHG emissions for their own climate action planning or voluntary GHG emissions
tracking or reporting. PG&E’s latest GHG emission factor for delivered electricity is
available online.
Please note: The information in this document is not to be used for mandatory GHG
reporting, financial analysis, or regulatory compliance, and does not necessarily
reflect the approaches taken by PG&E for its own regulatory compliance purposes.

What is a GHG emission factor?
A GHG emission factor1 is a measure of the pounds of carbon dioxide (CO2) emitted
per megawatt-hour of electricity or per therm of natural gas.
x

x

Electricity generated from fossil fuels such as natural gas or coal emit CO 2, while
other sources of electricity such as hydropower, wind, solar, and nuclear power
are considered to be carbon-free. The electricity that PG&E delivers to customers
comes from a mix of these generation sources. PG&E’s emission factor for
delivered electricity incorporates the annual energy and associated emissions from
each generation source for the given year. Variance in PG&E’s mix of electricity
sources largely account for changes in PG&E’s GHG emission factor from year to
year.
The natural gas emission factor represents the amount of GHGs emitted per therm
of natural gas combusted. This emission factor does not vary because the
composition of PG&E’s natural gas does not change significantly over time.

Electricity Emission Factors
If you are estimating the GHG emissions generated by a business, city, county, or
related entity over the course of a year, and if 100% of your electricity was purchased
from PG&E, you can use the average emission factor for all the PG&E electricity
delivered during that specific year.
Historic emissions: Historic average emissions factors take into account all of the
sources of electricity that PG&E delivered to customers during a specific year in the
past. As a founding member of the California Climate Action Registry (CCAR), PG&E
1

An emission factor is also known as an emission rate or emission coefficient.

1
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has emission factors that have been third-party verified starting in the year 2003. For
factors prior to 2003, please see FAQ #2.
Current/Future emissions: Because of the multiple sources of power used in the
course of a year and the rigorous process PG&E follows to have its emissions
independently verified by a third party, the emission factor for delivered electricity
lags by a year. To estimate GHG emissions in a recent or future year for which an
emission factor is not yet available, use the emissions factor forecast for PG&E’s
electricity in the CPUC GHG Calculator. The calculator is a publicly-available
document that provides emission factor forecasts from 2012–2020 which are listed in
the table below.
Avoided emissions: When you implement an energy efficiency project or install a
renewable generation project (e.g., a solar photovoltaic system), you are reducing
your use of electricity from the utility, and therefore are avoiding the associated GHG
emissions. Determining the emissions avoided from these projects can be
complicated, depending on the season and time of day the electricity was saved.
For simplicity, you can use the relevant annual emission factor to estimate the GHGs
avoided from these projects. See FAQ #5 for more information.
PG&E Emissions Factor Summary
Emission Type
Historical
Emissions

Future Emissions
(estimated)

Emission Factor
Year

Lbs CO2
/MWh

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
20123
2013
2014
2015
2016

620
566
489
456
636
641
575
445
393
453
431
412
391
370

Source

Metric tons
CO2/MWh

0.281
0.257
0.222
0.207
0.288
0.291
0.261
0.202
0.178
0.205
0.196
0.187
0.177
0.168

2

PG&E’s third-party-verified
GHG inventory submitted to
the California Climate Action
Registry (CCAR)2 (2003-2008)
or The Climate Registry
(TCR) (2009-2011)

CPUC GHG Calculator, which
provides an independent
forecast of PG&E’s emission
factors as part of a model on
how the electricity sector

The 2003-2008 factors are in the Power/Utility Protocol (PUP) spreadsheet of PG&E’s CCAR reports. The
2009-2011factors are in the Additional Optional Information tab of the Electric Power Sector (EPS) Report
spreadsheet of PG&E’s TCR report.
3
PG&E’s actual 2012 emission factor will be available in January 2014.
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2017
2018
2019
2020

349
328
307
290

0.158
0.149
0.139
0.131

would reduce emissions
under AB 324

Natural Gas Emission Factors
Historic, Current, and/or Future: The combustion of natural gas (in your stove, a
furnace, or a natural gas power plant) releases CO2. The emission factor for natural
gas represents the amount of GHGs emitted per therm of natural gas combusted.
Since the composition of PG&E natural gas does not change significantly over time,
this factor does not change from year to year.
Emission Type

Emission Factor
Year

Historic, Current,
or Future

All
years

Lbs
CO2/therm

Metric ton
CO2/therm

11.7

0.00531

Source
U.S. Energy Information
Administration5

UPDATES: The emissions factors will be updated annually, so please check with your
PG&E account manager or the PG&E website at www.pge.com/environment for the
most recent version.

Frequently Asked Questions:
1.
2.
3.

Why do the emission factors for PG&E electricity vary from year to year? .............. 4
Does PG&E have emission factors from years prior to 2003? ....................................... 4
What emission factor should I use to calculate the emissions from electricity use
in 1990? ................................................................................................................................. 4
4. Why do you use an average emission factor to estimate avoided emissions and not
a marginal or project-specific emission factor? ............................................................ 5
5. What emission factor should I use if I want to estimate the emissions avoided
through participation in PG&E’s demand response programs? ................................... 5
6. If I am a direct access electricity customer, what emission factor should I use? .... 5
7. Can PG&E customers use the U.S. EPA carbon calculator to calculate the
emissions from PG&E electricity?..................................................................................... 5
8. What is the difference between the emission factors used in the U.S. EPA’s
Portfolio Manager benchmarking tool and PG&E’s emission factors?........................ 6
9. Does PG&E have emission factors for smaller geographic areas like cities or
counties within its service territory? ............................................................................... 6
10. What measures can I use to compare a reduction of one metric tonne of CO 2? ..... 6
11. Why are PG&E’s emission factors in CO2 and not CO2e (i.e. CO2 equivalent)? ........ 7

4
5

E3, GHG Calculator version 3c, worksheet tab “CO2 Allocations,” cells AH35 - AH44.
U.S. Energy Information Administration, Voluntary Reporting of Greenhouse Gases Program.
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12. Why don’t PG&E’s emission factors include the emissions associated with the
delivery of electricity or natural gas? ............................................................................. 7
13. Who can I contact at PG&E to ask questions about emission factors? ...................... 7
1. Q: Why do the emission factors for PG&E electricity vary from year to year?
A: PG&E’s electricity emission factors vary primarily because the amount of
available hydroelectricity varies from year to year. During drought years, less
hydroelectricity is available and other power sources (usually natural gas
generation) are used instead.
Emission factors also change, but less significantly, based on variables such as
change in demand due to weather (hot summers mean more air conditioning
demand). Increased demand on a short-term basis is generally met by fossil
fuel generation, which raises the average emission factor. PG&E works to
mitigate demand by following California’s “loading order,” which involves
reducing electricity demand by increasing energy efficiency and demand
response, and meeting new long-term generation needs first with renewable
and distributed generation resources, and second with clean fossil-fueled
generation. The loading order was adopted in the 2003 Energy Action Plan
prepared by the California energy agencies6.
Over time, PG&E’s emission factor is also decreasing as we make steady
progress toward California’s target of 33% renewables by the end of 2020.
2. Q: Does PG&E have emission factors from years prior to 2003?
A: PG&E was among the earliest companies to voluntarily quantify and report its
GHG emissions using rigorous, publicly-vetted GHG reporting standards. As a
charter member of the California Climate Action Registry which later grew into
The Climate Registry, PG&E has voluntarily registered and publicly reported its
third-party verified GHG inventory every year since 2003. Prior to 2003, there
were no commonly-accepted guidelines to report the GHG emission factors
from a utility. If you would like to calculate emissions prior to 2003, you can
use the 1990 emission factor in FAQ #3 below.
3. Q: What emission factor should I use to calculate the emissions from electricity
use in 1990?
A: You can use the factor from a study published by Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, which cites an emission factor of 0.070 kg C/kWh for PG&E in
1990.7 This figure translates to approximately 572 lbs CO2/MWh or 0.259 metric
tons CO2/MWh.8

6

Implementing California’s Loading Order for Electricity Resources.
LBNL-49945, Marnay et al, Estimating the CO2 emissions factors for the California Electric Power Sector,
August 2002.
8
Assuming 1 kg CO2 = 0.27 kg C and 2.2046 lbs/kg.
7
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4. Q:Why do you use an average emission factor to estimate avoided emissions and
not a marginal9 or project-specific emission factor?
A: For the purposes of climate action planning or voluntary tracking and reporting,
using an average emission factor simplifies the emissions calculation process.
While some large entities may be required to estimate the amount of GHGs
avoided by using emission factors specific to the hours of the day, the days of
the year, or the seasons in which the energy use was avoided, the use of an
average emission factor is appropriate for most customers.
5. Q: What emission factor should I use if I want to estimate the emissions avoided
through participation in PG&E’s demand response programs10?
A: For the purposes of climate action planning or voluntary tracking or reporting,
an average emission factor is appropriate. If you are participating in a thirdparty Demand Response program, you may reach out to your program manager
for further guidance. Using the average factor is a simplification and may not
reflect the approach taken by large entities for regulatory compliance
purposes.
6. Q: If I am a direct access electricity customer, what emission factor should I use?
A: If you are a direct access customer, you should contact your direct access
electricity provider for the appropriate emission factor. If the emission factor
is unavailable, The Climate Registry’s Local Government Operations Protocol
and the World Resources Institute’s GHG Protocol recommend using the EPA
Emissions & Generation Resource Integrated Database (eGRID) annual output
emission factors for the WECC California (CAMX) sub-region.
7. Q: Can PG&E customers use the U.S. EPA carbon calculator to calculate the
emissions from PG&E electricity?
A: PG&E does not recommend that customers use this calculator. The EPA
calculator uses an average emission factor for electricity generated
nationwide. PG&E’s emission factor is independently verified and based on the
PG&E-specific mix of electricity delivered to PG&E customers. Because of
PG&E’s higher use of lower- and zero-emission generation sources, PG&E’s
emission factor is more than 60 percent cleaner than the national average.11
Using the EPA carbon calculator would dramatically overstate PG&E customers’
emissions and any emissions savings associated with energy efficiency projects.

9

A marginal emission factor represents the emissions from electricity generated “at the margin”, i.e.,
electricity generated in response to an additional unit of electricity demand. In California, this factor is
typically that of a natural gas power plant, because this type of plant is most frequently deployed when
electricity demand increases in the state. The California Air Resources Board (ARB) uses a marginal
emission factor for California of 944 lbs CO2e/MWh. See: ARB, Mandatory Reporting Requirement Final
Regulation, Section 95111(b)(1).
10
PG&E’s demand response programs offer incentives to customers that volunteer and participate by
temporarily reducing their electricity use when demand could outpace supply.
11
PG&E website: http://www.pge.com/myhome/environment/pge/cleanenergy/index.shtml.
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8. Q: What is the difference between the emission factors used in the U.S. EPA’s
Portfolio Manager benchmarking tool and PG&E’s emission factors?
A: The EPA tool uses emission factors from the EPA Emissions & Generation
Resource Integrated Database (eGRID), which are derived from utility data for
each of the 26 sub-regions of the U.S. power grid. Users are not able to enter a
PG&E-specific emission factor into the tool. Instead, based on the zip code of
each building entered, Portfolio Manager identifies the appropriate sub-region
and emission factor, and provides a graphic comparison of the sub-region’s
emission factor and electric generation fuel mix to the national factor. PG&E
customers are in the WECC12 California (CAMX) sub-region. Because eGRID’s
WECC California emission factor has consistently been higher than PG&E’s
historic emission factors, customers should understand that this tool
overestimates emissions from buildings that use PG&E electricity.
The tool also gives users the choice of selecting a specific power generation
facility, which is not generally appropriate for the purposes of climate action
planning or voluntary tracking and reporting, since the electricity delivered by
PG&E to customers comes from a variety of sources.
9. Q: Does PG&E have emission factors for smaller geographic areas like cities or
counties within its service territory?
A: No, PG&E’s emission factor is based on the electricity delivered to all of its
customers. Because electricity enters PG&E’s electrical transmission and
distribution system from multiple sources and gets distributed throughout the
system to customers, it is not possible to calculate emission factors for specific
geographic areas.
10. Q: What measures can I use to compare a reduction of one metric tonne of CO 2?
A: Reducing one metric ton (2204.6 lbs) of CO2 is approximately equivalent to:
x Taking 0.21 of an average passenger car in California off the road for a year
in 2011;13
x Avoiding the use of 112 gallons of gasoline;14 or
x Eliminating the GHGs associated with about 3.3 homes in PG&E’s service
territory for a month.15

12

The Western Energy Coordinating Council (WECC) is a regional organization that promotes reliable electric
service by establishing operating criteria and facilitating electric system support between utilities.
13
California Air Resources Board’s EMFAC 2011 model indicates an average passenger car in California in
2011 emitted 4.76 metric tons (5.24 short tons) of CO2 per car per year.
14
U.S. EPA website: http://www.epa.gov/cleanenergy/energy-resources/refs.html#gasoline.
15
In PG&E’s service territory in 2011, the average residential customer consumed 0.584 MWh and 38 therms
per month. 0.584 MWh/home times 0.178 metric tonnes (MT) CO2/MWh in 2011 is approximately 0.104 MT
of CO2 per home each month for electricty. 38 therms/home times 0.00531 MT of CO2 per therm is
approximately 0.202 MT of CO2 per month. Combined energy use per house accounts for about 0.306 MT
per month. Therefore, reducing 1 MT of CO2 is equivalent to reducing the emissions for about 3.3 homes
per month.
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11. Q: Why are PG&E’s emission factors in CO2 (carbon dioxide) and not CO2e (i.e. CO2
equivalent)?16
A: The electricity emission factors reported via CCAR and TCR are in pounds of CO2
and not CO2e because their methodology for calculating emission factors only
includes CO2 and not methane (CH4) or nitrous oxide (N2O) from electricity
generation. CCAR and TCR do not include CH4 or N2O because these emissions
are considered to be de minimis.
However, PG&E customers can still estimate the CH 4 and N2O emissions
associated with their electricity use by using the California-specific emission
factors provided by The Climate Registry’s Local Government Operations
Protocol17. For natural gas, customers can use the relevant default emission
factors for natural gas provided by the same protocol18.
12. Q: Why don’t PG&E’s emission factors include the emissions associated with the
delivery of electricity or natural gas?
A: The emissions associated with the delivery of electricity or natural gas are not
included in PG&E’s emission factors for delivered electricity or natural gas
because those emissions are reported separately by PG&E in its own GHG
inventory. Standard voluntary reporting practice is to report such emissions,
like the emissions associated with transmission and distribution line losses,
natural gas compressor stations, and vehicles used to service electricity and
natural gas delivery systems, separately from the emissions attributed to the
generation or use of the energy itself.
13. Q: Who can I contact at PG&E to ask questions about emission factors?
A: Email ghgdatarequests@pge.com and a PG&E employee will get back to you
shortly.

16

CO2e or CO2 equivalent is a measure used to compare the emissions from various GHGs based upon their
global warming potential (GWP). The CO2e for a gas is derived by multiplying the amount of the gas by the
GWP of the gas.

Version 1.1, May 2010. Page 209, Table G.7: California Grid Average Electricity Emission Factors
(1990-2007).
18
Page 205, Table G.3: Default Methane and Nitrous Oxide Emission Factors by Fuel Type and Sector.
17
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Greenhouse Gas Emission Factors:
Guidance for PG&E Customers
November 2015
This document is intended to help Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) customers
understand the different greenhouse gas (GHG) emission factors they may use to
estimate GHG emissions. GHG estimates are often used for climate action planning
purposes and voluntary GHG emissions tracking or reporting.
PG&E’s most recent electricity GHG emissions factor is for calendar year 2013. It
can be found here. Due to the multiple sources of power used in the course of a year
and the rigorous process PG&E follows to have its emissions independently verified by
a third party, the emission factor for delivered electricity lags by over a year.
Please note: The information in this document is not to be used for mandatory GHG
reporting, financial analysis, or regulatory compliance, and does not necessarily
reflect the approaches taken by PG&E for its own regulatory compliance purposes.

What is a GHG emission factor?
A GHG emission factor1 is a measure of the pounds of carbon dioxide (CO2) emitted
per megawatt-hour of electricity or per therm of natural gas.




Electricity generated from fossil fuels such as natural gas or coal emit CO2, while
other sources of electricity such as hydropower, wind, solar, and nuclear power
are considered to be carbon-free. The electricity that PG&E delivers to customers
comes from a mix of these generation sources. PG&E’s emission factor for
delivered electricity incorporates the annual energy and associated emissions from
each generation source for the given year. Variance in PG&E’s mix of electricity
sources largely account for changes in PG&E’s GHG emission factor from year to
year.
The natural gas emission factor represents the amount of GHGs emitted per therm
of natural gas combusted. This emission factor does not vary because the
composition of PG&E’s natural gas does not change significantly over time.

Electricity Emission Factors
If you are estimating the GHG emissions generated by a business, city, county, or
related entity over the course of a year, and if 100% of your electricity was purchased
from PG&E, you can use the average emission factor for all the PG&E electricity
delivered during that specific year.

1

An emission factor is also known as an emission rate or emission coefficient.

1
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Historic emissions: Historic average emissions factors take into account all of the
sources of electricity that PG&E delivered to customers during a specific year in the
past. As a founding member of the California Climate Action Registry (CCAR), PG&E
has emission factors that have been third-party verified starting in the year 2003. For
factors prior to 2003, please see FAQ #2.
Current/Future emissions: Because of the multiple sources of power used in the
course of a year and the rigorous process PG&E follows to have its emissions
independently verified by a third party, the emission factor for delivered electricity
lags by a year. To estimate GHG emissions in a recent or future year for which an
emission factor is not yet available, we recommend using an average of the five mostrecent coefficients available. Another resources is the emissions factor forecast for
PG&E’s electricity in the CPUC GHG Calculator. The calculator is a publicly-available
document that provides emission factor forecasts from 2014–2020 as shown below.
Please note that the CPUC published the calculator in 2010 prior to the drought, so
the forecasts do not take into consideration the impact of the drought on
hydroelectric power.
Avoided emissions: When you implement an energy efficiency project or install a
renewable generation project (e.g., a solar photovoltaic system), you are reducing
your use of electricity from the utility, and therefore are avoiding the associated GHG
emissions. Determining the emissions avoided from these projects can be
complicated, depending on the season and time of day the electricity was saved.
For simplicity, you can use the relevant annual emission factor to estimate the GHGs
avoided from these projects. See FAQ #5 for more information.

2
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PG&E Emissions Factor Summary
Emission Type
Historical
Emissions

2009-2013
Average
CPUC Future
Emissions
(estimated in
2010 prior to the
drought)

Emission Factor
Year

Lbs CO2
/MWh

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2009-2013

620
566
489
456
636
641
575
445
393
445
427
457

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

412
391
370
349
328
307
290

Source

Metric tons
CO2/MWh

0.281
0.257
0.222
0.207
0.288
0.291
0.261
0.202
0.178
0.202
0.194
0.2074

PG&E’s third-party-verified
GHG inventory submitted to
the California Climate Action
Registry (CCAR)2 (2003-2008)
or The Climate Registry
(TCR) (2009-2013)

0.187
0.177
0.168
0.158
0.149
0.139
0.131

CPUC GHG Calculator, which
provides an independent
forecast of PG&E’s emission
factors as part of a model on
how the electricity sector
would reduce emissions
under AB 323

Average of the last five years
of historical emissions

Natural Gas Emission Factors
Historic, Current, and/or Future: The combustion of natural gas (in your stove, a
furnace, or a natural gas power plant) releases CO2. The emission factor for natural
gas represents the amount of GHGs emitted per therm of natural gas combusted.
Since the composition of PG&E natural gas does not change significantly over time,
this factor does not change from year to year.
Emission Type

Emission Factor
Year

Historic, Current,
or Future

2

3
4

All
years

Lbs
CO2/therm

Metric ton
CO2/therm

11.7

0.00531

Source
U.S. Energy Information
Administration4

The 2003-2008 factors are in the Power/Utility Protocol (PUP) spreadsheet of PG&E’s CCAR reports. The
2009-2013factors are in the Additional Optional Information tab of the Electric Power Sector (EPS) Report
spreadsheet of PG&E’s TCR reports.
E3, GHG Calculator version 3c, worksheet tab “CO2 Allocations,” cells AH35 - AH44.
U.S. Energy Information Administration, Voluntary Reporting of Greenhouse Gases Program.
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UPDATES: The emissions factors will be updated annually, so please check with your
PG&E account manager or the PG&E website at www.pge.com/environment for the
most recent version.

Frequently Asked Questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Why do the emission factors for PG&E electricity vary from year to year? .............. 4
Does PG&E have emission factors from years prior to 2003? ....................................... 5
What emission factor should I use to calculate the emissions from electricity use
in 1990? ................................................................................................................................. 5
Why do you use an average emission factor to estimate avoided emissions and not
a marginal or project-specific emission factor? ............................................................ 5
What emission factor should I use if I want to estimate the emissions avoided
through participation in PG&E’s demand response programs? ................................... 5
If I am a direct access electricity customer, what emission factor should I use? .... 6
Can PG&E customers use the U.S. EPA carbon calculator to calculate the
emissions from PG&E electricity?..................................................................................... 6
What is the difference between the emission factors used in the U.S. EPA’s
Portfolio Manager benchmarking tool and PG&E’s emission factors?........................ 6
Does PG&E have emission factors for smaller geographic areas like cities or
counties within its service territory? ............................................................................... 6

10. Why are PG&E’s emission factors in CO2 and not CO2e (i.e. CO2 equivalent)? ........ 7
11. Why don’t PG&E’s emission factors include the emissions associated with the
delivery of electricity or natural gas? ............................................................................. 7
12. Who can I contact at PG&E to ask questions about emission factors? ...................... 7
1. Q: Why do the emission factors for PG&E electricity vary from year to year?
A: PG&E’s electricity emission factors vary primarily because the amount of
available hydroelectricity varies from year to year. During drought years, less
hydroelectricity is available and other power sources (usually natural gas
generation) are used instead.
Emission factors also change, but less significantly, based on variables such as
change in demand due to weather (hot summers mean more air conditioning
demand). Increased demand on a short-term basis is generally met by fossil
fuel generation, which raises the average emission factor. PG&E works to
mitigate demand by following California’s “loading order,” which involves
reducing electricity demand by increasing energy efficiency and demand
response, and meeting new long-term generation needs first with renewable
and distributed generation resources, and second with clean fossil-fueled
generation. The loading order was adopted in the 2003 Energy Action Plan
prepared by the California energy agencies5.
5

Implementing California’s Loading Order for Electricity Resources.
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Over time, PG&E’s emission factor is also decreasing as we make steady
progress toward California’s target of 33% renewables by the end of 2020.
2. Q: Does PG&E have emission factors from years prior to 2003?
A: PG&E was among the earliest companies to voluntarily quantify and report its
GHG emissions using rigorous, publicly-vetted GHG reporting standards. As a
charter member of the California Climate Action Registry which later grew into
The Climate Registry, PG&E has voluntarily registered and publicly reported its
third-party verified GHG inventory every year since 2003. Prior to 2003, there
were no commonly-accepted guidelines to report the GHG emission factors
from a utility. If you would like to calculate emissions prior to 2003, you can
use the 1990 emission factor in FAQ #3 below.
3. Q: What emission factor should I use to calculate the emissions from electricity
use in 1990?
A: You can use the factor from a study published by Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, which cites an emission factor of 0.070 kg C/kWh for PG&E in
1990.6 This figure translates to approximately 572 lbs CO2/MWh or 0.259 metric
tons CO2/MWh.7
4. Q:Why do you use an average emission factor to estimate avoided emissions and
not a marginal8 or project-specific emission factor?
A: For the purposes of climate action planning or voluntary tracking and reporting,
using an average emission factor simplifies the emissions calculation process.
While some large entities may be required to estimate the amount of GHGs
avoided by using emission factors specific to the hours of the day, the days of
the year, or the seasons in which the energy use was avoided, the use of an
average emission factor is appropriate for most customers.
5. Q: What emission factor should I use if I want to estimate the emissions avoided
through participation in PG&E’s demand response programs9?
A: For the purposes of climate action planning or voluntary tracking or reporting,
an average emission factor is appropriate. If you are participating in a thirdparty Demand Response program, you may reach out to your program manager
for further guidance. Using the average factor is a simplification and may not
6

LBNL-49945, Marnay et al, Estimating the CO2 emissions factors for the California Electric Power Sector,
August 2002.
7
Assuming 1 kg CO2 = 0.27 kg C and 2.2046 lbs/kg.
8
A marginal emission factor represents the emissions from electricity generated “at the margin”, i.e.,
electricity generated in response to an additional unit of electricity demand. In California, this factor is
typically that of a natural gas power plant, because this type of plant is most frequently deployed when
electricity demand increases in the state. The California Air Resources Board (ARB) uses a marginal
emission factor for California of 944 lbs CO2e/MWh. See: ARB, Mandatory Reporting Requirement Final
Regulation, Section 95111(b)(1).
9
PG&E’s demand response programs offer incentives to customers that volunteer and participate by
temporarily reducing their electricity use when demand could outpace supply.
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reflect the approach taken by large entities for regulatory compliance
purposes.
6. Q: If I am a direct access electricity customer, what emission factor should I use?
A: If you are a direct access customer, you should contact your direct access
electricity provider for the appropriate emission factor. If the emission factor
is unavailable, The Climate Registry’s Local Government Operations Protocol
and the World Resources Institute’s GHG Protocol recommend using the EPA
Emissions & Generation Resource Integrated Database (eGRID) annual output
emission factors for the WECC California (CAMX) sub-region.
7. Q: Can PG&E customers use the U.S. EPA carbon calculator to calculate the
emissions from PG&E electricity?
A: PG&E does not recommend that customers use this calculator. The EPA
calculator uses an average emission factor for electricity generated
nationwide. PG&E’s emission factor is independently verified and based on the
PG&E-specific mix of electricity delivered to PG&E customers. Because of
PG&E’s higher use of lower- and zero-emission generation sources, PG&E’s
emission factor is more than 60 percent cleaner than the national average.10
Using the EPA carbon calculator would dramatically overstate PG&E customers’
emissions and any emissions savings associated with energy efficiency projects.
8. Q: What is the difference between the emission factors used in the U.S. EPA’s
Portfolio Manager benchmarking tool and PG&E’s emission factors?
A: The EPA tool uses emission factors from the EPA Emissions & Generation
Resource Integrated Database (eGRID), which are derived from utility data for
each of the 26 sub-regions of the U.S. power grid. Users are not able to enter a
PG&E-specific emission factor into the tool. Instead, based on the zip code of
each building entered, Portfolio Manager identifies the appropriate sub-region
and emission factor, and provides a graphic comparison of the sub-region’s
emission factor and electric generation fuel mix to the national factor. PG&E
customers are in the WECC11 California (CAMX) sub-region. Because eGRID’s
WECC California emission factor has consistently been higher than PG&E’s
historic emission factors, customers should understand that this tool
overestimates emissions from buildings that use PG&E electricity.
The tool also gives users the choice of selecting a specific power generation
facility, which is not generally appropriate for the purposes of climate action
planning or voluntary tracking and reporting, since the electricity delivered by
PG&E to customers comes from a variety of sources.
9. Q: Does PG&E have emission factors for smaller geographic areas like cities or
counties within its service territory?
10
11

PG&E website: http://www.pge.com/myhome/environment/pge/cleanenergy/index.shtml.
The Western Energy Coordinating Council (WECC) is a regional organization that promotes reliable electric
service by establishing operating criteria and facilitating electric system support between utilities.
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A: No, PG&E’s emission factor is based on the electricity delivered to all of its
customers. Because electricity enters PG&E’s electrical transmission and
distribution system from multiple sources and gets distributed throughout the
system to customers, it is not possible to calculate emission factors for specific
geographic areas.

10. Q: Why are PG&E’s emission factors in CO2 (carbon dioxide) and not CO2e (i.e. CO2
equivalent)?12
A: The electricity emission factors reported via CCAR and TCR are in pounds of CO2
and not CO2e because their methodology for calculating emission factors only
includes CO2 and not methane (CH4) or nitrous oxide (N2O) from electricity
generation. CCAR and TCR do not include CH4 or N2O because these emissions
are considered to be de minimis.
However, PG&E customers can still estimate the CH4 and N2O emissions
associated with their electricity use by using the California-specific emission
factors provided by The Climate Registry’s Local Government Operations
Protocol13. For natural gas, customers can use the relevant default emission
factors for natural gas provided by the same protocol14.
11. Q: Why don’t PG&E’s emission factors include the emissions associated with the
delivery of electricity or natural gas?
A: The emissions associated with the delivery of electricity or natural gas are not
included in PG&E’s emission factors for delivered electricity or natural gas
because those emissions are reported separately by PG&E in its own GHG
inventory. Standard voluntary reporting practice is to report such emissions,
like the emissions associated with transmission and distribution line losses,
natural gas compressor stations, and vehicles used to service electricity and
natural gas delivery systems, separately from the emissions attributed to the
generation or use of the energy itself.
12. Q: Who can I contact at PG&E to ask questions about emission factors?
A: Email ghgdatarequests@pge.com and a PG&E employee will get back to you
shortly.

12

13

CO2e or CO2 equivalent is a measure used to compare the emissions from various GHGs based upon their
global warming potential (GWP). The CO2e for a gas is derived by multiplying the amount of the gas by the
GWP of the gas.

Version 1.1, May 2010. Page 209, Table G.7: California Grid Average Electricity Emission Factors
(1990-2007).
14
Page 205, Table G.3: Default Methane and Nitrous Oxide Emission Factors by Fuel Type and Sector.
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APPENDIX B
Trip Generation Memorandum

MEMORANDUM

Date:

June 9, 2016

To:

Miroo Desai, City of Emeryville

From:

Kathrin Tellez, Fehr & Peers

Subject:

Trip Generation - Sherwin-Williams
WC14-3200

This memorandum provides additional information related to the trip generation approach used
to estimate trip generation for all models of travel for the proposed Sherwin-Williams
Development Project Environmental Impact Report (EIR), which was circulated for public review in
January 2016. The information contained in this document is intended to build upon information
already presented in the EIR and associated technical appendices.
This memorandum is organized to introduce the concept of trip generation, limitations to the
traditional approach, factors considered in the Sherwin-Williams trip generation calculations,
mixed-use trip generation validation information, information related to other certified EIRs that
have used a similar trip generation approach, and applicability to the Sherwin-Williams site.

INTRODUCTION
Trip generation refers to the process of estimating the amount of vehicular traffic a project might
add to the local roadway network. In addition to estimates of daily traffic, estimates are typically
development for the peak one-hour periods during the morning (AM) and evening (PM)
commute hours, when traffic volumes on adjacent streets are typically at their highest. For the
Sherwin-Williams project, estimates for peak Saturday conditions were also prepared since traffic
volumes in the area are higher on Saturdays than weekdays due to the retail centers on
Shellmound Street and 40th Street.

Miroo Desai
June 9, 2016
Page 2 of 12

The traditional methods commonly used by traffic engineers to calculate the trip generating
potential of developments in urban areas with a variety of travel options, such as Emeryville, can
overestimate their impacts because the methods do not accurately reflect the amount of trips
made by transit, biking, and/or walking. This results in increased development costs due to
oversized infrastructure, and skewed public perception of the likely impacts of development.

STANDARD ITE APPROACH
The most common method used by traffic engineers is outlined in the Institute of Transportation
Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation Manual (9th Edition). This method contains data primarily
collected at suburban, single-use, freestanding sites. This limits the applicability of the data to
urban areas, such as the project, which is located in a dense, walkable, urban setting with a mix of
land uses, and with nearby local and regional transit service. This method does not adequately
account for key variables that influence travel such as development density and scale, location
efficiency, land use mix in close proximity to the site, urban design and transit orientation. Nor
does the ITE method account for demographic characteristics, such as average vehicle ownership.
Guidance in the Trip Generation Manual Handbook indicates that “At specific sites, the user may
wish to modify trip generation rates presented in this document to reflect the presence of public
transportation service, ridesharing, or other transportation demand management measures;
enhanced pedestrian and bicycle trip-making opportunities; or other special characteristics of the
site or surrounding area.”1 Based on this guidance, Fehr & Peers reviewed other methods to
estimate the trip generating characteristics of the site.

FACTORS CONSIDERED
The approach to develop trip generation estimates for the Sherwin-William project considered
many factors, including:
High presence of pedestrians and bicyclists at intersections in the study area - At the
intersection of Horton Street at Sherwin Avenue, bicycle and pedestrian activity accounts for 20
percent of the total travel through the intersection during the weekday and Saturday peak hours.
1

ITE Trip Generation Manual Handbook, 3rd Edition.
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High levels of transit in the project vicinity and city as a whole – Project area is served by 9
AC transit routes and 3 Emery-go-Round routes, with 29 buses stopping in the project vicinity
during peak hours. In 2014, the Emery-go-Round system experienced 1.7 million boarding’s2, or
an average of 4,650 boardings per day. Based on the number of residents and employees within
the City in 2014 (combined approximately 30,000 people), average daily boarding’s on the Emerygo-Round system is approximately 15 percent of the population (while this does not account for
visitor and retail trips, it is a proxy for the level of transit activity in the area).
Number of Jobs available within a 30-minute transit ride – there are approximately 300,000
jobs within a 30-minute door-to-door transit ride of the project vicinity, including many in
Downtown areas where parking is expensive and constrained, making transit an attractive
commute option.
Lower levels of vehicle ownership in the surrounding area than suburban areas – based on
American Community Survey data, average vehicle ownership in the census tracts surrounding the
project site is approximately 1.25 to 1.50 vehicles per household. In more suburban area, average
vehicle ownership rates can be well over 2 vehicles per household.
Shift in travel behavior in Emeryville – Recent travel behavior modeling from Alameda CTC has
indicated a shift of upwards of 10 percent of trip making from auto to non-auto modes relative to
existing conditions for Emeryville on a city-wide basis by the year 2040. Trends between Census
2000 and 2010 have indicated a shift in travel behavior from auto to non-auto modes.
Required Transportation Demand Management Elements – The project would be required to
incorporate by design a number of transportation demand management strategies as well as
develop a project specific plan. Elements that are required of all projects include:


Vehicular parking maximums as opposed to minimums



High bicycle parking requirements



Unbundling of residential parking from unit cost



Contributions to the Property Based Business Improvement District to fund Emery-goRound



Payment of the City’s Transportation Impact Fee to fund city-wide multi-modal
transportation improvements.

2

http://ca-emeryville.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/View/7903
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As part of the project, other project specific elements would be included, such as:


Provision of a bicycle share station on the site



Provision of car-share pods on the site



Sidewalk and trail improvements along the project frontage

Based on these considerations, application of standard Institute of Transportation Engineers Trip
Generation rates would overstate the potential vehicle trip generation of the proposed project.

MXD MODEL VALIDATION
Research to identify factors that influence trip generation emerged in 1997. The initial research
was expanded and two significant new research studies provided the opportunity to improve the
state of practice. As documented in the Environmental Impact Report, one study sponsored by
the US EPA3 and another by the Transportation Research Board4 have developed means to
improve trip generation estimation for mixed-use developments (MXDs) and those located in
urban areas. The two studies examined over 260 MXD sites throughout the U.S. and, using
different approaches, developed new quantification methods. Since the conclusion of the EPA
sponsored study, Fehr & Peers has been actively enhancing the MXD model to improve sensitivity
to various site characteristics, improve peak hour performance, and continue to validate the
model against MXDs where data is available.
A set of 27 independent (that is - not included in the MXD model derivation) MXD sites across the
country that were not included in the initial model development have been tested to validate the
model.

These sites represent locations where it is expected that traditional data and

methodologies, such as ITE, would not accurately estimate the Project vehicle trip generation. The
use of these 27 sites as a validation site data set independent from the model derivation site data
sets is consistent with appropriate statistical techniques to prevent confirmation bias by using
only one set of data. Table 1 presents the performance of the MXD+ model against ITE and ITE
internalization procedures.

3

Traffic Generated by Mixed-Use Developments—A Six-Region Study Using Consistent Built Environmental Measures (Ewing

et al, ASCE UP0146, Sept 2011).
4

National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report 684 Enhancing Internal Trip Capture Estimation for

Mixed-Use Developments (Bochner et al, March 2011).
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For the 27 mixed-use validation sites that were surveyed in California and across the country, the
ITE method overestimated daily traffic generation by 24 percent and peak hour traffic by 35
percent to 37 percent. The MXD+ method explains 97 percent of the variation in trip generation
among MXDs, compared to 65 percent for the methods previously recommended by ITE. While
remaining slightly (2 percent to 4 percent) conservative to avoid systematically understating
impacts, MXD+ substantially reduces the 35 percent - 37 percent average overestimate of traffic
generation produced by conventional ITE methods. Data from the validation sites is provided in
Table 2.
Of the model validation sites, several are within the size range of the proposed project (5 to 15
acres) and on average, the actual observed vehicle trip generation was 29 to 43 percent less than
predicted by standard ITE rates alone. In addition to the proposed project being within the
bounds of the size range of the model derivation set, it is also within the population, employment,
and activity density bounds of the model derivation set. In addition it is within two standard
deviations of the average for each of the above metrics as well. These checks confirm that MXD+
is appropriate to use for the proposed project.
TABLE 1
MXD+ MODEL
VALIDATION STATISTICS COMPARISON
Validation Statistic

ITE raw

ITE with internalization

MXD+ model

Average Model Error1

28%

16%

2%

% RMSE2

40%

27%

17%

R-Squared3

0.77

0.89

0.96

Average Model Error

54%

49%

12%

% RMSE

54%

53%

21%

R-Squared

0.81

0.81

0.97

49%

35%

4%

Daily

AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour
Average Model Error
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TABLE 1
MXD+ MODEL
VALIDATION STATISTICS COMPARISON
Validation Statistic

1.
2.

3.

ITE raw

ITE with internalization

MXD+ model

% RMSE

64%

49%

15%

R-Squared

0.40

0.65

0.97

Average model error measures the difference between the estimated trip generation and the counted trip generation
of the 28 survey sites.
RMSE stands for percent root mean squared error is a demand assessment of performance of transportation models
in that it does not apply average that would allow over-estimates and under-estimates to cancel one another out and
it penalizes proportionally more for large errors. A % RMSE of less than 40% is generally considered acceptable in
transportation modeling.
R-squared is a statistical measure that indicates, in this case, the degree to which each method explains the variation
in trip generation among the 27 survey sites. A R-Squared value closer to 1.0 indicates that the method fully explains
the variation in trip generation amongst the survey sites and would be suitable to be used for that set of site types.

Source: Fehr & Peers, 2013.

TABLE 2
MXD MODEL VALIDATION SITES
Name

Atlantic Station

Boca Del Mar

Celebration

Country Isles

Location

Atlanta, GA

Boca Raton, FL

Celebration,
FL

Weston, FL

Site Size (acres)

Description

% Reduction

138

1,030 MF DUs
480 KSF retail
510 KSF office
100 hotel rooms
20 movie screens

20-36% reduction

253

510 SF DUs
630 MF DUs
200 KSF retail
300 KSF office

15-30% reduction

3,500

2,230 SF DUs
1,870 MF DUs
60 KSF retail
1,020 KSF office
100 hotel rooms

27-33% reduction

61

370 MF DUs
190 KSF retail
60 KSF office
10 movie screens

9-17% reduction
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TABLE 2
MXD MODEL VALIDATION SITES
Name

Location

Site Size (acres)

Description

% Reduction

Crocker Center

Boca Raton, FL

29

80 KSF retail
200 KSF office
170 hotel rooms

9-22% reduction

165

180 SF DUs
260 MF DUs
1,020 KSF retail
90 KSF office
230 hotel rooms

14-27% reduction

227

1,350 MF DUs
10 KSF retail
1,080 KSF office
190 hotel rooms

17-22% reduction

128

510 MF DUs
140 KSF retail
1,850 KSF office
60 KSF industrial
520 hotel rooms

17-26% reduction

75

1,360 MF DUs
270 KSF retail
310 KSF office
400 hotel rooms
10 movie screens

29-45% reduction

30

140 MF DUs
120 KSF retail
90 KSF office
10 movie screens

20-34% reduction

9

190 MF DUs
170 KSF retail
90 KSF office
10 movie screens

29-43% reduction

20-29% reduction

17-24% reduction

Galleria

Ft. Lauderdale,
FL

Gateway Oaks

Sacramento,
CA

Jamboree Center

Legacy Town Center

Mizner Park

Mockingbird Station

Irvine, CA

Plano, TX

Boca Raton, FL

Dallas, TX

Moraga

Moraga, CA

2,444

5,200 SF DUs
750 MF DUs
270 KSF retail
1,110 KSF office
10 movie screens

Park Place

Irvine, CA

109

160 MF DUs
90 KSF retail
1,640 KSF office
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TABLE 2
MXD MODEL VALIDATION SITES
Name

Location

Site Size (acres)

Description

% Reduction

27-42% reduction

South Davis

Davis, CA

791

2,380 SF DUs
2,070 MF DUs
460 KSF retail
460 KSF office
60 KSF industrial
170 hotel rooms

The Villages

Irvine, CA

32

1,130 MF DUs

12-18% reduction

Rio Vista Station Village

San Diego, CA

16

920 MF DUs
20 KSF retail

26-35% reduction

La Mesa Village Plaza

La Mesa, CA

6

90 MF DUs
30 KSF retail
10 KSF office

31-49% reduction

Uptown Center

Hillcrest, CA

14

300 MF DUs
130 KSF retail

27-40% reduction

The Village at Morena Linda Vista

San Diego, CA

7

180 MF DUs
30 KSF retail

29-41% reduction

21-36% reduction

Hazard Center

San Diego, CA

16

110 KSF retail
260 KSF office
240 hotel rooms
10 movie screens

Otay Ranch

Chula Vista,
CA

16

240 MF DUs
40 KSF retail
60 KSF office

11-20% reduction

Bay Street

Emeryville, CA

22

380 MF DUs
380 KSF retail
20 movie screens

26-39% reduction

65

250 SF DUs
340 MF DUs
140 KSF retail
310 KSF office
120 hotel rooms

10-21% reduction

Larkspur Landing

Larkspur, CA
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TABLE 2
MXD MODEL VALIDATION SITES
Name

Redwood Shores

Location

Redwood City,
CA

Site Size (acres)

Description

% Reduction

2,000

2,200 SF DUs
2,260 MF DUs
400 KSF retail
5,880 KSF office
170 KSF
industrial
420 hotel rooms
1,040 students

14-23% reduction

15-25% reduction

Redstone

Park City, UT

52

300 MF DUs
200 KSF retail
50 KSF office
10 movie screens

Quarry Bend

Sandy, UT

100

380 MF DUs
420 KSF retail

12-16% reduction

250

510 SF DUs
590 MF DUs
10 KSF retail
100 KSF office
610 students

15-21% reduction

Southern Village

Chapel Hill,
NC

Source: Fehr and Peers, 2013.

USE IN OTHER CERTIFIED ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORTS
The MXD method has been used to refine the trip generation estimates for other developments in
California subject to CEQA review. Table 3 presents a partial list of studies and their current
status.
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TABLE 3
CERTIFIED EIRS USING MXD MODEL
Date
Published

Name

Jurisdiction

Description

% Reduction

City of San Francisco

8,000 DUs
140,000 SF retail
100,000 SF office
311,000 SF
commercial flex
274,000 SF other

56-61%
reduction

City of San Francisco

10,500 DUs
885,000 SF retail
2,650,000 SF
office/R&D

44-50%
reduction

May 2010

City of San Francisco

8,900 DUs
230,000 SF retail
105,000 SF office
164,000 SF other

34-38%
reduction

December
2010

City of Fairfield

6,790 DUs
150,000 SF retail

25%
reduction

Redwood City Downtown Precise
5
Plan DEIR

August 2010

Redwood City

2,500 DUs
221,000 SF retail
275,000 SF office

21-29%
reduction

Pittsburg/Bay Point BART Station
6
Master Plan DEIR

June 2011

City of Pittsburg

1,168 DU
95,000 SF retail
50,000 SF office

26-32%
reduction

April 2009

Los Angeles County
U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers

21,000 DUs
5,500,000 SF
commercial

29-33%
reduction

City of Oakland

1,796 DUs
1,118,345 SF retail
694,730 SF office
180 Hotel rooms

27-34%
reduction

City of Oakland

4,000 DUs
408,000 SF retail
1,500,000 SF
office/R&D
875 Hotel rooms

40-48%
reduction

Treasure Island DEIR

1

July 2010

Candlestick Point / Hunters Point
2
DEIR

Parkmerced DEIR

3

Fairfield Train Station DEIR

4

Newhall Ranch Draft EIS/EIR

7

Broadway-Valdez District Specific
8
Plan

9

Coliseum City Specific Plan

November
2009

June 2014

April 2015

1. http://sfplanning.org/index.aspx?page=1828#2007_0903E
2. http://sfplanning.org/index.aspx?page=1828#2007_0946E
3. http://sfplanning.org/index.aspx?page=1828#2008_0021E
4.
http://www.fairfield.ca.gov/gov/depts/cd/planning/train_station_deir
.asp
5.
http://www.redwoodcity.org/phed/planning/precise/FINALDTPP/EIR.htm
Source: Fehr and Peers, 2016.

6. http://www.ci.pittsburg.ca.us/index.aspx?page=225
7. http://www.dfg.ca.gov/regions/5/newhall/final/
8.
http://www.ceqanet.ca.gov/ProjDocList.asp?ProjectPK=6168
02
9.
http://www.ceqanet.ca.gov/ProjDocList.asp?ProjectPK=6236
64
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APPLICABILITY TO SHERWIN-WILLIAMS SITE
Prior to the application of the trip generation model to estimate trip generation for the proposed
Sherwin-Williams project, the project parameters where reviewed against the characteristic of the
sites that were used to develop and validate the MXD model. The factors that were specifically
reviewed include project size, mixture of residential land uses, and mixture of non-residential land
uses. If the project uses and size falls outside the range of data collected at other sites used to
develop the model, the user is cautioned against using the MXD model. For the Sherwin-Williams
site, the project site and land use mixture falls within the range of other sites and the MXD model
is an appropriate tool to generate project trip estimates. In addition to the proposed project
being within the bounds of the size range of the model derivation set, it is also within the
population, employment, and activity density bounds of the model derivation set. In addition it is
within two standard deviations of the average for each of the above metrics as well. These checks
confirm that MXD+ is appropriate to use for the proposed project.
Once it was confirmed that the project characteristics fit within the range of sites used to develop
and validate the model, site specific information was input into the model, including information
related to the surrounding roadway network, the number of jobs within a 30-minute door-todoor commute, and expected average vehicle ownership. The initial results were compared to
other published data sources for reasonableness, as well as against transportation trends,
including tends of lower levels of auto-ownership in the area as wells as increasing transit mode
shares for all trip types.

Transportation demand management measures that would be

incorporated in to the site design, as well as be required on-going were also reviewed, including:


Vehicular parking maximums as opposed to minimums



High bicycle parking requirements



Unbundling of residential parking from unit cost



Contributions to the Property Based Business Improvement District to fund Emery-goRound



Payment of the City’s Transportation Impact Fee to fund city-wide multi-modal
transportation improvements.



Provision of a bicycle share station on the site



Provision of car-share pods on the site



Sidewalk and trail improvements along the project frontage
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Based on the MXD model parameters, the proposed project components, the location of the
project and the transportation demand management strategies that would be incorporated into
the project, the resulting vehicle trip generation estimates are 35 to 40 percent lower than what
would be estimated through the use of standard Institute of Transportation Engineers rates. While
these estimates are lower than compared to existing observed travel behavior, the proposed
project includes transportation demand management strategies that are currently not widespread
in Emeryville. However, as documented in the Trip Generation Manual, these adjustments are
appropriate and reasonable for estimating the trip generating potential of mixed-use projects in
urban areas served by transit.
This completes our overview of the trip generation parameters for the Sherwin-Williams site.
Please call Kathrin at 925-930-7100 with questions.

APPENDIX C
MXD Model Validation Data

Independent Validation Sites

15 2

California

Utah

2

Texas

2
2 6

South Carolina

Georgia

Florida
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MXD MODEL
VALIDATION SITES
Name

Atlantic Station

Boca Del Mar

Celebration

Country Isles

Crocker Center

Galleria

Location

Atlanta, GA

Boca Raton, FL

Celebration, FL

Weston, FL

Boca Raton, FL

Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Site Size (acres)

Description

% Reduction

138

1,030 MF DUs
480 KSF retail
510 KSF office
100 hotel rooms
20 movie screens

20-36% reduction

253

510 SF DUs
630 MF DUs
200 KSF retail
300 KSF office

15-30% reduction

3,500

2,230 SF DUs
1,870 MF DUs
60 KSF retail
1,020 KSF office
100 hotel rooms

27-33% reduction

61

370 MF DUs
190 KSF retail
60 KSF office
10 movie screens

9-17% reduction

29

80 KSF retail
200 KSF office
170 hotel rooms

9-22% reduction

165

180 SF DUs
260 MF DUs
1,020 KSF retail
90 KSF office
230 hotel rooms

14-27% reduction
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MXD MODEL
VALIDATION SITES
Name

Gateway Oaks

Jamboree Center

Legacy Town Center

Mizner Park

Mockingbird Station

Moraga

Location

Sacramento, CA

Irvine, CA

Plano, TX

Boca Raton, FL

Dallas, TX

Moraga, CA

Site Size (acres)

Description

% Reduction

227

1,350 MF DUs
10 KSF retail
1,080 KSF office
190 hotel rooms

17-22% reduction

128

510 MF DUs
140 KSF retail
1,850 KSF office
60 KSF industrial
520 hotel rooms

17-26% reduction

75

1,360 MF DUs
270 KSF retail
310 KSF office
400 hotel rooms
10 movie screens

29-45% reduction

30

140 MF DUs
120 KSF retail
90 KSF office
10 movie screens

20-34% reduction

9

190 MF DUs
170 KSF retail
90 KSF office
10 movie screens

29-43% reduction

2,444

5,200 SF DUs
750 MF DUs
270 KSF retail
1,110 KSF office
10 movie screens

20-29% reduction
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MXD MODEL
VALIDATION SITES
Name
Park Place

Location
Irvine, CA

Site Size (acres)

Description

% Reduction

109

160 MF DUs
90 KSF retail
1,640 KSF office

17-24% reduction

27-42% reduction

South Davis

Davis, CA

791

2,380 SF DUs
2,070 MF DUs
460 KSF retail
460 KSF office
60 KSF industrial
170 hotel rooms

The Villages

Irvine, CA

32

1,130 MF DUs

12-18% reduction

Rio Vista Station Village

San Diego, CA

16

920 MF DUs
20 KSF retail

26-35% reduction

La Mesa Village Plaza

La Mesa, CA

6

90 MF DUs
30 KSF retail
10 KSF office

31-49% reduction

Uptown Center

Hillcrest, CA

14

300 MF DUs
130 KSF retail

27-40% reduction

The Village at Morena Linda Vista

San Diego, CA

7

180 MF DUs
30 KSF retail

29-41% reduction
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MXD MODEL
VALIDATION SITES
Name

Hazard Center

Otay Ranch

Bay Street

Larkspur Landing

Redwood Shores

Redstone

Location

San Diego, CA

Chula Vista, CA

Emeryville, CA

Larkspur, CA

Redwood City, CA

Park City, UT

Site Size (acres)

Description

% Reduction

16

110 KSF retail
260 KSF office
240 hotel rooms
10 movie screens

21-36% reduction

16

240 MF DUs
40 KSF retail
60 KSF office

11-20% reduction

22

380 MF DUs
380 KSF retail
20 movie screens

26-39% reduction

65

250 SF DUs
340 MF DUs
140 KSF retail
310 KSF office
120 hotel rooms

10-21% reduction

2,000

2,200 SF DUs
2,260 MF DUs
400 KSF retail
5,880 KSF office
170 KSF industrial
420 hotel rooms
1,040 students

14-23% reduction

52

300 MF DUs
200 KSF retail
50 KSF office
10 movie screens

15-25% reduction
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MXD MODEL
VALIDATION SITES
Name

Location

Site Size (acres)

Description

% Reduction

Quarry Bend

Sandy, UT

100

380 MF DUs
420 KSF retail

12-16% reduction

250

510 SF DUs
590 MF DUs
10 KSF retail
100 KSF office
610 students

15-21% reduction

Southern Village

Source: Fehr and Peers, 2013.

Chapel Hill, NC
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Validation of MXD+ model
Since the conclusion of the EPA sponsored study, Fehr & Peers has been actively enhancing the MXD
model to improve sensitivity to various site characteristics, improve peak hour performance, and continue
to validate the model against MXDs where data is available.
A set of 27 independent MXD sites across the country that were not included in the initial model
development have been tested to validate the model. These sites represent locations where it is expected
that traditional data and methodologies, such as ITE, would not accurately estimate the Project vehicle trip
generation. Table A1 presents the performance of the MXD model against ITE and ITE internalization
procedures.
TABLE A1
MXD+ MODEL
VALIDATION STATISTICS COMPARISON
Validation Statistic

ITE raw

ITE with internalization

MXD+ model

28%

16%

2%

40%

27%

17%

0.77

0.89

0.96

Average Model Error

54%

49%

12%

% RMSE

54%

53%

21%

R-Squared

0.81

0.81

0.97

Average Model Error

49%

35%

4%

% RMSE

64%

49%

15%

R-Squared

0.40

0.65

0.97

Daily
1

Average Model Error
% RMSE

2

3

R-Squared

AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

1.
2.

3.

Average model error measures the difference between the estimated trip generation and the counted trip generation of the 28
survey sites.
RMSE stands for percent root mean squared error is a demand assessment of performance of transportation models in that it
does not apply average that would allow over-estimates and under-estimates to cancel one another out and it penalizes
proportionally more for large errors. A % RMSE of less than 40% is generally considered acceptable in transportation modeling.
R-squared is a statistical measure that indicates, in this case, the degree to which each method explains the variation in trip
generation among the 27 survey sites. A R-Squared value closer to 1.0 indicates that the method fully explains the variation in
trip generation amongst the survey sites and would be suitable to be used for that set of site types.

Source: Fehr & Peers, 2013.

